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NOTE TO PART I. 

In this part is reproduced the bulk of the evidence submitted 
to the Commission in the form of written memoranda in reply to the 
list of subjects circulated in August 1929. In preparing this volume 
the Commission have sought to retain all matter likely to be of per
manent interest to students of the subject, and not available elsewhere. 
liaterial supplied to the Commission which has already-been printed 
and published elsewhere has In general not been reproduced. Where 
memoranda have been abridged all considerable omissions have been 
indicated in the text. 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE. 

c. To inquire into and report on the existing canditions of labour 
in industrial undertakings and plantations in British India, on the health, 
efficiency and standard of living of the worlrers, and on the relations 
between employers and employed, and to make recommendations." 

NOTB._U IndustrioJ undertaking n tor the purpose of the Commission is. interpreteel 
as in Artiole I of the .Washington HoUl'S Conwntion, whlch is $8 folloWB :-

. U For the purpose of this Convention, thq term ' industria.! undertaking' includes. 

• 

particul&rly :_ ' 0 

U (a.) Mines, quMries. and other WtH'KS for the extraotion of mineraJs &om .the 
earth. 

«(b) Industries in which articles are ma.nufe.ct~ altered.J olean~ repaired, 
ornamented. finished. &dapted for s&le. broken up or demolished,. or in 
which materials are transformed;: including shipbuilding and the genem
tieD, transformation and transmission of electricity or motive power of 
any kind. 

U (e) ConstructiOn, reconatruction. m&intena.nee, repair. alteration, ordemolition 
of any building., railW&y~ tramway. h&rbour. dock, pier, canal. inland 
W&terwa.y~ road, tunnel, bridge, viadu~ sewer, ~ weU. telegraphic 
or telephonic installation. electrical undertaking, gaswork. waterwork or 
other work of conBtructio~ as well as the preparation for or laying the 
foundations of any such work or _structure. 

.. (ti) '.I'ran3port of ~ngera or goods py l'o~ rail, 8~ or inland w&terway .. 
including the handling- of goods at docks, quays. wha.rves 01" W&rehouses~ 
bu~ ""eluding transport by hand. .. • .' - • 

• • • • • • • • • 
The competent authority in each country shaH de6.ne the line of division which &e

pa.rat6It industry from commerce and agriculture. 
lII15RCL 
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.• LIST OF SUBJEO'l't'. 

l. Recruitment . 
(1) Original Lolmvt. 

(i) Extent of migration. 
(ii) Causes of particular streams of migration. 
(iii) Changes in recent years. 

(2) Ountact 'JIlitk villages. 
(i) Extent a.nd frequency of return. 
(ii) Extent of permanent labour force. 

(3) Metlwds of recruitment. . 
(i) Existing methods. 
(ii) Possible improvement. 

(iii) Public employment agencies. 
(a) Desirability of establishing. 
(h) P08Sibility of.practica.l schemes. 

(4) Extent and-e,ueeh of distwrbarwe of family life. 
(5) Recruitment of seamen. 

(i) Existing practice. 
(ii) Effect of chenges .introdu~d jD:·Calcutta. 

(Vi) .Suggestions £Ol" iIjiprovement~ , 
(6) R'eciurt;nentfor :issa,;,.;." . 

(i) Need of retenti()n of control. 
(ii) Administration of present· system. 

(iii) "(}omp03ition and working. of Assam Labour Board. 
(iv) Defects of existing Act· and system .• 
(v) Possible substitutes. 

(7) Unemployment. 
(i) Extent and character. 
(ii) Extent to which caused by- . 
. ': (a).~Betrenchment or dismissalS. 

(b) Yoluntary retirement. 
(e) Other causes. . 

(iii) Possible methods of alleviating and remedying distress. 
(iv) Unemployment Insurance. 
(v) Application of lnternational Conventions relating to un

employment. 
(8) Lolmvt" _veT ... · 

(i) Average duration of employment. 
(ii) Extent of casual employment. 

(iii) Absenteeism. . 
(a) Extent, character and causes. 
(b.) Seasonal or otherwise. 
(e) Time and wages lost. 

(9) Apprentices Act, 1850 • 
• r¥a1ue of. 

*' Thii:':'\Yotd Ihould be read &I indioatiug generally the changtw in oompoiitiOD of the 
labour stall of 1m under\&king. 
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n. Staff Organisation. 
. (10) Det.aih of organistuion, administratitJe and departmental. 
(11) Selection of managin{/su.if. ' 
(12) Recroilment and training of su-pertMing su.ff, superior and. sub

ordinate. 
(i) Methods in force. 
(ii) Facilities for training and pro)Jlotion of workmen. 

(13) Relations between staff and Tank and:file. 
(i) Relations generally. 
(ii) Value and defects of S)'lltem of employing jobbers. 

(iii) Works Comnrittees: their constitution, extent and achieve
ments. 

(iv) Works C<>uncils and Industrial Councils. 
(14) Timekeeping, pieceuxrtk, ront'ftld and attendance register •. 

(i) How and by whom kept and checkecJ. . 
(ii) How and by whom wages actually paid to worker..· 

(15) Contractors as intermediaries. . 
(i) Extent and character of work given on ~ontract • 

. (ii) Extent of sub-contracting: 
(iii) Control exerm"'ld ,oVer w."'¥ng conditions. 
(iv) Effects.' . 

m. HoUliDg. '. 
(16) Extent to whick housing is prooided. 

(i) By employers. 
(ii) By Government ol'o'ther publkagency. 

_ (iii) By private landlords. 
(iv) By workers themselves. 

(17) Facilities for ucquwion of land for workers' lwmu. 
(IS) Nature of aecon.mOOation prrYViiled in each ckJss. 

(i) In relation to workers' demands. . . 
(ii) In relation to best type from health point of view. 
(iii) Provision made for lighting, conservancy and: water supply. 

(19) Utilisation l>y worker. of aceummodation available. . 
(20) Rent-rates in various classes. 
(21) Special prObkms arising in connection with mrious ckJs_ of 

lwming. 
e.g. Subletting ; 

Occupation of employers' houses by tenants in other employ ; 
. Eviction. 

(22) Moral eilect on worker of industrial housing conditions. Improve
ments tried and suggested. 

IV. Health. 
(23) General health conditions of worker •. 

• (i) Figures of mortality. 
(ii) Bll-th rate and infant mortality. 

Methods of registration. 



(iii) Working co~tipns
(a) at work places ; 
(b) at hoIIl('. 

(iv) Dietary. _ . 
(v) Physique. 

iv 

(vi) Effects of disturbance of sex ratio in industrial citi", •. 
(vii) Relation bet~een housing and mortality •. 

(24) Extent of medical facilities provi<led. 
(i) By employers. 
(iit By Government. 

(iii) Byother agencies. . 
(iv) Provision for women doctors, trained midwives or dais. 

(25) Extent to whicl. medical facilitiM are uti!~. 
(i) Generally. . 
(ii) By women. , 

. ,(26) 'Sanitory an-angements,.(a) at 'lDfnk places, (h) at 110""". 
(i) Latrines. . 
(ii) Drinking water. .' 

(iii) Bathing and washing. , 

(27) Extent and _ure of oJJicial superoisilm. 
(i) Work of Boards of Health in special aleas. 

(ii) Inspection af plantations. 
, (iii) In mill and other industrial &raa8. 

(28) Suitability if existing Factories and Mines Acts and Rules 
(i) Control of temperature in factories. 

(ii) Control of humidification in cotton mills. 
(a) Nature of action taken by Locai Governments. 
(b) Resull& 

(29) Diaeme. 
(i) Prevalence of industrial diseases. 
(ii) Prevalence of cholera, malaria. hookworm and other tropical 

diBeases. 

(30) Bickn&$ insurance. , 
(i) Suitability of International Labour Convention. 

(ii) Possibility of introducing other systems. 
(iii) How to meet difficulties arising from non-acceptability of 

Westero medicine, paucity of medical men, migration of 
labour, finance. 

(31) Maternity b-.ftta. 
(i) Extent and working of existing schell!es (including allow-

ances given before and after childbirth). (> 

(ii) 'History of central and provincial Bills. 
,(iii) Possibility of legislation. 
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V. Welfare (other th&n Health and Housing, but including Education). 
(32) Extent of welfare work. 

(i) By employers. 
(ii) By other agencies. 

(33) EmpWyment of Welfa ... ()jficers andioorker ••. 
(34) Nal.twe of.otJ.er Welfare adi!JitWs, '(a) by employers (b) by other 

agenc:r,es. ... 
(i) Provision for refreshments, shelters and creches: 

(ii) Provision for physical culture, recreation and amusements. 
(iii) Other activities. .. 

(35) Results achieved. . 
(36) PrmMion of educatiOTUlI facilities by employer.-

(i) For adult workers .. ' 
'Iii) For half-timeworker •. 
(iii) For workers' children. 
(iv) Extent to which used. 

(37) DesirabililJ! and possih!.1ity of prooisio;' for oiel iige and premature 
reliremen/,. 

(38) CO-opern!ion.. ' .. 
(39) Possibility and desirability of a Statutory Miners' Welfare Fund. 

VI. Education. '. .' . . 

(40) Facilities for general education in ind~iri:u.areas. 
(i) Of children not in employment.. .' . 

(ii) Of children employed in factories .. 
(iii) Of adults. • 

(41) Facilities for industrial and oocatwna!. traini'1l{J. 
(42) Effect of education on standard of lim1lff ~nd indus/riol eJficie'lu:Y 

vn. Safety. 
pfworkers. . 

(43) Eristi"1l regulatWns in factories, mines, railways and docks. 
(44) Incidence of accidents in factories, mines, ra.1ways and docks. 
(45) Cames. 
(46) AccU1ent prevention (including" Safety First " propaganda). 
(47) AccU1ents in non-TegukJted establishments. 
(48) First-aid and medic<Z1 relief. 
(49) Stringency of i'1l8pection and enforcement of reguiatiO'1l8. 

(i) In industry generally. 
(ii) In seasonal industries. 

(50) Effect upon safety of hours, health, light and working oondiiWM 
gtmerally. 

vm. Workmen's Compensation. 
(51) Workmen'. CO'I"pensatwn Act. 

(i) Extent of use. 
(ii) Comparison with extent of ~ble cl~ms. 



·n 
(iii) Eftecta on indll8txy. 
(iv) Availability and use of insur"nce :&.ei.lities and value from 

workers' point of view. 
(v) Desir"bility of compulsory mslUance by employers. 

(52) DesirahUity of e:d.entling Act w othm occupations. 
Possibility of providing ag"inst insolvency of employers who 

might be 80 covere)l.. 
(53) Suitalnlity of 1"ooiaions relating ta

(i) Scales of compensation. 
(ii)Conditions governmg grant of compensation. 

(iii) Industrial diseases. 
(iv) Machinery of adJnUiistration. 
(v) Other matters. 

(54) DesirahUiJ.y of legWlntilm on lines of Employm' Lialn1ity Act, 
1880. ' 

lX'Bours. 
A. FactorieS. 

(55) Hows worhd per week and per day. 
(i) Normal, i.e. as determined by custom or agreement. 

(ii) Actual, i.e. including overtime: 
(iii) Spreadover, i.e. relation between ,bourg worked and hours 

during. which workp-r is on can. 
,(56) Days worlced per week. 
(57) Effect of 60 lwurs restridion-

(i) On workers. 
(ii) 01,1 .industry. 

(58) Effect of rl<z?!y limit. 
(59) PossWility Of f'edtICtwn in m=i_. 
(60) I 'fIl6va1.s. 

(i) Existing practice-
(a) In relation to fatigue. 
(b) In relation to workers' meal times. 

(ii) Suitability of the law. 
(iii) Suitability of \ours during which factory is working. 
(iv) Number of holidays giv;en. 

(61) Day of rest. 
(i) Existing practice. 

(ii) Suitability of the law. 
(62) Exempting prmlisiont and Ike use made of tkem. 

B.lllinea. 
(63) Hour. worlced per day and per week. 

(i) Normal, i.e. as determined by custom or agreement., 
. (ii) . Actual, i.e. including overtime. 

(iii) Spreadover, i.e. relation between hours worked and hoUlS 
during which worker is on ce.l1. 
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(64) Days _W per....a 
(65) EJled. of restriction of lwur8. 

(i) On workers. 
(ii) On industry. 

(66) Possibility of reducing maxima. 
(67) Suitability of tk law relating to shifts. 
(68) PO$sibility of introducing an ejferJ.ive daily limitation. 
(69) InterfJa18. 

(i) In relation to fatigue. 
(ii) In relation to workers' meal times. 

(iii) Number of holidays given. 
(70) Day of rest. 

,(71) A .J.qu~o!l of aisling provisions • 
• (72) EXempting provisions and 'Il8e made of them. 

c. Railways . 
• (73) Hoors worked per week and per day. 

(i) Normal, i.e. as determined by custom or agreement. 
(ii) Actual, i.e. including overtime. 

(iii) Spreadover, i:e. relation between hours worked and hours 
during which worker is on call. 

'- (74) Days worked per week. 

(75) Extent of application oj I "ternational Labour Oonventions relating 
to-

(i) Hours. 
(ii) Rest days. 

(76) JnterfJa18. 
(i) In relation to fatigue. 

(ii) In relation to workers' meal timeS. 
(iii) Number of holidays given. 

(77) Possibility of regulation, 
D. Other Establishments. 

(a). Plantations. 
(6) Docks. 
(e) Other industrial establishments. 

(78) HooTsworkeilper week and per day. 
(i) Normal, i.e. as determined by custom or agreement . 

. (ii) Actual, i.e. including overtime. 
(iii) Spresdover, i.e. relation between hours worked and houi"8 

• during which worker is on call. 
(79) Day. worked per week. 
(SO) DesiraJrility of regulation. 
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x Special Questions relating to Women, Yomig Adults and Children. 
A. l'actori8ll. 

(Bl) Ejfeet of 1922 Act on emplcymem. 
(82) Admission of infanJ,g' to faaoriea. 
(83) Suitability of regulatWns for women', work. 
(84) Suiiability of regulatWns ajfeeti"'1l children. 

(i) Hours and intervals. 
(ii) Mi1rimum and maximum ages. 

(85) Duuble employment of children (i.e. \n more than """ establislomtmt 
in same day). 

(86) Work and trraini"'1l of yQU"'1/ adults. 
Facilities for apprenticeship. 

(87) Extent of" blind alley " employment (i.e. extent to whick children 
are dismissed on reo.chi"'1lfuUoge). 

(88) Oomparoove merits of double ani single shift systems' as ajfeeti"'1l • 
keaUh of women, you"'1l adults and children. • 

(89) W cd of women and children in faaoTies not subject to Act. 
(i) Use by local Governments of section 2 (3) (b). 

(ii) Advisability of extended application. 
• B.llines. 

(90) Ejfeet of Act of 1923. ~ 

Suitability of certification provisiolll!. 
(91) E:cdJusion of women. 

(i) Suitability of regulstions. 
(ii) Probable effect on industry. 

(iii) Economic effect on workers. 
(iv) Speed of withdrawal. • 

. C. Other Establishments. 
(92) Needforregulation. 

D. 8pecjaI Questions relating to Seamen and Workers in Inland Naviga
tion. , 

(93) Hoursofwork. 
(94) Ratioll$ and accommodation. an:ides of agreement, &:0. • 
(95) Indian M ... cham Shippi"'1l Act. 

(i) Existing provisions. 
(ii) Need of revision. 

m. Wages. 
(96) Prevaili"'1l rnIes of wages (lime and p~) and a""'age earning,. 

(i) In industry. 
(ii) In surrounding agricultural areas. 

(iii) Difference between money wages and money value of all 
earnings. 
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(97) M~ i .. recent gears. 
(i) Increases &Jld decreases. 

(ii) Reasons for variation. 
(iii) Relation to prices &Jld cost of living (pre-war and post-war). 
(iv) Relation to profits. 

(98) Amou~ sent to viUages. 
(99) Pa.~ in kiM aM aUied problem8. 

(100) Extent aM effect of pa~ through ront.-Ilctors, sub-contractors 
or "-'admen. 

(101) MelJlOrl of fo:ing wages. 
(i) By negotiated agreernPJIts. 

(ii) Other me&ns. 
1102) Basis of pa~for overtime aM Sumlay w..-k. 
(103) Extent of stamlamisation. 
(104) Effect of fDflge-clmnges on labour supply. 
(105) Minimum wages. 

Advisability and possibility of statutory establishment. 
(106) Deductions. 

(i) Extent of fining. 
(ii) Other deductions. 

(iii) Utilisation of fines. 
(iv) Desirability oflegislation. 

(107) PerWds of wage-payment (rlay, week or month). 
(i) Periods.for which weges paid. 

(ii) Periods elapsing before payment. 
(iii) Desirability of legislation-=... 

(a) to regulate periods ; 
(b) to prevent del .. y in p .. yment. 

(iv) Treatment of unclaimed wages. 
(108) I ntkhted'tle88_ 

(i) In village. 
(ii) In industrial area. 

(109) Bonus anrl projilskaring schemes. 
(i) Nature &Jld efleet of schemes which are or have been in 

. pperation. 
(ii) Basis of schemes, whether production or profits. 

(110) A .... ual or other leave.' 
(i) Extent to which taken by workers. 

(ii) Extent to which countenanced and/or assisted by employers. 
(iii) Extent of conaequentialloss to worker of back-lying wages. 

(Ill) Desirability of Fair Wages Glaus. i .. publi.e contracts. 

xm. IntustriaJ Efliciency of WOlken. 
(ll~) Gompamtive ckanges .i" ~ of lnrlian w..-ker. in recent 

YM"'. 
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• (113) C<»nparative ~ oj Indian and Joniun wmlrers. 

(114) Extent to which camparisonB are aJJectetl by

(i) Migration of workers. 
(ii) Use of machinery. 

(iii) Comparative efficiency of plant. 
(iv) Comparative efficiency of management. 
(v) Phyeiql1e. 

(vi) Health. 
(vii) Education. 

(viii) Standards of living. 
(ix) Climate. -

(115) EJJe<:t on production of

(i) Changes in working hours. 
(ii) Changes in other working conditions. 

(iii) Expenditure on health and aanitation. 
(iv) Housing. 
(v) Alterations in methods of remuneration . 

. (vi) Movements in wage levels. 
(vii) Legislative enactments. 

(viii) Dietary. . 
(ix) Alcohol ani! drugs. 
(x) IndlfStrial fatigue . 

. (ll6) PoMbk methods oJ securi"'1l ~ ejJiciencg. 

XIV. Trade Combinations. 

(117) Extent oj organisatw.. of

. . (i) Employers. 
(ii) Employed.. . . 

(lIS) EJJect ~ organ~. on

(i) Industry. 
(ii) Conditions of workers generally. 

(119) Nature of Trcule 1inw.. activities. 

(i) Mutual ai~ Ibenefit schem",,: unemployment: eiokness: 
old age: strike psy. 

(ii) Otheractiviti"", _ 

(120) IndiWluaL Trade Unions. 

(i) History. 
(ii) Attitude 01 workers and extent of their control 

(iii) Attitude of employers and relations with them. 

(121) Trcule Unions Act, 1926. 

(i) Extent to which utilised. 
(ii) Efiects. 

(iii) Possible amendments. 



(122) Miscelkneous rr-!iom .. egarding Trade Uniom. 
(i) Methods of negoti .. tion between employers .. nd employed. 

(ii) Results of .. ttempts .. t co·opera.tion between employers .. nd 
employed to increase efficiency of production. . 

(iii) Position of employees in St .. te industrial concerns in relation 
to gener .. l Trnde Union movement. 

~XV. Industrial Disputes. 
(123) Extent of strikes and rock-outs. 

(i) Causes. 
(ii) Dura.tion .. nd cha.ra.cter. 

(iii) Nature .. nd methods_ of settlement. 
(iv) Loss to industry .. nd workers. 

_ (124) OcmcilWliml and aWitration machinery. 
(i) Results of previous investiga.tions. 
(ii) Part played by official or non--official concilia.tors in settling 

disputes. ' 
(iii) Use (if .. ny) -ma.de .of Employers' and Workmen'. Disputes 

- Act, 1860. 
(iv) Joint standing machinery for regWation of rela.tions between 

employers and workpeople.. . 
(v) Opportunity a.fiorded to workpeople of ,making represents.

tions. 
(vi) Applicability to Indisnconditions of Industria.! Court, 

Tra.de Boards, Joint Industrial Councils. 
(125) Trades Disputes Act. . 
(126) Attittuk of ~ 

(i) Tow .. rds tr&de combinstions.--
(ii) In connection with industrial dispute •• 

, -

-XVI. Law of lIIaster and Servant. 
(127) Effed of repeal of Workmen's Breach. of Oontract Act. 
(128) Types of oontract com~ly 11> ,w,: .. ' 
(129) Extent to ",kWh (i) Oiml, (ii) OiimWJT,./a"" is available and 

used for enforcement. f 

(ISO) Madras Plan!er. Labowr Act, 1903. 
(131) Ooorg Labowr Act. 
(132) Employers' and Workmen'. Disputes Act:- Is it used 1 

XVlL Admjnistration. 

(lS3) O£'lltral and Provincial Legislatu ..... , 
Action and attitude on la.bour questions. 

(134) International Labowr Organisatioo. 
(i) R&tification of Conventions and action t .. ken. 
(ii) Its effeot on legislation, &C. 

(135) Relaliom betu;e,m Oentral aM Local a.-rn~. 



(136) Administrative autlunities in lJG1'ious GDlJernmenls. 
Work of special laboUl" offices or officers. 

(137) Effeet of differfiMe3 in law O'T tulministratu;.. in Indu.n 8tates 
and British India. 

(138) A.cquaiflianee of 'UJ01"kpeop!e with factory legisUztion. 
(139) Fa<;tMy inspection. 

(i) Adequacy of staff. 
(ii) Uniformity of sdmin.istration in different Provinces. 

(iii) RigoUl" and efficiency of aaministration. 
(iv) Prosecutions and their result. 

(140) Mines inspection. 
(i) Adequacy of "tall'. 
(ii) RigoUl" and efficiency of administration. 

(iii) Prosecutions and their result. 
(141) Railways (State and Oompany). 

Administration of questions· affecting personnel. 
(142) Plafliations, docks and other indmtrial establishments. 

Extent and nature of inspection. 

xvm. Intelligence. 
(143) Eo:isting statistic8. 

(i) Extent and use. 
(ii) Method of collection. 
(ili) Degree of acCuracy. 

(144) Possibility of impr~ in statistics. 
(145) Nawre of special investigations etmducled. 

(i) Cost of living enqniries. 
(ii) Results achieved. 

(146) Ft.Iture ~ -SMY' 
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80, D.·8Dl. 

, 

811. D •• 721. 

82-83, D •• 730. 

84-101. D •• 746. 

84-101. D •• 74&. 

• . , 
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xiv 
• 

Deaign&tioo _lor add .... 
of witness. 

A surf ... ooaI wagon loader 
(male) Bar. Dhemo Col. 
liery, Aaansol_ 

18 S""kIi (Geola) } 

Sukh Dev (Ahit) :: _. Dhemo 
Oolliery, Asanaot 

Agla n.. (Gareri&) 

19 BBDBi Kmmi (with Coal loader. Dhemo :Main 
l4otherooal load. CoIIiery,.A.aneoI. 
era) 

20 Uma. Pada.n Muker~ 
joe 

Sarkar. Dheme Main Col. 
Iie<y.A.......n. 

21 Gaun Shaokar (with Coal loader. Dh6lllo MaiD 
other ooaIloadera) Colliery • .A.aneol. 

22 Geala "} 
Rajvaid . '. of 
• BiJas· 

BiJsBpur •• .pur 

Thak.th 

W orke1'8 in Dhemo 
Colliery • .A.aneol. 

MaiD 

23 Kanba.imani~ &n~ worm in Dhemo Me.1n 
thai from Balmra Colliery. AaaDBO!. 

U Padara of BiI""Pur. • &rdaril in Dheme MaiD 
Colliery. AaaDBO! •• 

.26 LOkhinumji of WomaD worker .in Dhemo 
Bakoda Tahsil. MaiD !Jolliery. AaaDBO!. 
Kasipur 

26 Dr. S. K. Sirear. Chief Baoita.y Oftleer. 
M.Il..D.P.B. .A.aneol __ .of 

H~. 

27 Dr. U. P. Chatterjee. Chief :Medical Officer, 
M.B. Eaat.ern Coal Compauy. 

28 Dr. Bonheheri 

Che.ttami. L.lP' 
28 Mr.C.Heath \ .. 

Limited: 
MedioaJ Officer. Dhemo 
Main CoIIiory. AaaDBO!. 

Maolager. Dhemo 
Colliery, AaaDBO!. • 

Contraot.or'. ManagW. 
Dhomo :Main Colliery. 
AaaDBO!. 

• 

30 Bohen Singh '\,'.. .. 

31 Buku (Santhal). 
Hupna (Santhal) 
and two miners 

, . (menL 

Miners at BhutdOVA Col.} 
Iie<y of the B~ 
GhllBiclt Coal oonoom. 
AaaDBO!. 

Part I 
(Written 

evidence) 
psg ... 

Part II 
(Oral evidence) 
pages and Nos. of 
the- first question! 

of the eeriee. 

IOl}-I03. 
D.·SM. 

I03-IM. 

104--105. 

106-106. 

106. 

IIJ6.-IOO. 

107. 

108. 

lOS. 

108-112, 
D •• 9Il6. 

1IS-117. 
D.·I0'27. 

117. D •• I!I86 • 
• 

117-118. 



• 

Serial 
No. 

xv 

Designation and,or &dc:lre&il 
of witness. 

32 .Mr. S. K. Samundar Manager of the Bhutdova 
Collie'Y. 

33 Phila. Manjhi Trammer at the West Niga 
(Santbal) Collie'Y. Asanso1. 

:K Poo. (Bauri) _tri. West Niga ColliefY. 
A ...... I. 

A party of women wcrkers, 
Asanso1. 

3& Lakli Majin (San- Woman coal carrier, West 
thlLl) Niga Colliery. Asansol. 

37 Moku Majin (San· 
thai) 

Woman ooal ca.nier. West 
Niga Collie'Y. Asansol. 

38 Ba.rjumain. MU88&l
man. Jiwan. Majm 
(Santhal). Parbho, 
Majhi (Santhal). 
and three miners 
(men) 

}

MinO;.&tLOyahadColliery, } 
Dhaohad. 

39 Nookukal, and Mine.... Loy.had Colliery, 
Chand Manji Dhaobad. 
(men) 

40 Mr. R. Fenwick 

41 .Mr. Jitu Ram 

Manager, Loyab&d Colliery, 
Dhaohad. 

Attendance Clerk, Loyabad 
ColliefY. Dhoohad. 

42 Aanmama., Santhal.. E~-worker in the Loyabad 
(woman) ColliefY. Dhanhad. 

43 Mokahada (woman) Worker in tho Loyahad 
ColliefY. Dh,,:,~ . , 

44 Ahalya.(woman) •• 

45 S.bodhi, Santhal, 
from Dumk& 
(wo"",,, ) 

Do. 

Do. 

46 .Mr_ K. X. Baksi . . ~r of Kirkend Col
liery, Dhanhad. 

47 ChakkoSow Gaogmao. Kirkoud 
liery. Dhoohad. 

Col· 

} 

48 Bithal, Huchhi .. 
49 Sobhi, Musaha. 

50 Ledou, Doaadb 

:: }Worken in Xirkoml Col- }' 
Iiery, Dhaohad. .. 

Part I 
(Written 
evidence) 
,pages. 

.. 
• 

• 

Part U 
(Oral evidenee-) 

pages and Nos. of 
the tiTSt questions 

of the aeries. 

118-119. 
D •• lOoo. 

119 • 

119. 

llll--l20. 

120. 

1!lO. 

121-122. 

122--123. 

123-1Jl6. 
D .• ll04. 

126. 

126-127. 

127. 

127. 

128-137, 
D.-lI38. 

137. 

137-138. ' 



XVI 

Part II 
Part! (Oral evidence) 

Serial Name. Designation and/or addreoa (Written pages and Nos. (I 
No. . of witness. evidence) the first question! 

pages • of t.he 8el'iea~ 

. 
51 Kolli. woman of Kirkend Colliery. Dhan· .. 138. 

worker .with .... bad. 
other woman 

52 Mr.P.C.Boee .. 
• . 

53 Mr. B. Mitter .. 
Representatives of the 181-196 138-167. 

M BI!ani Cheria (womao Indian Colliery Em- D.-I271. 
miner) ploy .... A88Oci.won, 

• ,Jharia • 
66 Chot&n Kom 

. (miner) 

66 Gobinda Goral 
(pumpman) 

57 Nmri Manjhain .. Woman worker in the Jeala .. 168-169. 
gora Colliery. . 

6~ Thakuri 
(Santhel) 

Manjhain Do. .. . . 168 and 172. 

59 Lilmoni Manjhain. Do. .. . . 169. 
(Santhel) 

60 Sakaram (from 

f 
169-170. 

Ra.ipur) 

61 Karurai (from }-- . the .. 17~171. 
Bhagalpur) Jealgora Colliery. 

.62 Jarimeya. .. .. l 171. . 
63 Mr. D. Black .. Manager. Jealgora Col· 1 liery, Dhanbad. . 

J .. 171-175. 
64 Mr. P. B. Dandekur Ra.ioing Contractor. JeaI- D.-I556. 

• gora Colliery, Dhanbad. 

65 Mr_ J. E. Pholpha •• Agent, Jealgor& Colliery. .. 176--177, 
Dhanbad. D_-I606. 

66 Mr. N. P. Thodani. Chairma.n. Jharja Mines 195-20'1 
LC.S. B 4td of Health and Jharia ~259 

Water Boord and Com-

- miBeiOnel' for Workmen's 
Compen""tion, Dhanbad. 178-215, • 

67 Dr. Rylee .. Chief Meme&! Officer. .. D.-lOIS. 
Jharia Min .. Boord of 
HesJth. Dhanbad. 

f]'~ 68 Mr. P. S. Keelan .. 2/jg:.....261 }Of th. Raoig,mi '.D.S ::-
69 Mr.F.L.Cork .. ooalJield. .s:&i7 

• ~o 
\ !' C 242 21~:ua. 

Mr.R.H~ "'. D.-11I31. ~:: to 
70 .. ~ Q.~ 252 , ~Of the Jharia ..,,;;i. 
n Mr. R. Purdy .eaUiold. --I -. ~ 0,< . 1\ 

i 



Serial 
No. 

Name. 

. 72 Jamona. J&t Ghat
.... 1 (wife of PatiaJ 

13 Pati. (Gha_l) 
(miner) • 

. 
74 Kale Lobar (miner) 

76 Mr. P. C. MukhOlji 

76 Bhuohi, Karl 

77 Mr. M. Bh~har:ii 

'18 P&bgu 

xvii 

Deoignation and/or addl:eas . 
• . of oritneoa. 

Woman 'Worker in· the 
Kujam& Colliery, 
Dhanbad. 

Lie worker in the 
Kuj&ma Colliery, 
Dhanbad. 

Do. 

AI"""!!"", Ifni ....... Colliery, 
Dhanbad. 

Woma.n ooal carrier, Indi&n 
Jh.ari& Colliery. 

Manager, Centr&! Juna
sora Colliery, Dhanbad. 

Loading _, Centr&! 

Junagora Colliery, Dhan
bad. 

79 Bengali · • Thekadar, Central Juna
• sora Colliery, Dhanbad. 

8() Mr. A. L. Ojh .. 

}

RepreeuutatiVOll of the 
Iudia.n Mining Federa
tion. 

MoL.C. 

III Raj Ba.l)adur· D. D. 
Thacker 

82 Mr.J.Kirk 

83 Hira Kharar 

J ...... Bhagat 

Chando 

• • Sup6rintondent, Jamadoha 
Colliery, Dhanbad. 

:: }~"'JamadOb& Colliery, 
.• Dhanbad. 

.. 

Part! 
(Written 
evidenoo) -. • 

... 

} 

207-210 

210-220 

84 Mr. R. ~. Simpoon, Chief luapeotor of Mineo, 220--241 
C.1.E. Dhanbad. (Mr. Lang', 

memo.) 

86 Mr. A. A. b'. Bray., 

Part II 
(Oral evid ..... ) 
_and Nos. of 
the liNt queotaono 

ofthe-... 

. 244 • 

246. 

246. 

246--149 and 
261, D.·:mU. 

249-260, 
D.-226I. 

250-261, 
D.-2263. 

}
261-277, 
D.-2268. 

278-280, 
D.-2644. 

280-282, 
D.-2584 • 

283-312, 
D_-2607. 

• 

• 
Mr .• J. TholllM 

}

Calelltta Repl"egeD.ta.tives 
• • of the Iudia.n Mining 

242-262 312--3311, 

Asaooiation. 
86 Mr. T.OI'd .. 
87 Sillumian • • Miner in the Sorampur 

Colliery, Giridih. -

88 Mauji Dhobi Do. 
• 

89 Mr. W. T. Stanton.. Mann.ger~ Serampur 
Colliery, Giridih. 

., 

D.-2848. 

340-341. 

341-343, 
D.-3080. 

843--350, 
D •• 30S8. 



Serial 
No. 

xviii 

Deoign&tiOD and/or ad~ 
Qf wit,,-. . • 

W Mr. H. Lancaote< • • Superintendent. EaR 

93 Mr. A. D. Tuckey, 
I.C.S. 

Indian Railway Colliery 
Dopanment. 

Assistant Su~nt. 
Bokharo . East Indian 
Rail_y aDd Bengal Nag. 
~eriea. Railwa.y Joint 

H Ug&ll •• SardarJ Semmpur Col-
liery, Giridih.. 

9li Gangia Kamin with Worker, Seram.pur Colliory, 
her huohand Ghan. Giridih. 
lIhom 

96 Kailumia Trolleyme.n, Seramplll' 
Colliery, Giridih. 

97 Kudirat Mey&n 

Dl Mr. 14. Homi 

Do. 

93 Mr. H. H. Sharma •. 

100 Mr. MaagaI Sing • , 

Repreeentativel of the 
Labour Federation, 
JomIIhedpur. 

Ull Mr. Azimuddin 

lOll 

103 

104 

103 

100 

107 

Mr.J.C K. P_}&p ....... tati .... oI'b.Tata 
Iron and Steel Company, 

Mr. C; A. Alexander LImited. 

Mr.J. LeyllhOD .• 

}

Rop ....... tativ.. 01 the 
Mr H. D. Towuend Tlnpla\< #Company 01 

• Indi .. Limited, Golmnri 
Mr. W. O. nen_n Worko. 

Father LiefmaDa .• Ranohi . 
108 Rai Sahib Dovendra 

NathSinha 
Vioe-Chainna.n, District 
Committee, Santa! Par· 
ganae. Dumka. 

108 Ral Bahadnr Sara. Vioe-Chainna.n, 
Chandra Roy. M.L.C. Board. Ranohi. 

Bihar and Orieoa Pa_ •• 
Council of Women 

Diatrict 

• 

Part I 
(Written 
ovid ..... ) 

pageo. 

262 

• 

10000llS 

146-170 

170-181 

98-100 

HJIl-IOll 

102-104 

104 

Part n 
(Oral evidence) 
pages and Nos. of 
th. lim queotious 

of the eorieo. 

350-384. 
D.·31SS. 

366. 

366. 

396. 

300. 

367-401, 
D.·336I. 

421~. 
D.-3!12. 

451-480. 
D.-4077. 



Par!; n 
Part I (o..J. and_) 

Serial N ....... Deoignation and/or &<1_ (Written ~andNoo.of 
No. of witness~ evidence) Jimquemona -. 

of the aeries. 

• 
III Mr. G. E. Fa.wous,. Director of Pcblio Instruc· 1_1O~ .. 

Col.E., O.B.E. Ron. Biha.r and Oris8&., . 
112 ShrOe Bihariji Milla Pate. Ghat . . . . 105-106 .. 
113 The Indian Min. Jh&ri •• .. . . 26~ .. 

Managera'. Aaoci .. 
tion . 

ll~ 1&. :to C. Hitter Genl. E. 
. 

I. Ry. } .. Sooy., .. 489---&97 
Union. Kbagaul. .. 

. (Vol. vnI) 
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BOYAJ, COIIDIISSIOIi Oli LABOUB IIi IliDIA. 

FINAL IlEIIIORAliDllM: OF THB GOVElUOlEllT OF BUIAl!. AIiD OlUSSA. 

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT. 

Number of persons employed in :-

Total Machinery number Iron Sngar 01 Coal Mica and and 
Census year. 

emp~oyed mines. mines. steel en~- fac-

m works. neenng tories. 

industry. works. 

1911 .. .. .. 179.714 86.878 10,840 5.077 562 2,559 
1921 .. .. . . 219,974 103.315 12.804 25,735 8,181 4,948 
Figures 01 C. I. mines - 108.842 13,418 - - -

for J927. 
FIgures of C. 1. factories - - - 21,052 7,514 5,584 

for 1928. 

Even aUowing for the fact that the Dumber of persons employed in industry is 
only the actual Dumber so employed and does not include families of industrial 
workers. it can be seen that the number of pemoQS COIlIlected. with industrial concerns 
in this province represents a very small part of the population of the province. 

It is also perhaps noticeable that in the ]baria thana of the Dhanhad su b·divisinn 
of the Manbhum district, the population at the last census was 180.072, which gave 
887 persons per square mile. Therefore, even in this area, which is probably the 
most heavily populated area in the Jharia. coa.lD.eld* the density of population is 
less than that in the.Muzalfarpur district (907), which is purely an agricultural 
district. 

It must. however. also be noted that a considerable number of labourers migrate 
from Bihar and Orissa to other provinces for industrial or other works. Thus at 
the time of the census of 1921. 459,497 persons from the Chota Nagpur plateau 
were recorded in Bengal, and 403.784 were recorded in Assam. There is also migration 
from Bihar to the jute mills. 

(1) (i) Two statements are given below. taken from the last census report. showing 
the birthplace of persons engaged in industry :-

B'rtltpla&e 0/ skilkd flifWkers classified aetXlrding W lUi,.. indusby attd Dc&UPaJitm. 

Born in Born in 
Born in contiguous non-

district or districts contiguous 

Census states of and states districts 
Class of industry. enum.era- of Bihar and states Total. year. tiOD in and Orissa of Bihar 

Bihar and and other and Orissa 
Orissa. provinces. and other 

provinces. -
1921 Coal mines •• .. .. 19,132 10,416 9,411 38,959 
1921 Mica mines .. .. 3,837 347 24 4,208 
1921 Iron and steel works 1,184 1,028 7,017 9,229 
1921 Machinery and engineering 1,951 607 946 3,504 

works. 

NoI#.-Figures in columns 4 and 5 are approximate. and figures in column" 
include a certain number of persons who should be enumerated in column 5. 

(SSG) Wt. P330&f8B6/2D1 1,526 5/30 Huro-w G.71 B 
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Bi,th plt:'l&e of unsAiJled labovrers cJlUsijjed auxwding tc lhei,. industry and occupation. 

'. Born in Born in 
Born in contiguous non~ 

district or <listricts contiguous 

states of and <listricts 
Census 

enumera~ states of and Total year. Class of industry. tioo in Bihar and states of 

Bihar and Orissa and Bihar and 
Orissa and Orissa. other other provinces. provinces. 

1921 Coal mines .. .. .. 28.191 14.614 17.909 60.714 
1921 Mica. mines .. .. 7.034 934 64 8.032 
1921 Iron and steel works .. 6.870 4.311 3.413 14.594 
1921 Machinery and engineering 2.567 770 914 4.251 

works. 

NoIe.-Figures in columns 4 and 5 are approximate. and figures in column 4 
include a certain number of persons who should be enumerated in column S. 

A. jlearia Coalfteld.-The fluctuation of labour as a result of agricultural con
dition is still very marked. An instance is given in the census report for the year 
191~19. which shows that in the third quarter of 1918 the labour population of 
collieries was about 65,000. When the rains failed in September of that year. the 
number began to rise; in the last quarter of 1918 the population numbered SO,OOO, 
and in the first quarter of 1919 when the pinch of scarcity was actually felt. it 
reached 100.000. The collieries, therefore. had. very little trouble in connection with 
their labour in 1919. but when the agricultural situation improved in 1920, constant 
complaints were again heard of sbortage of labour. The figures given in the 
annual reports of the Chief Inspector of :Mines for the total output of the 
Jharia coalfield show very clearly the effect of agricultural operations on mining 
OUtputl and it will invariably be seen that there is a. drop in output at three 
periods of the year :-{a) In March-April. at the time when marriages are 
frequent; (b) In June-July. at the time of sowing; (el In November-December. at 
the time- of harvest~ 

It is commonly stated in tht: coalfields that if the condition of harvest and rainfall 
could be known at the beginning of the year it would be possible to prepare an 
accurate graph showing the monthly output of the coahield for the year. The 
extent of the variation in the labour force in some collieries is shown in the table 
below, which shows the total labour force on seven collieries on that date (during 
the last 12 months) on which the maximum labour force was employed, and on 
26th July.1929 (a date when a large amount of laqour was all5ent for sowing). and 
it will be seen -that the labour force in July was only two-thirds of the maximum. 
labour force. In November the proportion would probably be lower:-

Statement slwwitt6 number Df wf1'k"s fflI-pJoyed in various collieries. 

Ma-ximum number employed. Number employed 

On any date in last twelve mouth&. au 26th July. 1929. -
Date. *1 Ma~ 1 F"-·I TOtal.- M .... I Femalo·l Total. 

Standard •. .. .. 28th Septem.ber,1929 1.606 ... 2 .... J,412 322 1,734 
Bhowra •• .. .. 23rd March, 1929 •. 1,173 95. 2,12.8 1,023 40. 1,426 
Gasliband. .. .. Not known.. ,. '92 52. 1,315 6 .. "n ... 
Gopaliehak .. .. 

0' ~Easl) .. tnh Fe""'"". 1929 2,088 ... '.- 1,547 ... 1,970 
Centrnl'Kirken'X

est
) 

.. .. 
l4dD. .. .. otknowu •• •• 1,823 1,1440 ',967 1,639 '00 2.: Bhugr. ... h .. .. Not known •• I .... .,. 1,'13 '54 '02 ...... ....,. .. .. 31st Decem.ber, 1&29 '48 ,., 437 118 .. , .. 

---
ToW,. .. .. .. .. 9.618 4,343 13,961 7,188 2,121 9,-

A colliery contractor states: .. It is customary for labour to return to tb~ 
villagea to work on the land a.bout the first or second week in July until late In 
August or early September for planting, Tbe labour returns to collieries for a sbort 
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while and again goes back to the land for harvesting about the latter part of October. 
If the harvest is poor the labour returns to the collieries by mid-December. and if 
good by the end of December or sometimes as latf" a~ middlfO of January." 

A table is given below showing the birthpla<:eS of labour in the whole of the 
Jharia. coalfields as recorded in the census of 1921~ and as at present in July in 
certain mines from whom reports have been received. The reports received are 
insufficient to give an accurate picture of the birthplaces of the labour force, but 
they possibly indicate two features wherein the present labour:force differs from that 
at the time 01 the census. These are an increase in the labour force coming to the 
coalfield frolll. the Monghyr district and an i.ncrease in the labour force coming from. 
United Provinces districts; the latter labour is almost exclusively employed in 
drilling :-

J s !f :i 

'li J 
'Oil !f .II §il 

I i ~.l! ~oil "5 ~oil 
- 9 I h .a ,!; ,!; 

I a f • i l ~o 1 ) 'i ~ :3 :. g 
~ '" \l 5 'a 

'" .. '" " 0 

Census. 1921 ;-
(.) Persons .. .. 97,245 36,111 \8,188 2,559 8,951 14,711 ..... 1,213 7.7f;4 1.852 97 1 .... 

(t) Percentage to total $7'75 18,70 Z'62 9·20 15-19 2· .. I· .. ,... 1'87 0,'" I-i:9s 
Collieries :-

l-
s ........ .. .. 1.784 55' '09 - 118 <1. .. zo 56 2 .. - -
Bhowra._ .. . . I .... 736 67 2 ,," 29' 21 11 52 3 2 -....,. Jbaria .. .. 262 107 2 2, 50 S. - 3 2 - 9 -
"""end .. .. 1<. 80 • - .. 88 - - - - - ---

Total •• .. ..... 1.427 .. , 2 • 880 -.t Of ltO 267 11 

Pementage to toW ..... .... 0'72 1.0-61 24·2<4 1,"" 0· .. 3·07 7-.5 I--
0'" 

. Reports received from other mines give the following as birthpl.u:es of their 
Jabour:-

-- East India Coal Company, Ltd., recruits its labour from AIrab. Gaya. 
Hazaribagh. Monghyr. Manhhum. Santa! Parganas in Bihar and Orissa. from 
Bilaspur and Raipur in the Central Provinces. from Bareilly in the United 
Provinces. from the Punjab, and occasionally from Madras. 

Gopalichak and Central Kirkend collieries recruit their labour from Santa.! 
Parganas. Hazaribagh and Patna districts. in about equal proportions. They 
state. however. that during the monsoon the labour force from the districts 
mentioned above is reduced to about 40 to 50 per cent., and during that period 
labour from the Central and United Provinces is recruited, but the number 
available only brings up the labour force to 75 per cent. of the average during 
the cold weather. 

Bhuggntdih colliery reports that 25 per cent. of its labour is local and the 
remaining 75 per cent. is drawn from the Santa! Parganas. Ha.aribagh and 
Monghyr districts in about equal pr~ons and that during the monsoon the 
labour force from the districts mentioned above is redueed to at least about 
50 percent. 

Loyabad.-Labour employed is either local labour or recruited from the 
Santa! Parganas. Gaya. or Hazaribagh districts, with a few workers from the 
United Provinces districl3. . . 

B. Mi<. M ..... .... Splittitllf Fa&tori<s.-Practically all labour is local. though 
there is a cert.aiD amount of what is calJed pMdesi labour. that is labour coming 
from some 14 or 15 miles away from the :factory or mine. 

The labour force uses the mica mines and :factories as a means of adding to its 
earnings from agriculture and. there is a reduction in the labour force at times of 
sowing and harvest. A noticeable point about the labour force is that whereas in 
the coal mines drillers are largely recruited from the Central Provinces and United 
Provinces,. in the mica mines all drillers are recruited locally and found to be quite 
satisfactory. 

C. 11'on Minu.-Bengal Iron Company had a total of 133 males and 651 females 
• working on 26th July. Nearly the whole of the labour force comes from the 

Singhbhum district at' the neighbouring FeUdatory States. though there are 
approximately 150 workers who come :from Bilaspur or Raipur in the Central 
Provinces. 
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D. Fact",ies.-Generally. the labour employed ~ factories is solely IccaJ. In 
the sugar. oil, ric<! and tobacco factories the great bulk ~ uQSkilled labour is drawn 
from the neigbbouring villages and sometimes from the neighbouring districts. In 
some factories (e.g.. in the Pumea and Ba.lasore districts) there is some female 
labour from Chota Nagpur, and in the extreme north, 00 the borders of Nepal, 
male and female labour from the Nepal t&rai is found, The yercentage of local 
recruitment in the case of skilled labour is not so marked; 1D some cases local 
labour is trained, but in many instances tra.i.ned men are imported from urban and 
industrial areas, sometimes from neighbouring provinces. 

J ImIShedJnw·-In J amshedpur conditions are diJferent. 
(4) Tau's Iron and Steel Works (_ Company's memorandum), 

(h) The Tatanagar Foundry stat. that skilled labour com .. mostly from Orissa 
and Bengal districts non-contigunus to Singhbhum, while their nnskilled labour 
comes. mostly from the Singhhhum district. 

Ce) In the Tin Plate Company, labour is draWll mainly from the Punjab, United 
Provmces. Bihar and Orissa. Bengal, Assam. Madras and South India. Ahent 
10 per cent. -of the labour is 1ocaJ. i.e., Sauthal.is. 

(ii) (a) The reasons that induce Iahenr (resident in the province) which would 
normally prefer to remain engaged in agricultural work to work in industrial 
concerns may be summarized as the desire to add to the income of the family from 
agriculture. This desire may a.rise from indebtedness of the family. or insufficiency 
of agricultural work to support the family. 

(h) The main feature of practically alI classes of labour in the province is the 
desire to return to their lands in important agricultural seasons and there is. 
therefore, considerable migration from practically all labour IieIda at this time. 

(!:) There is generaJ.iy DO particular reason for any particula.r stream of migration 
from any particula.r district. Connection is obtained with the factory or mine either 
as a. result of scarcity in the home district or as a result of a desire to eam more in 
order to supplement agricultural wages~ and this connection once established is 
maintained. Other membexs of the same or neighbouring villages see what their 
fellow-villager earns and obtain from him information regarding the conditions of 
work. There have. however. been two fairly large streams of migration. The_ 
was that of the Bilaspurls into the coal1ields. These Bilaspuris arrived in the first 
instance to work on railway construction and thereby established a connection, 
and' since then the employment of Bilaspuris from the Bilaspur and Raipur districts 
of the Central Provinces has continued. and though the numbers vary and the 
miners often return to their native villages there is always in the coalfields a ·con· 
siderable fon;e of labour from Bi1a.spur and Raipur. The second was an influx of 
some 7.000 people in 1920 from the Central Provinces into J amshedpur. This inBux 
was due in the main to severe famine conditions prevailing in the native states 
comprising part of that province. This labour, which is called .. Chattisgarhis ", hes 
remained resident in Jamshedpur and remains as more or less a permanent labour 
force. and M ...... Taw Iron and Steel Works report that about hall of their dally 
rated unskilled labour is recruited from. this force. 

(iii) There have been practically no changes in recent years. though the Manager 
of the Ta,tanagar Foundry reports that he finds it more diJlicnlt to recruit .killed 
labour from Orissa and Bengal, because such labour has found that wages are not 
as high as they appear on &CC01Int 01 the high cost nlliving at Jamshedpur, while 
also the company states that there is some unwillingness among this labour to 
engage in any industrial work because an idea has developed (based OD experience 
of ccnly lines in certain Bengal 'Jills) that industrial labour is apt to he short-lived. 

A. JMria Coalftelds.- (i) A committee which was held in 1917 found (s) that 
15 per cent, of the cnlliery labour in tho Jharia coaI1ield was settled and that this 
was mostly Santali labour. that 7S per cent. came for weeks or months together 
and lived in dlwwrtu provided by mlnes, and that 15 per cent. lived in their OWIl 
villages; (h) that there was no sign nI a labour force divoreed from agriculture 
coming into existence; (c) that it was necessary in order to induce.a family to 
settle. lor the mine managers to provide land for cultivation, and that as at Jharia. 
there was a shortage of land, it was impossible to settle miners in the same manner 
as was done at Raniganj or Giridih fields. 

(il) Scme min. managers, especially those in charge of old established mines. 
however. report that a higher percentage of the labour force is now settled. Thus 

. Lodna. which is the oldest mine in the Jharia coalIield, estimates that 65 per cent. 
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of its labour is settled even though the company has no land to give the miner. 
Loyabad~ the second oldest mine~ estimates that 50 per cent. of the labour force is 
settJed and :is mostly housed in houses provided by the oolliery. In some cases 
the grandfathers of labour now employed on both these two collieries had worked 
on the mines. Standard colliery estimates that 75 per cent. of its labour is settJed~ 
Bhowra colliery estimates about 50 per cent. of its skilled labour and 30 per cent. 
of its unskilled labour as settled. Bhuggutdih estimates25 per cent. is settled. The 
mine managers apparently mean by" settled labour U labour that works fairly 
:regularly and pays one or two visits to its home. Generally~ skilled labour is 
reasonably settled and visits its home once a year. Unskilled labour probably 
visits its home more often. 

(ill) In Loyabad colliery eacll miner is given a token number at the beginning 
of the year and this miner retains this token number throughout the year; it is. 
therefore, possible in this colliery to trace the history of a year's working of 
any individual miner. A statement has been famished by this colliery showing 
for No. 8 pit the birthplace of each miner. the number of days in each 
week on which each miner worked, and the number of tubs raised by each 
miner during the year 26th July. 1928. to 29th June. 1929. This period was 
selected, 33 it was stated by the mine manager, to be a period of more or 
less normal W'OI'king. From this statement the following figures have been 
extracted :-

STATEMENT A. 

Number of weeks on which miners ctassified by birth districts worked. 

(i) Peri<>d 26th july. 1928.10 nth j.""""'. 1929. 

Ii 
~ ~ ~ 1 ~ j i ~ ~ .li " "" II -

~~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ;0 ... '" '" ... ., M .. 0 ~ 
., 

!-< 0> .. .. .. .. .. .. -
Allahabad .. 10 1 I - - - - - 2 1 -
HazalJDagh .• .. 17 - - 1 " - - 2 - - -
Manbhum •• .. 98 6 6 " II " 9 5 12 6 7 
Mongh}T .. 16 - I - - - - - 1 - -
Pratapgarh •• .. 1 1 - - - - - - - - -
Santa! Parganas .. 81 3 6 5 8 9 " 6 " 1 5 

(ti) Peri<>tlI2tJ. j anUMY. 1929. to 29tJo j" .... 1929. 

Allahabad .. .. 6 - - 2 - - I - - - -
Gaya .. .. 1 - - - - - - - - - I 
Hazaribagh .. .. 25 - - - - 2 1 1 3 1 -
Manbhum .. .. 63 - - " 5 7 6 6 " 9 4 
Monghyr .. 27 - - - - 2 1 " 1 ~ 3 
Pratapgarh .. .. 1 - - 1 - - - - - - -
Santa! Parganas .. 63 - - - - " 2 9 " 8 2 
Unknown •• .. 31 - - - - - I 1 - 5 2 

(i) Period26JA]uly. 1928.10 IllAj........". 1929. 

.li i ~ i .li .li .li .li .; • .li " ~ " " 1 ~ - " ~ " " " " " ;0 ~ ~ " " 0 " 
~ :l ... '" ~ - ~ 

.. .. ~ - - - '" '" ... ., 

Allahabad .. I - 2 1 - - - 1 - - -
Hazaribagh •• .. 1 - - - - - - 1 3 " -
Manbbum .. .. "' " 2 - 1 1 1 3 3 2 -
Monghyr .. .. - 1 2 - - - 1 - 1 3 I 
Pratapgarh .. - - - - - - - - - - -
Santa! Paganas .. - 1 2 3 2 1 " 3 7 1 I 

(S"') 

~ 
~ ... -
-

1 
7 

-
-

3 

-
-

3 
6 
1 

-
2 

" 

,; 

..:I! 
OM ;0 
"' 
-
--

5 -
2 

c 
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STATEMENT A.-<t>nti_ ... 

(il) P6riod IZlh January. 1929.10 29th J-. 1929. 

.li !i ,; 
~ !i ~ 

,; .; 

11 ... 1 ,; !i !i ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ... ... --- ~ ; ~ ~ 
~ ; u u u ;S ~ ~ ~ r " 

~ :2 ~ ::l ~ - '" 
.. ;. - '" 00 .... '" '" 

Allahabad .. . - I - 1 - - - - - - - I -
Gaya_. .. .. - - - - - - - - - - - -
Hazaribagh . ~ .. 2 2 4 - - - - - 3 I I 1 
Manbhum .. .. 3 I - - - 1 2 - - - I 4 
Monghyr .. .. 2 2 - I I - - - - 2 2 3 
PratapgaTh .. .. - - - - - - - - - - - -
Santa! Parganas .. 2 - 2 - 2 - I 1 - 2 3 19 
Unknown .. .. 3 - - 2 2 2 3 I - I I 3 

N.B.-The statement furnished by the colliery omitted the birthplace of certain 
miners. which have~ therefore, been classified as unknown. 

STATEMENT B. 

Certain avenges obtained from the statement. 
Periotl261JJJ .. ry. 1928.10 IIt1JJ"nU<Jry. 1929. 

J i! rl !! ri 
~ " 

~ • i ... i! i! -0 ",,0 0 ..,0 r E~ e" ~ i' --
" J;:. 

~ .~ '" '" ~ '" .. 
= = i ~ 

0 
:;( :I: ::;; 

Average number of weeks 17·80 15·11 19·65 9·25 27-0 
worked per worker. 

Average number of days 
worked per week in 

3·30 3·50 3·58 3·58 4-22 

which work was done~ 
Average number of tubs 

raised per day's working. 
2·32 2·81 2·86 2·77 6-75 

-

~~ 
=~ 
:c~ ri .. 0 
p!i' " 1 " ~ = ~ <l! 

18·23 17·99 

3·50 3·55 

2-83 2·84 

Average number of weeks 18'00 18 15·1618·80 14·92 25 12·8613·80 15·46 
worked.per worker. 

Aversge number of days 4·23 4 4·16 3·83 3·80 4 4·04 3·90 3·94 
'Worked per week in which 
work was done. 

Aversge number of tubs 3·3, 2 2·75 2-84 2·S< 8 2·92 2·66 2·84 
ra.ised per day working . 

. 
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It will be seen that in this colliery (which as noted above estimates its settled 
labour at 50 per cent.). the miner is by no means regular in his attendance. and 
works on the average for only about 33 weeks in the year. The most consistent 
"",ke< ..... a Partabgarh man. who worked during all the 52 weeks. and it will he 
noted that this man raised a far higher number of tubs than the average. A reference 
was made to the colliery as to whether more than one man worked under the token 
number. and it was stated that only one man worked and that it was the same man 
in each half-year. 

B. MicG MiflS,$ and SpliUing Fa.c.tone.s.-The whole labour force is locally 
recruited. The worker generally works spasmodically for periods of yea~. returning 
to agriculture when he fells so inclined. Labour is by no means regular in its 
attenda.m:e; in a shift of 21 workers in Khunjia mine it was found that in a period 
of 13- days taken at random the average number of days worked by a worker was 
5'S days. In the factories. attendance though still irregular is slightly more regular. 
as shown from the statement below. . 

Total • Worked. 
workeIs. 6 days. 5 days. 4 days. 3 days. 2 days. 1 day. 

17th-23rd {April 120 46 16 16 17 14 11 
•• July 119 81 16 11 5 4 2 

The greater regularity in July is explained by the fact that money was then 
wanted to arrange for sowings. 

The table below shows the difference in strength of the labour force in two mines 
on a day of normal working and on a day in which a considerable portion of the 
labour force was absent due to so~ 

LOIw:hanchi 
mine. 

Date. Skilled. 
28.5.1929 129 

Un- Un-
skilled. Total. Date. Skilled. skilled. 

127 256 26.7.1929 60 30 
Total. 

94 

Dadpani mine 11.4.1929 50 19 99 26.7.1929 58 19 77 

C. FIldoriu.-Generally in factories. lahour will return to its villages when it 
feels inclined~ but figures are generally not available. 

The figures for employments and discharges in Tata's Iron and Steel Works in 
1927 seem to show that workers even from distant districts will frequently return 
to their home districts for periods longer than that of the leave allowed to them. 
These :figures also show that the percentage of discharges and employments is 
generally highest for those horn in Singhbhum and the neJght.ouring districts . 

. ' 
3. methods of RtlCrllibnent. 
(i) Emling Mdh.ds. 

Jluwia Mining Fultl.-There is no method of recruitment of skilled labour. but 
when skilled labour is required. applicants obtain information from persons a.1re&dy 
employed and vacant posts can easily be :6lled. 

As regards UD.Skilled labour~ recruitment is either by means of sardars or 
recruiters. 

(4) The sarda.r visits villages and brings the labour with him and the IabouT 
brought by him forms his gang. He has to pay the labour baksloish. kluwski and 
travelling expenses, and for this purpose the sardar frequently receives advances 
either from the eon tractor or from the company. Thus at Bhowra colliery asivances 
varying from Rs. 8 to Rs. 10 are paid to miners in addition to their travelling 
alloWance and food. and such advances are seldom recovered and never if the gang 
maintains good attendance at work. . 

The sardar obtains remuneration for his services in various manners. Sometimes 
he is paid a ~ommission and salary. but generally he is paid a. certain amount on 
each tub of coal raised by min ... ""'king in his gang. Certain instances are 
given:-

(1) Loyabad CoUie",.-The miner sarda:r is paid a meed rate per month 
(which fixed rate is based on his own attendance at the mine as sardar and the 
number and attendance of mineIS controlled by him) plus a rate of 3 pies per 
tub raised. 

(2) Bh"llotdih ConUry.-The cooly sardar is paid 6 pies a tub raised. 
(3) Blwwra CoIli.",.-The sardar is paid a commissioo and salary. 
(4) PHn filaria CoUiery.-The sardar is paid a commission of 3 to 6 pies per 

too and baksltislt, etc' l is given. 
(5) BaiiOGrt Co/IUry.-The sardar is paid 3 to 6 pies per tub raised. 

It is reported that in other Indian managed mines~ in some cases the cooly sardar 
is paid a fixed pay, in others fixed pay plus commission, and in others commissioll 
only. All three methods exist. 

(530) c. 
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(0) In some collieriesl in addition to the sardari system. there is recruitment by 
means of a recruiter who visits villages. Thus at Bhagatdih recruiters aTe sent out 
into the villages and are paid at 9 pies per ton raised. 

(c) In some cases the miner comes of his own accord. - This is geJleraUy the case 
with miners coming from. the United Provinces and further west. In the case of 
certain collieries. if the miner is unattached to a coaly sardar. he is paid the 
commission per tub which would ordinarily be paid to the cooly sardar. In the 
East India.n Cool Company's collieries,1abour which is accustomed to work in the 
mine frequentJy comes in without recruiting. butsuehlabour willrealize all travelling 
expenses from the contractors before going to work. 

(4) As regards the cost of recruitment, the following figures have been furnished 
by the Indian Mining Association relating to two large collieries situated one in 
Jha.ria. and the other in Mohuda :- . 

Toia! Total Average -- nUsings expenditure expenditure 
of two on pertoD 

collieries. recruiting. raised. 

Ro. 
Year 1927 .. .. .. .. 552,000 21,280 7·82 pies 
Half·year, 1st January to 30th June, 1928 291,000 15,140 10 .. 
Hall-year, 1st July to 31st December, 1928 172,000 9,400 10·5 .. 
Hall-year. 1st January to 30th Joue, 1929 263,000 12,740 9 .. 

In the case of Pure Jha.ria Colliery, the manager states that his recruiting expenses 
vary between 1 to 2 a.nnas per ton in the present state of the market. but it will 
be more if the price of coal improves . 

. (8) No inducement will bring local miners during the cultivation season. and it 
may be said that the mines theIm:elves are the best recruiting agents. Good houses. 
easy conditioos underground. with plenty of tubs close- to the working face; good 
ventilation and facilities to make good wages attract labour~ Steep seams do not 
attraet labour. 

Miea Mines.-There is no de1inite method of recruitment as alllabom is available 
locally. Occasionally, however. sardars are sent out as recruiters when necessary. 
These are generally paid fixed wages and nothing as commission for coolies brought 
in. though occasionally. if the recruiting has been successful. they are given something 
as bakshish. 

It'mt Minu.-Bengal Iron Mines report that as the mines are old established 
there is a continuous flow of labour coming of its own accord whenever agricultural 
work and other mines are slack.. Wark is carried on half departmentally and half 
on contract. Departmentally, no recruiting is done beyond sending mates to the 
surrounding btuQf'S on txnar day to let the labour know that they are wanted. 
Contracton:~ however, send out recruiters to more distant districts to bring 
labouriu. 

FlJdot'iu.--Generally. there is no organised recruitment. Skilled labour hears 
of possible employment and applies for employment. Unskilled labour is generally 
local or has established a conn ... Jtion with the factory and applies for employment. 
Tbere is seldom an excess of labour applying for employment over demand. Recruit
ment such as it is~ is either direct or through labour contractoB. In the sugar 
factories the bulk of the unskilled labour is engaged through a labour contractor. 
In rice mills also the unskilled labour is largely engaged through contractors. but in 
oil mills direct recruitment is the general rule. Some reports have been received 
from factories. 

TaJa lyOJl Imd Sle.l Company maintain an Employment Bureau where skilled 
and unskilled workers are registered and employed. Applicants for work assemble 
in ~ yard and daily requirements are selected by the officer in cl!&rge. No outside 
recruiting is done in the literal sense of the word. but in -the event of special 
qualifications being required and no applicants being available. the post is advertised 
in three or four leading daily newspapen. 

India. C~ Comp."Y~-W'hen no skilled persons were available. recruitment ( 
was local from trainable people. As output increased, labour has been recruited 
from applicants for employment. who assemble at the factory gate when it becomes 
known that there is a likelihood of vacancies. 
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(a) F .... bk '",tw-. 
The existing methods work satisfactorily and there is no need for any improved 

methods. 

(ill) DesWttbiltty 0/ ,stabJislting public employment ~ncies. 
The matter is dealt with in answer to question (7). 

4.. _t and EIIecII of Disturbance of PamiIy Life. 

filaria Co~ltl.-From reports received it would seem that between 40 to 
50 per cent. of persons coming from non-contiguous districts leave their families in 
their home districts. but as such persons frequently visit their families there .is little 
or no disturbance of family life •• 

Mus MiJte.S.-Generally the workeT lives in his village home. In the case of 
ptWde.U labour. in some cases the worker brings his family with him and lives in the 
houses provided by the mines. In cases, however. in which he leaves his family 
behind at his village there is little disturbance of family life. as the worker goes 
baek to his village whenever he wishes.. 

FacIone.s.-Ordinarily. labOllI' is local. and there is no disturbaoce of family life. 
In J amsbedpur there is some disturbance. partly as a result of shortage of housing 
referred to in Section III. and partly because labour coming from further of[ does 
not invariably bring its family. 

• 
8. Reemibnenl fot AsIam. 

(1) It would not be safe at present to dispense with coDtrol for the following 
reasons:-

(4) The recruiting is of aboriginals who. in spite of the undoubted spread of 
education, are still extremely .ignora.n.t. and are amongst the most backward da6S6$ 
in India. 

(b}_Most of the abuses in connection with recruitment occur in eoDD"tlon with 
the recruitment of women and minors, 

(e) Though it is possible to reach Assam by trail> in a few days. to the aboriginal. 
Assam is still immensely far away. The Deputy Commissioner of Ranchi 
writes:-

.. I ~ not acquainted with conditions on the tea. gardens and can only 
give my views on the matter as it appears to an officer in charge of a recruiting 
district. It is easy to consult the railway and steameT time-tables and to work 
out how long it takes to return from. the garden to Ranchi. But that is not 
the way in which the problem presents itself to the dissatisfied cooly. He 
cannot read or write and probably has only a slight acquaintance with any 
language but his own# His first acquaintance with railway travelling is probably 
his journey to the garden. Above all. he has DO money. It is somewhat cynical 
to point out the excellence of modem communications to a man WhOH only 
real resort is to walk home. That the difficulties of communication are formidable 
is evinced by the fact that in this district the fact that a man has 
gone to Assam or • Bhutan Z is often regarded as synonymous with hit total 
disappearance .• , 

(d) Similar TeCnlitment for the Darjeeling and Duars gardens is subject to no 
restriction. It has been argued that. for thi& I'e8SOD. reatrietions are no longer 
necessary for Assam recruitment. In answer to this argument it must be stated 
(1) that the frequency with which the aid. of the magistrates is sought to recover 
women and minors who have been taken to the Duan :indicates that abuses 0CC1l'I' 
on a 1a.irly considerable scale under free recroitment~ (2) in the last resort a eooly in 
a Duars garden can walk home. An Assam coolyea.nnot. owing to the greater distance 
and the difficulty of the country. 

(,) The supply of labour for Assam is not equal to the demand and it is not 
possible to trust to the growth 01 public opinion to prevent. if control were ~thdraw:-. 
a recrudescence of the abuses previously prevalent. Chota Nagpur coolies are m 
great demand on the Assam gardens. The co-existence in the recruiting districts of 
free recruitment. both for the gardens and other forms of labour. has resulted in 
the survival of labour contractors and similar a.gencies who would turn their attention 
to Assam recruitment if the present restrictions were relaxed. 

(530) cs 
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(ii) (al A statement is given below showing the total number of emigrsnta 
recruited for Assam from each of the districts of the province during the !sst three 
years for which figures are available :-

Number of emigrants recruited in-

Monghyr 
Santsl Pugsnas 
Cuttacl< 

Districts. 

Purl including Feudatory States 
BaIasore ., 
Samhslpur including Feudatory States 
Augul including Feudatory States •. 
Hazaribagh 
Ranchi 
Palamau 
Manbhum •••• 
Singhbhum includ.iIog Feudatory Stat .. 
Rema;ning district 4 • 

1925-26. 

14G 
478 
436 
670 

8.0J7 
808 
101 

2.029 
207 
144 
551 

1926-27. 

156 
1.103 

553 
335 

6.336 
779 
117 

5.312 
437 
242 
904 

1927-28. 

279 
3.346 

499 
201 
126 

".757 
520 
247 

7.932 
887 
256 

1.085 

Notes.-{i) Santsl Pargana&-The increase in recruitment in 1926-27 was due to 
an increase in the number of coolies recruited for short term six-monthly contracts. 
The increase in 1927-28 was due to a partial failure of winter rice orop. 

(ii) Ranchi-The increase in 1926-27 was due to a partial failure of the lac basvest, 
aad thet of 1927-28 to the growing popularity of short-term recruitment. 

(Ui) Samhslpur-The decreases in both years are due partly to good harvesls and 
partly to the increased local employment of labourers on the construction of a new 
railway; while it is reported that in the Feudatory States, owing to the existence of 
a ready market fM labour within the Stat .. (as a result of the large expansion of 
public WMD projects. and the development of lac and tassar industries). the taiyat 
is no longer as ready as psevinusly to emigrate if his crop fails. 

(b) A statement is given be10w showing the number of mal... femalea and 
dapendants recruited from the three maiD recruiting districts during each of the 
last three years :-

Year. Male. Female. I Dependants. I Total. 

i925-26 (Ansfr (Tu~~eitory St&s\es). 808 
1926-27 587 118 74 779 
1927-28 382 89 49 520 

1925-26 
Samhslpur (including Feudatory States). 

4,074 1,982 1,961 8.017 
1926-27 3.336 1.4!M 1,50S 6.336 
1927-28 2.579 1,144 1,034 4.757 

Ranchi. 
1925-26 1154 472 4G3 2.029 
1926-27 2.886 1.165 1.261 5.312 
1927-28 3,888 1.870 2.179 7,932 

(c) The number of garden sardars and sardarins engaged to recruit coolies during 
the last three years is given in one statement below :-

1925-26. 1926-27. 1921-28. 

Santa! Parganas 366 464 1.388 
Ranchi 3.052 3,878 3,888 
Manbhum 574 41S S33 
Singhhhum 742 929 1.378 
Hazaribagh 259 162 330 
Palamau 428 378 552 
Samhslpur 5,113 5,507 4.650 
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(4) The places of accommodation for em.ig7ants are regularly inspected and are 
maintained generally in a good and sanitary condition. 

(e) The number of criminal cases connected with emigration was :-
1925-26 10 cases 9 persons convicted. 
1926-27 27 .. 19 
1927-28 28 .. 26.. u 

Most of these convictions are either under section 174 of the Inland ~migration 
Act (infringement by a garden sardar of the conditions for reeruitment laid d9WU 
under section 91) or under section 164 (recruitment in contravention of the terms 
and procedure of the Act). 

(f) There has been recently a considerable increase in short~term recruitment. 
This is very popular with the labourers. as they go to Assam for the non-cultivating 
season and return in time for the next cultivating season. It is. hOweveT. expensive 
for the gardens and is only workable on the assumption that a good many of the 
labourers decide to stay on, on the gardens and that a large number retum as 
short timen;; every year. as such labour is trained and is at once useful on the 
garden. 

(m1 The Assam Labour Board isromposed of an officialchaiJmanand 16 members 
of the Tea industry~ 

The Labour Board generally supervises the work of local agents and garden 
sardars. It maintains three supervisors who spend a considerable number of days 
on tOlfr. 

(iv) (a) The Actread with the notifications there-underprovides forthe recruitment 
of coolies througb garden sardars. This system has the fonowing defects :

(1) It does not produce sufficient recruits.. 
(2) It is unsuited to the needs of a new garden. 
(3) It .is unsuited to recruitment in a new recruiting district. 

(b) The compooition of the Assam Labour Board presents the following 
defects:-

(I) There is a lack of liaison between the Board and the local Government~ 
(2) In times of difficulty the one-sided composition of the Board might 

Vakeu its action. 
-- (3) The Board as at present constituted is practically equivalent to the Tea 

Districts Labour Association. There are other local agencies.. besides those 
maintained by the Tea Districts Labour Association. It is inadvisable that 
the Tea Districts Labour Association should (as a result of the constitution of 
the Assam Labour Board) have any opportunity for cootrol over its trade 
rivals. 

(v) 1. The local Government agree that the Sudan system is unable to supply 
the legitimate demands of industry in Assam for labour. and are, therefore. prepared 
to supplement that system by admitt:ing recruitment through recruiters duly 
authorized by the employer subject to certain safeguards. 

Those sa.feguards must lay down that local control over recruiting is reserved 
to the local officials of the recruiting district. The local Government consider the 
following to be the minimum safeguards necessary ~-

(\) That aU sal"da!S and reemitelS should be licensed by the district&uthorities 
of the labour district (i.e .• Assam district) and that the issue of such licence 
should be- notified to the district authorities of the recruiting district. 

But that (4) the local Government should have power to authorize the 
District Magistrate of the recruiting district to endorse, suspend or cancel the 
licences. whether of sardars or of recruiters, and (b) in the case of recruiters 
who are natives of the recruiting district. licences must be countersigned by 
the District Magistrate of that district before issuing. 

(2) That no person should be allowed to recruit or assist in recruiting without 
a licence. , 

(3) That all local agents of the employers or the reuuiting organization 
shou1d hold licences issued by and withdrawable by the District Magistrate of 
the district in which they operate. 

(4) That aU te<:ruits should be registered at and sent through recognized 
forwarding depots. 

(5) The District Magistrate of the recruiting district should retain the 
existing power to inspect depots and call for the production of documents or 
of recruits. 

(6) Power should be given that in ease of necessity all sa.rdars and recruiters 
should be required to work under local agents. 

<_ c. 
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2. The local Government have considered the draft Bill which was prepared 
by the Government of India and circulated with their letter No. L. 1266. dated the 
3rd December, 1928, and have in theirletter No. 1028 Com., dated the 16th February. 
1929. reported on the provisions of that BilL The main points which the local 
Government raised in connection with this Bill may be summa.rized below:
(a) The registration of all licensed recruiters and sardars in the ofIice of the District 
Magistrate of the recruiting district should be made compulsory, and thet in the 
case of recruiters. countersignature of the District Magistrate of the recruiting 
district should be necessary (though the local Government do not press parti<:ula.Tly 
feyr this . latter point). (0) That powers be given to the District Magistrates of tbe 
recruiting district to endorse. suspend and ca.ucelall licences of sardars and recmiteJS. 
(c) That a clause be added to the effect that DO person may reeruitz engage or 
assist in recruitment unless he holds a. licence. (4) That power be given to 
the local Government with the previous sanction of the Governor-GeneTa1 in 
Council to prescribe that recruiters shall work under the control of local agents. 
(e) The local Government apprehend that the definition of .. Estate" given in 
the Bill might lead to evasion of the Act, as it would be possible for the 
planters to split up their lands and devote a small portionz which could be 
treated as a separate estate. to the cultivation of some other crop. e.g .• sugar 
for which they could recruit labour. It would be difficult in practice- to doaJ 
with this abuse. 

3. Assam Labour Board. 
In'the same Bill. the Goveriunent of India proposed a reorganization of the 

Assam Labour Board. The local Government do not approve of the proposed 
formation. as it would appear that the Board would lose the strong cm.ciplinary 
power over the industry which has~ in the main. been effectively exercised and at 
the same time would not gain any effective representation. of the local Government 
or liaison with them. The local Government consider that it is Decess<uy that on 
the Board a preponderating majority 01 the representatives of the industry should 
be retained in order that the authority of the Board over the industry may not be 
impaired. but the local Government consider that the remaining representatives 
should be rather representatives of the local Government than of labour. The 
constitution. therefore, of the Board which appears to the local Government to be 
most suitable is an official chairman, a majority of members to represent the tea. 
industry (say, eight members) and a minority composed of representativdof the 
local· Govemments. If. however~ it is considered inadvisable to have the whole 
minority composed of representatives of ~he local Governments there might be two 
representatives of local Governments and two representatives of the interests of 
labour appointed by the Govemment of India. But it must be recognized in this 
latter case that the inclusion of the labour representatives will quite probably 
paralyse the united work of the Boant 

'1, UnemploJDleni. 

(i) 1. Industrial unemployment as it is understood in the west is unknown"in 
Bihar~ and will probably remain unknown until a purely industrial population of 
some magnitude has been created. At present. hardly any industrial worker is 
solely dependent on industry for his livelihood. The population is almost entirely 
agricultural .. The bulk of the industrial workers are agriculturists or field labourers. 
and industry is a subsidiary rather than the permanent means of livelihood to 
them. 

Illustrations of this from varirolS industries are given below:-(a) At Jamshedpur. 
during the recent strikes in 1928~ it was found that even in a big industrial centre 
and specialized industry the bulk of the strikers returned to the land while they 
were out of employment. (bl In the coalfields a large portion of the ~g 
population~ other than the skilled stafi. is really agricultural alld only works 1D. 
the mines at periods at which work on agriculture is slack and in order to add 
the earnings obtainable in mining to- tho6e obtainable from agriculture. (c} Sugar 
FactoNes.-These factories are also dependent on agricultural labour, and factory 
managers call attention to the tendency of unskilled labour to return to agriculture 
in November for the harvesting of the rice crop. and in the latter part of March ?l" 
in April for the harvesting of the ,abi crop_ though both these times are periods m 
which the factory is extremely busy over crushing. 

2. There &re, however. signs of a nucleus of a small body of unemployed coming 
into- existence. Thus in Jamshedpur. persons who took their settlements from Taw 
either before or after the 13th September, 1928. the date on which the recent strike 
ended. did not lea.ve the place. A number of these have now found employment in 
the Tinplate Wor~ but in a large measure these will Simply be replaced by the 
tinplate strikenJ. The numbers. howe~, are small and it is doubtful whether any 
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of these men are entirely dependent on industrial wages for a.liYing. Similarly. in 
the coalfields a certain number of skilled stafi~ such as fitters. pump JiJuilasis and 
clerks. are out 01 employment as a result of the depression in the industry and the 
closing down of certain mines and cannot find fresh employment. These persons 
also. however. have their agricultural eamings to fall back on and only seek industrial 
employment to supplement those agricultural earninl:". 

(iv) The:n!l is at present no necessity for any method of alleviating or remedying 
distress caused by unemployment or fur the provision of unemployment insurance 
in this province. . 

(v) The International Conventions relating to unemployment are not applioablt: 
to conditions in this province. 

As there is no unemployment there is no necessity for returns giving information. 
statistical or otherwise. concerning unemployment and the measures taken to 
CGmbat it. 

There is also no necessity for the establishment of free public employment 
agencies in the provinee~ partly because there is no industrial unemployment and 
partly because there is no indication on the part of employers of a desire to make use 
of such official agency. The only unemployment that exists (and that only to aSlJlaU 
extent) is that of middle class, partiallyeduQted persons suitable for employment 
as clerks. etc., and of skilled labour such as fitters. pump kMlasis, etc .• in an industrial 
concern, but the establishment of employment agencies would not be likely to assist 
such persons. as their unemployment is the result of an excess of supply over-demand 
and is not caused by any ignorance as to where opportunities for work exist. 

8. Labour '1'umover. 
(i) It is very difficult to obtain any accurate statistics of labour turnover as there 

are few concerns that keep such records. 
F~.-It may generally be stated that skilled labour is fairly regular in its 

work and has an average duration of employment of several years. Unskilled labour 
is less regular but it is apt to keep its connection with the factory and with periods of 
of intermittance has probably an average duration of employment of several years, 

Mep1's. T4Ia 1"", .... d Stul C .... pa .. y report that the average duration of 
employment is one to four years and that their labour turnover during the last 
three years of normal working has been ~-

1925 
1926 
]927 

36·6 per cent. 
81·3 
24·1 

In the case of recruitm.ents that are taking place in this company at present it 
is estimated that 75 per cent. of the new applicants are men who have already 
served in the Steel Company_ It is. however. reported that this percentage is probably 
higher than the normal as there are some men who took their settlement last year 
after the strike who are applying for fresh service, while also some of those, who 
went home during the strike and did not return to employment within the three 
weeks allowed and so were not taken on, are now applying again. It is also stated 
that men with families try to keep their connection with the works and if one member 
of the family leaves another tries to take his place. 

TM Indian Cable Company repo;rts that throughout the five years during which 
the factory has been working skilled labour has remained largely unehanged~ but 
the unskilled a.boriginal class has changed to the extent of about 30 per cent. annually 
and continues to do so. Several of this class habitually come to the industry for a 
short period to collect a small-capital or to tide over a difficult period in their usual 
agricultural employment. 

T"- Tiff/>/ak C""'i>""'Y reports that tbe factory bas been operating for 6! years 
and that the average duration of appointment to da.te has been 2·6 years. The 
Company gives the following figures of service records of their employees (other 
than clerks and foremen) :-

I...ess than one year's service 42·9 per cent. 
One to two year's service 15·4 
Two to three years' ""Nice 10·6 
Three to tour years' service 8-0 
Four to five years' service ]4·0 
Five to six years' service.. 8~3 
Six to seven years' service 0 ·6 
Seven to eight years~ service 0·2 .. 

Among clerks and men of the foremen type~ the labour turnover is small and 
the duration of service considerably longer than the figures given above. 
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In tM Coal JVims skilled labour is fairly regular in its employment and the 
average duration of employment amounts to several years. Unskilled labour is less 
regular. but there is a distinct labour force which tries to keep its connection with 
the mines and its average duration of employment may be said to be for eever.il 
years with intermittent periods of work and absence. 

Mica Mine.s.-The position -is much the same as in the case of coal mines, but 
probably unskilled labour has a slightly longer duration. of service and maintains 
with the same periods of intermitta.nce a longer coIllleCtioD. with the mines. 

{iiI Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company report that the extent of their casual 
empJoyment is -03 per cent. and they base the figure on the total number of 
temporary employments in 1927 and the avenge monthly .Wi Oil the roll for that 
year. 

The Indian Cable Company reports that is has little casual employment, which 
amounts only to about 3 per cent. of its complement. 

Peninsular Tobacco Company report that all their employment is pennanent and 
there is JlO casual employment. 

(ill) Absenteeism is extremely frequeot both in factories and in mines. 

Faelories.-In the larger organized factories it is perhaps less frequent than in 
the smaller factories and in mines. There is. however~ considerable seasonable 
absenteeism consequent on marriage and agricultural seasons. The figures given in 
(2) C indicate the extent to which this occurs in Messrs. Tata's Iron and Steel Company 
and it probably occurs to a similar or even greater extent in other factories. There 18 
also abseDteeism due to lack of effort of the workerz and Messrs. Tata's Iron and 
Steel Company find it advisable to offer a bonus of two days' pay extra to each man 
of their weekly rated labour who works 27 days out of a possible 28 and one day's 
pay extra to each man who works 26 days out of a possible 28. It was 
estimated that approximately 80 per cent. of the weekly rated labour get this 
boous. 

Coal Mines-In the coal mines absenteeism is of two distinct sorts:-
(i) Seasonal absenteeism caused at the three periods of the year, i.e .• March and 

April for marriages. J nne and July for sowings. November and December for harvest. 
The extent of this absenteeism can be estimated by the 1igures of production furnished 
by the Chief Iuapector of Mines in his annual reports. The relation of these Jigures 
of production to miners working is shown from the figures below. wb.icb. show the 
total of tons cut in each month and of miners. including loaders in the Loyabad and 
Standard collieries. It may be noted that these two collieries were the only ones 
which were asked to furnish this statement :-

TOM Miners 
Manth. of including 

coaleut. loadeIS. 

1928. UJytlb.d CoIIWy. 

January .. 42,508 33.690 

February 49.001 41.736 

March ., 46.907 37.702 

April 39.729 33.792 

May 46.934 40.756 

June 35.817 29,290 

July 23.458 19,334 

August 39.100 39.865 

September 40.123 40.213 

October .. 36,425 35.058 

November 28.694 24.272 

Deumber 28.268 25~169 

Total 456.964 400.877 

---
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S'a"dMd CoUiery. 
Tons Min"", 

Month. of including 
coal cut. IQaders. 

January •• M,149 IS,'5() 

February 37,466 20,168 

March 36,540 19,_ 

April 36,095 16,773 

May 42.117 19,333 

June M.524 17.043 

July 2S.231 14,685 

August 42,022 20.285 

September 53.051 22.154 

October .• .. 43.419 ·26.284 

November 35.100 25.844 

December 37,904 24.705 

Total 460.618 245.893 

(il) Absenteeism caused by lack of e1fart of the miner and the unwillingness to 
work more than a small number of days in the week. Figures regarding this given 
for Loyabad in.. answer to question 2 and for a. Dumber of collieries in answer to 
question (64). From these figures it seems that the average Dumber of days worked 
in a week by 8. miner is about 4. 

M-ica Mine.s.-AbseDteeism is of the same nature as in the coal mines. 

9. Ap_li ... Act, 185O.-The Act is not used in the provinee. 

II.-ftAFF ORGANIZATION. 

(Nol8.-For convenience the answers to all questions in this section are given 
separately for the Jharia Mining Field and for all other Industrial concerns.) 

A.-JHARIA MINING SETTLEMENT. 

n. Selection of Managing 8tafL 

Mine managers are required to hold the following qualifications :-
For a mine with an output of more than 2.500 tons a first-class 

certificate. 
For a mine :with an output of less than 2,500 tons a second class certificate 

though managers holding only .. permits" are allowed in collieries where the 
output does not exceed 600 tons a month. 

In the larger coal mines managed by European :firms, the managers are 
genenilly Europeans whQ have originally been recruited from home. These 
Europeans are usually appointed as assistants and after they have had time 
to learn the conditions and the language are put on to manage a mine. Most 
of these persons hold first-class coa.l mine manager's certificates from home. 
but a number of European managers have been trained in India and hold 
Indian coal mine manager's certiJicates. These European managetS frequently 
change from one company to another. 

With regard to Indian managed collieries~ the Indian managers have 
usually had their training in India. and have passed their examinations in 
this country. A few~ however. have obtained their certin:c&tes in G[eat 
Britain. 
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The Indian Mine Managers' Association points out that the number of mine 
managers is in excess of the demand for them, and that the number of persons to 
whom cert.ifi..cates have been issued by the Mines Department since 1906 up to date 
in 1929 is as follows :-

FiJ's' Class. 

Indian Rest (speaking 
(speaking any language 

Indian other Total. 
language). than Indlan). 

In lieu of Home Certificates 2 344 346 
Service 43 115 158 
Competency 83 121 204 

Total 128 580 708 

Seco.d Class. 
In lieu of HOme Certifi.cates Nil 27 27 
Service 135 70 205 
Competency 328 119 447 

Total 483 216 679 

Grand Total 1.387 

The Dumber of mines worked at the end of 1923 was 942; at the end of 1927. 
644, and at the end of 1928, 554 i and even allowing for casualties among the passed 
mme managers~ for those who have taken up other posts and for the fact that some 
'Of thOse obtaining first-class certificates are those who had previously obtained 
sec<tnd-class cert:i.ficates. the Association considers that there is considerable un
e-mployment among Indian mine managers. It also considers that the conditions 
of service of mine managers. owing to the depressed condition of the trade. have 
beeome unsatisfactory. and that in some cases mine managers have to work under 
unsatisfactory conditions. 

lll. _Imont and TraiDiDg of Su_Date· SupenisiDg Slatf. 

(i) In the case of the better educated classes, a person usually joins a colliery as an 
apprentice. After he has had practical training for three years and attained the 
age of 21, he may sit at the examination for a sardar's certificate, and, if successful~ 
may be appointed as a sardar or over-man. In the case of a person holding an 
approved degree or diploma the period for practical training is reduced to one year. 
He may also sit for the second-elass mine manager's certificate after three years 
and for the first-class certificate l'\lter five years. In the ease of those holding au 
approved degree this period is reduEed to two and three years respectively~ A person 
holding one of these certificates enhances his prospects of bemg appointed as an 
assistant manager and possibly eventuaQy as manager. 

In the ease of the uneducated classes. a cooly sa.rdar may somet.i.mes pass the 
examination (which is an oral one and on practical lines) for a. sarda,r's certmcate. 
In -some mines, persons desirous of doing this are giving an opportunity of working 
as assistant sardars (though their wages are not shown in the books as such). and 
before a samar's certificate can be granted the aspirant must have three- years' 
practical experience of working in a mine. When a ~cate has been obta,ined~ 
such a penon may be appointed as an over-man. 

(ii) (a) Ne> taeilities are given for training workmen to obtain the position of 
over-man but the training required is largely practical and obtained by aspirants 
in the course of their ordinary duties in the mine. Classes. however~ 1i.nanced by the 
loc31 Government and run by the Mining Education Advisory Board, are held at 
Jharia and Sijua. in the evening so as to allow assistants. over-men and apprentices 
to attend them. The classes comprise a three-~ar course and by attending- the 
classes a student is able to pass his examination for the first and second-class certi
ficates while in the third-year cJass; instruction in surveying also is~given. 
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(b) The following reports have been received from mines showing the number of 
certificated sardars at p-resent working who started work either as cooly sardars or 
workmen. In some cases those who were originally workmen became first cooly 
sardars and thereafter certificated sardars. 

Number of 
certificated saIdars 
wbostarted work 
in the miDes .as--

Cooly Workmen. 
saIdatS. 

Bhuggutdih 12 Nn 
Bhowra.. 0 3 
Central Kirkend 0 4 
Gumnan 2 8 
Lodna •. 8 4 
Standard 7 6 
East Indian Coal Company (for all collieries) 9 35 

{c) There are no arrangements ~or the theoretical training of such skilled labour 
as winding engine men. haulage engine men~ pump men. boiler- fire men. fitters. 
etc., who are mostly illiterate. 

18. RelaIiODl betw_ sta.tr and Bank and File. 
(i) Relations generally in the coalfields are. on the whole. good. This is shown 

by the absence of strikes. In many mines. managers make a point of knowing their 
labour and it is not uncommon for a manager to know all his labour by name. 

(iii) Works committees.- Tlui" utent and acAievemems.-These are unknown in 
the coalfields. 

IS. ConIracIorJ .. Inlermediari ... 
(i) (al Contract"", are employed by a large number of collieries to provide the 

labour'r-equired for cutting the coal and loading the eoal on wagons. and are paid. • 
at a fixed tate per ton for aU coal loaded on wagons. In some cases, however. the 
Tate paid per ton is increased ei.ther because coal is being extracted from difficult 
places in the mine or because the contractor has difficulties in maintaining his labour 
supply. The extent to which contractors are employed for this purpose is considerable 
and probably more than balf the coall'aised in the Jharia coalfields is raised on 
the contract system. De1inite figures are not yet availa.ble. but the Indian. Mining 
Association reports that 70 per cent. of the coal Taised in mines belonging to that 
Association in the Jharia coalfield is raised by the contractor system. 

(6) Contractors are also employed simply to provide the labour requisite for 
cutting the coal. 

(,} In some cases also -contractors ue employed for petty contraGts for cutting 
the coal from particular places. 

(iii) {a} The contractor is gen&alJ.y responsible solely for raising the coal while 
the colliery supervising staff is responsible for seeing that the mines are run safely. 
In some cases where the supervising &taft has been paid' by the contractor the 
Department of Mines has objected to the practice as there is then a tendency that 
the supervising staft would pa.y more attention to raising than to safety. 

(b) Housing and medical facilities are invariably provided by the management, 
though .in some cases the contractor is required to pay sickess payments to the 
labourer employed by him. e.g .• in Standard Colliery. 

(c) A contractor is generally at liberty to pay a labourer as he considers tit. but 
is more or less bound by the law of !lupply and demand to pay the rates which are 
general throughout the colliery area as otherwise his labour would probably leave him. 
In some cases. as at Standard Colliery. the contractor is not authorized to a.lter rates 
of pay without consulting the manager. but in other cases this custom does not 
exist though generally managers report that no complaint had been rec:eived by them 
regarding the rate of wqes paid to labourets by contractors. 

(iv) Eff~cts.-Wheu proper control i'i exercised by the management there should 
be no ill-effec:ts either on labour or on the working of the mine. If. however, the 
contractor is not properly supervised the system may have \. bad effect more 
particularly 011 the war-king of the mine. in that the ~ontractor may endeavour to 
win coal from the easiest places SO -as to get a good output. 
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B.-FACTORIES AND MINES (OTHER THAN THOSE IN 
THE JHARlA COALFIELDS). 

lL Selectioll of lllanaging Stalf. 
(a) In the larger industrial concerns the Managing Agents or Board of Directors 

generally appoint the higher :staff either by direct recruitment from abroad, sometimes 
uuder a covenanted system. or by promotion from the junior ranks or by direct 
recruitment from large industrial cities in this country. In the lndian-owned 
concernswmcharegenerallysmallestablishments; the occupier or one of the occupier's 
agents often manages theconcem. with a clerk or clerks to keep registers and accounts, 
but in a few concems such as some of the Indian-owned sugar works in Bihar. there 
are regular managers with previous business training in some industrial firm either 
in this province or elsewhere. The majority of such ma.na.ging staff .. howe"v~ 
belongs to this province. " 

(b) Messrs. TaU. Iron and Steel Company report that their managing staff consists 
principally ot men with a wide and varied experience acquired in the foremost irOD. 
and steel works in America or Europe. The heads of departments are usually men 
with experience in similar departments of other steel works, recruited in America or 
Europe. but there area number of Indians, some of whom have had training in foreign 
steel plants, while others have obtained practicaUy aU their experience with the 
company at J amshedpur. As va.cancies occur in the position~ of heads of departments 
promotions are made from other employees engaged in the department (if a suitable 
man is available) otherwise it is necessary to recruit from abroad. 

(e) Messrs. lndian Cable Company report that their managing staff is recruited 
from especially trained men in the English factories belonging to their Managing 
Ageots. 

(<I) The Tin Plate Company report that their managing staff is recruited from 
abroad. • 

l2. Reerullment and Training of SubcmliDalo SuperyiJing Stalf. 
(i) (al The subordinate supervising staff in some of the larger industrial ooncerns 

where the work as well as the skill required is of diveYSe nature is recruited from all 
classes. Some are members of this province. some Anglo-India.ns~ some Europeans, 
and'some members of other provinces. In the railway works, Anglo-Indians form 
a fair percentage. In other concerns where the work is not so varied or in smaller 
concerns .. local men are generally trained up to hold these positions. but here also 
there is a sprinkling of persons belonging to other provinces. 

(b) Messrs. TaU. Iron and Steel Company report that the Company maintains 
the J amshedpur Technical Institute to train in theory and practice certain selected 
students for positions in the operating departments of the works. The course is a 
three-years' one-half of which is spent in the.works and haH in the institute~ and 
during training each student is paid Rs. 60 per month. Since the institute was started 
in 1921. 137 students have entered the institute of whom 50 are now under training 
and of the remainder 63 are in the works. Many of these students have replaced 
imported covenanted labour and quite a number are successfully 1illing foreman>s 
positions in various parts of the works, though none are yet fit for the higher positiOll3 
of Departmental Superintendents. 

Foremen in the Electrical and Mechanicai Departments are also often recruited 
from persons who have graduated from the various mechanical and elect:rical training 
colleges in India. ~ 

The Company gives the following figures'to show the extent to which the number 
of covenanted imported employees in the manufacturing departments bas been 
reduced since 1925-26 . 

Number of Average Present Pcesent 
covenanted monthly [lumber of average 
emp~oyees output in covenanted monthly 

iQ 1925-26 employees. output in 
1925-26. in tons. tons. 

Coke ovens .• •• •• Nil 57.840 Nil 63.000 
Blast inrnaces •• • . • • 13 SO,2OO 10 65.000 

49 39.210 42 SO,OOO 
108 27,000 40 35.000 

Steel plants . • " • . • 
Rolling mills (finisked product) 
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(c) Messrs. Indian Cable Company report that when their factory opened the 
subordinate supervising staff was recruited from senior students of reputable 
engineering colleges. The method was found satisfactory as although the men were 
not partieuIa.rly skilled at their duti~ they had sound education and were found 
able to receive practical training and also to COIlUo! labour. Future subordinate 
supervising staff will~ however~ to a grea.t extent. be drawn from. their present 
Ia.bour. 

(d) In the Mica Industry. sardars are generally peISOI1S who have had their 
training as ordinary workers. while mining assistants are generally recruited from 
Bengal. 

(ill (/I) In some of the industrial concerns. as for instance. in the engineering 
:firms. then: is an app~ticeship system and the apprentices on completion of their 
term. are kept on but the percentage of students completing their term is very small. 
Details of such apprenticeship systems other than those existiog in the J amaIpur 
East Indian Railway Works are giVim below:-

{l) .A.,tlsu,. BvUer ana Comjxmy~ MtlZaffMpUl'. takes in apprentices for motor 
works and structural works. Period. 3: years. Usual number of apprentices 
about 20. Approximately 20 per cent. remain with firm on completion of 
the term. 

{2) Sartm Engitf4ering Company, M arJwuw4h. takes in apprentices as 
m081ders. turners and fitters. Period,S years. AbOout 1 per cent. remain with 
firm on completion of the term. Usual number of apprentices about 10. 

(3) Tata I_ ""tl Sial C .... j>tmy takes in apprentices in the brick depart
ment. roll-turning department, electrical department. machine shop and foundry. 
Period. 5 years. Usual number of apprentices in these departments about lOO~ 
Attendance of all apprentices at the Technica.l High School is compulsory. 

(4) PaitUI I,on FouftMy, Pat1t4 City. takes in apprentices in the machine 
shop moulding and fitting work. Period 2 to 3 years., About 5 per cent. 
remain with firm on completion. Usual number of apprentices varies 
from 3to 5. 

18. Relatiou betwem Sial! and Bank and Pile. 
(i) (0) Generally the relations between the stai! and rank and file particularly in 

the smaller factories are satisfactory. In some of the larger concerns. however. 
there is sometimes a lack of contact between the managing and supervising staff. 
who are frec;!uently ignorant of the language of their workmen. and there is also a 
tendency on the part of foremen to abuse their authority. 

(b) In Tata Iron and Steel Works the lack of contact between the supervising 
staft and the workmen and the abuse of workmen by foremen has been stated as 
one of the 'reasons leading to the 1928 strike. The' company itself reports that 
•• the present relations between the staff and workmen are generally speaking of a. 
cordial nature. In the earlier days of the company it was not uncommon for foremen 
to abuse their authority and powers by demanding from the workmen sums of money 
in return for which men were given preferential treatment and employment. promo
tion, etc. In recent years this has largely disappeared and charges against the 
foremen of this nature are now seldom preferred. Nevertheless confidence in the 
integrity of the foremen by the workmen has not yet been completely restored. 
The difficulty of establishing such confidence is greater here because of the labour 
belonging to various communities. and the almost impossible task of trying to 
please each. Efforts have been and are being made to educate all our foremen up 
to the responsibilities of their positions and the necessity of dealing with workmen 
in a straightfOl'WaJ"d, honest· and sympathetic manner. This instruction is given 
by the Departtnental Superintendents tOo all foremen under them in a series of 
lectures." 

(iii) Works CommiUees.-(a) As regards Tata. Iron and Steel Company vide the 
Company's Memorandum. 

(c) The Indian Cable Company report that a Works Committee was started in 
January, 1929. and has met monthly since that date. and it is the unanimous opin~ 
that the management and the workpeople- have derived considerable gain from thlS 
system. The Committee consists. of ten workpeople elected by vote from ten 
sections and two representatives of the management. The:first two meetings 
produced nothing beyond reiteration of wants. but it can now be considere~ that 
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the Committee is permanently established as an excellent bridge between labour 
and control and that the individual workman takes considerable interest in the 
work of the Committee~ 

(tl) In the Tin Plate Company there are two main Works Committees. Of these 
one deals with safety regulations and is composed of two superintendents, doctor. 
sanitary officer~ and a number of Indian foremen and supervisors, This Com~ 
mittee holds meetings periodically to discuss safety fust propaganda and makes 
enquiries into accidents. The other is a committee-composed of Indian and European 
employees which considers the works organisation and makes suggestiona for 
improving efficiency. 

15. Contractors 81 Inlermediari ... 
(i) (a) Generally the construction of factory buildings and other such work is 

given OIl contract. But in other matters the extent and character of work given 
on. contract varies considerably between the various concerns. 

(b) As regards Tata .~n and Steel Company vitk their Memorandum.. 

(c) Tatanagar Foundry report that most of the work of the company is given 
on piece-work contract system~ and that the relations between the staft and rank 
and file are consequently very -cordial. They ftnd that labourers on contract can 
finish the day's work in much less time and do it with care and interest. and that 
after a reasonable contract has been made~ there is neither detailed demand from 
one side nor complaint from the other. 

(iv) (4) Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company report that it has been found 
more p'ro.fi:table and expeditions to employ contractors for the classes of work done 
than if the company employed its own staff. This is because the work given on 
contract is principally work which can be done on a piece~work basis. The con~ 
tractors have quarters that accommodate approximately 600 labourers. who form. 
the nucleus of their stafi. The workmen, therefore. are readily a.vailable for work 
of urgent nature on account of their proximity to the works. As most of the work 
fur which they are employed can be completed within 5 or 6 hours this labour is 
not employed for a longer period than that prescribed. and the Chief Inspector of 
Factories reports that the contractors' labour does not seriously violate the rules 
regarding hours of work. -

DL-HOUSI!lG. 

[The answers to aU questions in "this section are grouped together for the 
Jharia Mining Settlement and fo-r the rema.ini.n& industrial concerns.] 

A.-JHARIA MINING SETTLEMENT. 

18. Estenl to which Housing ill Provided. 
(i) (0) All collieries in the Jharia ooa11ield (as distinct from the Mugma or Lower 

field) are amply and efficiently equipped with approved types of houses. Their 
- design. construction. ventilation_ pd general amenities are governed by the Jharia 

Mines Boatd of Health By-laws. . 
(b) Those workers who aTe recruited from villages situated within five miles 

from the mine frequently prefer to -live in. their own villages and walk backwards 
and forwards to their work. 

(c) A statement is given below showing the extent of nousing provided on 
IS collieries. of which 5 have been selected by the Additional Deputy Commissioner. 
Dhanbad, as hemg the beskquipped. 5 the wont equipped. and 5 normally equipped 
in the matter of housing. ~ 

A comparison of housing figures with tho average labour populatinn in the 
collieries selected does not give an absolutely accurate picture of the extent of 
housing provided for the following reasons :- _ 

(1) In many cases more than one miner is accommodated iD. one "Aatu'4 or 
house. 

(2) Very frequently a man and his wife and his family. all of whom may be 
regarded 88 separate labourers in the figures of the mining population. OC(:upy 
one house. and 
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(3) The extent to which the workers go back to their own houses in their 
own villages ;. not definitely known. 

Colliery. 

Bhowra .~ 
Jamadoba .. 
Pure Jharia 
Kustore ~~ 
Loyabad •. 

New Barwa
bera. 

Sonardih (No. 
106). 

Angarpathra 
(No. 131). 

Kantapahari 
Kesolpur 

(128) 

GopaJichuk-
West. 

Ena ~. 
Bhutgoria •• 
Kirkend (No. 

196). 
Central Ku

jama.~ 

Number of houses of each class provided. 
Ave~el ___ ~,,~~.-____ .-______ ~ ____ ,-____ I 
number Coo" \ BI ,,---- T tal of 'White cession Special ue ~e. Red o. 
workers. licence. ~te licence. Standard.IOthers.. licence. 

licence. 

2.082 
2.052 

409 
2.161 
3.383 

55 

190 

107 

106 
61 

1.185 

605 
558 
736 

I.-Five best eqvippeti collieries. 
733 - - 6 
755 48 - 19 
168 53 5 30 
267 412 97 121 
277 149 36 10 

II.-Five WOf'st equipped ccllunes. 

320 
360 

395 
368 

- -- - 10 

88 

20 

17 

1 

20 

III.-Five ~ equipped colltnies. 
118 55' - 21 132 

158 
77 

143 

« 

21 

22 

30 
13 
31 

28 

18 
89 

II 

41 
2 

49 

53 

42 

110 

1.059 
1.224 

256. 
1.292 

950 

10 

17 

89 

20 
20 

326 

253 
202 
223 

158 

Note.-A white- licence is given to those houses which conform :in every way to 
the standards laid down by the Board.. vide 18 (til below :~ 

A concession white licence is granted to houses which differ from the standard 
specifications in one or two minor details, e.g .• floor space 100 square feet cubic 
capacity 900 cubic feet: Hoar 'Space 90 .square feet. cubic capacity 1.000 cubie 
feet. width only 71 ft.~ but full door space and cubic capacity, etc~ 

A specia.llicence is granted to houses with tiled roofs. but insufficient slope
the defect to be remedied on renewal of roof. 

A blue licen~onsiderab)e improve~ts required, but carrying out of 
improvements deferred. . 

A red licence requires renewal within 12 months. 

(iv) In the Mugma. 61' .. Lower~' field the housing by-laws mentioned in ques
tion 16 (i) above have not yet been applied. In the majority of the collieries there 
is no resident labour, the workers coming in from their own villages. In the few 
large collieries in this area, accommodation is provided by the management or land 
is given to the workem to build their own houses. Elsewhere in the Jhm. minefields. 
except in the instances mentioned in question 16 (i) (b). the workers do not provide 
their own houses. 

1'. Faciliti .. {OJ! ACllniBition of Land for Workers' BO!lleL 
Difficulty has been encountered by collieries in the Jharia coal1ield in acquiring 

land for the purpose of housing schemes. In 1920 the Coalfields' Committee suggested 
that every facility should be offered to a colliery company or proprietor to acquire 
land under the Land Acquisition Act for the housing of labour (paragraph 52 of the 
Coal1ields' Committee report). In considering the amendment of the Land Acquisi· 
tion Act in 1922. the Local Government in paragraph 5 of letter No. 132-R.T. of 
13th August. 1922, suggested some such amendment to give some facilities for the. 
acquisition of land for colliery purposes. The Government of India. however. 
did not include any such amendment in the Land Acquisition Act. The matter 
has again been before the Local Government in connection with the revision of 
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Sections 49 and 50 of the Chota Nagpur Tenancy Act and a Bill was introduced 
and passed in the last winter session of the Legislative Council. Slight alterations 
were found necessary in the Bill to improve its working, and these changes have 
recently been passed by the Legislative CoUllcil. 

The Bill will ill the lUst place facilitate the transfer by the occupant of a holdillg 
of raiyati lauds te a colliery requiring laud, and in the second place a1low the lessor 
of mineral rights to_ acquire for his lessee (the mineowner) such land. which he is 
required by the terms of his lease to provide for the development of the mine. The 
Bill will therefore give facilities to collieries to acquire through their landlords such 
land as may be necessary for hOusing their labour. 

18. Nature of Accommodation l'rovided in each CIaSI, 

5"""""", oj standards. 
(a) Floor space 100 sq. ft. 
Cb) Cubic capacity I,GOO cu. ft. 
(e) Width of rooms 8 ft. 
(d) Average height 7 ft. 

Ce) Verandah floor space 40 sq. ft. 
(/) Verandah width 5 ft. 
(g) Doors 5 ft. X 2 ft. 
Ch) Adequate and illdepeudent ventila

tion. 
Every house must be licensed. Licences are not given unless the standards are 

complied with. If labourers are found in occupation of unlicensed prem.ises, the 
management is liable'to prosecution. 

The type of house most commonly found is that known as the U arched tlhtzUl'ts H 

built of cementcon~te throughout, though many~othertypesare favoured, including 
some two-storeyed buildings. 

The provision of satisfactory housing is controlled by the Jharia Mines Board 
of Health. and in 1919 it was decided that the elimination of non-stancianl housing 
should be extended over a pe-riod of three years. Early in 1923, however. it became 
clear that the thr~year programme was drastic having regard to the :financial 
condition of the trade, and it was. therefore, decided to substitute a five-year pr0-
gramme commencing with the year 1923-24 and ending in the year 1927-28. This 
programme was accepted as a. provisional basis by the Indian Mining Assodation 
and Indian. Miniog Federation. SUbsequently. however, owing te the depression in 
the. coal industry. moratoriums have been allowed in subsequent years and full 
compliance with the programme laid down has not been insisted upon, though the 
Board insists that new constructions must comply with the standard specifications 
and that houses which fall into disrepair and b~ome unfit for human occupation 
are thoroughly repaired. The housing provided may. nevertheless, be described 
as eminently satisfactory on the whole. 

20. Bent RaIes in'Variona CIasIeo. 
No rent is ever charged. 

21. Special Problema Arising in COIlI1ectiOll with Vario"" CIaSI .. of Rmuing. 
(a) Sub-letting is not knOWD.. 

{b} Occupation of employers' houses by tenants in other employ is sometimes 
permitted by special sanction of the Board. Workers on one colliery may be housed 
in the buildings -of a neighbouring colliery or a shopkeeper may be allowed to use 
a dluulrtJ for the purpose of trade. It also frequently happens that two friends. one 
of whom. may be working on or~ COlliery and one on another. share a d/tts.wa on one 
or the other of the collieries. 

(c) Evidion.-Generallythe miner leaving work in the collieries leaves the dJunwa. 
At the same time on some occasions a miner going to work on another colliery keeps 
his house on his original colliery and there may be difficulties in connection with his 
eviction. but such cases are rare. 

{d} In some cases if a colliery wager wishes to concentrate the labour working 
in one pit in houses close to that pit be finds difficulty in doing so, but the matter is 
not of great ~portance. -

B.-INDUSTRIAL ESTABUSHMENTS OTHER THAN THE JHARIA MINING 
SETTLEMENT. 

18. imtenl to which Housing is Provided. 
(i) By employsrs.-It may generally be stated that where labour has convenient 

access to its own house. whether in villages or towns, housing is Dot provided~ but 
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that where there is DO such convenient aecess or where it is considered by the manage· 
ment advisable to keep the labour close to its workplace housing is provided. Some 
instances are given :-

MuSt's. Tala and In:m Steel Compstty.-There are 4.821 residential buildings 
provided. Of these 301 are rented at over Rs. 20 a month and may be considered 
as probably provided for the supervising and subordinate supervising sta:ff and the 
description of them need not be given. Sixteen are rated as hotels. For furtheT 
particuIaIs see Company's Memorandum. 

The Tift PIaU Company provide 49 European style bungalows and 326 pucca 
quarters. These quarte:rs housed at the last census 425 tenants and 1.411 lodgers. 
equivalent tn 41 ·5 per cent. of the labeur force. Prior tn the strike of the 6th April, 
1929. 20 lal<hs of briclc:s had been burnt in readiness to build 80 additional quarters 
sanctioned by the Company for erection during 1929-30. 

KtlCAulrw Lime 4fta StMte Company provide 3s{) rooms; some of which are built 
with puttra. (limy shales) and mud and some- with puttra and l:ime. Roofs are 
constructed from roUas. bamboos and tiles. 

5 .... Valky PorlIl:mtl c.m...t Company.-425 pucca brick buildiogs are provided 
and more are being built. 

Kalyaft/Jvr Li.u Works. Limited. have built 314 rooms with country tiled roof
one room and verandah for two persons. 

51ft' .. DAs Riu Mills. Pat ..... -Housing provided for 40 coolies and ten mistries. 

Slw" BiluJriji MiUs~ Patna.-One room for coolies .. one room and verandah for 
press attendants. and rented houses for milIer~ engineer~ and some other persons. 

P .... "'uia. Tab= Company.-50me time back made arrangements for quarters 
for their labour. but the scheme did not meet with success and has been stopped, 
Their employees. who are all local. make their own arrangements. 

BtwaC1uz1tia Sug/W Mills.-Forty-four quarters are provided for outsider-workmen 
and skilled labcur and the remaining workmen are residents of surrounding villages 
who go away to their homes after working bours. 

Ptu'5a Sugtw FdClory.-Housing is provided for all ouwders and local men go to 
their homes when off duty. 

Japaiul S"IJtW c.-pa..y.~Housing is provided for all outsiders and Jocal men go 
to their homes when off duty. 

&wan Dest SuglW Factory and Samastiptw Central Sugar Company.-Housing 
for 10 per cent. of their labour is provided. 

TM Nefti Sawa3 Sugtw Company report that housing is provided for all employees~ 
but this does not include the local labour. 

MarMWI'aA Sugar Factory provide bungalows for all Europeans and Anglo
Indians. quarters for all Indian staff. mistries and watch and ward. 

SQI'QtI Engi....n"ll Company provide housing for all imported labeur. 

Himgi. Ramp"" Coal Comp ... y provide housing for 50 per cent. of the total 
labeur force. 

B ... galI, ... Co..pa..y.-Alllabeur is provided with quarters. 
MU$7s. r."dia.,. Cabh Company provide accommodation for skilled labGur only. 

The aboriginal class of unskilled labour prefer to live in their own bwstn in the adjacent 
villages. 73·9 per cent. of the skilled labour are accommodated in rent-free quarters 
and the rest of the skilled labour and of the unskilled st:a.« provide their own 
accommoda:tion. 

Tatanagar Foun4ryreport that free quarters are givep. to assistants and workmen. 
but that they have not been able to provide quarters for all men employed. Em
ployees. however. are not taken unless they have made arrangements lor their lodging 
and beardlng in the locality. and the company is trying tn hasten its own programme 
for housing work.ers. 

Rayam Suga,. Company.-Quarters are provided for those workers who are not 
resident localiy. . 

RaHUSfttvar' MiUs, M~tap ... ,..-Housing is 'pro~ed for all workers who desire 
accommodation. 

Pasupati'IUJllt Ria and Oil M1'US and Siltta Rit;e Mill provide housing for 1abo~rers 
who come from distant places, and fox; those required to live near the factory. 
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Mica Mirus an4 SpliUing Faaoriu.-All local labour resides in its villages, 
and housing is provided for ptwrksi lahem:. Lokai factory provides housing for 20 
coolies, who come from other districts. The Chota. Nagpur Mining Syndicate provides 
housing for its /JIWtle$j labour in the Dhanakola division. At the Lom.chanchi m.ine a 
large number of quarters have been provided by the same company but these remain 
unoccupied except by <IMwaa8, etc. 

(ill (.) No housing is provided by Government or any othor public agency except 
for various persons working in Government factories. 

(b) The Maude Committee, which inquired into the conditions of Jamshedpur 
in 1919. suggested that the Board of Works should construct houses for workero 
in that town and should charge rent which should be paid direct by tho companies 
and the workmen should pay the rates- and taxes. It was expected that the average 
cost of housing would not be less than Rs. 3 or Rs. "a month. This proposa.l. however. 
was not approved by Government as it was considered that the housing scheme as put 
forward by the committee was far from being a sound proposition. 

(iv) MesSf's. TaUJ.1,.on and Stul Company report that in view of the prevailing 
shortage of houses and with a view to encourage employees to build their own houses, 
the Steel Company -grants leases at 3 per cent. interest to its employees for building 
houses. For kutcha houses three months' pay are advanced repayable in 12 instal
ments. For pukka brick-m-lime houses loans are granted on mortgage system; 
ordinarily 15 months· salary limited to half tho cost of building is advanced to 
employees recoverable within a maximum period of five years, though occasionally 
the maximum is increased to two-thirds 01 the value of houses. For further particulars 
see Company's memorandum. 

The 7t1l Plak Comp«ny state that many workers build their own houses. 724 
houses have been built with loans granted by the Company amounting to Rs. 22.901. 
Loans are limited to a sum that can be- repaid in 10 months without undue hardship 
and the Company exercise care to see that4:he houses are of good design. and that good 
ma.terial is put in them. 

' . 
. 111. Utillzalioll by Worken of Accommodalion Available. 
In all cases quarters provided are invariable occupied, except in the case of the 

mica mines. 

20. Bent Bales in V &rio"" CIas&eI. 
In some cases rent is charged and instances are given below. 
Slwe. Blhari11 Mills. Palna City.-Rents charged at Tates not given. 
Messrs. Tala Iron aKd Stul Company.-Rents are calculated as near as possible 

at 5 per cent. on the capital cost. The rents 01. various types canying rent less than 
Rs. 20 are given in tho statement attached in answer to question (14) (i). 

The Inilian Cable CompaKy.-No rent is charged beyond two annas per month 
paid by each occupant of the A and M4 types of quarters which have extra water 
mains provided by the company. 

Tin Plate CottJ1I't1ny.-Rents are fixed on a basis of 5 per cent. (and in some cases 
as little as 3t per cent.) of the capital cost. . 

In other cases no rent is cha?ed. 
• • • • 6 • • 

IV. HEALTH. 

[In this section also answers to all questions except questions 30. 31 are 
grouped together for the Jharia Mining Settlement and for the remaining 
Industrial concems.) 

A.-JHARIA .MINING SETTLEMENT. 

28. 0eIleraI Health CondiIlODll of Work .... 
(i) Fig"," 0/ m01lality.-The figures available are- not accurate figures for 

workers. but represent the figures for the whole mining settlement which is eo-incident 
with Dhanbad Subdivision. excluding the figures for the Dhanbad Municipality. 
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(a) A table is given below shGwing the deaths in the mining settlement for the 
last five years. . 

Year. 
Number of deaths. I . Death-rate 

Male. Female. Total. per 1.000. 

1924-25 · . .. 5.143 4.312 9.455 20·83 
1925-26 .. .. 4.54! 3.900 8.521 18·77 
1926-27 · . .. 4.117 3.611 7.728 17·02 
1927-28 · . · . 3.979 3.616 7.595 16·73 
1928-29 ••• · . 4~447 3.653 8.300 18·28 

(b) A statement is also given of the incidence of choleJa and small-pox in the 
mining settlement during the same period. 

Year. I ChGiera. I Small-pox. 
Cases Deaths Cases.. Deaths. . . 

Colliery population .. 1924-25 · . 671 342 379 11 
!92;>-26 · . 273 104 382 20 
1926-27 · . 131 37 461 27 
1927-28 .. 63 12 748 29 
1928-29 · . 132 36 744 24 

NGn-oolliezy populatiGn •• 1924-25 .. 760 218 173 97 
1925-26 · . 672 257 316 32 
1926-27 · . 546 121 672 38 
1927-28 · . 322 70 731 28 
1928-29 .. 531 164 782 32 

(ii) Birl1H-4l< lind ;n/a'" -WUy.-The ligures for the whole mining settlement 
for the last five years are given belaw'-. 

I 
Number of births. 

Year. Birth-rate 

Male. Female. Total. per 1.000. 

1924-25 · . · . 7.028 6.715 13.743 30·27 
1925-26 · . .. 7.753 7.519 15.272 33·64 
1926-27 · . .. 8.257 7.769 16.026 35·30 
1927-28 · . · . 7.937 7.978 15.315 33·74 
1928-29 · . · . 8,219 7.885 16,104 35·47 

The mining settlement includes,. however~ two thanas. Tundi and Gobindpur. in 
which no mines are situated and also thana Nirsa of which the greater portion is 
rural. The birth-rate figures of these three thanas for the last three years are given 
below:-

Than .. Tandi 
Gobindpur .. 
Nirsa 

1926-27. 
50·74 
48·23 
41·90 

Birth-rate per 1.000. 

1927-28, 
54·19 
42·35 
37'18 

1928-29. 
51·10 
49·28 
38·26 

Figures for infantile mortality in the mining area and the three thanas. Tuudi. 
Gobindpur and NiISa for the last three years are given in the statement below :

Infant mortality per 1.000 births. 

1926-27. 1927-28. 1928-29. 
Mining area 199 165 171 
Thana Tandi 124 93 112 

Gobindpur 132 137 120 
Nirsa 105 96 III 
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M#lhotls of RegislJ'iUifm.-The Juna ltlining Settlement is divided into eleven 
circles~ Each circle is under the charge of a Sanitary Inspector, who has under him 
from two to four vaccinators. the number varying with the size of the ci.r<:le. 

2. SanUary Inspet;lMs are Registmm of Births and Deaths under the Registration 
of Births and Deaths Act (Bengal Act IV of 1873). It is their duty to record all 
births and deaths reported to them in the Births and Deaths Registers. The 8011I'ce8 
from which the. registrars get theirinfonnation are the following :-(a) TIJmt4.s.-All 

, births and deaths reported by the Government Chaukidars at the thana and recorded 
in the thana registezs. are copied by the Registrars into the Births and Deaths 
Registers. (b) Vam_s.-The births registered as per paragraph (I) above ar. 
then entered in a special form (Vaccinator's Daily Record) one of which is kept for 
each village in the circle. 

Each vaccinator is in sub-charge of a definite area: a programme is drawn up 
which ensures a visit to each village every four or five weeks. 

3. Saniitwy InsPt&/Ms.-During the vaccination season, when the Sanitary 
Inspector visits a village about a week after the va.ccination operations have been 
performed by the Vaccinator~ he takes with him these records and~ while noting the 
results of vaccination. verifies the entries made previously by the Vaccinator. 

4. Collie,ies.-The following is the procedure.as regards Collieries :-Births and 
deaths occurring on collieries are reported in the weekly returns of sickness and 
mortality which each colliery is required to submit to the Board~s offi.ce~ where 
the information is separated and forwarded to the Sanitary Inspectors concerned 
who~ as Registrars of Births and Deaths, record the partieulars~ after veriiication, 
in their respective Births and Deaths Registers. 

(ill) W01'king contlmOftS.-The conditions underground in the mines are on the 
whole satisfactory. The galleries are generally fairly airy. There arek however, no 
latrines underground and no proper method of disposal of dijecta. Where sweepeIli 
are employed below~ their services are unsatisfactory. 

• a .. •• •• 

(iv) Diotary.-( .. ) Wages are high enough to allow of generous diet for all workers. 
"There is no sbortage of food. The staple diet consists of rice, lentils (daI), 
vegetable~ spices and oil (mustard. ginjelly. mahua seed). with occasional meat 
(ox, goat or ~) and rarely milk and. gbee. Sometime. maize or other fiour 
replaces the nee. 

(b) The Jharia Mines Board of Health maintain a special laboratory in which 
eamples of foodstull. are analysed. The expenditure on this laboratory in. 1927-28 
exceeded Rs. 10,000 and the number of samples of foodstuffs analysed was 775. 
In 19?~29 the number of samples examined was 256 and the expenditure over 
Rs.7.500. In addition. in the Bacteriological section. samples of water are analysed 
and 600 samples were analysed in 1928. Two hundred and fifteen prosecutions. with 
197 convictions,. were instituted in the settlement under the -Food and Drugs 
Adulteration Act in 1927-28. There were -50 prosecutions with 38 eonvictions under 
the same Act in 1928-29. Five cases were brought under section 213 of the Indian 
Penal Code for selling food. unfit for human consumption in 1927-28 and three cases 
in 1928--29. Investigation is being carried on by the Jharia Mines BoaTd of ~ealth 
for an amendment of the by-laws with the object of prevention of adulteration of 
food.stuffs. No decision has ftt been arrived at. . . , 

(v) Physique is almost invariably good. especially so in the case of Bilaspuris. 
SantaIs and Bowries and persons from north-west provinces. The Beldars who 
usually work on the surface are not so good. 

(vi) Effects of disfn4btma of nJt f'Qtio in industrial cities.-The census 
reports show that in the district of Manbhum in which the Jha.ria mining 
settlement is situated, the number of females per thousand males has dropped~ as 
shown below:-

1891 
1901 
1911 
1921 

J,012 
992 
963 
937 

The figure 937 is the smallest figure for any district in the province which results 
in the smaller birth-rate that occurs iu the colliery portion of the mining settlement . 
•• do answer to (23) Iii). 
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M. _t of Medical Fadliti .. Drovided.. 
(i) By I!MployMs.-A statement is given below showing certain information 

reguding the..eight hospitals maintained in the coalfield :-

Amount Amount 
S""' __ ofdail,. of daily 

Serial No. and name of Anc:ownodation, .... wanee "",-", 
of hospitaL paid to paid to 

""""Ie. attendant. 

Three beds in main bospital. (i) One doctor ~M.P.) 
Rs. .. P- h a. p. 

l.-lfalkera - Omitdih ••• e • • 
bo>pital. • -with a ~ isolation (u) ~ unq' djs. 

bospitaI folD: beds. 
(ill) o:nreSsa. , 

:2.-Katras coUiuy Two wards with four beds in Ditto .. .. .. ..... - ............ ......... oocl>. Also an infectious 
disease block with three 
rooms of two beds each. 

3.--Mudidih - Two wudsoffive bedseach, U' One doctw{LM..l'.) Ditto Ditto. 
with plenty of deep veran- ( "j One qualffiod Com-

. dah ~ for extra beds. pounder. 
Also a large ~te in- (iii) One dn:sseI'. 
fectious disaIse spital. 

4.-loyabad - FIve bMs for mea and four 
for WOJDen in main build-
ing. Also an isolation. 
ward of thne moms with 

{iIOnedoctor(L.JU.) H"'_ -til One eompoUDder. 
{iii One dresser. 

thnIe beds ill each. 

5.-KustoEt' hos;pital •• Two wanla with six beds in (mg:~~t~ 01' e -
eaclL OnewardforwOtnen 
but used foE' men if there Officer of Sub-
are DO 'I1i"OIIleI1 inpatients. -, 

<Ws. 
S ........ 

-
{iill ODe qnalffiad com-......,... 
(iv) One dresser. 
(v) ODe female attendant. 

6.-J_ ........ ta1 Two wards of six btds eacll, (il One - <M.B.J .. ••• • • 8 0 
ODe of whic.b is nserved!or (ii) ODe UQq~ oe-
women when necessary. torof,twenty years' 

(iii)~~ com~ ......,... 
(iv) One dresser. 

7.-Batareo hospital. _ Two ..... L Four beds in (I) "I'wodoclors (LM-P.) Advance of -male and two in female (ii) One qualilied com- ....... '" 
wud. pellUm. ....... "" 

(ill) ODe dresser. coverab1e 
hom_· 
P."""'-

8.-Bhowra eolli6ry Two wards. four beds for {i) One doctor (L.M,S'J 
if any. 

- -bo>pital. men and three for women. (ti) ODe doctor II-C.P. 
Also three dhowns close (iii) One qualiJiod com-
by usedforoverllow or for po_. 
facillies a«ompanym,: _to. 

Besides these at every colliery there is a dispensary, its size and scope varying 
with the number of workers employed. A sche.dule of drugs and appliances set up 
under the Board's By-law No. 27 indicates the minimum requirements which must 
be maintained. Every colliery with 30 workers or more is compelled to employ 
a registered medical practitioner. Of the 215 collieries now working, 36 have whole
time medical practitioners. 114 have part-time, and 65 are exempt as having not 
more than 30 worker.;. No medical practitioner can be engaged without the approval 
of the Board's Chief Medical Officer. . 

(ii) By Govemment.-At Dhanbad there is a fully equipped charitable hospital of . 
46 beds which. though it is maintained by the local board, is in charge of & Govern
ment Assistant Surgeon and under the supervision of the Inspector-General of Civil 
Hospitals. To this hospital are sent from the collieries all those cases whic~ from 
their serious nature~ cannot be suitably dealt with on the spot. The Jharia. Mines 
Board of Health makes an annual grant for the upkeep of this hospital and. maintains 
a motor ambulance for the transport: of patients. 
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The following non-recurring grants have been given by Government for expendi
ture on Medical in the .Manhhum district (figures for the Dhanbad 8ub.division are 
not avail&ble) :-

1920-21 
1921-22 
1924-25 
1925-26 
192~27 

Rs. 
18,()()() 
24,150 
13.000 
12,000 
18,()()() 

A sum of Rs. 9,600 recuning is also provided by Government annually for 
expenditure on local fund hospitals and dispensaries in the Manbhum district. 

(iii) By oIlier og"";es.-The local board maintains three charitable dispensarie5-
two in the Jharia field and one in the Mugma field. The Raja of Jharia. maintains 
a charitable hospital at Jbaria with seven bedsz which is under the supervision of 
the Inspector-Geneml of Civil Hospitals. 

(iv) The extent to which accommodation for women is proyided in the hospitals 
maintained by collieries and the extent to which family attendance. etc., are provided 
in the hospitals maintained by collieries. are given in answer to question (24) (1). 
In the Dhanbad district board hospital four beds in an improvised ward, besides one 
in the isolation ward and one in the small-pox ward. are provided for women. where 
a lady doctor of the Sub-Assistant Surgeon class and two nurses are provided. 
Under the supervision of the assistant surgeon the lady doctor a.ttends female 
indoor and outdoor patients. She occasionally attends maternity cases outside 
hospital when people can afford to pay her fees, but her services are not generally 
utilized by female labour of collieries. The nurses are fully occupied with their 
duty in the ward. The Jharia Mines Board of Health pays a contribution of 
Rs. 2,000 towards the ccot of the female medical staff of this hospital. 

lIS. E:deal to which llleolical I"aciliiieo are uIiIi&ed. 
(i) It may be said tbat~the facilities provided are utilized to their fullest extent. 

It is true that Santals and some others occasionally prefer to rely upon indigenous 
nostra. but the whole tendency is towards the acceptance of Western mediciDe 
anIi treatment. 

(ii) For most ailments and accidents. women are willing to avail themselves 
readily of. the facilities provided, but for diseases peculiar to their sex they appear 
averse to being treated by a male doctor. Thus maternity cases raTely reach a hospital 
except occasionally in extremes. The wives of babws and similar members of the 
stafi are learning the benefits of skilled attendance at labour. though the miners' 

. wives do not as yet aspire to anything beyond their own dangerous dais. 

ll6. Lamn .. and other IiaDilary ArrIiDgements, 

A.-Latrines. 
(i) At fDOf'k placu.-Underground scaVeDf?er5 are employed as ordered by the 

Mines Act. Their work is without exception inefficient owing to the lack of 
arrangements for the removal of night-soil There are no latrines below ground. 

(il) At }wme.-Attempts have been made-to deal with the problem of promiscuous 
defzcation~ with little success. The individual still resorts to the ,,""dan. 

The .. Aqua privies'· pro':ided on mines were little used. though.in Jharia. 
Katras and Kirkend bazan. the public latrines installed by the Board are well 
patronised. A :septic tauk latrine 011 one colliery is proving very successful. 

For the removal of ashes and other rubbish. gangs of sweepers are employed 
on the collieries. adequate conservancy anangements being insisted upon muter 
the _'s by·1a .... 

B.~W_ Supply. 
(al The Jharia Water _ supplies a piped supply of filtered and chlorinated 

water from Topchanch.i reservoir. About two--thlrds of the collieries in the Jharia 
.field are conneeted up to this supply. The remaining one-third will 'Connect up as 
soon as circumstances permit; the water mains do not extend to the Mugma field. 
Meanwhile, their water supply (from wells) is watched by the officials of the Board. 

(b) In addition to the provisions of a piped water supply, the _ in 192~29 
reserved for domestic purposes the water of one tank in Jharia and one in Katras. 
It also prohibited. the use of water for any purposes from the railway tank at Jbaria 
and the Katri river at Katras. and for this purpose employed cbaukidars for the 
control of the water supply throughout the year. In addition. at times at which 
there is risk of epidemic. chaukidars are appointed temporarily for tanks that are 
either reserved or prohibited for domestic pueposes. 
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(G) The actual expenditure incurred by the Jharia WateP Board on the piped 
water supply up to the 31st March. 1928, has been Rs. 97;96.500. This amount 
includes «payment of loans (Rs. 5.32.000) and interest on loans IRs. 21.15.000}. 
Of the total expenditure Rs~ 60.31,000 was derived by loans from Government. and 
Rs. 4.82.000 was contributed by Government. The balance of Rs. 26.78.000 has 
been provided by .. ce:;s on the coal industry. The balance of loans outstanding on 
the 31st March, 1928. was Rs. 611akhs. 

27. Edenl and Xatare of OlIIciaI Supervision • 
. (i) Works of BOMds of H,alth ift special M'eas.-The Jharia. Mines Board directs 

and supervises every phase of disease prevention in the mines and to further this 
end is concerned also in supervising the villages throughout the whole coalfield area. 
with certain extensions beyond to those villages whence the colliery labour is derived. 
The Board maintains a Medical Officer of Health and also an Assistant Medical 
Officer of Health. 

(4) The Board obtains its income from a tonnage cess on coal which was raised 
for the year 1928-29 to Re. 1.4.0 per 100 tons. having previously been Re. 1 per 
100 tons. and also from & royalty cess which stands a.t 15 per cent. of the road cess 
paid by royalty receivers.. The income derived from these two sources in the year 
1928-29 was :- Rs. 

Tonnage cess 1.31.550 
Royalty cess 18.900 

(b) Constitution of tM BOM4.-The Board consists of eleven members. viz.~ six 
nominated. by Government of whom four are officials and two non-officia!s~ four 
elected by the mine-owners and one elected by the royalty receivers. Of the two 
non-officials nominated by Government one is in practice elected by the Colliery 
Managers~ Association and one represents the general public. 

(c) The following is a summary of the activities of the Board :
(I) Supervision of housing of labour. 
(2) Sanitation on collieri~ in bazaars and to some extent in villages within 

the settlement &rea. 
(3) Supervision of medical arrangements including the provision of a motor 

ambulance. 
(4) Prevention and control of epidemics on collieries and in villages within 

the Board's area. 
(5) Supervision of all wate<-supplies. 
(6} Vaccina:tion both in collieries and rural areas. There is probably no 

part of India where vaccination is more thoroughly carried out. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 

(7) Registration of births and deaths in colliery and in rural areas. 
(8} Prevention of food adulteration. 
(9) Public health lectures both in colliery and in rural areas illustrated by 

magic lantern slides. 

O. DisM'Sl Prevalence. 
(a) Hook-worm is generally regarded as an industrial disease more especially 

amongst miners. In India, however. owing to the habits of the people the disea.se 
is by no means confined to mining areas and miners, and the ordinary agriculturist 
suffers almost as badly. Investigations were carried out in the Jharia mining area 
for a period of four yeaTS from 1920-23, and over 15,000 persons were examiend 
of whom 70 per cent. at least were found to be infected. It is probable that 
still a very large percentage of adult labourers are infected but the Medical 
Officer of the Jharia Mines Board of Health reports that owing to some 
cause which is not absolutely clear, though it is probably the avirulent nature 
of the local strain of hook-worm~ illness (even slight illness) is produced only in 
a very small proportion of cases. and it is exceptional in the Jharia coalfield to 
find a. case of anaemia due to hook-worm serious enough to JPake a labourer unfit 
for work. 

(-6) Coal dusl appears to produce as little ill-effect here as in mines in England and 
elsewhere. 

{c) Figures regarding cholera and small-pox are given in answer to question 23. 

B.-INDUSTRIAL CONCERNS OTHER THAN JHARIA MINING 
SETTLEME.."IT. 

28.. Generallleallh Condiliollll of Work .... 
b'troduc1ory.-Except for the mining settlement the only other area in the 

p~ce which bas to any extent a large industrial population is Jamshedpur. 
\Vlth regard to the rest of the province the conditions of persons en~ in industry 
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can be considered. as identical. or practically so. with those of the neighbouring 
population. As regards Jamshedpur the most characteristic feature of the population 
is that it is not a true industrial population dependent on the wages of industry for 
its existence. It is an agricultural population adding to its income by working in the 
steel trade. Practically all the men employed either own land and cattle themselves 
or belong to a joint family thet li_ on the land. The only indigeoous class thet is 
entirely dependent on its wages is the Anglo-Indian. The population. therefore. at 
Jamshedpnr is not stationary and is frequently likely to return to its villages at time 
of sickness or child birth. .-

Generally, the health -conditions are fairly good. There has been no epidemic 
of cholera in Jamshedpur for a long time~ and since January, 1927, there have only 
been 13 cases of cholera with three deaths. There was an epidemic of small-pox 
in the beginning of 1926 but there has been none since then. The following statement 
shows the incidence of diseases during the last three years--tbe figures show the 
number of attacks as obtained from the hospital :-

. 1926. 
Malaria ~3 
KalaAzar 64 
Tuberculosis 80 
Hook-worm 10 
Fever 39 

1927. 
914 

20 
107 

18 
24 

1928. 
771 
64 

181 
25 
61 

(el) (i) In the larger factories the working conditions are generally satisfactory. 
In some of the smaller factories the Officiating Chief Inspector of Factories has 
has suggested that the amount of ventilation is insufiicient~ and has proposed that a 
standard ventilation basecl on the ratio of 10 square feet to each operative should 
be provided. 

(ii) In his annual reports since 1921 the Chief Inspector of Factori£s has invariably 
reported that the health conditions of employees have been normal. In the case of 
factories no abnormal incidence of epidemiCS has been noticed. 

(iv) The geoernl dietary of industrial work.rs can he considered to be the same as 
tliat of the ordinary population, except possibly at Jamshedpur. The Jamshe&pnr 
Public Health StaJf aod Market StaJf do their best to prevent the sale of adulterated 
food-stuffs. Bad fish is destroyed whenever found. Other articles thought to be 
adulterated are seized and analysed. in the town laboratory. and if found bad are 
submitted to the Magistrate for disposal. The cost of living in Jamshedpur ishigh. 
and a large part of the cost of food is freight: the area. in which the town is situated 
lies in the angle of two neighbouring rivers~ and the commtmication with surrounding 
country is difficult, which raises the cost of ordi.nary bazaar purchases. Market 
gardening has, however, recently increased, and has brought down the price of 
ves.tahles .. little. Another factor which has raised. the cost of living is the high 
wages paid by the companies which has served to create an a.rtificial standard of 
comfort. The proposed creation. of the co-opera.tive stores mentioned below may help 
towards reducing the cost of living. 

(v) Phyriqw.-At Jamshedpur the wwkers come mostly from outside and 
comparatively few have settled down in the pl~ "The tendency of those who have 
settled down has been towa.rd\ improvement in physique due probably to" regular 
work. wages and open aireondl60ns of living. In the rest of the provinc-e the physique 
of industrial workers may be taken as being simi1a.r to that of the rest of the 
population. 

Ill. Eztem of JIIe<1ical Pacilities Provido<1. 
(i) The larger concerns frequently provide fun medical facilities for their 

employees and smaller concetDS frequently subscribe to the nearest local fund 
dispensary. 

Various companies from whom reports have been received give the following 
inform.tion regardins medical facUities provided by them ;-

KvcAfIl(W Lim6 .,,4 Stcm# C~"Y provide a dispensary with indoor accommo
dation for two persons with a. qualliied doctor who is not allowed private practice and 
a nursing cooly. 

S .... VaIl.y Poyll4nti C._ Compa.cy provide funy equipped hospitals on the 
works and on the quarTY with one qualified medical officer. one compounder for the 
quarry and one compounder for the works. There is accommodation for both 
indoor and outdoor patients. 
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Kalyanp"" Lime W<wks. Limi~d. provide a hospital with a fully qualified medical 
officer (M.B.) with locally recruited waro. boy assistants. Aocommodation for both 
indoor and outdoor patients is provided. 

TCIlG r .... .. ft4 SIul W .. l<s.-The Company maintains a hospital of 140 bed .. 
four outdoor dispensaries and three First-aid stations and an isolation hospital for 
infections cDseases having 52 beds. There are 24 doctors. 14 registered nurses. three 
probationers on the staff besides compounders, dressers and wardel'S~ etc. Of these 
two doctors are specially kept for isolation hospitals. Two ambulance cars are used 
for bringing injured and sick persons to the hospital and the employees are treated 
free whether in the hospital or at their quarteIs- For medical attendance of their 
families a nominal fee is cllArged. 

Ti..plate Co...p4tty.-The Company maintains a hospital outside tho works gate, 
and a. First~ post inside the works. The works hospital comprises a dispenscuy~ 
minor dressing station and a ward with three beds for in-patients was well as usual 
offices. The staff consists of two qualliied doctors~ one hospital trained Durse~ five 
compounders and two d.resseIs. 

Pur", SugfU' F4Ctory pay a monthly salary to the 10caI dispensary <loctor and 
carry a stock of medicine in the factory • 

. Bihar Sugar Wcris.-A dispensary and medical a.ttendant are maintained by the 
Company_ In serious cases the Assistant Surgeon oi. Siwan is called at the Company's 
expense. 

la_pur Rico MilI.--Subscription paid to district board dispensary. 
IM PMtittStd"r Tobauo ecmfHmY maintain a full-time European medical officer 

together with a compounder and dresser and provide an outdoor dispensary equipped 
for the relief of minor accident and common ailment. Medical attention is given free 
to all their employees. . 

DMri Limo Co...p .. tty. Lim.te .. til Gay ... -The necessary medicines are kept in 
stock and the nearest doctor is sent for in urgent cases and for accidents.. The 
company bears all charges. 

F. F. ChrislUtt """ co...p .... y. Limite" (Mi.a Mini"8l.-Disponsarios are estab
lished for the accommodation of in.-door patients at headquarters in charge of a. 
qualitiod medical man. 

BengalI.Oft C .... patty. Limite. (AgiU ... 4 P" ....... " Mi .... ).-A fully equipped . 
dispensary is kept at both mines* one in charge of a qualified dispenser and the 
other of a qualliied doctor who is in charge of the medical and sanitary works in both 
mines. A trained Indian nurse is kept for women and <:hildren.. 

Intliats CtWl4 Company maintain. two &killed compounders who su~ly free 
treatment and medicine. When a case- occurs beyond the skill of the sta:fI mamtained 
the company provide transport facilities to send to tho hospital at Jamshedpnr. 

(ii) It is impossible to give definite ligures regarding the extent of medical 
facilities provided by Government for the industrial population. The following 
figures give the amounts spent by Government throughout the province :-

(a) Non-recurring grants made to loca.l bodies for medical relief:-

1924-25 
1925-26 
1926-27 
1926-29 

•.. 
Rs. 

2.57,000 
3.34.000 
4.82,000 
Nil. 

{b} Non-recurring sums spent on construction 01 Government hospitals and 
dispensaries for the ten years ending 1927-28 amounted to Rs.22.24.185. On 
original works in connection with such hospitals and dispensaries the following sums 
were spent by the Public Health Department :- Rs. 

1924-25 2.07,975 
1925-26 2.37,887 
1926-27 93.758 
1927-28 1.02.326 

(e) The recurring grants made to loc:a.l bodies for the upkeep of 10caI fund dispen
saries, etc •• in 1926-29 amounted to Rs. 3.30.795. 

(4) The recurring cost of upkeep of Government hospitals and dispensaries in 
1927-28 ..... Ro. 7,46,382. 

(iii) The district and local boards provide a. considerable number of dispensaries. 
The usual standard is one dispensary in each tbanak but this standard is frequently 
exceeded. In each district and subdivisional headquarters there is a hospital which 
is maintained by grants .received from the district board~ municipalities and from 
Government. 
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(iv) ProuuUm for womtn dockws. de.. 
Bengal I1'on Company. Limited-Agit. and P41SS1W4 min~$.-A trained Indian 

nurse is kept at each dispensary to treat the women and is largely utilized. 

l!Ii. Extent to which lIedieal Faeiliti ....... Utilised. 
The following reports have been received from factories regardiog the numl>et 

of patients treated during the year 1928 at the factory dispensary- :-
KvehfJIa:r Lime and Sttm8 Ccmpany.-Outdoor patients 1,362, indoor patients 2, 
Sane Vall." Porilana CemenI Company.-Outdoor patients 5.574. indoor 

patients 29. 
Kalyanpur Lime Works, Limiled.-Outdoor patients 2,OI(), indoor patients 2. 
Tata 1,on "",4 Sted Company.-Number of new cases treated was 210~210. 

against 206.899 and 196.120 in two previous years. 
The indoor hospital is nearly full at all times. 
It is estimated that 30 per cent. of the total cases au out$iders who have- no 

connection with the company. 
T;nplak ecmpany.-It is reported that the medical facilities are freely utilized 

by the employees of the company and of neighbouring companies and even by 
villagers residing ten to twelve miles away. In 1928. 89,193 cases were treated. 
and there were 1.980 minor operations. 

PenitmllM Tobauo Company.-The average daily attendance at the dispensary 
is about 75 persons. 

D6hri Lime Company. Gaya.-About 33 persons are treated in a month for 
simple aIcers. 

F. F. Chmtie" Ca".pGny. Limited.-Approximately 12,()()() outdoor and 1()() 
indoor patients are treated yearly. 

Women generally attend the dispensaries for ordinary ailments but except at 
Jamshedpur do not generally attend the dispensary in maternity cases. 

28. LaIriD .. ana other Bani!ary AmmgemeuiB. 
Faaories. 

• • • 5 • • • • • • • • • • • 

(a) In 1921 the condition of latrines in factories was not entirely satisfactory. 
and in that year type plans for the provision of latrines were prepared by the Director 
of Public Health. In 1922 the conditions of latrines showed steady improvement. 
New latrines were built or existing latrines were structurally altered where ordered 
and since that-date the Chief Inspector of Factories in his annual reports has con
sistently stated that the provision of latrines is up to the requirements of the 1924 
rules. though in 1925 he notes that it is common to find that the sanitary ac;:com· 
modation provided is in advance of the operative's appreciation of its use. 

(c) Rule 30 of the rules allows exemption of factories from the rules regarding 
latrines under the orders of the Chief Inspector of Factories where there is convenient 
access to open counby. Such exemptions have been most sparingly used and at 
present 36 factories (including 16 indigo factories. five sugar mills; four rice mills). 
all of which satisfy the"eonditions, have been exempted. 

1lf1. Extent ana Nature of O!IIciaI SuperviJion.. 
AdminisWtditm of J ~tn$Mdltw.-In the beginning the area on which the town of 

Jamshedpur stands was acquired QY Government for Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel 
Company~ and the steel company themselves developed the town providing the 
necessary dwelling houses. roads~ sanitation, etc. The area. was acquired at three 
difterenttimes-in 1909-10 3.500 acres. in 1919-20 7.200 acres. in 1920-21S,OOOacres. 
Of this area 400 acres have been resumed by Govemment-60 acres for the Dhalbhum 
subdivisiona.l buildings. and 340 for the Bengal-Nagpur Railway. In 1919 a Com· 
mittee was fonned to submit recommendations for the future administration of the 
area so as to meet the needs of the industry concerned as well as of the attendant 
population. The recommendations of this Committee proposed that a Board of 
Works should perform the administration of the area. The recommendations of 
this Committee were never carried out~ and though a Board of Works was formed, 
it was Dot constituted entitely in accordance with the recommendations of the 
Committee. The Board of Works as formed consisted. of sjx representatives of the 
steel company~ three representatives of the associated companies. and two repre
sentatives of the general public. It was constituted by mutual agreement between 
the companies concerned. Under this agreement the -companies, including the 
steel company, contributed the-necessary funds (OD a percentage basis) for municipal 
services such as .roads. water. s~eet lighting, etc., and the Board was responsible 
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for the administration of public health. sanitation, hospitals, fire protection, sewerage, 
waterways~ communicationsk general welfare work and everything ordinarilyadmini
stered by the commissioners of a municipality. In 1923 a conference was held under 
the presjdentsbip of the Minister of Local Self-Government at which a petition 
received by the Local Government for the establishment of amunicipality at J amshed
pur was considered, and it was decided to declare Tam's acquired area a notIDed 
area. under Section 3S8 of the Bihar and Orissa Municipal Act. and to extend to it 
the necessary sections of the Act reserving the question of taxation for the time 
being. Accordingly, in 1924 the area. was duly notified and a. Notified Area Com~ 
mittee was appointed to carty out the purposes of the Act. and the members of the 
Board of Works were appointed as members of the Notified Area Committee. Sub-

- sequently certain powers of taxation were given to the Notified Area Committee. 
2. Gradually. however. the position has slightly altered and the present position 

is that the area is administered by the Notifi:ed Area Committee, but this Committee 
has only a small income. For the year ending 31st March~ 1928. the income derived 
by the Committee from taxation was ;-

Tax on animals and vehicles •• 
Miscellaneous receipts •. 
Pounds •• 

Rs. 
2.753 

8Q2 
292 

This income is expended mostly on road-making. The Notified Area Committee 
also passes such bye-laws as are necessary. Meanwhile the Board of Works agree
ment referred to above lapsed in about 1927, and has not been :renewed. The Board 
of \Vorks. however, still exists. though it only holds very occasional meetings. The 
present position regarding expenditure by the steel company and the associated 
companies on what may be called municipal service is as follows :-

(1) The associated. companies. which include the Tinplate Company. Indian 
Cable Company, East Indian Railway Works. the Tatanagar Foundry, have agreed 
to finance all capital improvements east of the line drawn up the Sakclri Nulla to 
Tatanagar station except that the steel compa.uy will 1ina.nce all improvements 
De"""""'Y for working the Agrico. CompaDY. 

(2) The associated companies deal with medical, water supply, drainage, welfare 
and lighting within their own areas, and make lump sum annual contributions 
to the central administration of the town. The lump sum contributions paid by 
the associated companies to the steel company amount to 0 ·481akhs while the 
steel company itself pays something over 71a.khs. With the help of this contribu
tion from the associated companies the steel company finances all municipal services 
other than those that are being ma.i.ntained by the a.ssocia.ted companies in their 
own areas. 

29.Di ....... 
Industrial disease is not prevalent in factories in this province. 

30. Siclmesa Jimtn"ce. 
(i) Suitability of I1tkrnaliotlal Labow ConvMlion.-The Government of India 

has stated in letter No. L-ISJ8. dated the 20th September. 1928 ... that the introduc· 
tion in India. of any comprehensive scheme on the lines of the conventions is not a 
practical proposition in existing conditions. U This is particularly the case in this 
province. and the draft conventions aTe not suitable to the conditions of this province. 

(ti) It is not at pr~ possible to introduce any other system of compulsory 
sickness insurance for the foUowing reasons :- ' . 

(a) The labour employed in pzactically all industrial concerns is extremely 
migratory. In the mining area. a very high proportion of the workers is agriculturist 
and follows a dual occu~atioll. a large proportion is also seasonal, and the labour force 
employed 1iuctuates Wlthin wide limits. Similarly, in Jamshedpur the very large 
cooly force is ftuctuating in character. In both South and North Bihar most of the 
factories are oil, sugar, and rice mills or indigo factories which are themselves seasonal 
in character. and the greater part'of the labour force is employed. only for a portion 
oftbeyear. It can be safely said that throughout the province the stable la.bourforce 
is distinctly in the minority. 

(b) It is improbable that labour would agree to any deduction from wages for 
compulsory sickness insura.ne6. 

(cl It is doubtful to what exteot it would be possible to impose any additional 
burden for such purpose on industrial concerns. The coal industry is at present in a 
state 01 depression and it will be seen from instances givell in answer to (30) (tv) that 
the larger concerns are already to a certain extent meeting their obligations in the. 
matter of sickness payments and it is doubtful whether 1:be smaller concerns would ,be 
able to shoulder the additional burden. Mauy of the owners of small factOrIeS 
throughout the province are probably in the same position. 
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(d) It is improbable, therefore, that any system. of compulsory sickness insurance 
could be e1fective in the present industrial condition of the province unless such 
system was subsidised by the State. 

(e) The local Govemment is unable to incur any 1inancia.lliability in the matter. 
Their revenues have ceased to expand and they are only able with difficulty to main
tain their existing institutions and services. They derive directly no revenue from 
the proceeds of industry. The local Government do Dot consider that they would 
be justified in undertaking to subsidize sickness insumnee for a small class of the 
community at the expense of the rest. 

(iii) (al The prejudice against dispensaries and medical treatment is breaking 
down even among the aboriginals (who form a large part of the mining population) 
and Western medical facilities are generally acceptable. 

(b) There is no paudty of medical men in this province. The larger concerns are 
fully provided with their own qualliied doctors. while most of the smaller concerns are 
situated close to Local Fund or other dispensaries to the support of which they fre
quently subscribe. 

(el It would be necessary to devise .. scheme which while allowing benefits to a 
worker migrating from ODe industrial concern to another~ did not provide- benefits 
for a worker who treats his earnings from labour as merely an addition to his 
agricultural earnings. and who therefore works ODly in a factory or mine for short 
periods and then returns to his agriculture. The scheme therefore could only apply 
to:-

(1) Workers who had been employed in a concern for longer than a minimum 
period6 which would have to be fixed with reference to the conditions of each 
industry. 

(2) Workers who changed employment from one industrial concern to 
another without an unduly long period of industrial unemployment. (This 
would not be unfair to the worker as in: the present state of industrialla.bour 
in this province there is very little involuntary unemployment}. 

(d) The scheme would have to be either self-supporting or subsidized by the 
Centcal Government. 

(ivj Some detalls are given below showing the extent to which under present 
arrangements some of the industrial concems provide for payments to their 
employees during sickness. as reported by the companies concerned. 

Tata's I"01J and Sud WOP'ks.-{l) Employees absent from work due to injuries 
sustained by accident in the course of their employment are given full pay during the 
entire period. they are incapacitated. 

(2) There is no scheme for payment of unemployment allowances to employees 
for absence from work for illness. Time lost owing to sickness is usually charged 
against the leave due or leave likely to accrue. But this is not done in the QSe of the 
cooIy class of ahoriginal employees. • 

Tn. New Sawan Sugar Company.-Sickness payments are made to permanent 
employees but not to casual workers. 

CaWlJpu" Suga" W MRs.-Sick leave is granted on full pay to permanent employees. 

-r;.u.,; Leai T~o F~.-~t·empl~y"" are g.....~ as days·ieave 
per year with full pay which covers sickness. . 

Sru Mahalm-ji Rice: and Oil )fills.-Permanent servants only receive sickness 
payment. 

Bishwanalh Rict. MiUs.-FuU pay for ab6ence owing to sickness to their monthly 
rated workers 13 in number. 

r"" F<UIori4s aj Balugotm aM KaI"P"'''I!hot pay during absence on siclmese. 
Himgir RamJnw Coal COtIJ/Hmy pay sickness allowance at the rate of two annas 

per head. 
Sawan Dlsi Suga¥ Fa&Iory pay up to one month OD account of sickness. 
MMho'M'ah Sugar Fadory.--Sickness payments are made if the case necessitates 

it and conduct. attendance and. work are taken into oonsideratiOD.. 

Pusa Sug"" F.~.-FuIl wages are paid to work';'" for their absence owing to 
sickness. 

ja~ S";"" C~""~'-H:.a...ia,y ~ usu~y ~aid ~ worirer. ~bsen; from 
sickness. 

BeNgal lyon Campa v.-skilled workers receive full pay during sickness. unskill~ 
workers receive the full ount drawn in sickness but generally they depart to thelI' 
homes. 
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Coal I~.-(No informatiou is given regarding the Railway collieries as this 
will presumably be furnished by the Railway Board.) 

In the collieries in the Jharia coaUield most collieries make some payment to their 
empJoyees during sickness. This is done probably with the intention of keeping 
labour on the mine and is generally paid by collieries to those persons who are 
recognized by their doctoIS as being employees of the colliery. It is difficult to obtain 
definite figures of the amount paid as the payment is frequentJynot entered separately 
in the accounts but treated as a charge against coal raising. The amount paid varies 
from colliery to colliery. Some instances are given. 

Messrs. Bird and Company's CoUimes.-For indoor patients for serious sickness 
and accident cases free fooding and full wages wIrile indoor and when discharged 
though still unfit for work, half wages. All accident cases up to the tenth day of 
sickness receive full pay and then half pay. \¥hile the patient is indoor free ration is 
supplied to an attendant. 

Must's. Heilgers Gnd Company's StatUiaf'tl CoUieriu.-These collieries are worked 
on the contract system and in the cases of ordinary sickness such as diseases. payment 
to the worker ranging from three annas to eight annas a day is made. This is paid 
by the management to the employee but is subsequently deducted from payments 
made by the management to the contractor as the amount is held to be payable by the 
contractor. In cases of ulcers and other minor injuries resulting from occupation 
similar amounts are paid by the management. 

Collieries .~ 'by M..,,,,.: And. ... Yule ~fld Comp;""'. Bhug8uuih (;011;';".
Five annas are paid to males and four annas to females who are known to be the 
colliery labour. 

. Pasltupatift4tA Rice and Oil Mills and SiliM Rice MiUs.-Payments are made to 
those who occupy the housing provided, if absent owing to sickness. 

Samastijnlf' Swgtw Compa:ny.-Payments are made to employees absent through 
sickness. 

Loa,", CoUiepy pays four a.nnas daily through the contractor. 
Pure]1uwit. Colli.." Company pays two annas to four annas to recognized labour. 
BaJiliari Colliery.-Four annas daily is paid to the miners reported sick by the 

Doctor Babn but there are very few pa.yments. 
Collinm 0-.4 by lhe Et<StwII Coal C-pa..". Li",Ued, pay eight annas per day 

in accident eases only. 
Collie"" ortmed by 1M RtmigafJj Coal AssociatiofJ.-Sickness benefit is paid from 

four annas to Re. 1, according to the nature of sickness or accident. 
In the Indian owned collieries sickness benefit is generally given from two annas 

to six annas according to gravity. 

81. l'ItaIemib" Benellt.. 
(i) (a) An enquiry was made in 1924 as to the extent of maternity benefit schemes in 

existence. The results of this enquiry are printed at page 10 of Bulletin No. ,32 of 
Indian Industries and Labour. 

(6) At the mining settlement. there bas been little change and maternity benefits 
are still paid at approximately the rates shown by the collieries mentioned. 

A statement has been prepared for the Burrakur Coal Company for the period 
January to December. 1928. showing the amounts paid as confinement allowance 
for four collieries belonging to this company as Rs. 1473 for SSG cases. . . . . ~ . . . . ,. . . . . ,. 

ee} Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company have recently introduced a maternity 
benent scheme details of which are given in their memorandum. . ,. . . ,. . . 

(d) T;ft PIaU Company.-Women who have been employed by the company for 
one year or more are allowed six weeks' lea.ve on full pay upon confinement. 

(e) I,.dia" CablB Comf;tJ"Y pay fixed wages and supply half a pint of milk per 
day for six weeks to any woman worker who has been in the employ of the company 
for nine months previaQ to the application for the benefit. 

(/) In the case of the other factories so far as information has been received. there 
is no change in the position reported in the bulletin and no other factories maintain 
ma.ternity benefit schemes. Such schemes. however. are not particularly necessary 
in the case of the factories iu this province as the prospective mother generally 
returns to her village home for a period before and after childbirth. 

(il) History of CenIt'al tJ"d P,ovinciiJl Bllls.-The resolution given below was 
introduced in the local Council On 19th August, 1926. 
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This Council recommends to Government that early steps be taken to protect 
female labour employed in the coalfields and all industrial plants of the province :
(a) By prohibiting tbeir emp10yment during their advaneed state of pregnancy and 
three weeks after childbirth has taken place, (0) and that such companies or 
:firms in this province that have in their employment such labour, providing that 
a period of six months' service has been given prior to the event. be directed to 
pay to such persons in the way of maternity benefit a sum of money equal to pay-
ment lost during that period. . 

The resolution was supported mainly on humanitarian grounds, and the mover 
proposed that the whole cost should be borne by the employer. The resolution was 
moved by Lala Baijnath and was carried by 3S votes to 27. Government and the 
representatives of employers opposed the resolution. 

(ill) 1. The local Government are of opinion that legislation in the matter of 
maternity benefit would, at present~ be inadvisable and impracticable for the following 
reasons :-

(a) For many years to come the welfare of wometl workers during and after the 
period of childbirth can only be the object of voluntary charitable systems organized 
by employers or. to some extent by local bodies. Such organization would be 
directed to the provision. where possible~ of female medical aid. of trained flass and 
of creches at the works where. as is now the case a.t the Tata Iron and Stee1 Works~ 
infants could be left and looked after while their mothers were at work. 

(b) The conditions of life of industrial workers in the province do not compare 
mrlavourably with the COllditions of Jandless agricultural labourers or even of the 
petty tenantry. The smndard of living of the class from whieh female labour is 
drawn is such that the husband has no difficulty in supporting his wife from his 
daily wage during the period before and after confu>ement wben she cannot work. 

(~) It would be difficult to obtain a clear deti.nition or limitation of the class of 
persons to be benefited. This difficulty is aggravated by the semi-agricultural 
nature of the industrial labour of the province. It would be necessary to lay down 
that a woman should have been in service for a certain time before she is entitled to 
claim maternity benefit, and it would also be necessary to obtain some gqarantee 
that the woman would return to work after her confinement. 

(t!) The last two points are of particular miportance in connection with the coal 
mines. The labour unit in the coal mine is the family. and the woman does not 
draw wages dire<:tly~ but through her husband who is paid by the number of tubs 
filled. The miners work intermittently sometimes for a few weeks only and then 
return to their villages. At present women :in the coalfields expecting confinement 
almost invariably return to their villages. but the provision of maternity benefits 
in the colliery would probably stop this salutary practice- and possibly do more harm 
than good. Not only would women regularly or casually employed by the collieries 
remain there for their confinement but there iii nothing to prevent a. woman in an 
advanced state of pregnancy being brought to the mine by a miner who would then 
claim the benefit on her account. 

(e) Any attempt to establish a system of maternity insurance upon so narrow 
and uncertain a basis as the female industrial population of this province is Dot 
likely to be successful in practice. . 

2. If. however. any legislation for maternity benefit is to be introduced the local 
Government would make the following suggestions regarding its nature :~ 

(a) That it would be impossir le to support any such scheme by direct contribution 
from provincial revenues. These revenues under the present system derive very 
little advantage from the industrial community, and a direct contribution for 
maternity benefit would in fact have tile inequitable effect of taxing the rest of the 
community for the special benefit of industrial labour. The provincial finances are 
barely adequate for the supply -of the most urgent and essential services to which the 
public are entitled and until more progress has been made in supplementing their 
general deficiencies the local Government will not be able to divert any portion 01 
their resources to more particularized schemes. 

.. (b) That any proposal for a. central non-contributory insurance fund would not 
be workable and that the only practical method would be to make the employer 
liable as in the case of the Workmen's Compensation Act. It is probable that after 
a little experience insurance companies would be willing to cover the risk. 

«) That in the first instance it should only be applied to organized lactorifs. 
(ti) That the bene.fit eould only be given to a woman who had been at least six 

months in the service of the employer immediately preceding the date 011 which she 
absents herself from work. 

(0) That it would only be necessary that the perind of enforced rest shonld be 
four weeks before and four weeks after confinement. 
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V.-WELFARE. 
(The ansWe1'S to all the questions in this section except questions 37. 38, 39 are 

given separately for the Jharia Mines Board of Health and aU other industrial 
concerns in the province.) 

A.-JHARIA MINING SETTLEMENT. 

as. _I of Welfare Work. 
(i) The labour population is so migratory that it is difficult for employers to do 

anything in this connection. There is, however. a tendency to provide football 
grounds for employees, though these are generally only utilized by the skilled and 
clerical staff or their dependants. 

(ill A Colliery Employees' Association with offu:es at Jharia was formed to look 
after the interests of the labouring class. A few lantern lectures were organized. 
but the activity of the a5S0C\ation does not appear to have been noticeable except 
in the matter of pressing for compensation in accident cases. 

l18. Provision of Educational Facilili .. bY EmploY .... 

(ill) For WtWkM's' Chudrt'ft.--Only four collieries are known to provide primary 
schools, but most of the larger .collieries make subscriptions for the maintenance 01 
the Local Board primary schools in their neighbourhood. Some instances are given 
below:-

Standard Coal Comptmy maintains two schools. one for workers' children, but few 
attend. the other for cled,s' children. 

Easi bulifm CD4l Company's Baran Collj.e.yy pay Rs.25 a month for a teacher. 
and are quite prepared to put up a school if there is a demand, 

Kfflduadih Collief:y.-The company built a school at a cost of Rs.4.ooo. In 
order to get its clerical staff to take an interest the company tried to organize a 
managing committee which would pay for masters other than the headmaster. who 
was paid for by the company, but little interest was taken and the school :fa.iled~ 
and the building is now occupied as a post office. 

Bhwgguttlih CoUury.-Rs. 20 a month is paid towards the upkeep of a lower 
primary school jointly by the Ena and Bhuggutdlh collieries. The colliery has built 
a school building. 

Lodna Colliery.-A night sChool is maintained for the sons of workers and boys 
working above ground~ but is not well attended. Subscriptions are given to day 
schools and a building has been given. 

Ptwt' ]1wl'fa CoUie",.-A primary school is maintained. the roll-number is 45. 
of whom skilled labourelS' sons may be estimated at 70 per cent. and miners' sons 
very few. 

(iv) The schools are very little used by miners' children occasionally used by 
the children of skilled stafi~ but mostly by children of clerical staff. 

B.--OTHER INDUSTRIAL CONCERNS. 

as. Estenl of Welfare Work. 
(i) Most of the industrial concerns are too small to do much in the nature of 

welfare. and practically the only provision that is made by most employers is the 
provisi.on of football grounds and grounds for tennis or wrestling. and in some cases 
competitions are held and prizes are given for sports. 

A great exception to this general view is Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company, 
who pay very considerable attention to the welfare of their labour at Jamshedpur. 
(For particulars viM their Memorandum.) 

The following reports regarding welfare activities have been received from other 
companies. 

SOJU Valley Portland Cemen' Company make arrangements for outdoor games and 
also fot indoor games in a club. Provide dramatic shows and cinema performances 
annually. . 

Bmga/Iron Compaxy's MiJUs.--5killed workers have athletic clubs in each mine. 
a reading room and a supply of books. 

{~) D 
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Indian Cable Company.-The company have organized but do not contribute 
to the following :-

, (\) The Cable Company provident fund to which 37 per cent. of the total 
work people, i.e., 69 per cent. of the skilled workers (as unskilled are not willing 
to contribute). There was a tendency to use the society as a loan society and not 
as a provident fund. The committee realizing this have tightened up the rules 
relating to loans. It is intended that if in the future the finances of the company 
will allow it the company will control the fund contributing proportionately to 
the investments of the members. 

(2) The Cable Comptmy'S Wei/Me Association.-There exist three sectional 
committees controlled by one central committee, e.g., literary. dramatic and 
sports. In the literary there is a reading library well equipped with magazines 
and books, the dramatic section is responsible for the arrangements of English 
and Bengali plays, the sports section arranges the annual two days' sport in the 
company held in J annvy each year. Prizes are given and it is reported that the 
the great feature of the games and sports is the sportsmanlike quality of the play. 

In addition the company have organized a co-operative dairy farm for the supply 
of pure milk to the employees and plans are a.t present being prepared for the erection 
of a club room and a buildiog for the stagi.ng of dramatic productions. 

Tin PIaU ComP41tY.-The company has provided a suitable club house which is 
utilized as a club by the Indian employees and is run entirely by the members. 

M4lj!W$. C!wis/U,. and Compa..".-Encourage sports. provide for pol. grounds 
and have a small indoor club. 

(ill In concerns other than those at Jamshedpur little is done. At Jamshedpur 
the Tata Iron and Steel Company reports the following wel.f.are activities of other 
agencies. . 

The Vtvekananda Society. a branch of the Ramkrishna Mission, is doing very 
useful work chiefly among the aboriginal population. They have four free schools~ a 
library, reading room and students~ home. They also do very useful work in times of 
distress by:lloods. epidemics. etc. 

W ....... ·s C ..... ciI.-The Jamshedpur branch of the Bihar and Orissa Council of 
Women has recently been started for welfare work in the town in generaL 

S .... "I{ C"'de.--Certain ladies of' Jamshedpur started a weekly sewing circle 
where they make useful articles for the hospital and other deserving institutiODS. 

MalU. Samity.-This is a society of Indian ladies who are doing very useful 
work there. They have weekly classes for sewing. needlework, etc., and also run a 
Sunday school and a literary section. They also make useful articles for the poor 
people and for deserving institutions. 

Private Ci&mas.-The Jamshedpur cinemas give cheap cinema shows every 
day in .. L .. town and other private cinema companies are also starting in the near 
'future. 

In the Goimuri area there is the Golmuri Club which .is the centre of the social 
life on that side of the town and also- runs sports in that area. There are also two 
Indian clubs on that side. . 

83. Emlllll7'llent of Welfare OlIIcera IIIld WorImI. 
So far as is known. the Tata Iron and Steel Company is the only company that 

employs a welfare officer. This ('(JI!lpany has just appointed a welfare officer with an 
office and staff to oo-ordinate the various weUare activities that have been carried 
on by the Steel Company. 

88. l'!ovision of EdueallOD&l Facilities 117 EJnplo-. 
<al Generally. industrial. concerns do not provide any educational facilities for 

their employees, but the employees' children make use of the neighbouring schools 
maintained by local bodies which are generally close to the factories. Exceptions are 
the various Railway companies details of which will be given by the Railway Board 
and Messrs. Tala Iron aud Steel Company. In some cases certain educational facilities 
have beell provided and closed down owing to lack of support. an instance of this 
is~-

Peninsular Tobacco Company. MongA,"~ where at one time educational facilities 
for half time workers were provided. but owing to continued irregular attendance 
these facilities were discontinued. 

(b) The educational facilities provided by M ...... Tata Iron and Steel Company 
are given in their memorandnm. (To some of these edueational institutions sub
scriptions have been given according to their financial ability by the other associated 
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companies situa.ted at Jamshedpur. Thus the Tin Plate Company states that it 
contributes its quota. to the Jamshedpur Board of Works' educational activities. and 
had. contributed Rs. 4,326 towards the capital cost of the Middle English School in 
GoImuri.) 

88. Co-operation. 
The only large industrial are ... are the Jbaria Mining Settlemellt and J amshedpUr. 
(i) There are no co-operative societies nor are there any facilities for starting 

such in the actual mining area included in the mining settlement as the worker 
population is extremely ftuctua.ting and has no sufficient security in land.. 

(ii) jamsbetlpur.-(a.) Co-operative Societies have been formed and have been 
working for some time. There are 24 societies having an aggregate membership of 
4.928 and a working capital of Rs. 4.60,835. Of these 24 societies 22 are in connection 
with the Iron and Steel Works and two in connection with the Tin Plate Company. 
The Iron and Steel Company collect through their Accounts Department instalments 
of loans advanced by the societies to their members, and state that the amount thus 
eoUected is about Rs. 40.000 per month. The membership in Jamshedpur includes 
officers as well as clerical establishment but the majority of the mem.beJs are recrnited 
from the working classes. Before the. societies were well established moneylenders 
used to ,charge very high -rate of interest ranging from one anna to two annas per 
rupee a month. The rate of interest charged to members of the societies is between 
91 to 18t per cent. per annum. At present the members have an aggregate share 
capital in the societies of a.bout Sllakhs and there are also deposits by members to the 
extent of Rs. SO,OOO. Of the two Societies belonging to the Tin Plate-Company one 
is formed by clerks and foremen and the other by the ordinary workmen of the plant. 
The amount of loans granted by these two Societies in 1928 was Rs. 64,960 while the 
Societies paid a 6 percent. dividend. The Company, however. state that the members 
82em to regard the Societies more as a couvenient source of getting a loan than as a 
means of saving. . 

(b) With a view to oo-ordinating the activities of the various societies a Central 
Bank is being inaugnrated. 

(iiI) 1.1: ... ",. Christien's Mica Company have organized a co-operative stores at 
Domchanch. The stores have 300 shareholders and sell rice and other necessaries 
both to shareholders and coolies employed by the company. Credit is allowed by the 
stores for a month or two and no interest is charged. The sale of rice by the stores 
averages approximately 50 maunds per month. 

VL-EDUCATlOJI. 

Infonnation so far as it is available regarding educational facilities provided 
by employers has been given in Section V. 

As regards the provision of educational facilities provided by local bodies and 
by Government. a brief summary is given below. Primary and middle English 
schools are generally under the control of district boards and municipalities. and 
high English schools are maintained either by Government or by Managing Com· 
mittees who are generally aided considel"ably by recurring grants received from 
Government. 

Government have made the following non-recurring grants for educational 
pwposes in purely industrial areas :-ta) III 1927 a grant 01 Rs. 75,000 was made 
to the Jamshedpur Notified Area Committee towards the improvement of 
secondary education in its area. (b) In 1921 a grant of rupees one lakh towards 
the capital cost of the Jamshedpur Teehnical Institute. (e) III 1926 a grant of 
Rs. 13,000 for the capital cost of the Jamshedpur Technical Night SchooL 

The following recurring sums are paid by Government for educational pUIp03eS 
in purely industrial areas. 

J ..... Mdp...- Rs. 
High School .. • . 4,920 
Middle English School (boys) 2,_ 

(girls) 3,_ 
~ Schoo~' 7,100 
Technical Institute • ~ 25,000 
Teehnical Night School 1,800 

filaria Mim1fg Field.-Expenditure on the evening mining classes. which is 
estimated for the future a.t lb. 17.000, but has in the past ~ been an average- of 
Rs. 21,819 annually. 

(530) 02 
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VIL-IIAFETY. 

43. EJ:isting Begu)aliolll in l'actoriel. 
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The existing regulations in factories regarding safety are given in rules 34-56 
of the rules published with notification No. 1194-{;om. of the 7th April, 1924. 
A revision of these rules has been under the consideration of the lotal Government, 
and draft rules in which the rules relating to safety are Nos. 85-57, have been framed 
and have been publlshed in notification No_ lSOI. dated 31st May, 1929_ These 
rules clear up certain defects that previously existed in the rules relating to safety 
and are considered to be satisfactory. 

44. Incidence of Aecidenll in Factories. 
(a) The incidence of accidents during the years 1922 to 1928 are given in the 

statement below:- _ 

\1922_ 11923_ 11924_ 11925_ 11926_ 11927_ 11926_ 

Average daily number 68.752 61,951 70,015 73,641 74,323 71,400 68.100 
of persons employed. 

Fatal accidents .. 17 17 43 25 54 36 43 
Serious accidents .. 249 146 160 302 366 346 420 
Minor accidents .. 1,007 1,005 1,010 1,402 1,80S 1,611 1.366 

Total accidents 1,273 1.168 1,213 1.729 2,223 2,059 1,849 

Percentage of fatal 0-02 0-02 0-06 0-03 0-07 0·05 0-06 
accidents to total 
persons employed. 

Percentage of total 1-85 1-71 1-73 2-34 3-00 2-87 2·71 
accidents to total 
persons employed_ 

(0) A very large proportion of the accidents that occur in the province oceUI' in 
the metal manufacturing industry. which is almost synonymous to Tata's factories. 
The figures of incidence of accidents are, therefore, divided up in the table given 
below between metal manufacturing industries and all other industries. The accident 
rates for all other industries compare favaurably with those in other provinces 
of India~-

Metal Ittanufacluring lruluslry_ 

11922. 11923_11924.11925_11926_ \1927_ 11928_ 

Number of accidents .. 415 625 808 1.361 1.725 1.627 1,373 
Rate of total accidents 1-89 2-55 2-74 4-25 6-0 6-23 6-32 

per 100 employees. 
Number of fatal acci~ 13 13 36 20 36 29 31 

dents. 
Rate of fatal accidents 0-06 0·05 0·12 0-06 O·IS 0-11 0-14 

per 100 employees. 

A 11 O,~" ["""', ...... 
Number of accidents .. ~ 543 405 362 498 426 476 
Rate of total accidents 1-84 1·26 0-97 0'87 I-I 0-94 1·04 

per 100 employ .... 
Number of fatal acci- 4 4 7 5 16 7 12 

dents. 
Rate 01 fatal accidents 0·009 0·01 0-02 0·012 0-05 0-01 0·03 

per 100 employees. 
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45. Caueo. 
1. The classification of the causes of accidents has been altered with effect from 

1927 in accordance with the recommendations of the Interna:tionsl Conference of 
Labour Statisticians. The figures for 1927-28 are given in the statemen~ below :_ 

Number of accidents. 
Causing agent. 

In 1927. In 1928. 
1. Machinery .. 740 453 
2. Transport .. 86 58 
3. Persons falling 186 191 
4. Falling objects 439 457 
5. Hand tools .. 296 130 
6. Electricity .. 26 39 
7. Poisoosk corrosive substances and 30 22 

occupational diseases. 
8 .. Explosion and fires 143 198 
9. Miscellaneous 159 203 

2. A cla.ssification of the average of eight years. figures of the province as a 
whole ending 1928, and expressing each class of accident (classi.fied under causing 
agents) as a percentage of the total accidents. shows the accidents as grouped 
below:- -

Per cent. 
1. Falling or slipping weights 23·46 
2. Machinery or plant peculiar to the industry 19·58 
3. Miscellaneous 14·57 
4. Hand tools 12·03 
5. Persons falling or stumbling 9·46 
6.- Machine tools 6·44 
7. Rolling stock on lines 4·09 
8. Cranes, hoists, winches and the like 3·93 
9. Electrical machinery. apparatus or conductors 1'71 

10. Chemiea.ls •• 1·28 
11. Explosions 1·14 
12. Mill gearing. shafts, pulleys and drums 0·94 
13. Tanks. pits, wells. reservoirs and other :floor openings 0·91 
14. Belts 0·46 

All accidents 100·00 

3, In industries, other than metal manufacturing industries, the accident rate 
has been considerably reduced since the formation of the separate inspectorate for 
this pl"ovince, and the figures call for little remark. In may, however, be noted that 
in this class a considerable number of accidents occur in connection with the con
struction of buildings. etc., which are actually outside the control of the Factory 
Inspectorate. 

4, In connection with the incidence of accidents in the metal manufacturing 
industry. the following facts may be noted:-

(1) From the figures collected by the Chief Inspector of Factories when a.t 
home on leave in 1925 showing the incidenee of accidents in the district of 
Middlcsbrougb, England. in metal manufacture in the year 1924. it appears 
that the combined accident rate in that district for that year was 8·44 per cent. 
of persons employed, which is higher than the rate for any metal manufactory 
in this province. 

{2) Figures have been received giving the rate of accidents in the whole steel 
trade in America. A comparison with these figures is not absolutely safe. 
as no enquiry has been made into the standard of reportability of accidents~ 
while a.lso the figures are worked out for Taw on the a.verage number of opera
tives, and in America on full yearts workers. The figures for fa.tal accidents 

(SSG) DS 
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are, however, interesting as a comparison. A comparative statement is given 
in the :figures below. The figures seem to show that it is in the blast furnaces 
that the accident rate in Tau's is high :-

A.ecidmt Rate in Tala's (;.()tnjJarerlwith Ameri&a 

Number Number Total Fatal 
Department. Year. of of accident accident 

person. auidents. rate per rate per 
100 men. 100 men. 

Whole 1,,4 ... lry. 

American .. .. 1926 436,692 33,236 7·6 0·073 
Tata's .. .. .. 1927 21,791 1,514 6·9 0·108 
Tata's .. .. .. 1928 17,372 1,273 7·3 0·13 

BIas' FU1'1U'&6. 

American .. .. 1926 25,893 1,986 7·67 ()'162 
Tata's .. .. .. 1927 1,367 126 9·22 0·292 
Tam's .. .. .. 1928 762 96 12·60 0·131 

open HearlA. 

Ameriean .. .. 1926 22,727 1,«0 6·33 0·224 
Tata's .. .. .. 1927 2,379 162 6·8 0·083 
Tata's . . .. .. 1928 1,740 122 7·01 0·287 

. 

N.B.-Thengures for Tata's have been calculated omitting in column 3 the labour 
employed in Agrico and by contract~the numbers of which are not known. 
The number of fatal accidents occurring to persons employed in Agrico and by con
tractors are also not taken into account in calculating the percentages in column 6. 
If this labour and fatal accidents to it were included. the percentages for Tata's in 
column 5 would probably be slightly lower and in column 6 would be larger. 

(3) According to the Chief Inspector, inspection shows that in any given 
year the bulk of Tata's aecidents are the inevitable consequence of carrying 
on a heavy and inherently dangerous industry with a personnel that is, judged 
by common industrial staodards, greatly lacking in carefulness, discipline, 
intelligence and training. 

The truth of this may perhaps be illustrated by reports on twelve typical 
fatal accidents which occurred in 1924. the details of which are included in the 
annual report of the Chief Inspector of Factories for that year. 

(4) An analysis has been made in connection with this increased rate of 
accidents and the following figures were compiled for accidents occurring in 
connection with the duplex. open-hearth and blast furnaces. These figures 
seem to show that the increase m production ')Jer man has been a. possible cause 
of the increase in accidents ;-

Total Total pro- Tons Total 
Year. men em- duction per acei-

ployed. in tons. man. dents. 

1928 .. 5,244 611,106 117 209 

1924 .. 6,()22 864,533 140 28() 

1925 .. 5,977 1,018,740 170 312 

1926 .. 5,784 1,141,864 198 524 

1927 .. 5,526 1,203,216 218 412 

Accidents 
per 100 

men. 

3·98 

4'65 

5·22 

7·06 

. 7·45 

Acci~ 

dents 
per 100 
tons of 
produc--

tion. 

0·03 

0·03 

0'04 

0'05 

0·03 

Accidents 
per ton 

perman. 

0'0000l)0 06 

5 0·0000000 

0·00000005 

0'00000l)08 

0·00000006 
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5. The reduetion in the rate of accidents in a factory of this description is largely 
a matter of invention and requires Dot only good intention but mueh ingenuity on 
the part 01 the management. It cannot be achieved simply by the exercise 01 
authority. An example of this is given. 

The mixer erane accident in 1926 in which 31 people were injured. As a result 
of inVestigation into this. the Chief Inspeetor of Factories suggested that the wear 
OD all important machine membels should be checked to gauges and a register kept 
for the scrutiny of the inspectw. It is obviously .. fairly large underta.kiug both 
for the factory management and for the inspectw. and is obviously also a very 
different thing from the sort of order under Section t~A that was oontemplated 
at the time the Act was passed. Since then the following steps have been taken 
by Tata·s management :--(111) RegistetS have been opened for each ladle crane 
and everything of importance conceming each crane is entered therein. (b) A 
mechanical and electtical engineer has been appointed as Crane Inspector whose whole 
time is devoted to erane inspection. (c) Investigations are :ma.de of any mechanical 
or elect:rical failure whether such failure results in personal injury or not. 
e d) Ladles are no longer repaired in the Mixer building. (to) A special furnace bas 
been built for the heat treatment of important steel shafts. (f) Instructions have 
been issued to avoid sharp angles at the journals 01 important shafts. (g) Shafts 
with journals 01 fuU diameter have been fitted. 

6. The high accident rate is also probably largely caused by the frequency 01 
labour turnover but the Steel Company now reports that its labour turnover :is OD 

the down grade so that this cause may shortly disappear. 
7. The increasing rate of accidents :is being most carefully considered by the 

management of Tata's.. and a scheme is under consirleratioll for rewa.rding that 
department which shows the least accident -rate. For this purpose it is proposed to 
divide the whole factory into three classes :-A. Those employing more than 1.000 
men and having a more ha.za.rdous -oeeupatioD* B. Those averaging from soo
l~OOO men and a less huardous occupation. C. Those employing under 500 
men. 

It is suggested that for Class A a week~s wages, for Class B half a week's wages~ 
and for Class C no award at all should be given to the Department which shows the 
higbest percentage reduction in number of aecidents over its own avemge- for the 
previouS two years. 

46. Accident PrevenIion (including .. Safety _" l'ro-"a). 
(a) The first three resoIutinns on this subject which were adopted by the 11th 

session of tb.e Intemational Labour Confenmcehave been commun:icated either directly 
or through the leading associations of employers or by the Chief Inspector of Factories 
to all industrial eoncems in the province. Safety rules have also been drafted by the 
Chief Inspector of Factories. which have been circulated to the larger factories. 

(b) Certain information bas been coUected from some of the leading industrial 
eoncems regarding the matter whieh is given below ~-(i) Tata Iron and 
Steel Company has. since ]920. subscribed to the British Industrial Safety First 
Association and bas instaJled notice-bo<mls all over the plant exhibiting the 
posters supplied by the .Association. The literature received from the Association 
bas also been circulated throughout the works. A safety department is maintained 
by the company. which at every opportunity brings to the notice 01 employees the 
dangers incident to their employment and investigates eases of very serious or fatal 
accidents. Safety rules fur every department in the works have been framed and 
every worker at the time of employment is supplied with a copy of these rules. 
Illuminated. signs indieating dangerous points serve as night warnings. Depart_ 
mental Safety Committees function in each operating unit of the works and their 
recommendations of safety measures for the prevention of aecidents are forwarded 
to a. Generol Safety Committee. The General Safety Committee makes a carefnl 
investigation into each serious accident that occurs in the plant and submits to the 
management recommendations for the prevention of sim.ilar ac:cidents. The General 
Safety Committee eonsists of employees drawn from different departments of the 
Works. all of whom are pra.ctieal men with an intimate knowledge of the hazards 
of e.mployment in the various occupations of the worker. (ti) In the Jamalpur East 
India Railway Works safety rules have been framed. (ill) In the Tin P1a.te Company 
it is reported that machines and belting. etc., are fenced and that employees are 
forbidden to """" loose clothing which might get entangled in the machinery. 
Boats. goggles. aprons, etc., are provided when necessary free of charge. A safety 
first aid committee consisting of medical offi~. the Chief Engineer, Health OHicer~ 
Indian foremen and supervisors holds regular meetings presided over by a Senior 
Official to consider safety precautions and safety propaganda and records of these 
meetings are maintained. 

D. 
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(c) It has been found that accidents are apt to occur (especially in the smaller 
_ries), owing to the ignorance of engineering problems displayed by managers 
and also owing to their ignorance of. the exact meaning of the instructions of Factory 
Inspectors, particularly in the matter of construction of suitable fencing. It has 
therefore, been decided to prepare and issue certain circular instructions. One such 
circular has already been prepared regarding "Dams and retaining walls and the 
dangers of incorrect designs." It is also proposed to issue circulars regarding 
fencing. safety devices~ machinery. strength of beams, precautions in bnilding. 
workshop illa.nllnation and on the return from leave of the permanent Chief Inspector 
of Factories th,is matter will be taken up. 

(d) It has been found that a certain number of accidents have occurred in Messrs. 
Tata Iron and Steel Company in connection with their factory railway, and in. con
sidering the draft rules to be published under the Factories Act recently prepared. 
Government proposed under section 37 (1) a rule regulating the working of trains on 
factory railways.. The main objects of this rule were to direct tha.t no train should 
proceed at a greater speed than four miles per hour and (in order to- ensure this) that 
every train moved by mechanical or electricaJ. power should be preceded during the 
whole of its journey by a qualified and duly-appointed person on foot provided with 
signalling flags or lamps, as necessary. This rule was, however. found by the Govern
ment of India to be t4llra vi,es of the Act and certain suggestions were made by the 
Government of India which are still under the consideration of the Local Government. 
The necessity of rules regulating the working of railways in :factories is emphasised 
by the :figures in the tables below :-

Railway A~ in Factories 

1924. I 1925. I 1926. I 1927. I 1928. 

--
~ ljlj!$\j !lll!\ ~ $ 

~ ~ ~ ~ '" ~ 

Whole province, excluding Tat&'s 
Iron and Steel Works. 

I 27 I 30 1 28 - 48 1 11 

Tam's Iron and Steel Works .. 9 41 5 45 6 56 11 2S 5 29 

Whole Province .. .. 10 68 6 75 7 84 11 73 6 40 

18. _aid and Medical Belief. 
The- existing rule framed by the Governor in Council under section 37 of the 

Indian Factories Act is given belop:......:. , 
.. Rule 75.-Io. every factory in which the total number ot penons employed 

is 500 or more there shall be maintained in readily accessible position first-aid 
appliances containing an adequate number of sterilized dressing and some
sterilized cotton wool. The appliances shall be kept in good order and shall be 
placed under the charge of responsible persons who shall be readily available 
during working hours," 

The Factory Inspectorate state thet this rule is generally observed. 

Certain information obtained from factories is given below :-
(il In Tata's Iron and Steel Works boxes with first-aid supplies are main

tained in each department and two first-aid hospitals in different parts of the 
plant are staffed with doctors and compounders In readiness to render finot-aid 
to injured employees. 

(ii) The Tin Plate Company report that fust-aid outfits and stretch.,. are 
maintained in. all departments and there is a iirst-aid post with a qualified 
compounder and dressers in the centre of the works. 
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VIII.-WORKMEN·S COMPENSATION. 

5L Workmen'. Compm .. aon Act. 
(i) (a) A statement is attached showing the number of cases and the a.mount of 

almpensatioo. paid throughout the province in the last four years. 

Au:idcwts. 

A""",. c...._ "",,-__ !o>-

"'"""" Year. WodaD .... ~ 
ployed Pmna· Tempor· perday. 

n.ath. """ uy Death. -, Temporuy -- -- disablemeat disableaumt. 
"""'- _to 

"'- a. p. Rs. a.. p. Rs. •• P-

'92' Adults .. 180 .... 97 •• 1,4-72 ....... • • 17,723 IS • ".- • • ...,. .. .. 11 .... 7 - 2 .OO • • - 22 • • 
. 
ThW •. 191,334 , .. .. 1.4'14 ....... • • 17.12S IS • ".<0'1 • • 

'9O. Adults .. 182;190 9' .. ' .... 47,946 • 0 15.531 14 • 39,702 11 0 ....... .. ' .... - , - - 128 • • -

Total •• 134,480 9' .. ' .... ...... • • 15,655 14 • 39,102 11 • 
'OZ, Adulls .. 162,128 117 .. 4.015 ..... ' • • 2o.s16 • • G.336 • • ....... .. , .... 2 - - .oo 0 • - -

Total •. 163,782 11. 82 4.015 ..... , • • 20.918 • • 49,3$ • • 
'OZ. Adul .. .. 182,400 '68 , .. ..... 82,464 • • /fl.'" • • 38,172 0 0 

Minon .. ..... , I • ... • 0 - 12 0 0 

Total .. 18S,.213 '69 '80 8,649 ...... • 0 /fl.'" 0 0 38,184 0 • 

The figures for 1925 are not very reliable. but from the figures for the remainiDg 
years the following averages can be struck :-

1926 
1927 
1928 

Average payments 
·for death. 

Adult. 
Rs. 
523 
455 
491 

Average payments for 
permanent disablement. 

Adult. Minor. 
Rs. Rs. 
317 128 
337 
363 

No. case. 

(b) From the tables of cases coming before the Commissioners. it appears that in 
1927 only 110 and in 1928 only 148 fatal accident cases to adults appeared before the 
Commissioners. These figures are less than the figures of fatal accidents shown in the 
employers' returns, which shows that the provisions of .section 8 (i) directing the 
payment of compensation for fatal accidents through the Commissioner, are not 
clearly known to all employees. An instance in which such compensation was not 
paid through the Commissioner was found in a case in Messrs, Christien's mica miDes, 
where compensation was paid direct to the dependents and it was stated that this was 
done because the dependents did not like to go to Hazaribagh. a distance of 30 to 40 
miles~ in ordel" to obtain the compensation through the Commissioner. In some 
cases. however. the discrepancy may be due to payment of compensation by 
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companies to persons who do not come under the definition of workman in the 
Workmen's Compensation Act. or who for some other reason are Dot entitled to 
compensation un4er the Act. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(c) In the cases of 43 fatal accidents in 1926 and 54 fatal accidents in 1927. the 

wages of persons killed were below Rs. 20, SO that they would not have obtained' 
the minimum amount of compensation proposed in answer to question (53) (i) below. 

(4) The table below shows the number of agreements ftled under Section 28 of 
the Act:-

1926 
1927 
1928 

Number of cases Number of cases 
of permanent in which agreements 
disablement. were fLIed. 

49 45 
62 44 

159 144 

(ill) There have been no noticeable efi'ects on industry, though some collieries 
report that the Act has resulted in better supervision of safety arr.m.gements. The 
Tin Plate Company state that before the Workmen's Compensation Act came into 
force it was already the practice of the Company to compensate workers for the 
time lost as a result of bona fide accidents. It is stated that the Act has only had 
the effect (so far as this company is concerned) of defining and limiting 
the Company's liability, though it has also benefited the wOl'ker by ensuring a 
certain basis of computation and letting him know exactly what compensation 
he may expect. 

(iv) Insurance facilities in connection with workmen's compensation are available 
to those employers who wish to insure. Messrs. Tau Iron and Steel Company, 
however. report that •• There are several reasons why employers have not been able 
t9 take advantage of the terms offered by insurance companies for this class of 
insurance. So far as we are concerned, we have not insured against this risk. 
firstly. beQuse the rates quoted by insurance companies are far too high for the 
cover they have offered and, secondly. because we are able to make payments OIl 

claims that arise under the Workmen's Compensation Act Dot only to the extent of 
the liability imposed upon us by law, but a much higher amount for a smaller 
amount than the premium demanded by insurance companies for a more restricted 
cover.u 

As a general rule mines do insure. In the larger industrial concerns the question 
whether insuranc;;e is effective or not is probably decided by economic considerations 
such as those which have led Messrs. Tatas not to insure. But it is probable also 
that the premium prevents a number of smaller oompanies from insuring. Thus the 
Indian Mining Federation report that in 1924 a number of Indian-managed collieries 
incurred extra expense by insuring and that the premiums paid raised the cost of 
raising coal by approximately one anna a ton. Now. however. a number of -collieries 
keep the risk uncovered. There is an obvious benefi.t to the worker from the existence 
of insurance facilities (provided smaller companies make use of them). as he thereby 
becomes certain of payment of the compensation awarded. At the same time there 
is a certain disadvantage in that the insurance companies would be more likely 
than the company concerned to contest cliBputed claims. 

(v) Dmf'abilily of cr;mpvlsory iXSW'4Jna by Mnployns.-In the opinion of the 
local Government the difficulties of iatroducing such insurance are at present 
insuperable. There would be great administrative difficulties. while it also appears 
that the rates charged. at present by insurance compa.n.ies for the cover offered are 
unduly high. Compulsory insura.nce would, there10tei cause an unjustmable loss to 
those companies which invariably meet an claims. as it would force them to insure 
at rates which in their opinion are at present uneconomic.. 

68. Delirabilib' of _ding Act to 0_ Ooca.pationa. 
There is no advantage in extending the Act if the workman has no se<;urity 

that he will obtain compensation from his employer. and the practical test for 
extension is the degree of probability that the wor~ will ordinarily be able to 
recover compensation. Extension to unorganized trades or even to all .organized 
frades would. only be possible if compulsory insurance were introduced, Tbe l~ 
Government are of opinion that the difficulty is that insurance will be too expensIVe 
for a large proportion of the employers. Small employers could give so little 
guarantee of safe working or of stability that the premium would necessarily be 
extremely high. 

The local Government are. therefore. of opinion that until greater experience has 
been obtained, the best method of extension is to make specific additions to 
Schedule II only when necessity arises. and have at present suggested to the 
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Government of India that ertension should be made to the following classes of 
industrial concerns :-(/1) Industrial-concerns (such as power plant. electric power sta
tions. motor pumping stations" dal mills, etc.) employing less than 20 workmen and 
which at present fall outside the definition of .. Factories .. as defined in Section 
2(3) (<ol af the Indian Factories Act. (b) Such concerns as are at present exempted 
under Seetion 46 of the Mines Act from the provisions of that Act. The concerns 
to which such exemptions have been given are shown in answer to question. (72) 
below_ 

The question of extending the Act to persons employed in manufacturing 
explosives was considered in 1928. but the local Government (vide letter No. 2801-
Com.. dated the 12th December. 1928, to the Government of India in the Department 
of Industries and Labour) were of opinion that except in the Jharia coalfields (where 
there are 11 licensees who work on a moderate scale) the manufacture of explosives 
is entirely limited to the making of fireworks, and that the reports received indicated 
that this was. almost invariably ca.nied on as a family business without the employ
ment of paid labour. The earnings of firework makers are low and. therefore. in 
the rare instances in which paid labour is employed, employers would generally be 
unable to meet the demand for compensation.. The local Government are, therefore~ 
of opinion that. except in the Jha.ria coalfield. the notification would be infruetuous 
or inapplicable. and that in the coalfields the number of licences are so small as 
hardly to make the matter worth considering. They would. however. have no 
objection to the issue of a notification affecting that particular area. 

53. Suitability of l'ro.wons re\aIing _ 

(il Scales of .....p.m"' ..... -(al The scales af compensation are generally adequate 
for the higher grade of workmen but are not adequate for the lowest grades. The 
present Act prescribes the maxima for the payment of compensation, but no minimum. 
apart from that which is crea.ted by the fact that the lowest wage for the purpose of 
calculating compensation is Rs. 8 a month. I~is suggested :-

(1) That the minimum lump sum payment should be--(i) In the case of the 
death of an adult. Rs. 600. (n) In the case of permanent total disablement of 
an adult or minor Rs. 1.000; and this minimum should be applied before the 
percentage <:alcQlation according tG Schedule I is made in case of permanent 
partial disablement. 

(2) That in the case of temporary disablement if the half-monthly payment 
is ca.lcu1ated is less than Rs~ 10 it should be increased by half the difference 
between itself and Rs. 10. but subject to the limit that the half-monthly payment 
should not exceed one-balf of the assumed wage. 

The scales as proposed by the Seventh International Labour Conference appear 
to be unnecessarily high for Indian conditions, as the greater number of industrial 
workets in India take up industrial work to supplement their woome from the land~ 
while the prevalence of the joint family system is a factor which renders a.rugh rate 
of compensation unnecessary. 

(b) In some casescmploycrs are already paying considerably more as compensation 
than the amount which they are required by law to pay. . 

(ii) Conditions govemiHg gram of compets.s4liOtJ.-(a.) The local Government are of 
opinion that lump sum payments are at present more satisfactory than recurring 
payments and consider that the administrative difficulties of a pension system in 
the -present industrial conditions are so great as to make substitution of recurring 
for lump sum payments unworkable. The migratory character of most of the labour 
and the long dista.nce from which it frequently comes would make it impossible for 
employers ttl a"dmin.ister such a scheme and. if it were introduced. Government 
wonld probably be forced to take it over. The pension scheme also involves recurring 
ba.rassment to the recipients. while the employer on the other hand is exposed to 
the risk of fraud by substitution made with the object of keeping the payments 
alive. A lump sum payment also is often more useful to the workman and his 
dependents* since it enables him either to purchase land or to pay oft his debts 
or mortgages. 

(b) The retention of a waiting period appears to be advisable in view of the faet 
that malingering is very easy in India. It would. however, be possible to accept 
the principle of the English Act, that if disablement continues for more than four 
weeks. compensation should be payable from the beginning. It may perhaps be 
noted in this connection that some of the leading employers. including the Tata 
Iron and Steel Company and some of the larger mines and eollieries. actually pay 
compensation without claiming the benefit of the waiting period. but at the same 
time such concerns are opposed to the amendment of the law in this respect. 
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(c) The present method of defining persons who a.re entitled to receive com~ 
pensation as .. dependents .~ appears suitable and it is not necessary to insist that 
actual dependence should be proved. The following persons might, however, be 
added to the list of dependents: widowed sisters, widowed daughtenJ and widowed 
daughters-in-law, as these _relatives are frequently found as dependent members 
of a wage--eamer's household. 

(ei) Clause (b) of the proviso to Section 3 exempts the employer from liability 
where the injury resulting from accident is directly attributable to certain forms of 
miscooduct on the part of the workman. The operation of this section appears 
very harsh in the case of accidents involving death or serious disablement. The 
workman has already suffered heavily for any fault that he may have committed. 
and it is unfair to him and also unjust to his dependents to deprive them on this 
account of the support that compensation may give them. The local Government, 
therefore. are of opinion that the question whether the employer should be exempted 
from liability in such cases is worthy of serious consideration. and that the principle 
of the Englisb Act is possibly sounder and that the employer should not be allowed 
to raise the defence of serious and wilful misconduct in cases of death or serious and 
permanent disablement. 

(e) As noted in answer to 51 (b) above. some cases occur in which compensation 
for fatal accidents is not paid through the Commissioner. In the present Act. 
though it is laid down that the employer must pay such compensation through the 
Commissioner, the obligation cannot be enforced because the Act provides no 
penalty for default and no time-limit within which the money must be deposited. 
The object of the provision is presumably that the Commissioner shall decide to 
which of the various dependents the compensation shall be paid and presumably 
also a company that does not pay through the Commissioner but pays direct to the 
depeudents might be required to pay again on a subsequent claim being made to the 
Commissioner by some dependent Whb had not received compensation. At the same 
time. however, it seems desirable that as instances are occurring in which such 
compensation is Dot paid through the Commissioner. some penalty should be 
provided for failure by the management to carry out the provisions of the law in 
this .respect. 

(iii) Indusmal diseases.-No cases of compensation payable on industrial diseases 
have been reported. It is unlikely that any such cases will be reported as there 
is no likelihood 01 industrial disease occurring in the province . 

. (iv) Machinery of administl'ation. - The machinery of administration is 
generally suitable. but the following additions or alterations might be made :
(0) A penalty should be provided in the Act for failure to comply with the 
provisions of Section 16. (b) A dependent claiming compensation should have a 
right of going direct to the Commissioner. 

(v) OtJtey maUeYs.-These are suitable-so far as present experience of the working 
of the Act is able to show. 

M. DNirabilib' of I-egi·1elion on the LinN of EmpIoyero' Liabilib' Act, 1880. 
The Local Government have not had time to can for any opinions. but are pro

visionally of the opinion that Ihere l\>Vtlld ~ no objection to legislation on the 
lines of the Employers" Liability Ac~ 01 1880. The main difficulty in any such 
legislation would. however, be the doubt as to whether employers in unorganized 
industries or even in the smaller organized industries would be able to pay the 
compensation awarded. It would be impossible to lay down that every empIoyet' 
should insure against his liability under any such Act. and it would have to be left 
to the employee to decide whether the nnancial condition of his employer was such 
as to make it worth his while to move the court for the grant of compensation
that is. the employee would have to take the -risk of his employer's ina.bility to ~y. 
The court would also have to be given power to take into consideration the financial 
condition of the employer in arriving at the amount of compensation to be awarded. 
If legislation was introduced. it would probably be most satisfactory if actions for 
r!co-very of eornpensation undeT the new Act were instituted in the court of the 
Commissioner for Workmen's Compensation. The Commissioner should be given 
power to decide (in cases to which the Workmen's Compensation Act and the new 
legislation both applied) under which Act compensation s.hould be award~. . It 
should not be awarded under both Acts. Before. however. any such legislation 
could be undertaken. it would be necessary to call for and consider any objection.s~ 
and the loca.1 Government might find it necessary to alter the provisional opinion. 
now given. 
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lX.-JlOllllS. 

A.-FACTORIES. 

A statement showing the hours of employm.en~ intervals. etc .• in the main classes 
of factories as compiled by the Chief Inspector of Factories is given below :-

SkJImuml sAowittg Hotel's of EmplQymenl. ittknJals. ek. 

..... Women. <J>iIdm>. 

Houm worked """"- HOUlS worked ~t!. ..... -. per per por in_ Rema<ks. 

...:l ..... 
w .... 1 -. w .... ! Day. Week.I Day. 

Shift 9IOIkers 
Iron and steel 52 

I • 
52 • - - 7 - ForhUghtly holiday 

fal::totics. for shift workers 
and weekly holi-
day fur no-n-shift ..., ...... 

Non-sbift workers 
52 I. - - - - • -

Engineering 
_0", •• a .. a - - • 'to' bows 

We!Ikly holiday. 

_I· 
_k", Coc"""ltm" 52 • 52 • - - 7 - ........... 

""""- an'! allowed 1 hour's 
rest from. 12 to 1. 

Weekly holiday for 
Don-sbift workers 
.and fortnightly for 
~workers. 

Mica factories. , .. • .. • .. • • , to_ l2.30 to 1.30 p.m. or 
bows 12 to 2 p.m. 

....... wlZ°-
.... way • 1 hour 

as ho' ys. -. .. • .. - - • ... ,.. 
Shilt workem 

Sopr factories 56to60! S - - - - 7 , hour One day holiday 

- after e.vm')t 3 weeks, 
NOlHbift workers 

so I. - ..c. - - • No Weekly holiday. 
Rkemill> .. 60 10 54 • - - • 1 hour Weeklyboliday. 
Oil mill> 60 10 .. • - - • , bour Weekly holiday. 
Tobaa:ofactorlm 54 • 54 • .. • • 1 hour Weekly holiday. 
Sbellac factories .. 7 .. • - - • , hour Weeldyhi;).liday, 
Coke manufae.. 56 • s. • - - 7 I hour Non-shift wo , ..... are aIlo_ " bo=' "". lJ..30 to 2 o'clock. 

Weekly holiday f 
non-shift ~ . and fortnightl 
holiday for . ...,""'" Indigo factories .. to .. • - - .- - - No A holiday after 14 

Cmnoo, • .. do .... ....... •• • .. • 7 No Non-shift wor ........ alI0w00. 2-1 bours' 
rest from 11,30 to 2 
o'clook, W_ 
holiday for non 
shift workers ;md 

y 

fortnighUy bolida y 

Leather manu- •• • .. • for shift workHs - - • , hour 
f.ac1.~. 

Jute spinning 54 11 bows 54 11 boUD - - • _'bows 
and weaviq. forO for4 

days da", 
and 10 and 10 

'0"" boum 
on "" Friday. Friday. 

56, Hours Worked per Week and per D"7, 
(i) NomItU.-CertaiD reports have been received from factories and they are given 

below:-
Iron mul Sl$el WorAs. 

MesS1's. Tala Iron and Steel Company.-Their labour is divided into three classes 
(4) skilled, (b) semi.,;killed and unskilled, (e) supervisory. 

Classes (a) and (b), numbering approximately 5.000 and 11,500, respectively, 
work 8 hours a day. In the case Qf non-continuous process depe.rtments they',work 
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6 days in the week. Sunday or a substitute day being an oHday. In the continuous 
process department these men work 7 days in one week and 9 days in the next 
alternatively. 

Class (e) and the clerical sta1f numbering approximately 1.800 work from 48 to 
52 hours per week according to the need of their work. 

The general shift hours are 7 a.m. to 11.30 a.m: and 1.30 p.m. to 5 p.1lL 
0''''' Factories aJ]omsh«iplw. 

Indian Cable Company.-Monday to Friday. 6.45 a.m. to 11.30 a.m. and 1 p.m. 
to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 6.15 a.m. to 11 a.m. Total weekly hours 48. 

TM Tin PW, Company work as a continuous process based on three 8-hour 
shifts a day. 

TaJanagal' Foutulry.-Eight hoUl'S a day and 4S hours a week wherever work 
is not given on contract, In contracted work workers are never found to work 
more than 8 hours; often they work for less than 8 hours. 
Tobacco FflCtQrks. 

PeninsulaI' Tobacco Company.-From 1st October to 31st March the normal 
factory working hours are from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Mondays to Fridays. with an 
hour's interval at midday. On Saturday the factory closes at 12 noon. The normal 
factory hours during the cold weather are 50 hours per week. 

During the hot weather period. i.e., 1st April to 30th September. from Mondays 
to Fridays, the normal factory working hours are from 6.30 a.~. to 3.30 p.m .• with 
an hour's interval from 11.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. On Satardays the factory closes 
at 11.30 a.m. The normal working hours of this factory are 45 hours per week 
during the hot weather period. 

It1di ... L",/ Tobscco D~ Company's F..,lories.-January: 7 a.m. to 
noon and 1.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. May: 6.30 a.m. to noon and 2 p.m. to S.30 p.m. 
SSlgtzr FacWries. 

New Si ..... SugfW Company.-Eight hours per day (shifts), 10 h01rnl per day 
(daily works). 

Cawnpo,. SugfW W cwks.-Eight hours per day (shifts), 91 haUlS per day (non
shift). 

Si .... " Dui Sug .. C .... P""Y.~.30 a.m. to 12 p.m. aod 1 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. in 
January. 6 a.m. to 12 p.m. aod 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. in mid-May. 

B"",clt4kia Sugar Fad<wy.-January, 8 hours; May, 9l houtS. 
Pwsa S"IIII' Fad<wy.-January, 8 hours; May. 96 hours. 
Rayam Sugar Company.-8hift men, 8 hours with haH an hour interval; others 

from 6 a.m. to noon and from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. 
SamII$lipur Sug .. Comp" .. y.--56 hours per week (shift workers); 60 hours per 

week day workers). 

0;1 Mills. 
Aryan Mills, DifWPor8. Dinapore Rice Mill, Sri Das RiCtJ and Oil MiUs.-60 hours 

per week and 10 hours per day. 
SJwee BiluJriji Mills III Pcd"" City.-Workshop men work 9 hours a day and 

other men 10 hours. 
BiS1lJa1J4#h RicI MiU.-7 a.m. to 12 p.m .• 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. in winter. 12 p.m. to 

6 p.m. in summer for males; 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. for females. 
]akSfllfW Rice Mill: Balasore Dislnct ~ 

A pout.-Machine and Chattan coolies-:-7 a.m. to 12 a.m. and 2 p.m. to 
7 p.m. . 

B 8"oteP.-Machine and Chattan coow",-12 noon to 14 hollIS aod 4 p.m. to 
7 p.m. 

C 8"oteP.-Boiling coolie9-S a.m. to 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. to 7 p.m. 
MMrlidlu .. Gop; Singh Ria Mill (Balas",. Dislrid).~.30 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 

2 p.m. to 6.30 p.m. 
Utkal Rice Mia (BafasotrIJ Dislrid).--6.4S a.m. to 8 a,m. and 9 a.m. to 12 noon. 

and 3 p.m. to 6 p.m. 

Engin.mug Companies. 
Saran Engineering ComPc.:1IY.--9I hours. from 6 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 2 p.m. to 

5.30 p.m. 
ArlhUl' B"tlu.tId Compart}'.-7 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 1 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. 
Mica FinisiHng FacJ<Jry til DhDmcA~u,ch.-7.30 a.m. to 12 p.m. and 2 p.m. to 

5.30 p.m. for those residing close at hand: 8.30 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. and ].SO p.m. to 
5.80 p,m. for thO$e residing further off. Boys 9 a.m. to ]2 noon and 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
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In some of the oil mills there is still a practice of working alternately in periods 
of 6 hours throughout the 24 hours. though in other of the oil mills the legal hours 
are worked. The representatives of the oil mills filed an application before the local 
Government asking for exemption from the provisions of the Factories Act so as to 
admit of working the mills continuously for 24 hours, dividing the period into four 
equal parts by two shifts. the men working 6 hours alternately. Alter detailed 
examination of the subject, the local_ Government formed the opinion that such 
exemption was unnecessary and have only granted exemption to the oil mills from 
Section 21 of the Factories Act. i.e., from provisions relating to rest periods. In 
coming to this decision the local Government formed the opinion that the process 
of crnshing oil was not a continuous one because the process was not one which conld 
not be shut down at regular daily intervals without causing a disproportionate loss 
in the efficiency and working of the factory. The only particular loss is that there 
is some wastage in stopping g/u"'" before the oil is fully pressed from the seed and 
to avoid that loss the mills have been exempted from the daily rest intervals during 
which the machinery would have to be stopped. The local Government also held 
that the work of employees in oil mills is not intermittent as the worker has to- be 
present throughout to attend the machine as required. and therefore held that there 
was no justification for exemption from the prescribed weekly holiday. They also 
pointed out that approximately 50 per cent. of the mills in the southern circle already 
comply with the law and work for only 11 hours a day or else on three-shift system. 

(ii) ~cluol, i .•.• ittdwding overlime~-Some reporte have been received from 
factories :- . 

Messn. Tata l"on au Stul Company report that the actual average number of 
hours~ inclusive of overtime. worked in a week is about 51 to 52 hours. 

I MUm Cabl< C"",pa"Y report that during the past year the average hours of work 
per week by various classes of labour were ;-

SkiHed. male •• 50 hours per week. 
Unskilled, male 50 ditto. 
Unskilled. female 48 ditto. 

/.,. lh. Tin Plak COmpfl1l)l 40 or 48 hours' work a week is done according as the 
plant works 5 or 6 days. Overtime is worked only when absolutely necessary. by 
such as millwrights or electrical or mechanical repair gangs. 

Pnrinsul"" TabtIM') Company report that overtime is worked and paid. for at 
11 times the usual rates. The company states that the maximum number of hOUIS 
worked overtime in anyone day by anyone individual was one hour. except on 
Saturdays. On Saturdays the company only works for half a day. for which the 
employees -receive the fun day's wage. Sometimes employees are required to work 
overtime on Saturday afternoon up to a maximum of four hOUIS, for which they 
are paid. at It times the usual rates. The average overtime would work out at 
half an hour per employee per month. 

Sugar' Fac,;".;.s . ...:overtune has b~ ~orked in ~e fuctori~ in the past and 
paid for at 25 per cent. ~ Donnal rates for 60 to 66 hours, 50 per cent. over normal 
rates for 66 to 76 hours. and double normal rates for over 76. As, however, no process 
in these factories is- any longer exempted from section 27~ overtime will now not be 
possible to the same extent. though there is still likely to be some overtime in 
connection with urgent repair work or because of men failing to turn up on their shift. 

The" following instances of overtime worked in sugar factories have been 
given :-(a) Siuum Desi. Suetit' Comp4ny.-From June. 1928, to June. 1929. 391 days' 
overtime were worked at an average of 1·91 hour per day. (b) BaraclJakia. Svgu 
FQCtory.-During a month of crushing. 62 persons worked overtime. Of these. 
five persons worked overtime for seven days. totalling 35i hoW'S; five persons 
worked overtime for four days, totalling 251 hours: and the maximum overtime 
worked on anyone day by anyone individual was 21 hours, and the average 
approximately 11 to I. hours. (e) Ryam Sugar Cotnpany.-In January. 33 men 
worked overtime for a total of 128 days. The maximum overtime worked by any 
one individual on anyone day was eight ho~ and the average was one hour per 
day per individual. (d) SClmastipw SugM Compa"y.-During c.rushing season. 25 
men worked overtime for approximately 24 days. The average number of hours 
worked overtime was two per da.y. 

Ria Milh-{a) ]aJ..""'ar Ria Mill. BaI"" ..... ......()vertime is worked and paid for 
at the usual rate of daily wages. It is worked generally for about five days each 
in the months of Chailrc. B4isaAb. jeslhv. and ASMh. The maximum number. of 
hours worked overtime by anyone individual in a day is three hours. (b) Misst01l 
Riu Mill. Balasora-.-Overtime is worked at about double the usual rates. and the 
maximum number of hOUIS worked overtime by anyone individual in a day is 
three hours. the average being about It hours a day. 
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68. Days worked per Week. 
(a.) Information as furnished by the Chief Inspector of Factories is given in the 

statement above. 
(b) The attendance of workers on all days of work during the week. particularly 

in the case of unskilled workers, is not by any means regular. To encourage reguJarity 
among their weekly ra.ted labours Messrs. Tata's Iron and Steel Company give a. 
bonus of two days' pay to those who work 27 days out of a possible 28. and of one 
day's pay to those who work 26 days out of a possible 28, and it is reported that 
80 per cent. of their weekly rated labour obtains this bonus. This percentage is, 
however. probably higber than that in other factories. 

(e) The following figures for the Mica Finishing Factory, at Domchanch. show 
the number of workers who worked various numbers of days in two weeks, taken 
at random:-

6 days. 5 days. 4 days. 3 days. 2 days. I day. 
17th-23rd April 46 16 16 17 14 II 
17th-23rd July 81 16 11 5 4 2 

It is probable that the greater regularity in July was due to a desire to collect 
money for purchase of or payment for seed for sowing. 

67. Effecl of 80 Roms' RealrictiOD. 
(i) On wtWkws.-Messn;. Tata Iron and Steel Company consider that the effect 

of the 60 hours' restriction has been beneficial to the workmen. There has perhaps 
been a slight loss in earnings: inasmuch as overtime cannot be put in to the same 
extent, but against this there is less fatigue. which results in better health and 
efficiency. 

(il) On industry.-Indian Cable Company consider that the restriction causes 
some inconvenience in connection with maintenance and repair work which might 
otherwise be accomplished over the week~d. 

The Peninsular Tobacco Company. though their weekly hours of ~ are con
siderably below the legal maximum, suggest that a little latitude might be allowed 
to permit of slightly longer hours in occasional short periods of stress. 

68. Heel of Daily Wnil. 
Messrs. Tats. Iron and Steel Company consider that this has generally had a 

beneficial e1Ieot on the workmen. 

59: Poosibilily of 2eduelion in _ .. 
The local Government have at present insufficient information on which to furnish 

an opinion. 

60. Intervala. 
Except in the exempted industries~ this provision is now generally observed. 

GeneraUy, the TeSt interval:is allowed at midday from 12 to 1 o'clock. but in -some 
instances a longer period than one hour is allowed. From the figures given in answer 
to question (55) (i) above. it will be seen that in some factories a longer interval 
at midday is given in the hot weather. Thus the Indian Cable Company give 
Ii hours at midday. increased to 2 hours in hot weather by moving the morning 
period 30 minutes earlier. 

{i) ExistiHg practice: (a)I" relation to fatigue.-The climatic conditions during 
a considerable part of the year produce quicker and greater fatigue of body than 
in countries where the conditions are temperate.· Six hours. therefore, is the maximum 
limit of time during which a workman can worll; continuously without producing 
undue fatigue, but in continuous ,rocesses, the limit has to be extended to 8 hours, 
but the workman has opportunities to consume light reireshment. if he so desires. 

Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company report that in the various continuous 
:pr:oduction departments their men are employed on 8-hour shifts. There are no 
lObs requiring continuous work for which spare hands are not provided to relieve 
workmen so as to prevent fatigue and while many of the men engaged in 8-hour 
shift are employed on work in which the process is continuous. the actual work itself 
is intermittent and men in consequence get intervals for meals and rest. In the 
Tin Plate Company also it is reported that sufficient staff is carried to permit 
spellhands. 

(b) In J'8latiott 16 W01'Ref'$' nual UmI,-The midday interval is the usual meal 
time and the interval is availed of for this purpose. In rural centres. save in large 
central fa<:torie9!. such as sugar, factories. little or no housing accommodation is 
provided. and as the workman in many instances has to cover 2 or 8 miles to get 
home. he prefers to stay at the factory and consume uncooked cereals or othel" food4 
stuffs and go home at the end of the day. Even in larger establishments the housing 
accommodation is limited and in most cases unsuitable for keeping families. and 
similar conditions hold good for at least 60 per cent. of the employees. The conditions 
in urban areas or large industrial centres are slightly different, but here also a 
good proportion of the workmen has DO other alternative. 
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The hours of work at the Mica Firlishing Faetory. at Domchanch. are noteworthy. 
and it will be seen that the hours of work are adjusted so as to allow of the two 
difterent types of labour- being given an interval suitable for their particular needs 
as regard meal time. 

(ti) The la.w is generally suitable. The officiating Chief Inspector of Factories 
has 'Suggested that during the hot weather months the limit of work without a 
period of rest should be reduced to five hours, ex<:ept in the continuous processes. 
He considers that this reduction of the eontinuous working period is likely to check 
the tendency of the workman to snatch periods of five to ten minutes off during the 
work period. The local Government have not invited the opinions of industrial 
CQn(:ern5 on this suggestion. but there seems to be considerable force in the suggestion 
and it appear.! to be worthy of examjnation. 

(ill) Suilabilily of 1M """S during wMch faclory is working.-Generally the 
hours of working are satisfactory and the tendency to grant a longer rest period at 
midday in the hot weather. where possible. is commendable. 

6L Dli7of-' 
(i) Except in the exempted industries. a weekly day of rest .is now generally 

observed. The case of the oil mills has been noted above in answer to question" (55). 
It must ... however, be admitted that there is a greater tendency to violate this provi
sion of the Act than any other, and. it is objected to largely by the employer on the 
ground of decreased. output. enforced idleness of the plant. inability to arrange for 
wodrers for a single day only. while the workman complains of the enforced deduction 
from his wages. 

(ii) Suitability of 1M law.-(a) Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company report that 
the general effect has been a protest from the daily rated workmen against losing 
pay for these days of rest. but the day of rest from a health point of view must be 
materially to the advantage of the worker. 

(b) There is little doubt that there is a fairly general complaint by the workman 
against the enforced deduction from his wages. In the case of unskilled labour 
wages are generally based either on a daily wage rate or on a piece rate, and it is 
difficult to see how this can be altered as long.as unskilled labour is so irregular in its 
attendance during the week. The day of rest is, however, imperative from the point 
of view of health. even though a.considerable amount of the unskilled labour does not 
work continuously throughout the remaining six days. The regulations. therefore. 
are suitable. 

fI2. _piing Pro'riliODS and ..... mad. of them. 
The exemptions at present allowed by the Government of Bihar and Orissa are 

grouped in five classes and are detailed in the notiflcatioDs dated the 11th March, 
1919. annexed. (Not printed.) 

Class (I) deals with exemptions granted to individual factory processes. The 
exemptions and notifications are self-explanatory. Exemption XVI is a. new 
exemption which has been found necessary. be<:ause wherever a three-shift system. 
is in force it is necessary to change the worker periodically from one shift to another 
in order that the same man shall not be continuously on night duty. Such changes 
are usually made twice a month and the process involves making the employee work 
two shifts in the course of twenty-four hours. It also happens occasionally that a 
shift man fails to turn up on duty. and therefore a shift man has to be on duty for 
two shifts running. This. however. is only of rare occurrence. 

Class (II) deals with exemptions relating to motive power. In this section a 
considerable cbange has been made from the exemptions previously in force. in that 
exemptions previously granted in fa.vour of ordinary maintenance. adjustment and 
repair work have been entirely withdrawn and exemption is confined. solely to 
attendance upoD and operation of motive power. For the purpose of this exemption 
factories have been divided into two cla.sses--eontinuous and non-continuous process 
factories. In the ease of (:ontinuous factories. the engine room and boiler sta.1l are 
exempted from sections 21 and 22 to the same extent as the continuous process 
departments. In non-contmuous process factories a. new principle has been intro
d'Q.ced. and exemptious ~ graded according to the size of the plant and the number 
of men required to operate it. This province contains a number of small factories in 
which the engines are under-stafted or run by men who are not :6.t to' be trusted 
with machinery. It has. therefore, been provided in the first instance that no 
exemptions will be given if a <:ompetent man is not in c.ha:rge of the motive power. 
Secondly. if the grate area of the boiler is more than 20 square feet no exemption 
is allowed unless two or more men are employed and the staff is sufficient to a:J;low 
one man to be employed solely as watchkeeper or supervisor. The observation of 
these <:onditions makes it possible to be fairly generous in allowing exemptions and, 
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accordingly, the Loeal Government have allowed exemptions from Sections 21,22,27 
and 28 in the case of one-man plant since that exemption is limited to the smallest 
type of factory which cannot work without liberal exemptionsz and have allowed 
exemption from Sections 21~ 22 and 27 in the case of the bigger factories under 
stringent limitations .. which provide for sufficient staff for a period of daily rest, 
for a partial rest day every week, and a full day'. holiday every four weeks, 

Class (III) deals with exemptions given in favour of urgent repair work. As all 
exemptions have been withdrawn in the case of ordinary repair and maintenance 
work. the Local Government have decided to grant exemptions under this clause, not 
only- in uses where delay would involve increased danger to human life or safety 
but also where delay would result in the stoppage of the factory. Every exemption 
thus exercised must. however~ be reported to the Inspector of Factories. 

Class (IV) deals with exemptions granted to tea, colIee and indigo factories and 
is self-explaoatory, 

Class M deals with exemptions relating to exceptional pressure of work and is 
self-explanatory. 

112A, U .. by Loeal Government of Section II (3) (b). 
(i) The only notification issued by the Local Government under Section 2 (3) (b) 

is notification No. 2111 of the 9th July. 1924. in which it was declared that aU 
premises wherein on anyone day in the year not less than ten persons are simul
taneously employed and in which poweI'-driven saws are used should be factories 
for the purposes of the Factories Act. 

(ti) In 1927-28 an investigation was made as to the advisability of extending the 
provisions of the Factory Act to certain small factories~ in which the work of cutting, 
splitting and dressing nuca is ca.rned out. In only one of such factories is mechanical 
power employed (the factory of Messrs. F. F. Cbristien and Company at Domchanch) 
and that is registered. It was found that the number of persons employed in these 
factories was about 6.000, while possibly 10.000 persons are employed at home in 
splitting mica-regarding this home industry the Chiel Inspector 01 Mines writes ~ 
*. Again many firms have established a kind of home industry in mica splitting. 
Mica is given out from the central factories at Kodanna to (;ootractors who take 
the mica to the dUierent villages where it may be split by one or several members 
of a family. I had no opportunity of seeing this class of wOTk being done, but I 
was informed that parents and children alike indulge in this work in order to earn 
extra money. The finished mica is returned to the central factory by the contractor. 
who is paid on results. I understand that a certain amount of the mica given out 
goes astray. but the amount is said to be negligible. At Giridih Messrs. F. F. 
Christien and Company give work to 400 persons living in Giridih and the sur· 
roDnd.in~ villages. At Tisri the same fum gives out work to 4,000 persons, also living 
in outlymg villages. u ~ 

On an enquiry made hom Chief Inspector of Factories it was found that excessive 
hours were not worked in these unregistered estabUsbments. and that other conditions 
were not seriously contrary to the provisions of the Act except possibly in the matter 
of the space allowed per employee in the buildings. The Local Government decided 
that if the establishments were brought under the Factories Act. this would be bound 
to lead to increase in the home work and consequent increase in the amount of theft 
of m~Which was undesirable. and that. therefore. in view of the report of the Chief 
Inspec r of Factories. it was unnecessary to extend the provisions of the Factory 
Act to t ese establishments. ~ • 

B.-'-l\lINES. 
88. Eou:n W ... ked per D8¥ ant1 per Week. 
(i) NOt.al. j.e.~ 4S tletnmiJUd b:Y eusJom tw sgrumtn'.-(a) Coal m1l8s.-Generally 

the normal number of hours worked per day varies from 8 to 12 hours. .Except at 
& few mines there are no arrangements by custom or agreement to work a specUied 
number of hours underground. Lodna colliery is the principal exception in the 
Jharia coalfields. At this colliery a system of shifts, two shifts per day with an 
mterval of twt. hours between shifts, has been in operation for over a year. The 
difficulties encountered in introducing the system were not great. and as the manage· 
ment made arrangements for full tubs to be raised from the mine and empty ~ubs 
to be ready for the ingoing shift during the two hours' interval between the sbif!S. 
the miners quickly. realized the benefit of the system and now they prefer the shift 
system to their old methods. It may, however. be .noted that in this colliery mac.J:1ine 
drills are used, and a large proportion of tho miners are Bilaspuris and men recruIted 
from the United Provinces. Also as the colliery is an old established one a larger 
proportion of the labour (estimated by the manager at 65 per cent.) is settled than 
1D. the case of newer and smaller collieries. 
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(b} II'Oft MlJfU.-Bntgal Iro .... Mines.-The normal hours of work are 8 hours 
per day. 

(c) Mica Mines.-The normal hours of work are 8 hours-the work of the mine 
being divided into two shifts of 8 hounl. 

(ill A ctual. i.e .• incltuli"C ove'I1ime.-Coal •• nes.-(a) The actual hoors so worked 
per week. at a large representative mine in each important mining :field in the province 
during the year ending 31st December, 1926, is given at page 4 of the Report of the 
Chief Inspector of .Mines for that year. 

(b) Enquiries were made from various collieries as to the number of hours during 
which the miner worked underground in a day. The figures received. do not lend 
themselves to tabulation, but the collieries' reports are given below. 

Loyaba4.-Out of 682 days' work done in the week ending 20th July, 1929:-
26 days wer<! between 10 to II hollIS. 

336 " 9 to 10 
310" " " 8 to 9 

13 days were under 8 hours. 
BhugguUil&.-All millen; work less than 8 hOlUS. 
Eastem Coal Ccmp4ny. Blwf1W4 Col1iery.-MineI's do not work for more than 

9 hours daily, and in many cases work much shorter hours. 
Cent¥al Ki,..keftd.--Mi.ners work between 8 and 9 hours. 
Statulartl CoJUery.--Occasionally on Saturdays or before the Pujas the miner 

works between 9 and 11 hours; he generally works between 8--9 hours, but a.bout 
3() per cent. work less than 8 hours on the first day of the week, 

If the approximate average of these- figures are multiplied by the average number 
of days worked per week~ it will be seen that they support the Chief Inspector of 
Mines' figure of 37 hours for a week-work by a miner. 

These figures do not,. however. give the actual number of houtS worked by the 
miner-~ as during the period that he is below ground the miner whether -as a result 
of lack of tubs,lack of loaders. or lack of inclination. does not work regularly. During 
the week a miner may be underground from 30 to 54 houts. during which time his 
hours of actual work probably vary between 18 or even less to 30 hours. An examina~ 
tiOD of the raising figures for any pit win show that on the same day one miner will 
raise one tub whereas another miner may raise 4 or 5 tubs, This is probably not 
to any greatextentdue to difference of conditions under which the minersare working 
but largely to clifierence in inclination. . 

(c) Other laboW"~ such as winding engineman. bank's man. fireman. etc., may be 
considered at work during the whole period of their duty. Their work. however, 
is intermittent. 

In Lodna colliery in an incline for week endiog 24th March, 1929, the following 
classes are shown as working eight hours--trollyman. hookmen. firemen, propping 
coolies. line mistris. shakpickers. while engine khalasis are shown as working 10 hours. 

lnm Mines.-In the Bengal iron mines the actual hours of work are ;-
Skilled labour .. . . 9 hours. 
Unskilled labour ,. 8 

Miu Mine.s.-Though the shift is an eight hours' shift it is reported that actually 
the miner works only about five houn:. He comes late. and spends some time in 
getting his tools. In some mines blasting takes place during the shift. and the mine 
is cleared for at least half .an hour at each blasting. of which there may be two within 
a shift. In other m.i.nes blasting takes place between shifts. 

84. Dap Worked per Week. 
Coal Mines.-(a) The-over-man. pump khalasis. enginemen and other skilled staff as 

a general rule work six days per week. These persons are on weekly or monthly pay 
(b) Mi1Jef"s.-The miner works only as many days as he feels inclined. He is 

generally paid on Sunday and the mine is closed on Sunday_ The great majority 
of miners will not work on Monday also. In the case of some mines an extra rate 
per ton is given for raisings on Monday. Thus. at Bhagatdlh colliery an anna. per 
tub extra is paid for raisings on Monday. but it is not very effective. Originally it 
was intended that this one anna should only be paid provided the miner worked 
six days. but in practice it is paid for every tub raised on Monda.y. Similarly. at 
Balihari one pice per tub is paid for raisings on Monday. and probably if an inquiry 
was made from a number of collieries the same practice will be found. The figures 
for No, 8 pit at Loyabad given in answer to question No.2 show that the a.verage 
days worked. in a week by miners from all districts in that pit was 3·50 for the period 
26th July, 1928, to 11th January, 1929. and 3·94 for the period 12th Jannary. 1929, 
to 29th June, 1929. The statement below will show the number of days worked per 
week in certain pits and inclines as well as certain other information. 



Number of minfltl workiDg-
Average Av",""" 

Total A_, number Highest w .... Number nwnbtr number of tubs Total ...... """" Name of colliery. Week e.ndiDg. 0' ., • • 4 3 2 • 01 ..... .... '" ..- If. d.y diffmmt do". do".. do".. do,.. do,.. do,.. doy. do,. r/:y~. ",,"od. p," i~~y workers.. worked. 'Worked. woek. 
work. and loadtr). 

Bhuggatdih Collil!ll'y:- RA. a. p. Rs. D. p. Ra. a. p. (II) No. 4A inclinet .. 23r:d Pebruary 1929 .. •• 26. •• 27 10 - 2 • 2 , .. - 819 1~ 0 II • 6 
• • 3 No,4Ai.Pcl.ine: ., .. 20th July. 1929 .. 5a ... II 2. .0 • - I '·2 ••• 285 8 0 '0 4 0 I , • (6) No, 2 Pit . . . . 220d JU!le( 1929 . , .. .0 2 2 - I • • ••• 2'0 S, • 0 511 • o .3 • tel No. of pit not given .. F.bninty 11 .. .. 12, 61S .. 4. 21 8 , I H .·5 81S • 0 - I • 3 ~Y(11 .. .. III ... I. 27 SO 22 S II "9 ... .., 2 • - 1 • • ptftnber (?) .. 106 527 SO .. '9 4 I • ... ... 647 15 0 - I 3 • BaIiahari Collitty :-

10th Fe~, 1921! , .. 2 3,. .. No.6Pit .. ,. .. " S60 I. I. 4 • - ... ... , • , 0 I • • NO.8Plt., .. .. 6tb J-::r,. 192 .. .0 m - 23 23 7 7 - , .. 2·. S08 14 0 JO • 0 I 4 • No,8Pit .. 21st J Y. 1~9 . . . 12 36 - • I • 2 3 3·. .... '5 • • • I. • 1 3 • East Indian Coal Coit;pe.n.y ':~ 
........ c. .......... November, 192:8 .. :: SO 210 7 17 " • • • ... 2·, 129~1 9 - • 10 

ot February, 1929 '2' .. , • .. 6. 2 • • • 3·8 2·. 301 .. 011 - • I. et July. 1&29 .. .. 7. .36 II OJ •• II 0 S 4" .., 238 4 6 - 011 III Eastern Coal Compor:-
Shown. Colliery .. . , February, 1928 .. II. , .. I. 2. 4. 25 •• • , .. I'. 40' 8 • - o IS 10 ~y.'92 • .. .. •• 256 3 3, II • " 0 4" z.s 80' • 0 - 1 

• 10 ptember.I928 .. •• "8 12 a. 2. .. 7 0 H I'. $7$ 12 0 - o " • CeQtra! ,KirkeJld Colliery Se~.J928 .. ... 1,205 .. 85 , . '8 9 .. .., 2· • 1,281 0 0 ~ I • • Fe .1929 .. 297 1,383 "4 SO S8 2. I. 17 , .. .·a 1.595 • 0 1 2 • Lodna Co1lieJ.y .. .. February (1) , .. .. .. ... •• •• I • - S - ... 4-2- 6,. e 8 - 1 7 2 ~lYm .. .. 74 '25 - 47 " • 2 S ... 3'S- 411 , • - I • • ~"m"" m .. 12' 6'. 80 4. ,. I. - , .. 4,'1- 611 13 • - I , • c.n"" J_ CoUiny Fc 1'1W'Y. 1928 .. " SOO - 3' 24 IS - • 4'OS 2,,, 36. • 0 - 1 • • ~uJY. '92. .. .. .. 26. - 2 • •• • - • 4'05 . ... 82 • • 0 - I a • 't .... ber• I928 .. .. 35 • - 42 .. 
" 

7 "09 2'57 , .. 0 • - 1 1 • Fe mary, una ." '" ... 3 58 58 SO 21 .7 3'55 2·77 7.' 0 0 - I 1 • July, 1928 ,. .. .. 243 - I. .. I. • 2 8'86 2-95 290 0 0 - 1 3 3 (I ohill) 
September, 1928 .. 115 '50 - 50 ao I. 7 • 9·91 2'SO ," 0 0 - 014 0 1 (shilt) 

~~ 
~---2,470 11,054 ... 9" ... 2., 140 ISO 

• This COlliery is worJcod by blutera 81 WtU at pick workers. 
t This '4'I'8ie probably rtpr'tISe.tlQ tho wage of tho miner only and doOl not illdude tho loader's wqvs. 
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This statement shows that taking the :figures for all collieries together the average 
number of days worked per week by a miner is just Jess than 41. tha.t

~. 12 per cent. of miners worked 5 days in a week. 
2:]·04 ,. ". •• 4 ~. . 
16-96 6 
11-78 3 
5-66 2 
5-26 1 

The figures have been taken more or less at random and may represent a fairly 
aecurate average. 

Afi" Mines.-The average daily eooly is stated to work 4 to 5 days. The 
figures for two fortnights in June each having 13 working days for one shift of 
21 coolies at Kunjia gave the following attendances :-

Number of coolies working : 

--- ~I!I!I!I!I!I!I!I!I!I ~ '" -
13 working days ending 15th 3 0 I 2 1 8 0 1 0 4 1 

June. 
13 working days ending 30th 1 1 0 1 1 2 2 0 3 6 " June-

which only gives an average of approximately 5 days' work out of a possible 13. 
but in the latter week probably a number of coolies were a.bsent in preparation for 
agricultural $Owings. . 

65. EIf .. t of 60 Hours' Restriction. 
The. GO-hour restriction only applies to surface workers. and underground the 

workers are restricted to 54 hours per week. The effect of these restrictions may 
be summarized thus :-

(a) There has been a reduction in the number of hours in which a miner remains 
underground. The miner now generally remains underground from 8 to 10 hours 
daily_ 

(b) The supervising staff, attendants, etc., now ha.ve a rest day because the 
mines are closed for one day per week. Formerly they had to work seven days 
because a. portion of the miners would work every day in the week. This also leads 
to economical working of the mine. There has been no adverse e1Iect on output. 
In 1923 the output per person employed in coal mines was 103 tons; in 1928 it has 
risen to 131 tons. In this connection reference should be made to answer to qu~ 
tion 114. 

(c) The Indian Mining Federation. however, report that some additional skilled 
hands (such as pump khaJa.sis. boiler khaIasis) had to be entertained, and it is possible 
that. as the number of hours is limited to 54 and not 56 for such labour. this has 
been necessary. as it is not easy conveniently to arrange for changes of shift of such 
workers within the limits ot a 54-hour week. The Indian Mining Association reports 
that there has been little perceptible difference,. but the tendency would be in the 
direction of an increase in the number of persons employed at a relative increase in 
cost per ton raised. but no reasons are given in support of this. 

68. POO!ibility of Ret\uciDg Mazima. 
It is not advisable at present until further experience has been obtained to reduce 

maxima.. nor does such reduction appear to be necessary in view of the habits of 
work of the miner. 

67. Suitability of the Law BelatiDII to ShifIB. 
1. In SO far as residen.t labout is concerned the law relating to shifts is suitable. 

In the Giridih and Bokharo collieries practica.lly all the labour is resident and the 
introduction of the two-shift system will Dot present much difficulty in the Jharia 
coa.1.ftelds. There is a fairly large percentage of resident labour, and most of tbe 
labour does not come from any great distance. The shift system will eventually 
prove a great boon to the mining industry. Many companies would have introdu~ 
the system without legislation if they could have done so without running the risk 
of losing their miners. The shift system will result in better organization and 
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better supervision, and accidents due to persons travelling on haulage roads' when 
coal raising is in progress will di.minish. There will be difficulty in getting outside 
labour to conform to the shift system, especially those who travel some distances to 
their work. Thus, the Indian Mining Federation reports that miners who are not 
resident in the mines but come to work in the pits from their village homes in the 
vicinity of the coalJieId. C&IlJlot put in regular attendance. They desire to make up 
their late attendance by staying in the mine longer after the closure of the shift and 
it is with difficulty that they can be peISUaded to suspend duty. 

2. It is the opinion of the local Government somewhat difficult to apply the law 
relating to shifts to those who are engaged on preparatory or complementary opera.
tions. for instance. in connection with engines. boilers, machinery, workshops, urgent 
repairs. or in the transport and ca.rt:ing of coal or the loading of wagons. and in 
operations connected with transport and dependent primarily on the time at which 
wagons become available. The hours at which the workers are to attend must .. 
therefore. be regulated largely by this factor. A strict enforcement of the law" would 
entail the maintenance of a double shift of transport workers which would probably 
be idle for a large part of the time and would. therefore. be unnecessarily expensive. 
It may further be desirable to grant some exemptions at :first to smaller mines which 
cannot afford the introduction of the shift system. In the- opinion of the local 
Government, therefore. at any rate at first. exemptions should be granted under 
Section 46 of the Act to cover these cases. 

88. Pcosibility of Introducing aD E1!ecli ... JIai]y Limilalion. . 
The law relating to shifts will limit the hours to 12. Until the law has been 

firmlyestabli.shed and operated for a number of years, it is inadvisable to introduce 
further legislation. The difficulty in operating the shift system will be to ge the 
minex to go down a.t the begi.nni.ng of his shift~ and it is therefore advisable not to 
reduce the legitimate number of hours worked, as otherwise if the- miner does not 
go down at the beginning of his shift his hours of work will be seriously curtailed. 
The introduction of fresh legislation with respect to hours of work would at present 
probably result in reduction in output. and until the miner used to working more 
regularly for the hours that he is below ground any further restriction in hours would 
probal?ly result in a reduction in his weekly earuings~ and might result in his seeking 
occupation elsewhere. 

69. Intervall. 
(i) 1". nlaIimt to jalipe.-(a) Mimn.-The miner works as he wishes~ and is a 

leisurely individual and takes his intervals when he likes. He rests after going down 
the pit. when he reaches the surface, between filling up tubs and after he bas tilled 
his tub and before returning to surface. He does not become unduly fatigued. 

(b) Pump Ahalasis a1l4 ofluw sAilJetllabcnw below ground and 1JJ(Jf'IIns above gTouml. 
~ The hours of work are generally during the hot weather from 6.30 a.m. to 11.30 a.m. 
and from 2.30 p.m. to 6 p.~. and during the cold weather from 1 a.m. to 12 a.m. and 
2 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. The intervals are suitable. Surface workers employed on loading of 
wagons. etc., work as wagons become available. and their work is therefore inter
mittent~ ang. no deftned intervals are required. 

(ii) In ,.elaticn If> 1JKWkws' meallimes.-It is Unusual_for an Indian miner to take 
his meal below ground. In the open workings there is usually an interval of about 
two hours. during the heat of the day. wh.;.& m~ can be taken. Surface workers 
can also take their meal during the midf.1ay interval. 

). , 
7lI. Day of Best. 
Usually Sur\da.y is recognized as a day of rest and. as pointed out above. the 

miner also. t-o a'~rge extent, takes Monday. He takes holidays for all his festi~ 
and as he is Und~ no contract he leaves the colliery when he likes. 

71. Meq....." o! EziIting ProviJiODl. 
With the passing of the Indian Mines (Amendment) Act. t 928. tho existing 

provisions are at present adequate. After the 12 hours' shift has been in operation 
for some years and J:.bour has become used to working in shifts. the question of 
reducing the number tkf hours per shift might be reviewed. 

\ 
'72. Exampling l'!o9iliona IIIIIi "'"' made of !hem. 
The exemptions unde( Section 46 (l) -of the Mines Act are published in notifica

tions No. M-I051. dated\the 2300 December. 1928. and No. M-IOSI. dated the 
23rd November. 1921# issued by the Government of India in the Department of 
Industries and Labour. 
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The exemptions peculiar to this province include certain eoke factories in the 
Manbhum and Hazaribagb districts, certain cpen excavations for coal in the Santal 
Parganas and certain iron-ons mines worked without mechanical power. In the 
case of the latter two classes (which are new exempticns) the local Government 
agreed with the suggestion of the Chief Inspector of Mines (received with letter No. 
M-IOSI. dated the 20th January. 1927, from the Government of India in the Depart_ 
ment of Industries and Labour) that these classes 01 mines should be exempted. 

Although section 25 of the Indian Mines Act empowers a manager in certain 
emergent circumstances to employ persons in excess of 54 hours underground or 
60 hours-on the surface, few emergencies have arisen when advantage bas been 
taken of this provision as only the number of hours per week are restricted. When 
the hours of work per day are restricted there will probably be more occasions when 
advantage will be taken of the exempting provisions. 

X.-JPECIAL QUESTIONS RELATING TO WOlllE!{, YOUNG ADllL'l'S AIm 
CHILDREN. 

A.-FACTORIES. 

8l..EJfect of 1922 Act on Employment 
(4) The figures given below show the average daily number of employees in 

registered factories under the three classes-total. women and children :-
Year. Total. Women. Children. 
1922 68.752 9,971 1,951 
1923 67,951 7,162 2.295 
1924 70,015 6.234 1.821 
1925 73,641 6,660 983 
1926 74.323 6,610 1,116 
1927 71.400 6,228 1.0\7 
1928 68.100 5.682 934 

From these figures it wiD appear that since 1922 the percentage of women to total 
employees in factories has dropped from ]4·5 in 1922 to 8·3 in 19"...8, and the total 
number of children employed has dropped from 2·8 per cent. in 1922 to 1·4 per 
cent. in -1928. 

(b) The irop is mainly due to. the conditions imposed. OD. the employment af 
women and children, as now that the hours of work o.f 'Children have been limited 
to six it is not SO prditable to employ them. It is also reported that owing to 
agricultural pressure on land more male labour is turning to factory work and 
replacing women and children. It costs about the same to employ one man as it 
costs to employ two children. and as male labour is more efficient. employers often 
prefer the male adult labourer. 

(e) Messrs. Tata's Iron and Steel Company report that the passing of the Act 
made very little difierence to the steel company. Prior to the passing of the Act 
the employment of women at night time had been stopped, and the company has 
Dot at any time encouraged the employment of children. Figures iumished by the 
Chief Inspector of Factories for the daily average number of women employed by 
this company show however a. considerable reduction., as shown below:-

1923 .. 4,949 1926 3.172 
1924 .. 3,474 1927 .. 2.634 
1925 ,,3.753 1928 1.933 

It may be noted that when the question of prohibiting the employment of women 
at night at Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Ccmpany's works was under consideration 
in 1919. the oompany raised stroog -objections and stated that it will be difficult to 
replace the women working at night time at the coke ovens by male labour. As 
a result, however, of the prohibition of women labour by night it appears tbat such 
women labour has been replaced by male labour without any undue inoonvenience. 

82. Admilllion of Infanta 10 FaoIori ... 
ta) A cr~che is maintained by Messrs. Ta.u's; this is situated where there is the 

greatest concentration of women workers, and it would not be convenient to change 
ita location to near one of the entrances of the factory. The admission of infants 
to the factory for the purpose of being kept in this cr~ is governed by the following 
rule framed by Chief Inspector of Factories:-

.. The admission into the factory of the Tata Iron and Steel Company, 
Limited, at J amsbedpur of children whose age is less than 12 years other than 
infants in arms who are being taken to or from. a crkhe is bereby prohibited." 
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(b) The Peninsular Tobacco Company (Monghyr) report that women are aUowed. 
in cases where they may desire. to bring their young children into the factory com
pound. A shelter is provided wherein such children may remain. and if able. play 
during factory hours. A woman attendant is provided who looks after the children 
and calls the parent in case of need. 

(c) In the Tinplate Company the admission of infants to the factory is strictly 
forbidden. but difficulty has been experienced in enforcing this rule. particularly 
in the case of women workers who are unable to leave their children at home. A rest 
shed has, therefore. been provided where women can leave their small infants. - But 
older children get into works on occasions and have to be turned ou't. 

83. IIniIabiliIy of BegulaIionJ for Women'. Work. -
The local Government have no points to raise. The question of the employmedt 

of WOIneI!' before and after childbirth has been touched upon in answer to question (28) 

85. Double Employment of Children. 
So far as information is ava.ila.ble. there is no reasoo to suppose that this takes 

place. 

87. Enent of .. Blind Alley " Emp\oyment. 
So tar as is known there is no n blind alley" employment. There are two classes 

of boys employed to whom the term might apply :-(0) Boys who used to go down 
the mines. carrying the lamps of managers and assistant managers. These boys used 
to have chances of training on into efficient sardars. They are still emplOyed. 
though they now do not go down the mine; it is reported, however. that they 
obtain employment as chaprasis or i f they decide. when of legal age to go down the 
mine are likely still to have a chance of becoming certificated. sa.rdars. (b) OffiC!! 
boys.-Messrs. Tau', Iron and Steel Company report that all office boys. as they 
grow up, are absorbed in various parts of the works establishment. Some of them 
who attend the night school become sufficiently educated to assist in the office. 
others go into the works. while some become chaprasis and peons. In smaller 
estabJ!sbments office boys are probably similarly absorbed. 

89. Work of Women and ChiIdr6n in Factories .. cit Subject to Aet. 
(i) and (ii) The use made hy the local Government of section 2 (3) Ib) of the Act 

has already been referred to in answer to question (62-A). 
In the mica splitting factories which are not snbject to the Act and in which no 

mechanical power is employed, the conditions of work of women and children are 
suitable. The work is light. hours are not excessive, and factory conditions are 
generally healthy. It may perhaps be DmM that educational facilities are not 
provided for children working in such factories. but eveD if they were provided they 
would probably not be utilised. In Messrs. Christien's mica splitting factory at 
Lokai (unregistered) there were on 23rd August, 1929. about 400 persons working 
of whom 69·86 per eent. were adults. 28·19 per cent. were boys. and 2·45 per cent. 
girls. 

B.-MINES. 
90. Effect of Act of 1928. 
Suitability of eerlijicali ... provisi ..... -(.) It was argued by many that when 

children were taken out of the mine the women would not go down. but this argument 
is not found to have been correct. As far as any labour left the mine f01' this reason 
the amount was insignificant. 

(b) The provisions for certifi~tion appear to be quite suitable but are rarely 
put into operation as managers have always. at the request of the inspectors. ceased 
to employ any child about whose-age there may have been any doubt. 

9L EzcI1IIion of Wom ... from Min ... 
(i) The regulations are in accordance with the suggestions of the local Government. 

and the local Government have at present no reason to modify their opinion that 
these regulations are suitable. 

Coal _i1tt's.-There is a di1Jerence in opinion between the Indian Mining 
Association and the Indian :Mining Federation in the matter. The Association 
reports that the general ooncensus of opinion is that the regulations are suitable, 
but that they should be made applicable to open coal workings. The Federation~ 
however. states that the regulations are unsuitable and are likely seriously to disturb 
working conditions in the mine. 
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Mica MiHtls.-Tbe Kodarma Mica Mining Association reports that the regulations 
are not suita.ble to mica mines. and that it will be difficult to get sufficient male 
wor'kers to replace women~ and that the exclusion of women, i! considered absolutely 
necessary, should be gradual rather than all at once. The general manager of the 
Chota Nagpur Mica Syndicate considers that the total exclusion on short notice 
was unfair to the industry~ as no time was allowed for making the necessary 
arrangements. 

(il) Probable effect on indlf.Sh'y: Cosl Minu.-(a) Little, if any, effect will be 
apparent for 2 or 3 years~ aDd the large mine owners will introduce new methods to 
counteract the exclusion of WOl;len as the reduction proceeds. Practically all women 
working below ground are employed as coal carriers. and in 50 per cent. of -cases 
the coal could be loaded into the tub at the face. Miners will have to be taught 
to load their own coal at the faee with a shovel and it will be necessaIy for the owners 
to lay tub tracks up to the face, thought there is likely to be some difficulty felt in 
working seams which are of steep gradient. 

(b) In the weU--equipped mines. recourse· will be made to modem methods of 
loading coal by machinery and systems of working will be modi1ied to meet the new 
conditions. At some mines the difficulty will be overcome by recruiting male coal 
carriers. and it is noticed that already in the mines there are a number of male coal 
carriers. e.g.. Muhammadans from the Monghyr dist:rK:t. These Muhammadans 
work without their women. and though in some mines there may be no Muhammadans 
work::i.ng. in other mines there may be a considerable number, amounting. as stated 
by one manager in exceptional circumstances. to 40 per cent. At Bhagatdih, the 
manager estimates tha.t he has 20 per cent. Muhammadans from Monghyr working. 
It may be noted that in certain cases the Central Provinces and the United Provinces 
miner will load his own coal. Thus the manager of the Standard Colliery reports 
that if a Central Provinces or United Provinces miner was unable to obtain a loader 
for a longer period than one week, he would probably go back to the mine and load 
for himself in order to earn wages. He adds that in some bad places in the mine 
the women had been forbidden to work by the manager. and he had found it possible 
by inducement (which might consist of extra. payments or of bringing the tubs near 
the face) to get the- Central Provinces and United Provinces miner.; to load their 
own coal. 

(e) If meehanicalloaders are introduced and worked on a suitable system~ there 
should be little~ if any. material increase in the cost of production and the workers 
would be able to earn higher wages. 

(d) In the case of owners who are unable to equip their collieries wi~h machinery. 
there will be increased cost of production, as the miner will demand an increased 
rate to make up for the loss of his wife's ea.rning. 

(tI) One mine manager reports that difficulty may be felt in kee\>ing mines clear 
of slack (which will be a positive danger in repseet of :fire in depillarmg areas) as the 
work of clearing slack is almost entirely done by women labour at present. He. 
however, anticipates that the difficulty will only be one of transition and will be 
overcome in due course. 

Mica Mines.-Certain mine managers consider that exclusion of women will 
increase the cost of raising mica. Owing to the manner in which the mines are 
worked. it would be impossible to introduce improved methods of haulage6 and. 
therefore. women labour would have to be replaced by male labour. Previously. 
women used to be paid 4 annas a day. while the wage of the male is approximately 
8 annas a day. At present, however, it is stated that female labour is likely to be 
replaced by young adult labour which will be paid approximately 6 annas a day. 

It is also stated' by certain mine managers that the exclusion of women may 
cause difficulty in obtaining an adequate supply of male labour. Thus the General 
Manager of the Chota Nagpur Mica Syndicate refet'S to his figures of total employment 
in the Dharakola division in July. 1928~ and July. 1929. as shown below:-

Male. Female. Boys. 
July, 1928 2.276 537 709 
July. 1929 1,596 271 206 

and he argues that the smaller amount of male labour availa.ble in July. 1929, was 
partly the result of the exclusion of women, as pa"desi labour (i.e .• labour coming 
from 14 or 15 miles away) ma.y be unwilling to come to the mine because the earnings 
of the male member only are an insufficient attraction. 

(iii) EccHomic effect on W01'Re"s: Coal Mims.--At :6rst there is bound to be a 
decrease in the amount earned by the family unless the women can find work on 
the surface. As there will be- a. surplus of women for this work the rates may decrease 
but the opposite will be the case underground. The loss ca.n, to a certain extent. 
be made up by more regular attendance by the miner and if this actually results it 
would no doubt be a help to the industry. Where the work is mechanized. the miner 
who can adapt himself to this type of mining will be able to make up the deficiency 
as w:ith an increased output his earnings will increase. 
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The Indian Mining Federation. however, report that it is impossible for employers 
to make good the entire extent of the loss in earning of the women members of the 
family. and that it is unlikely that women would find remunerative OCCUpatio-ll in 
their village homes and~ therefore$ the Federation anticipates that a law standard 
of living consequent on reduced aggregate earning of tbe family is likely to occur. 

Mica Mitw.-Mine managers report that the earnings of a. family are bound to 
decrease. The women worker who previously used to work undergound in the mine 
will be unable to take up work in mica splitting factories, as such work has to be 
learnt when young-while a girl can ieam to split mica in six months, a woman would 
take two years and would never be very efficient. 

(iv) Spud of .... hMawal.-(a) The following figures show the percentage of female 
workers underground to male workers during the various months of 1929 in certain 
mines, as furnished by the collieries. 

P"" .... /ago of Females 1<> M aus U .. tlMgt'fJfm4. 

1 Jan. 1 Feb. I March.I April. I May. I June. 1 July. 

, 
Bhuggutdih .. .. 27·63 24·99 24·99 21·38 25·42 28·31 23·85 
Eastern Coal Company 4Hl0 40·00 40·00 42·00 40,00 40·00 24·00 

(Bhowra). 
Central Kurkend .. 32·20 27·20 27·20 25·70 24·70 25-40 16·40 
Ghuslitan .. .. 38-00 39·00 39·00 34-00 29-00 28-00 26-00 
Lodna ._ .. .. 40-55 40-15 41·96 36-90 35-30 29-90 21-40 
Standard .. .. 20-00 21·16 21·23 20-01 2j-52 21-95 17-28 
Kendwadih .. .. 39-00 43·00 39·00 41-00 41-00 35-00 24·00 
South BaIiari .. .. - 53-00 53-00 53·80 47-10 39-00 21·60 
Bararee .. .. 36-60 36-90 35·30 34·10 34-10 28-20 21·40 

At Pure Jharia Colliery the percentage of women underground was on the 
31st Decemher, 1928, 43-S per cent.; fer the week ending 9th March, 1929. 49 per 
cent.·; and for the week ending 27th July, 1929, 29 per cent_ The figures show 
that in a number of collieries (among those that have fnmished figures. Standard and 
Bhuggutdih ~ exceptions) there must be considerable alterations in methods. The 
efiect~ however. has not yet been fully felt. as July is ordinarily the month in which 
the number of women workers underground is at a minimum, as they are absent on 
planting field •. 

(b) Owing to the fiuctnation in the daily labour supply~ it is difficult for the 
management to be certain that the percentage of women below ground on any one 
day will Dot exceed the legal maximum. The manager of the Pure Jbaria Colliery 
reports that a daily percentage of women underground is impracticable. as there is 
a great difference in the attendance of persons working underground on Tuesdays 
and Saturdays_ . 

(c) The sP"Od-of withdrawal gives adequate time tn the industry to adapt itself 
to the new conditions. 

(4) In cases in which the percentage of women emplo~d is near the maximum 
some difficulty may be experienced by the management at each successive reduction. 
in deciding which miner is to be allowed ~ take his wife down the mine with him. 
The Indian Mining Federation reports that arbitrary discrimination in th.is matter has 
already given rise to serious discontentment. The difficulty. however. is not likely 
to be insuperable. 

XD.-WAGES. 

96.. PrevaiIiDg Ralel of Wag .. and EamiDp. 
A Minu,-(a) The amount of daily earnings in each important mining field in: 

the province for the year 1927 are given in the Chief Inspector of Mines> Report for 
that year at page 5. The reports of local officials for the- year 1928 show that there 
has been pmctically no alteration in wages in that year except in the mica mines 
of Hazaribagh, where a partial failure of local crops caused a sJight rise. It should. 
however, be noted that the daily earnings of a miner vary very considerably with 
individual dort and tba.t a hard Y,.'orking miner can earn very considerably more 
tha.n this a.verage wage. The earnings of a miner depend on the number of tubs 
raised. and the :figures given in answers to questions 2 and 64 show that the average 
number of tubs raised in a day'S work vanes between two and three. The figures 
of 6-75 and 8 tubs a day raised by the Partabgarh worker (shown in the statement 
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in question 2) probably indicate that more than one miner was engaged under .that 
token Dumber (though the -company says this was not so). but in any case it is quite 
possible for a miner to raise four or even five tubs a day with intensive efiort. 

(0) The contractors employed by the East India Coal Company, Limited, report 
that the average weekly earnings in the mines of that company are as-given below :-

Rs. a. p. 
C. P. miners. . • • 3 $ 0 to Rs. 4-8-0 
Ordinary 3 0 0 
Loaders 3 8 0 
Trolleymen 3 8 0 
Hookmen 4 0 0 
Line mistxy • . 4 8 0 
Lin. coolie •. 3 6 0 
Carpenters .. 5 0 0 
Machinemen • 13 . 8 0 
Drillers 5 0 0 
Loading coolies 3 8 0 
Shale pickers 2 S 0 
Women 2 4 0 

In this company~ in which the mines are worked Gn the contractor system. 
machine drillers are paid by the company. The daily wages of a machine driller 
are Rs. 1-12-0 and of their head men Rs. 2-4-0. 

B. F~.-A statement is given below showing the average daily wages of 
workel's of various classes in factories for the- year 1928. As. however. these averages 
are based on returns from rural factories where wages are low as well as from factories 
in large centres. such as J amshedpur, where they are high. they do not necessarily 
represent what the worker of average competence may expect to be paid. There is. 
therefore. included in the statement figures showing the wages ea.rn.ed in 1928 by 
operatives of the various classes in seven industrial concerns of varying types in 
the province :-

AUM"a.f1l!l! daily wag" i1l jadl'Jriu 4»nng IA_ jIIJIW 1928. 

~ 
Arthur 

TataIro ~ 
Sri Bu"'" 

~ 
TmpIate """"' ... Biharlji Dlnapur ~d 

~ and Steel Tobaa:o Company s_ Oil """ Company. 
Cmnpany. Cmnpany. of ...... Wocks. ~ Mill. ....... u-

pur. 

Rs. .. p. Rs.L p. Rs.. a. p. R&a. p. Rs.a. p. as .•. p. Rs.a.p. Rs.a. ... 
SfO~of1Abotu. • Charge:man of skilled • • • • • • • • 0 • • • · " 

0 • • • I • • • 2 
_k~ 

C~eman of un- I • • I • • I 8 • I • • • • 6 113 • • I. • • 7 • . cd worllrn. 

S.h"lled J.abmuo. 
Pattern maker 2 6 0 2 • • - - - - - -
&.fine driver. atA: 1 • 0 - - - - 01. • • 10 

S . -
tionary. 

Enrine driYel'~ loco- • 8 • - - • • 0 - - - -
mo~. 

F...,." .. .. 0 .. 0 I • • - ." • - • I. • • I. • -w- .. .. 0" • - - ." • - - - -
Fitter .. I 7 0 2 0 • 1 • 0 I 0 • - I 0 • • 6 • I • I. 
EJ~tridan :: .. 2 S • • • • - • 2 • - I 6U - -T=u .. I 7 • - I • • I 2 • - - - I I. 0 
Blw=\mnJtb ,. .. I • • - I • • 1 2 0 - I 2 8 - 0 .. • Mouldu .. I • 0 I • 0 1 • • • I. 

0 - J • • - -~lltU':: o- J • 0 I • • I , • I • • I • • I I. S - -
Bricklaym" or Mason I • • - ... • 1 • • - -. - -
Compo6itor •• .. I 1 • - - - - - - -

{'...slilltd l.aboNT. 
Male Coolie •• .. 0 7 • 0 8 • • 7 • 0 • • 0 7 0 • • • • • • 0 • • Femall' Coolie .. 0 S • 0 • • • • • • • • - • SI. C • C -
Child Coolie .. • • • • • • - - • • • - - -

N.B.-'IhcI Tm Plate Company report as thell'p:reva.iling wages rates somawl!at in u.eess of thOlle81VCIL 
For inst&Dc:e it is ltated that their daily wage for women coolies is annas 1 .and for male coolils aDDaS 9. 
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C. For ~e sake of comparison a statement is given below of the average rates 
of wages of ploughmen and carpenters in the various districts of the province. as 
they were ascertained at the wage census of Bihar and Orissa held in 1924:-

Districts. Catpenters. Ploughmen 

Rs, a. p. Rs. a. p. 
Champaran o 10 3 0 " 0 
Saran o 10 3 0 " 6 
MuzaHarpur 0 7 0 0 4 0 
Darbhanga " 8 0 0 3 0 
North Monghyr 0 7 6 0 3 3 
South Monghyr o 10 0 " 3 3 
North BhagaJpur 0 6 6 0 4 0 
South Bhagalpur " 8 " 0 3 6 
Purnea.. •. o 12 0 0 5 0 
Santa! Parganas o 10. 71 0- " 3. 
Ranchi •• 011 0 0 5 0 
Hazaribagh 011 0 0 6 0 
Palamau 1 6 6 0 7 3 
Manbhum 1 6 0 " 6 3 
Singhbhum I) 8 6 0 4 0 
Balasore o 10 3 0 4 0 
Cutta<:k 0 8 0 0 2 0 
Purl 0 8 3 0 6 0 
Angul o 10 0 
SambaJpur 0 8 I) 
Patna .. o 10 6 0 4 6 
Gaya o 10 0 0 3 6 
Sbahabad o 10 6 0 3 0 

117. lIt_1IlOll1t in Becent y ...... 
A. Mi_.-(il The rate per tub of coal raised before the wu was generally four 

and a half annas. It was raised during and after the war to eight annas or even 
nine annas and it has now dropped to a general average of seven annas a tub. 

(ti) The fluctuations in average dally wages in six mines in the Jbaria coalfields 
during the last six years are given in the statement below :-

Wages of Minel's. 

Name of Colliery 1 1923 1924 1925 I 1926 1927 1928. 

Rs.a. p. Rs.a. p. Rs.a. p. Rs.a. p. Rs.a. p. Rs.a. p. 
Jamadoha .. 100 100 1 2.6 149 I 3 3 I 3 9 
Bhowra. •• .. o 14 0 o 14 0 " 14 0 o 14 0 o 14 0 o 14 0 
Loyabad .. o 14 6 o 14 " o 14 3 o 15 0 o 15 0 o 15 6 
Lodna .. .. o 10 0 011 0 o 15 0 o IS 0 1 1 6 o 15 9 
Pur. Jharia .. o 14 6 o 14 6 o 14 6 011 8 o 10 6 010 9 
Bhalgora .. o 18 6 o 13 6 o 13 6 011 0 013 0 011 9 

This statement should. however. be read with the statement showing the variations 
in output of coal in tons per penmn employed in the same collieries which is given 
below:-

Outpu. of Coal i" T...., pw Person ... frloyed. 

Name of colliery I 1923 I 1924 I 1925 I 1926 I 1927 1928. 

Jamadoba .. 0·45 0·48 0·54 O·SO 0·81 0·82 
Bhowra .. .. 0·40 0·50 0·50 0·49 0·43 0·44 
Loyabad .. 0·48 0·47 0·46 0·58 0·54 0·44 
Lodna .. .. 0·S9 0·41 O·SO 0·55 0·59 0·58 
Pure Jharia .. 0·72 0·92 0:75 0·55 0·48 0·52 
Bbalgora .. 0·48 0·43 0·54 0·72 0·70 0·63 

These figures represent the output of coal in tons per person. taking into account 
all persons employed in the colliery during the year. such as miners. loaders. skilled 
and unskilled workers. both underground and surface as well as office staff, 

a. Fe:elori~;.-A ~tate~ent ~pil~ fro~ 1igu~ fu;n,ished by the chlef I~ctor 
of Factories~ showing the movement of daily wages in seven typical factories m the 
province. is given below :-



Supervf$ion of Skilled la.bour. UIlIkJlled labour. lAbour. 

Narne of Factory. V ..... Charge- C"- Bngine 
man of man of driver Fireman. G ........ Fitter. Turner. :Black- Carpenter. 8ricklayer Male Female Child 
• killed ""''''uoo low· em.ith. or ma.wn. OQolio • eoolJc. coolle. 

workers. Wl)rken. motive. 

.... o. p. .... o. p. Ra. a . p. RI. a. p . Ra. a. p. .... a, p. RI. a. p . .... a. p. .... a. p. RI .•. p. RI .•. p . RI. a. p. RI. a. p. 

192. 
• 8 

0 I 0 0 • 8 0 014 0 - 2 • 0 • • 0 • '0 0 I 8 0 - 0 7 • • • 9 0 6 0 Tata Iron and Steel WQl'Ia,{ 1925 • 0 0 I 8 0 • 0 0 0 .. 0 - • 0 0 • 0 0 2 0 0 I 8 0 I 8 0 0 7 • 0 • 9 0 • • J&I'lUIbedpur. 1928 • 0 0 I 0 0 - I • 0 • 0 0 - - I 8 0 - 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 

192. lIS 0 I 0 0 - - - I 011 I I 3 - - - 0 • • 0 • 0 0 • 0 PmtInsolar Tobe.or.o Co., ( 1925 • 0 0 I 4 0 - - - 2 10 0 I 0 0 I • 0 o IS 0 013 0 0 7 0 0 • • 0 • 8 Mon,sbyr. 1928 • 0 0 I 8 0 - - - I • 0 I • • I 8 0 I 7 0 01' 0 0 7 0 0 • 0 -
Indla.{ 1923 • • 0 I 8 0 - - I 6 0 • 0 0 • • 0 I 12 0 I 9 • I l' 0 • 8 0 0 8 0 -Ti(!;!Bte Co. .f 192' • • 0 3 0 0 • 0 0 0 .. 0 I 0 0 I 0 • I 6 0 I 0 0 I • 0 I • 0 • 8 • 0 6 • -!won. 1928 • 0 0 I 4 0 2 • 0 0 .. 0 o 14 0 1 0 0 1 2 0 I 2 0 I • 0 I • 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 -

Sugu Worb, Marhauta .• { 
192. 

• 10 
1 I 0 • - - - - - - I • • - 0 • • - -J925 212 0 010 • - - - - - - I S 3 - 0 e. 0 - 0 • • 1928 

• 12 
0 • 9 0 - - - - - - I 8 0 - 0 7 0 - • • 3 

Mm.{ 1922 2 8 • I 10 8 • • • 0 611 I 0 0 - I • 8 - - 0 611 0 S , -Sree Sihariji on 192& 210 8 , .. • - • 10 8 - 1 I 0 - I • 8 I 8 0 - 0 7 0 0 • • -Patna. 1928 8 5 , 1 13 4 - o 10 8 - I I 0 - 1 2 8 1 I. 8 - 0 8 • 0 5 10 -
Ri~ Mill, Dinapur .{ 192. I 5 4 , 0 0 - o 10 a - - - - - - 0 7 0 0 e 0 -192. I • • I 0 0 - 011 • - o 14 11 - - - - 0 a 0 0 6 0 -1926 1 • 4 o 10 8 - o 10 • - 0 8 • - - - - 0 8 0 0 • 0 -

192. I 8 • 0 8 0 - - - I 0 0 I • • 0 9 1 - - 0 5 • - -Artbur :Butler IUld Com.{ 192' I I. 4 0 • a - - - I 0 0 I 8 0 010 S - - 0 S • -peny. Muzafl'arpar. 192. 2 • a 0 7 0 - - I .,0 I 10 0 014 4 - - 0 8 0 - -
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The Tin Plate Company report that the movement in wages in recent years bas 
been upwards and give the following as their average monthly wages per head for 
all labour. 

1926 
1927 
1928 
1929, March, including bonus 

Rs. 
32·37 
31·58 
31·68 
37·8 

The oompany points out that though these figures seem to contradict the statement 
that wages have moved upwards. it must be remembered that in order to start up the 
plant the company had to pay higher rates than were warranted in order to attract 
and retain men aDd also to engage more men than were necessary in the hope of 
training them. None of these original men have been reduced and even to~ay the 
company reports that it is paying Rs. 2-8-0 for doing Rs. 1-8-() job. Men engaged 
after the plant was well started had to start at the bottom. and the introduction of 
the properly graded scale caused the apparent drop in wages in 1927 and 1928. 

98. Amounts .... t 10 Villages, 
The statement given below shows the amount sent to villages from July. ]928. 

to June, 1929. inclusive~ from :-(A) All post offices in the coalfields. Rs. 40,11,032. 
(b) Jamshedpur, Sakchi and Tatanagar post ollices, Rs. 28.39.366. (el GoImuri 
post ollice, Rs. 3.32,394. 

There is a drop in remittances·from the coalfields in November and again in 
June, In November it is due to the departure of labour for the harvesting and in 
June to the departure of labour for sowing. The only noticeable drops in the 
Jamshedpur and Golmuri figures are the drop in remittances in the intensive period 
Jamshedpur strike and. at the beginning of the Tin Plate strike. 

Generally. it is estimated that the miner in the minefields can save from 8 annas 
to Rs. 1.8 per week, and that this amount of money is generally sent by the miner 
to his home village. but this can only be .. rough figure. 

Il9. p"""ent In Kind and Allied Probl ...... 
(a) Practically no wages are paid in kind. though in some instances fooding is 

given in addition to wages. 
(b) In some cases arrangements are made to enable employees to purchase 

commodities cheaply by a system of permits or other means of guaranteeing to the 
tradesman payment from the wage bill~ but these are voluntary methods. Instances 
are given below :-

Indian Coppu C<WPMllticm allows its unskilled worlanen credit up to one-third 
of the weekly wage. 

Himgir Rampwl' Coal Company.-Facilities are given by the company to labour 
to procure rations at the bazaar held on colliery premises every Sunday. 

With the consent of the debtor and in his presence payments are occasionally 
made in part to creditors of emplj>yees. , • 

100. EEient and H.or of l'aJment tmongh Conbaclorl. 
In those mines in which the contractor system is in force. the miner and unskilled 

labour is paid by the contractor. though generally skilled labour is paid by the 
management. The contractor. however. is bouDd to. pay a more or less similar 
wage to that existing in the rem&in.der of the minefield; as otherwise the labour 
'Would not remain.. 

lOL lIIethocla of Fmng W_ 
lharia MiffiJ Fieltl.-There'is no recognized system by which wages have 

been fixed in the coalfields for skilled or unskilled labour and they are not 
standardized. 

I. FaeioriIs.-In general. wages have not been fixed either by negotiated agree~ 
ments or by any other means. Thus it is found that wages vary fairly considerably 
even in the same area, as the figures given below shO'Wing the rates 01 wages for 
(a) Tata. and Tinplate Company. which are both situated in Jamshedpur. and 0) the 
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figures of the Locomotive Works at Jamalpur~ and the Peninsular Tobacco Company. 
both of whom are situated in the neighbourhood of Monghyr, will show:-

Rates of Wages, 1928. 

Tata Tinplate Loco Works, Peninsular 
Class of worker. Tobacco Company. Company. Jamalpur. Company. 

Supwvisi ... of Lab_. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. Rs. a. p. 

Chargeman of-
Skilled workers .. .. <4 0 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 3 0 0 
Unskilled workers .. .. 1 0 0 1 4 0 - -

Skilled labour-
Fireman .. .. .. 1 4 0 o 14 0 - -
Fitter .. .. .. 2 '0 0 1 0 0 - -
Electrician .. .. ... 2 8 0 3 2 0 - -
Moulder .. .. .. 1 8 0 o 14 0 - -
Caspenter .. .. . . J 8 0 J 4 0 - -

Unskilled labour-
Male cooly .. .. - - 0 6 0 0 7 0 
Female cooly .. .. " - - 0 6 0 0 5 6 

2. In the sugar industry in North Bihar there is apparently no attempt made 
to fix wages for the industry. and wages vary fairly considerably between the 
vario~ concerns. 

3. Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company report that there are standard rates 
fixed by a Rates Committee for the various grades and classes of labour employed 
throughout the steel works. This Rates Committee is composed of certain depart
mental superintendents who are in close touch with the labour employed in the 
plant and with the nature of work performed by the various grades of labour in 
each department. . 

4. Indian Cable Company report that the rate paid is decided by the supervisory 
staff and is graded according to the efficiency. working conditions and services of 
the employee. The amounts paid to the sub-supervisory stafi' are rated by 
negotiated agreements. 

102. !luis of PaJment 'Of OVerlime and S1IDlIaJ' Work. 
Such information as is available is given in answer to question (55) (il). 

103. hIeDt of SIanIlardizaliOD. 
(a) Wages are Dot standasdized throughout any industsy. In the coallields the 

Chief Inspector of Mines reports that no attempt has been made to standardize 
wages though they are more or less uniform throughout the field. In the sugar 
industry there is no attempt to standardize the rates for the various classes of labour 
throughout the industry. 

(b) As regards standardization of wages for particular jobs in a factory. a question 
was raised in the strike at Tata's Iron and Steel Company in 1928. and the company 
now reports that standardiza:tion is carried out as far as can possibly be done in 
order to minimiz:e complaints which were frequently made that men when engaged 
are promised certain rates and eventually they lind that they get somewhat less. 
Under the standardization scheme each job is rated and every employee understands 
what his minimum and maximum rate will be in that grade and what he can expect 
when promoted from it to other grades. This has the advantage of rating all men 
doing the same work so as to yield the same or about the same remunera~OD. 
irrespective of the department in which employees are working. In the Indlan 
Cable Company wages are standardized for the same class of work. In thel Tin 
Plate Company wages are standardized where men perform the same kind of work. 
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with the exceptions that some mechanics who are particularly efficient receive higber 
rates than others and some old workmen are still receiving bigher rates than the 
rate of the job. 

104. Efteet of Wage Chang." on Labour Supply. 

1. Wage changes may be said to have practically no effect on labour-supplY9 
In the coalfields it is commonly stated that an increase in the rate paid per tub of 
coal raised is likely to be followed by a decrease in output. This statement was 
also commonly made at the strike period of ]920-21, when the Deputy Commissioner 
reported :-

. •• I tried to obtain some figures on this POint6 but the conditions vary so 
greatly from time to time and the factors which determine the amount of 
output are so many, that I could find no proof one way or the other. So far 
as I can judge, however, a sober and industrious man does not relax his work 
because he gets- better pay, but I should say that the tendency of the less 
industrious class is undoubtedly to work only when they require money and to 
be idle when they have money in their pockets, and to this extent a raising of 
wages means a lessening of effort." 

The Indian Minjng Federation reports that the raising of wages in 1921 by 
roughly 25 per cent. had the result that the average working daY" per week dropped 
from 610 4t. . 

The facts that :-(a) In some mines an increase in the rate per tub Taised OD. 

Monday is offered and yet fails to attract any appreeiable number of miners to 
work on that day. (b) all colliery manag .... consulted stated that 1m increase of 
rates per tub in the busy cultivation seasons would not prevent the miner 
leaving the mine at tllose seasons, seem to show that a rise in wages would Dot 
be followed by any increase in the labour supplYi as the labour works when it 
wants to and then only. 

2. The Tata Iron and Steel Company report that wage changes do not affect 
the company. There have never been any changes made by the steel company in 
the wages of its labour except to increase them. 

105. lllinimmn Wages. 
1. Unskilled labour is generally agricultural and turns to industry to obtain 

additional earnings to the family budget. The industrial wages of unskilled labour 
must bear a close relation to agricultural wages, and in order to attract labour to 
industry the wages paid must necessarily be considerably higher than agricultural 
wages. Thus, in North Bihar in the sugar factories casual unskilled labour is paid 
an average of Rs. 3 a week. whereas an agrie-ulturallabourer cannot command more 
than Rs. 2; but even so, in busy agricultural seasons the factories find a tendency' 
among their workers to revert to agriculture. In the colliery area there is no 
evidence that the rates paid are low, and there is little doubt the miner could. on the 
average. earn considerably more than he does at present if he was prepared to work 
more regularly. It may be noted that in the recent Jamshedpur strike in 1928. 
a demand was putfOIWard by the workers in the middle of the strike that a minimum 
wage of Rs. 1-2-0 a day should be 1ixed~ but this demand was not strenuously 
pressed. and no decision was come )0 on it 1U the final settlement. The local Govern
ment are of opinion that there is no ,necessity to 1ix by statute a minimum wage 
for unskilled labour. . 

2. With regard to skilled labour. DgUres obta.ined show that the rates vary even 
ill the same neighbourhood. The variation is quite probably the result of differences 
in the nature of the work done, though it is possible also that in the absence of Trade 
Unions a skilled worker is sometimes forced to accept a wage less than he is entitled 
to. The local Government are. however. of opinion that at present the conditions 
of industry and the rates of wages are not $Ufficiently established to make the fixation 
of a minimum wage feasible at present. 

3. The Jamshedpur Labour AssociatiODk however. considers that minimum 
wages should be fixed by legislation. with due consideration to standard of living. 
nature of work and climatic conditions. 

106. Deduoli ...... 
(i) An inquiry which was made in 1927 indicated generally that employers did 

not resort frequently to the use of fines, but that occasionally such fines were in1licted 
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for breaches of discipline. damage to plant. negligence of duty. disobedience~ etc .• 
but the amount of such fines was very small. Some instances of present Pl1lctice 
are given below ~-

Pen.i1CS1llar Tob4uo eompany. Mmtghyr.-Fines or deductions are imposed only 
for breaches of discipline. continued bad work or wilful damage. and then only when 
all diooiplinary m .... uTOO have fo.iled. There ""e .. 0 hard aJld fast rules. 

JMri4 Mim1tg SeltletJJMd.-The imposition of fines is not prevalent in the coal
fie1ds~ When fines are imposed on rare occasions they are ordinarily a punishment 
for breaches of discipline. There ean be DO regular or extensi.ve system of fining 
in the coalfields as labour is in demand. and therefore in a strong position and would 
be able to contest any excessive or unjustified ~g. 

Taltl Irtnt and Sleel Compmty used to infiict fines for {a} culpable negligence 
and. the loss of or damage to employer's property. (b) loss of nickel or bronre 
tokens issued for the puI'Pose of identification. but now report that fining as a 
form of punishment for delinquency has practically been eliminated, as can be 
seen from the following figures of the amounts collected in fines during the last 
three years ~ 

1925-26 
1926-27 
1927-28 

Rs. 
10.854 
s.o39 

334 

TAt Tin Plate Company.-Fining has been completely discontinued in the 
company since the beginning of 1928. 

T al41ttzgtw Fou7tdry.-As & rule no fines are infiicted nor are there any other 
deductions from the wages.. 

Indian. Cable Company.-Make no deductions or fines except that a man pays 
for any of the company's tools or properties that he loses. Deduction is only made 
in the case of loss and not for brea.kage or damage, and is considered by the 'Company 
to be essential to reduce theft~ 

Tbo Mica Mi .... at S.phi. B1t=khap .... 4 Chatkh ..... -At fust .. verbal warning 
is given to the workman. If that warning does not prove to bee1fective. the workman 
is only paid half a day's wages. In exceptional cases where the labourer is found 
idle several times in a. day. he is fined the whole day's wages. Such fines are not 
shown separately. but the attendance is not marked in the registers at all. or only 
half a day's attendance is shown to the credit of the workman as the ease may be. 

Lalpvr La& Faelory.-No fines are regularly imposed. but occasionally when 
workmen desttoy materials half the price is levied from them. 

Hindpiri Lac Faao",.-Fines workmen whose outtum is very much below the 
average and devotes the proceeds to rewarding good workmen. In DO ease does the 
fine exoeed 25 per cent. 

]atJa ~ Wmrks.-The system of.fining here is practically non-existent, and 
iI ever a fine is imposed the employee who is fined is allowed to redeem the amount 
of fine by subsequent good work~ 

Ad/"w BsUlw and Company.-No system of:fining is adopted, and the manager 
reports that experience has taught that where any man bas transgressed sufficiently 
to merit an effectual fine. it is wiser to dismiss him, for if a fine isinfiicted. the amount 
is invariably recouped by stealing or in other ways. 

SUCIW Factories.-Fines are not generally imposed .. 

Ric. tUfa Oil Mills.-Practice varies. In some cases, as in the Aryan Mills. 
Dinapore Rice Mill. Shree Bihariji Mills, Patna, fines are indicted for slackness and 
negligence of duty. In other cases, su<:h as Shree Das Rice Mills. Shri Mahabirji 
Rice and Oil Mills. Darbhallga. they are not. 

These instances seem to show that the extent of fining is very moderate throughout 
the provinee, and does not disclose any abuse of power necessitating legislation. 

(ill) UUlu~ ~f fi~-Fines ·are either" utillied f~ ~e charitable p~e or 
in some cases the worker is allowed to earn. back his fine by ~ood work on subsequent 
occasions. Instances of the manner in which fines are utilized are given below. 

Tala lrtns and Sial COMJulny.-Fines are utilized for hospital fund .. 

Peni"svkw Tob«eeo Compmsy.-Fines are credited to a special aecount m~n
tamed by the company and used for the relief of employees or their family in deserving 
case •. 

(SSO) B 
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Aryan Mills.-'Fmes are credited to a charity fund from which prizes are given 
to those doing good work. 

Sh,." Bihlzriji Mills.-Fines were paid to the local GflbShaJa. 

IndUm Ctlbk Company.-The money deducted is used to replace the article loot. 

eiv) After consultation with the local officials. who were almost unanimously 
opposed to any special legislation being undertaken and in agreement with the 
Commissioners of each of the five divisions of the province, the local Government 
fOImed the opinion in 1927 that the statutory prohibition of fines is not desirable~ 
and would have unfortunate results for the workmen themselves, while 80 far as 
C<?nditions in this province are ~cerned no special legislative measures of any 
kind are required to remedy or prevent abuses in the imposition of fines. There 
has been no change in the pcsitioo regarding fiplng. and the local Govemmeut are 
still of the same opinion. 

10'1. Periods of Wage PaJment. 
(i) An enquiry was made in 1924. and the results of this enquiry have been incor

porated in the Bulletin of Indian Industries and Labour No. 34. 
There has been no material alteration since that date. 
(n) Periods elapsing be'.... p."......,.-Generally there has been no material 

alteration'since the enquiry of 1924~ the results of which are also published in the 
same Bulletin. 

Messrs. Tata~s Iron and Steel Works, however. report that they have been able 
to shorten the waiting period for the payment of labour on monthly rates. Previously 
the company had reported that their monthly rated men who were mostly skilled 
were paid between 5th-18th of the succeeding months. The company now reports 
that all are paid genera1ly by the 12th and invariably by the 15th. 

(iJi) (I) The local Government are of opininn that conditions in this province 
are not such as to require legislation either for the regulation of periods of payment 
~ to prevent delay in payment. 

(2) The proposal for a weekly payment bill made by Diwan Chaman Lall was 
exa.m.ined by the local Government in 1924~ and it was found that the employers 
generally disliked the idea because of the increased cost in the economically unpro
ductive work of accounting, and it was urged that if the experiment was to be tried 
it shoUld at least be con1ined in the :first instance to mines and factories where. as 
a matter of fact. weekly payment system is widely in foree already. It was aiso 
found that weekly payment (where _Ilot at present in fon::e) was apparently not 
gen~d~bywmUn. . 

The manager of the Bengal Iron Company took a referendum among his staft' and 
found some 4,500 employees among the stafi in favour of monthly payment., while 
some 200 only desired weekly payments. . 

The J amshedpur Labour Association regarded the Bill with apprebension as 
likely to deprive the monthly paid staff of payment for holidays and other privileges 
and concessions which they now enjoy. . 

It may also be noted that in the terms of settlement that were offend by the 
Tin Plate Com~y Union befOre the 9trike the company accepted the workmen's 
desire to be p&1d monthly .instead ~ weekly. 

(3) No dissatisfaction with regard to periods of wage payment has ever come to 
the notice of the local Government. When strikes have occurred at Jams-bedpur. 
Jamalpur and other plaCes no such dissatisfaction has ever been expressed by the 
strikers. So far as the larger industries are concerned payment of wages is invariably 
made as soon as the necessary accountancy can be concluded. while in the smaller 
industrial COllcems no great delay occurs. 

In the mining industry the :figures on page 24 of Bulletin No. 34 show that there 
is no delay in the payment of wages by colliery proprietors, and in the Jharia coaUields 
wages are paid weekly. 

In the case of Tau's Iron and Steel ~mpany the Dumber of employees is a.pproxi
mately 29,000. of whom between 12.000 to 14,000 are paid weekly, while the rest 
are paid monthly. and payments are made by this company as early as possible 
(and the company have already reduced the waiting period since 1924p and are 
taking steps to reduce it further}. and it is state4 that it would be imprac~ble 
for a company employing so large a staff to comply with the proposed periods 
that were suggested by the Government of India m letter No. L.1391 of the 
28th July. 1926. 
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In the Jamalpur worl<shops of the East Indian Railway 15.000 workmen are 
employed and wages are paid monthly OD. the 15th of the sueceeding month, and 
at the East Indian Railway strike in 1922 no complaint was made by the :strikers 
with regard to the period of their wage payment. 

The Peninsular Tobacco Company employs 6.000 men. and wages are paid monthly 
not later than the lOth day of the month following that in which wages are earned. 
The company have stated that this sytem is best appreciated by their employees. 
and is more likely to keep them out of debt than payment for a. shorter period. 

(iv) Tnmmtmt of tmdtrinIB4u:itagU.-The local Govemment have little information 
on the matter. but are of opinion that cases of unclaimed wages probably seldom. 
arise in this province. The following reports from companies have been received. 
In Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company the unclaimed wages are ultimately absorbed 
into the workmen's pension and s;ratuity innd. In Messrs. Ewlt Indian Railway 
Company's workshops at J amshedpur unclaimed wages are paid on subsequent 
demand. In the Tin Plate Company it is reported that unclaimed wages are used 
as a charity fund entirely for the benefit of Indian workmen. and that a statement of 
unclaimed wages is available. 

108. lmI..btedn ... 
Jh ...... coalfi<ld.-Generallylabour is indebted to some extent to the moneylenders 

in the bazar. The extent of such indebtedness is probably not very large. The 
mine managers generally report that it does not exceed one week's wages. The 
extent of indebtedness varies. according to some mine manageIS~ with caste and 
social customs. Non-residential labour (e.g •• Santalis) as a rule does not borrow 
at the colliely. but residential labour. such as surface loading ooo~ e.g., Dusadhs 
and BAuitls borrow from shopkeepers and Kabulis. Skilled workers frequently 
receive advances from companies. but these are invariably repaid. One labour 
contractor makes the following report regarding the expenditure of workers: .. The 
Central Provinces labour (that is labour from the Central Provinces and the United 
Provinces) gamble most. All classes drink, the Dvsa4As being about the worst. The 
Central Provinces and Madrasi save most; they earn. more than ordinary miners. 
The Santalis appear ordinarily to be a saving caste, but they save probably to drink 
in their villages. • 

109. Banua and PmIlHharing Soh ....... . 
J Aana coal mines.-There is no profit-sharing scheme in the coa11ield, and the 

only bonuses that are paid are those paid to mineIS in some collieries for working 
six days a week or for loading extra tubs. Labour contractors also sometimes pay 
a similar bonus to miners who raise extra tubs. 

Fackwies.-The following companies report the existence of bonus schemes. 
1. MttS"'s. Tala's l~o" ana Suel Compmty.-There are various types of bonus 

schemes which are detailed in the Company's memorandum. 

2. MesSf"s. TaJa's Agrico Company.-Most of the actual production and finishing 
work is performed on piece-work rates. but a bonus scheme has been worked out 
for the non-production stafi by which those engaged on non-production work based 
on the output of tools. which can be bandled without any increase in. the non
productive labour force. 

3., Tin PI,. Company.-A percentage of salary is paid as a bonus 00 production. 
The percentage increases with the output. On the hot mills. where men work in 
crews, bonus is paid on the production obtained by each crew. The rest of the plant 
is paid the average of the hot mill crew's bonus calculated on individual earnings. 
This scheme was, however. only in force from the 1st March, 1929~ until the strike 
hroke out on the 7th April. 1929. 

no. AnnuafL ...... 
(i) Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company report that. except in a few cases among 

the higher grades of the supervisory stafi'. leave is availed of as it becomes due. and 
is in many cases overdrawn. 

Kuchwar Lime and Stone Company report that IOave is usually taken in short 
periods during the coutse of the- year. The clerical staff seldom avail themselves 
of the- full leave allowed: the total leave taken by other permanent employees is 
usually not less than the period sanctioned. ' 

]haritJ toolfield.-Unskilled labout' remain absent from work as they like. tIn 
the case of skilled labour they are apt to return to their homes on leave at least 
once a year. 

(530) B. 
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(ii) It may generally be stated that .. monthly rated" sta1f is granted an adequate 
amount of leave by its employer. In the case of H daily rated .. staft procedure 
varies. Where the work is more or less regular or organized~ it is probable that 
leave will be granted. if required. Where. however. a worker is able to absent 
himself at will, leave will generally not be granted. Reports .regarding the leave 
facilities granted are given below :-

Tala I, ... and Sial C~ .. y.-(I) All monthly rated employ ... are allowed:
(a' One month's privilege leave. five days' casual leave, two da.ys· festival leave 
Wlth pay only. all of which may be combined, and (b) six months'leave OIl half-pay 
or three months' leave on full pay after seven completed years of service. 

(2) Daily rated sta1f-
14 days' leave and two days' festival leave with full pay. 
Employees can utilize leave earaed on full ~ tn cover time lost by sickness and 

leave earned does not lapse if not taken. 

In th' Tin Plate Company.-Daily rated employees are only granted leave with 
pay fo:r two days' festival leave per annum. Monthly rated employees are 'granted 
14 days' :privilege leave. five days' si<:k leave, and two days' festival leave per 
annum With pay. 

T4latutga, Foundry.-Monthly rated men get one month·s leave with pay in the 
year. As attendance of daily rated. men is optional. no leave is allowed... Generally 
they atteDd regularly. but rare cases have. arisen when daily rated men have been 
replaced on account of their long absence and irregular attendance. 

Sene Valley PMtltmtl Ceme1ll Company.-The sta1i are allowed one month's leave 
per year and labour in accordance with the Mines and Factory Act. The amount 
taken by the sta1f varies considerably. 

KaJyanpur Li".. Works, Limiletl.-There is no standing rule. but leave to the 
extent of 10 days to a month is given during the year. 

Bengal 1, ... Comp" .. y.-5lDUed labour is allowed 17 days' leave on full pay and 
extra on special occasions. 

P ... j....ua, Tob..,., C-p.. .. y.-The factory is closed on the usual festival days, 
and 10 to 12 days' holiday is given as a matter of rnle dnring the Durga Pui" 
festival. and extensions to this period are allowed to those employees who have made 
arrangements to leave Mongbyr. 

jhariG coalfields.-No leave is given to ungkmed labour which' absents itseH 
when it likes. Skilled labour is ffequently given leave by arrangement with the 
management. the amount dependent on the length and approved nature of the 
eJ,lWJpyee's service:. . " ~- .. 

Ill. Ilesirabilily of Fair Wages CIauae ia Public CloDIraeIL 
The local Government are at present unable to express any opinion. 

XIIL-DiDUSTRlAL EFFICIElW!' OP WORKERS 

ll2. Comparative CbaDges jn Elllciency of Indian Worken ia _t y-. 

A. Factot-ies.-Most of the unskilled labour are recruits who have arrived from 
agricultural pursuits or rural areas, and are quite unfamiliar with machinery or 
factory plant or factory discipline. At first they are in strange surroundings, and. 
it takes them some time to get used to such conditions. Previously this class did 
not generally (though there were exceptions) stide: to the work for any great length 
of time and their efficiency was low. but in recent times owing to pressure on the 
land there is a greater tenderu:y amongst this class to stkk to the work and in so 
far as this has happened there is slightly greater efficiency. Semi-skilled and skilled 
workers stick more regularly to the work. and in course of time rise to the position 
of subordinate supervising stafi. and in the small industries these skilled men become 
engineers or mistris. It is stated that in this class greater efficiency is perceptible 
during re<::ent years. 

Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company state that in their opinion there has been 
an increase in the efficiency of Indian workm.en during recent years. but the labour 
turnover is still too great to state to what extent with any degree of accuracy. 
Labour unrest has. however. to a certain extent prevented the increase in efficiency 
which the company wo.uld otherwise have expected. 

A statement that has been furnished by Messrs. Tata's Iron and Steel Company 
for the financial yean 1923-24 to 1927-28 (tho ysar 1928-1929 was not a normal 
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year consequent on the disorganisation arising out of the strike) shows that the 
number of tons produced per man per annum has steadily increased in each year 
in the following departments :--- ' 

Coke ovens. blast furnaces (pig iron). 0een hearth (.teel ingots). duplex plant 
(steel ingots), new blooming mill, new rail. mill, mer<:hant mill~ sheet bar and 
billet mill. sheet mill. 

That there has been some reduction in the output per ton per man in the old 
blooming mill. the old ra.il mill. the old bar mill. while the production in the plate 
mill has remained more or less stationary. 

Indian Cable Co. report a moderate increase in efficiency. While the Bengal Iron 
Co. say that efficiency IS about the same. 

The Tin Plate Company of India report that there has been no change in the 
efficiency of unskilled workers or of such classes as fitters. machinists, blacksmiths 
or cazpenters who come to the company having already learnt their trade. The 
Ccmpany has also nat been working sufficiently long fo-r the apprentices who are 
employed in the mecha.nicaJ and electrical departments, to make any appreciable 
effect on the;r labour supply. In the case of skilled labour in this Company it isl 

however, reported that progress has been made and men have now been trained for 
all positions in the hot mills. and Indian foremen and instructors are employed" 
though it is still necessa.I'Y to employ expert covenanted. hands in jobs requiring the 
finer points of judgment in the hot mills. In other departments Indian shearers 
pickler.;. annealers, tin house operators and sorters are employed, and it is reported 
that little difficulty is experienced in training new men in a short time. There are 
no covenanted superintendents in the time office~ stores. mechanical. electrical. 
machine shop and traffic. etc ... which are all superintended. by local men who have 
risen from ranks. 

B. Coal Mines.-The Indian Mining Association considers tha.t there has been 
an advance in efficiency among the skilled 1abour~ but not in the case of unskilled 
labour. The Mining Federation considers that there has been no increase in efficiency* 
Various mine managers have formed various opinions--one states that there has been 
a general increase in efficiency, others that there has been no increase. and others 
tha.t the increase is only in the case of skilled labour. 

113. Comparative E8!cieney.of Indian and Fonign Worbn. 
It is somewhat early to compare the respective efficiency of Indian and foreign 

workeTS. The industrial system in India on modem lines is of much more recent 
date than in most other industrial countries, and except to a very small extent there 
is hardly an industrial class in this province used to industrial life and factory 
machinery. The home life of the recruit is quite foreign to modern mechanical or 
industrial conceptions, and at the factories the recruit has small opportunity of 
acquiring higher or theoretical knowledge of the plant he operates~ and his only 
knowledge is based on practical experience. NaturaJJy. therefore. as conditions 
exist at present the Indian workman is not equal to the workman in industrial 
countries in point of efficiency. 

Tam's Iron and Steel Company. who have experience of both Indian and foreign 
workers. state that they employ in relation to output a far greater number of 
employees than a similar works would in western countries. India is mainly an 
agricultural country, and the workmen of the iron and steel industry d:> not have 
the experience or skill of the workmen in those countries where the industry has long 
been established. Climatic conditions also operate to the disadvantage of Indian 
workmen. and the education, health, physique and standard of living generally are 
lower than is to be found in western countries, which adversely affects the efficiency 
of local workers. It may. howe-ver, be noted in connection with this company that 
the flgures funUshed in answer to question 11 show that the reduction in the number 
of -covenanted -employees has been accomplished concurrently with au increase in the 
average monthly output in tons. 

The Tin Plate Company report that the Indian worker is not so efficient as the 
European or American tin worker. In the hot mills. lOt'instance. they state their 
mills work on the double mill. three part system and carry crews of 42 men per 
mill. whereas on similar mills in the United States the crew number is only IS. 
In ]926 the Company employed 2.734 employees. excluding those who are not 
properly part of the work organisations. It was stated by the Welsh Plate and 
Sheet Manufacturers Association in their evidence before the Tariff Board that the 
total number of employees for a six-mill equipment similar to that of the Tin Plate 
Company operating three shifts and producing 36,000 tin plates per annum would 
be between 700 and 720. III 1927 (the last year .of normal working) the Tin Plate 

(530) E. 
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Company'. output was 43,191 tios of finished plate, and therefore the labour ratio 
of the Tin Plate Company as compared to that of the Welsh Plate Association was 
1 : 3. Since 1927 further improvement has been madez and the company now 
estimates that the ratio would be 1 ! 2-8. 

114. EsIenlIo wlllllh CompariJoDI are Ellecled bJ'-
(i) The frequent absenteeism of unskilled workersz to which reference has been 

made in answer to question 7, undoubtedly impairs their efficiency. even though a 
tendency is now noticeable for workers who have had experience in industrial 
concems to return to such concerns after periods of absence. 

(il1 Us< of ... .an ... .", (fu) comp •• aIi.o .ffie .... '?' of planl.-The'Chief Inspector 
of Factories reports that the arrangement of the factory plant. its working and 
sometimes the plant itself are frequently of an obsolete nature and mechanical 
transport or handling of goods save in the largest and most u~to-date industries 
is unknown. Efficiency and output oonsequeotly suffer. This. however. is not 
true of the larger and more up-to-date industries. for instance the plant in Messrs. 
Tats. Iron and Steel Company and in the Tin Plate Company is of a very modem 
and efficient type. and similarly in the case of many other companies. At the same 
time in the smaller companies there is undoubtedly CGDSiderable force in the remark 
of the officiating Chief Inspector 01 Factories that output and effici.ency are diminished 
by inellicieut plants. 

(V) PAysiquo, (vi) Heal.h.-The physique and health of industrial work.", is no 
worse than that of ordinary agricultural workers. a.nd is probably little if any worse 
than that of industrial workers in other parts, of the world. Neith~ of these 
points, therefore. should affect the companson in efficiency of Indian and foreign 
workers. 

The Tin Plate Company, however6 reports that in their opinion the average 
Indian physique and health is not 'as good as tha.t of foreign workers. 

(vii) Ed""aIi"".-The Chief Iospector of Factories estimates that fully 9S to 
98 per cent~ of workmen have no elementary education. The answers to questions 
dealing with education show that little is being done in the way of night schools. and 
unfil compulsory education is introduced, even if such schools existed, they would 
be little attended. In all industries lack of education is a serious handioap to the 
attainment of any great degree of efficiency. 

(viii) StaftdM.i o/living.-The Indian workman's diet is generally Dot suitable 
and produces insufficient energy for sustained eilort. It is, however. what be is 
used to. Until he is ed"ucated to appreciate the value of a higher standard of living. 
it will be useless to expect such higher standard of living merely from an increase 
in wages. . 

(ixl Cli_.-The climate undoubtedly affects adversely production. Reference 
may be made to the figures given for production compared with the number of 
miners employed for Loyabad colliery in answer to question (8) (iii). It will be SeeD 
that in August and September the number of tons cut per miner WOTking was con
siderably less than in the other months of the year. An enquiry was made from the 
company to try to ascertain the reason for this, but no reply has yet been. received. 
Unless there is any particular reason for the drop it may perhaps show that in the 
humid months of August and September the energy of the miller is reduced with 
consequent reduction in outpuc. . 

xrv,-TRADB COMBINATIONS. 
117.-(1) l!lzlenl of Organisation of EmplQY8rl. 
The following employers' crga.nizations exist: - (4) The Indian Mining 

Association-an association of owners of European controlled mines. (b) The 
Indian Mining Federation---an association of owners of Indian controlled mines. 
(el The Kodarma Mica Mining Association. (d) The Bihar and Orissa Mica 
Association. Giridih. (!I') The Bihar and Orissa Chamber of Commerce. (j) The 
Bihar Planters' Association-an association of Indigo planters and other planters 
in North Bihar. (g) The Indian Metallurgi<al Association. 

The activities of these associations may be said to centre rather in trading COD.~ 
ditions than in !aboUT conditions. though the committees of the various associations 
are always prepared to enter into communication with Government and furnish 
opinions on any matters ~ted with labour. 

There· are ~1so hvo ~iatioIlS 'of mine ~e"rs-the ~tion ~f Colliery 
Ma.nagers in India., and the Indian Mine Managers' Association.. 
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Iii) Bztent of ()rgaDIoalioa of BmplonoL 
Besides the registered trade unions, the only organizations of employed. other 

than railway organizations worthy of note are (a) Jamshedpur Labour Association~ 
and (b) Indian Colliery Employees Association. 

(4) jarKSMdpu,. LaboUf' AssocisliotJ.-This assOCiatiOD was formed in 1920. and 
was offered recognition by the company in 1921 on certain conditions, the chief of 
which was- that membership must be confined to the company's employees. As~ 
however. its promoters and secretaries were not company's employees recognition 
was not extended to it at that time. After 1922 the Association was reorganiz~ 
with Mr. C. F. Andrews as .its President. and was eventually recognised by the 
compauy. During the strike of 1928 the Association "was recognised by the company 
as the official mouthpie<:e of the men. though it had actually ceased to have any 
great inftuence with a large number of the strikers. The Association reports that its 
activities are directed to looking after the welfare of its members as regards their 
economic. social, moral. educational and physical development. 

(b) lndi.sn Colliery EmpltJyeu' .4ssocimi01l. JhMia.-This Association was 
-formed in 1920. and according to its annual report of 1928 now has a membership of 
approximately 2.000, of whom 1.500 are •• aetnal picks. and other miners," and the 
rest are the general office and outdoor staff of the collieries. 

All colliery employees and miners are eligible for membership of the Association 
and the affairs of the Association are managed by an Executive Committee of 21 
membeTS who are elected by votes at the annual general meeting of the Association. 
From amongst the members of the executive. one president. one vice-president. one 
honorary secretary and one auditor are elected for the year and there are also three 
paid permanent assistants. 

During the year 1928 the Association states that steps were taken to redress the 
grievances of individual members and other mine workeI'S in about 100 case~7 
were under Workmen's Compensation Act, 83 DOD-payment and irregular payment 
of wages, and the rest under miscellaneous heads. In the compensation cases, 
compenSation was realized and paid to claimants by contest in the court, while the 
majority of the other cases were- settled by compromise though some were rejected 
for want of proper groUllds. 

120. _vidnal Trade Unions. 
(ill) All t'egistered Trade Unions have now been recognized by emp.loyees.. The 

Jamshedpur Labour Assocla.tioD is also recognized by the employers. 

lilL Trade UniOlll Act, 1928. 
(i) Only three Unions have been registered up to date :-(4) The East Indian 

Railway Union. (b) The Labour Federation at Jamshedpur. (c) The Gulmuri Tin 
Plate Works Union. 

In the case of all these three unions the ex~utive includes a person or persons 
who are not ~nally engaged in the industry in which the members as a body are 
employed4 . . 

(it) As two of the Unions have at :present not been registered for a year it is too 
early yet to express any adequate opinlOD. on the efiect9 of the Act. It may, however, 
be noted that in the Jamshedpurstrike of 1928 the strike was under the control of no 
registered union. nor even of the Labour Association which is not yegistered. 

(iii) Possibl. AmmdmeJds.-The local Government havenosuggestiOlls to make.. 

XV.-nmUS'l'BlAL DISPUTES. 

lila. Estell, of Slrika aud LookoulL 
A statement is given below showing the duration. number of strikers. and 

maximum Dumber of peISODS affected for all important strikes (other than railway 
strikes) that occurred in the Province between 1920 and 1924 and for all strikes 
(other than railway strikes) that have occurred since that date. It will be seen tbat 
during this period no strike was reported from the Jbaria coalfield. There. was 
however, what may be called a .. strike period" in the Jharia. eoa1field in the winter 

( .... ) ". 
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of 1920-21. when there were a number of small strikes. These strikes were, however. 
of short duration and not very important. It was thought at the time that there was 
some risk of a general strike in the coa.lfteld. but such general strike never materialised 

Name of industrial concern. 

1. Government Printing. 
Gulzarbagh. 

2. Kumardhubi Iron 
Works. 

3. Tata Iron and Steel 
Works, 

4, Tin Plate Company ¢ 
India, Limited, Hot 
Mill Department. 

5. Tin Plate Company Cold 
,Mill. 

6. Shellac Manufacture. 
JhaJda, 

7. Shellac Manufacture. 
- Balarampur. 

8. Tata Iron and Steel 
Works. Open Hearth 
Department. 

9. Tata Iron and Steel 
Works Duplex Plant. 

to. Tata Iron and Steel 
Works Hot Mill and 
Shearing Shuft of 
Sheet Mill. 

11. Tam Iron and Steel 
Works Electrical De
partment. 

12. Tata Iron and Steel 
Works. Rail Finishing 
Mill. 

13. Messrs. Christien and 
Company Mica Split
ting Factory, 

14. Jessop and Company. 
Jamshedpur. 

15. Tata Iron and Steel 
Works, Jamshedpur., 

16. Tin Plate Works. 
Golmuri . 

Duration. 

lOth February. 1922 
to 

28th March. 1922. 
25thNovemher.l920 

to 
2nd December. 1920 

again 
3rd January, 1921 

to 
22nd January, 1921. 

19th September, 
1922. 10 p,m, to 

23rd October. 1922, 
6 a.m .• 

,31st' March, 1924, 
to 

6th April, 1924. 
3rd January, 1925, 

to 
8th January. 1925. 
6th August, 1926. 

to 
19th August. 1926. 
13th August. 1926. 

to 
28th August. 1926. 

2 houlS on 
11th April. 1927. 

Number 
of strikers. 

233 

1,000 

Maximum 
"19,OOOofwhom 
]4.000 resumed 

before the 
strike ended. 

1.000 

so 

500 

soo 

Maximum 
number of 

pe"""", 
atlected. 

317 

1.000 

1.000 

so 

500 

soo 

No information. No information. 

.. , 1 day~ .1927.- .. 'No"informatioD. NoinformotioJ'l. 

TUesday:. Friday. No information. No information. 
m 

December. 1927. 

17th Fehruary. 1928, . 1,100 . 1.100 
to 

lI3rd February. 1928, 
15th March. 1!l28, 700 700 

to 
25th March. 1928. 
16th March, 1928, 596 630 

to 
23rd March. 1928, 
4th April. 1928. 200 700 

to 
12th April, 1928. 
21st April. 1928. 17.500 -20.000 

to (inside (inside 
18th Septemher. 1928. workers). workers). 

6th April. 1928. 2,800 8.000 
.till progressing. 

• 9.000-10.000 persons (outside workers) were also affected. 
(iv) Loss to induswy and ftJOf'ms.-The Deputy Commissioner of Singhbhum 

estimates that in the Tata', Iron Steel Coml"'ny strike of 1928. the direct loss to the 
company was a crore of rupees while the mdU'eCt loss from general dislocation of 
business is not estimated. He also estimates that approximately the number of 
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working days lost was a million and a half and that. thereforez the men lost about 
30 lakhs of rupees. A subsidiary loss occurred to the Tin Plate Works where the 
company continued to pay wages for full-time though the amount of steel being 
received by them was only sufficient to enable half-time work to be done. The loss 
to this company by doing this is estimated at 2t lakhs. 

lll4. Conciliation and Afbilralion lIJachinary. 

(ll) Th'e district ~ffi.c~ while ~~g' an ~ttitude of ~ strici neu1:nwtir are 
always prepared to listen to both parties and to communicate if desired the view 
of one party to the other. 

Certain non~officlal gentlemen have taken considerable part in some strikes~ 
more particularly the larger strikes. and have been in some cases of. considerable 
help in bringing the disputes to settlement. 

(;) c.,;.erally fuJi opp;,rtunity apP...;. to be allowed for ;"'rki>eo~ to ;.w.,e 
representations. Though there has been among some employers a tendency not to 
receive representations from their workmen, unless such representations are presented 
by one or more of their workmen and not by outsiders. 

125. Trade Dispulel Ace. 
(6) The local Government have at present had no experience of the working of 

the Act and have therefore no points to raise in connection with it. 
(b) An application was received from the representatives of the workers in the 

Tin Plate Works strike for action to ~ taken under the Trade Disputes Act~ but for 
reasons which have already been reported to the Government of India, it was decided 
that it would be in the special circumstances of the case fruitless to take such action. 

1ll6. Atlilude of Governm."t. 
{i) T ()wMtis IYatie combinalions.-The local Government is always ready to consult 

such trade combinations as are concerned in questions relating to the alteration of the 
law or -conditions of any industry. and always carefully considers the opinion of such 
trade combinations. 

(ii) ..In COIUUetiMJ with industrial disputes.-The attitude adopted by district 
officials has been noted in answer to question 124 (ii). Government itself watches 
most carefully the progress of every industrial dispute. and makes all necessary 
arrangements for the maintenance of law and order. and for the protection of the 
individual in the exercise of his legal rights. As stated in answer to the last question 
the local Government has not up to the present made any use of its powers under the 
Trade Disputes Act. 

XVI.-LA W OF IllASTER AND SERV AlI'l'. 

ll!7. Efteel of Repeal of Workm.,,'. Breach of Conlraet Act. 
The Act was not in force anywhere in the province for a period of nine years 

previous to its repeal, and no difficulties have been experienced since its repeat 

ll!9. _ to which (l) Civil, (ii) Criminal Law is available and naed for 
enf""""" ..... 

No occasions are known in which Civil or Criminal law has been used for enforce
ment of any contract with a worker, and no figures are available regarding the extent 
to which the Civil law is utilised in the case of covenanted workers. 

1S2. BmpIOJllftl' and Workm." .. Dispulel Act: Is il DSOII P 
The Act is not in use in this province. 

XVII.-ADI'IIDIISTRATIOlf. 

183. Central and Pro_ Legialalmeo. 
The only resolution that has been moved in the provineial Council in connection 

with labour questions is that moved by La.la Baijna.th in 1926 regarding maternity 
benefits. which has been .discussed above in answer to question No. 31. 

135. Belali ___ Ceniral. and Local Governmenls. . 
The local Government bve no points to bring forward. 

138. AtlmiDiaIralive AulhoriliOl in VariOUI Gonmmenlo. 
There are no labour offices or officers.in this province.. 
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187. Uoell of DiII_cBI ill Law Of AdminiatraliOll ill Indian Slalel and B!itilh 
India. 

In the Feudatory States existing in the province there are no factories of any 
importance. There are, however, a certain number of mines: the h2ma:tite and 
manganese mines of Messrs. Bird and Company in North Keonjhar. the luematite 
mines of Mess",. Tata and Company ill Maycrbhanj. the Bism Stone and Lime 
Company in Gangpur, the asbestos qua.rries of Seraikela. the kyanite quanies in 
Kharsawan. and the Talcher coalfields. The political agent and cammissioner of 
the Feudatory States reports as follows regarding the conditions_ in these mines :-

Sajely.-Although the rules on the subject which are in force in British India 
are not in force in the States. safety precautions are observed on practica11y the same 
lines by Tau's, Bird 's, the Bisra. Stone and Lime Company and the Ta1cher Company, 
which cover over 95 per cent. of tbe total labour employed. The numbero! accidents 
is rare and compares favourably with the number .occurring in the Singhbhum 
district. Compensation under the Workmen's Compensation Act is paid by Tata's. 
the Talcller Coalfields Company and the Bisra Stone and Lime Company and probably 
also by Biro's, The Workmen's Compensation Act is in force in Mayurbhanj and 
Talcher. a'oo its spirit is obs~ed in Gangpur and Keonjhar. 

Hours of W01'k.-The hours of work in the Talcher eoal1ields and Messrs. Bud's 
manganese and iron mines are stated to be 56 hours per week. 

A great deal of the labour is employed on piece-work under which system workers 
are allowed to choose their own time and to rest as they desire. Where this system 
is not in force either the mines are closed down entirely on Sunday as in Keonjhar, 
or they a.re closed down early on the local matket days. 

Gene1'al.-The political agent, who also bas experience of the Singhbhum district. 
reports that from what he has seen in the Feudatory States he considers that there 
is no difference whatever (either as regards production or health of workers) between 
the Feudatory States and British India., and that in view of the fact that most of' 
the companies employing labour in the Feudatory States are also workillJ in British 
India. he is of opinion that conditions inside and outside the States are identical. 

·138. Acquaintance of Workpeople with Factory I,egielelioD. 
IIi the rural areas and in the smaller industries the acquaintance is very slight~ 

but in the industrial centres, or where the workpeop1e are better educated. a growing 
knowledge and interest in factory legislation is evinced. Under Section 36 of the 
Factories Act an abstract of the Act and the Rules thereunder has got to be affixed 
in a conspicuous place in every factory. in English and in the language of the majority 
of the operatives. 

138. pactory lnQoelion.. 
(i) (0) The staff consists of a Chief Inspector of Factories and one Inspector of 

Factories; the post of a draughtsmaD for technical work in the office was sanctioned 
last year. 

(b) The question of adequacy of staff was examined by the local Government 
last year, and it was decided to make use of Section -4 (4) of Factories Act to appoint 
10 sub-divisional officers 4x--ofjicio Inspector! of Fact-ories within the local limits 
of their respective jurisdictions, while the Additional Deputy Commissioner of 
Dhaobad has also been vcste"'with tlie pow.'" of Distrkt Magistrate under the. 
Factories Act. 

. . . . . . . . . . . ... . 
The main objects in appointing these additional Inspectors were :.-

(I) To make use of local knowledge. the lack of which often handicaps the 
regular inspector in his efforts in checking the periods of labour actually worked 
in tbe factory and the holidays actually granted. 

(2) To relieve the regular ins~ector to some extent of that portion of the 
work which does not require technical knowledge of constructional and industrial 
processes, leaving him freer to devote himself to the engineering side of his work. 

(c) The present staff is considered adequate. though it is intended to re-examine 
the question afresh when experience has been obtained of the revised exemption 
orders which have recently been issued, and of the revised factory rules which are 
being issued. It is expected that these revised rules a.n.d exemptions may bring 
with them an increase of work, but until the extent of that increase is seen, it cannot 
be known whether the a.ppointment of an additional inspector will be necessary. 

(il) UnijorfKity of adminislYation '" diff,.,ntt p,.ovinC8s.-In this province it has 
been found impracticable to insist on managers of factories holding certificates of 
competency. though it is understood that such certi.6eates are still requiIed in 
Bombay and the United ~vincea. In this province it is impracticable to require 
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certificates of competency for the following reasons :-(a.) Moat of the factories 
are small and unimportant. and are not such as would permit the employment of 
expensive and highly qualified managem. (6) The administration and supervision 
of such certificates in 200-300 petty factories spread allover the province would 
be extremely troublesome and would thrown an increased amount of work on 
factory inspectorate and would probably be not worth while. (&) The require-
ment of certificates would be extremely irksome to petty factories. and would almost 
amount to interlerence with their trade. It has, therefore, been considered that it 
would be impracticable to enforce technical qualifications in petty factories, and 
that it is unnecessary to do so in the case of large factories such as Jamalpur 
and Tata 's, since their own interests compel such factories to employ highly 
qualified men. . 

(iii) (/I.) The number of inspections b1 inspectors of factories is given in the 
statement below. As the various factories are situated througbout the province at 
considerable distances from each other. it is not possible to increase the numbu of 
inspections ;-

Number of Percentage Percentage 
Number of inspectiODs~ Number of inspec- of vists 

Yeu. registered .i.e .• number of tion to to regis--
factories. of factories visits. registered tered 

inspected. factories.. factories. 

1925 .. 242 189- 247 74·3 102 

1926 .. 242 186 291 77 120·2; 

1927 .. 255 115 189 45·1 74·1 

1928 .. 261 154 22() 59 84·3 

-
(b) The local Government are sa:tis:fied as to the efficiency of the administration~ 

They are satisfied that there is general compliance with the rules under the Factori~s 
Act, and that preventible accidents are being kept at the minimum possible figure .. 

(iv) (a,) The statement below gives details of prosecutions under the Factories 
Act during the years 1921-28 inclusive;-

Year. 
1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 

Number of 
Prosecutions.. 

7 

6 
2 
1 
2 
5 

(b) The number of prosecutions is small. As the Department was a nEW one it 
was at first the policy of the local Government to try to secure.c;omplianee with factory 
rules by co-operation with and advice to factory managers. and it was only in really 
obstinate cases that prosecution was undertaken. The iall in the accident rate in 
all industries other than the metal manufacturing industries shows that tbe policy 
has been successful; while an analysis of the figures for the seven years ending 
1928 for the province as a whole (expressing each class of accident classified under 
the causing agents as a percentage of the total accidEnts) seems to show that the 
kind of accident which prosecutions can most impr-ove by compelling simple fencing 
(i.e .• belts. pits, and mill gearing) are the least frequent of the a(:Cidents that occur~ 
and that accidents that prosecution is not much able to influence (i.e.~ fall.in.g: weights, 
hand tools and ~rsons falling) are amongst the most frequent accidents.. 

The accidents occurring from machinery of the industry are mostly confined to 
Tata· •• where the safety or dangeB of the industry are absolutely beyond mitigation 
by the kind of measures that can be enforced by prosecution. This point has been 
thoroughly diseussed in answer to question (45) above. 

(c) A further difficulty in prosecuting occurs (especially in the larger industries) 
in the difficulty of placing responsibility for aecidents. This is exemplified 1>1 the 
mixer crane accident (wbich is desuibed in paragraphs' and 8 of the Report of the 
Chief Inspector of Factories for 1928). . 

• 
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(d) The local Government are advised that Section 41 of the Factories Act 
overrides Section 287 of the Indian Penal Code, and are doubtful whether the penalty 
provided under Section 41 of the Factories Act is in all cases sufficient. e.g .• in a 
case where operatives' lives are risked by del.iberate disobedience of orders of the 
Chief Inspector o-f Factories. The point was considered in connection with the 
prosecution of the managing director and manager of a certain factory for failing to 
keep certain machinery securely fenced as required by the rules of the local Govern .. 
ment. and by order of the Chief Inspector of Factories. In his order the Chiel 
Inspector had stated that .. the machinery in the crushing shed is totally unfenced 
and is the most dangerous I have seen for some time. If allowed to remain in its 
present condition it will be- only a. matter o£ time before someone is killed." This 
was on the 20th January. 1926. On 17th February the manager bad reported that 
the defects had been removed. But on the 6th of May a. fatal accident occurred to 
a cooly in the crushing house as a result of quite inefficient fencing having been 
erected. A case was instituted and a conviction seeured with a. maximum fine of 
Rs.5OO. 

As there is no labour office in this province. the amount of statistics collected 
and prepared is not extensive. Such statistics as are published .in the reports ot 
the Chief Inspector of Factories. Chief Inspector of Mines, Registrar of Trades 
Unions are collected and published. The returns required under the Workmen's 
Compensation Act are also furnished and statistics compiled. Certain statistics are 
also collected relating to people engaged in mines that are not subject to the Mines 
Act. while reports are also received from Messrs. Tata Iron and Steel Company 
regarding the number of peBOns employed and the total production, and from the 
Indian Mining Association of the monthly totals of actual raisings aod despatches. 

144. Poaibility of Improvement in fiatiJli ... 
In connection. with the resolutions of the Third Intemational Conference of Labour 

Statisticians the question of the systematic compilation of statistics of industrial 
disputes and working class budgets was roruoidered by the local Government. With 
regard to the former the local Government decided that industries were not at 
present sufficiently developed. and that there were Da strikes or disputes af sufficient 
frequency to warrantsetting up a macbineryof the type suggested by the Conference. 
It was considered unlikely that any officer would be able to oollect necessary statistics 
from the employers' associations or unions withQut powers being given by legislation 
and it was doubtful whether employers, especiaUy in the smaller industries of 
this province, would either be able to or take the trouble to give the statistics 
accurately, 

As regards working class budgets the local Government consider that the collec
tion of a large number of accurate budgets of typical families OIl scales sufficient to 
insure accuracy in index numbers would necessitate the employment of a considerable 
staff under trained supervision involving an expenditure which might be dispro
portionate to the results; while OIl the other band. the employment of a small 
untrained ata.1I for the purpose <li workirtg on .. more limited scale would probably 
not make any material difference in the aCCU1&CY of the index numbel'S as at present 
maintained. 

Although the information relating to labour furnished to the local Government 
is at present not extensive. it is not considered necessary to adopt any methods for 
collecting any larger quantity of statistics. Fairly ful1 statistics are already com
piled for the two main industrial areas in the Jbaria coaJneld. and jamshedpur and 
the remaining industrial concerns are so scattered and of so varying a type that 
no result of value would be obtained from the collection of accurate statistics relating 
to such inStitutiOIlS. and those statistics already collected by the Factories and Mines 
Departments are probably sufficient for ordinary purposes. At the same time ~ 
absence of more complete statistics makes the preparation of a memorandum dealing 
with labour conditions in the province a somewhat difficult task. though in the 
opinion of the local Government the present industrial condition of the province 
would not in the ordinary course of eveDts justify the expenditufe of any further 
sums for the maintenance of a labour office to facilitate the coll«tion and considera~ 
tion of labour statistics. 

146. Balun of Speaial InvulipliODl CODdncted. 
(i) Inquiries for the purpose of prepa.ring index numbers showing the rise and 

1all in t~e COlIt of·Uving m Bland Orissa we", organized in 1922 and, have been 
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continued ever since. 'The methods adopted are given on pages 5-12 of Bulletin 
N.o. 7 of the Department of Industries.. Bihar and Orissa, and are summarized 
thus:-

I. Family budgets were prepared for six centres,. and the ratios of moneyexpendi· 
ture in these family budgets were taken as .. weights .. and used as bases for preparing 
index figures. These bases were multiplied by the prices current during the normal 
year at that centre (but as no one particular year could be called normal, the normal 
year was taken as the average of the five years ending 1914}. In this manner the 
normal expenditure of the locality was obtained and was assumed to be 100. Index: 
prices for subsequent periods are obtained by multiplying the bases by prices current 
in that particular period. The result thus obtained is compared with the normal 
expenditure already calculated for that centre, and it is expressed in the percentages 
for the basic period. taking the normal year as always equal to 100. 

2. Six centres were originally selected~ i,e .• Patna.. Muzafiarpur. Jamshedpur. 
Monghyr, Jharia<OaIlieldsand Cuttack. and subsequentIy in 1925 Ranchiwas added. 
Monthly figures for each of these centres are prepared and published in the Bihar 
and Orissa Bulletins. In the table below an extract from the figures is given showing 
the mean average at each.of the seven centres at which it was reported for the years 
1923-24. 1924-25. 1925-26, 1926-27 and 1927-28 :-

Centre. 1 1923-24_1 1924-25. I 192!>-26., 1926-27. 1 1927-28. 

1. Patna . . .. 159 163 162 171 170 
2. Muzaffarpur .. 160 174 163 170 171 
3. Monghyr ., .. 168 186 186 169 167 
4. J amshedpur ., 186 196 200 201 195 
5. Jharia . - .. 190 202 196 196 190 
6. Cuttack -. .. 133 155 159 159 151 
7. Ranehi -- .. - - 196 179 186 

3. It should be noted that the figures for each centre only bear relation to the 
normal expenditure figure for that centre, and do not bear any relation to the figures 
for other centres. 

4~ In 1926. in connection with the proposals of the ~nd International Con· 
ference of Labour Statisticians, the local Government considered whether the ngures 
of normal prices on which these index numbers are based were sufficiently accurate, 
and it was considered that they were 1!o1erably accurate lor the classes to which they 
relate. and might continue to serve for some time longer. 

(ti) The results are published in the U Bihar and Orissa Gazette." and are supplied 
to all important industrial concerns. They are used by Government departments 
in determining the comparative dearness of a particular locality and in fixing local 
allowances. It is probable that they are not used to any great extent by industrial 
wncerns for the purpose of fixing wages. 

Mr. H. E. HORSFIELD, I.C.S., RegiStrar of Joint Stock Companies and Trade 
Unions, BIHAR AND ORISSA, 

3. Since the introduction -of the Indian Trade Unions Act only three Trade 
Unions have so far been registered :in this Province, e.g.: (I) The East Indian 
Railway Union, Khasaul (Patna.). registered on the 15th March, 1928; (2) The 
Labour Federationk Jamshedpur. registered on the 28th January. 1929; and 
(3) The Golmuri Tinplate Workers' Union, Jamshedpur-, registered on the 13th April. 
1929. The East Indian Railway Union had 25.203 members (all males} at the end 
of the year 1927-28; the Labour Federation had approximately 15.000 members (all 
males) at the time of its registration, while DO figures are yet available about the 
last Union. i'hese unions do not appear to be working successfully. and the annual 
returns due from the two first two unions for the year ending the 31st March, 1929. 
have not yet been submitted by them in spite of repeated rezninders. 
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THE CHIEF INSPECTOR OF' FACTORIES, BIHAR AND ORISSA. 

In reply to your letter No. 250-XL.24.L.C.-dated the 22nd September, 1929. 
I have the honour to state that I have studied the preliminary memorandum of 
the local Government and :find thatl except in respect of the several points noted 
below~ the memorandum already includes the subjects on which I might suitably 
give evidence. and that I am in agreement with the opinions e:qnessed. 

2. In_als.-In the answer 50 (i) (oj. I agree that the workman', difficulty of 
obtaining the sort of meal he likes during the mid-day interval. often exists where 
the distance to his home is great and housing is not available near the factory. The 
possibility of factory dining rooms is, of course l obvious. but it is not so simple here 
as in Europe on account of caste- complications. There is at any rate room for con
sidering whether it would be practicable and fair to obligethefactory-ownen to provide 
(as some do) cooking facilities for such worker.!l~ 

3. Sui/Gbilily 01 R.gula/I ..... 101' CIJi/d ..... -In connection with No. 73 of tbe 
memorandum, I think that a distinction should be made between boys and girls 
in considering the suitability of regulations affecting children. I think there is at 
least an arguable case for making it more difficult than at present for girl children 
to eD,ter factories except in those industries that employ adult women upon industrial 
processes.. A boy entering a factory has the prospect of learning a sJci11ed or semi
skilled craft, but in general a girl has not. If she remains in the factory as an adult 
it will be as a menial. There are exceptions (e.g'$ the shellac industry) where women 
are employed in skilled or semi-skilled work. 

4 .. Further, regarding the employment of children. it appears to me that in this 
Province, whatever may be the ease in others, it would be advisable to c:onsider 
the question of the employment of children together with the question of apprentice~ 
ship. This is beyond the scope of an Inspector of Factories. and I have not gat the 
necessary statistical and other definite information necessary toenab1e me to say more 
on this subject than this-I have a very strong impression that state-aupervised 
apprenticeship system in the major industries would be to the advantage of both 
employer and employed-to the employer because the members of his labour force 
wC?uJd have definite crafts; to the employee because~ being better stabilised in his 
occupation. it would be good business for the employer to treat him better than is 
ever likely to be the case with transitory labour. As is stated frequently in the 
memorandum, the factory worker to-day has a foot in two worlds. An a.pprentice
ship which would put him definitely in the factory world, while good for the factories. 
might be bad for labour in a time of industrial depression, might in fact create what 
we are so far fortunately without, an unemployment problem. But from. the point 
of view of efficient factories and of good conditions for the factory worker while he 
remains a factory worker. it seems to me that one of the serious obstacles to improve~ 
ment is the rela.tive absence of the apprenticeship system. 

5. The occupation which is probably in the greatest need of apprenticeship. and 
in which 81?prenticeship 'Would, I think. yield the greatest results. is that of the 
factory engmeer, The matter .is not within the scope of the Indian Factories Act. 
but as a member of the Governing Body of the Bihar College of Engineering and of 
the Ranchi Technical School. it seems to me that some of the attention now given 
to training men for engineering degrees might better be expanded on training a less. 
exalted kind of engineer for wh~m there is, if I am right. more need in this province_ 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Mr. W. B. BREIT. I.C.S .. Financial Secretary to Government. Bihar and Orissa. 
The subjects dealt with are; I.-Recruitment. (6) Recruitment for Assam .. 

heads (i) to (v). 
The experience on which this memorandum is based consists of 21 years as 

Deputy Commissioner of RanCID. the principal recruiting district of Bihar and 
Orissa. I have no experience of conditions on the Assam tea gardens. 

(il I consider that a measure of control over recruitment for Assam is necessary. 
The aboriginals of Ranchi are in great demand on the tea gardens. They are an 
impulsive race~ easily persuaded and apt to take little thought for the morrow, a. 
~racteristic which is enhanced by their fondness for drink. For a great many 
years they have tended to become the natural pre¥ of non-aboriginals and of the 
lIlOre OOphlsticated meJllbers of thdr 0_ communities. :rbe two chief objections to , 
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an uncontrolled system of recruitment are (l} that a labourer who was sent to Assam 
and wished to return against the will of his employer would find it practically 
impossible to do so, (2) that labourers could not be traced by their relatives. 

It is the latter difficulty which comes chiefly into prominence in district adm.inisL~ 
tration. An aboriginal who disappears from his village and regrading whom th~ 
is no certainty whether he is alive or dead, is extremely likely to Jose the land on 
which his dependants rely for their living. Again, minor children. especially girls. 
tend to be recruited without the knowledge of their parents or husbands. Where 
the girl is married serious difficulties occur. especially among the Christians over the 
re-maniage of the deserted husband. Even under the present system I have often 
had to deal with cases where the bread-winner of the family has gone o1I to Assam 
leaving bis dependants destitute. • 

(ii) The existing system is based ultimately on the position that no labourer 
shall be recruited for Assam except by a person who (a) has recently ltorked on the 
garden- and (b) has personal knowledge of the intended recruit. Condition {b) follows 
from tbeproviso, in Section 164 of the Act. that it is a penal ofience fot any unlicensed 
person to assist in recruitment. Though abuses occur, partly through the desire of 
the sardar to earn more money by producing more recruits and partly through the 
attempts.of the employers to make the system give better results than it was intended 
to do. the system works fairly well and, given adequate su~ion. should mean 
that no one is recruited without an opportunity of ascertaining the conditions at 
first hand, and that the relations usually know where the recruit has gone. 

It must be emphasized that for the district of Ranchi, with its poor soil and 
increasing population, and liability to famine. it is of supreme importance that in 
times of difficulty, the population shall be able to find employment in Assam. 

(iii) The defect of the Assam Labour Board is that it consists almost entirely of 
the representatives of the employezs. Its personnel is almost identical with that of 
the principal recruiting organization. an arrangement which hampers its usefulness 
in the not infrequent cases where the views of that organization as to the forms of 
recruitment permitted by the Act run counter to those of the authorities who 
administer that Act. It is fundamentally unsound that a body of this composition 
shoulQ, have the power to interfere with the appointment of the local agents employed 
by the tIad. rivals of the principal reauiting organiJatinn. 

(iv) The sardari system is expensive to the employer. In ]927-28 the sardars in 
Ranchi recruited on the average 1·4 labourers each (excluding dependants). A fair 
proportion of the sardars abscond or fail to do any recruiting. 

The Act, with its rigid prohibition of a.ssist.a.nce by non-licensed persons, is 
exceedingly difficult to administer. The exact point at which assistance becomes an 
oHence is difficult to determine. For instance~ the use of propaganda by the 
recruiting agencies in connection with sardari recruitment is probably illegal. There 
has been a tendency to do the real recruitment through missionary and similar 
bodies and to employ the sardar as a ngure·head through whom the labourers so 
collected are enrolled. For a new garden the inutility of the sardari system is obvious. 

(v) In my opinion the sardari system is that which affords the least cbance of 
vietimization. It ought to ,secure, and usually does secure the maintenance of 
communications between the labourer and his home. To meet the requirements of 
new employers who have no connection with the recruiting district~ an alternative 
system should be provided, but the greatest care is necessary to secure that the 
existence of the alternative system does not impair the sardari system. It is necessary 
here to indicate that the sardat' is usually an ignorant garden cooIy. There are 
numerous agencies, sometimes of very undesirable character, which recruit labourers 
for places other than Assam. Once the prohibition against assistance by an unlicensed. 
person is withdrawn. the sardal will buy his recruits from one of these contractors 
and the whole sardari system will disappear. 

Consequently it is necessary that all the agents employed under the alternative 
system should be licensed~ and that the Deputy Commissioner of the recruiting district 
should have full power to cancel their licences on proof of misconduct and to suspend 
them. pending enquiry. on a reasonable suspicion that malpractices are occurring. 

It woUld be advisable to keep the two systems entirely distinct~ so far as the 
~tual recruitment is concemed, and to provide that the possession of a. recruiter's 
licence does not entitle a recruiter to assist in sa.rdari recruitment . 

. My reason for requiring that all the agents under the alternative system should 
be licensed, and not merely a few principals. is that in aetual practice such recruiting 
would be done through su~nts of quite humble ,status. Unless sueh per!knlS 
were licensed. it would be impossible to prevent the employment of labour contractors 
of the type which was responsible for the old abuses.. Though under- the present 
sardari system and the proposed alternative systelI4 recruits are produced before a 
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responsible registering offieer~ it is quite impossible for the latter to verify their 
antecedents unless he has .before him the person who recruited them in the first 
instance. Even under the present system it is common for recruits who have been 
recruited under suspicious circumstances to give an entirely iaJseaccount of themselves 
at the instigation of the sardar. 

• THE HONORARY SECRETARY, . BEHAR AND ORISSA CHAMBER OF 
COMMERCE. 

In placing its views my Committee b~gs to draw the attention of the Commission 
to the position of labour regarding sanitation and education.. Their effect on labour is 
lifelong~ and the remedy lies not in tinkering with it by having better sanitary 
conditions and educational facilities at the factories or in industrial centres only. but 
in improving the conditions in the villages, without which improvements at places 
of employment would not be of much avail. Such schemes. unless these be at areas 
where there are a group of factories or where individual factories employ a very large 
number of men, would be prohibitive for smaller employers of labour. and put a. 
heavy burden on them. 

The Government,. so far. has failed to bring about a satisfactory state of affairs 
in the villages, or to start any comprehensive scheme of improvement along these 
lines. 

The Government itself is a very large employer of labour in its railways. factories~ 
printing presses. mines, canals, public works; dockyards, and other places. So far as 
the Committee is aware, the terms and conditions of employment are not much better. 
than is the case with private employers. My Committee begs to submit that the 
lmprovements in the conditions of labour should be first brought about in Government 
factories, so that these may serve as examples and other employen compelled to 
foll.".. and labour will also see. the better conditions of employment. 

_1m0ll1. 

Most of the Industries in Bihar (except the Tata Iron and Steel Company and the 
coalfields) have their unskilled and a major portion of their skilled labour residing 
in the locality, within radius of two to three miles of the place where they are situated. 
Only a small portion of the skilled labour belongs to neighbouring villages or some
times to Bengal. The number of the latter is slowly decreasing as the loca.llabour is 
getting trained. 

A part of the labour, mostly unskilled2 lea.ves ·at the time when agrieultural 
operation is in progress in the villages.. . 

The recruitment in industries (other than Coal and steel) does Dot present much 
difficulty. except in the case of skilled labourers, as competeDt hands are Dot available 
in enough numbers as required in the province. This state of affairs is expected to 
continue until suitable arrangements are made for technical education here. 

Employment agencies do not exist nor has any effort been made to organi%e same.. 

11 .. _10",,0111. 
It is very seldom that skilled labour is unemployed 10r any length of time. It is 

only the labour which is released after the agricultural seasons that remains unem· 
played. There is also another big class of men, the products of the preva.i.ling system 
of High School education, who pass unem~loyed lives for many years after they leave 
their schools. in the hope of finding a clerica.l job in some Government or other office. 
and failing tha~ some take to patriotism or other pursuits. which barely maintains 
them. If the State makes some arrangement to provide for them a short training in 
some skilled trade which may enable them to find employment in the prevailing 
industries of the province. much useful work would be accomplished both to the 
advantage of these persons as well as the State. The opening of night classes in chosea 
centres giving theoretical training in technical subjects will be useful. 
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Stall Organization. 
The Managing Staff is generally selected from persons who have some general 

business skill OT employees having a general education. There is no arrangement for 
any commercial college in this province which is a long felt want. Out-turns of the 
newly started Engineering College are few and have greater aspirations as regards 
their pay than what can be offered by the smaller concerns generally found here. 
Their practical knowledge is nil of any particular trade. while they want more wages 
than a skilled wor.kma.n who generally has no theoretical training. 

The evolution of a Supervisor is a. matter of long perseverance and exceptional 
intelligence. He starts from the unskilled worker or apprentice. becomes skilled in 
course of several years to a decade. according as he attends to his work with care. 
and the degree of his intelligence. and if he happens to do exceptionally wen during 
these processes. he is then a supervisor. This time is only lengthened by the absence 
of primary education amongst the working classes. 

• It is .mostly a few skilled labourers and clerks (in each factory) who are drawn 
from outside the locality who require housing a.ccomodation. Outside workmen 
and office assistants generally live alone without their families and are generally 
allowed to live on the premises, or their quarters are a.TTanged for them in the 

. neighbourhood, failing it~ rent a.llowances are paid. 

No Government or other pub~ agency in the province has been heard to have 
cared for the en:ction of houses for industrial workers. Private venture is also 
wanting. 

The workers are satisfied with the accommodation provided or rent allowance paid 
to them. which is about 5 per cent. of their wages. For this they usually get an 
accommodation which is above the standard of their native houses~ except when in 
towns. where they cannot get so much open air. As the indnstries do not comman<.. 
very large capital, nor do they make very large profits, no radical action in this 
matter is possible. The State should encourage the employers by acquiring land 
near the mills and leasing it out to them on a long term hire purchase system for 
gradually erecting buildings of cheap but sanitary types. In addition to the above 
mentioned acquisition of land. concerns having a nett income of less than half a lakh 
may be encouraged by a provision in the Income Tax Act to the effect that all expenses 
towards the erection of quarters of a type approved by the Government shall be 
considered as regular expenses and shall be deducted before reaching the amount of 
assessable income, and also by exemption from Municipal taxation.. 

Heallh. 
23. No separate figures of mortality, adult or infant~ and birth rate, among 

industrial workers is available. 
Vlorking conditions are on the whole good both at work places and at quartenl 

provided. It is much better than the workers can :find in their native places. But 
owing to the lack of education among them in the elementary rules of hygiene, they 
do not take much care of their diet~ neither observe cleanliness.. 

Medical facilities are available in towns, where there are hospitals and dispensaries 
owned by the Government or local bodies, which they use. and in serious cases the 
employers makespecial provision. In mills situated far from towns. it is the Ayurvedic 
physician or the homampathic medicine box of the employer. that is usually to hand. 

Women doctors. trained midwives or dais are rare in this province and a beginning 
seems to have been made by the Government and local bodies. This want may only be 
removed gradually by a rapid process of female education and facilitating a.na.nge~ 
ments for train.ing intending Indians as midwives or dais in the local hospitals, 
receiving aid from funds of the Government or local bodies. 

26. Sanitary arrangements at work places as regards latrines and drinking water~ 
bathing and washing are fa.ir. Almost all the mills have got good weUs lor the use 
of the employees. Usually the employ«s in their qltarters a.rraDge for their bathing 
and drinking water from a neighbouring river or wells which are found in a.bundance 
eve~here. . 

27. Referring to the matter of health the following extracts deserve consider-
ation:- t . 

.. Public health with its two main functions of preventing disease and 
increasing the welfare of the individual is of fundamental importance in the 
industrial development of any c-ountry~u 
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U The recruiting centres of Indian labour forces are lor the greater part 
rural areas. where public health conditions are not a whit more advanced than 
they were when the etiology of all the important communicable diseases of the 
tropics was enshrouded in mystery." 

H Malaria. and hookworm infection are almost certainly the two most potent 
causes..of inefficiency," 

The above extracts are from the views submitted by Major F. Norman White, 
C.l.E.. I.M.S., M.D •• to the last Industrial Commission. Referring in the same paper 
to malaria he says :-

.. As has been indicated the general incidence of this desease throughout 
the country is a matter of grave moment to all connected with industrial 
enterprise:' . 

•• A large part of the relative inefficiency of Indian labour is due to removable 
pathological causes. U 

The following is the view of the members'·of the Industrial Commission (Report. 
page 191) . 

.. It is clear that the improvement of the health of industrial workers can not 
be discussed separately from the questions of public health generally, if only for 
the reason that a large proportion of Indian Industrial labour moves periodically 
from village to city and back again." 

The following extract from the Annual Report of the Public Health Department. 
Bihar & Orissa. 1927. may be considered. • 

U Vlbereas fevers, of which malaria is the chief~ are more prevalent in rural 
areas, where the facilities are greater for the breeding of anopheline mosquitoes. 
and where the economic condition of the people is frequently not so good." 

.. There investigations reveal a high spleen index. and indicate the prevalence 
of malaria in most districts of the province. Very little has been done up to now in 
the province to control and check malaria and evil eifects of t.his disease do 

. not appear to be generally appreciated. n 

Malaria in itself is not the cause of high mortality but by reducing the vitality and 
resistance of its victim it indirectly conduces to a high death rate hom intercurrent. 
or subsequent attacks of more fatal and virulent diseases. 

In addition. malaria. produces a disinclination to work the effects of which are 
more difficult to estimate. 

Later on in the same page the report says that the death rate from fevers is 
lS·4 against the total death rate of25-1 percent. in this province. 

On page 258 of .. India in 1927-28" in a diagnm> explaining hoW' eaeb rupee 
of expenditure was made in India in 1926-27 (Provincial and Central together) we 
fmd:-

Expenditure in military service 
Railways .. •. •. 
Education 
Public Health 

0·27 
1)·13 
1),05 
0·01 

It will be seen from above ,oo.t 5pP'uding of money by employers for medical 
aid and facilities at the centres of employment will not be of much benefit and it is 
necessary that the State should spend more money in Public Health. especially for 
the eradication of malaria which is causing so much havoc in the rural areas and 
thereby spreading infection and inefficiency among the industrial workers; and 
dissemination of education in elementary rules of hygiene and cleanliness amongst 
the rural. urban. and indu1Itrial population by means of magic-lantem lectures and 
cinema through the Department on a. more extensive scale. 

VL~uealicm. 

The problem of educatioo of present and prospective labour is connected with 
the general educati011 of the province. As the factories are scattered all over the 
province, and there are no industrial towns worth the name, and a! the small nnmber 
of the employees working in mills. as a rule. do not like to remove their family 
from the native place. any scheme of education near the factories is not expected to 
benefit the employees for whom it may be designed: the real need is a universal 
free and compulsory education throughout the province. The present state 01. 
illiteracy is appallingand the speed, at wlUch the work is going on, quite UDSatisfactory. 
In 1872 the liteTate8 numbered in India 9-2 millions and iD. 1921 they were 22 ·6. 
i.e., there was a di1ference of 13·. millions in 49 years.. 
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Taking the population same as at 1921. and takin.g the education policy same 
and the rate of increase in expenditure on education going on as it did from 1872 
to 1921 (wbich unfortunately is not hoped) it will take. by a plain calcula.tion. to 
reach literacy even to 90 per unto a little over 967 years. That is, to reach to the 
extent of literacy prevalent in many other countries by the present policy and rate. 
of increase in education expenditure. we should wait for the year 2830 A.D. Should. 
the Government be content with this or should it take steps to expedite things. 

The position regarding education of female population is worse still. 

• 

coat of Elementary Education. 
We have quoted before that out of each rupee of expenditure of the Central 

and Provincial Govemments together, education received 0 -OS. 
II Few will be found to deny that lack of education. especially among the masses,_ 

is one of the main roots of India's ills. social. economic and political. and that her 
comparative backwardness in so many spheres of human activity is traceable to· 
this ultinlate cause." (" India in 1927-28," page 362.) 

Therefore we are of opinion that a scheme of Compulsory Primary Education 
should be- formulated as soon as possible by the Government of India~ and taken in 
hand gradually by Divisions or other areas as expedient. 

Further, we recommend that Drawing and Physics be made compulsory subjects 
in all the classes of Middleand High Schools. For the Upper Primary classes Drawing 
be made compulsory. No reasonable objection is expected against the introduction. 
of drawing as it already exists in the High Schools though nominally. There is already 
too much literary or .. clerical .. education, it would but be a compensation for 
neglecting to build up a technical bent of mind of the students. which is necessary in. 
the interest of labour and industry and against unemployment. 

VU-Bafety, 

45. Most of the accidents in factories occur through the negligence of tile
workers. 

49. The inspection of the factories is carried on very carefully. and the employers 
comply with the suggestions and requirements with the least possible delay. 

VIII.-Workmen'. CQDlPensation. 
51. (v) There has been nothing which calls for compulsory insurance of com

pensation by employers~ and the smaller factory OwneIS should not be burdened with. 
compulsory insurance until more experience has been gained. 

lIoun.. 
57. There are certain industries here like the oil-milling by ghani system, in 

which the worker; though on duty for instance for six hours, has to work about four 
hours only. Such industries su:ffer much by the weekly and daily limit now in force. 
For such industries we suggest a schedule should be prepared and approved by the 
Government, after investigation by the Industry Department of the total time of 
actual work per hour during which the workers actually work and such actual hours 
of work be taken for purposes of calculating the hours of weekly and daily limit. 
instead of the nominal hours of attendance. as done at present. 

Unless the Commission is sure tha.t industries can afford to bear this strain of 
reduction in the hours of work. it should not make any recommendation in this behalf~ 
as it may likely result ill creating propaganda for such reduction. 

59. In view of the present circumstances of industry in the province. and the low 
education a.nd efficiency of the labour~ we do not think any reduction in maxima 
possible. . 

86. Owing to the regulation of child labour, we notice that employ.,. hav" 
begun to a.void taking children under 15 years of age. This is sure to affect the
training of labourers. as long as there is no arrangement for the compulsory education 
of children by the State. In the mea.n.time~ we suggest (i) that certification oi,age 
be made more easy, and every doctor holding M.B .• L.M.S .• or equal degree be 
declared competent to certifytbe age and fitness of a child for work in a. factory. and 
tii) the liability of an employer for compensation to a bona.1ide child a.pprentice be. 
abolished... These will improve matters much. 
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XIL-W-. 
97. There has been a general rise in wages owing to high prices since the war~ 

and there is no sign of return to the former level. 
99. We do not think conditions are such as to necessitate legislation regarding 

prompt payment of wages in this province. 

DIL EfftcienCJ'. 
] HI. Fot" the efficiency of the work&S. we think improvements suggested under 

the heads of Health and Education and an arrangement to keep liquor shops as far as 
possible (about two miles) from a mill or group of mills employing at least 100 
workers will be much helpful. 

Mr. ARIKSHAN SINHA. General Secretary'. the Bihar Provincial Kisan Sabha. 
District Muzal!arpur .. 

The Bihar Provincial Kisan Sabha represents the interests of the peasants and 
workers of Bihar. Labourers are drawn from agricultoIal classes. There is no 
special class of labourers in Bihar. Bihar supplies labour to Bengal and ASsam. 
Some laboure.rs even go to Burmah. 

L-Beanmment. 
1, The origin of labour lies in the poverty of the people. Those who have not 

got sufficient lands to maintain their family member.; take to labour and seek employ. 
ment in the agencies mentioned above. and a very large number go out every year 
to Assam and Bengal for employment there. (i) More than 50 per cent. of the 
labourers leave their homes temporarily and go out for employment elsewhere. 
(ii) Causes are poverty and want of sufficient work at home. (iii) No changes 
n<jticed in these years. Labourezs go out as usual for employment elsewhete. 

2~ Labourers return home after six months.. (i) Some come back after a year 
or two. They never lose contact with their villages. Their wives and clrildren 
remain at home, to whom they send their eamings by money ordeIS.. About 75 per 
cent. of the labourers who go out return. home after a year. 

• • • • • • • • • • • & • • • 

(iii) In my opinion the Government ought io create public employment agencies 
throughout India to meet the crying need of employment. As a member of the Bihar 
and Orissa Legislative Council 1 had drawn the attention of the Bihar and Orissa 
Government in 1926 to tackle the problEm of unemployment; but nothing has 
been done by the Government. We have got a very large number of educated 
people who are unemployed. The Government ought to take up this question 
seriously soon and try to remove it, otherwise much discontent will grow against 
the Government. The unemployed persons will be loyal citizens when they get work 
fur sup~g themselves and their family members. otherwise they will tum 
seditionlsts against the present 'YStem of government existing in India. There is 
already a. cry for Independence by young meo inasmuch as they hope that when 
India will be independent they will get sufficient work for their livelihood.. In my 
opinion the Government ought to start big commercial and industrial enterprises 
in India to meet the cases of unemployment. Indian boys should be taught skilled 
labour such as motor car making. match m.ak:i.ng. lantern making. and other such 
arts which are available to English. Japanese. and American boys. Industries based 
upon scientific improvements ought to be started . 

.f. Some labourers who go out to Bunnah or Assam do not retum home. They 
neglect their wives and children and take new wives at Rangoon or in Assam, and 
thus lose their cutes and are cut off from their families for ever. In my own locality 
many labourers went to Rangoon and Assam. Some died there. Some married 
Burmese women and became outcasts and never returned. Now we do not advise 
these people to go to Burmah or Assam, as their migration has made many villages. 
as so many deserted villages. Besides this the treatment oI labourers in tea gardens 
in Assam is far from satisfactory. They would like to starve at home rather than 
go to Assam for employment theM, on account of the brutal treatment meted out 
to these people by the tea planters in Assam . .. *. ~ ..... ~ .... 

6. Bihar supplies a large proportion of labour in Assam tea g&JdeDs. E""'}' day 
you will find Katibar Railway full of labour xeeruits for Assam tea gan!eus. The 
treatment meted out to the laOOURTS in Assam is most brutal and inhuman~ They 
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are not supplied with healthy quarters. no good drinking water. and consequently 
they catch ma.1arial fever and- kalazar fever and die like rats. The Assam Govern· 
ment does not care much for the welfare of the labourers. and the Bihar Government 
has never raised its voice against the ill-treatment of Biharl labourers in Assam. 
Labourers who come back from Assam tell very woeful tales about their treatment 
in tea ganlens. I bave no idea of Assam Labour Boord. but I would suggeot that 
there should be a· sufficient number of labour representatives on such boards to 
safeguard the interests oj the labourers. A few yea:zs ago many thousands of teia 
garden laboureIS left work in disgust and walked on foot to Chandpore~ and these 
took trains for their respective home districts. 

7. Unemployment is very keen in India. In England the Labour Government 
is doing its level best to remove unemployment because the British Government in 
England is responsible to the people. But in India the- Government is responsible 
to Done. and I doubt very much whether they are responsible to God even. • . • 
I am the President of the- B.B. Collegiate School. Muzafiarpur; aDd have been con
nected with school and college for more than twenty-one yea.rs. I find that the 
distress of unemployment is greater among educated people than among uneducated 
people. Uneducated people can earn their living by working as coolies. but educated 
people haJre no sources of earning livelihood. I would. therefore. urge upon the 
CommissjOJl that this is the most important subject requiring immediate solution. 

II.-lIId Orgauisalicm. 

is. N~ly~cent: per ·cent: work under the P.W. ~~en~ and' the iocal 
boAies are given to contractors. The railway company also gives a major portion 
of their works to contractors such as earth work and building works and bridge 
works. 

Contract system works throughout except in workshops and mines and irrigation 
works. Big contractors obtain contracts of big businesses and make a profit and 
give the work to sub-contractors. The P.W.D. officers exercise control over P.W. 
works and railway officetS over railway works, and similarly the officers of local 
bodies on their works.. In my opinion the contract system has got the effect ot
having a work done soon, 

m.-HousiDg. 
• • • • • 4 .. • • .. .. .. .. .. • 

22. Some cases of immorality have been heard in Assam tea gardens and in 
mining areas in Dhanbad. No such complaint has been heard either at Jamshedpur 
or at Jamalpur. By the employment of labourers on adequate wages better men 
will be drawn. and by their association moral tone may improve. The onlysuggestioD. 
that appears feasible to me is that women workers should not be employed in mines~ 
and if employed at all they should be given work separately. The owners of mines 
shou1d kee~ vigilant eyes on the morality of their men and women workers. 

IV.-Health. 
23. In rural areas the health of workers is generally good. They breathe pure 

air and drink pure water. and thus preserve their health. But the health of worken 
suffers much in mining areas. In Assam tea gardens labourers generally e&tch 
mala.rial fever and Kala-azar~ and mortality is greater there. 

• • 
(Ui) Conditions of workers at home in rnral areas are better. At workplaces also 

the general condition of health is good except in mining areas, where health suffers 
on account of underground work. (iv) Diets of workers are generally poor; but 
there is no surprise in it. India is a place of poverty. Here more than 50 per cent. 
of the people cannot get both meals a day in a proper way.. A very Jarge number 
of persons in India. sta.rve every day on account of chronic poverty. (v) Physique 
depends upon diets. If labourers get sufficient meals they will be physically strong. 
but if less nourishment and food they will be weak. 

24. I have not noticed. special arrangement for medical facilities provided by em
ployezs anywhere. There are medical hospitals at Jamshedpur. Jamalpur. and 
Dhanbad. They are run by local bodies and the Government. In other labour 
employing centres no such facilities exist. Labourers go to i::bese hospitals far 
treatment.. No other agencies provide medical facilities. 

, 27. (i) Such Boards exist only at Dhanbad and Jbaria to look after the 
general health of people in mining areas. In no other places such Boards of Health 
exist. There is some ofticial supervision here. (ii) There is no arrangement of 
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official supervision for indigo and sugar plantations inspection in North Bihar. I1 
South Bihar there is no indigo or sugar industries. (ill) In mill and other industria 
areas no such arrangement exists. 

29. Industrial diseases prevail only in mines and in Assam tea. gardens. I hav. 
already said that malaria. and Kala-azar prevail in Assam. Cholera, malaria and othe: 
tropical diseases prevail some time, but not always in the year. Cholera commenceJ 
from April and lasts till June. In some years it continues up to July. Ma.Ia.rU 
commences in North Bihar from September and lasts till December. 

3n. Sickness insurance is not practicable. (ill) I would suggest the engagemen1 
of Ayurvedic and Tibbi physicians at aU the industrial centres. Indian medicine~ 
will be much more acceptable to labourers than western. medicines. Besides t:1W 
the Indian medicines will be cheaper. I. therefore. strongly recommend that Vai<h 
and Hakims should be engaged to treat labourers according to Ayurvedic and UnanJ 
SysteIDS. . 

31. No scheme for allowing maternity benefits exists in Bihar. . . • In 1926. 
while I was a member of the Bihar and Orissa Legislative Council, this matter was 
brought up before the Bihar Council. But the Bihar Governmeot opposed this 
scheme on the ground that this was an aD-India subject and :fit to be dealt with by the 
Legislative Assembly. Although the motion was carried the Government-has done 
nothing in the matter since then. . . . (ill) I would. strongly support legislation 
on the lines suggeSted bY Mr. N. M: Joshl. and'oo the lind of tAe resblutioh adopted 
by the Bihar Council in 1926. 

V.-Welfare. 

3S. I'; J.",;upux' a mgh E';glish 'scbo~l ex;;... ~ and ~tron;d by'lbe 
railway company. Such schools exist at ]amshedpur and Dhanbad also; but 
what is most required is primary schools meant for workers and their children only. 
Some night primary schools should be opened for adult wo<kers and half-time 
workers . 

. 37. I am in favour of making provision for old age and premature retirement: 
so far as I know nothing exists at present. Something like provident fund system 
at Jamshedpur. Jamalpur, Dbanbad, Dehri on Sane and -other railway workshops 
should be adopted. But this system is not practicable anywhere else. 

39. It' is e~y d';'irabie ~t tb';" sh;,wd be a Statutory Mm..,,;. Weir.,.., 
Fund. 

VL-Edneation. 
• • • • • • 0 • • • • • • .. • 

41. There is no arrangement for Industrial and Vocational training for workers . 
. Of course. there is a Mining Institute at Dbanbad. but that is for training of educated 
men and for employment as officers in mines. There- is one Technical Institute at 
Muzaffarpur, in North Bihar. I have myself been several times in it. I have 
discussed the future prospects of students reading in that school with the tea.cbers 
of tha't school. They candidly admit that the future prospects of their students 
are dark and unknown. Necessary livelihood-eanllng arts are not taught in that 
school. such as, for example. iootor-Qlr repairing and fitting new motor-car.t. and 
other similar arts. In my opinion the existing arrangement is unsatisfactory. It 
needs much improvement. If the Government really wants people to be trained 
in such arts. then boys should be trained in J amalpur workshops and other railway 
workshops, and'should be taught how to make and repair railway engines and other 
necessary materials required for railway service. Some boys should be taught in 
the workshop of Messrs. Arthur and Butler and Co. in the art of fitting and repairing 
motor-ca.rs and other engines. 

42. If industrial edu·cation be given to workers. then such workers will earn 
higher wages and- remuneration, and with the increase of remuneration and wages 
the standard of living of workers wiD certainly improve. The standard of living 
of workers will certainly impTO\-°e. The standard of living depends upon the means 
of a person. If a pel'SOD is ill-paid he leads a very miserable and starving life. But 
if he is paid handsomely his standard of living is higher. I must frankly confess that 
the earning of average British labourers is much higher than ordinary educated 
clerks in Government offices and. therefore. the standard of living in England is 
much higher than that obtaining in India. It is too much to compare the standard 
of living of Indian labowws with those of British labourers. British Iabouren are 
adequately paid for their IaOOlU" and there is a large number of elected members 
of Parliament to look aft~r their interests. In India" labour has not got eleded 

re~~ti~ in ~1lW:f l~k ~ter ~.ir i~teres:s-
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IX.-Roms. 
A.-Ft1Ck>rUs. 

98 

55. In indigo and sugar factories. labourers genen.lly work for six hours for 
half-day wages. In special seasons they have to work for whole day, In that case 
a labourer has to work for ten houtS .. day. But in cigar and Indian liquor factories 
labourers have to work for the whole day generally at the rate of ten hours per day. 

56. In indigo. sugat. and cigar factories. labourers have to work seven days a 
week. They have no holiday for rest. 

57. Sixty honrs' restriction is good from. the point of view of workers and it 
may not aifect industries at Jamshedpur or ]amalpur railway workshops. but it 
will. be impracticable in indigo and sugar factories. 

58. So far as daily limit is concerned there is DO hann if time limit is fixed for 
halJ-da.y work and whole-day work. but I must state that a labourer has to do 
nearly two-thirds wotk in balf-day time and for this he is paid two-thirds of the 
whole day. . 

59. There is no harm if reduction in maxima is made at Jamshedpur~ Jamalpur. 
in cigar jactory and in Indian liquor factory. but in other factories it is not a 
practical scheme. 

60. (i) In big workshops and factories generally two·hour intervals are allowed 
for meal times. (ill) Generally between 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. (iv) So far as I know 
no holiday is given in any factoJy. 

61. No rest day allowed. 
B~-MifteS. 

63 to 72. Generally. a labourer has to work for 10 'hours a day in mines. There 
is no holiday or rest day. I am of opinion that in mines a labourer should work for 
6 days per week and for not more than 60 hoUl'S a week. I would advocate the 
making of statutory provision in mines fixing daily limit~ weeldy limit, and holidays 
for the bene.ti.t of labouren. Working in mines is much more ditficult than in other 
factories and workshops. 

L-Bpecial QoeItiODl. 

A.-Fat1fJrif1s. 
• • • • 4 4 • • • 

85. No double employment exists in factories. 
86. There is no ammgement for training of young adults and facilities for 

apprenticeship in factories in North Bihar. No factory exists in South Bihar. 

B.-MiJlU. 

iu. ~ my ~ini~n w~en ~ould be ~~du~ fro~ wo~king 'in nilites. Under: 
ground works in mines affect the health and morality of women workenl. . . . 
Withdrawal of women from mines will not aifeet the industry but it may affect-the 
economic conditions of women workers. If women be allowed to- work in mines 
vigilant eyes should be kept on their health and morality. When these women 
workers are pregnant they should not be allowed to work in advanced stage of 
pregnancy and adequate maternity allowance should be given by mine owners 
before and after child-birth. 

XIL-Wagy. 
96. (i) Prevailing rates of wages in factories in North Bihar per day for each 

labourer was from 1 anna to 6 pice a day. but since the Bibar Provincial Kisam 
Sabha took up the question in 1918 the rates have increased.. Besides this the 
prOpaga!lda of Mahatma Gandhi for peasants and workers have brought European 
planters and factory owners to their sense of responsibility and so some factories 
now pay even at the rate of 3 annas per day. The same is the ease now with sugar 
industry also~ but the payment has increased only in some factories and in other 
factories low payment still continues. {til In agricultural areas, labourers are paid 
in grain. Both the whole-day and ~f-day labouren are given breakfast~ which 
is called in the vemacula.r Patti Piayee. that is for taking water. The rate is usually 
3 to 4 ehhattaks per labourer. Then the balf-day labourer will' be given 
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2 kucha. seers, that is one-quarter of a Pucea. Passed as wages and half a kucba seer 
food for meals. Thus the average earnings of a 'half-day labourer varies from 26-
to 3 annas per day. As for the whole-day labour a labourer gets !- seer for breakfast, 
1 kucha seer food for niid-day meal. and 3 kucha seers for wages for family members. 
This comes to .4 to 5 annas per day. But there are special classes of labourers 
employed by agriculturists. viz .. blacksmiths and maIIa.bs. The former is employed 
for making implements of agriculture. ploughs# and wooden materials for houses. 
and the latter are employed in thatching houses. These labourers are paid 6 annas 
a day besides mid-day feeding amounting to 1 kucha seer for food. 

98. Th; question ~f sending ~ounts to ~g~ aris~ only in the ~ of ~bour 
at Jamalpur and other E.I. railway workshops, and at Jamshedpur and Dhanbad. 
At these places labourers spend balf their earnings for their own maintenance and 
remit half their earnings home for their wives and children. 

Hm, In' works under P;,blic 'Works neP~ent ~ ~ Bowe,; and' also 
building and earthwork in railways it is contractors and sub-contra.c.tors who employ 
labourers and make payments. As regards extent I may say almost all works are 
done through contractors and sub-contractors. Labourers are paid from 4 ,a.nnas 
to 4i a.nnas a day. The effect of such payments is that the contractors and sub
contractors make large profits ont of the works done by laboureIs. 

• ~ • • • • 4 • • • • • • • • 

105. Minimum wages may be fixed in industrial areas and factories. but it is not 
practicable in agricultural areas where payments have been made in grain by 
immemorial custom. · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

110. Labourers are not p6rmanent servants. Hence DO question ollea.ve arises. 
If he-is absent he will not be paid for that day. No employer encourages leave for 
which he will have to pay, 

Ill. I would welcome fair wages clause in public contra.ct:s given to contractors 
and. sub-contraetors under the Public Works Department, Local Bodies, and Railways. 

XIIL-IadUJf:ria.\ ElIIoienC!' of Workw. 
112 and 113. Indian. workers have much improved in efficiency in industrial 

works. If Indian workers be- properly trained in skilled labour they can successfully 
compete with any foreign workers. 

114. In my opinion oomparisous are affected DOt by health and physique or 
standards of living. nor of climate, but by the opportunities to use scientific ma.chinery 
and plants .... But of course some education is necessary. In England primary 
education is compulsory. In India it is not. If any member brings this subject 
before any Council the Government of the day stands in-the way. Therefore the 
fault lies not with the Indian workers but with the Government. 

XIV,-Trade.< Combination. 

122, (ill) Th; Sta~ is 81j~ much indifferent and ~~pathetic ~wards Ia~ur ~ 
as the private employers. The State looks down with absolute contempt towards 
these labour and workers' organizations. Since 1920 the Bihar Government has 
never cared to nominate any representative of the peasants and workers to the Bihar 
Council. but on the other haDd. the Government has been nominating big capitalists 
and landlords as members. Unless and until universal franchise for adult persons 
is not introduced the cause of the peasants and workers will suffer much. 

XV.-IndUllrial DiJpulel. 
123 ..•. There was an upheaval among indigo plantation labourers in 

Champaran a few years ago. But for the first time the workers of Champaran ~ 
crushed by prosecutions and persecutions. In the second time Mahatma Gandhi 
intervened &D.d some settlement was brought about. By this settlement the workers 
of Champa.ran in indigo plantations have been to a certain extent benefited. By 
constant strikes and lock-outs there is much loss to industry and to workeIS also. · . ~ . .. ... ~ 

124. (vi) In my opinion there ought to be Industrial Courts, Trade Boards. and 
Joint Industrial Councils 88 they exist in other countries. There is no re&8Oll why 
these Boards and Councils should Dot be created for Indian workeB. 
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126. The attitude of the Government towards trade combinations and industrial 
disputes is wait and see. Unless there is an imminent danger of breach of peace 
the Government will not intervene. The Government intervenes only with Law and 
Order formula.. If the Government takes into its consideration the cases of millions 
of dumb and innocent workers then nothing is expected to happen. But when matter:s 
grow worse and the followers of Mahatma Gandhi intervene on behalf of the poor 
workers then the Government also intervenes and settlement is made .between the 
followers of Mahatma Gandhi representing the workers and the employers and the 
Government. 

ltVI.-Law ot ._ and Sonant. 
127. No effect has been produced by the repeal of Workmen's Breach of Contract 

Act so far as the interests of the workers are concerned. The repeal has neither 
harmed nor benefited the labouren;. 

132 ..• ~ . r· ha~ visiiecI all. ~ five' di~ions "at th~ fuvm~ of Bihar~ and 
Orissa. but I have not come aGI'OSS any use being made of the Employers' and 
Workmen's Disputes Act. 

XVIL Admjnjstration. 

133. So far as I know the Local Government and the Provincial Legislature has 
done nothing in this matter. Whenever this question is taken up in the Provincial 
Legislature the reply of the Government is that this is a central subject. During 
my time as a member of the Bihar and Orissa Legislative Council when labour 
questions were taken up by some Hen. non-official members, the reply of the Govern
ment was that this question should be dealt with by the Central Government. 

& • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

138. Workers are not aware of factory legislation. In my opinion vernacular 
translations of the factory legislation should be distributed among workers to acquaint 
them with factory legislation. 

139. -(i) So far as I know there is no staff of the Government to inspect indigo 
factories. In other matters it is the Director of Industries who inspects some 
factories. The staff for this purpose is not adequate. . • . (ill) The administration is 
neither vigourous nor efficient. In my opinion it is useless and not worth the money 
spent by the Government over it .... 

140. In mines at Dhanbad. there is an Inspector of Mines. There the staff is 
better than in ordinary industries and inspection there is much more efficient thaD in 
any other industrial centre. The reason is that there is always danger to human 
lives by working in underground mines. . . . 

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
146. Future developments of industries and the improvement of the conditions 

of workers depend upon the recommendations made by this Commission and the 
action taken on such recommendations by the Government. In my opinion industries 
should be better developed in India and should be helped and patronized by the 
Government and the conditions and wages of la.bourers should be adequatelyoimproved 
In foreign countries where the Government is responsible to the people it is the Govern
ment who gives aid to new industries and patronizes them, But in India it is im
possible unless and until the Provincial Governments and the Central Governments 
are made responsible to the people of India. This touches constitutional question. 
But it is necessary for the future development of India and Indian industries, So 
unless and until India attains self-government of the types enjoyed by the 5e1£
governing Dominions of Canada, New Zealand, and Australia. it is impossible for 
India to develop its industries and remove the long.felt cry of unemployment. 
Hence I would recommend the adoption of the Nehru report by the British 
Parliament . 

• 

KODARMA. MICA MINING ASSOCIATION. 

L-Ilecrnilmom. 
1. (i) The major portion of the labour employed in mica mines and factom,s is 

local. being partly agricultural and partly industrial. There is no great migration. 
2. (i) Loca1labour returns to their villages daily. The Purdesi labour returns 

to their homes about once in a month. (il) About 50 per cent. of the whole labour 
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employed is pennanent. The other 50 per cent. is partly agricultDTal and partly 
industrial. They only abstain .from working in the mines during transplantation 
and harvesting. 

3. (i) No definite methods of recruitment. 
7. (i) There is practically no unemployment in the Mica mining area of the 

district, Unemployment to a certain extent has been caused by the prohibition 
of women labour in the mines under Govemment Notification No. M..IOS5 of 1929 .. 
(iii) Allowing the same privileges for women labour to work underground in the mine 
as in the coal mines. 

8 •••• (ill) GeDeral absenteeism is practised more or 1 ... during agricultmal 
operations and after pay day: {a} At times wan~ of labour in the mines and factories 
is keenly felt due to cultivation, maniages and festivals. (6) Yes. seasonal (e) About 
three months and about Rs. 45. 

D.--8laIr OrIll\llilaliOll. 
"10. Every management or firm is divided into divisions with a divisional manager. 

The mines of that division are managed with the help of a number of competent 
persons. The manufacturing work is done in the factory of each firm. 

J t. From. the most capable in the staff. 
12. (ti) 1J>ere .. no ample fa.cilities .for promotion of workmen provided they are 

intelligent and willing. 
13. Very cordial. The general maoager of the fum can always b. approa.cbed 

by even the meanest of labour with ease~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
t 5. (i) Mica is given 0Jl contract for the purpose of splitting and cutting. Raising 

and sinking contracts.are sometimes employed m the mines. (il) Splittiogs are issued 
to sub-contraeton in some cases. (iii) Weight and quantity is checked. when the 
splitting is returned. (iv} Increased output of spllttings on the one hand and 
provision of work for many Pnrda women and girls. 

DL-BOIIJiDg. 
16. (i) Housing is provided by .mployers for Purdeshi labour (i. ... those coming 

from a distance), and quarters are provided for supervising and clericalstafl. da.rwa.ns .. 
and menials. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
18. (i and il) Temporary houses are built near mines far the use of the workers. 
(iii) They obtain their water supply from rivers and streams for washing. Drink-

ing water is supplied from weUs. 

IV.-Beallb; 
23. • . . (iv) Diet consists generally 01 me and daI and bread and mohua. mokai 

and cha.ttu. It is regarded as fairly wholesome. 
(v) Labourers both male and femalcoare g~neraUy of good physique. with a fair 

amount c$f power of endurance. . " . 
24. (i) One hospital' started and managed by the largest firm in m.ica~ in 

Domchanch. (il) There' is a Government charitable dispensary and hospital in 
Kodarma. where the mica mining firms make liberal contributions towards its upkeep. 
(iv) A midwi£e is employed in the local hospital. 

25. (i) Labourers used to fight sby of hospitals. but now are gradually acquiring 
the habit of undergoing treatment by doctors in cases of disease. (il) Very scarcely. 

26. (i) Unnecessary in mines but are provided in factories. (il) Pure drinking 
water is supplied. to the labourers from wells. (ill) In tanks. rivers and streams. 

29. (li) Th~ ~ :eeri~icai outbreaks' of cholera" in ~ ~ •. ~ge~ts 
for eradicating the evil and checking it promptly are not always satWactory. 

IX.-Honrl. 
A.-Factories :-

48 hours a week. working eight bours a day for six days in the week. 

59. ~ sbo~ld n~ I:te ~du~d. 
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60 (i) (a and b) As work io the factory is not strenuous no iotervals of rest .... 
needed. Work generally commences at 9 a.m. and closes at 5 ~.m. Labourers take 
their morning meals at home and. again in the evening. (n) Does not suit mica 
factories. (ill) Present system most suitable. (iv) One day in each week of seven 
<lays and 00 days of local festivals. . 

B. Mi-. 
63. (i) 48 hours a week working eight hOUTS a day for six days in the week both 

by custom and agreement. (li) Same as above; 54 hours underground and 60 
hours aboveground, including overtime. 

64. Six days io the week. 
65. Good, both on workers and on the iodustry. 

66. Maxima should not be reduoed. 
67. Suitable. 

69. (i) As work in mica. mines is not incessant. labourers automatically get 
intervals of rest after blasting. Miners or drillers get greater intervals of rest during 
removal of debris. (ii) They take their'meals during morning before starting for 
work and take tiffin during -rest intervals. (iii) One day in a week and also 011 
<lays of local festivals . . . 

X.--Bpecial QueoIions Relating 10 Women, Yoong Adults, and Children • 
..4. Factories. 

81. Not in force and not at all suitable. 

84. Children not engaged. (i) Nil. (ii) Minimum age thirteen years and maxi
Eumsixty. 

_ 86: Young boys and girls are taugbt to learn the work of splitting aod cuttiog. 

87. Instead 01 beiog dismissed they are promoted and get au increment on 
reaching full age. 

B. Mi~s. 

90. Good. 
91. Women should not be exc1uded. (i) Regulations for prohibiting the employ· 

ment of women underground in mines are not at all suitable. (ti) Employel'3 are 
having great hardship in replacing females with male labourers and the cost of 
producuo-n bas increased 50 per cent. (ill) Has caused unemployment amongst
women. and there is great hardship amongst them. (iv} Gradually. if considered 
n~~. • 

XIL-W_. 

96. (i) Skilled labourers in mines average seven annas a day. unskilled labourers 
(including women. girls and boys above thirteen) four annas a day. Male labourers 
in factory average eight annas a day. Female labourers in factory average six annas 
a day. (il) wage level is lower than in the industry. 

106. (i) No fines. 
107. (il Wages are paid br some Iirms weeklyand by some fortDightiy. (ii) Witbin· 

a week after completion 0 period of payment. (iii) Not required, (iv) Wages 
-can be claimed any time by labourers and are always paid. , 

J to. Leave taken on all local festivals and marriages and Sradh ceremonies. 
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XIV.-Trade IlombinatiODI. 
117. (i) An organisation of mica miners. under the name of Kodarma Mica Mining 

Association is in existence. The principal mica mining firms are its members. 
. . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . 
N.B.-Substantially the same information was given in memoranda submitted 

by-
The Ge""",1 Manager. F. F. Christien and Co .• Ltd .• Domchanch. 
Mr. F. Lethom. Superintendent, The Chota NagpurMica. Sindicate. Kodarma. 
Messrs. R. K. Sahana and Sons. Kodarma. 

FAJ'HER LIEFYANS, RANCHI (_00 by Dr. L. Van Hoek. S.J .• 
B'shop of Ranchi). 

The labour _of the Ranchi District is found chiefly in the tea plantations-in the 
country called by them Blwtan. i.e .• the tea gardens of the North of Bengal and 
also in Assam. 

Next in importance is the stream of emigrants leaving about October-November 
for Calcutta and the surroundings. Santragachi .. Howrah., Matiabruz. Titagbar. 
Serampure~ etc. They are in demand for earth work, garden digging and so on. 

A few go to. Asansol and Jamsbedpur. 
Some also go to do forest work for the Government in the Andama.ns, and othem 

go to the mines of Raipur in Ga.ngpur State. 
The labuur of Ranchi District is mootly uuskilled, 

L-BecruiIment. 
.1. (i) The last census showed that out of 13lakhs. inhabitants of Ranchi District. 

S lakhs were enumerated in the tea. gardens of the Dooa.rs and Assam. 
From September. 1928. to September. 1929. the Tea District Labuur Association 

alone received 23.000 for the Dooars. lS.000 for Assam. 
(il) The cause of emigration is poverty-the soil is poor and the pressure en the 

soil increases yearly so that want alone is the sufficient cause of emigration. 
2, (i) Generally. the labour comes back after one year, although about 3 per cent. 

leave the country for ever and settle in the neighbourhood. of tea gardellS-~ 
4. Family life often suffers from emigration-(a) Young girls. unmarried, are 

enticed and disappear among the mixed population of the gardens ; (b) Married 
girls aTe enticed by grand promises and are often lost to their husbands; (el Young 
men, the props of an old couple~ are taken away andleave their parents in poverty. 

6. Assam not proving as attractive as the Dooars. the sardar (recruiters) use 
sometimes illegal means to obtain labour. The greater distance of Assam from 
Chota. Nagpur and former abuses have contributed to render Assam less popular 
than the Dooars--a. runaway boy or girl'is easily found in the Dooars. but in Assam 
there is often no hope to discover runaways. 

Agreements are sometimes not signed in Ranchi but in the tea estate of Assam. 
This way of acting seems to diminish the freedom of the coolie--he might easily 
be induced to sign on for three years out of fear of· compulsion. The agreement 
should be signed before starting to avoid any suspicion of undue pressure. 

Young girls (married or unmarried) when recruited for Assam against the will 
or without obtaining the consent of the parents or husbands. are taken by devious 
ways to the depOt and are often Jlassingin the open with the sardar who may easily. 
under the circumstances. commlt immoral actions with these girls. 

Sometimes, too, the better to avoid pursuit and detection by the parents. one 
sardar passes cn his victims to·another and this one again to another (sardar) so as 
to render it difficult to trace the fugitives. 

It is a common thing for a sardar to change the names of his victims -and to 
declare them his near relations. When the girl or boy has reached Assam. the 
planters are rather loath to send them back. as by doing so- they lose the fruit of 
the recruiting expenses and have to pay the journey back. It should be made 
illegal for sa.rdars to supply alcohol to intended victims. No depOts should 
be allowed except in towns near a railway station: dep6ts not so situa.ted 
are not easily supervised and runaways or illegally recruited people cannot be 
recovered. 
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Inspection of depOts should be frequent and minute. even for the depOts where 
the Dooat labour is sent. ebe morality will suffer. A depot keeper should not be 
allowed to supply his recruited labour (men and women) With alcohol; for instance, 
one or two hundred coolies have to wait for a train, the gentle~n in charge orders 
his subordinates to fetch liquor. these force the liquor on the coolies. Then the 
gentleman, and perhaps his wife and children, come out and sit in the verandah, the 
coolies are fetched and made to dance and the gentleman enjoys their antics. Then 
the coolies are sent back, but better draw a veil on what happens at night. This 
incident is not supposed to be a general occurrence, but an. extreme example-a.n 
exceptional incident. 

(iv) No communication is allowed between the missionary residing in Chota 
Nagpur and the planters. so that the missionary cannot direct his intending emigrants 
on an estate where they will be happy and remain together. 

This is a great defect of the law. A missionary is bound to care for the moral 
and spiritual welfare of his people. and with the present Act he is not allowed to 
assist his people and is left helpless when their people are taken to different estates 
or to estates where the conditions will not sa.tisfy them or prove hannful to them. 
The result is not favourable to the Assam ~ industry, for the missionaries must~ 
under the circumstances, discourage emigration to.Assam. Not only does the Act 
diminish emigration but those who emigrate cannot do so without deterioration. as 
they often are left guideless. 

Sardars are paid too much and they gain their money too easily. Hence, some· 
times tbey do not care whether they actlegally ornot provided they receive their pay. 

Simple coolies are sometimes on leaving the plantation urged to become sardars. 
Money is advanced to them and if they do not return to the estate they are threatened 
with the police. Many coolies cannot resist easily the offer of an advance henee the 
obligation of recruiting other coolies should in no way be fostered on them. If 
they themselves ask to be appointed sardars then. of course, the case is different. 

According to the Act, un~ed girls of sixteen are not minors~ but if eighteen 
and married they are minors, since they require their husband's leave to be recruited. 
Unmarried boys and girls are considered by the aboriginals as minors. The Ad 
might perhaps be changed in this way: .. For the pmpose of this Act all unmarried 
young people are presumed to be minors. U 

(v) The Act need not be changed very much. It might be altered in such a way 
that persons truly trustworthy would be allowed to help in recruiting only the 
people well known to them. The recruiting for Assam if made too free will surely 
lead to great abuses; thereforeJ only a few changes should be made in the Act and 
lateran afew more if judged necessary. It is then suggested that certain trustworthy 
and responsible persons be allowed to a.ssist in recruiting. SardaIS would still be 
used according to the Act and the labour would be sent to the usual dep6ts. 

These chosen persons, quasi agents. would be allowed to correspond with the 
planters of Assam about recruiting. Then the quasi agents would send to the 
plantation a few intelligent men to work there for a short time and come back 
with a sardar's certificate. These sardars would be allowed to recruit with the help 
of the quasi agent the people in whose welfare the quasi agent has the right and 
obligation to take interest. This recruited !abotor would be sent to the nearest depOt 
by the sardars. The quasi agent should have the right to enquire from the planter 
about the welfare of his people. 

The granting of status of quasi agent would depend on the Deputy Commissioner. 
who might at any time, when reasonable cause offers, suppress the certificate of the 
quasi agent. The quasi agent would be strictly forbidden to receive any salary or 
commission. 

7. (il) (c) Unemployment as to the ordinary labour is due to the failing of demand 
for it. Many indeed would be willing to emigrate for six months or even for one 
year, if the salary were good, but the ofter is too great for aU to find work. 

The ordinary labour of Chota Nagpur is good at digging and forest work. Only 
great want or high salary will make them sign on for one or two years. Their attach
ment to their holding~ however small it may be. makes them dislike long term 
engagements. 

As it is, in many cases an exodus to the tea pla.D.ta.tious leaves -them with little 
real profit. They bring back money indeed, but much of it will be spent in buying 
the rice they did not obtain from their fields during their absence and in buying 
seeds for the next season~ The tea plantations provide them with a. ready means 
to tide over a bad season but do not substantially improve their lot either momIJy 
or financially. 

7. (iii) The best method to alleviate distress would be of an asrieultural kind, 
and is. therefore. outside the scope of this enquiry. 
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Anothennethod would be to givepettycontnu:ts of the Public Works Department 
to the labour directly. 

S. (iii) (e) Grogshops, if removed to a great distance from the pJaotatious, would 
not be the cause of time and wages lost. Leaving out the labourers who sign on for 
a six months' term and work hard-the others work in general not more than live 
days in the week. Were the grogshops farther away, they would work more. The 
majority of tea labour sign on for one year. 

IIL-IIouoing, 

16. (i) In tea plantatious the housing is good. (ii) Private landlords do not 
provide any for seasonal labour. but the coolies of Ranchi District who work in the 
Babu game"" around Calentta live often in leaf huts made by themselves. 

lV.-1IealIh. 
23. (il The mortality in the tea pJantatione does not seem to be higher than in 

Cbota Nagpur. 
2.. Iu the pJantatious the labonr is provided with medica.I help. Some .... tive

owned gardeus are said to be I ... well managed. 
29. (ii) The labour coming back from the smroundings of Calcutta, bring often 

with them Kala..azar and other diseases unknown in Chota Nagpur. ' 

V.-Wolfare. 
32. The tea planters offer a sehool _ to the labour, but I think many do not 

really desire the coolies to aecept the offer, neither do the coolies shown anyeagemess 
to accept it. 

IlL-Hours. 
D (a) Iu the tea. plantations the hours depend on the amount of work the planter 

<:an otIer. A strong man can finish 2 hajiris (tasks) in 5 or 6 hows; if work be 
available such a man would work S or 10 hours.. . 

m."":'Wagu. 
96. One hajiri is paid 4 annas; au industrious worker may finish 3 hajms in 

one day. except in the dry season. when the same amount of effort would mean a 
gain of abont 8 to 9 anoas only. . 

9&. Thirteen Jakbs yearly are sent bnme by money order in Ranchi District. 
100. Contrnctors should be obliged to pay in full the wages .. t1east once a month, 

and especially at the end of the work. Some promise to send by money order the 
amount of wages left over and do not send it. . 

RAI SAHEB DEVENDRA NATH SINHA, 'Vice-Chairman, District Committee, 
SANTAL PARGANAS, DUMKA. 

L-Beorolbnomt. 
I. (iii) Tho district of Santal Pargan .. is inhabited by a large number of aborigiua 

and semJ-aboriginal tribes. their proportion to the total population being over 
60 per cent. Peculiar laws and regulations have been framed by Government to 
induce these thriftless aboriginal people to keep them to their homes and not abandon 
their hearth and home entirely thoughtlessly. In spite of this. hOowever. we find 
the aboriginal tribes, notably the Santa1s, do go abroad in see:dl of labour. 

Besides this regular recruitment by the Association there are other private 
agencies who recruit labour for work in coal mines in theadjaoentdistrictsol Bunlwan 
and Manbhum and BirbhuDl. and their number is estimated to be between 3,000 
to 4,000; the people who take to mining being mainly Bauris-a low caste Hin~u. 
There is casual emigration of aboriginal labour :from the district ill connection Wlth 
jute and paddy harvest in B"';m, .. they call the part of Bengal where their labour 
IS in demand. Iu this, way also about 4,000 people go abroad, though for a short 
time only. \ 
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(li) In recent years, however. a change has eome upon the migratory people. 
The aboriginals of the district, who are generally thriftless, do not lay by anything 
in a year of good crop. The result is that in a lean year they have to borrow from 
non-scrupulous MoJtajatJS or Bamays$ who during the harvest sea.son take away 
whatever they could lay their hands on to satisfy the debts he had given. S<t 
practically tile poor cultivating aboriginal ryot linds himself in a. vicious circle of 
repaying in fat years what he borrowed in a lean year and in trying to make the two 
ends meet finds himself much in the same position no matter whether his Jands 
brought in a good or bad crop. Disgusted with life dependent on land that could 
not sustain him he natnrally turns his eyes to labour abroad. The tea plantations 
offer such people a good avenue for work. The tenns and conditions under which 
the plantations recruit labour, especially under the Labour Association, prove 
attractive. . 

The a.boriginal people are noted for their fecnndity, and for a. people like these 
pressure on the soil is liable to be very acute. necessitating a search for employment 
by members of a family who are unable to work remuneratively on the family holding. 
The aborigina.ls of the district, in fact, have in the past been driven to seek work 
in connection with paddy and jute harvests in .Bengal6 dock and building works in 
Calcutta, eoal mines and on tea estates; the volume of migration varying according 
to the necessities of each season. When there is plenty of food owing to bumper 
harvests, migration is small, but in seasons of scarcity the people literally clamour 
for labour. 

2 and 3. The system that obtains bocl in the Dooan and Assam may be called 
the Sard.a.ri system. Owing to this system being in vogue here a proportion of 
emigrants is constantly returning to recruit their relatives. These Sardars ca.n be 
taken to be an effective link between persons who have gone to the gardens and 
that of their relatives who have not. I have known of men who have gone to the 
plantations with a view to knowing things first hand and then if conditions there 
proved suitable to come back and take away as many of their relatives as are inclined 
to go. In many cases the whole family has migrated. The gardens, I understand. 
repatriate a large number of short or fixed term recruits from this district on the 
expiry of the term at the garden expense. The fact that so many of the people of 

. this district willingly go over to the plantations is a sure testimony to the conditions 
under which they are recruited and the sort of life they are required to live in the 
gardens. In the olden days. when the .A.,./ndi system of recruiting was in vogue* 
people used to suspect the intentions of all the recruiters ; ·the system that attached 
no responsibility to the agency that recruited labour became in course of time a 
byword for deception and intrigue. The very name of .A.rJnai (recruiter) still stinks 
in the nostrils. To maintain contact with villagers. what is wanted is & responsible 
agency. A person who recruits directly should. be known to the people whom he 
recruits, and the people under whose gu:ida.nce aDd oontroJ the recruiter works 
should be men of standing and position: exactly what we :find nowadays a.tQ.ong 
the Tea District Association employees of the status of superintendents. In fact. 
from the point of view of the labourer the Sl'Wdcwi system is in my opinion an ideal 
system-& system by which a person is recruited. by an individual who himself 
returns to the garden with the recruit and is responsible throughout for any fables 
or misrepresentations he may have perpetrated. ,The garden sartltw who recruits is 
of the same class as the potential recruit and is not merely financially interested in 
recruitment as would be a professional recruiter or the officials of an employment 
bureau. The system also whereby a local agent and a forwarding organiza:tion 
register the recruit and look after creature comforts in the way of clothing and 
food is calculated to give the intending emigrant full conftdence in his rotore. 

All labour recruited from our district is not done according to any :fixed 
principle. There are persons who come from outside the district and recruit labour' 
under false pretences just to get something out of the :firm or company that cares 
to employ them. To be effectively conducive to the good of the labourers, the 

,agency or organization whatever it may be, it should be responsible for its doing to 
a legally constituted. body whom law and public opinion can easily touch. It would 
have gone a good way towards the betterment of the lot of the labourer if all 
recruiting agencies come under some such bodies as the Tea District Labour 
Association. 

4. The recruitment of Ia.bour fur distant districts snob as Assam and Dooars 
certa.i.nly affects the family life and tends to lower the moral tone of the people 
who are snatched away from the family circles... Instani;es are not rare when husband 
goes away in search of labour leaving his wife in the village to be cared for by the 
parents of the husband or more commonly by the parents of the wife. If they\are 
young-the recruits are generally young able-bodied men~ fq.r they have to pass a 
medical test before they can be sent away-the wife plays the fool and the husband 
scents this OIl. return and the result is a rupture in the home. In spite of'precautions 
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being taken it is not uncommon to come across young couples in intrigue with each 
other coming to a. dep6t and describing themselves as husbands and wives go away 

. to the gardens. The extent of the disturbance is not negligible and can only be 
minimized by resorting to the practice of recruitment of family groups and avoidance 
of single male recruitment. 

The gravest evil results from the breach of this family tie and the presence of 
harlots. The victim of separation from the hosba.nd9~ in a small Santal hamlet. 
tends to lower the morality of the whole- people. Subject to social ban put upon 
her she defies openly the conventions of their society and contaminates the whole 
village by her presence. The sooner this single male recruitment ceases the better 
for the people and persons employing labour. In the same way when a woman goes 
to the garden single, which is very rare though. she is looked down upon by her 
community on her return and not finding her position enviable. begins to look upon 
morals as something she would like to maintain but others do not allow her to do so. 
She joins the ranks of her less fortunate sister whose husband had gone away. The 
Santals of the old type resent recruitment fer labour only on this ground. 

RAJ BAHADUR SARAT CHANDRA ROY, M.A., B.L., M.L.C., Vice-Chairman, 
District Beard, Ranchi. 

I. Origin of Labmw.-(i) A considerable IWgration to the labour districts takes 
place from the Ranchi district. 

There are three streams of migration, from this district. viz.; (a) Annual migra
tions to Calcutta and its suburbs and also to certain Bengal districts such as Rajshahi. 
MaIda, etc .• in sean:h of temporary employment, such as digging tanks. making 
embankments. working·in fruit gardens, etc., from November to March or April. 
when the aboriginal raiyats have no agricultwal work of their own at home. 
(b) Similar temporary migration to the tea-gardens of the Dooa... (cl Migration 
to Assam tea-gardens. 

(It may be noted that very few people from. the Ranchi district go to work in the 
neigbbouring coalfields of Hazaribagh and Manbbum districts. or to the neigbbouring 
industrial town of Jamshedpur-as the conditions of work there are not liked by the 
aborigines of this district who are accustomed to work in the open air.) 

(ill Causes of the above-mentioned three streams of migration: (a) and (b) As 
the aboriginal population (Mundas. Oraons. Kharias, etc.) depend for their sub
sistence mainly on agriculture, and as in the case of a large number of aboriginal 
families the produce of their nelds is not sufficient to maintaio. them throughout the 
year, the annual migration to the labour districts is considerable. Debts incurred to 
meet occasional ceremonial. expenses such as marriage. the rapid swelling of debts 
contracted on high rates of interest frpm usurious money-lenders. heavy' costs of 
occasional litigation. &tc.~ drive some aboriginals to migrate temporarily to the 
labour districts. Years of drought and famine necessarily add to the volume of 
migration. (c) Migr4tion 10 Assmn-Migrations to Assam. now generally on agree
ments for one year, are normally Dot popular among the aborigines. 

In many cases unscrupulous recruiters induce young men and women and simple 
unsophisticated families by false hopes of easy labour, cheap living and good prospects, 
to migrate to the tea-gardens of Assam. The recruiters sometimes ply their victims 
with drink to secure their consent. Not unoften young men who are in love with 
women (sometimes other people's wives) whom society forbids. them to marry or 
consort with, on pain of excommunication. are induced to migrate with their sweet
hearts to Assam under false names. Very few a.boriginaIs of this district voluntarily 
migrate to Assam with full knowledge of the conditions of work. net income. housing. 
etc.~ in the Assam tea-gardens. 

(iii) Since the abolition of indentured labour. conditions of labour- in Assam tea
gardens have improved to some extent; but such labour is yet far from popular. 
Temporary labour as tank-diggers, etc., in Calcutta and its suburbs and in certain 
other Bengal districts is getting more and more popular as wages are gradua!lY 
increasing and as the labourers are much better treated and can return home at wU.l, 
and the conditions of work are more favourable. Labour in the Dooani gardens 15 
prefe-rred to that in the Assam gardens as the treatment and conditions are report~ 
to be much better than in the Assam gardens. 
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2. Comaa ",ilh Villages.-(i) E.riotot anti fr"lfU1tCJ! of .......... -Those who go to 
Calcutta and other Bengal districts for temporary laOOU1' return. home in March or 
thereabouts after a stay of aUt months Qr less. They generally go in company with 
other fellow-villagers or tribe-fellows and relatives and thus even when temporarily 
away from their villages. they are hardly cut oft from the social moorings of their 
native land. 

Most of those who migrate to Assam generally return home as soon as they can 
get free, and would hardly think of going back again unless under exceptional and 
unavoidable circumstances. I 

Those who go there to avoid social stigma or excommunication or for similar 
other motives generally settle down near the tea-gardens and hardly return home. 
So too do those who fall into evil ways in the gardens and begin to live in illegal union 
with some woman. A few of the more intelligent and ambitious among the aboriginal 
labourers are tempted by the prospects of recruiter's emoluments toO attach themselves 
permanently to the gardens and work as recruiters or Sardars. These latter pay 
periodical visits to their villages for th~ purpose of recruitment by methods which are. 
as often as not. undesirable or reprehensible. A very few. owing to superior intelli:' 
gence. a little education, and exceptionally good work get employment as clerks, etc .• 
and stay on. 

3. MeUwds.f R .... uit_tot.~(i) So far as labour in Calcutta and Bengal districts 
is concerned, the aborigines go direct and of their own occord, and seek out employ
ment for themselves or with the help of their tribe-fellows who had been to those 
places before. 

So far as recruitment to the tea-gardens is concerned. recruibnent is carried on 
by SMda.yS and their underlings, not unoften by undesirable methods. Recruitment 
for the Dooars gardens is generally tree from objectionable tactics. 

{u and ill) The first step for effecting improvement would in my opinion be to 
abolish the system of employing recruiters or Sardm-s. and to effectively put a stop to 
the demoralizing practice of giving commission or remuneration of any kind for 
recruitment of labour. 

The next step that I would recommend would be to take the help of such bonorary 
workers for the social and economic uplift of the aborigines. as Missionary bodies 
(like the Catholic Mission and Protestant Missions of Ranchi) and social improYemeDt 
associations like the Chota Nagpur Improvement Society (Un-nan SamaJ) who, I 
expect, would in the interests of the la.bourers~ agree to keep registenl of persons 
willing to go to the tea-gardens after full knowledge of the conditions of labour, 
remuneration. mode of living. cost of living. and prospects. if any; and no coolie 
will be taken to or admitted into any tea-garden without a certificate from the head 
of such missionary bodies or Social Improvement Society that it is a case of voluntary 
emigration with fun knowledge of the conditions, prospects. etc. . 

The third measure that I would recommend would be to arrange for quarterly 
visits to the gardens (at the cost of the garden authorities who should pay suitable 
travelling and halting allowances) of representatives of these Missionary bodies and 
indigenous Social Improvement Associations to enquire into the condition of the 
labourers. and discuss with the garden authorities how the grievancesz if any. of 
the labourers may be removed and conditions of labour may be improved. These 
representatives will forward to Government reports of the condition of the labourers 
during their visits and suggestions as to any improvement. 

4, Extent ad Effects of Disbwbtmce 01 Family Li/e,-So long as the present 
system of recruitment through Stwdo.rs continues, the effects of disturbance of family 
life will continue to be in many cases quite disastrous, I have known several cases in 
which these Stwdars have taken advantage of temporary quarrels between husband 
and wife in secretly inducing the wife to fty to some Assam garden under a false name. 
In most such cases, after her temporary fit of anger or annoyance has subsided. the 
woman finds or is induced to believe that it is too late to return, and she has to repent 
for the rest of her life, In a few cases I have known elderly women being taken away 
in this way leaving her husband and grown-up children in a huff. And in such cases. 
the name, etc .• is changed and so the husband. even when he seeks to pursue his wife 
to Assam. cannot generally find her out. I know of one instance in which such a 
husband went to seek his wife in Assam. leaving his children at home. and never 
returned home himself. Mean advantage is taken in this way by these recruiters 
~ven of temporary quarrels between father and son .. or mother and daughter. 

Sometimes though a man goes to Assam under stress of poverty and with the 
avowed object of returning home. after a time. with savings. he faDs into evil ways and 
never returns home; and his wife unable to maintain herself and her children, when 
remittances from her husband diminish and at length disappear. has to take another 
husband. and thus the family is broken up. Freed from the moral restraints of society 
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that existed in his native pla.c.e. an aboriginal coolie not unoften succumbs to the 
various evil infiuences of Assam tea-garden life. Some live in illegal union with 
women whom society would not permit him to live with or many; and thus they can 
never return home. 

BIHAR AND ORISSA COUNCIL OF WOMEN. 

L-RecruiUnent. 
3. (i) Method of recruiting young women and young girls should be thOroughly 

investigated. . 
~ (ii) Proper provision should be made for their we at the depOts and on their 

journeys. 
6. (iv) Facilities should be afforded and help and en<:ouragement given to coolies 

to send remittances to their families. The coolies require assistance in the actual 
completion of the forms. Difficulties of this nature have occurred to our knowledge. 

lV.-lIeaIIb. 
24. (til More provision should be made for the clerk and teacher classes for the 

treatment of phthisis at a moderate charge. 
(iv) Compulsory regular training of midwives should be enfor-ced. Annual 

courses of training. of ten days to a. fortnight, should be compulsory throughout the 
province to all practising midwives. Tra.ined weHare workers who would tour and 
give lectures where necessary should be appointed. 

25. (ti) Medical facilities would be more utilized if the hospitals were made more 
attractive for the women by the provision of special care for women and more female 
nurses and attendants. 

27. (iii) In view of the increasing employment of men and women, used to an 
open-air life, and the consequent spread of disease, especia.lly phthisis. strict attention 
should be paid to the provision of adequate light and ventilation of factories. 

31. Matn'ftity Beftejils.-We are strongly in favour of maternity benefits being 
given to women employed in industrial concerns for at least a week before and after 
confinement. 

V.-WeIIar6. 
33. Where women are working in lac factories. etc .• we recommend that a woman 

welfare visitor should be employed to look after and report on the health and environ
ment oj the women workers. 

Mr. G. i. FAWCUS. M.A .• C,I.~ •• O.B.t:.. Director of Public Instruction, Bihar 
and Orissa. 

2. (Item V. 36.) The returns submitted to me for the year 192t1-29 show 42 
so-called factory schools. Of these 11 are colliery schools maintained by the East 
Indian Railway near Giridih. 10 are" schools supported by various collieries in the 
Jharia coalD.el~ 5 are supported by the owners of mica mines near Kodarma. one by 
the Peninsular Tobacco Company at Monghyr. 2 by the Bengal Iron and Steel 
Company near their nUnee. in Singhbhum.. and the others are 6 night schools and 
a commercial school a.t Jamshedpur. 

Of the above schools only those at Jamshedpur really cater for adults. The 
others are intended for children. The concerns connected with the schools are said 
to employ in all 2,647 boys aud 678 girls. The number of pupils who are employed 
by the concerns, or are childnn of employees. is 1.718 boys aDd 41 girls; there are 
64 other boyS' at?tending the scl:\ools. 

The schools at Giridih are fQUy described in Pamphlet No.2 "of the Bureau of 
Education. When I wrote the article for that pamphlet there were 31 schools. but 
the number has fallen because the Hazaribagh district board is in financial difficulties 
and has greatly reduced its grantf 
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Having regaTd to the interest whiclt the administration of tho East Indian 
Railway has shown in the schools at Giridih. and in. the education of its employees 
generally. it is at first sight surprising that the list of U factory U scllools includes no 
schools at Jamalpur. The; Jamalpur labourer, however. appears to :return by a 
coaly train to his village as soon as his work is over~ and the more skilled labour is 
provided for by the technical school, which, as already noted, is under the control 
of the Director of Industries. 

The night schools at Jamshedpur and the colliery schools in the Jharia coallield 
have been described in the memorandum prepared by the local Government. 

3, (Item VI. 40.) There is nothing special to record under this head except as 
regards J amshedpur. J amalpur is well provided with schools of the ordinary type. 
maintained or aided by the East Indian Railway~ and the Jharia coaJjjeld contains 
the usual high. middle and primary schools. neither better nor worse than others. 
The- financial position of the province makes all its schools less efficient than they 
should be~ . 

The educational position at Jamshedpur in 1921 was described in Pamphlet 
No. 11 of the Bureau of Education. Since I wrote that pamphlet the schools have 
been reorganized. Much more attention has been devoted to the primary schools. 
and the boys who pass out from these schools can now proceed to middle scllools 
and so to the high school. in which, by the way. elementary science has been made a 
compulsory subject of instruction. The company's coutribution to the schools has· 
risen from about Rs. 52,000 in 1920-~1 to Rs.82.0001 and the Govemment grant 
from about Rs. 7.000 to nearly Rs. 18,000. 

I have been in close touch with Jamsbedpur for many years. and can testify to 
the real interest in education taken by the company~ and its readiness at all times 
to eo~perate with Government in the matter. The sum of 11lakhs. provided half 
by Government and hall by the-company tor the recent improvements to the buildings 
of the middle and primary schools. has made those scbools not only easier to teach 
in but much more attractive in appearance. and this fact: alone will. I have no doubt, 
tend to swell their roll number. 

SHREE BIHARI]I MILLS. 

ROLLER FLOUR OIL RICE DALL MILLS AND FOUNDRY. 

4. Dieltwy and Physiqw.-Indulgence in intoxicating liquors and drugs among' 
the labour seems increas~. Such practice generally tells upon their health and a 
greater portion of their daily earnings is wasted away in intoxication. Number of 
such liquor and drug shops should be reduced by the Govemment., moreover they 
should be kept at a distant place from a factory so that they may n-ot fall within 
the easy reach of the labour. This will improve both the intellectual and physical 
power of the labour. 

9. Tb ~ffeds of 60 hcNrs resmctitm.-Such restriction is considered to be not 
beneficial to local industries. This has increased unnecessary labour expense of the 
emplcyers. Some suitable scale of actual time of working rendered by the employees 
during the whole of their time when they are on duty. should be. drawn. up. For 
instance, Ghani attendance and coolies working in the oil mill, though their working 
period is 10 hours a day yet the actual'time of their work will in no way exceed 61-
or 7 hours a day and the remaining 3 or 3l hours of their working period they spend 
in idle talks and in a light slumber. There is a mutual arrangement among them. to 
look after the work of their fellow worker also, besides their own whenever durmg 
the working hour their co-worker intends to go out to attend his own private business 
and thus they manage to go out one by one in their respective tum. But such is 
not the case with a Fireman working with & boiler. He has to work continuously 
till the time of his work be over. Consequently in our opinion the weekly period of 
work for the labour employed in industrial coo.cerns such as oil mill~ etc.; shol1ld be 
increased from 60 to 70 hours or so per week and it is needless to say that such. 
modification in the Factory Act will save many industrial conoems, 
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lnluvals alloweil.-As most of the local factories are worked by means of labour 
divided into certain groups or shiit$working altemately at an interval of .. or 6 hours, 
there is no necessity at making any periodical stoppage of their work but in case of 
ordinary labour working continuously for 8 or 9 hours a day. an interval of half 
an hour is alIowed to them for rest and tiffin. Special attention is given to the fact 
that in DO cas. their period of work should exceed 6 bours "t" time. 

THE LABOUR FEDERATION, JAMSHEDPUR, 

L-Becruitmont. 
1, Origin of Labou,.. - J amshedpur being one of the largest concentrated labour 

employing industrial town people all over India. regard this place as a direct 1ield 
of employment. Practically all provinces are represented on the skiDed and semi
skilled jobs. Unskilled labour is confined mostly to Central Provinces, Chatis-Garh 
divisions and to Behar and Orissa Charta Nagpur division. Previous to 1918 Chatis-

• Garh labour was unknown in J amshedpur. Since that time it has largely replaced. 
aboriginal labour from Chotta Nagpur. The causes assignable are presumed to be
violence used in the first strike of 1920 and the excitement before and after the event. 
That seems to have frightened these timid folk. It is claimed that the aboriginal 
labour from Chotta Nagpur was more sturdy and hard working than the one that 
later on replaced it. 

The Chatis-Garh contingent :first arrived in 1918 due to famine conditions in 
Raipur District and since then the stream is continuously and steadily pouring in. 

The causes of influx of skilled and semi-skilled labour so far as all the communities. 
represented in Jamshedpur are concerned together as a whole can be said to be one
or the other of the undermentioned causes ;-(a) Dearth of Industries in their own 
proVinces. (b) Better wages. (e) Extensive turn over of labour and better oppor
tunities of employment. (d) Prohibitive laws against holding lands in their own 
provinces. (e) Escape from indebtedDess and conseqUOIlt poverty. (f) Nattve claring. 

Of recent years the Patha" population has appreciably increased due to the 
preference shown by employers to recruit this class of labour in times of labour 
troubles as being the least likely to be interfered with by the striking workmen. 

2. Conlact wiih villages. (a) Unskilled labouJ".-Dunng cultivating season from 
June to September there is great exodus of this class to their native fields. An 
appreciable dearth is always felt during these times. This class had not yet divorced 
itself from its lands, incomes from which they always· supplement by annual labour 
in industrial towns. Given a preference they would revert to their native soils. Their 
holdings are uneconomical and they must fall back to manual labour in towns. It 
has been that brothers and relatives will change turns between minding the land 
one year and seeking employment the next. 

(b) Skilled and semi-skilled.-Their employment does- not vary on the aforesaid 
cause, but their stability does not vary the less. Marriage and deaths are two factors 
that take them to their native places and ~eit absence averages about two months. 

3. MelJwds of RecruiJment,-FQrmerly employment was made directly by the
officers having vacancies, but as that system. led to various abuses and corruption, 
a central employment bureau was substituted. with, according to labour view point, 
very little change or success. 

At one of the local factories in Jamshedpur obtains a Samar system of recruit
ment, partially adopted for some time at the Tata's plant also, Sardar system is 
uneconomical to the growth of orderly organized system of Trade Union. 

The best possible solution from a labour point of view and we do Dot see wby it 
should not be from employers' point of view~ is to establish an employment bureau 
in conjunction with a labour union that can. render service both to labour and 
employer. 

7. Unemploymeni.-A certain number of unemployed is always visible in town. 
At times getting aggravated due to various causes :-(a) Strikes OJ' lockouts and 
:retrenchment in other industries and factories. (0) Famine or iloods. (c) Restriction 
on employment as prevailing at present. (d) Men who had taken settlement and 
service money from the Tata company ~after the last industrial dispute. 

Lines of solution suggested of ending of industrial disputes by :-{i} Conciliation 
Boards. (il) Opening up of temporary relief measures by way of road. embankments. 
tanks. etc,. constructions by public funds, (ill) Better sources of distribution of 

\ 
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information of possible requirements in other towns than where such accumulation 
of unemployed takes place, -(iv) Establishment of labour commissioners in provinces 
with suitable facilities and macbinery 10: obtaining requisite information. 

Unemployment insurance would be a success where labour is a stable propositi9ll 
and in the case of workers 01 a skilled nature if unemployment insurance premium 
is either paid by the employers or if the premium is made sufficiently low to be paid 
small premiums out of the workers' wages. or through State agency or partly a 
combination of each of the three mentioned above, 

8, LabOlW Ttu"1Iovw.-The biggest factor militating against continuous employ
ment is the periodical or seasonal return of workers to their native homes for marriages, 
funerals, crops. Leave is obtained for a certain fixed period and invariably overstay. 
losing not only cha.nces of their existing jobs but also the accrued privileges of previous 
service. Lack of native education and proper distribution of information are re
sponsible for this attitude of mind. The chances of :repairing the ravages on return 
are daily getting restricted. 

D.-Btaft Organization. 
(10 and 11). At present labour has no voice in the selection or form of the depart

mental or administrative organization. But one thing that labour in Tata Works 
at Jamshedpur feels is that there has been such a mUltiplicity of supervisory staff. 
both higher and subordinate ones, that much time and effort is needlessly;wasted 
through conflicting orders. In fact the ratio between supervisory sta.ft and actual 
working men would be found to be hopelessly out of proportion. 

The managing staff is mostly recruited and appointed by the board of directors~ 
apparently helped by certain technical sta:fi stationed in England and America.. 

12. The method adopted so far is one of benevolent discretion which has led to 
a growth of a supervisory staff, which both in bulk. and in intelligence cannot be re
garded as an extra efficient organization. The selection has been haphazard, and 
one of the most disorganised type. with no basis either of education. training or talent. 
At present a technological institute of a sort has been in existence for some years. 
and the batch of trained officer class students that were originally intended to be 
turned out have neither properly fitted in nor given full opportunity for the work 
they have been trained. for: These men are regarded with a suspjcious eye by the 
covenanted staff. who have a.pprehension of being ultimately replaced by these 
people. and undisguised contempt by the locally recruited stafi for their lack of proper 
knowledge and training of detailed routines of the departments. The students 
themselves in many cases do not seem to either feel or make themselves comfortable, 
and their value to the company seems problematic. Retaining of lower workmen 
staff must always remain a matter of great diffieulty~ due to lack of reading and 
writing ability. though not of innate ambition or talent. In many eases these grave 
handicaps have resulted in many a deserving man being superseded or discharged. 
Facilities for learning the elements of reading and writing are either non-existent or 
very restricted. and social customs have put not a few difficulties in the path either. 

]3. Relations generally at present are very strained between the immediate
supervisory staff and rank and file of workers. The reasons are many and vary. 
The majority of the immediate supervisory staff have been ignorant and illiterate. 
more concerned with their power and authority than with any welfare of either 
their employer or their labour; corrupt. tactless and unfair. as a result the organisa
tion cannot render smooth service. The workmen are in no mood to swallow every 
thing that comes from their foreman. As a possible solution. and in place of depart· 
mental enquiries for redress of grievances which have been found to be uns&tisfactory~ 
recently shops or departmental committee system has been introduced at the 
instance of the Labour Federation. and though it would be too early to judge of the 
results. it can safely be said that they have not been found unsa.tisfactory so far. 
On the contrary. some departments definitely aver that these committees are working 
splendidly. The Committees are composed of seven members. four nominees of 
Labour Federation. i,e,. trade union, and three nominees of the company who are 
actual manual workers. and there is no representation of the clerical or fonmen staff. 
As a result there is net endless arguments nor any kind ef coercion possible within 
the ra.Ilks. The handicaps. of course, to these committees have not all disappeared. 
They are :-{a) Interference from the superintendent 01 the department or of tbe 
foreman. (b) Apprehensien of possible loss of prospects in service through over 
zeal in discharge of his duties as member. ' 

The decision of the shop committee is not final. either on the employer or en 
the applicant for redress. Both the parties can appeal to what is known as Board "A>~ 
composed of two direct representatives of the Labour Federation; that means two 

(530) F 3 
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representatives of a trade union and two representatives of the steel company of 
the employers. A final approl has also been provided for in the shape of a board 
composed of the general manager of the steel company and the president of the 
labour FederatiOD~ i.e., trade union. Altquestions dealing with discharge, suspen· 
sion~ promotionl grade. etc .• are referred to these shop committees for disposal, and 
in fact every question relating to diopute between employer and the employees ill 
within the competence of these shop committees. We are very hopeful of real 
good work being achieved through the medium of these shop comm.itteea if the 
employer takes their finding in real good spirit to the promotion of lasting goodwill 
of the parties. 

15. A trade union should not like the presence of a contractor as an intermediary 
for the simple reason that labour. at all eventsz should be in direct contact with his 
employers. The contract system we know of in the steel plant covers work that 
company has found uneconomical or undesirable to be done by itself. Our view is 
what could be performed economically by contractors could, '/>/J.,-i j>a.su, be done. or 
ought to be done equally economically if not more cheaply by the employers them
selves. One of the disadvantages of working under contraerors so far as labour 
is concerned is the ease with which the liability can be evaded by the contractor or 
the employer in respect of compensation for accidents and expense and trouble 
involved in fastening such liabilities. Tqen. again. contract labour is deliberately 
kept steadily moving and fluctuating so as to escape liabilities for leave and other 
pnvileges which militates against growth of a stable working class. Further, 
contractors are utilised as strike breakers and blackleg suppliers. Again. a close 
supervision cannot be kept over the various abuses to which contract labour is 
always subject as.-for example, sweating, frequent dismissa1s~ etc. 

m.-HODJing. 

18, 17. 18, 19, 20, 21 and 22. Tata Steel Company provides accommodation 
for 95 per cent. of its higher staff, but facilities for working people are hopelessly 
inadequate. the company being able to meet only 30 to 4() per cent. of the require
ments of the company's total working staff. Private agency has not received 
aoy kind of encouragement from the steel company either by way of guaranteed 
returns to- the capitalist or providing facilities to stJlqU money holders. We have 
known of cases where kacha houses·have been constructed and subsequently sub-let 
to persoJUf who had not houses to move into. and the steel company has come down 
upon the owner of the house either to get ejected or submit payments of enormously 
enhanced rents. This is not certainly affording facilities to put in more houses 
through their agencies when the company itSelf is not in a position to undertake the 
task itself. The company's scbeme of helping the employees desirous of building 
their own houses has not proved much of a success looking to the numbers so far 
built. due to absence of proper rules by the company~ too much interference by the 
departments, and last but Dot least due to the sense of insecurity regarding tenure 
of service. no adequate provision being made of transfer of holding .in case of leaving 
the stations. In absence of proper-housing facilities ~t is- difficult to imagine how the 
'Workmen could ever feel comfortable either at work or off work. The situation does 
not conduce to peace of mind,..and hac:..been therefore responsible for a great deal 
of anxiety both to the workmen, employers' and the Government. The housing 
problem has ever been acute, adding to the shortage has been the hardship of an 
madequate accommodation provided in the various types of houses built by the 
company. The R N. Ml. M2. NI. N2 type of quarters do not seem to provide 
accommodation that is consonant with modem thougbt and tendency to provide 
workmen with. The houses are one room. about 10 feet square. with or without a 
slip of varandah about 2 feet by 3 feet wide~ in that is to be accommodated a family 
with one or twenty members. the company not caring to worry as to how many 
occupy that quarter. neither is there any maclrioery for tak:iDg into consideration 
the number of family members before allotment of a quarter which is at present 
based solely o-n service and rate. As a result in town we find much unhealthy 
congestion and unhealthy agitfi.tion. 

Water supply is hopeless); inadequate. Bumes are still practically without 
water supply. In the variOUS~uarters water taps are not provided 85 a rule one 
tap to each ~uarter. There is 0 • tap to .everal quarters. leading to frequent quarrels 
and bad feelings in the town. as e supply is at once inadequate. 

The sum total of these ban&icaps react very adversely on the moral tone of the 
workman and his family. and tp all intent and purposes we find ties of family life 
80 loose that one might boldly a'$sert that there exists no family life at all. One of 
the visible signs is the number Of cases in criminal courts of offences dealing ~th 
women. \ 
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IV.-Healtb. 
23. G ...... ol Health at J4msludpur.~tuated. as it is, on a widely extended 

area, does not compare unfAVOurably with any town of due equal population. If 
at all the balance would be in favour of this place. The Steel Company has supplied 
good medical facilities both for the workers. as for the general population~ though. 
in cases of accidents and injuries. and often enough in cases of general sickness~ there 
is a marked. tendency to go to one's native place and have recourse to their own system 
of village medicine. In many cases where modern medicine has failed we have 
instances of good recovery through indigenous medicines which might be due. 
though we would not ~ to 'the healing value of indigenous drugs. It is also 
likely that confidence in the medicine may be one of the potent causes of cure. 

24-. A central hospital With a couple of branches for out-door patients is at 
present provided by the company. One would like to see an extension of these out
door patients' treatments in some of the outlying busties. where there is a definite 
compact population. As in many cases people continue through ailments~ rather 
than go to the nearest branch, the extremely conservative nature of the people 
has not yet changed, and we would like to see medical facilities brought to the very 
door of the sick and the ailing. 

The Yov'emment has a hospital with very limited accommodation and we 
think. looldng at the size and population of the place. the Government could, and 
should. provide its quota of medical relief. As quite a. decent percentage of the 
population has other employment or provision than serving in the various industrial 
undertakings in J amshedpur a.t various outlying bustles. would like to see medical 
help extended. in the form of women doctors or trained midwives to minister to the 
wants and comforts of women and children. A direction in which efforts have not 
baen adequately made. not only in this place. but throughout the company. 

To a certain extent facilitieS must be provided for private medical practitioners 
which at pr.esent is restricted~ due to a mistaken policy punued by the company. 

2&. Sanitary arrangements in the town leave much to be desired. In busties 
it is a positive menance to develop well being of residence there. Leaving aside the 
northern. _town or European quarters where a complete :flush system is provided. in 
town and other localities sanitary accommodation is next to non-existant. There 
may be one latrine to several quarters, or in others no latrine at all. In Sakchi and 
Ka.sidih a few central latrines is all that is provided. an institution that is held in 
biggest abhorence by the people of the locality. . In busties with .. growth of 
population. all open spaces gradually come into occupation and the inconveniences 
suffered by the people can be more imagined thaD described. The company has 
made no provision to meet the necessities of the people in that direction. 

Pumping facilities for providing drinking water for outstanding busties can never 
be an economical propositlOn for the company, as the optlay on the pipes and pumps 
would be, and has been. prohibitive. A more useful solution would be in the nature 
of digging wells~ artesian for ·preference, which would permanently solve the 
drinking-water question.. 

The q~estiOD of providing facilities for bathing and washing do not seem to have 
much disturbed the thoughts of the company. Any odd nalla with water that may 
be green with dirt, still affords the only chance to people, and we see sights of 
washermen using the same unhealthy source for cleaning clothes, that would put 
to revolt the conscience of a malariologist and other medioologists. In States and 
elsewhere we have seen special washing facilities provided to workmen in their 
departments. and also cabinets furnished for putting their clothes and other articles 
of wear. Some have even gone to the extent of providing soap and napery. We 
would like to see similar facilities provided here on the initiative of the employer 
himself. and not wait till a radical change takes place in the conservative habits of 
the people. for nothing succeeds like the compulsory setting of good examples. 

30. Insurance against sickness and consequent unemployment we consider as 
one of the essential items of an employer's liabilities, and a duty duly to be discharged 
towards his workmen. Theemployers get insured against accidents in their workshops. 
and we do not see why they should not take additional steps to protect the workman 
as he does to protect himself in either case. The legislature ought to take up this 
matter seriously and compel employers to take sickness policies which would afford 
a halfway house protection towards old age. pension, and unemployment insurances, 
which' are dearly duties of the State towards its subjects. We fully realise the 
handicaps the employers have at the present moment in the shape of insecurity of 
tenure of his "-'Orkmen-but that is of his own doing-!.....against the migratory habits 
of the people. the still existing dislike. towards the western medicine and ot;ller 
causes. But the rea.lisation of advantages by the workmen of this system of sickneEs 
insurance would go a great way towards changing the habits of the workmen that 
are mainly based on ignorance. r '. 

p, 
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31. Maternity beneftt has recently been introduced in ]amshedpur. in the 
Ta.ta's as well as other subsidiary industries and though it is premature to opine 
about the extent to which it will be availed of~ there can arise no two opinions as 
to the wisdom and necessity of the step. however belated, it may have been adopted. 
It would not be out of place to use a certain amount of moral suasion to enforce 
compulsory expert medical help just before and after the event. 

V.-weJtar .. 
32. 33 and 34. With the exception of educational facilities and provision for old 

age and retirements we believe all welfare work should be administered by workers 
agencies towards which the employer should be made to contribute to a very sub· 
stantialshare. This is desired in the interest of the employer himself to a certainextent 
since it will free the employer from the taint and suspicion of bribery ordinarily 
attached to employers' efforts in this direction. It has been found essential to provide 
for creches for babies during the period the mothers are at work and that there need 
not be any objection to their being left to the management of some trade union 
existing in the place. Recreative amusements, physical culture. picnics, refreshments 
are items in the welfare programme which involve expenditure of large sums of money 
which can be undertaken at present only by the employers, since the trade union 
movement is still in its infancy and consequently in great financial wants, but which 
could be made a success only when administrated through workers' agencies which 
are the only sources liable to inspire confidence. 

36. Employers should provide facilities for education. general or vocational. to 
their employees for nothing oontributes to a stability and understanding of their 
workmen, than an intelligent workman himself. Though in this country a few can 
read .or write~ no man is too old to learn. and provisions of night school or off day 
day-class are known to create wonders in the cultural advancement of theworkmen. 
Such provisions are practically non..existent. but we do not see why a start cannot 
be made in this direction. 

37. Old age pensions are generally regarded in the nature of State obligations and 
so long as Governments go on spending the major portion of their revenue on military 
expenditures, no money could ever be found towards discharge of one of the main 
obligations and excuses for which Governments exist. 

On the question of 'premature retirement we hold some definite views. Due to 
invariability of llrevaihng insecurity of tenure in most industries in this country -
of workmen servICes at any stage. no matter if be has grown grey in the service of his 
employers. we consider it a most essential thing that if a workman binds himself into 
the service of his employers for seven orten years. the employers should be under an 
obligation to compensate the workman by way of gratuity in case of his voluntary 
resignation or dismissal by the employers or in case of death to pay him an amount in 
1/12 of the period. of service put in. . 

VI.-.Blillcati .... 
Where industries exist in areas far away from established towns and dties~ we 

believe the employer should be under an obligation to provide for facilities for 
education both of the employed and un-omployed portion of the town~ which he more 
or less established for his own purpose. 

Employment should be provided for"workers as well as for workers' children to 
take up vocational training according to their bent of mind. and to supplement the 
work they actually do at the factories resulting in the case of the worker's increased 
efficiency for the employer. and in case of workers' children. of a wdi-defined useful 
resource of recruitment. 

There could Dot arise two questions of the advantageous reaction .on the employer 
of educational facilities provided to his workers in the matter of increased efficiency 
ratio. 

VIL-Bafely. 
49 to SO. There is much left to be desired in the matter of arranging for safety 

codes in the various factories and industries. There practically existed no safety 
rules until the advent of the compensation acts which led to a certain amount of 
caution being exercised by the employen. not so much out 01 regard for human lives 
or limbs as in order to escape from financial obligations imposed by the act. The act 
merely prescribes certain compensations to be paid to the injured party or to their de
pendents. but there does not seem to be any provision made of a diastic nature to 
lID.posestringentregulations uponemployerstoadopt measures forsafeguarding huma:i. 
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lives and limbs. There are :fiactory acts just as there are mines acts. but they are 
always liable to evasion by the employers, and as opinions will always differ as to the 
~gree of measures adopted, weconsider~t an .e1f~rt should be ~de now to ~~ ~e 
other course of making the cost of any accidents mSlde the factones so very prohiblcve 
to the employer that itwould pay him to install safety appliances which taken together 
may cost him half the burden. In other words the compensation to be given to the 
dependents of the killed orthemaimed is at present so negligible that there is practi~ 
cally no incentive to the adoption of safety farst measures. 

Of course in this country at this stage of industrial development workmen have 
not acquired that" Safety Sense'" ~d this ignorance is responsible for quite a.de~nt 
percentage of accidents. but the time has passed when one can escape the liability 
under the excuse of workmen's negligence. It has been found. under the modern 
thoughts on factory legislation. that the employers being more organized. more 
intelligent, and with greater resources, it is in the matter of things more equitable 
and just to impose the obligation of insuring the safety of the office workmen on to the 
employers than to throw it on the workman himself. In An;erica the employers' 
responsibility to his workmen is made so heavy and effective that they spend millions 
of dollar!> in carrying educative •• safety first .. propaganda.~ which has been found 
more paying than meeting any expenses after compensation in respect of in,juries 
received in their factories. The display of posters in prominent places. holding of 
departm.entalsa.fety committees and safety classes are some of the methods adopted to 
educate the workmen with very successful results. It should be made obligatory 
in every plant where more than fifteen people work and machinery is used as prime 
movers to have compulsory 1irst-aid and medical dispensaries to meet cases of 
accidents, except in large centres and towns where f~ties of ambulance and 
hospitals are available. 

In every plant we consider it advisable to have a safety committee, composed of 
representatives from employers and workmen, who should report where safety 
appliances are needed and also to eniorce such recommendations. Copies of such 
reports should be forwarded to the Government factory inspectors, who should 
satisfy themselves regarding the report and verify4fhe enforcement. In places where 
any Trade Unions exist~ they should as a rule be permitted to .appear and lead 
evidence, in any enquiry regarding an accident either by the safety committee. 

It has been noted that after a certain number of hours about ten on average of 
continuous work, after which the fatigue point having been reached~ human body 
and senses become more or less benumbed and are not so alert and mindful of chances. 
There must be given a period of rest and any compulsory work beyond that period 
is not only uneconomical for the employer as dangerous to the employee. Conditions 
of work should be enforced under sanitary and healthy rules of plenty of light and 
air and we know of cases in America. where even bands are provided to stimulate the 
-senses leading to efficiency and activity. Our factories in this country are mostly 
ill-lighted. ill-ventila.ted. and lacking in. modem appliances or accident prevention 
and health preservation. In most all machine shops where machines are turned, 
gr-ound~ or polished there are not visible exhaust a.rra.ugements~ whereby minute 
particles of metal and dirt Boating in the air are taken out by means of exhaust fans 
and the atmosphere inside the plant kept constantly cleaned and renovated. Such 
sort of safety precautions and appliances should be enforced. 

VIIL-Workmen'. Co_lion. 
51-54. We have a Workmen's Compensation Act since the last five or six years 

and though some sort of relief has been secured under it, the remedy has not been 
exhaustive nor up-to-date. We understand the act is to be further amended and we 
trust that all the latest provisions of such a,cts as prevail in Western countries will 
be incorporated in the 'light of experiences of the working of the act in this country. 
We prefer that no limitation of time should be placed on the filing of compensation 
claims. the report of accident in the books of the employer which should be com
pulsorily kept should be construed as due notice of a c1a.im against him. The employer 
should be compelled to keep a register of the dependents and nearest relatives of his 
employees to whom he should be bound to give a notice of any accident sustained. 

Certain minimum compensation should be :fixed in fatal cases depending on the 
value of the life lost and not ~mmuted according to the: wages. drawn. We recom
mend in case of unskilled. labour a sum of not less than a thousand be fixed for fatal 
cases and not less than 1.5001-- in case of permanent disability supervening loss of 
arm or leg or both the eyes. As for skilled labour the compensation should be cbm
puted on wages over an enhanced period than what is enforced at present subject to 
a minimum whichever is greater. At the present moment compensation is calcu.lated 
on 3() months~ wag~ in fatal cases and maximum of 42 months' for permament 
disabilities. which in the case of unskilled labour works ou.t to· a figure that is 
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pathetica.lly negligible. These periods should be enhanced and .. minimum should be 
determined in the light of suggestions made above. We are quite mindful of a possible 
adverse effect likely to be- produced on minor industries or on small investments of 
any stifiening of the compensation chan~ but we urge that that employer does 
not need to exist who cannot take care of his employees. The problem can be solved 
by " system of compulsory insurance policy which every employer should be forced 
to take out before he could. be permitted to proceed with his op6I"ations. This will 
take care of cases which we have known where employers have afterwards been found 
absolutely unable to pay anything to his deceased workmen. . . 

Administrative machinery. We believe dependents ought to be permitted to apply 
directly to commissioner without giving any notice to the employer as at present to 
deposit the compensation. This is essential. as often enough the employer does not 
even deign to give a reply or to exert pressure to wriggJe out of proper compensation. 

JX.-A. Faetorieo. 
55-62. The eight-hour limit should be prescribed as the standard for eyery form 

of industry including seasonal industries like cotton, ginning. etc. Half an hour inter
yal is given for meals if the worker has to put in more than six hours continuous. We 
would su~est that besides the time given if the work is O'f a hard manual character 
more penod than that should be permitted to overcome the effects of industrial 
fatigue which reacts adv~y on his muscle and senses. 

The compulsory off days enforced under the Factory Act are four Sundays U off U 

in a month on nO'n-continuous operations and twO' Sundays on continuous operations. 
We are of the view that four compulsory U ofts .. should be enforced against every 
individual worker. but the cost of two oft days should be borne by the employer on 
the principle of increased :return. to him by way of increased efficiency and more atten
tion to his work. If Christmas and New Year days are observed as total holitlays in 
various factories and plants. we submit that an equal latitude should be given to the 
Hindu and Mahomedans in the selection of one prominent festival day for them as a 
holiday for the ;vtwle plant. 

X.-A. Factoriet. 
Children as a rule should not at all be admitted into any factories. Infants and 

clrildrens' area should be separated from the precincts of the factories and nuISing 
mothers permitted to attend to their babies for whom creches should be compulsorily 
enforced on employers. These creches should be in charge of trained nurses. who 
can attend to the minor ailments of children aad give instruction in personal hygiene. 

As far as possible women should not be employed in factories where hard manual 
work has got to be done. and we are absolutely opposed to the employment of girlS 
and adult women between the ages oi 12 and 20, which age we emphasize in order to 
eliminate temptations presented before immature minds and which are the invariable 
accompaniments of factory life. 

B. lIIineo. 
All female labour in mines.-'Should be totally prohibited and their continuation 

is a blot on the administrations of this country. 

XIL-Wag ... 
96-111. The minimum wages that Federation stands for and that it would like 

to see established by Statute for all industries should be one rupee for male and 12 
annas for female labour. The. present average earnings of workers in India are too 
miserably low to permit of even a bare living, bare housing, and bare wants. If this 
wage cannot be immediately enforced. we at least want a period to be named by which 
it should be attained. .. 

Wages are fixed bypiec·e.~ork or on daily system. If a man is:fixed on piece-work 
as in foundries or in repeat machine shop operations, piece work is not inadvisable, 
but workers eho\lld not be permitted to work for more than eight hours maximum. 
The rate of wages wben fixed by daily system should be fixed by the job rather than 
by individuals; what we mean is a llat rate for all workmen doing the same job, 
as our experience points out that to be the only method to eliminate bickerings and 
charges of unfairness. an alternative can be suggested in the form of a minimum to 
start with and a maximum to be attained by anuualincrements wherein the questions 
of efficiency or fitness of the employee can be judged by the continuation of his 
service only. In certain industries where production is by. tonnage a system of 
payment by tonnage out-tum should be arranged for. Wages should not be held 
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over for more than a week after they are due, as the workers get into debt while the 
employers profit by interest. All payment should be fortnightly, though there 
should be no diminution of any of the privileges enjoyed at present under the existing 
systems. Wages _should keep abreast of the cost of living. and not as at present 
stationa-ry under the existing system. 

Wages in factory towns and cities are always apt to b. higher than those in the 
surrounding agricultural areas, because the cost of living is decidedly cheaper in 
agricultural areas than towns and cities. and consequently no inference can be drawn 
or rates established on a comparison of these rates. Besides, the conditioos of work 
materially differ. 

We are in favour of wages being fixed by mutual arrangEment between the trade 
union and the employers, but under the present conditions where the trade union 
movement has not taken deep root nor enough loyalty cultivated the scheme does 
not ofier any appreciable prospects at the present time. besides the law of supply and 
demand militates against any such arrangements for there are innumerable persons 
ready to fill the places vacated even on less wages. 

All unclaimed wages should be expended for welfare and benefit schemes for 
labour. 

We are in favour of one month's leave privileged with full pay for aU classes 
of workers after a year of service. It should not be permitted to accumulate for 
more than three years, and leave should be granted whenever a.pplied for and not 
whenever it is convenient, for a large scale employer is always in a position to 
arrange for his requirements, rather than a poor individual who cannot make other 
arrangements to suit his wants. 

Industrial areas mostly everywhere are invariably infested by Kabuli and Marwari 
moneylenders* whose opetations are detrimental to the peace and quiet of the worker. 
Most of these debts a.re due to ignorance and represent exorbitant interest or faked 
amounts. These could be overcome by a proper system of regulated co-operative 
credit societies~ • 

xm.-IndUBlrial EfIIeiellCY. 
112-116. Indian labour. though classified as ine1licient, is the product at present 

of its surroundings. There is nothing inherent in our labour that should make it 
either inefficient or uneconomical .• Its acquaintance with machinery can be regarded 
as only of recent times. and there has been no real. opportunity of building up & 
class of a.rtisa.Ds who have n~g else but their trade to hold for a living. At best 
at present work in factories is regarded as a means to supplement agricultural 
income, and for that reason real rates of'efficiency have not been attained which we 
find in western countries. So long as men's attention and time is divided between 
land and factory this state of 8.f(airs will continue. There is, however. a real begin~ 
ning visible of a landless class or a class practically divorced from land, and such 
clas!I of artisan has made real good. and their efficiency can give a point to western 
workers. Further ~ education has not given its touch of re:6n@lent because no 
education worth the name exists. Besides. very often a standard set for work is 
false. and by inference the worker is blamed. Again, a worker seldom has given 
to him comforts in housing or other amenities of life that could permit'him to relax 
to get upon his job willing and fresh. Of course physique in tropical countries~ 
where life is generally easy, is not meant to compare with constitutions built for 
hardships and strains of a. temperate or cold climate. 

It is a. known fact that a meat diet conduces to better stamina. capable of facing 
hard solid manual work, and that temperance both in habits and morals conduces 
still further to cultivate efficiency. When we mean temperance in habits, we empha~ 
size the necessity of restriction over sale and consumption of alcohol, and in the provi.: 
sion for clea.o. surroundings. It pays the employer to look after his labour outside 
the factory as he at present does in keeping a tab on him inside the plant~ we mean 
thereby provision of clean houses. healthy sutroundings, and so on.. 

Betterwages. better housing, amusements, wider education. vocational or general. 
and sympathetic attitude towards its labour are the factors that lead to increased 
efficiency of the work~, and any expenditure on these items will bring in a double 
",tum to the employen. 

XIV .-Trade CombiDa!loit. 
117-122. Trade unions in the modem sense have been only of recent origin in 

India: they have generally come into existence at a time when relations have peen 
strained almost at a breaking point~ if not actually broken. with the employer" 
They attain some sort of cohesion and efficiency during the period of struggle, aftet 
which they generally go to sleep. There is not that sustain~d in~erest nor that 
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development that comes to it when eanied on during peaceful times. One reason 
assigned for this state of affairs is in the attitude of employers. *ho look upon 
~very combination of workers with the most suspicious blasting eye. He deliberately 
lDl~oses an acute an~ prolonged struggle on such combinations, which generally 
perishes through weanness and lack of sustenance. Very often it has been suggested 
that the employer is helped in his persecution of trade union. by tho heavy hand 
of administration. and that accusation has a ground, if nothing else at least, by 
Government's aloofness in a. struggle that can at best be described as one-sided. 

In their despair these trade unions that have generally sprung up through 
the initiative of some enterprising workmen or workwomen. who have as a rule more 
native ability than cultivated talent,. finding themselves unequal to the various 
machinations and tactics of employers have recourse to politicians in the neighbour
hood, who put a totally di1ferent complexion on tho struggle. More often false 
issues are raised and we have known cases where industrial disputes have degenerated 
into political tussles. Effects on industry and on the workmen of such non-industrial 
struggles are disastrous, they not only cripple industries but detrimentally postpone 
the growth of trade union or of solidarity a.mongst the workmen who recall the adage 
U once bitten twice shy, II 

A healthy trade -union is the best guarantee for an industry's stability and 
prosperity. and as employers may be prone to form. their own combinations. it would 
pay them to encourage a like movement amongst their workers and a history of 
workmen's struggles has strengthened this trend of thought. Workmen's com
binations when well-led, welJ..organized and confined to labour alone have exerted 
.. very healthy in1Iuence both on tho well-being of workers and that of industry. 

Trade unions generally in this country have had such short existence that the only 
benefit they have been able to distribute amongst its members is in the nature of 
strike pay. when they bave had funds enough for-the purpose~ and that not too often 
either. Mutual benefit. unemployment, sickness and old age schemes have had no 
time to develop and if we are not wrong a state -of affairs will continue in a like manner 
for some time still to come. 

The Trade Union Act has not been so successful as anticipated and has not 
encOuraged any growth of trade unions because of the halting nature of its provisions. 
Registration of a trade union in the archives of Government does not bring to it a 
recognition to its employers. which is the only thing that brings the two parties 
together. This glaring omission unless amended will continue to keep the act in an 
amorphous state. and though the immunity from liabilities both civil and criminal 
afford a. certain measure of protection they do not go far enough. A determined 
trade union can continue a struggle and escape from all liabilities by so disorganizing 
the working of the employer. what registration Qf the trade union is meant to achieve. 
but it will not bring nearer the recognition by the employer which is a thing that 
connects. The Act should be so amended that an employer cannot refuse recognition 
to a registered trade union that contains 30 per cent. of his employees as members. 

'Where in a.ny industry a trade union of sufficient strength and importance exists 
negotiations between the parties should be carried on through its medium. and all 
points of dispute should be settled in co-operation with it, The greater the confidence 
a trade union inspires amongst its members of its ability to serve them goes a great 
way towards establishing harmonious relations. between the employers and the 
employee which reacts favourably to an .14crea.s¢ efficiency at the plant. 

XV.-Iadullrial Diopulos- _ 

A lock·out is seldom paying to an employer though strikes ha.ve been known to have 
been won. The extent of duration and character of strike and lock-out have varied 
and are entirely dependent upon the parties and on surrounding circumstances. 
Loss to workers is certainly enormous, but there have been no gains without pains. 
Any machinery that prevents a showdown is always to be welcomed for there is not 
known any machinery that can compel either side to accept an award excepting a 
1ight to a finish. A Trade Dispute Act recently promulgated as it stands can 
render some service though not surely when its- provisions are put to use before the 
parties sever their c::onnections. After a regular breac.b there is very little scope for 
the bill to prove useful. 

Government"s neutrality has been seriously questioned and it is open to doubt 
whether in the struggles between the labour and capital in this country in its present 
state of development can or should remain neutral. Where any large masses of men 
are mvolved the fact of these being striking workmen does not take away from them 

~ the status of being citizens and does not divest the administration 01 its responsibility 
towards them. 
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Each provincial administration should be primarily vested with powers to settle 
a pending trade dispute and central must not consider itself absolved from all 
responsibility. .. 

Labour in large industrial centres should have a. dire<;t representation on the 
provincial Governments and provincial labour meaning combination of, industrial 
centres should be represented on central legislature. 

Mr. J. R. DAIN, C.I.E., I.C.S. (formerly Deputy Cemmissioner of Singhhhum). 

Extract from covering letter No. xf I L.C .. dated the 17th February, 1930, 
from the Secretary to the Government of Bihar and Orissa, Revenue Department, 
to the joint Secretary. the Royal Commission on Labour in India. 

I am directed by the Governor in Council to forward for the information of the 
Royal Commission on Labour in India. a supplementary memorandum on labour 
unrest in jamshedpur. The memorandum has been prepared by Mr.}. R. Dain, C.I.E .• 
I.e.S., who has had a-ccess to all Government papers on the subject and has been 
in close touch with the local Government. Mr. Dain has the full approval of the 
local Government in submitting this memorandum. but I am to explain that it is 
prepared from the point of view of his own personal opinion on events with many 
of which he was in personal contact. 

MEMORAlmUJI 011 LABOUR DISP11TElI IN lAMSHEDPUR 
FRO\ll[ 1ll2B 'rO 1S3I1. 

PREIJMlNUY. 

L--&lme Facta about &he Town. 
This memorandum is an attempt to give an account of the chief industrial disputes 

in J amshedpur during the last ten year.; and in particular the three big strikes of 
1920. 1922 and 1928. in the Ta.ta Iron and Steel Works. and the strike of 1929 in 
the works of the Tinplate Company of India, as well as an account of the unions 
eoncerned. It is compiled as far as the history 'Up till 1927 is concerned from the 
reports of officers of. the Government, and for the last three years from the personal 
knowledge of the writer, who was Deputy Commissioner of Singhbhum {in which 
district jamshedpur is situa.ted) during the period. It is, therefore. open to criticism~ 
as being a review of events from one angle only. that of the Government officer on 
the spot. charged with the duty of maintaining law and order, or in other words of 
•• keeping the ring," and only concerned in a secondary degree with giving what 
assistance he can to the disputants in settling their differences. Statements made 
and opinions advanced in it are clearly open to -challenge either by employers or 
workmen as misapprehensions due to lack of industrial experience or ignorance of the 
considerations which affected the attitude of the parties. 

2. It is not necessary to attempt to give an a-ccount of the early history of 
J amshedpur. but there are one or two facts to which attention may be drawn. The 
place is an isolated and self-contained area, the property of a single big company. 
with certain other associated companies run on a much smaller scale as its tenants. 
Access to it is given by one railway and one road; on the north and west it is entirely 
cut off from the surrounding country by two big rivers. A new industrial concern 
is generally started in an established town in which other industries are already 
working. Little more than twenty years ago Jamshedpur was a quiet corner of 
Singhbhum district. with one or two big villages and largely under jungle. The 
site was selected for the new enterprise as being near the sources of iron ore, not 
too far from. the coal, and having a plentiful supply of water. There is also reason 
to suppose that it was believed at the time that it would be a centre of a large supply 
of cheap unskilled labour. The first stake was driven in February, 1007, and in the 
course of twenty years the Tata Iron and Steel Company has acquired about 25 square 
miles of land and established thereon one of the largest iron and steel plants in 
the world, and a modern town of about 100.000 inhabitants and surrounded itself 
with associated companies who take and utilize its products. The town is a 
microcosm of India, containing persons born in every province from Burma to the 
North-West Frontier, from Nepal, Afghanistan, China and Ceylon. as well as from 
half a dozen European countries. and from the Unitt:d States. Canada and Australia. 
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The population haS been housed .. each after its kind, by the company, which also 
provides the hospitals. the municipal services and the amusements, as well as the 
means of livelihood. One result, however, of a large industrial town isolated in the 
middle of a comparatively poor country is that the cost of lhing has always been 
very high and this has been a. big factor in industrial trouble. 

3. Another fact to be remembered is that this town far a long time had no form 
of municipal government at all. The company was a benevolent autocrat, occasionally 
aggrieved to see that its subjects were inclined to resent the autocracy and to forget 
the benevolence. A special committee was appointed in 1919, under the presidentship 
of Sir Walter Maude. to consider the problems tha.t arose from the rapid growth of 
this industrial town. That committee recognized that the form of administration 
provided by the existing Municipal Act could not be adapted to Jamshedpur and 
made many far~reaching recommendations. including the formation of an aut,hority 
to be called the Board of Works. to be composed partly of Government officers and 
partly of local representatives and to be invested by special legislation with the 
necessary power.s, Effect was never given to this, partly for financial reasons, but 
soon afterwards the Iron and Steel Company and the associated companies came to 
a formal agreement between themselves. by which each was to subscribe a certain 
portion of the necessary capital and recutting expenditure. and to nominate a 
committee of companies which was. to be the governing body of the town. The 
executive of this body was to be called the Board of Works (the title suggested for 
the dillerent kind of governing body contemplated by the Maude Committee) and 
consisted of six representatives of the Iron and Steel Company, three representatives 
of the associated companies and bio of the general public. The Iron and Steel 
Company was, of course, the predominant partner in this business. as it found most 
of the money and owned all the land. but the Board of Works had no legal powers 
of any kind. To remedy this. the local Government in 1924 made Jamshedpur a 
notified area under the Municipal Act, and a.ppointed a Notified Area Committee~ 
the personnel of which always remained the same as that of the Board of Works. 
To this Notified Area. Committee were given certain powers under the Municipal 
Act, including the power (subject to the control of the local Government) to impose 
taxation. But the only taxes it has so far imposed are small taxes aD motor-cars 
and.the like; it has never attempted to impose rates. for the simple reason that the 
maximum rates that <olUd be raised ""de< the existing law would not fUllrish " 
quarter of the sum needed to keep the administration running at its present standard. 
There were thus two bodies~ the Board of Works, a committee of the companies 
who found all the money and carried out the municipal services, ~d the Notified 
Area Committee. consisting of the same persons, with legal authority but no money. 
The agreement under which the Board of·Works was constituted expired recently. 
and an arrangement by which each company manages it own area was substituted. 
This lea.ves the penniless. but legally empowered, Notified Area Committee as the 
formal governing body of the town. Jamshedpur is a unique example of a. town 
with the most modem. and efficient municipal services in India where the inhabitants 
pay no rates. It is hardly surprising that no objection has been raised to the 
arrangement despite its undemocratic dlamcter~ and the reliel from. rates at the 
expense of the company constitutes an addition. to wages which must not be 
overlooked. 

4. South of Jamsbedpur and outside MeSBl'8. Tata's area is the suburb of 
Jugsalai. This is a. congested. ~d insanitary area, controlled also by a notified 
area committee~ whose income is limited by the Municipal Act and. therefore. too 
small to do anything effective. It is inhabited partly by merchants and others, 
who have been attracted to Jamshedpur, hut are not employed. by the companies 
there. The inhabitants. who number about 15,000, include also many persons 
working in the companies, which have not yet succeeded in housing the whole of 
their staff. The Indian is inclined to be restless under the restrictions impostd 
by modem sanitary authorities. and. even if he could. get a house in ]amshedpur 
he prefers his primitive habits and the comparative sanitary licence of JugsaJai. 
This area has also since the strike of 1928 been the home of many persons who 
are temporarily unemployed. and are waiting in the hope of another job. 

5. In 1923 a new civil sub-division of Dhalbhum with headquarters at Jamshedpur 
was created. There ia a sub-divisonal officer with two deputy magistrates for 
criminal and revenue..-ork and a munsu for civil work. The sub-division was created 
mainly as a result of the recommendations of the Maude Committee and to meet 
the needs of the town of ]amshedpur. The administration and policing of the town 
is a heavy burden on the general taxpayer of the province. while the bulk of the 
taxation being income tax goes to the Central Government; were it not for the 
excise revenue from the town. it would be a dead loss financially to the local Govem~ 
mont. The benefit it confers by providing employment is great. but more of the 
wages bill paid goes outside the province than remains within it. 
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n.-The Ilrikee of 1920 and 1922. 

The-strike of 192() was fully described in a communique by Government published 
immediately afterwards and may be given here 'ft e~. 

Dakd PIlhIa. u.. 28IiI Marcil, 1920 • 

.. The following account of the strike a.t the Works of the Tau Iron and Steel 
Company, Limited. at Jamshedpur. is published for general information. 

The strike commenced on the morning of the 24th February. There had been 
signs for some time past that some of the workmen were dissatisfied with their wages. 
and a deputation had waited on the General Manager and asked. for a 50 per cent. 
increase of wages to meet the increased cost of living. Various other grievances were 
laid before him. of which the principal were tha.t more liberal compensation should be 
given when an a.ecident occurred in the Works. and that the dues of deceased workmen 
should be paid to their relatives more promptly. The General Manager explained to 
the deputation the impossibility of deciding offha.nd questions of this nature. He 
promised at once to make enquiries and to collect figures on which he could make 
recommendations to the Directors. and suggested that the members of the deputation 
might collect statistics on their own account. After the enquiries had been in pro
gress about a week the General Manager learned that the men were becoming im
patient and a.ccordingly sent for the leaders who had previously waited on him and 
again explained the position to them. When the strike occurred Mr. Tutwiler was 
in Bombay where he had gone to explain matters to the Directors. 

(ii) On the morning of the 24th February the foundry employees laid down their 
tools without warning; and their example was immediately followed by the workmen. 

. in other branches. and in less than an hour the entire body of Indian employees 
with the exception of the clerks, had ceased work. The men proceeded to hold. 
a meeting at which they decided Dot to resume work unless an increase of pay 
was granted. 

(ilifTbe Deputy Commissioner of Singbbllum. Mr. Scott, the Deputy Inspector
General of Police, Mr. Swain. and the Superintendent of Police reached Jamshedpur 
on the fOllowing day .. The strikers at first p.romised Mr. Scott that they would supply 
sufficient labour to keep going the power house upon which the supply of light and 
water for the entire settlement depended. This undertaking was subsequently 
disregarded by the men. and the European employees of the Company were compelled 
for some time to work night and day to keep the power house at work and also to 
close down and pack the blast furnaces in order to save them from destruction. 
On the third day of tho strike a considerable number of men gathered at the gates. 
apparently with the intention of resuming work,. but were dissuaded by the strike 
leaden who were mainly up-country men. Though there had been no disorder up to 
that time, the situation at Jamshedpur where 30.000 men were 00 strike rendered it 
imperative that a strong force should be concentrated aD the spot for the protection 
of life and property. A large bcxiy of armed and militaIy police was therefore at 
once despatched to Ja.mshedpur and a.t the request of Ioca.I Government 100 British 
Infantry were also sent by :the military authorities. 

(iv) The Deputy Commissioner on arrival at J amsbedpur at once proceeded to 
discuss matters with the strikers with the object of ascertaining what their grievances 
were so that definite negotiations could be opened with the Company. Apart from 
the increase of wages the men asked that a definite set of rules for the Company's 
service might be drawn up corresponding to those in force on railways and in Govern
ment service. They complained that when accidents occurred the men were dealt 
with unfairly and that in many eases accidents really due to trade risks were reported 
by the foremen as due to negligence of the -m>rkmen who were thus deprived of pay 
during their period of a.bsence. Complaints were also made that,. when men were 
accidentally killed in the works. their relatives and dependents were frequently kept 
waiting before they received their dues. On the 26th :several gentlemen (including 
Mr. Surend.ra Nath Ha.lda.r. Bar.-a.t-Law). arrived from Calcutta and interested 
themselves in the cause of the strikers who adopted them as their spokesmen. On 
the 26th these gentlemen with six of ~ strike leaders met the Company's officials 
and the Government 6l1icers. At this meeting the following agreement was arrived 
at subject to ratification by the strikers as a body :-(1) That the men. should resume 
work voluntarily as they left it. (2) That no action should be taken or ill--will borne 
by the Company against the strikers. (3) Tbat the Company would make no reduction 
from the meD's pay on account of the days during which the strike lasted. (4)'That 
the Manager would have his statistics ready by the 1st May and that be would 
consult the leaders of the men in each department before forwarding his'report and 
recommendations to the Directots. (51 That the s~ would be treated 88 if it never 
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existed. and that as a guarantee of restored good relations a mass meeting of the 
strikers should be called that evening. at which the General Manager for the Company 
the Deputy Commissioner for Government, and the four Calcutta gentlemen for the 
strikers. should address the men and set the seal on the agreement. 

(v) At the workmen's meeting which was held in the afternoon the strikers who 
had been present in the morning and had themselves been parties to the proposed 
agreement, advised their comrades not to ratify it. and when Mr. Haldar and his 
colleagues attempted to address the meeting in order to persuade the strikers to 
ac<:ept the terms offered they were denied a hearing. In these circumstances the 
.settlement proved abortive and the strike continued. The refusal of the General 
Manager to consider the redress of grievancies until the men resumed work had the 
full support of the Directors of the Company. 

(vi) Up to this period of the strike the conduct of the strikers continued to be good 
on the whole. Picketing had been going on from the :first in order to prevent men 
who wished to do SO from" returning to work. and sometimes, if persuasion proved 
ineffectual. resort was had to intimidation or even to actual violence. Occasionally 
also speeches were made at the men's meetings at which the use of force was openly 
advocated, but generally the men a.ppeared to be good tempered and not unreasonable 
in their attitude. From the beginning of March some of the men began to return to 
work and the number of these steadily increased,. so that by the 7th March almost all 
the Europeans had been relieved at the furna.ces and the power house. The workmen 
recruited lcx:ally in Singhbbum indeed were from the first entirely ready to return~ 
and were only restrained by the induenee of the Punjabis and other up--country men. 
During the first week of March the local officers including the Commissioner, 
Mr. Heycock. who reached Jamshedpur on the 2nd. the Deputy Commissioner, 
Mr. Scott, and the Deputy InspectorwGeneralof Police. Mr. Swain, wereuntiringin their 
darts to bring about a settlement. Assistance Was also received from Mr. Byomkesh 
Chakravartti who arrived on the 4th but was obliged to leave again on the night of 
the 5th. The officials had throughout done their best to persuade the strikers to 
refrain :from violence, and had used every endeavour to secure that the points in 
mspute should be clearly defined and fully discussed by the representatives of the 
Company and of the men. They also took a leading part in explaining the various 
offers of the management to the men in the vernacualr. The allegation that they 
were not impartial but took sides with the Company is totally devoid of foundation. 

(vii) On the 8th _ & final oller was made on behalf of the Company in 
accordance with the terms approved by the Directors. The resumption. of work 
was an esseutiaI preliminary to the grant of any concessions.. but if the men returned 
by 6 p.m. on the 9th all the strikers including their leaders would be reinstated 
and paid their wages up to the date on which "the strike broke out. Negotiations 
would then be opened regarding the other demands. The Company would reconsider 
the question of paying the men for the period of the strike, and undertook that 
there would be a definite increase in pay if the 1inancial position of the Company 
permitted. When these terms were placed before a. meeting of the men. they were 
most unfavourably received. and the strikers announced that they would communicate 
their final answer on the return of their adviser# Mr. Byomkesh Chakravartti. who 
did not arrive at Jamsbedpur until the 11th. On the 9th Mr. Hald&r complained 
on behalf of the men that the management were trying to starve them into sub
mission by refusing to sell grain to thetd. and,asked that arrangements might be 
made to pay oft at once men who wished to leave Jamshedpur. The baseless nature 
of the first complaint was explained. to the men at a meeting by the Deputy 
Commissioner the same evening. For many months the company had supplied 
its employees with grain below cost price, the current local rate being from 6 to 61 
seers to tho rupee whereas the company had been selling throughout the year at 
7 seers. It could not continue to extend thls concession to men who refused to 
work for it, but on the other hand, if the supply in the local hazar ran short, the 
Company undertook to sell grain to the strikers at the current market rates. In 
fact, however, there were large supplies of grain. in the local bazar. It was also 
explained to the men that those who wished to sever their connection with the 
Company would be paid up to the date on which the strike commenced and given 
railway tickets to their homes .. The crowd accepted Mr. Scott's explanation with 
good humour and then dispersed. . 

(viii) Tho crisis of the negotiations was reached on the 12th March. when the 
strikers intimated their final refusal of the terms which the Directors had offered. 
At the same time Mr. Cbakravartti presented. the men's final demands. They 
claimed an immediate increase of 15 per cent. in all wages which before the strike 
did Dot exceed Rs. 8 per day. This increase was to be liable to enhancement or 
reduction in accordance with the result of the statistics. which the General Manager 
was preparing. No men were to be discharged and sympathetic consideration of 
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the subjects enumerated in the following memorandum was to be promised:
(ll Increment-35 per cent. and 50 per cent. {2} Provision against accidents
(a) Temporary. (h) Permanent. (e) Death. (3) Production bonus, general and 
labouring staff. (4) Annual leave. (5) Holidays. (6) Sick leave. (7) Casual 
leave. (8) Mediral treatment. (9) Nurses and midwives. (10) Cattle dispensary 
and veterinary treatment. (11) Codification of service rules and grada.tions. (IZ) 
Number of working houn:. (13) Treatment of Indian subordinates. (14) Town 
management. (15) Guest house. (16) Temple and Musjid. (11) Railway facilities. 
(18) The Department of Greater Extensions to he included. (19) Strike wa.ges. 

The general manager undertook to lay these demands before the directors. 
(ix) The formal presentation of the men's claims a.t once accentuated the gravity 

of the situation. If. as Government were informed was probable, the Directors 
declined to entertain the proposals made, and adhered to their refusal to consider 
concessions until work was resumed, it was likely tha.t disorder would occur. At 
the request of the local officeI'S) therefore, Government despatched reinforcements of 
armed and military police numbering about 100 in all including 50 mounted men. 
The military authorities were also asked. to hold in readiness a. company of Indian 
IufantIy who were subsequently despatched but did not reach Jamshedpur until 
the morning of the 16th. . 

(x) On the afternoon of the 13th it became evident that a decided change for the 
worse had taken place in the attitude of the strikers. A meeting was held. at which 
intIammatory speeches were made, and in the evening determined efforts were made 
to prevent those of the local aboriginal workmen who had already resumed work 
from entering the works for the 10 o'clock shift. Strong pickets of strikers armed 
with lathis wereestablisbed at various points, and a large crowd alsoassembledoutside 
the south gate of the works. Workmen on their way to the works were threatened 
and the conveyance of & few men into the works by means of a motor lorry was 
deeply resented by the strikers. The Deputy Commissioner informed them. that 
the lorry would not be used if they on their part undertook not to prevent by violence 
willing workers from ooming to work. For the moment danger was averted but 
it was clear that the trouble would be renewed when the 6 a.m. shift came to work 
on the following morning. 

(xiI Throngbout the night lat"ge mobs armed with lathis patrolled the town 
and at 4 a.m. a very large body of strikers had collected. outside the main. gate and 
drove back by force the workers who tried. to enter. Three times willing workers were 
brought in by means of the motor lorry under the protection of a. strong escort. 
but lorry and escort alike and also the military police geard at the gate were heavily 
stoned. and at the third trip the road was barricaded by the strikers in two places 
in order to prevent the passage of the lorry. A little earlier the mob had accused the 
Deputy Commissioner of neglecting to take action on a list of men willing to leave 
jamshedpur wbich Mr. Haldar was supposed to have sent him, and refused to believe 
him when he asserted (as was the fact) that no such list had been receiVed. Soon 
after the barricades had been erected the Commissioner came to the gate accompanied 
by Mr. Chakravartti who explained to the crowd that no list had ever been sent. 
Mr. Chakravartti endeavoured also to persuade the men to leave the gates and resume 
the discussion at a meeting elsewhere.. The crowd, however, remained obstinate 
and refused to listen. Their attitude was as follows :-(l) They would not leave 
the Company's service (2) They would not return to WQrk unless they received 
an increase of SO per cent. in their pay. (3) They would not allow any Indian to 
work while the strike was OD. (4) They would not vacate their position until those 
already working in the works were brought out. 

Mr. Heycock and Mr. Scott reasoned with the crowd for about an hour. pointing 
out that their action was wholly illegal and explaining that. if they would not disperse 
force would have to be used to compel them to do so. Mr. Chakravartti and other 
representatives of the strikers agreed that no other course was possible and joined 
in the attempt to persuade the crowd to disper.;e~ but without success. Finally the 
Commissioner gave the men one hour up to 11 a.m. to leave the gates, and informed. 
them that force would have to be used if they did not disperse by that time. After 
further reasoning with the men Mr. Chakravartti. informed the Commissioner that 
he could do nothing with them, but ultimately they dispersed just before 11 o'clock 
on an undertaking being given by the authorities that the motor lorries would not 
he used that da.y if the strikOI1l would guarantee not to prevent by violence willing 
workers from returning to work. It was also agreed that a meeting should be held 
with the general manager in the afternoon. 

(xii) The meeting was held but was infructuous. The men adhered to their new 
• ultimatum of a 50 per cent. increase of pay. and when the general manager offered 

to pay them up to the day before the strike broke out so that they might be put to 
no difficulty while awaiting the reply of the directors in Bombay, they said they would 
consider it if two months' wages. were offered. Throughout the afternoon a large 
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moving crowd was present opposite the main gate. and a strong guard was necessary 
to maintain the position. It was found impossible without l'I'ecipitating an outbreak. 
to move supplies for- the European quarter by lorries or cars, and the strikers eJtpI E sm 
their determination not to permit Indian labourers to enter the works or to let 
supplies go into them. They objected also to the servants of the European employees 
of the company entering the works. 

(xiii) Early on the morning of the 15th an attempt was made to take out a train. 
carrying eoolies chiefly women. who desired to go to their homes from the works to 
Tatanagar. but it was discovered that the railway line had been blocked. and the 
train was forced to return. Between half past eight and a quarter to nine in the 
morning. news was received that a party of strikers was attempting to wreck the 
railway line. and the Deputy Inspector-General of Police despatched two troops of 
mounted police under Inspector Pearson with directions to round up the men who 
were destroying the line and to arrest as many as possible. The mounted police 
were direeted not to shoot,. but if resistance was offered to use their swords. At the 
same time an engine and railway carriage containing eight Gurkha military police 
with two British soldiers as guards OD the engine was sent out along the line to the 
spet in charge of the Deputy Superintendent. Mr. Ashby, who was told that as many 
as possible of the ofienders were to be arrested. but there should be no firing unless 
absolutely necessary in seU-defence. A second party of mounted police was sent 
out shortly after the first with similar inst.:ru.ctions. and was accompanied by Mr. 
Sawday. an employee of the comJ?3ll:Y and an honorary magistrate. who acted as 
guide. This party and the party m the train reached the scene of the obstruction 
before Inspector Pearson's men had appeared. On arrival they found the line 
blocked with signal posts. pig iron and boulden. and a large number of men, chiefty 
Punjabis~ were completing the work of obstruction. Forty or fifty were arrested 
by the police, and the train was then sent back to the works to bring reinforcements .. 
Mr. Ashby and his party remaining with the mounted men. A large crowd. number· 
ing about a thousand. many of whom were armed with latAis, rapidly collected on 
all sides, and although detachments of sowars were sent out in different directions to 
keep the crowd back. they soon came to close quarters with the police and surrounded 
them. The attack was of the most resolute character, aQd it soon became impossible 
to retain the prisoners, who escaped and joined the mob. The police were subjected 
to a severe bombardment with stones, which was continued when they commenced 
their retreat to the Running Room. about half-a.-mile away. Many of the police were 
struck with stones, and Mr. Ashby was somewhat severely injured by a blow from a 
stone on the groin. The mob were warned more than once by Mr. Ashby that if 
they persisted he would be compelled to order Dre. but these wa.rni.ngs were dis-
regarded, and a.t last, as the police were surrounded and hopelessly outnumbered. 
Mr. Sawday being the only magistrate present, gave the order to nre. Mr. Sawday 
also gave the same order independently to his own party. Even then. however; 
the mob continued to press the police hard until they were close to the Running 
Room. 

{xiv} Mr. Scott, the Deputy Commissioner, received the first information of the 
collision from two of the strike leaders, Gopi and Bhuta. who came to him at the 
director's bungalow at about 9.30 a.m. He at once proceeded on borseback at full 
speed to the Running Room but heard DO shots until he had come close to it. He 
met the retreating party still )lursued vy the mob close to the Running Room and 
ordered the fuing to cease. He sent the pelice back to the Ru:.nning Room and 
went on alone to stop _the further advance of the mob. At this point there was 
grave danger that the mob would j,dvance and get into the works. The strikers 
werre extremely violent and some were heard to shout that they would kill the 
sahibs even if it cost them their lives. Aided by the two strike leaders Gopi and 
Bhuta. who had accompanied him to the spot, Mr. Scott succeeded in bringing the 
mob to a standstill. Keeping them in front of him and refusing to allow any men 
to get behind his horse. Mr. Scott advanced as far as the weighbridge. At this 
point Inspector Pearson', party. which had not taken part in the fighting. appeared 
and was sent back by Mr. Scott to join the others a.t the RUDUing Room. The 
crowd was now cooler, and after listening to what they had to say a.o.d persuading 
them to take the wounded to the hospital. Mr. Scott got them to leave the railway 
line and disperse. In all about 100 shots were tired. Five strikers were killed,. 
It1 wounded severely, 3 fairly severely and 10 slightly. 

(xv) This collision marked the end of the attempts at active intimidation in the 
vicinity of the works. On the following day men began to return to work in con· 
siderable numbers. The Bihari mish'is and the Chinese skilled workmen were. 
anxious to resume work. while the aboriginals who supply the bulk of the unskilled. 
labour were frankly delighted to be allowed to work. On the other hand. evidence 
has been obtained that Punjabi and other Up-C01U1try workmen had organixed some
thing approaching a reign of terror amongst the villages threatening to beet those 
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who returned to work. to burn their houses and rape their women. Confidence 
in. the ability of the authorities to protect those willing to work was now restored, 
and the number of those who returned was greater than the management could 
deal with. On the 18th a committee of directors, including the Chairman, Sir 
Dorabji Tat&, arrived at Jamshedpur. and after consultation with the General Manager. 
the following notice WlI.'I issued :-(1) The Committe. of Directors of the Tate Iron 
and Steel Company, Limited, beaded by their ehairman. Sir Dorabji Tata, arrived 
at jamshedpur this morning. (2) They have decided to. give time to the men till 
6 a.m. on Saturday, the 20th instant. to return to 'work. {3} If the men resume in 
sufficient numbers to enable work to be commenced the Committee will at 10 a.m. 
on Saturday, the 20th instant. announce the decision at which they have arrived as 
regards the concessions demanded by the men. (4) The Directors will leave Jam· 
shedpur for Bombay on Saturday, the 20th instant. at 2 p.m. . 

(xvi) On the moming of the 20th practically all the men resumed spontaneously, 
and in accordance with the promise made the decision of the directors was announced. 
All men drawing Rs. SO and less would receive a permanent increase of 25 per cent. 
in lieu of 10 per cent. bonus. while men drawing over Rs. 50 v.'Ould receive a per
manent increase of 20 per cent. in lieu of the bonus. Other demands including the 
question of bonus* scale of salaries. and rules regarding accidents and leave would 
be considered and a decision announced on or before the 31st May. This decision: 
has apparently been accepted as satisfactory. and all is now reported quie~. 

(xvii) The attention of Govemment has been drawn to an article which appeared 
in the A mrita Ba.zar PaWikfl on the 20th March last which. which purports to give 
an account of the incidents which took place on the 15th March from information 
supplied. by a local correspondent. It is alleged. in this article that a European 
servant of the company fired with his pistol on the strikers four times~ at a moment 
when the strikers had quieted down. and there was no danger to anyone of personal 
violence. This is a complete distortion of the facts. No firing at all took place 
until the party of police (with whom Mr. Sawday was) were compelled to:fire in order 
to protect their own lives. Mr. Sawday himself did not fire until he was attacked. 
by a man with an iron bar. and he then fired in the ground about six feet in front of 
his a.ssailant. Even this did not tum the man. wbo was eventually driven oft by a 
sowar, who rode at him with drawn sword. Subsequently during the general action 
Mr. Sawday had to lire four times more. but nevere>:cept when the mob were pressing 
home their attack. No other European servaot of the company fired at all. Again~ 
it is alleged in the article that the strikers demanded back certain Indian. workers 
who were being carried in .& wagon which a. European employee of the company was 
escorting accompanied by a number of cavalry soldiers. It will be seen from the 
above narrative that the firing had no connection whatever with the objection. which 
the strikers raised to the conveyance of willi.ng workers into the works in a motor 
lorry. The two events indeed occurred on di1Ierent days. So far were the strikers 
from being in a. peaceful mood when they tried to stop the lorry. that they stoned 
the lorry. its escort. and the pollco guard at the gate with great viiolence. No 
cavalry soldiers were at any time during the strike at Jamshedpur; the mounted 
men referred to were members of the mounted company of the Bihar and Orissa 
military police. It is also alleged that the attitude of the strikers on the 14th was 
one of determined persistency that their 4 bhailok' should not be taken forcibly 
or under threat to work inside the faetory. This is a complete misrepresentation. 
No attempt whatever was made at a.ny time to compel anyone to work who did not 
wish _to do so, 00 the eontrary~ the violence was on the side of the strikers. who 
forcibly prevented the entrance of willing workers into the works. 
- Another statement in the article is that the European gentlEmen could not wait 

even 10 minutes before fuing to send for the Commissioner. who was within easy 
reach. It will be evident from the account given in the foregoing paragraphs that 
firing was postponed until the last possible moment, and that there ~ no time to 
send for the Commissioner or for any other official. In fact, moreover. the Commis· 
sioner could not have been. brought to the scene for at least 20 minutes. It is stat<d 
in the article that Mr. McNabb. another employee of the company. appeared at the 
head of a body of soldiers and that. although there was no competent authority to 
order the soldiers to fire, they nevertheless did. so. The fact is that Mr. McNabb did 
not accompany any party of the police 00 the 15th. and was nowhere near the scene 
of the occurrence when the firing took place. No party of soldiers lir.d at all. 

(xviii) In view of these stories and of others which have gained currency it is 
desirable that the facts should be clearly understood.. It is not the case that any 
attempt was made by or on behalf of the company to compel unwilling persons to 
work or to bring men by force within the works, The regular troops and the armEd 
and military police who were sent to J amshedpur for the protection of life and 
property were at no time used for any other purpose. When the police were at last 
compelled to fire on the strikers they did so only in s-elf-defence when attack£d by 
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a large and angry mob. With the exception of two British soldiers who formed 
part of Mr. Ashby's party in the train no regular troops took part in the :liring. 
From the evening of the 13th until the morning of the 15th the behaviour of the 
strikers was most threatening. and the fact that a collision was averted on the 14th 
was due solely to the mingled tact and firmness of the local authorities. Great credit 
is due in particular to the Commissioner, Mr. Heycock, for his handling of the situa· 
tion on the 14th and to Mr. Scott. the Deputy Commissioner. for the resolute manner 
in which he faced and quieted the mob on the 15th. when the police party were 
driven in. The ta..;:t that he was successful in his attempt shows cleady that during 
the negotiations of the previous three weeks he had gained the confidence and 
respect of the strikers." 

2. There is little to add to the above statement. It is clear that the immediate 
cause of the strike was economic. The price of living bad been increasing rapidly 
since the war all over India. and in the town of J amshedpur there are conditions 
which make cost of living higher there than elsewhere at any time. - It is too large 
a concentration of people to live in that comparatively poor country even if an 
industrial population could produce their own food. All necessities have to be 
imported by rail or from some distance. This must have been aggravated at the 
time by the influx of workmen employed on the construction of the" greater exten
sions " which nearly doubled the size of the works. Added to that it was a time of 
scarcity in the province; for two years the OUttum of staple crops had been poor, 
and there had been practically a famine in cotton cloth. It is true that Messrs. 
Tatas even then were paying considerably higher wages than were paid elsewhere 
for similar work; for months the company had been selling both grain and cloth 
to their own employees below cost price. and the 10 per cent. bonus mentioned in 
the papers as given since 1917 appears to have been compensation for high prices. 
and was not a production bonus. There is no material on whieh to make any 
estimate of how the wages paid compared with a living wage; the ruling fact no 
doubt was that the purchasing power of a man's earnings was less than it had been 
before. It seems to have been established at least by negative evidence that no 
outside infiuence of any kind had been at work in bringing about the strike. It is 
gratifying that immediately on the termination of the strike the Directors of the 
I~n and Steel Company passed a resolution expressing their appreciation of the 
services of the officers of Government not only in the matter of preserving law and 
order but also in the assistance rendered by them in bringing about a termination 
of the strike. 

3. The settlement reached on the 20th March ~ left much for future con
sideration. and the records of the time show that the final settlement was not reached 
without friction and unrest. On the 20th May. the directors made a. further announce
ment regarding (i) service rules . regulating employment. discharge, disablement~ 
sickness and leave. and (Ii) provident fund roles. It was not well received. The 
announcement made no allusion to the points to which the men attached most 
importance. m., strike pay and the extension of the bonus on production to all 
ranks. The service rules gave satisfaction. but the provident fund rules were 
unacceptable largely because they were misunderstood. The men held that the 
increase of wages granted at the end of the strike were a temporary arrangement 
pending examination of figures and they.expected a further increase. Finally. the 
company made announcement to the following effect~-

(i) The following increase itt wages were announced :-
Monthly payor equivalent ' 

dailywage-. 
Rs. 15 to 40 
Rs. 40 to 75 
Rs. 75 to ISO 

Increase. 
20 per cent. 
15 per cent. 
10 per cent. 

The increases were to be calculated on the aetual rates of wages drawn on the 
29th February. 1920. excluding the 10 per cent. bonus granted in 1917. and were 
to be in addition to the pennanent increases granted in March last. 

The net result is shown in the following table :-

Monthly paX or equivalent 
daily wage. 

Rs. IS to 40 
Rs. 40 to SO 
Rs. 50 to 7S 
Rs. 75 to 150 

Percentage 
granted 
in March. 

25 
25 
20 
20 

Pereent~ 
age 

granted 
in June. 

20 
15 
15 
10 

Total 
percentage 
of increase. 

45 
40 
35 
30 
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{ii) All employees drawing less than 8 annas a day or Rs. 15 a month were to 
receive two days' additional pay after every four weeks if not absent for more than 
one day. and one day's additional pay after every foUl' weeks if not absent for more 
than two days. (ill) The provident fund rules were altered so as to require a con
tribution of half a. month's pay only from all employees as a condition of receiving 
the company's contribution. (iv) The demand for strike pay was refused. (v). 
Bonus on production was to be paid to all employees, irrespective of nationality. 
holding or rising to a post in which the bonus was then being drawn. ('Vi) One-third 
of lapsed deposits in the provident fund were to be held as a fund from which 
gratuities would be paid on retirement to employees who have served the company 
continuously for 12 yeaIS. {vii) The company refused to introduce fixed scales of 
pay in the works. {viii) Holidays for two religious festivals in each year were to be 
granted to all employees 011 fuU pay. (al Employees paid by the day were to be 
allowed. two weeks' lE!a.ve annually on full pay instead of six months on half pay 
after seven years. (x) The directors refused to recognize the Labour Association 
at that time as it had only been in existence for two mon~ and they were not 
satisfied that it represented a large proportion of the men. They promised to 
reconsider the question if further experience showed. that the Association was a 
genuine body which desired to work in co-operation with the management. 

4. The ~refereDce to the Labour Association here is the first we hear of that body 
which has played a large part in Jamshedpur labour politics subsequently. A note. 
dated the 16th March, 1920, by a polioe officer states " A Jamshedpur Labour As
sociation has been started with Mr. S. N. HaJdu as president, Jogesh Ghosh as 
secretary and Viswanath Janardan Sathey as treasurer. The executive committee 
appears to consist of those who took a leading part in the strike. U Mention is made 
at the same time of a rival society. apparently started by the company called the 
Tata·s Workers Welfare Union, of which little more is heard. At the time the 
membership of the Labour Association appean to have been small and its induence 
among the men limited and the company actually conducted negotiations with an 
independent committee of representatives of the workmen. Government officers 
noted at the time their view that the recognition of the Association is a matter which 
would not _be allowed to drop, and mentioned two further causes as likely to prevent 
the eomplete restoration of peace. One was the fact that shopkeepen; in the town 
were clearly pro1iteering and had managed to force up the price of food grains directly 
the :first increment was granted in March. Another was that the system of promotion 
intended to secure promotion by merit alone. did in etfect work arbitrarily and give 
rise to discontent and a feeling of inseGurity. However for the moment the trouble 
was past. 

5. The period between the close of the first big strike early in 1920, and the second 
strike in September, 1922, was one of great political activity. The reformed Govern.
ment had come into being and non-cooperation was at its height. Though none of 
the strikes at Jamshedpur has been either instigated by politicians or due directly 
to causes other than a labour dispute, yet this place like all others must h.a.ve been 
a:Bected by the prevailing unr~t. The Labour Association was growing in strength 
and. influence though still unorganized, and the leaders in its activities were the 
same persons as those who took the lead in Congress politics. The president was 
still Mr. Haldar. the Calcutta barrister, and two organizing secretaries were sent to 
it by him in succession, ODe at least of whom had been in jail in consequence of his 
revolutionary activities. The early connection of the Labour Association with the 
advanced political party is important, as it is this connection which largely explains 
its policy, its failures and its successes. Meanwhile. great changes had been taking 
place in the position of the company. The world prices of steel were falling and 
wages were being reduced in Europe, while the company during the period of high 
prices had embarked upon extensions which nearly doubled the capital on which 
they had to pay interest. 

S. The LabOur Association was again active in the middle of 1921. when it 
presented to the management three demands: (i) Bonus of one month's pay from 
the profits of the previosu year. (il) an all-round increase of 33 per cent., and {iii} a 
minimum of 8 annas a. day for weekly paid labour. The management declared 
themselves unable to meet these demands. whkh caused disappointtnent. and also 
stigma.tized them as .. unreasonable," which caused considerable resentment. The 
leaders declared that the position must be accepted. as they were not strong enough 
to strike. The failure of the Association in these negotiations discredited it to some 
extent. The executive had presented to the management demands considerably mOTe. 
moderate than those which the mass meeting had by resolution authorized them ;to 
present. and this brought much criticism and suspicion upon them. The ptlier 
point to notice about these demands is that they include a claim to a share in the 
profits. The management of the company have from time to time called attention 
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to the fact that strikes or threats of strikes always coineide with a time when the 
company is making or believed to be making larger profits than usual: the strike 
is not for a subsistence wage. or even a. fair wage. or to maintain a particnla.r standard 
of life. but the strike leaders are opportunists taking every chance to wrest from 
the shareholders a larger share of the profits of industry. It is true that these demands 
include one for mlnimum wage for the cooly class; and this demand bas appeared 
again among the numerous demands that have been made in the course of the strikes. 
But a feature of these strikes in J amshedpur is that they have been strikes of superior 
and skilled or semi-skilled men; the cooly class have never been willing participators, 
though kept out of the works by timidity. They have usually rejoined as soon as 
police protection is guaranteed. and their needs have generally not formed part of 
the final settlement. 

7. It was nearly a year before the Labour Association became active again. 
and its activities on this occasion culminated in the second big strike. There are 
those who attribute its activity and its consequences merely to a desire of the 
Association to recover their lost prestige. but there is no evidence to prove this. 
Indeed, it seems clear that the leaders still considered that the time was not ripe for 
a strike. Reports of meetings are available which show that the president was 
strongly against a strike until more funds had been collected and the body had been 
consolidated. Xhe impression gained by Government officers was that the Labour 
Association would not call or instigate a strike, but that if one occurred they would. 
take charge of it and manage it. Appreciations of the situation at the middle of 
1922 refer to the great unrest prevailing and note in particular two points Ii) the 
large numbers attending the mass meetings called by the Labour Association, Iii) the 
fact that the grievances discussed were to a very great extent particular grievances 
of individuals and that there seemed no general grievance a.ffecting the whole body 
of workmen. The latter comment seems correct. There was not much talk of general 
grievances. Mention is made of housing. particularly of the terms on which land 
was let for· building houses, of the hours of work for the general shift, of facilities 
for grazing cattle on open spaces. of free medical attendance at workmen's home, 
and the like. But as has been discovered several times the expressed grievances 
are not always a safe index to the real cause of the troubles, and a statement and a 
coUnter manifesto were issued by the company and the workers respectively. which 
probably focus more clearly the true issue. The company's statement was to the 
effeet that world prices of steel were falling, prolits were being reduced and any 
increase in wages was impossible; that the men's leaders were misleading them; 
that if a strike occured the company Would be forced to close down and would not 
reopen for many months; that the men must assist the company if the present 
rate of wages was to be maintained, and that if the men struck. strikers would only 
be taken back. (if at all) on a lower rate of wa.ges. The counter manifesto appeared 
SOOn after. It was signed ., The workers~' as a reply to the statement that the 
discussions in the mass meetings were not representative of the views of the men as 
& whole. .. It is not the speakers at the meetings who clamour for an increase of 
Wages and other concessions, but it is we who want a reasonable share of the produce 
of our labour and right and justice done to us in other respects. u It then proceeds 
to examine balance sheets and to urge that shareholders and the reserve fund had 
bad more than a fair· sbare of the profits. that allegations that wages bad been 
reduced in Europe was fallacious. since the redllced wages in Europe were still more 
than double pre-war level, whi!p in India there had been no such inftation o-f wages 
to justify a reduction or rather the :refusal of an increase. It dealt with other parts 
of the company'. statement and ended oli. a distinctly threatening note. It seems 
clear that the chief cause of unrest was the belief in the ability of the company to 
pay much high.r wages, and that it was making hig profits in which the men did 
not get their fair share. A strike was expected immediately after the 25th Au~ 
1922~ but did not occur at once. Tke Association. bowever. sent the following list 
of demands to the Directors and the Genetal Manager :-(i) That Ganga Prashad 
and A. C. Mazumdar. dismissed .mploy.... shonld be reinstated. Iii) That the 
company should recognize the Labour Association. permit its members to enquire 
into grievances and give the Association a quarter in Bistopur. (iii) That the general 
shift should be for 8 hours only. hOm S a.m. to 4.30 p.m .• inclUding half an hour • 
lor lunch (instead of 6 a.m. to 4 p.m.). and that clerks should work only from 10 a.m. 
to 4.30 p.m. (iv) That there should be no compulsory overtime and that for overtime 
at night 4 days' pay should be drawn for S days' work. (v) That victims of accidents 
8hould draw 'full pay while absent from duty (i.e .• irrespective of any fault in the 
matter). (vi) Tha.t the :service rules should be amended to enable employees to take 
teave at the time of their choice and Dot at the discretion of the company, and that 
gratuity should be paid after 10 years' service. (vii) That workmen drawing less 
than Rs. 300 a month should receive free medical attendance at their homes for 
their wives and families. (viii) That out of the ~ts for 1921-22 the company 
should grant a bonus of one month's pay to all lts employees. (ix) That female 
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labourers should draw full pay fo< six weeks before .and after delivery, (x) That 
Mr. Campion should make a written apology for having interfered with Soban Bux 
at his prayers. (N.B.-This matter was dropped owing to Mr. Campion's sudden 
death in a day or two later.) 

It is noted that the demand to which the men attached most importance was 
that for a bonus of a month's wages from the profits. No copy of this letter is in 
the possession of Government and it is not known whether it contained any notice or 
threat of a strike. Presumably it did not as the strike clearly came as a surprise 
to the management. The papers of the time contain a note of a conversation between 
a police officer and the representative of labour in the Leglislative Council. The 
latter. who was in a position to speak with knowledge~ stated that counsels were 
much divided about the policy of striking. that many of the strikers had no real 
grievances, but the fact that the company had made 881akhs of profit in the previous 
year and after refusing a dividend to their shareholders had been obliged to yield 
and d¢are -4 per cent. had led the men to believe that the company could pay 
increased wages, -if the men took a 1irm. stand as the shareholders had done. The 
immediate occasion of the strike was the failure of the company to answer a letter 
from the Labour Association but the real cause was the bigh price of food and 
necessitiM and the failure of the company to control prices and to check profiteering. 

8. On the 19th September, the acting general manager had authorised an 
announcement that the men's demands would be considered on the return of the 
permanent General Manager, Mr. Tutwiler~ in the first week of October. This was 
announced at the mass meeting in the evening at 6.30 p.m. and it was resolved to 
strike. The 10 p.m. shift did not go to work and the works were deserted save for 
the whole European staff of the company who kept going such work as was needed 
to maintain the essential public utility services and to prevent irreparable damage 
to the plant. The strike was complete and included not only the ordinary Indian 
workmen, but also many Anglo-Indians and the Bengali clerical staft. By morning 
elaborate arrangements had been made by the men to picket all the approaches to 
the works. but everything was orderly and there was no violence. The management 
were det-ermined to adhere to the terms of their public statement, as is shown by the 
notice jssued two or three days later. as follows :-(a) Those men who return to 
workonMonday. 25th September. accordingtotheirpropershifts and houl'Sofdutywill 
be rrlained on their present rates of pay. (b) Those who do not return by that time 
cannot be taken back 00. their present rates of pay and their pay will be reduced 
10 percent. (e) The company reserves tbe right to refuse to reinstate thoseemployees 
whose services it does not wish to retain. It is a notice j:hat leaves little room for 
compromise or negotiation. 

9. The Deputy Commissioner. Mr. Lewis, was on the spot when the strike began 
and he was soon joined by senior police officers. Immediate steps were taken to 
concentrate a large force of police and military in the town. The 1irsheed was 
to ensure the maintenance of the essential services. the supply of water and light .• 
The necessary work was being done by the European staff who were engaged day 
and night on the boilers in the works and in consequence great anxiety was 1elt for 
the safety of their women and children who were alone in the town. Reports show 
that feelings were extremely bitter, a deadlock. had been reached at a very early stage~ 
both sides showed an inclination to .. force the pace/~ and the officers of the 
Government anticipated that the situation would deteriorate very rapidly and end 
in rioting and bloodshed. Particular anxiety was felt for the safety of the works. 
which are a national asset and more than the mere property of & private company. 
At the same time as these ~tiOIl3 were made, the Deputy Commissioner met 
bbth parties and assured them. of his strict impartia.lity as regards the issues at 
stake and the fact. that the icrees at his disposal were intended only to protect life 
and property and to secure to everyone the free exercise of his private rights whether 
to work or to abstain from working. The need fot' this was fully proved by a 
number of isolated cases of assault and intimidation.. which however were much 
reduced when the system of .patrols was established. 

10. The Honourable Mr. (now Sir Hugh) McPherson. Member of the Executive 
Council of the- province went to Jamshedpur a few- days after the strike had begun. 
to enquire into the situation. He succeeded in bringing about a meeting between 
the- management and the men's representatives in his presence. Mr. Padshah. the 
acting general manager of the company. had by this time received the instructions 
01 the directors on the demands of the meJl. The directoI's protested strongly against 
the declaration of the strike without any opportunity for the management to_ consi~ 
the demands of the men (the letter had reached the general manager on the 18th 
Septembet' and the strike had been ealled on the 19th) and then stated with regard 
to the points at issue that the company could make no concession which meant 
increased cost of production. or any concession which involved su-rrendering to the 
Labour Association the proper functiOns of the managementinmattersofdisciplineand 

• 
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administration. but that the other demands would be sympathetically consideRd. 
It must be noted that the directors 00 this occasion bad given their general manager 
full powers to come to a settlement~ thus avoiding one of the chief difficulties of the 
previous strike; but at the same time the matters left 10r negotiation were very 
limited. There were no further discussions at the moment. It seems that at 
this stage both Government officers and Mr. Haldar (who was still in Calcutta) 
believed that the demand for a bonus of one month's pay was not vital and that the 
grant of some other concessions might save the face of the men and bring about a. 
settlement. Government officers thought that in their dealings with these men the 
company were inclined to presume too far on the fact that they were absolute owners 
of a town of sixty thousand inhabitants. and to lose the credit for the great and 
substantial benefits which they had conferred on their labour. by an overbearing 
manner in comparatively small matters. With regard to the Labour Association it 
appears that the recognition of that body was under consideration. but the presence 
of outsiders in the executive was a stumbling block. It may be noted that at this 
meeting the company adhered. to its intention of dispensing at their discretion with 
the services of those who did not rejoin by the 25th September. but there is BO record 
that anything was said about the 10 per cent. reduction. 

] 1. The -effective system of police patrols was restoring con1idence in the town 
and under the protection afforded a large number of coolies and some of the clerks. 
rejoined, but on the date fixed by the company (the 25th September) the Dumber 
of skilled men who had returned was very small. The reports of the time note 
certain features which we a1so noted in 1928. The cooly class were never willing 
strikers and rejoined as soon as they could do so without danger~ .As men re
turned to work the bitterness of feeling and the determination of both sides 
increased. The mass meetings had wavered about calling a strike. but now that 
it bad started they were unanimous to continue it. The Deputy Commissioner was 
obliged to warn both sides against the vindictive prosecution of petty cas£s in the 
courts. The strike was now resolving itself into a. struggle for power betw«n the 
company and the Labour Association which was by this time affiliated to the Trade 
Union Congress. The Government officers were of opinion that Mr. Haldar (who 
wa.!\ now in Jamshedpur) attached little importance to the actuald£mands of the m£ll. 
but much importance to saving the Labour Association and extending its power. 
He would call oft the strike for two concessions (i) no victimisation and (il) rec0gni
tion of the labour Association. The company had no wish. to crush out any 
voluntary union of their men, but to the Deputy Commissioner it appeand that 
what the company actually wanted was a Labour Association that would practically 
surrender the right to strike and would be controlled by the management. The 
company would be prepared to recognize a reconstituted association. Further the 
management were determined not to re-em.ploy a large number of the men who 
had been responsible for fomenting the strike. There was at this stage great risk 
of the wotkmen themselvesbecom.ingmere pawns in the game wbile tbe company and 
those who represented or claimed to represent labour struggled over the larger issues. 
The deadlock was complete. The possibility of some form of mediation at this 
time was anxiously examined both by the Government and by the officers on the 
spot. but circumstances at the moment were unfavourable. 

12. On the 2nd October. Mr. Tutwiler. the permanent general manager. returned 
to Jamshedpur. He immediately announced bis intention of carrying out the policy 
of his predecessor. Mr. TutwitM'S personal infiuence and the respect: and affection 
in which he was held by aU empl~ was great, and the am result of his return 
seems to have been a tendency of the strikers to break up into communities. The 
Sikhs. always a most inftuential body. bxllt a line of their own and sent a represent,a
tive deputation to Mr. Tutwiler. To the deputation. however, Mr. Tntwiler only 
reiterated his determination to pursue the previous policy and· in particular that 
certain individuals would not be -re:employed. Mr. Halda.r was obliged to address 
a sectional a.ppeal to the Bengali clerical staff not to go back to work. For the 
moment it was successful. But by this time men: were rejoining in large numbers 
there were upwards of 10.000 or about a quarter of the total labour force working. 
This u we know by experience is a most dangerous phase. and one in which there 
is every chance of collisions between bodies of workers and strikers or betw~n the 
latter and the police. The speeches at the meetings became more menacing in 
tone. Mr. Haklar left Jamshedpur on the 3rd October. Before leaving he wrote 
to the Deputy Commissioner saying that his services were still at the disposal of the 
men if he would be of any use, that while the strike was inopportune the demands 
were just and that he hoped nothing would be done to take away the men's self
respect and compel their surrender. He suggested that if no settlement was possible. 
the men's dues should be settled through the Deputy C~i01ler so that they 
might leave Jamshedpur. and that arrangements should be made accordingly by the 
Deputy Commissioner. This last proposal was also given prominence in the meetings. 
and had been raised by Mr. HaJdar in the strike of 1920. It was ext.remely doubtful 
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whether any of the men wanted to leave, and the proposal probably had two objects. 
First those who knew they would not be re--employed wanted to take as many as 
possible of their fellows away with them. Secondly the leaders vranted to 
manufacture a grievance against the Government and throw on the Government 
the responsibility for repatriating a starving population on lines similar to the 
agitation at the time of the exodus of tea. garden coolies from Assam. However. the 
general manager declared that any man who applied would have his dues settled up 
at once. and that he had sufficient clerical stafi to deal with five hundred applications 
a day. There was thus no need for the Govemment aid in the matter and in fact no 
applicatiollS were made. . 

13. During the ensuing days 01 strike weariness became everywhere apparent. 
and men rejoined in increasing numbers. but there was a corresponding increase in 
the advocacy of violence which gave rise to much anxiety. This was only natural 
as the more determined element began to recognise that if they are not to be defeated 
by a process of attrition, active measures are needed. At the same time it is on 
record that the men's leaders themselves did everything possible to keep the peace. 
There seems no doubt that by this time the great majority of the strikers wished 
that the strike was over and that they could return to work. but at the same time 
were dete.rmined not to go back until some settlement was given to them Which. 
woulll enable them to do so without loss of self-respect. In particular. the order 
that all those who rejoined would draw wages reduced by 10 per cent. stood in the 
way. It is l?robable that the company had no serious intention of enforcing this 
order. but, at the same time, would not withdraw it. The main body of strikers waited 
for some advance from the side of the company. By the middle of the month, 
about 14,000 men, including about 3.000 skilled men, had rejoined and the company 
had now enough labour to operate production departments on a scale sufficient to 
enable it to maintain its position indefinitely. The company's position as against 
the strikers appeared impregnable and the company 'Were apparently proposiDg to 
use the situation to re-organizetheir labour at their own time and in their own manner. 
This they could only do under the exceptional protection afforded by the large 
police and military forces in the place. and the Deputy Commissioner realised that. 
while it was his bounden duty to preserve the peace and prevent violent measures 
at all costs, by so doing he had created a situation which the company could prolong 
indefinitely to their own advantage. He represente1i this to the GoYernment and 
as a result Mr. Lyall, the Commissioner of the division, came down to discuss with 
the officers on the spot whether any measures were possible to release the deadlock. 

14. Meanwhile the company had. taken a step which but for the prompt and 
firm action of the Deputy Commissioner would probably have precipitated a crisis. 
On the 16th October, the general manager wrote to the Deputy Commissioner that 
the company. as proprietors of the land. proposed to issue a notice forbidding the 
holding of public meetings on all land except a portion of the south of the town, 
but were withholding the notice until the 18th instant in order to give the Government 
officers an opportunity to make suc:h dispositions as they deemed necessary to deal 
with any breach of the peace that might arise in consequence. r.Ir Lewis went at 
once to the general manager and told him that he could not receive an ultimatum 
of this kind. that he was prepared to draw a regular proceeding and to go into the 
legal aspects of the question in the presence of both parties, but that in the meantime 
if the compa.ny adhered to the course of action proposed, he would use his legal 
powers to restra.in the general manager :from giving effect to his intention. The 
proposal was dropped. forthe moment. and Mr, Lewis heard both parties the following 
day and the strikers asked for an adjournment till the 25th to obtain legal advice. 
but before that date the strike had ended. The same question arose in the strike 
of 1920. and was raised again a year or two later. The company based their claim. 
upon their proprietary rights; it is obvious that wh~ a private company is the 
sole proprietor of a large town and much of the surrounding country, the strict 
enforcement of the rights of private property means a complete denial of the right 
of public meeting. 

1S. On the 20th October. a sudden change came over the scene. Hitherto 
there had been intimidation but practically no picketing. That morning there 
was picketing by thousands of men all over the town and surrounding villages 
and hundreds of workers. particularly of the timid cooly class were turned back, 
They could have gone to work under the protection afforded by the police patrols 
but did not dare to do so. The Deputy Commissioner was satisfied that. as the men 
who wanted to work and the men who wanted to prevent others working were 
a~! equally balanced, such a co~rse of oo~d:uct musi; inevitably resul~ in 8. serious 
collisIon, or m other words, that m the extStmg condItions P~o.uful pIek"eting ,,,ag 
not possible. He therefore forbade picketing by an order under section 144, C.P.C .• 
which, however. remained in force for a day or two only. and was withdrawn when 
it appeared that the need for it no longer existed. 
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16. On the 20th October, Mr. Lyall, the Commissioner and Dewan Chaman Lan • 
. Secretary of the All-India Trade Union Congress, arrived in Jamshedpur. On 
that day the Commissioner met Mr. Tutwiler and ascerta.in£d from him that the 
management were not prepared to yield on any point: in particular that he was not 
willing to withdraw the condition that those returning would have their pay reduced 
by 10 per cent. though as soon as they returned he intended to recommend to the 
directors that this condition should be cancelled and he had let everybody know 
this. He declined to make any written announcement or to meet Dewan Chaman 
Lalt On the 21st Dewan Chaman Lall zuet the Commissioner and the Deputy 
Commissioner. There was a. discussion on the ethics and policy of picketing. and 
then upon a settlement of the strike. Dewan Chaman I..all sta.ted that he was in 
a position to bring back the men if the company would forego the 10 per cent. 
reduction though he pressed also for .. no victimization U and a conciliation board. 
He wanted to meet the genenj,l manager. Mr. Lyall thereupon went back to Mr. 
Tutwiler. and asked whether the 10 per cent. order, which the company admittedly 
never intended to enforce and was apparently the only obstacle. could not be 
withdra'fll. The general manager declared his inability tOo do this or to tp.eet Dewan 
Chaman Lall. On the latter point. however, he relented later in the day on the 
intervention ef Mr. Baijnath. M.L.C.~ to the extent of meeting Dewan Chaman Lall 
as man to man at his bungalow and discussing matterA with him. but making it 
clear that he conld not bind the company or go beyond the conditions already 1!!:ade 
public. These cenditions appear to have been (i) immediate return to werk, (ji) 
recommendation to directors after return that the 10 per cent. reductiQ,u should not 
be enforced, (ill) right of the company to refuse to re-employ those who had been 
especially disloyal and (iv) readiness at any time tOo appoint a joint committee ef 
20 chosen half by himself and bali by the workers to report en grievances to the 
general: manager'whose decisiOon should be final. '\\?e have no record of what passed 
between Dewan Chaman Lall and Mr. Tutwiler at their meeting. On the evening 
of the 22nd October. Dewan Chaman Lall addressed the workers and told them that 
a settlement had. been reached on the following terms (which are taken from the 
verbatim report -of the speech in Hindi). (j) Everybody was to return to work at 
6 a,m. the following morning. Those who had gone to their homes were to resume 
work at once on their return. (il) A commi.ttee of 10 from each side would te 
appointed to arrange a settlement of their demands. {iii} Everyone would go. back 
on the wages dt'awn before the strike. (iv) The reorganization of the union shall 
be undertaken by the Trades Union Congress. 

The following points must be noticed about this settlement :-(4) The men 
were told that they would go back on their former pay, no reference being 
made to the need-for the approval of the directors. (b) Nothing whatever is said 
a.bout the right of the company to refuse to. Te~mploy particular men. (e) The 
natural interpretation -of the statement is that the function of the committee would 
be to make a final decision and not merely to advise. 

17. The uncertainty contained the seeds of future trouble as subsequent events 
showed. More important than details- is the fact that there is nothing to show the 
authority on which Dewan Chaman Lall made his statement to the men. The 
general manager certainly gave the Commissiooer to understand that he had not 
gone beyond the conditions previously made known.· The company made no state
ment Oof any kind either then or later. and the Government officeI'll were inclined to' 
think that the company regarded'the men' as having returned to work unconditionally 
and the management as entirely uncommitted. On the other band the company 
_did not repudiate the statement. Moreover one or two things are clear. The 
termination of the strike was the direct outcome of the meeting between Dewan 
Chaman Lal1 and Mr. Tutwiler and therefore the company, though refusing to 
negotiate with the Labeur Association. hac1 negotiated with the larger labour 
organization that stooo behind it •. Secondly. the company did allow everyone to 
return on the morning of the 23rd October. and therefore the men can fairly claim to 
have established the principle of uno victimization." But the 1922 strike ended~ 
as the 1920 strike had done. leaving the main issues in the air to be settled by future 
discussion. 

m.-From the Strike of 1922 iO the StrIke of 1&28. 

The information on record concerning this period is scrappy. The first point 
that emerges is the ambiguity of the understanding on which the men bad come 
back to work. There was much unrest amOong the Indian workmen. and also dis~ 
content among the European and American supervising sta1f. who considered that 
they had been "let down •• by the management in coming to any form of compromise 
and particularly in taking back the ringleaders. There were numerous discharges 
almost at once, mcluding that of Mr. G. Sethi~ the secretary of the Labour Association. ' 
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No doubt each of these discharges could be justified on its own merits. and no doubt 
on the one hand there was insubordina.tion and indiscipline as a result of the general 
unrest. and on the other hand, departmental superintendents were probably hying 
in their own departments to restore the discipline which they considered bad been 
lost by the so-called settlement. But the- men clearly regarded these discharges as 
victimitatioo deferred. Further, though nothing more is heard of the 10 per cent. 
reduction, some of the men on their return to work found themselves in less lucrative 
jobs than those they left. The company's attitude in this was that the men had 
been allowed to return to work on their old rates of pay# but that there Was no 
guarantee that these rates would remain in force indefinitely. and the dumping of 
foreign. steel in the country at the time was making it impossible to continue the 
rates that up till then had been paid. The most important difference of opinion~ 
however, was over the conciliation committee. its constitution and its functions. The 
management said. that the understanding was that the men should submit 100 names 
of employees of the company. both of strikers and non-strikers. and from. these the 
general manager would choose ten as representatives of the men. The men's leaders 
wanted to choose ten persons, including not only outsiders, but also the secretary of 
the Labour Association, who though dismissed from the company's service still 
retained that position and represented the Association at the Trade Union Congress. 
It appears that the disputes over the conciliation committee lasted so long that it 
never actually came into being or got down to business at all. Not only was there 
dispute as to the nature of the understanding on which the men came back to work, 
but there was mutual accusation that both parties were failing to keep to the terms 
of this ambiguous arrangement. The numbers present at the meetings of the Labour 
Association were, however. small, and it is doubtful whether the unrest was wide 
or deepsea.ted. 

2. The Indian Tariff Board was set up ill July, 1923, and dealt first with pro
tection to the steel industry. It produced its :first report that year. recommending 
a protective tariff, and the portion dealing with labour is paragraphs 54-56 of 
Chapter V. It is here pointed out that the wages in Jamshedpur during the previons 
:five or six years do not lieem to be higher than those paid in other industries. or 
disproportionate to the rise in the cost of living. The cost of labour in a ton of steel 
was, however, excessive. partly owing to the high price of imported skilled labour~ 
and partly owing to the large number of semi-skilled or unskilled workmen employed. 
In the former there bad been considerable reduction by the substitution of Indians 
for Europeans and Americans, but the numbers of the latter could have been reduced 
without loss of efficiency. The Board recognized that the company had been 
handicapped in making economics by the labour unrest and the fear of strikes. but 
drew attention to the need for reduction of staff if the industry was to survive. The 
Board thus indicated early the real source of all the subsequent trouble. It is worth 
noting that Mr. Manek Homi who was afterwards so prominent in leading the big 
strike against the reduction policy~ himself gave evidence before the TarifE Board 
advocating this policy. 

3. Legislation was needed tQ give eHect to the recommendations of the 'Tariff 
Board, and early in 1924 the Steel Industry (Protection) Bill came before the 
Legislative Assembly. Labour was immediately active in an endeavour to gain. in 
conjunction with the advanced political party, some concessions for themselves in 
return for the assistance to be given to the company at the expense of the general 
taxpayer. The Labour Association published a pamphlet describing their grievaDces 
and distributed it to all members of the Legislative Assembly as well as to some 
members of the House of Commons. This pamphlet dealt with recOgnition of the 
Labour Association and with a number of matters which had previously been included 
in the grievances and demaDds. The pamphlet was published too late to admit of 
any reply before the discussions in tlie Assembly on the Bill (which is reported in 
Volume IV~ Part IV~ of the official report of the Legislative Assembly Debates, 
1924), but the Labour Association did publish a supplementary 1_ admitting that 
there were one or two actual mis...statemen1:s and in other passages the picture was 
overdrawn. Meanwhile the Secretary .of the Labour Associa.tion was in Simla, 
conducting a. regular campaign among the Indian Labour leaders there or with their 
aid. A conciliation committee met at Jamshedpur. It was headed by Mr. C. R. Das 
and included Messrs. Chaman Lall. Joshi, the Rev. C. F. Andrews and others from 
outside as well as members of the Labour Association. Mr. R. D. Tata and officers 
of the company. as well as representatiVeS of the WorkeIS, were present~ while Pandit 
Motilal Nehru and Mr. Rangaswami Iyengar were among the visitors. There is no 
official record of the proceedings available to the public but it would appear that 
the conciliation committee went over most of the matters raised in the pan1pa1et. 
On most points there was a satisfactOry understanding. but & deadlock over the 
recognition of the Association. The obstacle was the presence .of outsiders in the 
executive~ and particularly with regard to the inclusion of G. Sethi. a Gischarged 
employee in it. The labour meetings at the time were larger probably owing to the 
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presence of distinguished leaders. but not large as compared with those in the strike 
four years la.ter. The Association seems to have been still unorganized, the member
ship small. and the subscriptions difficult to collect, and irregular. The Steel Industry 
(Protection) Act, 1924, came into force on the 13th June. 1924. 

4. It seems to have been the Rev. C. F. Andrews. who later organiud the Labour 
Association. became its president and secured recognition for it. The difficulty 
about the appointment of a discbarged employee of the company as secretary appears 
to haTe been surmounted by re-employing him in the company. Quarters were 
aUotted to the Association and subscriptions to it were collected through the pay·bills. 
Each department elected a committee of nve and a. secretary; the committees 
form the general council and the secretaries form the executive. Two points have 
to be noted about it at this stage. Even at the time of its greatest membership it 
never included a majority of the workers; and it was never registerE"d under the 
Trade Union Act. possibly because this subjected its accounts to public audit. 

5. In December. 1926. came the third report of the Tariff Board on the Steel 
Industry, The second report had not dealt with la.bour matters. The third report. 
however, amplified and emphasize.d the need for a drastic reduction of the numbers 
employed (Chapter III. paragraphs 36-43) as a condition of continued assistance 
from the taxpayer. There were difficulties about this. The company bad continued 
their policy of reducing covenanted hands. but a net reduction 01 men employed bad 
to be made at a time when new plant was to be brought into operation. It was the 
company's efforts to do tbis that explain the unrest in 1927 which culminated in the 
big strike of 1928. 

IV.-The year 1927 and !he Six lIIontbl' Strike 0.11928. 

t. The following extracts dealing with the causes of unrest in 1927. which culmi
nated in the six months' strike of 1928. are taken from a detailed report submitted 
by the Deputy Commissioner of the district to Government at the end of the strike. 
They are the views of a Government officer. without industrial training and with 
only partial knowledge of the factors ruling the situation. but are given for what 
they are worth. 

er The strike at the Tata Iron and Steel Works is not an isolated or peculiar event .. 
There is labour unrest all over India. and everywhere it presents somewhat similar 
features, For many years Indian labour was regarded as cheap. though a few persons 
pointed out that it was really an expensive form of labour because so much of it is 
required to produce a given result. With the increased cost of living. the truth of 
this has been realised and eHorts made to increase of individual efficiency 01 the 
workman. to install labour-saving devices. and to jettison the surplus hands. This 
has caused restlessness and discontent. At the same time there has been a great 
deal of industrial legisla.tion~ based on western models rather than on first-hand 
experience of eastern needs. which is bringing about a fundamental change in the 
conception of the relation of master and man. The present troubles are a phase in 
the adaptation of agricultural peoples to modern industrial conditions. The dis-
turbed state of the working classes of course provides an excellent field for the 
agitator. of which he is not slow to take advantage. but in its origin and nature the 
movement is economic and ndt political. Further, it is conservative rather than 
communistic; an attempt to resist a change rather than an attempt to bring about 
one, As regards the strike in Jamshedpur. if there is any peculiar feature in it, it is 
that the over-staffing prohlem was mOTe acute, and the influence of outside agitators 
less than elsewhere . 

.. (n) The iron and steel works did. not develop from ~ small beginnings, but sprang 
into existence almost at once. There was one large expansion more than doubling 
the size of the works in 1922. It was financed from the beginning on a lavish .scale. 
and the pay both of the supervising staff and of the workers was fixed on a scale 
that to our ideas was excessive. Overstaffing was almost inevitable under these 
conditions. The men were in~enced and had to be trained. The time of the 
great expansion of the works was a time when the prices of steel were at their zenith. 
Production was everything. and the cost of labour absorbed. a very small fraction 
of the total value of a ton of steel. Then a few years ago prices began to fall. and in 
th& meantime the cost of living had risen ooosidera.bly. The cost of labour in the 
production of 8. ton of steel ceased to be negligible and became a very important 
factor. The Tariff Board drew pointed attention to the very high incidence of this 
item in the costing bill, comparing this company's results. not only with the annual 
figure of tonnage per man employed in western countries. but also in detail with 
the labour charges of other iron and steel works in this country. It was clear th~t 
the Tariff Board considered that the continued assistance to the industry at the 
taxpayers· expense could be justified only if. among other things, a serious attempt 

\ 
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was made to reduce the cost of labour. Reduction in wages was impracticable. and 
in point of fact Messrs. Tatas have always adhered to a policy of a continuous 
improvement in the standard of living among their workers. The reinedy. therefore. 
had to be sought in the increased efficiency of the individual workman (including 
labour-saving plant) and a decrease in the number employed. The company had 
been making an earnest endeavour to deal with it for some years. first in respect of 
covenanted hands and then in respect of ordinary workmen, and the first step a.~ 
regards the latter was taken in 1926 in the form of an announcement that vacant 
posts would not be filled, Even this mild step caused a. certain amount of unea..sin.ess 
among the workmen. Then came the work of the Labour Organization Department 
established for the purpose of carrying out the policy of the company with regard to 
their labour, This department adopted. three main principles (a) the creation of a 
standard force and the relegation of surplus men to a spare gang from which vacancies 
would be filled until all were absorbed. (b} the change of the basis of pay from a 
monthly rate to a daily rate with & temporary compensation-for loss involved. and 
(c) standardisation of wages for work done. The attempt was a failure. The 
enforcement of the first principle brought the department into confiict with the 
superintendents of departments, the application of the second and third caused 
resentmeD.t and a sense of insecurity among the men. The employment bureau was 
still in operation. and in spite of the declared policy of the company continued to 
recruit new men. The department tailed and was eventually ~bolished after it had 
caused .considerable unrest without any material reduction of the numbers employed. 
As late as April. 1928. the general manager gave a formal undertaking to effect 
reduction by using the ordinary turnover of labour and not by discharging them~ but 
further experience shows that this could never have been done . 

•• (iii) The third principle. the standardisation of wages. deserves further con~ 
sideration. In the first place it has to be admitted that Messrs. Tatas pay better 
wages and have more serious and earnest endeavour for the welfare of their workmen 
than any other concern in British India. The factor working against them has been 
the too rapid growth of the concern, especially the expansion of 1922. \Vages are 
adequate-and generous; but they are unequal. Compared with what we should 
regard as a moral standard, the excess of pay over it decreases from the top to the 
bottom. The- salaries of covenanted hands are very large and have grown larger 
lately because the bonos on production has been fixed at mtss which did not take 
into account the growing capacity of the plant. Smelters, for instance. are drawing 
from two to three times the amount of pay which they would draw at home. Apart 
from the inftated bonus, the officials of the company say that the pay of the covenan
ted hands is the rate necessary to attract competent men out to the east and could 
not be reduced. Be this as it may it certainly had caused a great deal of jealousy 
and a. sense of injustice among ordinary workmen. The pay of the Indian skilled 
workmen is on a very generous scale and has proved to be sufficient to enable them 
to take some months' holiday without hardship; the pay of the semi-skilled is 
ample. The pay of the unskilled coolie class is an &dequate living wage and no 
more. Thus the ratio of pay to the normal decreases from the top downwards and 
disappears -at the bottom. Even so, however. wages are unequal, for ~, two 
men may be doing exactly the same kind of job and one may be drawing Re. 1 and 
the other Rs. 3 a day. The Labour Organization Department endeavoured to deal 
with this by standardising wages for particular jobs~ though without reducing any 
person who for the time being was drawing over the standard wage. This. again, 
ran counter to a cherished conviction of the Indian whose only experience of a salary 
is that of Government service. This salary increases with years without any par
ticular reference to industry or compe-ten~ and concludes with a pension, Such 
an arrangement is not possible in industry. but if one talked with the men themselves 
and not with their leaders~ one could see that their minds were full of the idea of 
incremental pay. Another factor must not be overlooked. Doring the middle 
months ot 1927 the shares of the company were rising, probably due to market 
operations rather than to their intrinsic value. This gave rise to exaggerated 
rumours as to the'profits the company were maJcing. and labour believed that they 
were not getting a fair share of these profits. An increment of pay was in fact 
promised as part of the reorganization scheme; and a very .generous bonus scheme 
was put forward. But it came too late to stem the tide of dissatisfaction. and it wu 
easily misrepresented as a dodge to get more work from the men for nothing. 

to (iv) Another and very difficult subject for consideration is the character of the 
supervi.sing staff; Mr. Lewis. writing after the strike of 1922, observed' the unedu~ 
ca.ted European or American of the smelter- class and even of the superintendent class 
is ill-fitted for handling Indians whose language he does not understand, and of whose 
customs and prejudices he is entirely ignorant: I have come to the same conclusion 
independently, and I understand from the Inspector-General of Police that the same 
comment was made after the strike of 192(). I have discussed this with officers of 
the company, and the reply given is that the supervising sta1l is chosen for technical 
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quaJ.ifi.catious which are the pre-emiDent consideration. that middle-aged men cannot 
learn a language. and that a knowledge of the language and customs of the people is 
not essential to the running of a department of a steel works. I have ventured to 
suggest that ii these quali6catio~ cannot be expected from regular superintendents 
it might be advisable to employ a man possessing them to look after the welfare of 
labour; the answer to that is that the company· wants no more labour-organizing 
department! after their experience of the last one. The company point out that a 
very large part of their supervising staff are Indian. but the Indian in authority 
seems to have less sympathy with his subordinates than a European has. The defect 
may be irremediablez but it is nevertheless a defect. and the ignorance of the super
visiog staH and the complete lack of contact between them and the men has played, 
in my opinion, a much larger part in the present discontent than the company is 
willing to admit. 

• U (v) Apart from the superior supervision staff, a class that has met with much 
criticism during the strike is that of the foremen. both Indian and non-Indian. They 
are said to be overbearing. abusive. and corrupt. and to wield too much power in 
the matter of appointment, promotion, and discharge. The company's officials 
admit that the foremen are a weak link in their system; a. very great deal depends 
on the foremen and a. class of satisfactory Indian foremen has not yet been evolved. 
But they point to the facts that disciplinary measures are taken at once against any 
foreman exceeding his powers. that corruption is a common Indian weakness. and 
that it is not possible altogether .-to prevent it. Further, it is said that when Mr. 
Subhas Chandra Bose at the end of the strike framed the twenty-three- points which 
he wished the directors to consider~ the complaint against the foremen did not fmd 
a place among them. On the other hand, the earliest formulated grievances included 
this complaint6 and the experience of Government officers is that the ordinary 
striker in conversation. before he had learnt from his leaders to rehearse his dem.ands~ 
eomplained first aDd foremost against the foremen. In my opinion the misdemea
nours of tho foremen~ interacting with the lack 01 contact between superintendents 
and workmen prevrously described. has played no small part in bringing about the 
present state of afiairs • 

. •• (vi) We then eome to the minor grievances which appeared in the speeches 
made at strikers' meetings and were roughly summarized by Mr.Homi at a. late 
period of the strike. They were a.Il petty matteIS, many of them were matters which 
a sympathetic superintendent or a competent labour association could easily have 
settled out of hand or brought to the notice of the factory inspector; none of them 
was of sufficient importance to justify a strike and when it came at the end to the 
fiual settlement of issues. they all feU into the background. But their cumulative 
efiect. aggravated by the fact that the men had DO effective means of bringing them 
to notice. must not be ignored. 

"(vii) At the beginntog of the strikes the company addressed the Government of 
India and the local Government asserting that the strikes were the result of deliberate 
efforts of communists and citing evidence to prove this particularly emphasising that 
the methods pursued were copied from those of the syndicalists. This appears to me 
to have been au error and a particularly unfortunate error as it clouded the issues 
for a long time and prevented open-minded search for the real causes of the trouble. 
The communistic element that is. a deliberate attempt to subvert the existing social 
order~ played a negligible paIt: in tt." pres~nt strike. Avowed communists like 
Singravelu Chetty and Mukund !.all Sarkar appeared at the outset. but exercised 
very little influence and aoon fell into the background. There were a few persoDS of 
minor importance inside the works avowing the communist creed, but they carried 
little weight. Mr. Homi. the chief leader, is not a communist; he is an extreme 
individua~t\ Until Mr. Subhas Chandra Bose intervened at the very end. the strike 
has beeD s~larly free from th~ influence of outside politici.ans • 

.. (viii) The point that must impress everybody who endeavours to study the 
causes of unrestm Jamsbedpur is that the two issues which finally crystallised out and 
overshadowed a~ the others, that is mass reduction and lock-out wages. both arose 
after the general·"strike had started. and were not grievances that gave rise to it. 
Another point is that the strikers started for the most part without any formulated 
demands. and that the first work of the leaders was to ascertain and give expression 
to these grieV&Dces. They did not succeed in doing so until a late stage, and by that 
time demand. arising out of the strike had overshadowed the grievanceo thet gave 
rise toit. 

H (ix) The causes of the strike may be briefly summarized thus. There has been for 
some years a re-adjustment of conditions in industry in India. Such re4djustment 
must constantly occur. but recently it has been more rapid and deeper than is normal. 
In tbe Tata Iron and Steel Works the problem was acute. because the overstaffing 
was very great. and the need for reduction of working costs very urgent. If there had 

. been better contact between the supervising staff and labour. or in t!te alternative 
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an efficient labour association. it is just possible that the re~adjustment might have 
been made without an outbreak. As conditions were. an outbreak. was the natural 
:resuJ~ and the extent to wbich it was stimulated by deliberate agitation was very 
small. The view that Mr. Hami caused the strike to serve his own ends is entirely 
mistaken. This situation had developed long before his active intervention." 

2. The long duration of the strike ma.y be put down to three causes. The first " 
is the power of resistance of the men. This seems to be due to the fact that the skilled 
and semi~skilled men are partly agriculturists and only dependent in part on the 
wages of industry. This is true of all except the coolie class. some of whom depend 
entirely on their labour. but the coolie class both in this and in preceding strikes 
were not willing strikers. This and the good wages paid for some years by the com
pany gave them resources which enabled them to hold out for some months without 
visible distress. The second cause was the importance of the issues. It was vital to 
the company to reduce their sta.tf and a fum stand had. to be taken against resistance 
to this policy. The men on the other hand were equally determined not to go back to 
work without the concession of at least some of their demands. The third reason is 
the lack not only of regular machinery for negotiation but even of any channel of 
communication between the management and the men. At the beginning the 
management refused to negotiate through any channel save the recognized Labour 
Association, which had forleited the conftdenee of the men; the workers on the other 
hand refused to deal through any person other than their chosen leader, Mr. Homi, 
and thus the deadloclt was complete. 

3. The fact that the Labour Association, which had come into existence out of the 
committee formed. IMl hot; in the first strike, led in the second strike and struggled 
for four years fOT recognition. should prove ineffective as soon as it had established 
itself as the official mouthpiece of the workers. needs some explanation. It had in 
fact been f(l6tered by the Trade Union Congress and the extreme political party ; 
the executive consisted of men who had been leadem in the earlier strikes, but had 
since risen to responsible and wen~paid posts in the company. The Association never 
seems to have appealed to a large number of the uneducated workers or to have been 
in close touch with real feeling in the works. It was artificial and unrepresentative. 
The men regarded it more as an agency of the company for dealing with labour than as 
men's representatives and one of the speakers at the Ina§ meetings invented the 
phrase .. company ke datal II lor the Association which was afterwards extended to 
every one who failed to join the strike. 

4. From April, 1927~ to April, 1928. there were spori.dic departmental strikes 
which seem on examination to present two features (i) they were directed against 
the reorganization policy and (ii) they indicate an increasing loss of confidence in the 
Labour Association. In April a.nd May. 1927, there were short strikes among the 
gas producers. and the khalasis of the open hearth.and the new blOOming mill. The 
declared grievances were the absence of a regulated scale of increment, arbitrary and 
unequal promotion. dissatisfaction with the methods of the labour organizing 
department; more particularly the change from monthly rates to daily rates and the 
proposed reduction of staff. The trouble was -confined to these departments and the 
company dealt with it somewhat severely. Nothing further happened, as" far as we 
know. till December. 1927, when the labourers of the hot mill and the shearing staff 
of the sheet mill (chiefly Sylhetis) struck. The mill was closed from Tuesday to Friday 
owing to overproduction and an endea.vour was made to get other work from the men 
while the mill was not running. This strike also seems characteristic in being a resis· 
tance to an attempt to economize labour. The Labour Association took up this case. 
and told the men that they must go back to work unconditionally and there would be 
an enquiry into their grievances. The men went back~ but throughout the succeeding 
months the action of the Labour .Association in this case. described as the betrayal 
of the sheet mill. was one of the chief counts against that body. The next incident 
was in February. 1928. when the electrical crane drivers in the duplex plant went out. 
clearly because a scheme for the reorganiz!l-tion of their department was in ~ara
tion. Their expressed grievances, however, made no reference to this. but mentioned 
non~receipt of increment. low initial rates of pay. insufficient off-time, ineligibility 
for bonus, unsatisfactory channels for presenting grievances, and bad, housing 
conditions. The action of the crane-drivers. however. is most important because 
they formed their own. committee and determined to look outside the Labour Associa
tion for leaders. It was the cra.ne"·dri:vets who first approached Mr. Homi for advice .. 
and it was their action which gave impetus to a movement that in a few weeks time· 
was to make the recognized association powerless to promote the cause of the men or 
to restrain their actions. There is no doubt that from this time onward the discon
tented were in close contact with Mr. Homi. Despite the attitude of the crane
drivers, a deputation. from the Labour Association waited on the general manager 
on their behalf. The general manager explained the scheme of reorganization. 
pointing out that it meant the employment of fewer men on higher rates of pay. and 
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a graded scale of wages; moreover he promised that all grievances would be con
sidered and that men in excess as the result of reorganization would l10t be discharged. 
The Labour Association further undertook that all grievances would be remedied 
within three months. The Association met with very hostile criticism. The men went 
back to work, but continued to hold meetings and to maintain their offiee and. 
committee. a.nd further defeated any attempt a.t reorganization by refusing to change 
their checks and arranging their shifts according to their own liking. On the 15th 
March the coolies of the new rail finishing mill strock work. They are Aboriginals 
and complained of low wages, abuse by superiors6 and failure of the la.tter to listen 
to their grievances. The leaders of the crane-dr1vers interested themselves in the 
matter, and on the 1st March llr. Homi addressed the strikers and assumed the 
direction and control of them. However the Labour Association again intervened. 
and persuaded the men to go back unconditionally on a promise that their grievances 
would be redressed. There were other small strikes. On the lOth April the coupling 
porters and jamadars of the traffic department twice went out, apparently in 
anticipation of a. reorganization scheme. and both times returned within a few hours. 
On the 12th April there was a brief strike in the machine shop. On the 17th April 
the sweepers struck. but in their case the Labour Association managed tosecure some 
concessions which satisfied them. 

5. There was now serious unrest throughout the whole works and. as usual. 
a certain number of outside" agitators were attracted to it. Messrs, Singravalu 
Chetty and Makund La! Sarkar made violent speech .. in Ja.mshedpur. The Reverend 
C, F. Andrews came to Jamshedpur and did his best to deal with the trouble. On 
the 11th April a general meeting was held at which Mr. Homi presided and Mr. 
Andrews spoke. It was an endeavour to reconcile the Labour Association and the 
discontented workers but the opposition of the cranedrivers rendered it infructuons. 
At a. mass meeting on the 14th April. the Reverend Mr, Andrews announced a very 
generous scheme of bonus or profit sharing, but in spite of his strong advocacy it was 
not well received. and he left the place. About the same_ time the general manager 
reaffirmed his promise that reduction would be eftected by llot filling vacancies and 
that no one would be disclla.rged. The big strike began on the 18th April . 

. 6. It may be convenient to divide the big strike into stages :-
(') The strike of the sheet mill OD the 18th April and of the boiler men on the 

21st April. The latter led to the lock-out on the 30th April of some departments 
which were deprived of power. 

(ii) The consolidation of the workmen under Mr. Homi leading to ha.rtals (i.e .• 
short demonstration of general strike) in sympathy with the strikers, which paralysed 
the works and reduced output without reducing the wage bill. This culminated in the 
closing of the works on the 1st June, except for those who had worked during the 
~. . 

(iii) From the 1st till the 26th JUDe. Thete were abortive attempts tc reconcile 
the Labour Association and the strikers. A complete deadlock as the company would 
not deal with Mr. Homi and the men would have nothing to do with the Labour 
Association. There was organized picketing to keep the men still working out of 
the works. Finally the management sought to release the deadlock by an announce
ment on the 26th June of the terms on which the works would be re-opened. The 
chief feature of these terms was that the compa.aywould adhere toitsformer promises 
except tha.t it would only ta.ke back the men requirecL i.e'$ the company would use 
the situation to effect the required reduction 4t once, 

{iv) A fortnight elapsed before any attempt was made to re.open the works and 
meanwhile the men became more, firm and united. Between the 9th and the 
16th July the management endeavoured to re-open on the terms proposed in the 
announcement. but the oJIer was ~ected and met by more intensivoe picketing. 

(v) From the 16th to the 28th July is the period of negotiations through third 
parties, chiedy Mr. N. M. Joshi and the Deputy Commissioner. The principal 
advance on the previous offers of the company was an offer of compensation for men 
to be discharged on reduction. The negotiations failed to bring about a settlement 
but the Chairman of the Company summarized the improved terms and issued them 
as a public notice on the 28th July. 

(vi) From the 28th July to the 11th August was a period of comparative quiet. 
Mr. HeIDi was in Bombay negotiating with the Directors and trying to rouse the 
shareholders. On the 11th August came the third announcement of the company to 
the eRect that all offers would be cancelled in respect of men who did not rejoin by the 
20th August. 

(vii) From the 11 th to the 20th August. There was some attempt of men 
to rejoin. met by more intensive picketing. 

(viii) The intervention of Mr. S. C. Bose leading finally to a settlement unc'ler 
which the men returned to work on the 13th September. . 
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7. It is probable that a detailed account of this weary five months would serve 
DO useful purpose. but it is necessary to amplify the above outline a little. The 
sheet mill men went out to the number of 1.100 on the 18th April. They were 
followed by the men of the merchant mill. but the latter soon went back, The sheet 
mill men on the WIowing day gave a notice of their demands to J amshedpur police
station as follows :-(i) A general increase of pay of at least 25 per cent. (li) A graded 
scale of pay with an annual :increment. (iii) Bonus at the rate payable to covenanted 
hands. (iv) the same pay as rollers in the bar mills. (v) ill-treatment by European 
hands to cease. (vi) Removal from the mill of a member of the supervising st:a.1I 
(who had been responsible for the attempt to economize labour in the previous 
December). (vii) Formation of a oommittee of 15 workmen to b. consulted before 
any man is suspended or discharged. 

A demand for increase of pay is inevitable in a. strike though the. men of this 
department were relatively well paid. On the 19th April some of the men tried to 
.drift back to work but the mill was definitely closed at 2 p.m_ On the 21st April 220 
men of the boiler furnaces struck. They wanted an increment of pay a.nd this was 
their only demand. Perhaps- they had more reason than oth~ for the pay was not 
high and the work is exacting. 

8. These two departments fonnecl the nuclens of the strike, and the hartals 
which led to the closure of the works were gestures of· sympathy with them. The 
general manager took no immediate action beyond issuing a temperate notice calling 
attention to what the company hadalready done for the men. and warning them of the 
consequence of this sort of conduct. He took the view that there were no genuine 
grievances; that such inequalities as existed would. be removed by the reorganization 
scheme; and that the departmental strikes had been fomented by the- agitators to 
reduce output without materially reducing the wage bill. He would deal with the men 
only through the recognized Labour Association and that association had met the 
Deputy Commissioner and admitted that as far as the strikers were concerDed they 
were helpless. On the 27th April about 800 men of the new rail-tinishing mill stru~ 
hut returned to work after a few hours. On the same day the blast furnace stock 
ho¥se men struck and remained out for a. few days. 

9. Thon the general manager took action. He closed the merchant mill. plate 
mill, old rail mill. old_blooming mill. and bar mill. which had been deprived. of -power 
by the boiler-men's strike and laid oJ! about 2,000 men. This had been expected and 
caused. no excitement. He then proceeded to deal with the crane-drivers who were 
told that they could either change their chds a-ccording to the company's orders 
or go. For the most part they collapsed.; one or two only were. dismissed. On the 
8th May an order was passed. dismissing all the strikers. 

10. The Labour Association had disclaimed all responsibility for the strikers 
but were endeavouring to assist the men locked out by the closure of certain depart-
ments. The dismjssed strikers definitely accepted Mr. Honri as their leader and Mr. 
How's followers increased day by day. Mr. Homi tried to capture the Labour 
Association for the men. Elections of the executive of that body were overdue and 
both parties tried to hold elections and contested the right of the other party to do so. 
One of Mr. Homi's lieutenants instituted a suit against the executive of the Labour 
Association for an injunction restraining them from spending their funds. which suit 
was eventually dismissed. The dispute over the Labour Association seemed. to cloud 
other issues for the time. 

11. On the 18th Maya bartal of one hour in sympathy with the strikers was 
attempted in the works but it failed. Meanwhile new boiler crews had been trained 
.... d the closed departments with the exception of the sheet mill re-opened. Apparently 
the works had been restored to their previous condition and the struggle was at an end. 

12. Those who took that view~ howeverz received a rude shock on the 25th May 
when another ha.rtal was attempted (this time for 24 hours) and was a complete 
success. It was effected by picltets who from 6 a.m. onwards prevented every shift 
from going into the works. It was a triumph of organization and indicated the real 
temper of the men and was really the turning point of the strike. It was followed by 
meetings of thousands of men almost every night. generally with Mr. Homi. now the 
unquestioned. leader. as president. The meeting of Friday. the 25th May. passed 
resolutions condemning the lock-out. urging the management to receive a deputation 
of strikers headed by Mr. Homi and praying for tho intervention of Government. 
They formulated their minimum demands as follows ;-(4) minimum wage of 
Rs. 1-2-0 a day or Rs. 30 a month; (b) a general increase in the departments that h&d 
submitted representations to be fixed in consultation with Mr. Homi and the m~'s 
lead"",; (e) [m .... au... sloppaJi. 0/ the fwofJose<l-r~ 0/ staff. 

Another hartal was to be observed. on the 1st June~ if these demands W«e not 
conceded. 

G 
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13. At this stage the general manager felt that the organized resistance to the 
reduction polley absolved him from his promise to effect reduction without discharg .. 
ing any of' the existing staff and he d.ischarged ,six hundred men of the electrical 
department. At this time Mr. N. M. Joshi came to Jamshedpur. It is understood 
that he came at the invitation of the Labour Associationl and with the knowledge and 
consent of the directors. He tried to a.ddress a. mass meeting but was refused a hea.ring 
and left. The- Labour .Association tried to carry on counter-propaganda against the 
proposed hartal but without success. 

J4. The bartal aftho lst June which was to last fer 48houra on this occasion was 
as complete as the previous one. The general manager on that date issued a notice 
saying that it was impossible to operate the works in the :fa.ce of departmental strikes 
and weekly hartals (from each of which the works took some days to recover). that 
aU men who failed to attend their work that day would be deemed to have left the 
company's service and that the works would remain closed until further notice. This 
did not apply to those who worked during the hartal. 

15. On the morning of the 3rd Jun., the close of the hartal periud, the men pre
sented themselves at the works at 6 a.m., but were refused admittance and dispersed 
quietly. We have now three groups :-(a) the dismissed strikers : (b) the hartalists 
who were •• deemed to have left the company's service •• and were estimated a.t about 
15~OOO men; (c) those who worked during the harta.l and were allowed to continue 
at work. These were estimated at about 2,500 and included the Labour Association 
and its supporteD, all those who had been prominent in the previous strikes, most of 
the foremen. the Bengali clerical staff, and the Pathans. 

The coolie class had been kept out by timidity. but were not willing strikers or 
hartalists.. Of the rest many of those whose homes were near like the Biharis and 
Oriyas went home at once and waited for better times. The Sikhs. Punjabis. and 
Madrasis remained.and were prominent in the struggle. 

16. Immediately after the closure of the works there was an attempt to effect a. 
reconciliatiou between the Labour Association and the men led by Mr. Homi. Several 
outside leaders including Mr. Joshi took a hand in this but it failed completely. This 
was partly due to the fact that the Association's record inspired no cOnfidence; but 
more in all probability to an interview given by the general manager to Mr. Kishori 
La!I Ghosh, in the latter's capacity as a journalist. The interview was published. 
The general manager stated his view that there were no genuine economic grievances 
and if there were. they could be remedied through the Labour Association; the present 
troubles were the result of plotting by communists and by' Mr. Homi who bad a. 
personal grieva.n(:e against the company (he had once been an employee); that 
negotiations could be opened with the men at any time through the recognized 
Association. but that if Mr. Homi became a member of that Association. recognition 
would be withdrawn from it; that the reduction policy must continue. though details 
were not yet ready for publication; and lastly that wages for the period of idlenesa 
would on DO &(:COunt be paid. The Labour Association suggested that the whole 
matter should be left to Mr. Joshi and their funds placed in trust with him. while 
Mr. Homi should stand out altogether. The Foremen's Association made a similar 
suggestion to Mr. Homi that he should stand aside in order to make negotiation 
possible; but he replied that he took his stand on ·the rights of the men to choose 
their own representative. that he had taken up the cause of the men because the 
Labour Association had failed them and that,he declined to desert them. He also 
explained his demands, which amounted in effect to complete restoration of the slaJlIS 
quo as it stood before the sheet mill and boiler strike. a stoppage of the reduction 
p>llcy. and then a detailed examtna.tion of the grieva.n.ces in consultation with 
departmental committees. During this time both Mr. Homi and the Labour Associa
tion had suggested Government intervention: but the toca1 Government replied 
that they had never seen a clear-cut statement of the issues and in any case they had 
DO legal power to intervene except at the request of both parties. 

17. ·There was clearly a dead-lock which could only be released by some move on 
the part of the company. On the 18th June representatives of the directors and 
managing agents visited Jamshedpur .. They discussed the- situation with the generaJ 
manager and the deputy commisswner and also met some oi the workmen both those 
working and those outside. The result was an announcement issued on the 26th 
June. It summarihd the situation and re-aflinned promises about bonus and an 
mcrement in wage&. It announced the directors' intention of making an immediate 
reduction of staft". but in so doing nOlle of those who remained loyal during the hartp1s 
would be discharged, white as regards others prefe-renee would be given to men ac
cording to length of service. The hartalists who had been deemed to have left the 
company's service would be re-engaged to the number required by the com~y 
without break of service. The strikers of the sheet-mill and boilers 'Would be similarly 
re-engaged. but their service would be held to be broken; the benefit of unbroken 
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service WOtlld be restored after twelve moo.ths· good behaviour. Those not re
engaged _ receive the whole of their provident fund (they had teclmically 
forfeited the company'scootribution by leaving its service) and a tickettotheirbom.es. 
Finally it was clearly stated that wages would not be paid for the period of closure 
of the works; and that the Works Service Rules would be revised so as to make it 
clear that wages would not be due foe any period dnring which the works were 
closed by the management for any reason. 

18. An important point to Dote about this announcement is that the company 
proposed to use the situation to effect the reduction in staff immediately. For the 
rest it was a fair offer to the men to be re-engaged but offered little to those left 
outside. Mr. Homi was at this time i.D Bombay. seeing what he could do there, but 
under his advice by telegram and the guidauce of other leaders, the ofier was rejected. 
The workess" counter-manifesto criticised the reduction policy. and demanded a 
straight increment in wages instead of bonus (although they had been clamouring 
for the bonns for year.; and continued to ask for its extension afterwards). They 
drew attention also to a weak point in the announcement; the proposal to revise 
the Works Service Rules amounted to an admission by the company that their . 
action had been a. breach of the contract of service; they, therefore. insisted on their 
demand. for lock-ou.t wages. At the same time the strikers issued a list of immediate 
demands :-(1) All sheet-mill and boiler ...... to be taken baclt on the aid privileges 
with a substantial increase of wages. Detailed grievances to be considered in con
sultation with labour Jepiesentatives within a fortnight. (2) All emp~aE: 
under reduction or discharged for their connection with strikes or hartals to be 
back, with pay for the period from discharge to re-instatement.. (3) Reduction to be 
stopped. (4) Lock-out and strike period wages to be paid. (5) A general increment 
of wages to everybody. (6) The minimum monthly wage to be Rs. 30 fOT men and 
Rs. 22 for women. (7) General bonus to be extended to all non~venanted em~ 
ployees ;nespettive of departments and nature of work. (8) Grade and time-scale to 
be fixed for &ll jobs. (9) Detailed departmental grievances to be settled in consulta
tion with labour representatives within a reasonable time. (to) The service aDd leave 
rules to be revised in consultation with labour representatives. 

19. The- management allowed about a fortnight 19 elapse before taking action on 
their announcement and then between the 9th and the 16th July the works, depart~ 
ment by department~ were re-opened. The only response was intense picketing by 
large bodies of men, sometimes hundreds in number all round the works. The police 
force was adequate and in complete control of the town; men could have rejoined 
if they wished under the protection provided. It was clear that the skilled workmen 
did not wish to rejoin; the cooly class wanted to rejoin~ but did not dare face the 
pickets, although in fact they were in no penonal danger. The Deputy Commissioner 
felt that he could not reasonably stop pkketiDg. particula.rly as the men's own leadeIs 
were making every effort to keep them peaceful. But crowds of hundreds of shouting 
men are not pickets in the ordinary sense of the word; and. if this kind of conduct 
was to be tolerated in the town, it was a natural oorollazy that those who werealarmed 
by it and wanted special police protection in order to enable them to work were 
entitled to receive it. It was accordingly decided to to1emte this kind of picketing 
provided the pickets left a clear road way aDd did not physically restrain anybody; 
at the same time those who desired it were escorted through the pickets by the police. 
Later seV1:r&l regular convoys of some hundreds of c::oolies were escorted daily to and 
from work by the police. At the same time any place were picketters behaved in a 
violent or disorderly manner was put out of bounds for picketing; in the course of 
the strike three areas in the town were closed to picketing on this ground. 

ZO. The offer of the management had met with no response and the deadlock due 
to the absence of any channel of negotiation. remained. The first person. who 
attempted to mediate was Mr. Joshi. He aDd Mr. Homi met the Depnty Commissioner 
on the 16th July: aDd that afternoon there were conferences at which representatives 
of the Directors. the General Manager. the Deputy Commissioner aDd Mr. Joshi ........, 
present. These lasted till 10 p.m. the following evening. The only advance acbieved 

. was that the company were prepared to OODSid.er compensating the men not re
l engaged. It appears that it was mainly Mr. Homi's opposition that wrecked these 

proposals; he was prepared to agree to reduction in return fot' compensation to the 
men. but the demanded a definite statement as to increment as well. Mr. Joshi left 
for Bombay on the oight of 18th July. Mr. Jamnadas Mehta spent twenty..fonr 
hours in Jamshedpur on the 28rd July. His in_lion ef!ected nothing: he talked 
to the men about the crore of rupees that the general taxpayer had spent in bou.nties 
to"help the company and the result was a 'Wl'ild. rumour aU over the town that he had 
brought a. crore of rupees from Bombay to Dnance the strike. ' 

21. The Deputy Ccmmissioner was then asked by the Directors to try to find 
some method by which the- management could be put into communication with the 
strikers and ha.rtalists without the intervention of the Labour Association which was 

(S30, G. 
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unacceptable to the men or of Mr. Homi who was unacceptable to the company. 
This, however. was soon ascettained to be im~ca.ble-. Mr. Homi had r.Jned an 
ascendancy over the men which made it certain that they would not act Without his 
advice or otherwise than through him. In th& end, therefore, the Deputy Comtnis
maner merely acted as an intermediaYy between Mr. Homi and the directors and 
Genera!~. Thre<H:Olllered discussions went on in this way for four days ami 
at least secured some advanoe. By the evening of the 24th July tho following position 
had been reached on the main issues :-

la.) Reductims.-The management adhere to their intention to effect jmmediate 
reduction, but they bave found 00 preparing the lists that the number to be discbarged 
is not so large as was previously expected. It would amount to 3.300-3,500 or about 
18 per cent. of the monthly paid stafi. No mao would be di8Chargod wbo bad been 
in the company's service before 1920. and in the case of those who had joined since 
1920. preference had been given to men of longer service. More than half the men to 
be discbarged bad less than two yeat1I' service. As regards tho weekly paid ata1f, 
the reduction would be in the same proportion: but this weekly labour fluctuates so 

. much that the reduction can be ca.nied out in the ordinary course. No man will be 
discbarged merely on a=unt of hls activities during the strike. 

(b) For Ilws6 to be discharged.-The managemeet offer in addition to everything 
offered in their announcement, one month's pay for each completed year of service. 

(e) For lime to ". ''''''!Jag_d.-In farther elucidation of their previous aDllOUOce
moot of the 26th June the management announced :-(i) I_.-For this five 
to six lakhs will be available and will be distributed so that aboot 15 per oeut. of it 
will be allotted to those who draw now less than Rs. 2 a day. Wages for all jobs will 
be standardised: those drawing less than the starulard rate will be raised to it. those 
drawing more than the standard rate will continue to draw their old pay till they are 
discbarged or promuted. The increase to the coolie class will depend on the cost of 
the increment to the p:1OD.thly paid wor~ but will probably be about 10 per cent. 
of their preseot wages. (iii The proposal to revise the Works Service Rules would be 
dropped. 

As regards minor points, conciliatory statements were made but there are two 
important points on which the management were unyielding :-(1) Lockout or strike 
wages would not be paid: (2) tho special eonditions attaching to the employment of 
the boiler and sheet-mill moo would not be altered. 

22. With regard to these terms it is to be noted that they do 110t represent a 
settlement by negotiation, but merely & further offer by the company. Mr. Hom 
would go no further than an agreement to put these terms before the men and leave 
them to decide. He did so at mass meetings on the 25th and 26th July and though 
he left the decision. to the men. he seems by his manner to have given them a bias in 
favour 01 rejection. Anyway the terms were rejected. Subsequently they were 
pablished as an announcemeot in English and Hindi by the maoagemeot: and there 
IS information that at this time many of the men would have been glad to accept 
thesetenns. The notice issued 011 the 26th July ami the same day the representativeo 
of the Directors left Jamshedpur. 

23. Thee followed a eomparatm.ly quiet time. Men by this time were rejoining 
in fair numben: and DO very strong etforts were made to ~revent them from doing so. 
The General ~ seemed inclined to resort to a policy of attrition. The st::rike 
leaders on the other band seemed to tab the ,view that as long as the really skilled 
men remained on strike. as they did. the works could not be run: if the others re-
joined they rid the strikenl of liability without anoetiog the _era! position. But 
both Mr. Homi ami the Laboor Association now approsebed Mr. Subhas Chandra 
Bose who sent emissaires to Jam.shedpur to study the position. Meanwhile Mr. Hom 
went 011 to Bombay to approach the directors and rouse the shareholders. The ceo.tre 
of interest shifted there. We have' no precise record of what happened. therEl~ but it 
teems that Mr. Homi was conducting negotiations with the shareholders through Mr. 
Jamnadas Mehta. These negotiations bad IlU effect 011 the course of events and broke 
down. On the 11 th August, after the breakdown of negotiations in Bombay. tha 
management with the full support of the Directors issued another notice saying that 
from the 14th August men would be -re-engaged whether on the wanted lists 01' not. 
and after the 20th August new men would be engaged. Anyone applying for work 
before tho 20th August would receive the wmpensauon promised, if ho could not be 
re-employed because his place had been filled. In other words the company by this 
ultimatum put a. term to all their previous offers which lapsed if not taken by the 
2OthA~ • 

24. Tho .1Ioct of this notice was to fc=o tho pace. Men rejoined in fairly large 
numbers but to counteract thiS the picketing was intensified and every road in the 
town was filled daily with large demonstra~ crowds. Instances of lawlessness ami 
Tiolence became more frequent and intimida:tion of workers in their vill.a.gea became 
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so serious that strong pickets of police. finding night patrols, had to be established in 
several places. On the 18th August Mr. HoIDi returned from Bombay. and had a 
long conference with the Deputy Commissioner, who in tnm. sawthe General Manager 
in an endeavour to find some way out before the 20th August,. when the company's 
ultimatum would expire. In the evening Mr. S. C. Bose arrived and he and Mr~ 
Homi attended a mass meeting together. . 

25. The first step taken by Mr. S. C. Bose was to intensify the strike in all its 
aspects. His peI'SOllal influence brought out mo&t of the Bengalis who had hitherto 
not joined the strike; and the vigorous picketing inaugurated by him reduced the 
men in the works to the lowest point. He made no attempt to meet the manager 
or to apptaoch the company or directors. The most important point. however, is 
that to regularize his position. he took office in the Labour Association thus reviving 
that body. though he made some of the e%isting executive resign. Moreover~ from 
this point onward the strike was under the control of political leaders. Hitherto it 
had been free of political infiuence. The leadets now attempted to bring a.bout an 
estrangement between the men and the Government officers~ with whom previously 
they had been on very friendly terms and tlris threatened to make the duty of 
maintaining law and order more difficult. In spite of the failure of the regular 
negotiations, the Deputy Commissioner was still having freqeunt meetings both 
with the General Manager and the men's leaders in the hope of finding some- way 
out. but there is reason to believe that the new leaders were de1initely against: a 
settlement through this channeL 

26. On that oeca.sion, Mr. S. C. Bose did not remain in Jamshedpurz being 
busily engaged elsewhere. He paid another :Hying visit on the 26th August. On the 
28th August some of the directors and the Com.m.issioner of the Division arrived in 
Jamshedpur. Meanwhile some of them visited Calcutta for some purpose connected 
with the strike and on the 1st September on their return they met the Commissioner 
and the Deputy Commissioner. There was a frank discussion of the whole position. 
but the visIt to Calcutta had introduced new factors, and the discussion necessarily 
led to no conclusiolla 

21. On the 3rd September, Mr. S. C. Bose returned to Jamshedpur and entered 
into a long discussion with the Directors which lasted the whole of that day and 
the two following days until mid-day of the 6th September. At 1 p.m. on that date 
the Directors asked the Deputy Commissioner to meet them urgently and informed 
him that the negotiations with Mr. S. C. Bose had failed in spite of a distinct advance 
on the previous offers, including a larger amount of money for a wage increment and 
a promise of loans to meet indebtedness incurred during the strike. They suggested 
another scheme for negotiation and asked the Deputy Commissioner to help them 
in it. He consented, but almost immediately afterwards, certain persons came from 
Mr. S. C. Bose suggesting a renewal of discussions. This was done and it is believed 
that the basis of theproposalswas that the men should yield on the subiect of lock -out 
wages (if they received loans) and the company should abandon' the proposed 

,reduction. The negotiations failed and the Directors left] amshedpur on the lOth 
1 September. leaving the General :Manager full powers to settle on any terms he tbought 
1 nt. On the morning of the 11 th the General Manager told the Deputy Commissioner 
! that he had very little hope of a settlement and that it looked like a fight to a finish. 

Feelings were now running very high and the whole situation was distinctly dangerous. 

)

£0 complicate matters there had clearly been a split between Mr. S. C. Bose and 
Mr. Homi. On the evening of tbe 11th September, Mr. Bose and the General Manager 
came to terms, the chief items of which are as follows :-

(i) Everyone. including those discharged since the beginning of the departmental 
strikes and the dismissed boiler and sheet-mill men. to be taken back at once without 
breach of service- except-{t) those who have already taken their settlements; 
(2) those who do not present themselves at the works within three weeks of the 
re-opening: (3) those who are not required by the company and voluntarily resign 
on the terms as regards compensation already offered to the reduced men. (til The 
men returning to work will be divided into the standard force and the spare ~ang. 
Vacancies in the standard force will be 1il1ed from the spare gang and there will be 
~o new recruitment. AU the men in the spare gang. not previously absorbed, may 
be discharged at the end of twelve months. (iii) Pay for the period during which 
the works were closed will not be given. (iv) A loan of one nionth~s wages will be 
advanced to anyone applying for it. to be recovered in twenty equaJ instalments from. 
January. 1929. (v) The sum available for increments will be raised from five to 
seven lakhs. (vi) The proposed alteration in the Works Service Rules will not be 
enforced. (vii) There will be no victimisa.tiOD. \ 

It is known that Mr. Homi disapproved of certain terms in this settlement and 

/ 
it was doubtful whether men would accept it. They did so, however~ and returned 
to work on the morning of the 13th September. 
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V.-ThII Perioll following Ibe Strike of 1lI28. 

The strike had resulted in a compromise over the two big issues. The reduction 
policy was to continue in the form in which it had begun before the strike6 but 
immediate J"etiuction was stopped. Lock out (or strike) wages would not be paid 
bot in their place recoverable loans would be given~ A new principle had been 
admitted in the form of compensation for loss of service; the previous promise of 
a bonus scheme was ratified and a substantial increase of wages promised in addition ; 
the proposal to change the Warks Service Rules, so as to give the men no claim 
where the company had to layoff men for any reason, was dropped. The most 
important point, however. is one that does not appear .in the published terms. The 
Labour Association was restored to its former position and Mr. Homi and the new 
Union formed by him had been excluded from the negotiations. Thus a vital issue. 
the right of the men to form. their own union and to choose their own leaders had 
been left in the air; the strike-weary men had accepted the settlement without 
thought as to the channel through which it had come. Indeed the majority of Mr. 
Homi's own committee were in favour of accepting the terms, but their leader~ 
Mr. Homi. was not going to drop this matter and tha.t explains the history of the 
next few months. 

2. It took a. long time to TestOte order and confidence in the works. but the 
main interest now shifted outside where a dispute between two parties of the workers 
was substituted for the dispute between labour and capital. Mr. Homi dissolved 
the temporary association which he had organized during the strike and in its place 
founded the ]amsbedpur Labour Federation. which was intended to include all 
labour in Jamshedpur and noteerely that of the Iron and Steel Company. TheTe 
were frequent crowded mass meetings. rendered turbulent by the rivalty between 
Mr. Homi's followeIS and the old Labour Association, and these meetings gave the 
Deputy Commissioner and police much more anxiety than the meetings during the 
strike had done. Mr. Homi's immediate policy was to consolidate his federation 
and then to secure recognition from the company. The situation in this respect was 
much the same as after the strike of 192.2~ with the difference tqat in addition to an 
unwilling employer there- was also a rival union. The Federation quickly grew in 
str~ngth and numbers and included most of the real manual workers; the Association 
still appealed mainly to the Bengalis and more educated men. Further, the Association 
still maintained the connection with advanced political leaders whichbadcharacterised 
it throughout~ while Mr. Homi, the leader of the F~deration. was strongly opposed 
to Congress politics. The membership of the Association increased temporarily as 
the settlement was working itseU out and representations of individuals in this 
connection were most conveniently submitted through a recognized body. There 
was constant recrimination and once or twice actual collisions between the represen
tatives of these bodies. Meanwhlle the company were taking measures to. rid them
selves of Mr. Homi, whom they regarded as the great obstacle in the way -of peace. 
and in pursuance of this policy they instituted a civil suit against him and others 
claiming damages on the ground that the defendants had procured a breach of 
contract by the workmen .. and the company obtained an ad inYrim injunction 
restraining Mr. Homi and other& from punouing a similar coune ~ conduct in 
the future. The Labour Federation was also attempting to promote short 
narlals in the works until it should be recognized, but these on the whole were 
unsuccessful. ".' 

3. The company appointed a. welfare offreer soon after the strike ended and 
endeavoured to provide :recreation for their men. The Labour Federation on their 
part promoted sports for Christmas and New Year's Day, but these came to a prema
ture end owing to the diso.rderly conduct of the crowd. Mr. Homi at this time 
was much occupied with Tinplate affairs (see Part VI) and the formation of a union 
in the Cable Company. but in February he again turned his attention to the Iron 
and Steel Company. The Labour Federation was registered under the Trade Union 
Act, the first registered union in Jamshedpur. But it needed money, and its agents 
were carrying on an active- campaign for the recruitment of members and for realizing 
the subscriptions. The company started to prosecute agents of the Federation found 
within the works premises on Federation business on the ground that it was a 
criminal trespass. The Federation retaliated with a criminal case for cheating 
against the Labour Association clerks, on the ground that they were enrolling 
members by taking thumb impressions of illiterate !",rsollll on papers which purported 
to be resignation forms, but were really applications for enrolment. The struggle 
culminated on the 21st February. when a party of supporters of the Federation. 
raided and wrecked the Labour Association's office. Mr. Homi at the mass meeting 
failed to condemn this outrage. and in fact spoke of it as the natural outcome of the 
company's policy. On the 23m February there was a large and menacing demon· 
atration by the Federation supporteB ouUide the General Manager's office, \Uld further 
demonstrations were threatened if :recognition was not granted. Excitement ran 
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high. and the speeches in the meetings became increasingly violent. A deputation 
of the Labour Association came to see the Deputy Commissioner in a great state of 
alarm at the tnni events were ta.king. 

4. Early in March the company sntTeIlCiered to the inevitable and decided to 
recognise Mr. Homi and the Labour Federation. Mr. Homi very soon established 
his position in the works and became & member of certain boards set up by the 
company to deal with grievances. These boards. however. seem rather intended to 
deal with individual disciplinary cases than .with general grievances, and there still 
does not seem to be any standing machinery for the settlement of general disputes in 
the industry, The company :further provided the Federation with an office an~ 
Mr. Homi himself with a residence in Jamshedpur. The Labour Association still 
continued to exist. but when the' Federation was recognised. the former gradually 
sank into insignificance. The company dealt equally with both and collected the 
subscription. of both through the psy hills. The president of the Federation alone. 
however, had an official position on thecompany's boards of enquiry~ and the Federa
_ tion had by far the larger membership. The Federation maintain a banking account 
and, being registered. have to publish an audited balance sheet. while the A.ssociation~ 
though they obtain their income through the company, keep no banking account. 
and as far as is kno'WD publish no accounts. MeanwbileMr. Hami and the Federation 
pursued a policy which may be briefly described as aiming at a readjustment of 
Mr. Bose's settlement according to their own views of what it should have been. 
This readjustment includes (a) complete stoppage of the reduction, (b) conversion 
of the loans into lock-out wages, and (c) substitution of a straight increment for the 
bonus with Tedistribution of the amount given as increment after the strike. The 
Federation, however, received a very severe set·back in or about July. 1929, owing 
to internal dissensions over the accounts. At the same time a. letter purporting to 
be written by Mr. Homi to a friend in Bombay. which seemed to indicate that he was 
using his position to further speculative transactions in Messrs. Tata.'s shares on the 
Stock Exchange. fell into the hands of the opposite party. Some months later the 
Jetter was published in C4pi1al~ and 90 far has not been repudiated by Mr. Homi. 
After his set-back Mr. Homi appears to have found that in many matters the Company 
were Dot"SO accommodating to him as they had been before, and indeed there are 
indications that the company would have liked to take the opportunity of restoring 
Mr. Bose and the Labour Association. In fact the company has quite recently made 
the concession of remitting the recovery of the loans altogether (there had previously 
been an eight months' moratorium), but in so doing they have represented the 
concession as made to Mr. Bose and not to Mr. HoIDi. The rivalry between the two 
unions is still the dominant factor in Jamshedpur labour politics. and it is a rivalry 
which in the long run may injure botb the company and the men. But for the last 
year interest has largely been diverted from th.lron and Steel Works to the Tinplate 
Company of India at Golmuri, whose affairs are the subject of the next DOte. 

VL-The TiDplaIa CG_ IIDIl the strike of 1929_ 
The Tinplate Company of India is the largest of the associated companies, ~d its 

works are situated at Golmuri. about two miles from the works of the Iron and Steel 
Company. It was founded. after the war for the purpose of securing the supply of 
-tinplate in India, and its promoters and chief shareholders are the Burma Oil Com
pany, who buy most of the output. and the Tata Iron and Steel Company, who 
supply the tin-bar. It has been a technical success from the beginning. but its 
financial results have not been equally satisfadory. It enjoys a protective tariff on 
imported tinplate. The whole position is fully explained in the various reports of 
the TariJI Board (Chapter IV of the report of 1924. Chapter IV of the report of 1925-
and Chapter XVIII of the report of 1927). 

2. As regards labour conditions generally attention may be drawn to para· 
graphs 219-221 of Chapter XVIII of the TariJI _'s report published in 1927. 
This speaks of Indian labour conditions as very sa:tisiactory. and indeed until 1929 
the concern has been singularly !Tee from labour trouble. There have only been two 
small strikes of very short duration which woukl hardly merit mention except that 
one of them furnishes an instance in which a Government Officer was able to give 
substantial help in bringing about a settlement. At the outset many skilled cove
nanted hands from Wales were employed. but the number of these has been steadily 
=luced and replaced hy Indian labour. The Indian labour force at the beginning 
of the strike consisted nf about 3_000 men. They _largely Muhammadans from 
Sylhet and Dacca; the next community in importance were Punjabis,. while a number 
of Angro.Indians. Bengalis. Oriyas and Madrasis -... employed. The unskilled 
labour included a large number of Chattisgarhias and Hos. 

3. TIte CQ$&$tS oj 1M Slrikt.-The strike may be attributed in the main. to the 
excitement caused by the sudden and, to many. unexpected result of the strike in 
the Iron and Steel Company's works. 'This ended in a settlement largely in favour 
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of the men at a moment when it was generally believed that all negotiations had 
failed and the situation must continue until the men had to surrender unconditionally 
through exhaustion or abandon the fight and return to their fields. During the 
strike in the Iron and Steel Works. Tinplate had to work half time owing to lack of 
tin-bar. but paid full wages, thereby incurring an ineffective expenditure of about 
two and "half lakhs. in order to prevent thelnfection spreading. 1>3 long as the woe 
in Messrs. Tata's works was in doubt this policy was successful. and nothing happened 
in TU:plate. It was the sudd,en 3.!ld ~oreseen ending that upset the men, and 
there 15 no doubt that from this pomt onward there was a party in the works who 
believed that a strike was a panacea for all evils, and that Tinplate too must have 
a union and a strike. Added to this, however, there were certain positive causes of 
discontent. The men of Tinplate naturally compared their conditions. not with 
those of labour in India generally* but with their nearest neighbours, and in certain 
respects these conditions were less favourable than those in Messrs. Tatas. More
over, during the strike in the Iron and Steel Works the output of tinplate had been 
reduced, and consumers expecting a. longer strike had taken Iarge stocks from other 
sources, Coosequently there was a. fall in the demand for tinplate and a restriction 
of working days, with an equivalent loss of wages. It must be rememb&red also 
that the rivalry between the Federation and Association in the Iron and Steel Works 
was intimately r-ela.ted to the general unrest. 

4. TM Formation oft". UftUm.-The General Manager of Tinplate, who is himself 
an ex-la.bour leader and further. no doubt, had seen the results of the policy towards 
trade unionism previously adopted in Jamshedpur~ took a friendly attitude towards 
the new union from the beginning. There was some delay because the men were 
divided among themselves. some wishing to have Mr. Homi and others Mr. S. C. 
Bose as fresident. There was thus a division amongst them corresponding to the 
division m Jamshedpur between the Association and the Federation. FinaJly a 
compromise was effected by inviting -Mr. Daud, alderman of the City of Calcutta 
and president of the Seamen~s Union, to take the office. Early in Janua.ry, 1929, 
there was a meeting between the management a.nd the new union and recognition 
was extended to it. At the same time there was a frank discussion between the 
General Manager and Mr. Daud; an undentanding was reached on some minor 
matters, but the General Manager was able to convince Mr. Daud that anyrelaxa.tion 
of the restriction of working days was not possible for the moment. lIfr. Daud 
conveyed this to the men and counselled patience. This was not acceptable to the 
union. who threw over Mr, Daud and invited Mr. Homi to take the lead. 

S. Mr. Homi's position in· the Tinplate union was not very secure. There was 
always a party against him~ and his attempts to amalgamate the union with his 
federation laid him open to suspicion. But ,be established himself early by the 
spectacular restitution of two dismissed men. and he then entered into negotiations 
with the management concerning all the grievances and demands of the workers. 
with the result that on the 7th February, 1929. a settlement was announced which 
seems extraordinarily generous and favourable to the men. It represented the 
maximum which the company could afford. It Fovided fer an increase in rates of 
pay, a bonus scbeme. the institution of a provident fund and maternity benefits. 
and a large increase in housing, It also included an undertaking to keep the works 
running full time as fa.r as possible. The formal announcement of this settlement. 
over the signature of Mr. Hou)i. spok:~ ... in the highest terms of the courtesy and 
consideration of the management. • 

6. The next few weeks were occopied in working out the details of the settle
ment. There were dissensions over this, and there is also reason to believe that 
there was a militant party in the works who did not want the settlement to succeed, 
and grounds for suspicion that thl" militant -party was encouraged by the Labour 
Association with the Object of discrediting Mr, Homi. Meanwhile. as a natural 
result of unrest. indiscipline in the works with consequent suspensions and discharges 
was on the increase. There were lightning barltlh on the 7th and 8th March. but 
Messrs. Homi and Girl persuaded the men to resume work. From this point onward 
trouble over the suspension and discharge of insubordinate employees obscured more 
substantial issu..es. 

;. On the 5th April the management met the union officials to discuss the matter 
of these suspensions and dismissals. The General Manager went to extravagant 
and a.lm.ost fantastic lengths in an endeavour to conciliate the men. He offered to 
try the experiment of not suspending or discharging any man for any reason whatever 
for a week and meantime simply to bring aU cases of indiscipline to the notice of the 
union. But. while Mr. Honri was more than satisfied. other members of the uniOD 
were not to be conciliated by any means. On Sunday, the 7th April. there was a 
general strike. 

8. The strike began without notice and without formulated demands. but these 
are commou features of an Indian strike. The point that the strike began without 
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the permission~ the union is liable to misconstruction. since there is no room for 
doubt that some of the leaders of the militant party were inside the union executive.. 
The men themselves were not to blame. They w~e hopelessly misled. 

9. As soon as the strike was complete the union began to get busy formulating 
their grievances and demands. The strike bad been ca.lIed without the knowledge 
and against the advice of Mr. Homi, and he resigned. At the same time he did not 
dissociate himself altogether from the strikers. He was prepared to accept the 
office -of president again if a fresh committee were elected. The "election. however. 
resulted in the return of the same committee and Mr. Homi broke away altogether. 
Towards the end of April he made a speech to the m.en telling them they had been . 
misled and advising them to go back to work. 

10. T'M MW hands.-The labour force numbered about 3.000~ and in the first 
instance practically aU went out. A number of men left the place and went back 
to their homes. This included a large number 01 Sylhetis. Very -soon after the 
strike began the company attempted to resume work. The company's own men 
began to drift back; but the most important factor was the new hands which the 
company -began to recruit as soon as it was apparent that no general resumption of 
work by old hands was likely. These new hands came from various sources. A 
number of them were men who had taken their compensation and left the Iron and 
Steel Works after the strike of 1928. Some were men who aj some time or other 
had been employed in Tinplate but had saved a little money and returned for a time 
to their fields as the India.n workman often does. Only a small part of them were 
men entirely new to industry. These new hands accumulated rapidly, and it must 
be noted that it was thW factor rather than anything connected with the merits of 
the dispute that led to the demand for the intervention of Government. On the 
12th Maya resolution was moved at a mass meeting of strikers asking for such 
intervention. On that date 815 old hands (i.e., men employed immediately before 
the strike) and 1,005 new hands were working. The company thus had about two
thirds of the total force required. Immediately following this resolution came a 
partly successful effort by Messrs. Gurudit Singh. Jawahir Lall Nehru and Daud to 
bring oUt the old hands again, but this merely gave impetus to the recruitment of new 
men. Meanwhile the request of the men for intervention had been backed by 
telegnuns from infiuentiallabour leaders and Government directed the Commissioner 
of the Division to examine the case for intervention. The Commissioner met both 
parties between the 26th and the 2Bth May. By the latter date the old hands had 
decreased to 627, but the new hands had increased to 1.341, ma.k:i.ng a total of 1,968 
in the works. 

11. TA6 Case fM and ag4itlSt Interotmli07J by GOI1tfflmffl!.-Tbe Trade Disputes 
Act had by then become law and intervention under that Act could have taken the 
form either of a board of conciliation or & court of enquiry. The problem of the 
new hands stood on the threshold. To the men settlement meant the discharge of 
the new hands to make room for the whole of the old hands (i .e .• th06e working 
immediately before the strike), and then a discussion of the grievances Which. how
ever, were quite a secondary matter. The uew recruits were not men casually in 
search -of employment, nor for the most part men of a type who would be willing to 
abandon the employment they had obtained. The company had given them some 
guarantee of permanent employment, and it was not reasonable in the circumstances 
to ask the comrany either to break faith with its new men or to compensate them 
for a breach 0 contract. The ruling fact was that half of the strikers could not 
return to the works without ali equivalent discharge of the new recruits. The 
intention of the Trade Disputes Act is that Government should intervene j£ there is 
a chance of achieving by means of a conciliation board a friendly settlement between 
the parties~ or if the publication of the result. of an investigation into the merits 
of the dispute is likely to focus public opinion on the dispute and thereby induce the 
parties to agree to 1air terms. We may oonsider :first the scope for a conciliation 
board. As explained above, the new hands seemed. to afford an insuperable bar to 
any settlement by negotiation. Apart from that, the General Manager was not 
prepared to negotiate. He had gone to extreme and oven extravagant lengths in 
the way of concessions to prevent the strike: he had nothing 'more to offer. even 
if he had been prepared to treat. Labour was forthcoming to meet the present 
requirements of the oompany~ he was satisfied with the position and had given his 
word to his new men. The men's leaders did indeed suggest to· the Commissioner 
that the new bands had no claim to consideration; that they must have known that 
their- job was temproary and they -ought to be discharged; if that was thought 
unfair. then the company should take baclt everybody and carry the extra staff .ntil 
it was absorbed in the ordinary tum-over of labour. or in the last event the company 
should compensate the new hands for a breach of contract with them. Their idea 
of intervention was that Government should bring pressure on the company to adopt 
ODe or the other of these solutions; but the issues aiiorded no scope for the work 
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of a conciliation board. For a conciliation board to consider whether the new hands 
should be discharged or carried as surplus was clearly useless. It could not act as 
an arbitrator or mediator but could only plead with the company for action which 
would either be a breach of faith or unreasoning generosity with their shareholders' 
money. and in any case such a request would certainly have been met by a refusal 
The other alternative was a court of enquiry. For the rea5OI1!I already given it is 
clear- that the court of enquiry. while it could review events and assign responsibility 
could not suggest, much less enforce, a solution of the deadlock. It remained to 
consider whether a judicial investigation and pronouncement upon the position, 
even if it could not effect a remedy. might yet serve a useful purpose. That is a point 
on which there is room for difierence of opinion. but an important point is that 
neither party wanted it. The General Manager was prepared to face any enquiry. 
but thought that no practical benefit could result from it. and that it was waste of 
time. The men's leaders were definitely opposed to it. and hardly attempted to 
conceal their recognition of the fact that their case was not one to stant impartiaJ 
investigation. Indeed their only constructive suggestion was that the Commissioner 
should use his personal influence with the Manager to penuade him to discharge 
his new hands. The Commissioner's conclusions were that a conciliation board 
'Would be quite useless; while as regards a. court of enquiry, the men's leaders, the 
only party to the dispute that wanted Government intervention~ were strongly 
opposed to intervention in the only form. in which intervention was possible, and 
there seemed no sufficient reason for thrusting it upon them against their will. 
Government accepted the views of the Commissioner and informed the parties to 
the dispute of their decision that they could not usefully intervene in the matter. 

12. After the refusal of Government to -intervene. the Dumber of men in the 
works increased rapidly_ By the end of JUDe the company had its full stafi in 
numbers and thereafter proceeded to take in a few men in excess of its standard 
labour force. The men learnt their work quickly; the majority were not without 
experience and mechanical skill; and very soon production also began to approach 
the pre-strike standard, and indeed· has since. surpassed it. The General Manager 
had practically reconstructed his works. The actual ligures at the end of July were 
2.416 new hands and 752 old hands while production was rising towards the pre.atrike 
standard. Work, however. was carried on under difficulties. Picketing was intense 
and the company recruited a body of Pathans as escorts for their workers and as 
counter-picketers. Moreover the company had to provide temporary tin-sheds to 
house their men since the strikers were in actual occupation of most of their quarters 
or had. gone away from the place and left their rooms locked up. They were also 
feeding a large number of men in the works so that these could avoid the necessity 
of passing backwards and forwards through the..pickets. Outsiders began to take a 
hand~ and no doubt the refusal of Government to intervene induced the local leaders 
to look outside for assistance. The Workers and Peasants Party. founded by 
Philip Spratt, sent Messt'S. Godbole and S. N. Chakravarti. and these not only 
introduced a communistic element into the dispute. but the former by precept and 
example intensffied the picketing. and in particnlar encouraged picketing in the 
ba.stis and the practice of besetting and besieging the houses of workers. Part of the 
area was closed to picketing under Section 144 C.P.C .• on account of outbreaks of 
violence. The Swamj Party was responsible fot sending up speakers like Messrs. 
Jawahir La1 Nehru. Gurudit Sifl~ and l;iwami Biswanand, Under their influence 
the economic aspect of the strike became obScured and the racial and political 
prejudices of the audience at the meetings were h"eely exploited. Mr. S. C. Bose 
himself visited the place; he had been very annoyed with Messrs. Taw for their 
recognition of Honn. and threatened to cause sympathetic strikes in. Taw and the 
Burma Oil Company and elsewhere .. Mr, Girl also spent much time in Jamshedpur 
working earnestly to find some way oot of the deadlock. At an earlier stage he had 
asked for an interview with the General Manager. but the latter was not willing to 
deal with him. The active strikeIS were not more than about 500 in Dumber: many 
of the strikers bad left for their homes to wait for better time, thougb the floods in 
Sylhet drove some of them back: money was being subscribed fairly freely for their 
support from various sources; though there was sufficient discomfort and shortage 
of money to produce discontent and bitterness. there was no acute distress. The 
position during this time was one of great anxiety for the Deputy Commissioner and 
police officers. but the details are of no particular interest. Sir Bhupendra Nath 
Mitra visited Jamshedpur on the 5th July; his visit was not directly in connection 
with the strike but be took the opportunity of meeting informally some of the 
persons chiefly concerned. 

18. In the six weeks from the beginning of July till the middle of August the 
strike seemed to be dying a natural death. Conditions and production in the works 
were steadily improving. The company actually had more men than they needed. 
The figures in a report, da~ the 20th August~ show 1,012 old hands and 2,235 new 
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hands in the works. The difficult problem was the number of ex-employees still 
left in the company's quarters; ejectment suits had been instituted but there were 
the inevitable delays before the suits came on for hearing. Picketting was desultory 
and only maintained by the- union rule that if a man did not picket he received no 
dole of rice. The a~ployees were also gradually drifting away to their homes, 
while from time to ·time some of them were being taken ba<:k by the company. 
Workets ceased to eat and sleep in the works and proceeded. unmolested. to their 
own homes. The company ceased to send lorries for their men who now walked.to 
the works without escort. There was daily crowds of new comers, who came in 
some cases from places as far distant as the Punjab. at the works gate asking for 
work, and the officers of the company were besieged by old hands asking to come 
back. The company on the other hand had. SOO men in excess of their needs and would 
have been glad to get rid of some. The outside leaders had mostly left the place. 
On the 19th August the Deputy Commissioner reported defi.nitely that the strike as 
a strike might be regarded as at an end. 

14. Then came the deliberate: e:ffort of the National Congress to revitalise the 
strike. Hints that the outside leaders were likely to return appeared in the strike 
reports Jrom the 15th August. but were discredited as improbable. On that day 
Mr. S. C. Bose sent for Mr. Mitra~ an ex-store clerk of Tinplate, and DOW President 
of the Union, to meet him in Calcutta. On the 16th August Mr. Mitra. returned with 
Pandit Jawahir LalI Nehru. Khan Bahadur Abdul Rahim Chaudhuri of Sylhet and 
Pandit Nilkantha Das of Orissa came to Jamshedpur and attempted tu bring their 
fellow countrymen our of the Tinplate Works. A leading article appeared in the 
SearchliglJt of the 18th August entitled ~. Golmuri strike-cause taken up by National 
Congress" which indicates the deliberate nature of the- effort. On the 19th Mr. 
Godbole. of the Workers and Peasants Party. arrived and was followed the next day 
by Mr. S. C. Bose, They proceeded at once to reorganize the picketting. and 00 the 
afternoon of the 21st held a noisy demonstration outside the Works, which succeeded 
in reducing the old hands from over a thousand to 833. On the 21st also the Budge-
Budge works went out on strike and put forward as one of their demands the 
settlement of the Golmuri strike on the terms desired by the Union. On the 2200 
the strikers made a similar demonstration; tb,i.s culminated in a serious riot. On 
the 24th the number of men working was reduced by about 1,000, and the policy of 
annoyance of workers at night was inaugurated. On the 26th the total number 
working had fallen as low as 1,568. After that several of the outside leaders left 
and the number at work rapidly rose again and on the 29th had reached 2,388. 
Mr. S. C. Bose still remained. and on the night of the 30th/31st August came the 
attempt to destroy the high tension cables serving Tinplate. The night was still 
and the standards stood in spite of having been cut through completely; but 
though the disaster was averted. the incident served to emphasize the great danger 
in the position. It is perhaps not a secret that the Tinplate Company at this time 
were seriously coDSidering whether it would not be better to close down altogether 
rather than to continue to operate the plant in the existing conditions; but the 
rapid recovery from Congress intervention. induced them to think better of this. On 
the 29th August the Commissioner and the Deputy Commissioner had a long interview 
with Mr. S. C. Bose., which, however. failed to clear the position in any way •. 

15. Throughout this time a number of the ex-employees of the Company remained 
in occupation of the company's quarters, and thus constituted an element which 
kept trouble alive and furnished a ground for frequent renewal of the demand for 
Government intervention. Men were coming and going. and it was always difficult 
to form an estimate of the number. and in fact the numbers were always a subject 
of dispute. but their presence rendered it possible to say that there was still a strike 
of the Tinplate Works long after the works had a full staiI and normal production 
again. Various persons from time to time took charge of this little band of ex· 
employees. and most prominent at the later stage was Professor A¥ul Bari. On 
the 6th September a motion was moved in the Legislative Council to adjourn the 
House to consider the serious state of affairs at Golmuri. and the motion was carried 
by a narrow majority at a late hour. On the 24th September a resolution was moved. 
in the Legislative Assembly recommending to the Government of India that the 
tariff on tinplate should be remo~d. This motion was also carried by a small 
majority. 

16. The position in the months of October and November was this: The Tinplate 
Works had more than a full staft and production bad not merely been restored to 
normal but had exceeded previous records. But outside the works there remained 
this little company of ex-employees. some of them still in the company's quarters. 
They were encouraged by a belief that on a result of the resolutions in the Legislative 
Council and Assembly. Government would at last intervene and make room for them 
in the works by removing the new hands. They kept up desultory picketting as a 
matter of form. But there was a constant process of attrition. Men were drifting 
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away to their homes, and from time to time were being taken back into the works. 
There cannot have been at the outside more than about 300 left though attempts to 
obtain accurate numbers failed. Meanwhile constant agitation and intrigue was 
carried on by various political leaders on their behalf. The result of the Congress 
party's intervention had been a bad set-back for that party which its leaders found 
difficult to tolerate. A deputation from th8 ex-employ ... went up to Delhi and tried 
to secure the help of Mr. Gandhi. Further, throughout this time the rivalry he_ 
the old Labour Association and the Federation continued and Mr. Homi and Mr. 
Bose, the respective leaders, were skUmishing against each other, and Tinplate_ 
came within the scope of their mancellYreS. There is nothing to be gained by des
cribing them even if there was complete information about them. During this time 
the Deputy Commissioner met Mr. Girl and some of the men'81eaders and endeavoured 
to penuade them to agree to a scheme for raising the money to repatriate the small 
body of ex.-employees left in Jamshedpur in pJace of canying on a hopeless agita:tion .. 
but they were unwilling to fall in with it. This position stood thus at the eod of 
November. 1929. at which time the writer of this note severed his connection with 
the district. 

THE TATA IRON AND STEEL COMPANY, LIMITED. 

L-_ 
(1) Origin of LIbovr.-The labour employed in the Tata Iron and Steel Company, 

Limited, Jamshed.pur, ha.ils from every Province in India and & small number from 
Nepal. They are of all castes. creeds a.o.d vocations. 

(i) E:deJtt 0' Migroli .... -Appendix "A" and Graphs 38432 and 38433 sent 
herewith will show the extent of migration by showing the numbers recruited or 
employed and discharged from the various districts6 province by province. This 
has been taken for the year 1927 which was a fairly normal year. 1928 and 1929 
caDJlot be cited as such owing to labour unrest and. disturbances such as ~ etc. 

(ii) elmS ... of p~r SIr", ... of Migroli"".-It will he seen from the figures 
that the Province of Bihar and Orissa shows the greatest number of employments 
and discharges; this is only natural as the works of the Steel Company are situated 
in this Province and the people being mostly agriculturists. have to supplement their 
livelihood by some members of the families coming to earn money and thus bet1:er 
their living conditions at home. • 

In 1920 there was a big iD1!ux of some 7.000 people from the Central Provinces
this was due in the main to severe famine. conditions prevailing in the native states 
comprising part of this Province. 

(ill) Changes in reunt years.-There is DO marked. change in recent years with the 
exception of. an increase in the number of ex-Indian soldiers coming here and seeking 
employment and this has been noteworthy during th~ last two or three years only. 

We are attacbi.ng statements showing the nUmber of persons employed d~ 
one month and also one particul.lt day (.ippendp' B. C. D. E. F aod G). This will 
give an idea as to the extent of migration. The figures given are for all districts and 
for the heaviest month and heaviest day of employment. 

2. Coniad wilIo VilIag_(i) En"" a" fr"f"81lOY .f .. 1_. 
(ii) E:deJtt of P.....,._ Lab_. Foru.-Pen:entage of skilled and WllIkilled 

workers. who work continuously throughout the year :-(a) about 1S per cent. of 
the skilled workers from this and contiguous districts work continuously throughout 
the year, and (b) about 50 per cenL of the unskilled labour from this and contiguous 
districts work continuously throughout the year. 

Percentage of skilled and unskilled. workers. who go back to their villages in 
nOll-contiguous districts once and once' only during the year and then return to 
work in the factory or mine :-(4) Annually about 30 per cent of the skilled labour 
go back to their homes in non--oontiguous districts once only during the year and then 
return. (0) About 15 per cent. of the unskilled labour recruited from non-eontiguous 
districts go back to their homes once during the year and then return to work. 

We estimate that out of a total of 23~OOO workers, about 2 per cent. skilled 
workers and about 12 per cent. unskilled workers go to their homes in UOD.oCOOtigUOUS 
districts more than once in the year and then retum to their work. 

3. Methods of ReeJ'#itmlm-(i) E~mng IMI~.-An Employment. Bureau is 
maintained by the company where skilled and unskilled workers are regIStered and 
emplOJ"'d (Appendix H). 
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The applicants for work assemble in a yard and daily requirements are selected 
by the officer-in-dlarge. 

No outside recruiting is done in the literal sense of the word. In cases where 
men of special qualifications are required. the employment officer goes through the 
list of applicaUoIlS _veci by post and nogistored. in his ollico. Failing to got 
a suitable man in this way, the post is advertised in three or four of the leading 
daily newspapers. 

All employees are medically examined before they are admitted into service and 
are also vaccinated against small-pox. 

(ii) Pcssibk ;"'f>n1u_.-As there is a large popofatiOll here and the supply of 
labour in Jamshedpur is well in excess of the company's requirements~ this system 
works very satisfactorily as the applicants for jobs incur no expense in connection 
with their registration and despatch to departments requiring the men and no 
charge is made by the company to defray the cost of maintenanre of the Employmeot 
Bureau. 

(iii) Publi<: _P/Qym8m apnciu.-{a)D .... abi1ity of .sIoblw.;ft/f. 
(h) Possibility of practical selNmes.-Until labour as a whole is literate, it will 

not be 'possible to establish a public employment agency maintained by the 
Government. The need far such an agency is not felt a.t Jamshedpur. Our own 
employment bureau is able to satisfy our requirements. But in other indust::n:U 
centres such as Bombay and Calcutta where there are several concerns engaged Ul 

a particular indUstry and also where there are various kinds of industries. a public 
employment agency would be of help to industry in the matter of recruitment. 

4. ExIewJ .nd Effects of IJjst"",,,- of Fomily Lif •. -We ba"" no statistics OIl 

the subject of the precentage 01 workers whose homes are in nou-contiguous districts 
and who leave their families in their home district. but estimate that approximately 
about 45 per cent. of our workers have left their families in non-eontiguous districts ; 
the reason for this being due to a. great extent to a shortage of housing accommodation. 

The average period during which such workers remain at work before returning 
to their~ district is very varying and may be anything from six months to three 
years on an average. This is an estimated figure as we have DO statistics in the 
employment bureau. 

7, Ummployme1tt.-We have no remarks to make o~ any of the sub-divisions 
under this heading. 

We find ""'Y little difficulty in obtaining all the·labour we want from casual 
labour applying for employment· at our employment bureau .. 

We do not advertise for labour except when the work to be performed is such as 
the ordinaty casual labour is incompetent to do. 

(iv) U~ iftSlWtltIU.-We do not think unemployment insurance can 
be applied to the particular branch of employmeot. It seems to be impossible to 
provide for it when. it is extended to agricultural labour which seems impossible. 
Men are often both. 

8. L.oIJo1w .. T"""""." "-{i) A_ago ti",ali ... oj ....pIOj'1ff<1Ol.-Two years. 
(il) E_ of ""sual....pl.,.....,u.-·03 per oent. 
(This figure is based on the total number of temporary employments in 1927 to 

the average monthly sta.:ft on the ron in 1927.) 
(ill) Ab • ..ueeism.--Our labour turnovar for the last 8 years of normal 

operation was on the down grade and with stability of labour conditions. it is 
anticipated that it will still be reduced. The figures are as follows :'-1925, 36,6 per 
oent.; 1926, 31·3 pe1\I>l1lt.; 1927,24-1 per cent. 

During the hot weather and the early mollSOOD. we experience more difficulty 
thaD at any other time due to absenteeism, this corresponding with the cultivation 
season, also the marriage season amongst the Hindoos. 

lL-B1aI! Organia,1ion. 

10. DekNJs of o.g4msalitno, Admi,,",,"';" and Depan....-. 
11. S._ ... oj Ma""f'ft/f Staff.-The production of iron and steel by modern 

m-ethods being comparatively ~t in India. the managing staff which of necessity 
must have wide experience in modem iron and steel works practice and design •. 
consists principally of men with a wide and varied experience acquired in the foremost 
iron and steel works in America and Europe. \ 

The general manager is the head of the Steel Company'. organisation at Jamsbed-' 
pur. The operation of the plant is directly under the genera! superintendent. the 
head of each department of the worJa being directly responsible to the geneml 
superintendent. The heads of other departments outside the works such as the 
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to~ accounts, collieries. ore -mines. prospecting. etc.~ being directly under the 
general manager. The heads of departments are usually men with experience in 
similar departments of. other steel works. recruited in America or Europe. but we 
have a. number of Indian officers, some of whom have had tra.ining and experience 
in foreign steel plants, while others have obtained praetica.lly all their experience 
with tho Steel Company at Jamahedpur, 

As vacancies occur in these positions. promotions are made from other employees 
engaged in the department if a suitable man is availablez otherwise it is necessary 
to recruit from abroad.. .: 

12. Ruruitmeni "nd T,";"ing of SUP"";sory S/aff. sup.,;", And SuiJo,dinalo
(i) Mlllwds i .. f-e. 
(ii) Faeililiu fo. l,tdmng <lnd /WomoJion of _ ......... -In 1921 the ]amshedpur 

Technical Institute was started by the company, to train selected men in theory 
~d practice for positions·in the operating departments of the works. The course 
15 for three years. half of which is spent in the works and half in the institute. A 
total of 137 students from all parts of India have entered the institute, of whom 
SO are now under tra.ining and 63 are at present employed. in the works. 

We also employ a number of students who have graduated from the different 
engineering institutions in this country. 

13. Rektlirms bdwem staff aM ,.an" and fillJ-(i) Relations gett#ally.-Present 
:relations between the staff and workmen are, generally spea.kiDg. of a cordial nature. 
In the earlier days of the company it was not uncommon for foremen to abuse their 
authority and powers. In recent years this has largely disappeared and charges 
against the foremen of this nature are now seldom preferred. 

Efforts have and are being made to educate aU our foremen up to the 
responsibilities of their positions. 

(ill) W cwks committees-lhMr etmSfillltion, extent tm4 athitvemnls. 
(iv) W fWks &cuneils and I tul1lStrial Councils.-Shop Committees in all departments 

either have already or are now being formed. . These Committees consist of four 
non:iinees of the local labour federation and three nominees of the company. The 
work of the committee is briefly described in Appendix I. These have been 
instituted re<:<mtly. 

In 1920 departmental welfare committees were organised, but the workmen 
were not interested in them and they did nothing. 

Later on 8. labour advisOry board consisting of employees representing the 
workmen and management was formed to discuss, consider and report an the 
grievances of employees brought to its notice. This board functioned about 18 
months and did not meet after the strike of 1922. 

In 1924 a conciliation committee was formed to consider mutual representations 
made to it by employers and employees of ~ Jamshedpur Steel Works with the late 
Mr. C. R. Das as president. This committee met on various occasions during the 
year 1924, but the need for it having c:easecL it was discon.tinued. 

We hope that the new shop committees will be of ~ nwte permanent nature, but 
then: value will depend on the interest taken in them by the men. 

14. Ti ...... k..ping. PUce_A; ConIY...t tmd ,Allendancs Regislus-(i) How and 
by wh .... kepI And dlded. .' 

(il) How and by 'flIhom .WGg#$ actvaIJy Paid 10 fV01'ken.-Time-keeping aDd attend~ 
anee registers of labour in the direct employ of the company are kept by the time
keeping stafi employed by the oompany and the wages are actually disbursed by the 
~h&~~~ . 

Except in the case of supervisory; superior and clerical stafi who draw their wages 
from the cashier's office, the workmeil. are actually paid in their departments by sta1f 
specially sent out for the purpose from the cash department. 

The attendance of contract labour is maintained by the contractors and the Steel 
Company exercises no check upon it sinec we are concerned only with the amount of 
work performed at the contract Tates. • 

There is practically no piecework here. Departmental bonuses are calculated 
on the out-tum of the de~ents, the production retu"'" being submitted by eacll 

,departmeot. 
15. CrmlY-aeKwS as I Htenn.!tliariss-(i) Extent a1Ul daJ'aCleJ' of wo,,/t give" 0" conWtlcI. 

-There are two contraetm's employed by the Steel Company in the steel wo~ks and 
'the work allotted to them consists principally of the foHowing :-(a) Loading and 
unloading pig-iron and stacking same. (b) Unloading sand, clay. bricks. etc .• and 
carrying same to cast house. (c) HandUng (X)&} and cinden for Jocomoti~. (tl) 
General cleaning. (e) Loading and unloeding coal. coke, ashes. otc. (f) Loading and 
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unloading from and into stock various raw materials such as limestone~ dolomite, 
ore, etc. (g) Erection of miscellaneous buildings and ordinary engineering work. 
(A) Unloading cinders on dumps and unloading and screening breeze. 

The contractors employ approximately 4,000 workpeople. 
(ii) E.mJt"f sub-eottW""';"II.-Dne sub-<:ontraetor only is employed by one of om, 

principal contractors who has a small force of 50 or 60 labour. 
(ill) C_ol ",,,cised qu" _ki"ll con4ili<ms.-{a) Superintendents are responsible 

for the work c:arried out by the contractors in their respective departments and 
payment for work done is calculated at a tonnage and measurement rate. (it) The 
rules la.i.d down in the Company's Safety Rules. the Factory Act and Workmen's 
Compensation Act are enforced. (c) Accidents are reportable by the various 
superintendents and are investigated by the company', safety inspector. (4) Wages 
are paid for time lost as a result of accidents. 

(iv) Effects.-It has been found by experience, that it is more profitable and 
expeditious to employ contractors for the class of work enumerated in the foregoing 
table than if the company employed its own staff. The reasons for this are that this 
work concerns the loading and unloading of wagons principally. which can be done 
on a piecework basis and is most suitable in consequence for working on a contract 
synem. Prior to 1924 this work was done by' the company and as its completion 
depended mostly on the arrival of trains ~d the placing of wagons. it meant a 
considerable wastage of labour which was tied. down by an eight hours shift and 
time-keeping system that rendered it in many cases idle half-a-day and more in 
consequence of any delay in the arrival and placing of wagom. This necessitated the 
employment of more labour than was actually necessary and the resultant additional 
employment of supervising stafi together with tbeaccompanyiug difficulty of provision 
for their living accommodation. 

At present the contractors have quarters that accommodate approximately 600 
labourers who form the nucleus of their staffs. These are readily available for work 
of an urgent nature on account of their proximity to the works. This does not imply 
the employment 01 this labour for a longer period than that prescribed by the Factory 
Act. as most of the work can be compJeted within five or six hou.rs~ which ordinarily 
constitutes. a day's work. Such extra work~ however~ is paid for at the scheduled 
rates of overtime laid down. 

IlL BouaiDg. 
16. Ext..u 10 ,,",icA H""';"II is Provi4e4-(i) By .... ployws.-A statement is 

attacbed of the Steel Company', quarters (Appendix J). 
(iiI) By f>ri- ~.-About 320 hous .. have been built for letting out by 

private individuals on the Steel Company's land. . 
Thes. are mostly Jeased to Steel Company', workmen. but not all. 
(iv) By fZKJI'lI ... lMmstl .... -A statement is attacbed (Appendix K) .. 
17. FacilitUs far A~isUi<m of Land far W.,.Aw.(' H_ .... ~Replied uoder 

.. Welfare" as to faciliti .. provided (vide (34». 

18. N.-_ of A~on Prwidd its each Cla ... -(i) In relation 10 _k ... • 
4 ..... nds. • 

(ii) I .. relatl"" 10 bullYP_ from heal'" poi," of ...... -It is by no means clear what 
information is required. The Steel Company has made a great point of studying the 
type of quarters best auited to the needs 01 its workers. and has embodied every 
practicable suggestion made by them that appeared valuable. a.t the same time has 
s.imed at building as far as possible according to the latest and best rules for health. 

(ill) ~ -. for lighli"ll. """' ... ..,..,. and ........ ...ppIy.-Replied under 
U Welfare" about lighting. Workers all desire private latrines and private 
water taps but they cannot all afford quarters containing them. Also there is not 
enough water to give individual taps throughout. 

]9. Utili.aIictI by Worker'S of A~<m AvtJilabk.-The company's quarters 
are all full and it will be some considerable time before we can supply accommodation 
for all our employees: 

20. Re1It Rahs i. V mous Classu.-Rents are calculated as near as possible at 
5 per cent. on the capital cost. The rents of the various types are given in Appendi.x J. 

21. Special P,.oblems A";si"K i. Connection unl" Variovs Classes of Housinq-
e.g .. S_""II: 0 .... 1' ....... of Employ .... ' Houses by """ .. ts i .. olII ....... ploy.--OW)ng 
to the fact that the Steel Company has not yet been able to provide enough accom
modation directly or indirectly. there is a good deal of sub-letting. Also there is a 
tendency of those not yet allotted quarters to .. jump" any that fall vacant. Sub
letting 15 controlled as far as possible to prevent overcrowding. .. Jumping U 
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quarten. is dealt with departmentally. Only 0·5 per cent. of the company's houses 
are let to tenants in other employ and of those some are employed by firms working 
directly for the steel company. 

Evidion.-Discbarged employees who do not give up their quarters are evicted 
through the Courts, 

IV. IIaalIll. 

23. G ..... fJIl Heallh c.ltditi"", of WO>'Aws-(i) Figtw .. of morlality.-Heaith 
conditions are fairly good. We have had no epidemic of cholera for a long time. There 
was an epidemic of smallpox in the ~g of 1926. We have had none since. 

M<rlaritJ.-There were 771 cases in the year ending 31st December. 1928. against 
914 and 803 in two previous years. These are cases in which the malaria parasite 
was detected under the microscope. It is probably that amongst the cases of pyrexia 
of uncerta.in origin a certain number was malaria. Not all the cases of malaria. were 
indigenous. 

Kalo-Amr.-In the year ending 31st December. 1928. there were 63 cases against 
64 and 20 in two previous years. None of the Kala-Aza.:r cases were indigenous. 

Tubwculosis.-There were 181 cases of tuberculosis of lung in the year ending 
31st December. 1928, against 60 and 104 in two previous years. 

HOOR-fIJQ1'ffL-In the year ending 31st December. 1928. there were 25 cases of 
hook-worm against 10 and 18 intwo previous years. 

EttI4ri& F ...... -There were 61 cases in 1928 against 39 and 24 in two previous 
years. 

MorlaliIy.-155 in the year ending Sist December. 1928, against 177 and 117 
in two previous years. The number of deaths mentioned above includes only those 
that occurred in our hospital and on works. This number is therefore not the total 
number of deaths:in the whole of the Jamshedpur area. 

(ii) Blrlh-.-at. a,", I .. fant morlallly.-There were 112 births in tho year ending 
31st December~ 1928. against 55 and 34 in two previous years. These numbers 
include only the cases that occurred in the hospital or came under our direct notice. 
We have no record of iofant mortality. 

(iii) W cwkiftg contlitions.-Working conditions. both at home and at the works. are 
OD. tile whole satisfactory. The standard of living of the workmen at Jamshedpur 
has considerably improved. There is still a good deal of ignorance as to sanitation 
and health requirements in quarters of the lower paid employees and in the Bastees. 
But on the whole~ the health of the workpeople is certainly better than in other 
industrial towns, and this is probably due to the' housing facilities. however inade.
quate. supplied by the company and to the care taken in town planning and avoiding 
insanitary overcrowding. 

(iv) DUkwy.-The food of the U. P. Hindus. Telugu Hindus and Mohammadans 
consists of the following articles :-Rice. wheat, pulse (dal). vegetables, meat. 
fish. etc .• edible oil, ghee. tobacco, liquor. 

The diet of the Bengalis of the artisan class and aboriginal coolies is also the same 
with the exception of wheat and ghee. . 

(v) Physique on the whole is good especially amung the aboriginals. 
(vi) The incidence of venereal disease: in industrial cities is in our opinion above 

the average. 

24. EJltent of Mldleal FtJcilitiu ProtIitkd--(i) By .... plcy .... - The steel company 
maintains a hospital with 140 beds, 4 oat-d.oor dispensaries and 3 first~aid stations 
and an isolation hospital for infectious diseases having 52 beds. Two doctors a.re 
specially kept for the isolation hospital. Two ambulance cars are used for bringing 
injured and sick patients to the hospital. Thero are 24 doctors. I' registered n ....... 
3 probationer nurses on the staff besides compounders. dressers and. ward. boys, etc. 
All the employees are treated ·free whether in the hospital or at their quarters. For 
medical attendance on their families at their quarters a nominal fee is charged. The 
hospital is free to evarybody, whether employees or not. No charge is made for the 
medicines su~plied to employees or the public. The entire cost of the hospitals and 
dispensaries IS borno by tho Stool Company. Tho capital expenditure up to 31st 
Marcll. 1928, has been Rs. 3.50 lacs. a.nd the annual expenditure is now about 3 Iacs 
a year.. . 

Iii) By g...........m.-Tbero is a smalI governmeut hoopital and a district board 
dispensary in the neighbourhood. 

[ill) By .thor "C""cies.-None. 
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(iv) ~ for tl1OftIom doctors. Wained. mid-aves (W dais.-Those attending 
hospitals freely consult the male doctors. There is certainly scope for women doctots 
and trained mid-wives to visit the villages and help the residents whose ailments 
would be treated from the beginDing. Provision of nurses at the company's hospital is 
given under 24. 

(25). Ext.ort 10 which Medic4l facililiu .... UIil .. _(i) G_ally.-The medical 
fa.cilities are freely utilized by the public as will be evident from the number of cases 
treated. In the year ending 31st December. 1928. the number of new cases treated 
...... 210,210 against 206.899 and 196.120 in two previous years. The hospit&! is 
nearly full at all times. 

Not only the residents of J&mshedpur come here for treatment hut people from 
distant places are brought by their friends and relations who are residents of 
Jamspedpur. We estima.te that at least 30 per cent. of the total cases are outsiders 
who have DO connection with the oompany. The cost to the steel company of main
taining hospitals. dispensaries and medical facilities. since 1920 is ne&rly Rs. 23 lacs. 

(u) By "' ....... -Medical facilities are also being utilized hy women in increasing 
numbers: Of the total new cases treated in the year ending 31st December~ 19.28. 
there were 27,740 women against 23,S82 and 24,397 in two previous years. 

(26) s-..." ..;:". .. ng......us-(i) Lam ..... 

(il) Dmoking """,,,.-Filtered wator is alresdy put in reach of most of the 
employees. and is being extended as far as possible to the remainder. 

A statement of latrines is attached (Appendix L). Where private privies are 
not a.ttached to quarters as far as possible. one seat is provided for every twenty 
persons. in conveniently located public latrines. Pennission is freely given to 
employees to erect pucca latrines in houses built by themselves.. 

(29) "Zliseaso-(i) I'I'evaknco of i1td .... nal diseases.-In J&mshedpur this is very 
low indeed. . We oeca.siooally have to treat oases of asthma resnlting from gas 
poisoniJ:lg. etc., but these are Dot frequent. 

(ii) Prw~ of chole1'a, ~. hook..worm and othM' ,,,opieal tUseQStJS.
CholeYa.-We do. not now get epidemics of cholera. but occasional cases are reported 
usoally of returned pilgrims. 

MtJlaria.-We have measures in hand for maiaria. control. 
Hook-worm.-The prevalence here is lo.w. 
OlMft lropUal dismses.-Kala.·A.%a,r: we have no indigenous cases, but sometimes 

we treat imported ones. , . 
(31) Makffli.y B_fil>-ji) Ext.ort .. nd ..... lring of .,.Wing .scMm..< (indnding 

allow ....... giv ... be"". and 0/1# chil<l-bi,.,h).-It is too early yet to make any state
ment about the benefit of the scheme as the scheme was only introduced in January. 
1929. The terms of the scheme are attached (Appendlx M). In the Government of 
India Factory Act or Workmen's Compensation Act, no provision is made for 
materoity benefit. 

The Dumber 01 applications received for maternity benefit since the scheme was 
put into operation on 1st January, 1929, are :-

January, 1929 ... 19 
February, 1929 • . 5 
March, 1929 . • 12 
April. 1929 12 
May. 1929 11 
June, 1929 11 
JDly, 1929 7 

77 

V.-Welfare (olber !haD Benllb and lIotuiDg, hut inol .. diDg Ed ..... tion). ' 

(32) E_ of Welf ... W ... k-{i) By ....pso,...s.-Jamsh.dpur in many respects 
is unique in India. What was a dense jungle a little mo.re than twenty years ago. is 
now a town of over a hundred thousand inhabitants and a great industrial area. 
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The Tata Iron and Steel Company, Limited, is not only an employer ot labour but 
is also the landlord and provides municipal services. Its welfare activities, therefore 
naturally are of a very much wider scope than those of normal employers. It ru.; 
not ~Y to look after the welfare of its employees butalso does welfare work outside. 
whiclt 1D the normal co~ would be done by the local municipality. All the welfa.re 
work, thereforeJ done m J amsbedpur with a very few exceptions is done in some 
way or other by the Steel Company. 

(ii) By elm .... -us.-There ..,., a few outside agencies also doing welfare work 
here. the chief among them, being the Vivekan8 n da Society. a branch of the 
Ramkrishna ~?De which is, doing a dood deal of useful m.i:s&ionary work. chiefly 
among the aboriginal population of the place. There are also & few IoaLJ. societies 
like the Women's Council, the Ladies' Sewing Circle and the MahlJa Samity who 
make useful articles for the hospital and other deserving institutions and do a certain 
amount of visiting. 

(33) Emp/cym#nl of Welf ..... OJliurs """ W ... k .... -The Steel Company has a 
welfare ofiicer with au office and staff to co-ordinate the various welfare activities 
that are carried aD. by the Steel Company. Practically every department of the 
town administration is in some sense or another a welfare department. the aim of 
the company being to provide a model town for its work-people. 

(34) NaJu •• of o/Juy Wolf- Attioilies-(a) Byompkry .. s. 
(b) By elm .... tmei ... 
Buililinc lotmS.-In view of the prevailing shortage of houses and with a. view to 

encouraging employees to build their own houses. the Steel Company grants loans 
a.t three per cent. to its employees for buildiog their own houses. 

For kutcha houses three months wages are advanced without any bond and are 
repayable in twelve instalments. 

For pucca or brick and tile-hooses. loans are granted on the mortgage system, 
ordinarily lifteen months' aaIary limited by half tho estimated c:ost of the building 
:is advanced to employees on this system. This is recovered on easy instalments 
within a maximum period. of five years. The maximum of two-thirds of the value 
of the house is being given in exceptional cases. 

Total building loans given up to the 31st Mattb, 1929, were Rs. 2,02,967. 
WaJw _ly.-The town has an up·to-<Iate Paterson Jilter plant wbJch has a 

capacity of {oUr million gallons of good Jiltered water per day. 
The system is designed for delivery through six serviee noserwin. Of these. 

only three. two in a two.-storied tower at the centre of the town~ and one on ground 
level at Kadm~ have yet been built. The construction of another water to~ has 
been started in U L" Town. The zest of the supply is still direct from the mains as 
money has not yet been available to complete the scheme. 

The total coot of equipping and running these Jilters from 1920 is Rs. 26.77,786. 
There are also sand Jilters inside the works which. foimerly' supplied both the 

town and the works and are now exclusively used for the works. 
lWainage4-The drainage of the town has been very carefully planned and two 

very interesting sewage disposal planu-one an activated sludge and one a simplex: 
sewage disposal plan~ve givtn very .",,<:eII~t results in sewage disposal. 

The total cast of ssDitary works in the 10wn from 1920 has been Rs.36,49,725. 
Public Iighli"K.-At present all the bungalows in Northern Town are equipped 

with electric lights and fans, and a few bungalows in Southern Town and Burma 
Mines. This is being extended every year. 

Many of the streets in Northern'Town and a few in Southern Town are also lit 
by electricity. This is also being extended and it is hoped, in a few yean. to have a 
complete system of street and road lightiog in the town. 

The total cast of town lighting since 1920 has been Rs. 3,86.193. 
Roads.-There are at present 30 miles of metalled roads and 53 miles of unmeta11ed 

roads. The cost of malfing ~ maintaining the roads bas been Rs. 12.21~173. 
Sa'.." .04 jirsl"'""T:A regular Safety First campaign for the prevention of 

accidents has been carried on roT some years in the Steel Works. There is a general 
Safety 'Committee appoibted from officials in the works. They supervise the 
working of the safety department and also investigate cases of very serious or fatal 
accidenlB. TWo well-equipped fust·aid hospitals are provided in the steel works. 
Doctors are in attendance at ~ese stations for 24 hours of the day. Each department 
has got one or more boxes 1rith the necessary requisites for immediate JiISt~~ 
treatment and motor ambulances are provided. Classes have also been held m 
finrt-aid when complete courses of lectures have been given by one of the senior 
medical offu:cra and after proper examjnatioa certiJicates have also been awarded. 
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S.itatitm.-A large staff is maintained for sanitation of the town under a 
qualified health officer. They look to the sanitation of the town~ bazaars. etc .• 
They are also responsible for quick segregation of casessuspected of epidemic diseases. 
The health officer also ~es the meat and fish which are put up lor sale in the 
markets and shops and m collaboration with the bazaar masters is also responsible 
for seeing that no article of food unfit for human consumption is being sold. 

Practically no charge for these services is levied from our workmen and the rent 
of the bouses is considerably less than the economic rent. We consider this to be 
the most important and most fruitful form of welfare work. 

Lilwari&s.-Provision for reading rooms and libraries is as follows !-(i) Two. 
reading rooms with libraries at the Main Institute. and at Branch No. 1 where usual 
newspapezs, journals and periodicals are available for reading. (iiJ Fre. reading 
rooms of Vivekananda Society. where about 20 English and vernacular newspapers 
and periodicals are available for the publjc. (ill) Reading room at the Indian 
Association. (iv) English and miscellaneona library in the Mn. Perin Memorial 
Boys' High School. (v) Steel Company's technical library, containing books, 

. journals and periodicals on all the different subjects and stages of iron and steel 
manufactJm> and its allied processes. (vi) Teclmical library in the Jamshedpur 
Technical Institute. where scientiftc jo=als and periodicals are also available. 
(vii) Fourteen public libraries. 

MMkets au luuAQt's.-There ale :five markets in this place. the two main ones 
being Bistapur and Sakchi. Sunday is the market day and people from the surround
ing couotry up to a distance 25 to 30 miles bring in their produce for sale. The 
quality of food-stufis sold in the markets is inspected by the bazaar master and the 
health offieer while the former also checks weights and measures. Since 1920-
Rs. 4,11,936 has been spent for the improvement of the bazaan in various ways. 

0I1t .. s1wpJ»ng /aciliWs.-Besides the markets, certain good areas have been 
allotted as shopping centre where big merchants take the ground on long lease and 
build their own shops. The outlying bustees :from where the existing markets .are 
not easily~ accessible also have shop areas chiefly for food-stufts. 

CrHJfn1"aliv6 cradit sooidies.-With a view to promoting thrift among the workmen 
and preventing them from falling into the clutches 'of the money-lenders. the Steel 
Company encourages the growth of co-operative credit societies. There are at present 
22 co-operative credit societies with a total share capital of Rs. 3.25,055 .. Instalments 
of loans given by the societies to their members are collected by the accounts 
department of the Steel Company through the men's sa.la.ry and handed over to the 
society concerned. These collections amount to about Rs. 40,000 per month. 
Besides theSe societies there are two societies in the Tinplate Company's area. With 
a view to co-ordinating the activities of the various societies and to better su~ervisi.ng
their working the formation of a c;o..operative central bank is now under consideration 
and the formal meeting for its inauguration is to be held at the end of this month.. 

CO-oj1srflliue $lores.-Witb a view to bringing down the cost of living by a. re
duction of prices. especially of normal fooo-stuffs. an effort is being made to start 
a central co-operative store with branches wherever necessary. The Tata. Iron and 
Steel Company have ofiered to assist the stores provided a capital of Rs. SO,OOO is. 
raised of which Rs. 25.000 is subscribed in cash by the public. 

Wtwks Hott'ls.-With a view to providing good food at a cheap price, the company 
runs eight hotels, two each for Hindus, Mahommedans. Punjabis and Bengalis, inside 
the works. In addition. there are four stalls where gram. peas. groundnuts, etc., for 
the poorest class of coolies can be obtained. The very best of materials is used and 
as the hotels do not work for a profit beyond what is necessary for covering their 
working expenses, and sometimes at a loss. good food at reasonable prices is always 
available. These hotels are periodically inspected by the medical officer, the welfare 
officer and by other officials. About five to six thousand people of all classes use these 
hotels every day. 

Dairy fann.-The dairy farm has about 225 animals including milking cows and 
buffaloes. bullocks, bulls, young stock and calves. The a.verage milk produeed at 
the fa.rm. is about 600 lbs. per day. with an average of about 11 lbs. per milking 
animal per day. The farm also produces butter, cream and ghee for sale. The more 
important monthly staff of milk,,,, hove better class of company's quart,,,,. rent free. 
to enable them to live always near the cattle. They along with the milk delivery 
men are provided with uniform liveries to put on while on work. 

The farm. has an extensive acreage of land under cultivation. & part of which~.ja 
under sewage irrigation. The Farm grows crops of Jawar and Bajd for fodder for 
farm cattle, main c;rops of paddy for grain and straw in the monsoon, and oat crops 
for green feeding as winter crops. Besides it has a small acreage of 8Ugar~ ... 
fodder grasses. luct:!m and vegetables. 
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The farm also manages and runs the four District Board Cattle Pounds. 
At the present time the farm grows about 2.000 maunds of paddy per year which 

is thrashed. hauled and polished by machine. It is proposed to sell the farm grown 
rice at a cheap rate through a farm depot at the Bistapur market as soon as the rice 
is ready for sale. 

The sugar~ca.ne and vegetables are sold at the works entrance gate and in the town 
at a cheap rate to the public. 

The farm, as said above. produces about 600 Ibs. of milk per day which is dis
tributed as under:'-About 40 per cent. is consumed by the company itself in its 
main hospital and works hotels, institute. etc. 16 per cent. of it is consumed by 
covenanted families in the northern town and 44 per cent. by the Indian families in 
northern and southern. towns. 

The farm has a system for butter·fat testing and record is kept of all the mill< that 
passes out of the farm diary. Similar tests are occasionally made for the fat contents 
of milk collected from the customers as supplied by the local Goalas and in every case 
the samples tested are found adulterated with water. 

There is also a Government-aided Veterinary hospital under a trained veterinary 
surgeon where the animals can be treated. Up to the present. the company has spent 
Rs. 10,303 on this hospital. 

The farm is used for sewage disposal and this is the chief reason for itsma.intenance. 
Picniu.-With a view to bringing about a. closer contact betweeD the workmen 

and the works supervisory staff. picnics were held by various departments. The 
company sanctioned eight annas per head to help towards the cost of the prizes and 
refreshments for these picnics. A sum of Rs. 9,784 has been paid for the picnics 
already held this year. 

EnI8rlaimMnls.-The ma.in institute in the northern town which has a dance hall. 
well--equipped library, a billiard tables, tennis courts and stores attached to it, has 
also a branch institute in H G H town for the bene1lt of the company's employees 
living in that part of the town. There is an officers' club and the Indian Association 
which were both helped in the initial stages by the company and are now self
supporting. 

There is also the Milanee. a dramatic club. built by private subscriptions and 
helped in certa.io. matters by the Steel Company. There are also a number of smaller 
social clubs, i.e.~ Chhota Nagpur Regimental club. Benga1 club. Madrasi Sammelani 
and Jamshedpur Association, etc. There is also the Jamshedpur Athletic club which 
was started on a small way and concentrates on Athletics and Physical ~ture. 

Three cinema shows are held per week at ,the institute and eight at the Milanee. 
Dramatic performances are also held at the MiIanee. Jamshedpur Association. and 
occasionally at the institute. All these clubs also have frequent social functions for 
their members. 

With a view to providing some entertainment for the poorest classes of workmen.. 
especially among the out-lying bastees, the Steel Company gives :free cinema shows 
four times a week in ditferent bastees. Rs. 15.000 has been sanctioned for these 
shows jor this: year. In the month 01 J uno over 38,000 people witnessed these free 
shows. 

Sporls.-AIl sport in ]amshedpur is co"",dinated and run by the ]amshedpur 
Sporting Association. a body nominated -by the General Manager from the public 
of this place. There are two main playgrounds in northern town and two less 
frequently used in •• L U and H S U towns respectively. The C.N, Regimental club 
have also. made a football ground in front of their club. There is a challenge cup 
for cricket,S cups for tetmis. 6 cups for football, 3 cups for hockey aod 4 cups for 
golf. to be competed for every yeat. Besides these, bi-annual athletic sports are held 
'among the varIOUS departments of the Steel Company and an annual sports meeting 
for the whole town. 

Wrestling is also encouraged and wrestling tournaments are held in the cold 
weather when a number of weU·knowD wrestlers from outside take part. 

A very good ground, which is now being filled in. will be available in a fewyear"s 
time and has been ear-marked for the schools. 

ProvidonJ jtuttl.-From 1920, the Steel Company has established a Provident Fund 
for the unCovenanted employees drawing Rs. 15 a month and over or an equivalent 
daily rate. TheuumbeI oimembers on the 30th June, 1929~ was 13,540. 

The total loans advanced to the members from the Provident Fund comes to 
between thirty and forty thousand rupees per mooth. 

Gralmty.-Gratuities have been given in individual eases for men who hp,ve 
resigned after long service with the company. and to the dependants of employees 
who have died after aerving the company for long periods. 
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F,.. svppl1f .f boots, eIc •• for 1M "' ... k ....... -Meu engaged in hot jobs where they 
are liable to get burns are supplied with boots free of cost by the company. They 
are also supplied with hand-leathers, aprons, gloves and eye-preservers wherever 

. necessary. 
FiUel'S.-Drinking wa_ for the west plant is liItered at the Sand Filt"", inside the 

wo.-ks. The supply for the .... t plant is not liItered. Therefore. for the purpose of 
drinking. the company has installed lewel Filters for purifying the __ . 

Free ice aM sodtJ.-The company has got its own ice and soda plant and provides 
free ice and soda to workmen on duty. It is also proposed to put in. water coolers 
so as to have a supply of cool drinking water for the workmen. A demonstration 
machine has been installed and the results are. being watched. If successful, it is 
hoped to have cooling maChjnes in most of the Departments by the next hot weather. 
A sum of Rs. 7,84,891 has been spent in equipping and running the ice and soda 
plant since 1923. 
W~'s R6SI HOUSB.-A women's rest house has been provided at the Coke ovens 

where women employees can have their food and wash and change their clothes~ 
There is a Matron and two assistants-in-charge. Towels. soap. etc .• are provided free.. 
A number of women also leave their babies here while on duty. Thirteen to fourteen 
thousand women use this rest house per month. 

Mns's wasl1wuse.-A men>s wash house has been sanctioned and is being put up 
a.t the Coke Ovens. This will enable the men who have been working in the coal dust 
to wash and get themselves cleaned up jmmediately after going 011 duty. 

(34) Nalure'f'_ Wolfan Activilies-(b) By._ agenci..,.-The Vivekananda 
Society. a branch of the Ramkrishna Mission. is doing very useful work chiefly among 
the aboriginal population. They have 4 free schools~ a library, reading-room and 
students home. They also do vezy useful work in times of distress by floods~ 
epidemics. etc. 

Women's council.-The Jamshedpur Branch of the Bihar and Orissa Council of 
Women bas recently been started for welfare work in the town in general. 

Sean1ft mcle.-Certain ladies of J amshedpur started a weekly sewing circle where 
they make useful articles for the Hospital and other deserving instin.tions. 

M ahila Samily.-This is a Society of Indian ladiee who are doing very useful 
'WOrk here. They have weekly classes for .sewing. needle wark. etc., and also run a 
Sunday school and a literary section. They also make useful articles for the poor 
people and for deserving institutions. 

PriviIU Citumas:.-The Jamshedpur Cinemas give cheap cinema shows every day 
in .. L U tOW'll and other private Cinema Companies are also starting in. the near 
future. 

In the Golmuri area there is the Golmuri Club which is the centre of the social 
life on that side of the town and also runs sports in that area. There are also two 
Indian Clubs on that side. 

(36) Provision .f Edvcat,_ FacilU;'$ by Empt"""'$-{i) For Adult w ... k .... -
(4) Night school in the High School. .teaching English and arithmetic: (b) 3 other 
night schools, teaching Hindi and arithmetic of primary standard; (e) liight school of 
the Vivekananda Society: (d) Technical night school which has eight classes. 

There are three classes in the lower or vernacular school and four in the upper 
dOG! with a transition class. making eight altogether. A boy, who has read in a 
~ school. can enter the lower class of the technical school in which the teaching 
18 in Hindi. At the end of three yean if he passes the third year examination, he is 
granted a certificate from the vernacular or lower school in the subjects Arithmetic, 
Englisb, Mensuration, Mechanical Drawing and Elementary Science. This is all he 
requires as & third grade apprentice, but if he cares to go on with his education and 
is recommended he is given a scholarship and can pass on into the transition class 
which is preparatory class for the upper school. He may require one or perhaps two 
years in this class and then passes into the 1st year of the upper school for which the 
ordinary entrance quaWication js the matriculation. A few apprentices have suc
ceeded in this way and have qualified for the higher grade of apprenticeship. . 

Students from the 3rd and 4th year of the senior school pass grade II of the City 
and Guilds Examination. London. Our school cert.ifieate is given 00. the 3Td year 
and 4th year examinations in Mathematics, Mechanical Drawing. Physics. Mechanlcs 
Graphic, Statics. Electricity, Mechanical Engineering and Electrical Engineering. 
This session the schoo) numbers are as follows :-Hi"tti selJOol. 81; Pt-epa,atcwy 
Glass. 18; Smrior school, 52. ~. 

There is a. stati of nine with a Superintendent. all of whom have had actual ex
perience with a Steel Company • 

. (.) App""',,," Irsi .. i ..... -In July. 1927. the Steel Company re-organlsed their 
:SCheme for training apprentices fur the maintenance departments. A works committee 
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appointed by the general manager was from that time made responsible for the train· 
iug of all apprentices. Rules relating to pay and training were framed and are now
in successful operation. A you.th entering the Steel Company as an apprentice can 
now be certain of obtaining a systematic training over a period of five years in 
4 departments. 

The Scheme works in co-operation with the Jamshedpur TecImical Night School. 
(f) Te<h,,"al [nsliJuIo.-This is dealt with under Supervisory Sta1l No. 12. 
(ii) Few Aalf-t.sme atOrk,,-s.-There are DO half-time workers in the Steel Company_ 
(ill) FM f§(}t'RuS' cMldnn.-Edueation on general lines is a.dministered by a Schools. 

Committee nominated. by the company, and the schools are supervised through the 
Officers of this Committee. The school funds are mainly financed by the company and 
a part of it comes from the Government as ordinary grants--iD-aid. At 'the present 
time the company's contribution is Rs. 81.700 per annum and the Government grant 
is Rs. 17.916 a. year. About Rs. 13,000 is received from the students as fees. The 
fees paid by the employees for their children are at a reduced rate. 

The schools are housed in pucca buildings. The old ones weTe given to the schook 
by the company. The new ones have been built with half cost from Government
During the past two yeus more than Rs. 1,50,000 have been spent on buildings aut 
of which Rs. 75,000 were received from Government. Another building prog:nunme 
with an estimate of about Rs. 30,000 is in progiess and it is hoped to complete this 
during the coume of the current financial year. In addition to running its OWD schools. 
the Committee gives grants~in-.aid. to many other scbools. teaching primary standards_ 
A statement giving details of all Schools' Committees~ as well as aided ones~ in which. 
education on general lines is imparted is given below. 

All the schools except the Technical Institute and the Technical Night School are 
under the same Management and Technical Supervision. The primary schools feed 
the middle schools and these in their turn feed the high schooL At the present 
moment one high school has been sufficient for the town. When the number of· 
pupils sent up by the M.E. schools will be too large for accommodation in one high 
school another high school will he opened. 

Number on 
Schools managed by the Company. the roll. 

(.o) l\Ira Keokee Monroe Perin Memorial High 289 
School. 

The Girls' Middle School 
The Jamshedpur M.E. School 
The Sakchi M.E. School 
The Girls' U.P. School at Sakchi 

13 Primary School5-Boys .. 
Girls •• 

4 Primary N'lght Schoo_Boys 
Girls 

(b) Selwoh..uktl by 1M C .... p....,. :
Vivekanancla Society's Schools-

3 Primary Schools •• 
Olitn Aided SeIwo/s :-
4 Primary Schools-

Gujarati School-Boys •• 
Girls .• 

Gurumukhi School-Boys 
Girls 

MouIhera Primary School-Boys 
Girls 

Arya Vedic Primary School-Boys 
Girls 

1 Primary Night Schooi-. 
Oriya Utkal $amiti Night Schoo1-Boys 

Sakchi Mosque Makhtab .. 

205 
318 
270 
108 

1.080 
ISO 
108 

9 

126 

21 
13 
17 
27 
50 
29 
29 
12 

31 

Mattie.and School Leaving' 
Certificate Standard. 

Middle English Standard. 

UpPer ~ Standard 
with English. 

Primary Standard. 

No. on 
(e) P<w A tWls mcpkJyetl :- the roiL 

The Commercial School .... mng. Typewriting. Shorthand and Bookkeeping 44 

(37) Desi,tJbility and Possibility of ProvisiOfll for Old Age mul p,enuzjtlJ<e Rtflire
meta.-The Company's Provident Fund gives considerable protection to the employees
against old age and premature retirement and is Wlusually generous. 
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There is a proposal of the Government of India to legislate that no income-tax 
be deducted from amounts contributed by employees to provident fund. This is a 
very necessary provision and should be introduced. Refunds of income-tax are 
made at present on premiums paid for life insurance. The lower paid employee 
therefore, should have the same privilege if he is una.ble to have any other insurance· 
besides his provident fund, With the increase in the number of insurance companies 
in India and the propaganda carried on by them. men earning moderate salaries 
are going in for insurance. If insurance companies carried on propaganda. on these 
lines it woukl benefit both the companies and the workers. 

Pe?lSims fun4,-A pension scheme has already been considered and financial 
provision has already been made. No definite rules have yet been framed~ 

vu.-SafetJ. 
44. Iflctdence of Acci.detds in Facloriu. Mines. Railways I'.JlSd Docks.-We 

attach herewith :figures showing the incidence of accidents in these works during 
the yean 1926 and 1927. (We have Dot sent 1928. as this was a period of abnormal 
c:on.dition.--due to labour disturbances.) 

45. Cav.se.s,-AU accidents occurring in these works are investigated and are 
classified into .five groups. We give below a classification of the accidents which 
oceurred during the years 1926 and 1927 :-

Accidents Accidents 
CIa.ssilication. during 1926. during 1927. 

Class 1. Misadventure 1.268 1.054 
Class 2. Due primarily to injured person's own action. 341 402 

omission. negligence or fault. 
Class 3. Due primarily to another person's action. 81 63 

omission. negligence or fault. 
Class 4. 'Due primarily to neglect of the Management to 

take the prescribed or reasonable steps to 
ensure safety. 

Class 5. Obscure or not assignable to. any oJ the other 
causes. 

Unclassed IS 

Total 1,680 1,535 

N .B.-This statement does not include accidents to Contractars' labour and 
other •• outside factory .. accidents~ etc. 

4-9. We have nothing to add other than to record our appreciation of the assistance 
we have received from the Chief Inspector of Factories during his visit to and 
inspection of the works. 

vm.~WOfkmen'. Com,pensation. 
51. W ... """,,', C .... ~ Ad-(i).E_ Df ..... -Our rules are as a rule 

more generous than the Act but we think more experience of it is required before any 
further changes are brought into the Act or it is extended to other occupations. 

(ii) Comparison willi extdnl of possibh Ckiims.-The total amount paid in respect 
of acciden'" in the plant is as follows :-1926, Rs. 58,_; 1927. Rs. 52,418; 
1928, Rs. 78,503. • 

N .B.-The increase in 1928 is due to the fact that. foUowing the labour dis
turbances of the year, a number of employees who were leaving the services of the 
company, applied for and obtained compensation for disablements sustained during 
the preceding years and that most of these payments were made in the last quarter 
of the year. 

Figures showing the- amount of compensation payable under the Workmen's 
Compensation Act, representing payment of the first 10 days of disablement during 
the last 3 years, as compar~ with ac~ payments ~-. ' 

From April, 1927 to March, 1928. From April, 1928 to March, 1929 , 
Amount payable Amount 
under the Act. actually paid. 

Amount payable Amount 
under the Act. actually paid. 

Total 5,517 85,119 4.443 25,168 
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The difference between the 31IlOUllts pa.yable under the Workmen's Compensation 
Act and the amounts actually paid is mostly due to payments made in cases of 
temporary disablements. In cases of mnporary disablements incapacitating 
employees only for ten days and under. nothing is payable a<oording to the Act. 
In mnporary disablements extending for more tban ten days. only half.monthly 
payments bave to be mad •• ac.cording to the Act. of Rs. 15 or a sum equal to one
fourth of the employ ... • monthly wages. whicbever is I.... Payments are made by 
us in cases of temporary disablements not on the above basis but at the full rate of the
employee's salary till he is declared fit to go back to work again or till he is declared 
to have suifered some loss of earning capacity. in which case compensa:t:ioll according 
to the provisions of the Act is paid to him. The difference is aiso caused. thoagh to 
a very.tri1ling extent by a few cases in which no.compensation would be payable under 
the Act according to Sub-eectino (b) of Sectinn 3 (I). but in which compensatinn bas 
been paid as a compassionate allowance to the dependants of the deceased. 

The amounts paid as compensation on account of fata] accidents to persons. 
who would not have been entitled to compensation under the Workmen's Compensa
tion Act and the reasons which prevented the cases from coming under the Act are
as follows :-

1926-21 
1921-28 
1928-29 

Rs. 636 for 3 cases. 
.. 1.584 .. 6 
" .748 u 2 

or a Total of Rs. 2.968 for 11 cases. 

In all these cases the accident was due to one or other of the causes mentioned 
in Sub-section (bl of Section 3 (1) of tho Act and no compensatinn. therefore. would: 
have been payable under the Act in ordinary circa.mstances. But. as the company 
usually pays compensation to dependants of deceased employees in all fatal a.ocidents .. 
irrespective of the cause of the accidents. the company has paid compensatioo in 
these cases aiso. 

. (iii) Eft .. 1s ... ind.....,..-As the fignres indicate the payments made in respect 
of all accidents according to our Works Service Rules. and i-ttdtui.e a larg~ 1HmIbw 
of ...... in wIIids "'''''ng wowU """'0 "..,. fayabllt .. all _ding to 1M W ... """'· $ 
Comjntlsalitm A.ct, the extent of our actual payments to employees in connection with 
accidents will always be about five times that of possible claims under the. 
Workmen'5 Compensation Act. 

The provisions of tho working of the Act do not appear to bave affected tbe 
:industry appreciably";-ooe way or the other. _ 

. . . . . . .. . . '" . .. . .. . 
(v) Dmt-abili/y of C~ory I ....... anu by Empi<>yers.-We do not think this 

can or should be imposed unless it is managed by Government. In. any case we 
consider it llD:JleCessaty. . 

IX.-Jlomo. 
A.-FadtwUs. 

55. Hours _Rod 1'''' W .. R and pw D4y-(i) 'NOI'm4l. i .•.• as iIo __ by 
&US1om OJ' GC"eemmt.--Our labour can be dealt with conveniently under three heads :
(a) Unskilled; (b) semi·skilled and skilled; (c) snporvisory. 

Generally speaking. Classes Cal and (b). Dumbering roundly 5.000 and 17.500 
respectively. work 8 hours a da.y. In the case of" non-continuous process" depart
ments, they work 6 days in the week, Sunday or a substituted day being an •• oft ... 
day. 10 the n continuous process" departments these men work 7 days in one 
week and 6 days in the next alternately. as they are laid off work once a fortnight,. 
according to the provisions of the Factory Act. 

All the supervisory and clerical staft~ numbering approximateiy 1~800. work 
:from 48 to S2 hours per week according to the nature of their work. 

(u) AUual. i.e .• incltld .. ,., ovnfinte.-The actual average number of hours: (inclu
sive of overtime) worked in a week. is about 51 to 52. 

(ill) Spn ....... i .•.• .. Ialion IJ&tuJun " ...... _A.4 .... 4 Mto .. tltwing .. 4,,4 =""k .. 
is Oft call.-Classes (a) and (b), with the e~tion of a tlegligible number. have no
spread-over at all; once they have finished their day's shift they are free and not 
OD. call at all. 

The SUJ,>"rvlsory staff. however, are l~ to be called upon for urgent work when· 
ever there IS any break-down or any other emergency which necessitates their presence 
though actually the Dumber of men called up out of their normal hours of work is. 
very small. 
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57. Effoci .f60 H ...... • R---<i) 0.. work.,s.-We believe the general effect 
of the 60 hours' restriction has been beneficial to the workmen. There has perhaps 
been a slight loss in earnings due to the application of the restriction inasmuch as 
overtime cannot be put in to the same extent. but against this there is less fatigue 
which results in better health aud efficiency_ . 

(ill 0 .. ioodwlry.-Since the works started we have never worked over 60 hoUili. 

58. Effoci .f Deily Limu.-This has generally had " beneficial effect on the 
workmen. • 

59. Possibility of Rttduaitm itl Ma.riJlS4.-We do not advocate such a reduction. 

60. IttlenJals-(i) ~i,,!: fwadiu.-Tbe existing practice is suitable hoth in 
relation to fatigue and workers" meal time. In the various COlltinuous production 
departments. where men are employed on 8-hour shifts, there are no jobs requUing 
continuous work for which spare hands are not provided to ~ve workmen so as 
to prevent fatigue. and while many of the men engaged in 8-hoor shifts are emJ?loyed 
on work in which the process is continuous the actual work itself is intermIttent. 
and men in consequence get intervals for meals and rest. The general shift hours 
of the company which were formerly from 6 a.m. to 11.30 a.m. and 1.30 p.m. to 
5 p.m. have been revised and the general shift hours reduoed from 9 to 8 hours by 
commencing work at 7 a.m., leaving at 11.30 a.m.* resuming at 1.30 p.m. until 5 p.m. 

(ii) S.,Uabilily of 1M _.-In its relatioo to intervals of rest we would say that as 
far as the steel industry is concerned. there is no difficulty in meeting the require
ments of the Act. for even in the continuous process departments, where men are 
employed on straight 8-hour shifts. the work is intermittent providing frequent 
intervals of rest. and in the non-continuous prooess departments men are generally 
employed on general shift where 2 hOUIS' interval is given after 41 houys' work. 

(iv) Ntmtbiw of ltolitlay$ givMt.-We are governed in this by the provisions of the 
Factory Act and exemption orders of the Local Government for non-continu0U5 
process departments, etc .• and full use is being made of such exemptio~ 

X.~ooiaI Quesliona NlatiDg to Womeu, YOUDg Mulls and Ilbildren. 
A. Factori ... 

81. Effea.f 1922 Act "" Employmetd.-The passing of this Act made very little 
difference to the Steel Company in its relation to the employment of women, young 
adults and children. Prior to the passing of the Act, the Steel Company had elimi~ 
nated the employment of all women at night time in the steel works at Jamshedpur 
and has not at any time encouraged the employment of children. Boys only are 
employed as messengers. being subsequently ~ually taken on in the works. 

82. Ad .......... of Inf""'" Ie F .......... -No infants are admitted to the factory 
except under the Exemption Order which was granted by the Chief Inspector of 
Factories for Bihar and Orissa. which permits admission into the works of infa.nts in 
arms being taken to and from a creche. 

83. S"Uabili>y of Regvlaliofts fM w ....... ·• W ... k.-W. have no comments to 
make. The female labour employed by the Steel Company are engaged in occupa
tions in which there is practically no hazard. such as unloading or loading wagons. 
carrying bricks. sweeping, etc. Nevertheless, the Steel Company feels that the 
employment of women labour in a steel factory for any occupation is undesirable~ 
and our idea is to gradually curtail this labour with the intention of ultimately 
eliminating it altogether within the factory limits. 

84. SuiIabili>y of R.gvlaliofts "!foeti,,!: CAilar.-(i) Hov .. ,,,.d ittlenJah" 
(ii) M,,,,,,.tmt- ami ~mvm l1Kes.-The question does not affect us. but we offer 

the following suggestion :-The age for children at present. aecording to the Act" 
is between 12 and 15. They are all half-timeIS and work not more than 6 hours for 
six days in a week and no night work. 

Considering the early age at which children mature in this country the age of 
12 should not be raised. 

It is, however. difficult in this country to prove the age, and if some means could 
be devised by which a child of 10 is not passed off as 12 would be useful. 

II children ...... not admitted to the factories by 12 years they will very probably 
be employed in harder work. and in worse and more unhealthy surroundings than 
those permitted by the Act. 

Without compulsory education in all parts of the country. and even in. aU wards 
of one town it would be better not to raise the age above 12. 
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The maximum age may be increased above 15. as then youth is adolescent and 
required to attend Dight or vocational school. and the 6 hOUIB of work in addition 
is all he should or she should do. 

lt would also be of immense help in improving the health of the women. It is 
no use raising the marriage age and making them work as women after 15. 

86. W ... k .... ti Traim"f! of Y"""f! Ati"''': Faeilities f ... Appmtlicuh;p.-We 
have a technical night scbool in which apprentices and young employees of the 
company are given instruction in the following subjects :-Arithmetic. algebra. 
geometry, trigonometry. mensuration. elementary science, English, physica, electrical 
engineering, mechanics. mechanical engineering and drawing. 

87. E_, of ': BIi"l Allty" Em1>loy....,.' (i .•. , Ex/<n' /0 which Chi/Men Bye 
Gismisse4 on reaehing FttU Age).-We undezstand this to apply principally to office 
boys and the like. If this is so .. we would say that a.ll office boys as they grow up 
are absorbed in various parts of the works establishment. Some of them who 
attend the night school become sufficiently educated to assist in the office such as 
filing helpers, etc .• others go into the works. and some- become chaprasis. peons, 
messengers. etc. 

XIL-Wages. 
96. Pnoaili"f! RsUS of W"f!es (Ti .... aM Pi4co) anti A.Mag' E<D'1Iings-(i) In 

industry.-The average rate of wages paid per head per month to direct Indian 
employees during the period April, 1927, to March, 1928. was Rs.92·9. In five 
working months during the period April, 1928, to March, 1929, tIrls lw:I increased to 
Rs. 37 '4. and in April, 1929, it further increased to Rs. 42 ·3. 

101. Basis of PaytIN1Il f ... Dum; .... Anti S1mdGy W..-k.-Paymeni: for ovestime 
is ca.lculated according to the provisions of the Factory Act. 

102. M.Oood of Fixi"f! Ws,j'''' 

103. uk," of SlandG'ai8s1i .... 

104. Effecl of Wag.-chang .. on Labotw Supply. 

There are standard rates 1ixed by a rates Committee for the various grades aDd 
classes of labour employed through the Steel Works. This rates committee is 
composed of certain of our departmental superintendents who are in close- touch 
with the labour employed in the plant and with the nature of the work performed by 
the various grades of labour in each department. Standardisation is carried out as far 
as it can possibly be done in order to minimise complaints which were SO frequently 
made that men when engaged are promised certain rates which they eventually 
D.nd are somewhat Jess. Under the standardisation scheme whereby each job is rated .. 
every employee understands exactly what his minimum and maximum rate will be 
in that grade and what he can expect when promoted from it to other grades. It also 
has the advantage of rating aU men doing the same work so as to yield the same or 
about the same remuneration. In a plant of this size, employing approximately 20,000 
workpeople~ the necessity of this is at once apparent. There are occupations of a 
similar nature in the East Plant to that of the West Plant and as different Superinten
dents are- in. charge of each. we found it necessary. in order to avoid having different 
rates for the same class of work. ;to have the rates committee bring all rates for 
similar work into line ;irrespective of department in which employees were working. 

104. 1!ffed of W"f!.-cIoa_ on 1M Labotw Supply.-We have never lw:I any 
difficulty in securing all the labour we required. Wage-chauges do not affect us as 
there have never been any changes in the rates paid by the Steel Company to its 
labour except to increase them. 

105. Mi"' ........ Wages-Am.ability snll'?'sibilily of ,IaIJIIory .. labJisbuo,I.
It is advisable to have 11 minimum wage legislation. on the basis of cost of living. 
The rate should be dilIerent acc:ording to Industries and Provin_. 

106. Dsluclions.-(i) E_ of ft"'''f!.~The amounts collected as fin .. from the 
employees for the last three years are :-1925-26, Rs. 10.854; 1926-27, Rs. 5,039 ; 
1927-28, Rs. 834. 

Fining as a form of punishment for delinquencies has practically been eliminated. 
(ii) OU- tietlucJions.-We have attached .. list of all heads of deductions 

(Appendix Q). 
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As for deductions on account of the company's dues. as for instance. house rent, 
dues to the company's dairy farm or hotel. etc.~ the consent of the employees is 
implied in their general conditions of service. For all deductions outside these 
two groups. recoveries are made only at the request. generally in writing. of the 
employees concerned. 

(ill) Uti/is.tUm of fi ..... -Th. amounts coUected as Jines were being utilised for 
hospital fund, as the fines were: to be devoted to some charitable purpose. As the 
amount has grown trifling and will be .. nil .. before long. the question of its utilisation 
will not arise at all, and. in any case. has no importance. 

106. Duudicm-(i) Dosirtrbility of kgislatioH.-There appears to be DO necessity 
for any such leglislauon as deductions from wages in respect of fines are hardly 
appreciable to our knowledge anywhere on this side of India and we do not think 
there is any abuse in this direction in any part of the country. 

107. Periods of Woce-P.y- (Day. Week Of' MontlJ)-{i) Periods for whkll 
_espaid. . 

(n1 Periods olaPsi"lI before paymem.-In cases of weekly.paid coolies we make a 
weekly-pa.ym.ent" and this payment is made on every Saturday for the week ending 
for the previous Tuesday, The reason why we make the payment on Saturday 
is that Sunday is a general bazaar day and it is convenient to our employees to 
obtain their wages a little in advance of this day. 

In cases of daily rated and monthly rated men, we pay wages to this staff 
beginning with the 5th of the month up to the 12th or not later than the 15th of each 
month in respect of the previous month~s earnings. The delay is due to the innumer~ 
able deductions to be made such as rents, stores. provisions~ etc. 

(.v) T..- of "nd4i __ ... ~Unclaimed wages are kept as liabilities for 
three years after which they are credited to Gratuity a.nd Workmen's Pension Fund. 
No UIl~med wages are refused even after three years if claim is proved. 

109. B.,. ... a..d P'.Pt SIJari"f{ Schemes.-Please ... copy of leiter 3184 of 31st 
August, 1929. to the Bihar and Orissa Government (Appendix R). 

110. A"","" rw olhw Ltave.-Except in a few cases among the higher grades of 
the supervisory staff. leave is availed of as it becomes due and in many cases 
overdrawn.· . . . . 

As regards the query whether leave earned lapseS at the end of the year if not 
taken. it does not lapse as it can be accumulated, the only limitation being that in 
the case of daily rated employees leave can be accumulated only up to a maximum 
of six weeks (due on three years' completed service) at a time. In actual practice. 
however, the restriction as above said very rarely comes into operation as the number 
of daily rated men who do not take leave at all till they accumula.te their leave for 
more than three years at a stretch is negligible. 

XIIL-Inlluatrial EfIIcieDC7 01 Work .... 

112. ComPaf'aJiVIJ clta.ng6s 'ft 6fficimcy of India,. Wrwk#s in yecen' yetU's.-There 
has, in our estimation. been an increase in the efficiency of Indian workmen during 
recent years, but the labour turnover is still too great to state to what extent,. with 
any degree of accuracy. In recent years the general unrest amongst labour has, we 
~ prevented the inaease in efficiency we would ~er\Vise have expected. 

113. Comptwfd1f1# efficinu:y of [tulian and Foreip WorRn's.-The Steel Company's 
experience is that it employs in relation to the output. a far greater number of 
employees than a similar works would in western countries. India is mainly an 
agricultural country and the workmen in the iron and steel industry do not have 
the experience or skill of the workmen in those countries where the industry has 
long been established. The climatic conditions operate to the disadvantage of the 
Indian workmen and the education, health. physique and standard of living generally 
are lower here than are to be found in the western countries. These'adverselyafiect 
the local workers in judging his comparative efficiency with the westerner. ., 

114~ ExI8nt to whiell cotnprisOff.S are affecWJ, by (i) Migration of worUrs .. -Wbile 
this is not very considerable in view of the fact that the maiD population of India 
is agricultural. it does sometimes adversely affect the supply of skilled workmen. 
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Large numbers of workmen do leave their families at home with the consequence 
that they have to do much for themselves in the way of domestic duties which prevent 
them getting the rest they would if living in their own houses with their own families. 

(ti) use.f ...... h • ....".-The inenlaSed usage of modern machinety bas a tendency 
to decrease the number of employoes but with an increase in industrial efficiency. 
The average Indian workman has yet a. long way to go in the matter of making the 
best use of modern ma.ch.inery in order to obtain the full advantage of labour saving 
which is one of the principal fea_ .. of such machinety. 

(ill) c.mpIWali.. .jJianu:y of f>lam.-The extensions to the steel works at 
Jamshedpur have been designed on up-tp-date methods of production with a high 
efficiency factor. The major )lomon of the machinery being imported and spare 
parts not being available in this country, necessitates this oompaoy carrying a large 
stock of spares which would not ordinarily be carried by steel works in western 
countries who ca.n get spare parts with much greater facility. 

(v) Pltysi9'!"-On the whole the Indian workmao bas not the standard of 
physique which is to be found in labour employed in steel works in the western 
countries. The work in and around the steel plant is of a strenuous nature and 
demands a physique which must be generally above the average. 

(v;) Hea1Jh.-The essential rues for good health 'are not so generOny understood 
and cooditinns prevailing in the steel industry are totally difterent to those prevailing 
in the old village life. 

(vil) Educa#DtI.-This is admittedly one of the drawbaeks from which Indian 
workmen suffer, but efforts are being made in J amshedpur to provide more than 
the average educational facilities for children of tho workmen.· 

(viii) S1a1l4Ma. ofliWng.-Thisis not very high, but as there are varying standards 
amongst different castes. it is diBicult to offer ·any definite opinion or offer any 
suggestion of the -manner in which the standard. should be raised. There are features 
in which the standard of liv;ug oould be practically raised for all, but we do not feel 
competent to deal with the details . 

. (ix) Climak.-The cllinate at Jamshedpur on the whole is good. Nevwtheless 
there must of necessity be a loss of effiCiency during the extremely hot weather 
months and during the mOllSOOIl when the beavy rain-fall creates conditions of 
personal discomfort. 

liS. Effect ... Prod"""",, 0/-

(ill) E!t{>e1uUIu" on IJe.W. tm4 s...nt.m .... -Th. steel compaoy bas heen liberal 
in the provision of health and sanitation meaSures and the results undoubtedly are 
justified, but it is impossible to- say exactly to what extent production has been 
affected. 

(iv) Housing~-The housing at Jamshedpor is below requirements. but the steel 
company is undeavouring to correct this to the best of its financial capacity. We 
certainly believe that adequate honsing for workmen would have .. beneficial effect 
on production. 

(v) AJkNli01l$ in met1iods 0/ retnUfm'arnm.-We have· no comments to make. 
except that we have endeavoured to introduce production bonus schemes with a 
view to increasing the outtum. So far these schemes have not produced. as good 
results as we had expected. but nevertheless we believe that fixed rates plus a bonus 
on production is the best both for employers and wormeD. 

(vi) MOfIMfU'HIs iff wag~ lnMs.-We have not noticed any increased production 
from the inerassed psy roll of the compaoy. 

(vil) Ugi$laIi.. """,_.-We believe factory J.gisIation bas generally 
improved working conditio~ which must ultimately increase the efticiency of the 
workmen. ' 

(viii) DJdMy.-We believe there is room for the education of workmen in this 
respect. Labour conditions in. many occupations in a steel plant are such that 
they call for a. dietary rather above than below the a.verage. 

fix) Alcohol tm4 d.vgs.-The ew effects of these are not more noticeable here 
than elsowhere. 

(x) 1"" ... 1';01 faligue.-Many of the workmen here have been accustomed to 
agricultural occupations and in consequence. industrial fatigue is more noticeable 
in the steel works here than is found in countries where the industry has long been 
established. In course of time this condition will tend to become less visible. 

116. Possibl. ffUthods of $~"ng inct'l4$eti _jict8no/.-In course of time the 
measures which the steel compaoy bas taken of establishing the technieal institute, 
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technical night school apprenticeship systems~ etc., should result in increasing the 
efficiency of the workmen. It is hoped that individual energy. technical skill and 
scientific knowledge will be promoted. The company's programme of providing 
additional housing and other amenities in the town. improving working -conditions 
in tho plant, extension in tho use of up-to-date machinery, regard for tho safety of 
its employees and welfare work, are all. methQds int~ed. ,to secure increased' 
efficiency of the workmen. 

XIV.-Tnule CombinatiODl, 

117. ExkHt of OrganiJrali"" of 
(il Employers.-The Metallurgical and Indian Mining Association are the 

ozganizations of employers in this particular industry. The Chambers of Commerce 
to which most employers belong sometimes take up questions relating to industry. 
The Metallurgical Associatiou does not regul~ wages. Their eo-operation is 
only used. in making representations to the Government on general principles a:ffecting 
the mdustry. 

(ii) E",pltJyed.-Tho existing ozganizations of employees are tho Jamshedpur 
Labour Associa:tion and the Labour Federation. About 50 per cent. of the 
employees are members. The Trade Union Congress have an annual meeting 
where they discuss gener.U questions aflecting labour_ 

XVlL-AdmiDislratioD. 

ISS. A"'lvai-=- of W""k~ with F4CIory LBgisl""",,.-The majority of 
the workmen being illiterate. are not acquainted with Factory Legislation to any 
great extent, Generally their acquaintance is limited to the fact that compensation 
is due under the Workmen's CompensatioD. Act when they are injured in the plant 
and to the fact that legislation has imposed restriction. on working hours and that 
under the Factory Act they mu.st be given certain days of rest. 

APPENDIXA. 

Abswaa of 1M Stale .... nI Sh .... ng 1M Origin of Labour Employed and Discls.,getl 
in Th8 Tata lrOff, aM SwZ Co .. Ltd .. d .. rinc Twelv~ Months from January to 
De_,1927. 

Total No. Total No. 
Employed. Discharged. 

Bihar and Orissa .. 2,927 2,639 
Bengal 560 534 
United Provio.ces of Agra. and Ou.dh 1,029 864 
Central Provinees aoel Berar 1,001 933 
Assam 63 85 
Madsas 374 306 
Bombay 275 253 
Punjab 485 413 
Independent States .. 92 119 
Native States 305 218 
Rajputan .. 4 2 
North-Westem Frontier Province 147 111 
Foreign Provinces 2 5 
Foreign Couotriea 18 12 
Burma 1 - • 

Grand Total 7,253 6,497 
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APPENDIX B • 

. ' 
Abstra&l0fthe StakmenlSlww'nglheNumberof E...p/Qymenls in the Month oj May, 1927. 

Bihar and Orissa 254 
Bengal 71 
United Provinces of Agta and Ondh 136 
Central Provinces and Berar 124 
Madras 49 
Assam 12 
Bombay 29 
Pnnjab 61 
Native States 34 
Independent States 6 
North-Western Frontier Province 19 
Foreign 1 

Grand Total 796 

.. 

APPENDIX C. 

Abslra&l oj 1M Sl4Umefti Showitl/f 1M Number oj Women Work .... Emp1cy.d'n One 
Montll. 

Bihar and Orissa 
Central Provinces and Berar 
Native States 

Grand Total 

APPENDIX D. 

90 
160 
46 

296 

S_' Showi,.g 1M Number of Cloildr ... (Over Twelve Y.ars oj Age) Employed 

Central Provinces and Berar 
Madras 

Duritl/f 0 ... M onih. 

Grand Total 

APPENDIX E. 

" I 

5 

Abstraa oflM StatemmlSloowitl/f 1M NtmlberojW"""" Worms Emp1cyedi .. 0 ... Dt<)'. 

Bihar and Orissa 22 
Central Provinces and Berar 28 
Native States 20 

Grand Total 70 
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Bihar and Orissa 
.Bengal 

APPENDIX F. 

United Provinces of Agra and Oudh 
Central Provinces and Hera< 
Madras 
Bombay 
Assam 
Punjab 
Native States 
md~WmtSmUs " 
North-Western Frontier Provinces 

Grand Total 

APPENDIX G. (~) 

20 
2 

11 
6 
S 
1 
1 
9 
4 
I 
3 

61 
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Abslraa SIwmi"l: To/til N ........ Df MoaWy Pai. Employ_ "'/u> Worke. Oft 
5-7-29 unlh TIteW Ntltiv6 Provineu S/wam agtri1lsl .TAM, NVMMrs 

(AVi«> .. 0/ ''''''tuietl)· 
Assam 
Bombay 
Bihar and and Orissa 
.Bengal 
Central Provinces 
Madras 
Native States 
Independent States and Foreign 
North-Western Fl'ont:ier- Provinces 
Punjab 
United Provinces of Agra and Oudb 

Grand Total 

APPENDIX R. 

275 
319 

5,271 
2.076 
1.327 

839 
297 
221 
181 

1,301 
3.810 

15.917 

SIakmettI SIIoan"l: ''''' N ......... of Applu;fJIUms Reaiv.tl Dvri"l: 1M Y ..... 1927. 
Cu..sifu<l Uftdn Diff ...... T,IIIlu, 

Apprentice " 
CIerk •• 
Crane Driver ~ ~ 
Coupling Porter 
CIeaner 
Fitter . . 
Filer ~. 
General Job 
Grinder 
Helper 
Hot Iron Breaker 
Khalasi 
Mason 
Moulding Boy 
Pig Iron Btcaker 
Pomtsman 
Painter 
Rigger •• 
Stocker 
Sepoy .. 
Spare Gang 
Sweeper 
Turner 
Other Trades 

Grand Total 

137 
362 
69 

272 
87 

460 
50 

648 
55 

1.318 
, 114 
1.323 

127 
118 
96 
52 
50 

137 
828 
351 
938 
171 
74 

1.691 

9.548 
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These committees consider -complaints made by workmen concernmg sen.ice 
conditions and petty grievances. They:report the findings of the com.mittee to the 
general superintendent. 

If the shop committee's findings support the decision of the departmental 
superintendent the matter ends there. If the shop committee decide in iaV01Jr of the 
applicant against the departmental superintendent's decision the shop committee 
Drst submit their findings to the de1>artmentaJ superintendent giving the reasons. 
If the departmental superintendent then sees the case in a. different light and revises 
his judgment the matter is settled. but if the departmental superintendent still 
considers his original decision is correct the man can then put his case to Board •• A. i. 
composed of hvo representatives of the management of the steel company and two 
representatives from the managing committee of the Labour Federation. 

When Board H A~' decide in favour of the applicant agreeing with the shop 
committee's decision it is communicated to the general superintendent and if he 
agrees with iti will issue orders to the departmental superintendent accordingly. 
If he does not agree there sballlie an appeal to a :Board composed of the general 
m.&nager and the president of the Labour Federation (Boaro " B "). 

APPENDIX J, (abndced). 

Type of 
Building. I No. of I No, of I ~~Y I Accommodation. 

Blocks. Umts. per llllit. 
• 

28 Rahim~s Hut .. 1 1 
36 H2 .. .. 94 188 

:n HS .. .. 6 24 

as H4 .. .. 12 48 
48 L .. .. 420 840 

44 M .. .. 2 40 
45 N .. .. 12 240 
46 NI .. .. 138 552 
47 M2 .. .. 78 812 

48 N2 .. .. 50 200 
49 RM .. .. 6 120 
50 RN .. .. 16 320 
51 RNI .. .. 117 466 
S2 lRN .. .. 2 20 
53 Chawla •• .. 16 96 
56 Grain Store Staff 4 24 

62 5 
Quartenl. .. .. 48 192 

63 L2 .. .. 1 " 
65 La .. .. 2 8 
66 H .. .. 2 8 

67 L .. .. 2 8 

66 Store buildings 1 10 
73 M2 .. .. 5 20 

74 RN .. .. 12 48 
76 C .. .. 120 233 

Total Units rented at I 4,024 
less than Rs. 1Q.4.0 

Units at higher rentals. 7'if1 

Total Units .. I ' 4.821 

Rs. a. p. 
680 
7 8 0 

7 8 0 

8 0 0 
9 0 0 

I 4. 0 
1 0 0 
3 2 0 

.4 0 0 

3 0 0 
1 6 0 
I 2 0 
2 4 0 
1 2 0 
4 0 0 
2 2 0 

5 0 0 

5 0 0 

3 4. 0 
6 8 0 

6 8 0 

4 0 0 
4 4 0 

2 8 0 
2 8 0 

I 
I 

2 rooms and backveran dab. 
front I sit, 1 bed. I store. 

V., I 1<., courtyan!, L 
and W. inside. 

I sit, I bed. I store. 1 I<. 
oonrtyasd, Land W 
inside. 

AsH2. 
I sit. 1 bed. front v .. I k. 

conrtyasd, 
outside. 

Land W 

1 room. 
1 room. 
1 bed. 1 k., 1 Y., courtyard 
1 bed, I store, 1 k., 00 

yard, L. inside. 
1 bed, I 1<., I V., oonrtyani. 
1 room. 
1 room. 
1 bed. I V., courtyard. 
1 room. 
I sit. I bed. front Y., 1 I<. 
I room, I 1<., front v. 

1 sit. 1 bed. 1 k., tv., 
conrtyasd L. inside. 

As 5 but with f. and b. 
verandah. 

AsL2. 
1 sit. 1 bed, 1 store. f. and 

b. verandah. 1 k.~ court.. 
yard, L inside. 

I sit. 1 bed, front v .. 1 k., 
conrtyasd, L inside. 

I room. 
1 bed, 1 store, k ..... dcourt-

yard. 
1 room. 
I room and ......"dab. 
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APPElIDIX K. 
Qvtmers buill by Employ .... 

The figures are as follows (COllected up to June 1929) :-
I. (4) Kutcha houses. including somebrick and tile houses built by 

empl~ under the building loan system 1.570 

2. 

(b) Pucca bouses built by employees on the same system in the 
towu residential area. 40 

Total 1.610 

Kutcha. including brick and tile houses. built by employees 
in the Bastees at their own cost 

Grand Tutal 

5.660 

7.270 
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In about 50 per cent. of these housesz the accommodation is sufficient for three 
families and they are very largely occupied by sub-tenants who, in most cases are 
employees. ~ There is some over...crowding. no doubt. as in Kasidih. but it is safe to 
estimate that these 7.270 houses are without over-erowdingz accommodating 12,000 
employees. 

Employees have also built their own huts and houses in Jugselai and in Bastees 
outside the town, as in Baghbera. Hargargutu, Kitadih and other villages to the 
south of Jugselal. and in Adityapur. DiDdly and other villages in the Seraikela. State. 
The number of houses built by employees in Bastees outside our area can be roughly 
put down at 1.500. 

APPENDIX L (alwidced). 

N .. 1ftb .. oj LIItri ... , p. ... tk4 "1> Ie MlWc11929. 

Within the works •. 

In the town •• 

, 

I Ma:mne 
Seats 

1

_ European Urinals. 
Male. Fernal:. Seats. 

119 

510 

APPENDIX M. 

M ........ ily B .... ftI. 

55 

297 

43 

I 

233 

16 

t. From January 1st, 1929, the company Vrill pay as maternity benefit to weekly 
paid female employees of the company the equivalent of s~ weeks· wages following 
confinement providing that :-(a) The woman shall have bee;l. in the continuous 
employ of the company for Dot less than 12 months prior to the date of conftnement. 
(b) The woman undertakes during the period of six weeks following confinement 
not to do any '\\'OJ'k outside her own home, (c) That notification of birth is made 
to the company's main hospital within. three days of its occurrence. 

2. Employees who wish to take advantage of this benefit must register their 
claim at the Employment Bureau. The Employment Bureau will arrange for the 
woman to be examined at the hospital, which will state the probable date of birth. 
If the daim is in order the Employment Bureau will issue a leave of absence permit 
for six weeks and payment will then be made of three weeks' wages. 

3. On receipt of notification of birth, the Chief Medical Officer will arrange for 
verification. noting the date on the certi1icate issued by him. 

4, The certificate will be handed in at the Employment Bureau, which will make 
the necessary endorsement on it after which payment of the other three weeks' wages 
will be made. 

5. Before resuming work the woman must report at the Emplo~ent Bureau~ 
when a fresh weekly ticket will be issued. 

(S30) H 
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APPENDIX O. (abride'd). 

Ruol'll of Lost Time Auidmls t1Vet' 4S HotWS oj 1M Tolal Plant DepantMflt 
.,,1926. 

No. of No. of Accidents 
Month. Acci.dents. Employees. per 1,000 

Employees. 

January 120 29,379 4·06 

February 106 29,221 3·70 

March 103 28,745 3·58 

April 1I1 28,475 3·90 

May 149 28,997 5·14 

June. 126 28,824 4-37 

July 155 29,005 5·34 
August .. 169 28,825 5·84 

September 186 28,969 6-42 

October 165 28,038 5'88 
November 166 26,627 6-23 

December 132 27,003 4'88 
---

Total 1.690 342,284 

Average per month 140-83 , 28,522 4-94 

R,.",d of Losl Time Accidents OfJIr 18 H_s of 1M Total PLmI IHp._t 
.,,1927. 

No. of No. of Accidents 
Month. Accidents. Employees. per 1,000 

Employees. 

January ; - 133 27,250 4·88 

February 100 27,031 3·70 

March 150 27,067 5-54 

April • 112 26,858 4·17 

May 120 26,997 4-44 

June 139 26.306 5-28 

July 141 26,311 5·36 

August •. 144 26,497 5·43 

September 152 26,279 5-78 

October 94 26,138 8-60 

November 118 26.067 4·53 

December 132 26.036 5-07 

---
Total 1.535 318,857 

---
\ Average per month 128 26.571 4·81 
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1. Income Tax. 
2. Provident Fund. 
3. House Rent. 
4. Electric Power Supply. 
S. Conservancy Cess. 
6. Stores. 
7. Dairy Farm Aceount. 
8. Tiseo. Hotel. 
9. Temporary Advance. 

10. Building Loan. 
11. Court Attachment. 
12. Institute. 
13. Stamp. 
14. General Charity Fund. 
15. Labour Federation. 
16. LabOur .Association. 
17. Catholic C1iurclt Fund. 
18. Muslim Mosque Fund. 
19. St. George Church Fund. 
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APPENDIX Q. 

20. Credit Societies. 22 in number in all. Some men are members of four to five 
credit 8Ocie~ and deductions are made from them for those societies at a time. 

APPENDIX R. 
Copy of Letter No. 3184 of 1M 31s1 AvgusI. 1929. fr .... 1M Gnowal MaftalJ .... 1M Tala 

ITtm ad S1u1 Works, JamsAedpu". to the Additional S""elMy II> tlse Gov.emment 
of Bihar aM Orissa. Revemu DejHJrlmenl. 

Replying to your letter No. 187 L.C. of the 19th Augost. we have pleasure in 
forwarding herewith particulars of various production bonus schemes which are in 
effect a.t these works. You will notice that there are quite a number of schemes by 
which bonus is paid on departmental output. 

In regard to the general bonus scheme which has been -marked U A. n we would 
explain that this has been calculated on a distribution of Rs. 10 la.khs per year for an 
output of 40,000 tons of finished steel monthly. The smaller Statement U A" shows 
how this ftgure rises or falls according to an increase or decrease of output. Forty 
thousand tons taken as a 100 per cent. earns a bonus of Rs. 83.333 monthly. The 
larger Statement" A" shows the distribution of this bonus to employees who have 
been grouped according to. their rates of pay. No employee earning more than Rs. lO~ 
daily is entitled to this general production bouus. You will obse1'Ve that the percentage 
of general production bonus to pay is greater for the lower paid employees than the 
higher paid employees. being equlvalent to over 20 per cent. of pay for the former class 
fa.ll.ing to a.bout 3 per cent. of the pay of the highest rated employees in the scheme.. 

CoolSes.-The following bonus has been granted to all employees drawing less 
than 8 anDas a day. or Rs. 15 a month ~-(4) Two days' additional pay after every 
four weeks provided that the employee has not been absent for more than one day 
during the period for which he- is required to work by the management. (b) One day>s 
additional pay after every four weeks provided that the employee has not been 
absent for more than two days during the period for which he is required to work 
by the management. 

In regard to the Jack-Pot Scheme. this is on trial in one or two departments. 
The idea is that if 50 men are required to ~ certain duties connected with 
the operation of any unit and the full force IS not present,. the wages which would 
have been payable to the absentees are distributed am<mgst the presentees. This 
scheme can of course only be applied to such work that must of necessity be performed 
and will not permit of being left over until the following shift or day. At the present 
time the scheme has been applied only to certain sections of the open-hearth. duplex 
furnaces and the gas producers. To maintain the output from these units certain 
work is essential connected with charging furnaces. making sufficient' gas to heat 
them. etc .• wbich is work that cannot be leit over for execution at a later period. 

We have one other bonus scheme in operation at the Agrico factoty in which 
agricultural tools. etc., are now being produced. Most of the actual production 
and finishing work is performed on. piece-work rates, but a bonns scheme has beeS 
worked out for the non-productive staff by which those engaged on non-production 
work receive a bonus based on the output of tools. which can be handled without any 
increase in the non-productive labour force. 

H2 
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GENERAL BONUS. 

Basis of Rise 0' Fall A&uwrling tQ Inc."ease fIT Decrease of GulP"' of Finished 

Tons. 

50.000 
49.000 
48.000 
47.000 
46.000 
45.000 
44.000. 
43.000 
42.000 
41.000 

40.000 
39.000 
38.000 
37.000' 
36.000 . 
35.000 
34.000 
33.000 
32.000 
31.000 

. 30,000 

. Steel. 

150 per cent. 

100 per cent. 

10 per cent. 

Bonus. 
Rs. 

1.25.000 
1.20.833 
1.16._ 
1.12,500 
1.08.333 
1.04.166 
1.00.000 

95.833 
91.666 
81,500 

83.333 
15.833 
68.333 
60.833 
53,333 
45.833 
38.333 
30.833 
23.333 
15.833 

8,333 

THE TINPLATE COMPANY OF INDIA, LTD. 

The idea of starting a tinpJate industry in India originated during the War, as a 
result of the acute shortage of tinplate experienced at that time. The company was 
formed in 1920 and the factory at Golmuri was started up in December 1922. The 
output of tinplates was expected to be 28.000 tons per annum from 35,000 tons of 
Tata steel. 'Actually. over SO,OOO tons of st~l has been used in a single year, the 
&n.nual output of tinplates since the start having been as follows :-

Year. Tons of Tin- Total number Tonnage per 

1923 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 

1929 

plate produced of Labour. head, 
8.889 2.490 3·57 

19.982 3.156 6·33 
28.485 3.001 9·49 
34.409 2.828 12 ·17 
41.521 2.990 13·89 

"36.815' 2.942 12 ·51 
(Tata>s strike) 

33.133 
(Tinplate strike) 

3,133 10·57 

The reduction of output in 1928 was due to the prolonged strike in the 
Steelworks. and on 7th-8th April 1929 a strike. commenced in the Tinplate Works. 
which has reduced produetion. In 1930 and onwards~ however, the output should 
be 45.OQO tons per annum. 

i.IST OF StlBJECT8. 

L-RecrnibnOl1t. 
I. The labour employed in GoJmuri Works is.drawn mainly from the Punjab. U.P .• 

BihBr and Orissa. Bengal. Assam. Madras and South India. About HI per cent. of 
our labour force is local. i.e .• Sontalis. . 

2. (i) Men from Bihar and Orissa. Bengal. Assam and U.P .• usually return to. 
their-vilJages for about one month yearJy, The remainder accumulate leave and make 
more extensive visits every two or three years. 

(ll) Our normal labour foree consists of 2.800 men and 100 women. making & 

total 01 2,900 .. 
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3. Labour is not recruited from outside the district. A constant labour supply 
is available locally. 

4. Men from the Punjab, U.P .• and Assam (Sylhet) do not usually bring their 
families to live at Golmuri. Men from Bengailike to bring their families if accommo· 
dation is a".~able. but as their bomes are usually within easy distance they are able 
to visit their families fairly frequently if they SO desire_ Employees from South 
India usually bring their families. 

On the whole. it may be said that a family life at Golmuriis developing. encouraged 
by good housing and other facilities_ 

8. (i) The factory has been operating for 61- years, and we estimate the average 
duration of employment at the beginning of 1929 at 2 -8 years. 

Accurate figures for the rank and fi1e are not available. but among clerks and men 
of the fo~men type the duration of employment is as follows ;-

Less than one year's service .. 
One year to two years~ service 

~ Two years' to three years' service 
Three yearS' to four years· service 
Four years' to five years' service 
Five years' to six years' service 
Six years~ to seven years' service 
Seven years' to eight yea.rs~ service 
Eight years' and over •• 

Per cent. 
8-2 

12-6 
8-4 

10-5 
8-4 

21-5 
24-5 

5-0 
-9 

Men with six: years' service and over started work for us during the construction 
of the plant_ 

The following is the approximate division of our labour:- Per cent. 
Foremen and supervisors 4, 
Skilled workers . 52 

_Semi .. -skilled workers • ~ 29 
Unskilled workers 15 

(n) There is but little casual employment -except among men a.nd women coolies, 
the normal number of whom is about 300. 

II.-Itaft Organisation. 
11. The present managing staff was recruited from abroad. 
12. Recnc:ittne",,, and '"trifling of subordinate Supervising Staff.-(i) The subordinate 

supervising staff is recruited from the ranks. Likely men are selected and trained for 
new positions. 

(n) Every facility is ofiered for training and promotion. Any man. in the plant 
is encouraged if he shows ambition. 

]3. R~laJUms between staff ad rank and jill.-(i) The relations generally are very 
good, particularly where the rank. and file comes in personal contact with the staff. 

(ill) We have two principal works committees, one deals with Safety Regulations 
and is composed of two superintendents. doctor. sanitary ofticer~ a number of Indian 
foremen and supervisors. It holds meetings periodically to discuss Safet·y First 
propaganda and makes enquiries into a.<:cidents. 

There is also a Committee composed of Indian and European employees. which 
considers works organisation and suggestions for improving efficiency. 

14. (i) The timekeeping registers are entered daily after attendance has been 
checked between the main time office and the departments. The registers are entered 
daily in the main time office after the field time-keeper'sattendance reports ha.ve been 
verified. 

(ii) Wages toO daily rated employees are paid on Saturdays by the Cashier's staff. 
Pay slips are .issued from the time office through departmental superintendents on the 
previous da.y, and payment is made on presentation of these slips. 

IS. Contractors are employed only for specific jobs such as buildings. which are 
outside the usual. works routine. 

IIL-BouIiDg. 
16. (i) In addition to 49 European-style bungalows, the company has provided 

326 pueca quarters. housing at the last census 425 tena.nts and ].41 t lodgers, equiva.. 
lent to 41-5 per cent. of the labour force, Prior to the strike of 6th April, 201akhs 
of bricks had been burnt in readiness to commence the building of 80 additional 
quarters sanctioned by the company for erection during 1929-30. 

{5301 H. 
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(iv) Many workers build their own houses. 7!4 houses have been built with loans 
granted by the company. the total of which up to date amounts to Rs. 22,907. Care 
is exercised to see that the houses are of good design and that good material is put 
into them. Each loan is limited to a sum that can be repaid in 10 months without 
undue hardship upon the employee. 

17. Faeilities of acquisition oj land /01' WOTRUS' houses.-Lea.ses for buildings 
workers' houses are readily granted subject to certain conditions imposed by the 
ground landlords. 

18. The company's pucca quarters contain the following accommodation !-
. R.N.I type I room, bathing place and walled compound. 
N.2 type 2 rooms. bathing place and walled compound. 
M.2} M.3 types 
M.4 
L.2 type 

H.6 type 

G type 

2 rooms and verandah, bathing place and water
Bushed latrine, walled compound. 

2 rooms with verandahs, outhouse. water tap. 
bathing place, latrine and walled compound . 

.2 rooms, verandahs. 2 outhouses. water tap. 
bathing place, latrine and walled compound, 

S rooms, verandahs, 2 outhouses, water tap. 
bathing place and latrine and walled compound. 

(i) The accommodation provided is graded aceonling to the class of occupants, but 
there is always a brisk demand for tbe popular M.4 and L.2 type quarters .. 

(ii) These quarters were designed to meet Indian conditions on mOdem town 
planning lines. We believe that the designs are unrivalled from .. health point 
of view. . 

(ill) PP'OVision tnaM JOY ligAting, t.:onsewancy, ~tc.-See 26 below. Electric lights 
(and fans) have been installed in 20 of tbe higher grade quartets. 

,19. The available accommodation is fully utilized and. there is a demand for 
more owing rather to the growing desire of employees to bring their families to 
Golmuri than to any absolute shortage.. Occupants are very apt to take in lodgers 
and overcrowd. Quarters designed for two or three single men, or for • small family. 
are sometimes f9und to contain as many as 10-14 men, although we endeavour to 
discourage this practice. 

20. The rentals of the company's quarters are fixed on the uneconomic basis of 
5 per cent. (and in some as little as 3i per cent.) of the capital cost. Having been 
erected during the very expensive years 1920-'21-22, the quarters cost on the whole 
considerably more, although rented only slightly higher. than corresponding quarteTs 
built by our neighbours The Tata Iron and Steel Works. -whose corresponding 
rental rates are appended for comparison :-

Type of 
quarter. 

R.N.! 
N.2 
M.2 
M.3 
M.4 
L.2 
H.6 
G. 

Rental per month. 
Tinplate Tata 

Company. Company. 

Rs.,28 0 Rs.240 
3 " 0 320 
440 400 
680 
780 

11 0 0 (0) 
19 0 0 (b) 
25 0 0 (1)) 

900 
12 0 0 
2! 0 0 

(a) Includes voluntary increase of Re. 1. for water connection. 
(bJ Includes Rs. 5. for electric light and fan supply. 
{21} There is no subletting except when an employee takes in'lodgers. and other 

companies' employees occupy our quarters as lodgers only. 
Except in houses occupied by married men and their families. subletting and 

profiteering exists to some extent. Among the men from Sylhet overcrowding is 
particularly noticeable, quarters granted to two men frequently being found to 
contain 10 to 14 men, It is almost impossible to prevent this as the workers them
selves are the offenders. 

Ordinarily speaking the question of eviction does not arise. Men leaving the 
company's service are required to vacate the company's quarters within three days~ 
and as the conditions of tenancy provide expressly for this. difficulty is :seldom 
experienced under normal conditions. 
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Wholesale eviction in the case of a body of men who are determined to resist is 
a difficult matter and seldom successful under three months of court procedure 
largely on account of the legal difficulties involved. Unfortunately we have been 
compelled during the strike to issue eviction notices to those of our former. 
employees who refused to work for the company any longer. As difficulty was 
experienced in housing new men ]2 blocks of temporary quarters were- built. Each 
block is built of corrugated iron with brick pillatS and cement Hoor, and consists 
of ]2 rooms. These quarters are only temporary and will be dismantled in due 
course. Meanwhile the demand for them has been considerable. 

IV .-Health. 
(23) General H.alJh Conditions of W ... k ... s-(i) Figu1'u of morlality.-There is 

no compulsory notification of deaths and we are able to state only the number that 
have come under our notice since we started to record them, viz. :-

1927 (August to December) .. 8 
1928 11 

• 1929 Uanuary to July) 5 
No census figures are available for this area, but the population is estimated to be 
about 5,000. Taking these figures as a basis the death-rates are ;-

In 1927 1·7 per mille. 
1928 2·2 
1929 3·9 

(il) Birtb..-,", ond inf""j morlalily :
Year. 

1927 
1928 
1929 (to July) 

No figures-of infant mortality are available. 

No. of births. 

9 = 4·3 per mille. 
27 = 5·4 .. 
IS = 5·1 

(ill) Working conditions-(a) A.t Wt»'R plaus.-Working conditions in the factory 
are good. The buildings are particularly lofty and spacious. and are kept scrupu
lously clean as are the approaches and surroundings. Cooled air is blown on to the 
workmen exposed to the worst heatz and furnace fronts and doors are cooled by 
water. No expense has been spared to 'instal every facility possible to ameliorate 
conditions in a process which can be trying even in a temperate climate. 

(bi At home.-No work is done at home for the company~ though doubtlesS 
carpentry. tin-smith work, etc., are catried on as a spare- time occupation. 

(iv) Di ... ry-P1mjabi.-Atta. Dal (specially arabar and gram). ghoo. milk. 
vegetables. rice. mutton. 

U.P.-Rice. atta. dal. arahar. gram. mung, oil. ghee. milk. vegetables, meat 
(goa.t). Most of the Brahmins live on vegetable diet. 

Bengal am! A "",",.-Rice, dal (all kinds). mustard oil. ghee. spices, atta (small 
quantity). milk. vegetables. meat (goat). egg and fish. 

Local'inhabitants.-Sam.e as Bengalees. but they take mainly rice; dal and some 
vegetables. fishz mutton occasionally. 

Squjh I ... ians.-Rice. dal (kalai and arabar mainly). oil (gingily and coconut). 
coconut, vegetables (potatoes, cabbage~ cauliflower, patal very rarely used), tamarind. 
capsicum, spices. ghee. nulk butter-milk and atta (very rarely used). 

South Indians (non·Branmifts).-Same as above and .fish, meat (goat). egg, 
milk. ghee. 

tv) PhysiqUtl-Punjabt-Tail. muscular and robust constitutio~ 
U.P.-Tall, muscular and robnst constitution. 
Bengal and A$sam.-Medium size. moderately built. The East Bengal people 

are robust, muscular. and very hardy. . 
Gtwhhas,-Short in stature. robl1st~ muscular. very hardy. 
Local inhabilants.-5ize medium, moderately built and hardy. 
SomA Indians.-Medium size, moderately built, hardy. 
(24) (i) The company provides medicine, and medical and surgical treatment. 

free to all comers, and maintains a bospital outside the works gate and a first·aid 
post inside the works, as well as a small hospital for European employees in the 
town. The works' hospital comprises a dispensary. minor dressing-station and a 
ward with three beds for in-patients as well as usual offices. The staff consist of 
t'wo qualiiied doctors. ODe hospital trained nurse, five compounders and two dressers. 
A day and night service is maintained. 

. {S30i H, 
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(25) (i) The medical facilities are utilised extensively by our employ .... and those 
0{ the neighbouring companies, by the 10cal inhabitants and even by villagers 
residing 10 to 12 miles awayz as shown by the following ngures :-

. Year. No. of Minor 

In 1927' 
1928 

cases. Operations. 

91.193 
89.193 

1.676 
1.980 

Occasionally patients revert to homczopaths- and kaviraj's when allopathic treat
ment is slow or seems unsuccessful. 

,(ii) Women avail themselves of the treatment domed in increasing numbers, 
Women of the uneducated classes come freely to the hospital, but educated women 
of the better classes are usually treated in their homes. 

26. Semittwy A"angemenls.-(i) Ca) Water-Bushed latrines are provided at suitable 
places throughout the works. There are in all 36 seats for men and 18 seats for 
women. The workpeople (especially men) are often too lazy to use them and prefer. 
if unseen, to foul an,. convenient spots near their working places. (b) Private 
latrines are provided m all the compauy's puca quarteIB except the two smallest 
types, the occupants of which use the public latrin~ of which there are altogether 
46 seats available in convenient places. 

All latrines are water-Hushed except a few in quarters to which it would have been 
too costly to lay sewers. 

(ii) (al A plenti!ulsupply of drinking water is available throughout the factory. 
(lI) Filtered water is laid on to the village. The bigger quarters have taps of their 
own; the smaller ones draw from taps (arz more commonly~ .. rotary boilers ") in 
the aileyways. 

(iii) (al There is .. bathing plaee at each latrine. (b) Every quarter has its own 
bathing plaee. 

, 27. Emnt aM Nat ..... of Official Supnvisi.-(i) W""k of bo" .. ts of health i .. 
special areas.-The official supervision is undertaken by the Jamshedpur Board of 
'Works, which provides a qualified chemist. health officer, and sanitary officers to 
"ttelld to filtered water supplies and general sanitation of the district. 

Control over private houses built in villages is exercised by the ground landlord 
through a specially appointed oflicer who sees that the building regulations are not 
infT' ed. mg . 

28. Suitability of Existing Faclories find Mines Rules.-(i} ConWoJ of kmpe,atur6 
in Jactories.-No form of special temperature control is needed for the process- of 
making tinplates. but for the comfort of the workmen every eiJort has been made to 
keep the works as cool as possible. This applies particularly to the hot mills and tin· 
housez which are considered to be the hardest departments. 

During the hot months with the outside temperature at anything between 
100°-115° F. in the shade we are able to effect a reduction of 200 F. in the air blown 
on to the mills by means of the air-washing system. , 

29. (ii) Dysentery-is prevalent at certain times of the year, and malaria..and some 
cases of kala.-azar. but pnctiGtUly no .Jwlera. or hookworm. 

31. Women who have been employed by the company for one year or more are 
allowed six weeksz leave on full pay upon confinement. 

V. Welfare (other than Be&w. and Eo_g, hilt Including Education), 

34. The company bas provided a suitable club building which is uti.lUed as a club 
by the Indian employees. It is run entirely by the members. 

36. The company contnDutes its quota to the Jamshedpur Board of 'Vorks' 
educational activities. Schools are maintained for the whole area under this 
authority. There is a free Middle English School in Golmuri and about 60 children 
attend regularly. The company contributed. Rs. 4.326 to the capital cost of tlWf 
school building. 

37 . .D8si"ability and possibility oj pl'tJ1Oisitm J(W 014 4g4 .Ktl p"sftUJitu8 ,eti,unent.
As this plant has been in operation only six vears we have not yet been faced with the 
problem. but we have endeavoured to antidpate it by means of a Provident FWld. 

38. The Co-operative movement is represented among the employees of this 
company by two co-operative Credit Societies and one Co-operative Stores Society. 
The Stores Society had 84 members and a paid up capital of Rs. 1.640. It was nota 
success as it was too small to justify the employment of a whole time compeu.nt 
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manager and owing to lack of experience among the officials. purchases and sales 
were badly conducted. The society is now insolvent but a scheme is in operation by 
means of which it is hoped to repay the sharehold~ in full. 

There- are two credit societiesz one formed by the clerks and foremen and the" 
other by the ordinary workmen of the plant. The following details are of interest ;-

Name of Co-opera.tive Society .. General" U Friends ., 
Number of members (up to June, 1929) 67 284 
Paid up capital Rs .• 8.47Q Rs.2S.586·g.o 
Loans granted-: 1925 1,382 

1926 .. 16,216 
1927 " 13.086 30,305 
1928 .. 12,610 52,350 
1929 (to June) 3,960 16,035 

Rs. 29,658 Rs.110,288 

Both societies have done considerable work in granting loans to members and 
managed to pay 6 per cent. dividends after making the usual reserves. It is a matter 
{or regret. however, that the members seem to regard the societies more as convenient 
sources of loans than as a means of saving. Most ingenious schemes constantly come 
to the notice of the committees to stimulate. not thrift but borrowing. and at one time 
there was considerable danger of the societies collapsing. because members borrowed 
up to the limit warranted by their share capital and then stood as sureties to other 
members time and time again. As a result some members were liable as a bOITQWer 
and surety for many times the value of their shares, and one big failure would possibly 
have caused the collapse of the whole society: Some of the company's officials now 
act in private capacities as advisers to the societies and it is hoped to run them more 
rigidly and to impress the idea of thrift. not boITowing. on the members. " 

vn. Safeb'. 
43. Safety regulations are in force generally. and particularly for the machiIle 

shop. boilers, locomotives, cranes and various other departments. 
44. Inci<knu of IItcUk .. ts.- 1927. 
Average number of employees at work 2,930 

{

Fatal _ I (al 
Number of accidents Serious. 63 

~or 276 

1928. 
2.892 

nil. 
50 

190 

340 240 

Average days lost per a.ccident 15·4 IS·5 

(al Due tp.septie poisoning. 
* Incapacitated more than 21 da.ys. 

46. Every eHort is made to prevent accidents and. the factory's record in this 
respect is very good.. although simple cuts and bums are frequent owing to the nature 
-of the work. Copies of safety rules are displayed in prominent places. Machines. 
belting. etc .• are fenced: employees an forbidden to wear loose clot.hin.g such as 
dhotis. that might be entangled in machinery. Boots. hand leathers. goggles, aprons. 
etc .• are provided where necessary. free of charge. A safety-first committee consisting 
of medical officer, the chief electric engineer, health offi.cer~ Indian foreman and 
supervisors, etc .• holds regular meetings presided over by a senior ofticia.l to consider 
safety precautions and safety propaganda and records of these meetings are main
tained. Enquiries are made mto all serious accidents. 

48. First-aid outfits and stretcl1ers are maintained in all departments. There 
is a first-aid post with a qualified compounder and dresser in the centre of the works. 
All cases, even trivial cuts, are attended to. " 

so. With the relatively short hours worked. in this plant. the effect upon safety of 
fatigue caused by excessive hours does not occur. We have never had an accident 
traceable to fatigue. The general standard of health amongst our workmen is very 
high, and men who are in any degree unfit are encouraged to visit the hospital and are 
kept out of the works until they are well. It may be remarked that. as soon as they 
are able to get about. they usually attempt to resume duty even though the doctor 
has not passed them as tit. The plant is weU lighted by electricity and as there are 
also ample connections for temporary lamps we have had no accidents traceable 
to defective lighting. 
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vm. Workmen'. Compensation Aol. 
51. (iii) Effe&t on -indtlSl",.-It was already the practice ofthiscompany before the 

Workmen's Compensation Act came into force, to compensate workers for time lost 
as a result of bona·fide accidents. So far as we are concerned. therefore. the Act bas 
only had the effect of defining and limiting our liability. but it has also benefited the 
worker by~nsuring a certain basis of computation and letting him know exactlywhat 
compensation he ma.y expect. 

53. (i) The scheme of compensation for temporary disablement might be enhanced 
for workers earning under Re. 1 a day. Half·pay after the statutory waiting period 
seems inadequate for a man on this wage. 

(ti) We think the conditions governin~ granting of compensatioo are adequate. 

IX.-Houn. 

55. (i) The tinplate industry being a. continuous process is worked on the basis 
of three 8 hours' shifts a day. The normal working week is of 6 days. or 48 hours. 

(ii) In aU operating departments 40 or 48 hours are worked per week according 
as the plant works 5 or 6 days. Overtime is worked only when absolutely necessary 
by such as millwrights or electrical or mechanical repair gangs. ... 

(iii) Normally there is no spreadover. though in cases of serious breakdowns 
some of the most important men concerned might be called out to assist. 

56. In the hot mills two shifts work 6 days and one shift works 5 days a week 
turn and tum about. The rest of the plant works 6 days a. week. 

57. Efful of 60 h01WS' ,,","ctiote-(i} On workers.-We have already explained 
tJ?a.t most of our workk except breakdown jobs, is on an 8-hour shift basis or a 
maximum of 48 hours per week. It is only in rare emergency cases that men might 
work 60 hours in a week. In many cases, however, a limit is not desired by workmen 
themselv~ and we have at times difficulty in persuading men that they must not 
work seven days a week. This was once made the subject of a. grievance by the 
millwright gang. 

59. We do not contemplate a reduction of maxima as in normal circumstances 
men do not work more than 48 hours per ~~k. 'Ve frequently have difficulty in 
preventing the average workman exceeding the limit already laid down by the 
Factory Act. With shorter hohrs there would be a real risk of workmen obtaining 
employment in neighbouring factories. We have had cases of this even under 
present conditions. 

60. Inmvals.-(i) (4) Sufficient staff is carried to permit of spell hands, and no 
interval is necessary to take care of fatigue. In the hot mills the most arduous work 
ill the plant, each man on the crew actually works an average of only 1-417 hours 
on aD 8--hour shift. 

(b) All workers have sufficient time off for meals. In continuous processes times 
for meals are found by arrangement with fellow-workers. In departments working 
geoeral shift (7.0 a.m. to 11.3() a.m. and 1.30 p.m. to 5.0 p.m.) two hours are allowed 
as rest and meal interval. 

(ii) The existing law is suitable. with the exemptions permitted to continuous 
processes. 

(iv) Each employee is allowed every Sunday (or a day in lieu) as .. holiday and 
two days' festival leave per annum on full pay. 

61. (i) The existing practice is to observe Sunday as & day of rest. 
(ii) The present law appears to be suitable. 
62. We have not found it necessary to take advantage of the exempting provisions 

except in respect of periods of rest for work necessitating continuous production. as 
per section 3() (i) lel of the Indian Factories Act. 

l[.--8peclaJ QnuliODJ _ling 10 Women, _ Adullll and Children. 
82. The admission of infants is strictly forbidden. but we have difficulty in 

enforcing this rule. particularly in the ease of women ~kers who are unable to 
leave their children a.t home. A rest shed has been proVlded for womea, and they 
can leave small inlants there, but older children get into the works and contmually 
have to be turned out. 
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83. The regulations seem suitable tv women wcrkers in our factory. The only 
women we have are coo1y women handling coal. etc. Prior to the strik..e we had 
women opeD.e~ but we decided. they were not suitable. 

XlI.-W-. 
96, Prevailing rates of wages and eanrings are :-

Earning per . Earning per 
day. month. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 
Women coolies 0 7 0 0 8 0 11 6 13 0 
Coolies 0 9 6 6 16 0 14 10 16 4 
Khalasis o 10 0 1 O' 0 .I6 4 26 0 
Mate o 12 0 19 8 
Serang 1 14 0 46 12 
Moulder o 14 0 I 4 0 22 12 32 8 
Fitter I 0 0 3 0 0 26 0 78 0 
Smith 1 2 0 2 4 6 29 4 58 8 
Carpenter I 4 0 I 12 6 32 8 45 8 
Tumer 1 2 0 3 6 0 29 4 78 0 
Driller I 8 0 2 8 0 39 0 65 0 
Mason 1 " 0 2 4 0 32 8 58 8 
Fireman o 14 0 I 2 0 22 12 29 4 
Loco driver .. 2 4 0 3 0 0 58 8 78 0 
Boiler attender 3 0 0 78 0 
Electric craneman .. 1 0 0 2 8 0 26 0 65 '0 
Electricians •• I 8 0 3 2 0 39 0 81 4 
S.B. a.ttendant 45 0 50 0 
H.M. operators 1 0 0 2 12 0 26 0 71 8 
H .M. instructors 

o 10 
90 0 125 0 

T.H;'operators 0 275 0 0 16 4 275 0 
Rolltmners I 2 0 150 0 0 45 8 150 0 
Annealers 60 0 125 0 
Acid picklers 1 4 0 125 0 0 29 4 125 0 

97. The movement in recent years bas been upward. Our policy has always 
beeD. to reduce numbers and increase wage rates. Following are typical figures :-

H.M. instructor .• 
H.M. operator (max.) 
Pickler 
Annealer •• 
S.B. a.ttendant 
T.H. operator 
Roll turner •• 
Carpenter 
Mason 
Turner 
Driller .• 
Electricians . 

1926 •• 
1927 •• 
1928 ._ 
1929 (March) 

1926 maximum. 1929 maximum. 
6580 1250 

2 10 0 2 12 and bonus. 
9000 1250 

100 0 0 125 0 
40 0 0 50 0 and bonus. 

250 0 0 275 0 and allowance. 
2 4 0 per day 150 0 
2 0 0 1 12 and bonus. 
16024 
28030 
18028 
2 12 0 3 2 

Average wage per head. 

All labour. 
Excluding 
coolies and 

rr' 
34-82 
34·71 
34·15 

1929 (including bonus) 

Rs. 
32·37 
31·58 
31-68 
35·0 
37·8 40·25 

At 1irst sight it would seem that these figures contraditt the statement that wages 
have moved upward in recent years. but it must be borne in mind that to start up 
the plant-the first of the kind in India-we had not only to pay higher rates than 
were warranted in order to attract and retain men but also to engage more men than 
were necessary in the hope of training them. None of these original men have been 
reduced. even if they have failed to make good workmen. and even to-day we have 
men paid Rs. 2·8 for doing a Rs. 1·8 job. Men engaged after the plant was well 
started had to start at the bottom. and the introdu.ction of a properly graded scale 
cau.sed the apparent drop in wages in 1927-28. 
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98. Amcum sent to viJlag.es,-Evidence before the Tari1I Board (Vol. ,. p. ]94) 
gave a figure of Rs. 30,000 sent from the Post Office every month by Tinplate 
Workers and from the wages nowadays being paid it is probably being exceeded. 
In addition. remittances are doubtless made through other post offices and some of 
the senior employees have banking accounts. 

99. We have no payments in kind, 

102. Overtime is normally paid at ordinary rates but overtime over 60 bours (if 
worked) is paid ,at the rate of time and a quarter in accordance with Factory Act. 
Men working on Sunday are given a day oft during the week. 

104. Effect of wage-changes· on labOU¥ supply.-We have exo:rienced no difficulty 
in labour supply at any time. -

106. Deducli(»JS.-(i) Fining has been completely discontinued in this plant since 
the beginning of 1928_ 

(ll) Other deductions are for house rent of company's quartetS. income tax. 
provident fund, and repayment of loans made by Co-Operativ~Credit Societies or the 
company. 

(iv) So far as we are concerned no legislation is necessary. 

107. (i) Daily rated men are paid weekly: Monthly rated men are paid monthly. 
(ii) Periods elapsing be/an paymenJ.-In. case of daily rated men -one week. 

Monthly men are paid between the 1st and the 4th of the succeeding month. 
(iii) Desi,abimyo/ legisltUion.-(a) T()1'eguJate peYic4s.-SO far as we are concerned 

legislation is not necessary. (b) To prevent delay in payment.-We should have, no 
objection to legislation as it would be unlikely to afiect us. 

Jiv) Unclaimed wages are used as a chatity fund when necessary; entirely for the 
benefit of the Indian workmen. The balance of unclaimed wages up to the time of 
the strike was Rs. 11.833-12-0. 

109, We pay a percentage of salary as a bonus on production. the percentage 
increasing with output. On the Hot Mills, where men work in crews and the output 
is a matter for team work combined with individual effort. bonus is paid on the 
product,jon obtained by each crew. The rest of the plant is paid the average of the 
Hot Mill crews' bonus calculated onindividua1 earnings. 

This was only in force from 1st March. 1929 until the strike broke out on 
7th April. 1929. but the earnings were :-

March_ April_ 
Per cent. Per cent. 

Best crew on mills 20·6 21·5 
Next best-crew on mills 15·9 20·5 

. Next best crew on mills 15·3 
.'verage 11·0 12-0 

These results were obtained at one of the most difficult times of the vear when 
the hot weather had started. The average maximum for the first 'Week of April was' 
102 -S' F. . 

Corresponding bonus figures f~ November and December, 1929 and January~ 
1930. are as follows :-

Best crew on mills 
Next crew _. 
Next crew 
Average 

November. December. January. 
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 

30-21 39-24 35·00 
25-10 3S-64 32-60 
21-20 27-62 28-40 
12-54 21-35 22-89 

, A provident fund has also been sanctioned under which employees are at liberty 
to contribute 1I12tb of their """uaI salary and the company will oontribute an equal 
amount at the end of the year. 

110_ (i) Warken living in Bengal, Assam, Bibar and Orissa, and the Punjab 
usually take their leave annually. but those living in Southern India accumulate 
their leave for two or three years. The company's regulations provide for this. 
Daily rated employees are Dot granted lea.ve with pay beyond 2 days festivallea ... >e 
per annum. Monthly rated employees are granted 14 days privilege leave. 5 days 
sick leave and 2 days festival leave per annum with pay. Daily rated employees 
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usually take .. ta6 weeks a year. "Monthly employees take their fortnight or a little 
more. OverstayiDg leave is frequent and causes considerable disorga.nisation both 
to the management and fellow workers. The company's labour force is composed 
of 10·45 per cent. monthly rated and 89·55 per cent. of daily rated employees. 

(ii) Leave is countenanced by company. and officials &fiord every assistance in 
granting. although handicapped by insufficient notice from the men and their 
failure to return on due date. 

XDI.-Jnduatrial EftIcien07 of Workers. 
1]2:. So far as this works is concerned there has been no 'Cbange in the-efficiency 

of the unskilled workers or of such. classes as fitters~ machinists~ blacksmiths or 
carpenters. who come to us having a1rea.d.y learnt their trade. We have apprentices 
in mech.a.nical and electrical engineering departments. but we have not been working 

. long enough far these to make an appreciable effect on our labour supply. With 
regard to the skilled work peculiar to our industry we are glad to record the progress 
that has been made. Tinplate workers have always held the reputation _ of being 
highly skilled and as this is the first tinplate plant in India it follows that Indian 
tin workers )lad to be made- from the beginning. At the end of six yean we have 
succeeded in training men for all positions on the Hot Mills. i.e., heaters. rougliers 
and rollers. and have Indian foremen or instructors •. The finer points. however, 
such as judgment of the temperature of the furnaces or a knowledge of the correct 
regulation of the rolls to suit different conditions of temperature and gauge, are 
learnt only by experience and for these we are dependant upon our expert 
covenanted hands. In other departments~ we have Indian shearers. picklers. 
annealers. tinhouse operators. and assorteIS. These jobs have been simplified to 
such an extent that we experience very little difficulty in tJ;aining new men in a short 
time. Outside of the process departments we have no covenanted superintendents, 
the time office. stores. mechanica1~ electrical, machine shop and traffic, etc,~ being 
all superintended by local men who have risen from the ranks. 

113. In our opinion the Indian worker is not so efficient as the European or 
American tin worker. To take the Hot Mills as an illustration, our mills, worked on 
the double-mill 3-part system carry crews of 42 men per mill, whereas on similar 
mills in. the U.S.A. the crew numbers 18. 

To compare the general efficiency of the workers with European conditions we 
submit the following figures :-

Total number of employees (average 1926) • . 2,827 
From this deduct men such as are not properly part 

of the works organisation-
Town 34 
Medical.. 19 
Watch and ward 40 

93 

2.734 

The Welsh Plate a.nd Sheet Manufacturers Association. in their representation 
to the Tariff Board (Statutory Euquiry~ Steel Industry. Vol. VII~ p. 91) stated in a 

'letter dated 24th June 1926. para. VI. that the total number of employees for a 
6-mill equipment similar to ours operating 3 shiits and producing 36,000 tons of 
tinplates per annum would be between 710 and ?2Ct. 

This gives a ratio of ] : 3~6. but this figure must be modified in view of the out· 
puts since achieved. 1928 and 1929 JieSults are useless for comparison as the former 
year included 4-l months of half-time working owing to strikes in the steel works. 
and the latter has been marred by a strike in the tinplate works.. In 1927, the latest 
year for which full working was recorded, we find that the output rose to 43.191 tons 
of finished plate, and taking this into consideration we obtain a revised labour ratio 
of 1 : 3-0, equivalent to a 20 per cent. improvement. Since 1927, further strides have 
been t:pade and with a year's straight-forward working we might fairly reckon on an 
output of at least 45,000 tons which would still further improve the ratio to 1 : 2 ·8 • 

• 
114. (a) Our records show that output remains fairly constant and is highest 

through the cold month&. During May and June. production decreases but picks 
up after the break of the monsoon. This accords with experience in tinplate werks 
during winter and summer months in England and America.. We believe our 
efficiency compares favourably with that of works situated in temperate climates~ 
though we suffer in comparison owing to the longer spell of hot and humid weather. 
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115. (iv) We believe that good and adequate housing. leading to contented and 
healthy workmen, reacts to the benefit of production. Though our housing is not 
SO extensive as we should like and hope ultimately to have. it is good, and we cannot 
say that production has su1fered on account of bad housing. 

(v) Methods of remuneration have been improved by acting allowance as well as 
the bonus and provident fund already referred to. The bonus was intended to 
stimulate production but had only been in effect for <me month before a strike took 
place. so we are scarcely in a position to express an opinion on its results. 

(vi) Although wage levels have risen we cannot say that they have stimulated 
production. as 1927 stillstands as our best year. even though wage levels were lower. 

(wi) As far as ,our information goes~ the men in this plant have now a better 
dietary than they had five or six years ago. This is due to lBcreased spending power 
and to better supplies of food stuffs being available in the baza.a.rs~ and has no doubt 
been a help in getting the bigger production that is nowadays possible. 

(ix) To the best of our knowledge but few of our employees are addicted to alcohol 
or drugs. 

XIV.-i'rade CombiD&tiODl. 
117. Ex"'," of tWKtmiztUi<m of-(i) Em1>I"Y"S.-This company belongs to no 

employers' organization. 
(ii) Employe4.-Amongst the workmen a Union was formed toward. the close of 

1928. which was registered under the Trades Union Aet. 

118. ElflCl of rwgam.~tion cm-(i) I1t4ustry.-Tbe eflect: on our indu.try has so 
far been disastrous. 

(ii) CrmditiOft.$ of fI)(WRn.s g,nually.-The Workers' Union was effective in drawing 
our attention to one or two small points that permitted of improvement. but by its 
attitude towards bigger questions it has turned a body of generally contented and 
prosperous workmen into disc'OBtented strikers. 

119. The nature of the Union's activities has been most disappointing. It made 
no attempt at constructive trade unionism, but devoted its energies to subversive 
propaganda. 

120, (i) The Tinplate Workers' Union was formed on the 18th October. 1928. 
Mass meetings were held at which violent and exciting speeches were made, Facts 
were- misrepresented both to the workmcn.and"to outside leaders who came to help 
in the formation of the Union. This led to the 'resignation of the first President. 
The campaign of lies was continued and a list of demands, many of which were 

. ridiculous, submitted. Some of them such as bonus. and provident fund. had been 
under consideration for a long time and had only been delayed by the general 
unsettled labour condition in this area. Every effort was made to meet and help 
the leaders of the Union but such e:tIorts were viewed with suspicion. The Union 
officials could not bring themselves to believe or to tell the men that the company 
was sincere. Eventually a lightning strike was engineered without warning or 
notice and in defiance of the U.nion Committee. 

(il) It is difficult to define the attitude of the workers. As a body they are mostly 
ignorant and easily led and their attitude depends largely upon their leaders. Since 
the formation of the Tinplate Workers' Union, the leaders have displayed a hostile 
attitude and the workers have followed suit. The men have little control. being at 
the mercy of the communal leaders and a few educated men kept in the back ground. 

(ill) We look with favour on a properly constituted and well-run union. as we 
realize that it is to our mutual benefit to have such an association. It could draw 
our attention to any genuine grievances or weak spots and we should have the 
satisfaction of dealing with recognized leaders, Unfortunately this is a pious hope 
that has not yet been realised. 

121. Trtuk Unions Ad. 192~(ili) Possible ammdmenls.-Men who desire to 
work should be permitted to do. so, The existing law provided inadequate protection 
for them. We eeuld cite numerous eases of men leaving their houses to come to 
work and being molested or badly assaulted by picketers. usually when the man 
was alone and not in a position to defend himself. In the absence of witnesses the 
offence is apparently.oon-cognisab1e under the present law. Cases of intimidation, 
threatening the women folk and families of workmen. and even actual abduction, 
not only by night but also in broad daylight. came to our notice. and we have no 
hesitation In saying that the law which permits these under the guise of peaceful 
and ngn·violent picketing is defective and should be amended without delay. 
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XV.-Induslrial Disputes. 

123. Estettt oj strikes aM ~k-01ds-{i) C.uses.-The only important strike we 
have had is that of 1929. the cause of which was mendacious and subversive 
propaganda on the part of a few men. 

til) D .. "taion aM uMacIn.-The strike bas been marked by violent intimidation 
of loyal workmen and continued deceit 0; the strikers by their leaders. VI'hen the 
strike was declared, the Union officials were sent fOl' and were asked why they were 
on strike. The answer was that the men bad revolted. They W'el'e then requested 
to put the men back to work and an investigation wou.ld be made Dext morning. 
This request was absolutely ignored by the officials. There was, therefore. no 
investigation made of the strike. 

(iii) NaI.,~ oj ~.-There has been no settlement. 
(i,,·) L(J$$ to- induslry ClJId workers.-Figures of loss to this industry through the 

presentstrike are not yet available.. We estimate the less to workers atapproximately 
Rs.50,000. This latter figure may appear low, but although the strikers lost their 
pay for- the time they were out, their places were taken by new men and the same 
amount of money was going out to workmen as before. We are unable to give the 
loss to the striken themselves. We should like to make it clear that the .. new" 
men taken on to replace the strikers included a considerable proportion-perhaps 
300 to 400--01 old workers who had been trained by us, gone away, and retumed 
in the hope of securing further employment. 

124. C01l.tili4lion and arbitrtdion ma.cAi-nny--(i) Resvlts oj previous investigations. 
-We had asmalJ strike in Marcll to April. 1924. which was quickly settled by granting 
some of the men's demands. From then up to 1929 we had no labour trouble and 
the men drew full pay every week. The 1929 strike was declared without warning 
or notice. and there was no previous investigation other than afforded by ordinary 
meetiDgs between the Company and the Union. In the last meeting the Union 
officials left the general manager's office. after stating that they were perfectly 
satisfied with the state of affairs and had nothing further to discuss. Within 48 hours 
the wor~ were on strike. 

125. We consider the Trades Disputes Act a move in the right direetionz but it 
could be improved. in the interests of loyal and willing workers~ as well as of the 
industry. by making picketing illegal. 

THE INDIAN COLLIERY EMPLOYEES· ASSOCIATION. 
JHARIA. 

L-Becrnitment. 
1. Most of the colliery labourers were originally cultivators. Some of the skilled 

labourers. such as fitters. turners, pumpmen. blacksmiths and carpenters. etc., 
belonged to the village artisan classes. Their professions in the villages were weaving. 
pottery, smithy. eaIpentry. oil-pressing and occupations of the like. The labourers 
in the coal industry are generally imported from the neighbouring districts. The 
labourers in the Jharia. coalfieMs. for instance. mainly come from Manbhum. Hazar
ibagh. Sonthal Pergonas and other districts of Behar and Bengal. A small number 
of course come from some such distant places as C.P., U.P .• the Punjab and Madras 
provinces. 

Migration of labourers from one colliery to another. is not so frequent nowadays. 
But sometimes they are found moving from one place to another for such unavoidable 
causes as (I) closing down of mines; (2) reduction of operatives; (3) extreme eases 
ef disagreement in terms of wages and working conditions; (4) housing difficulties ~ 
(5) and repressive measures such as fines. etc. 

2. To. speak of the actual miners. most of them can be said to have almost become 
permanent labourers in the coal industry. They live and work in the colliery all 
througb the year. Materially they have got very little connection with the villages. 
but owing to poor accommodation. insecurity of service. piece work (no. work no pay) 
system and other difficulties of domestic and social functions such as child birth, 
marriage. etc., all of them have not yet cut oft their connection with the villag~ 

Those minen who have still get a. sort of contact with villages generally visit the 
villages twice every year; once in the monsoon for a month or so for cultivating 
their fields and once about the month of January fer harvesting. maniages and 
enjoyment of village festivals. 
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. Ro"l!hIy calculating 50 per cent. of the labour force oecasionally go back to the 
villages In the above way and the rest are permanent inhabitants of collieries. 

3. In the coal industry recruitment of labour is no longer necessary now. There 
was never before any organized. method of recruiting colliery labour in India. Each 
colliery used to send its own men (contractors or salaried men) to the villages of 
labourers to recruit them on payment of some money in advance, which was after
wards deducted. from the wages of the labourers. The recruiters a1ao were paid out 
of their wages. 

In Ranigunj some labourers are forced to work in certain mines as arranged by 
the mine owners with the .. z:amindars .. or headmen of villages on payment of com
mission or on some such terms. Some of the colliery owners also have acquired 
zamindary rights to compel the labourers living in their zamindaries to work under" 
them in their own collieries. 

7. Owing to the absence of any statistics it is not possible to furnish aU partkulats 
relating to the question of unemployment in the mining industry. But the fact 
that about three hundred collieries have been closed down within the last several 
years and many others have retrenched in different departments of their firms is a 
proof positive that the question of unemployment in this industry is a very serious one. 

Many unemployed miners have been compelled to leave for Assam. or Madras to 
lind jobs in those places. 

Unemployment among all classes of workers-manual and non-manual, is a 
permanent fea.ture of the mining industry. 

Establishment of unemployment bureaux is the best means to alleviate the distress 
of the unemployed workers . 

. 10, 11 and 12. So far as the miners are concerned there is no arrangement for 
their training or education of any kind. They are wholly ignorant of the scientftc 
aspect of mining. Their praetical experience is the sole guide to their work. 

13. The relation between the staff and the workers cannot always remain smooth 
and cordi;d. TPe ~agement wants the stafi to derive the maximum work at the 
m.inlmum cost which the staft :finds very difficult to achieve. Shortage of materials 
such as coal tubs, timber and other appliances, low wages. under calculation of wages 
for extortion of money and other deficiencies give rise to grievances of workmen and 
it is not unoften that the staff and the workers fall out with one another for one reason 
or another. 

14. Miners in India are paid on piece work system. Registers of attenda.m:e are 
kept in collieries by clerks appointed for the purpose according to mining: rules. to 
show the duration of time the workers remain underground. They are required to be 
checked by managers or other responsible officers. 

The miners are paid so much per tub of coal of various sizes without any standard. 
There are no weighing machines in any_ colliery, The total number of tubs against 
each miner is counted at the end of the week. and the- miners are paid after deduction 
of fines. compensation for loss or breakage of tools and other charges i.f there be any. 

The system of paying commission to the supervising staff on surplus stock. is to. 
be deprecated, as under this system. the supervising staff in their endeavour to ".,.-:in 
commission force the tniners to overload the tubs and cancel whole5ale payment for 
even slightly underloaded tubs. 

15. Contract system is largely prevalent in the coal industry. Besides managing 
agents and managing contractors who work with the authority and responsibility of 
owners. there are coal raising. contractors and petty contractors for such works as build~ 
ing, sinking. driving of mains. etc .• in many collieries. About 80 per cent. of the total 
output of eoal are raised through contractors. Other works also aTe done by contract 
almost to the same extent. The raising contractors amongst others are the most 
important contractors in collieries. They are responsible to maintain the output of 
coal. They get weekly payments from the company according to their contract rate 
per ton of coal and they pay the miners evidently on a lower rate oettIed with the 
miners. 

m.-lIollliDg. 
J6 and 17. The colliery labourers are provided with rent free quarters built by 

the employers within the colliery compound. . 
18. The houses for labourers are generally built in blocks of a number of rooms 

arranged back to back with a single wall between the two tows. Tbese rooms are 
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said to be of standard size according to the bye-laws of the Jharia Mines Board of 
Health. But these rooms as can be evidenced from a look at them are in no w;LY 
satisfactory for Luman habitation. 

One room is allotted to one family of miners consisting of three or four members
and the same room serves the purpose of kitchen. store. sitting and bedroom. There 
is no arrangements for maintenance of privacy of family life and the inconvenience 
can be easily imagined. It also happens at times that the same room is made to be 
used alternately by two families who work in alternate shifts. 

This sort of over-crowding and living in one dark and dingy room cannot be but 
injurious to the health of workers. 

There is no provision for lighting. Conservancy arrangements for ordinary 
sweepings has been made according to the rules of the Mines Board of Health. The 
miners use open .keTosine lamps in their houses and go out in the open fields for call of 
natu~. Drinking water in the Jharia coalfield is nowadays a.vailable for the public 
water supply. One or two water-taps are provided near about the miners houses. 
from which they draw their drinking water. but for bathing and washing purposes 
they are to use dirty tank water. There are still many collieries in the Jbaria. 
coalDelds which have not yet taken connection for filtered water. In Ranigunj 
and other coalfields the colliery labourers drink tank or well water as may be 
available in those places. . 

22. The bonsing conditions as stated above are productive of various evils to 
the colliery labourers. They are affected both morally and physica.ll'y on. account 
of this sort of housing conditions. . 

IV .-HeallII. 
23. Overworking in the mining atmosphere. underfeeding. housing difficulties 

and othel' untoward conditions leading to undesirable ways of living have muc1,1 
deteriorated the general health condition of the miners. Periodical outbreaks of 
cholera. epidemic which was so very common before has been to a certain extent 
cheeked by the supply ot filtered ·water. but so long as food. housing and other 
conditions for the growth of healthy family life have not been improved.~ health 
conditions of the workers will not improve. 

General death rate has been calculated by the Min .. Board of Health to be 17 
to 18 per thousand. 

It has been calculated by the Mines Board of Health that in 1924 the rates of 
infant mortality in Dhanbad Sub-Division and in the coal area. under the Sub
Division. were respectively 156 and 213 per thousand. 

This shows that the rate of infant mortality in the rural area was only 99 per 
thousand. while in the coal area the rate was 213 per thousand. that is more than 
double of the rural area. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

(iii) The miners generally, work two shifts in the coal industry. The morning 
shiftmen take their meal by about 8 o'clock in the morning. consisting of rice and 
salt and nothing else. and go down underground for work where they are to remain 
ten to twelve hQurs. \\1J1en they come out it. often becomes late in the evening. 
Then they wash. and if it is not too late,they prepare a simple meal of rice only. 
The night shiftmen also work in the same way in the night and come out late in the 
morning. Thus on an average they can take in 24 hours one and a half meals of the 
above descriptions namely. rice and salt with little H dal" or vegetable at times. Itis 
undoubtedly a fact that the working people for want of proper facilities have not 
yet been able to adapt themselves to the conditions and environments of the industrial 
centres and consequently there is a. great disturbance of sex ratio in those places. 
The effect of these disturbances has been injurious to the workers in various ways. 
The habit of drinking. gambling and the' prevalence of venereal diseases, etc •• are 
to a certain extent due to this disturbance. 

24. A<:cording to Mines Board of Health bye·laws. every colliery has got some 
sort of a.rra.ngement for providing medical aid to the work;Jnen. but with the 
eX£;eption of a few big wllieries the arrangements are poor j not even up to the 
minimum standard.. In the Jharia. coalDeld all accident cases excepting the very 
simple ones are treated at the Civil Hospital situated at Dhanbad. 1ina.nced and 
controlled by the District Board. \ 

There are DO provisions for women doctors. trained midwives or .. dais .. of any 
kind in any colliery. Delivery cases there1ore, are entirely neglected. 

25. ('he question that the workmen do Dot utilise medical facilities even when 
provided, is nothing but an excuse to avoid expenditure for medical arrangement. 
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26. There are no latrine arrangement in the collieries for which a great 
inconvenience is felt by the workmen. In the villages, jungles and open pla.ces are 
available a little away from the villa.ges~ and consequently the people do not feel 
any difficn1ty there for the want of latrine. 

V.-Welfare. 
32-34. No welfare work Yl'orth the natJle has ever been done .in the coalfield by 

the employers. Whatever unprovement has been achieved in the condition of 
the workers has been achieved through legislation in recent years. 

The Indian Colliery Employees' Association for its limited resources a.nd on 
account of various handicaps could not go beyond redressing some individual 
grievances and organizing lectures on hygiene and allied subjects. 

If any arrangement for provision of welfare works is to be made~ it should be 
made in consultation and eo-operation with the labour unions. 

35. The lantern lectures on hygiene as aforesaidz produced good results in respect 
of neatness and cleanliness. 

36. No arrangement for education of workers has been so far made in the 
coalfield, Only a few schools of primary standard have been started here and there 
with accommodation for a limited number of boys of salaried workmen. 

37. The desirability of provision for old age and retirement is out of question .. 
It is a crying need of one and all or the industrial workers. As to its possibility it 
can be said tl:6.t all difficulties that may be apparent in the beginning will disappear 
with the introduction of some such a.rrangement as has been the cases in other 
countries. 

39. Desirable and possible. 

VJL~eb-• 
. 43. Existing rules are nOt enough. In the mining industry the number of 

accidents is on the increase. 
44-49. Arrangements for .prevention of accidents are very poor and should be 

improved by enforcement of regulation and U Safety First" propaganda. 
SO. Overworking. health, light and other working conditions are to be seriously 

considered in connection with the question of accidents in coal and other mines. 
as a large number of accidents said to be due to misadventure occurs in reality. 
for one or other of these causes. 

vm.-':'Workmen" Compen'etioD. 
The scope of the Workmen's Compensation Act and the scale of payment under 

it are quite insufficient at present. They should be improved. Compulsory 
insurance under Government control to provide against insolvancy 01 employers is 
highly necessary. 

IX.-Ho ..... 

63. (ii) In Facti~ the~orke~ are to ~k m~ch m~e th~ ~ time'limit~ by iaw. 
64. Miners generally werk five days a week. Other workers six: days and more. 
65. If proper facility for work is given and hours ot work are reduced and legally 

restricted, the efficiency of the workers will improve. more output will be obtained 
in less time, better supervision will be possible and the number of accidents will 
decrease. 

66. Quite possible if there is proper supply of working materials. 
67. Suitable and desirable. 
68. Possible and desirable. 
69. (i and ii) If shift system is introduced and the time limit is strictly observed 

a very short interval may be necessary for meal purpose only. 
(ill) There are no regular holidays for the salaried workers. 
70. There is no Jixed day of rest (miners do not of course work on Sundays). 

X.-8paaial Quealiou Relating 10 Wom.... Young Adnlla and Children. 

90. The effect of the Act of 1923. restricting children from going underground. 
wlllllot be fully realised until provision for compulsory free primary education has 
been made~ 
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The existing certification provision is not proper but there is not much to' complain 
againsti~ 

91. The prohl'bition of women labour underground by gradual elimination will 
prove inconvenient in various ways. 

Cn and ill} Thi9 gradual elimination will afi'ect both the industry and the economy 
of the workers and will continue to be a cause of dissension and discontent for a 
long time. The best thing would have been to stop the women labour at a time v.ith 
a notice for a reasonable period and to fix the wages of the workers by legislation. 

XII.-Wages. 
96. The average earning of miners (piece workers) is Rs. 20. between two. that 

is Rs. 10 per head. And the time wage earners' income averages between twelve 
and eighteen. that is Rs. 15 Jter month. 

(til The daily rate of agncultuIal workeIS nowadays is ans. 10 to 12 per head 
(seasonal workers). 

(iii) The mine workers of course get rent free houses in India. but considering the 
wretched condition of these houses no value should be attached to them. 

97. (i.llandiii) In the coai industry the firstapprecia.ble increase in the wages was 
given in the year 1921. as a result of a tremendous movement by the workers and the 
Trade Union Congress. The industry was also enjoying a fabulous boom at the 
time and living was abnormally dear-three times the pre-war cost. Afterwards. 
since the year 1923.-the wages have been again reduced year by year with the fall 
of the coal market although living cost has not in any way become cheaper like the 
pre-war period. 

100. Eighty per cent of the workers are paid by contractors. Direct appointment 
and direct payment by the company are much more desirable. In the present 
condition it is self-evident that both the company and the contractors try their 
utmost to make the maximum profit at the sacrifice of everything else. 

101. Wages are fixed by the employers more or less in an arbitrary way on the 
basis of prevailing rates. 

102. No payment is generally made for overtime and Sunday work. In special 
cases a nominal reward is paid in some places. 

103. No standard. 
104. Owing to unemployment and overcrowding of workers advantage is taken 

to reduce wages off and on with the effect that the labourers become discontented 
and depressed. 

105. The fixation of minimum wages by legislation is hlghly neces.ary for the 
labour and the industry as well. 

106. (il Fines are imposed on the workers in a most arbitrary and dis
proportionate way for slight negligence or negligence committed for inefficiency of 
supervision. 

(ill) Fine funds are generaliyutilized for club expenses and for such other purposes 
as the agent or the manager thinks ftt~ but seldom for any welfare of the workers 
themselves. 

(iv) Highly desirable. 
107. \Vages in the coal industry are paid monthly and weekly. Weekly pay~ 

ments are generally made up to date at the end of every week. But in cases 
of monthly payments. payment is usually made for one month on or about the 15th 
of the next month. Reports from many collieries are also received to tbe effect 
that payment is not made even after two or three months of the time of work. 
Workers in many cases are put to extreme hardship and difficulty for this reason. 
There have been many cases when recourse had to be taken to litigation for realisation 
of outstanding dues. Instances are not rare when workers having failed to bear the 
cost of litigation could not realise their dues at all. 

(ill) It is highly desirable that some suitable legislation should be passed to regu
late periods and. prevent delay in payment. and also to realise outstanding dues. 
if there be any. without any cost on the part of the workers. 

(iv) Unclaimed wages are -credited in the cash o-f the company. 
.' 

xm.-Induslrial Eltici""cy o! Work ..... 
112. With the growth of experience in industrial WOl'ks and adaptability to 

industrial life it is no doubt that the efficiency of Indian workers is improving to a 
certain extent. • 
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113. Comparative statements as given in mining reports show that the average 
annual output per head of American. British. Japanese and Indian miners are 771. 
221, 1:22 and 185 tons respectively. Bu,t if daily average output per bead is taken 
into account for comparison. the Indian miners will not be ,found inferior to the 
British miners in any way. The daily average output of coal in Great Britain is 
one ton per head j while in India it is two tons per pair ofa male and a female miners . 

. 114. Inferiority in these respects in India certainly affect the efficiency of Indian 
nuners. 

It has been stated in the Mining Report that at Jamadoba Colliery the average 
output per head has become double (in 1921) owing to introduction of improved 
machineries. (Mining Report 1927.) 

XIV .. -'lrade Com1riD8tion. 

i17. (ti) The employed in lliecoai ind";'try;;' Inw:. ha;" got;'nIytru.~tion 
-the Indian Colliery Employees' Association. So far as regular membership is con
cerned~ the organization on account of illiteracy. poor income of workers. large 
number of small and separate ownerships. distance from colliery to colliery and 
hostility of the employers, has Dot yet been able to achieve proper success. But 
the Association has already spread its activities over the most important coalfields 
in India. w.., Jharla, Katras, Nowagarh and Ranigunj coalfields. It has got its 
central office at Jharia and three branches in three important centres. And as a 
trade union body for an colliery workers its representative character stands undis
)mted. 

118. (i and- ii) From the cOndition ot the -coal trade it can be said that' the 
employers' organizations have not been able to render any appreciable good to the 
industry. commercially or in any other way. The activities of these organizations, 
as may be evidenced from their reports, have been generally confined to opposition 
of. labour legislation. labour movements. and to such other questions as relate to 
inter-industrial complications. But so far as efficiency of labour. efficiency of 
industry. regulation of production and demand and such other questions of vital 
importance to the industry are concerned they are left to the individual firms, who 
generally enter into unequal competition, undermine the industry. and depress the 
labour. 

The main object for which the Indian Colliery Employees' Association has been 
started is to improve the conditions of the workers consistently "'ith the improve
ment of the industry. It has been trying its Qest to secure the help and co-opetation 
of the employers to fulfll its objects. but the employers in spite of repeated requests 
have refused to recognise the union to the detriment of the interest of both the 
labour and the industry. 

119. The Indian Colliery Employees" Association has got certain objects in view 
for betterment of the labour condition. 

It has been generally trying to fulfil these objects. Besides. it undertakes to 
redress the grievances of hundreds of individual workers in cases of realisation of 
outstanding dues, compensation for accidents. and various acts of highhandedness 
by the management. It carries on propaganda with the help of lantern slides for 
social and physical improvement of the workers. Further. it has been systematically 
dealing with the legislative questions of the mining workers in India. 

120. The Indian Colliery Employees' Association was first started in the year 
1920. As a result of highhandedness by a European colliery manager towards 
some employees, there was a great stir and excitement amongst the workers in the 
Jharia coalfleld and the colliery workers organi%ed this union On the lines of pure 
trade union movement. 

(ii) The workers are well disposed toward. the union. They fully rely on it as 
their representative body. 

(iii) The employers were in the beginning indifferent to the labour union. but on 
ciccount of its grow:th in activity and importance have become hostile to it. 

121. Owing to political conditions of the COUJltry and apathetic attitude of the 
bureaucratic government towards the labour movement. the Trade Union Act has 
not yet ~ u~lised to a great extent. There are some defects also io the Act from 
the labour point of view. The restriction on the funds of unions as stipulated by the 
Act appears to be unnecessarily overstriet. 

122. (i) There are DO negotiation: boards consisting of employen and employees' 
representatives. The employers' bodies do not recognise the employees' umons. 
The Indian Colliery Employees' Association in case of a grievance at present. first 
approaches the management for a compromise.. but tailing that takes the help of law. 
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(ti) All attempts at co--operation between the employers and the employed have 
so far failed for arrogance and obstinacy of the employers. 

(iii) The employees of State industrial concerns are not allowed to join the general 
trade union movement OD grounds of political questions. 

XV.-Indnmial Dispules. 
123. (i and ii) During and after the great war, owing to abnormal incr~ in 

living cost, there was a series of irregular industrial disputes in the coalfields for a 
demand of higher wages. But the demands were not conceded to. and the strikes. 
irregular and unorganized as they were, subsided without alfY effect .. Afterwards. 
in 1921. a general strike was organized for the same purpose at the time of the Second 
Session of the All India. Trade Union Congress, held in Jharia, and after four days 
of the strike the employers declared a general increase of 50 per cent. of the wages 
of all workers without any formal arbitration and the strike terminated. Since 
then no organized strike has occurred. But stoppage of work by one or another 
section of workers here and there for such grievances as low wages. fines, and .corporal 
punishment, delay in payment and highhandedness of various descriptions, has been 
of frequent occurrence in the coal industry. 

(iii) Settlements in some cases are effected by pressure of the employees with the 
help of the Association, but in other cases the workers are coeroed into submission 
by loc.k~ut and intimidation. 

There is no regular method of negotiation for settlement of disputes, as the 
employen do not even recognise the Employees' Association. 

125. The Trades Disputes Act was declared by the entire labour force as a piece 
of re-actionary legislation. It was passed in the Assembly in the teeth of opposition 
by the labour' member and other nationalist leaders. It is the general impression 
amongst the labourers that the Act was passed solely at-the instance of capitalists 
to stifle the labour movement in the country. The 1ir.rt: part of the Act (establish- . 
ment of tribunals for investigation and settlement of trade disputes) if administered 
in proper cases may be of some use to the industry and the labour. but the other two 
parts of the Act are out and out inimical to the labour movement. 

126. The Government of India aTe themselves very big employers. and they 
are not much different from other employers in their attitude towards labour unions 
and industrial disputes. The case at Golmuri may be cited as an instance in wint. 

XVII.-AdminiBtration. 
] 33. The nature of franchise and the representation of labour to the Legislative 

bodies that obtain in India under the present constitution are clear enough to show 
that labourers have Deen altogether debarred from securing any material benefit 
through legislation. Provincial Governments are ever silent over labour qoestions. 
The Central Government. however. have from some time past begun to take up 
labour questions througb the pressure of the nominated labour member and the 
International Labour Conference. 

140. The inspection staff is inadequate. The method of inspection should be 
improved. as there is a widespread impression (not altogether unfounded) that false 
prosecutions are conducted against the poor workers at the instance of the manage
ment. False pleas and evidences are reported to have- been many times put forward 
by the management to contest cases under the Workmen's Compensation Act. 

Inspectors should be increased in number~ and some of them at least should be 
chosen by labour unions. 

146. Accuracy in figures of statistics is essentially necessary and can only be 
obtained by regular inspection and investigation conducted in collaboration with the 
labour unions. 

Mr. B. lUTTER. 

INDIAN COLLIERY EMPLOYEES' ASSOCIATION. 

L-Recrnilmelli. 

(2) Miners generally go back to their native places almost three or four times a 
y~ for the purpose of sowing and barvesting, and on the occasion of marriages. 
child-birth and other festivities. 
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Some time past the migration of labour within the coal field area. was very 
frequent. Besides other causes of such changing of places, viz., stoppage of mines, 
reduction of wages, bad working conditions. Jines, etc., the main cause used to be 
enticement of the neighbouring colliery owners who during the flourishing condition 
of the industry often promised better wages and faeilities. 

Very recently, owing to the depression of coal trade, the practice of ofiering lllOt'e 
wages, etc., has been stopped with the result that labour force is more or Jess settled 
in collieries. 

(3) Recruiting is generally done in the following manner ;
(1) 'Raising _tract method. 
(2) Labour commjssion method. 
(3) Zam;ndary method. 

In the latter case, where the colliery company own the za,mindary rights of 
the village, obligatory method. or in other words. forced recruitment, is generally 
adopted. 

Unde; the first two methods of recruitment a certain amount of Obligatory method 
is practised. The raising contractors or the labour commission OOlltractors generally 
employ the headmen of the villages as sirdars who are either monthly paid or paid 
commission on coal raised. These sirdars are paid advances, who lend a certain 
portion of the advance money to the miners of their respective gang. The miners 
are therefore kept 'Onder the obligation of these sirdars until the loan money is paid 
back to the sirdan. 

To do away with aU these evils, I am of opinion that a recruiting agency should 
be established. 

(4) With the advancement of the modem industry, other industries such as 
agriculture~ weaving. etc., have been considerably affected. And, apart from this, 
the labour force has been much morally degraded by coming in contact with men 
of bad characters and criminals, and have become addicted to drinking. gambling. 
etc. To remedy all these evils and vices, the labour should be given free compulsory 
education. good wages, good housing accommodation (sufficient to put up with 
families together with the arrangement to keep their privacy), recreation, security 
of service, and higher standard of living. 

(7) With the closing down of mines and restricted output, due to the depression 
of coal trade, and with the introduction of machine mining and other labour saving 
mechanical appliances, the extent of unemployment has become very great, and 
owing to the growing number of unemployed workers the employers have been able- to 
make a considerable reduction in the wages of labour. The question of unemployment 
have also been keenly felt by skilled labour, Indian subordinates and clerks. etc. 

Evidences are not rare where employees have been dismissed without any rhyme 
Of' reason, and a change in the management is very often followed by a complete 
change of ata.:ff by either dismissing them or by putting them under retrench, 
ment. 

The idea of such changes is obviously to reduce the establishment with a view to 
curtail the cost per ton and thereby to earn good name in the management. This 
system in fact goes very little in favour of reducing the cost per ton, but it does a 
great deal to create unemployment and over.-work to the poor workers. 

There are instances where Indian subordinates are pushed out to make room for 
either Europeans and Anglo-Indians. To remedy all these evils strict service rules 
should be eoforoed. 

I am of opinion -that unemployment bureaus should be established on the lines 
suggested in the Washington Labour Conference~ 1919, 

(8) Regarding labour (tum over) no concerns ,keep such reeord. But in case of 
skilled labour it may be said that it is regular in its employment, and the average 
duration of employment amounts to few years. 

A miner generally works five days in a week, covering nearly 42 to 50 hours a 
week. but if his time lost underground waiting for tubs is taken into consideration 
the average working hours probably exceed more than 60 hours a week. 

Besides other causes of absence from the collieries such as sowing. harvesting. 
child-births, mania.ges, etc.~ a miner occasionally absents himself owing to his own 
and family sickn .... 

By summing up aU these it may be safely assumed that an average miner only 
works four days a week. Tbe reason for not turning up to mines more than Dve 

, days a week may be attributed to the great amount of energieo being lost-by miners 
in mines due to ill·ventila.tion. shortage of tubs, etc. 
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II.-stalf Organisation. 

13. The relation between staff and workers cannot be called a good one since 
it is the policy of the mine owners, especially during this dull state of trade. to extract 
maximum work at the minimum east. Causes of hiction and grievances of WOTkers 
are many. but such causes very often go unprotected. Where the mines are run by 
contracts the managers never interfere with miners' causes of grievances. 

There is no works' committee in the mining area. 
14. Timekeeping is kept by clerks appointed for the purpose as per Mines Act~ 

but correct cheek on the number of miners descending and ascending the mines is 
not possible as in many cases mines having numerous openings are scattered all 
over the area. Miners are paid by the numbers of tub of coal cut and filled. Pay~ 
ments are generally made on the production of chits granted by the underground 
munshis, by the cashiers or pay clerks, to the m~ers either directly OT through 
sirdars. The miners are paid weekly and in some collieries daily in the Raneegunj 
Coal Field. 

15. A big percentage of mines are being run by contract system. A raising 
contractor generally pays all costs of raising coal, including winding, hauling and 
loading into wagons, and who in their tum are paid by the mine owners on the 
tonnage of coal raised. 

The raising contractots are interested in raising coal only. and they endeavour 
to win coal in the easiest possible way. sometimes in disregard to the safety of mines. 
Although there are supervising staff to look after the safety of the mines they are 
generally engaged in helping the contractors for maintaining a good output with 
the result that very little attention is paid to safety. 

Effuts.-The contractor is concerned in making a living out of his contract. 
The company. as a rule~ lower the rates as- far down as they possibly can, allowing 
the contractor a small margin of profit, with the result that it is the poor labourers 
and miners who have to contribute. rather heavily. to the pocket of the contra.ctor~ 
being dot>bly exploited. first by the company and then by the contractor. The 
sources of income of the contractor: (1) the lowering of the wages of labour. The 
labourers have to work astbey cannot go away, being bound by" Dadans" (advance); 
tii) by making them work extra hours to save Hal:ris; (iii) by little favours from 
supervising sta:ff in the payment of bills for work done oc partly done; (iv) irom 
surplus coal raised. The contractor is faid on tonnage raised whereas the miners 
are paid per tub. The capacity of a tub 15 calculated on a basis~of so many hundred
weights to a tub. The:miners are made to overload the tub as much as possible, 
otherwise their tubs are cut. The difference between the calculated weight and the 
actual weight adds an extra income to the contractor. Moreover, the miners are 
penalised a full tub or a part thereof for the under-load of a basket or two of coal 
but get no recompense for a heavy overload or surplus. 

m.-llOll!ing. 

Ventilaticm.-The ventilation leaves much room for improvement. T1:!.e colliery 
owners claim of adequate and sufficient ventilation of the dhow'rahs is. not proved 
by facts. There are no windows in the rooms except in a very few collieries. when 
the door is shut, as it will be during night or on a summer day. the miners in the 
room hardly get fresh air. Cases of suffocation due to inadequate ventilation are 
not frequent. The arched dhowrahs (built back to back) which appear as so many 
tomb-stones, do not afford proper accommodation and ventilation to the inmates, 
and the smoke from the cooking place in the attached arched verandah makes the 
place absolutely uninhabitable. Besides arehed dhowrahs there are several types 
of dhowrahs. some of which are habitable but ftlthy. But in all eases no separate 
place has beeu provided for cooking purposes. . 

The owners claim that they provide better accommodation than those at villages. 
but it is not a fact. Although the labourers are provided with pucca dhowrahs. and 
the village huts are kutch&, the latter provides more sunshine. air and accommodation 
and the surroundings are much cleaner than any colliery dhowrahs. The village 
huts are much more comfortable and sanitary. and labourers prefer them every time 
to colliery dbowra.ll$. . 

The housing accommodation is very poor in Raneegunj Coalfield. 
In Hingir Rampur Coal Company's Rampur Colliery (C.P.) no housing is provided 

either for miner.:; or skilled labour. The miners build their own houses for which a 
piece of surface land is- generally acquired by the company. 

The housing for other employees and subordinate staft is not satisfactory. and 
leaves much room for improvement, the quarters not being repaired and smroundings 
and dram. not being kept clean. 
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22. Compound wa11s should be put up -to maintain the privacy of each family. 
as these have a great bearing upon the formation of good moral character. 

A miners' settlement in collieries is generally a. refuge for absconders and old 
criminals. Arrangements should be made to keep such persons away from the 
camp. Verification roll should be introduced. 

lV.-llealth. 

24. 'The medical help given to the labourers are quite inadequate, and in many 
collieries the medical department is Dot properly equipped, and in most eases under
staffed. 

The services of efficient and qualliied doctors are only requisitioned in case of 
sickness among superior staff. 

There are no segregation huts fur patients suftering from infectious diseases. 
26. Excepting a few collieries there is no drainage system for cleaning filth. 

Refuses are generally thrown near labourers quarters or dhowrahs (as there being 
no transport arrangements for such refuses) thus making the locality insanitary. . . . . . . 

v.-Wel!are. 
32. No extra accommodation is given or arrangement made at the time of child 

birth. The colliery owners should pay also some sort of allowances to female 
labourers when they reach an advanced state of pregnancy instead. of employing 
them on hard jobs. e.g.~ carrying coal, etc. Medical help should also be given to such 
female labourers. 

Sick allowance should alSo be given to alI labourers during their sickness. 
No encouragement is given to introduce some sorts of games for the recreation 

of the labourers and other employees except in one colliery where annual sports are
being held and in another where a football team is run for the clerks and sub-
ordinates. It is no wonder that gambling and drinking are so prevalent in labourers' 
camps. 

'The creche system for the workers' babies should be introduced. 
No facilities are given to laboureIs' childres for education; since the children are 

prohibited from entering in mines or to do any kind of work in mines it is advisable 
that some arrangement should be made to control and educate these children. 

37. It is essential that some arrangement for providing old age pensions for aU 
kinds of labour. inclnding clerks and subordinates. be made. 

39. A welfare fund should be established. A tax of few pies if levied 011 the ton
nage of coal despatched would not be a burdea ~ the colliery owners. 

vn.~. 
Rules and regulations enforced under the Mines Act are quite adequate. The 

supervising staft who are responsible for the carrying out of such rules are generally 
engaged in obtaining a good outp,ut and thus very little attention, is paid to the 
strict observance of rules. A large percentage of acCldents therefore oe<:ur due to the 
negligence on the part of the supervising staff and it is essential that regular and 
periodical inspections should be made by the mines department to minimize the 
number of accidents. 

It is further suggested that separate staff should be kept only to look after the 
safety of the mines and the workers should be given som~ educative lectures on 
.. safety." 

In some cases if proper facilities in the way of good working places and supply of 
tubs are given to workmen there is every likelihood that the number of accidents 
would be reduced. The cause of such accidents due to misadventures on the parc of 
workers is partly attributed to fatigue and burry because of the fact that miners often 
get tired of sitting down in the mines waiting for tubs and suitable working places. and 
when they do get them, a very little margin of time- is left for them to (;ut and .fill 
tubs sufficiently to earn a living wage within the shift period. 

vm.-W""Ir:IIUII1" CompOllllltioD. 
51. The present Act do .. not a!IOrd adequate protection to workmen or their 

dependents. A greater percentage of accidents are reported by the employees as 
misadventures on the part of workmen to evade the liability for compensation where 
the management themselves are responsible for the breaches of laws. It goes without 
saying that it becomes easy for the management to prove such misadventures by 
furnishing witnesses {rom people directly controlled by them. Such witnesses are 
lIeDerally guided by their employers as the application of their own free will is 
impGssible at the risk of their services. 
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It is suggested, therefore. compensation should be paid in all cases of fatal accidents 
resulting m deaths and permanent m5&blements (necessarily mcluding those reported 
under misadventures) arising out of company's ~ess or trade. 

I am of opinion, therefore. that compulsory insurance system should be enforced .. 

IX. lIoms. 
63. The mine owners claim that the average working hours for labourers vary 

from 42 to 52 hours a week. Bu~ they always overlook the considerable amount of 
miners' time spent in sitting down underground waiting for tubs. It is partly due 
to the defective transport arrangement and partly due to insufficient tubs. A miner 
generally works 5 days a week and other workers are at work for 6 days a w~k. 
In many collieries, firemen. winding enginemen. etc., work 12 hours a day. It is 
therefore evident that workers are made to work more than the time limited by law. 
Labourer has to work extra time in eases of any breakdown. etc.~ and also for loading 
rakes, etc. 

65. The effect of restriction has resulted in the decrease of wages of some labour. 
The employers do not pay any allowance or wages for the resting day. 

67. The enforcement of law relatmg to shifts will greatly improve the mining 
industry as this will bring in discipline among the workers. The value of time too 
will be better realized by an classes of worker.;. 

68. It is only possible provided aD facilities to workmen are given. It will have a 
beneiicent e1Iect on the domestic condition of a worker who will have more- time in 
preparing his meals. etc. 

69. If shift system is introduced no interval will be necessary except a few 
minutes for taking meals~ etc. 

Under the present system, the interval between workers' morning and evening . 
meals is very great, extending up to 12 to 13 hours which greatly tells upon the health 
of the miner. 

X. WOJlWl. Young A_ ~ Children. 
The prohibition of women labour underground will have a beneficent effect to 

the indUstry as well as to the labour itself and this can only be achieved if miners' 
'wages are increased sufficient to maintain their families. 

Steps have already been taken .to reduce the number of female workers under
ground. but it is much to be regretted that up till now no arrangement has been made 
by the employers for these unemployed workers who eventually fall back upon the 
male workers to share their living. It is only humane therefore, that the wages of the 
male workers be increased. Discontent among the workpeople is becoming very 
acute but the mine owners areapparently waiting till the fusion point is reached. 

XILW_ 
96. (i) The average earning of a miner and his carrier is from 13 to 14 annas per 

day, whlchattherateofSdaysa week comes toaboutRs. 17-8-0 a month. Theearning 
of an individual member. therefore. is Rs. 8-12-0 per month. A miner with his carrier 
is generilly engaged in piece work and gets 6 to 7 annas per tub of coal cut and filled. 
An average miner with his carrier cuts two tubs of coal a day. It is evident. therefore, 
that a miner barely earns his living wage. Other labourers earn from 9 to 10 annas 
a day wbich a.t the rate of 6 days a week comes to about Rs. 14 to Rs. 15 per month. 
It can be seen, therefore. that the earning of a miner is almost half the earning of 
other workers. The daily rate of agricultural workers is from 8 to 10 annas ~ day# 
which comes to Rs. 15 to Rs. 18 per month. This obviously shows that a.gncultural 
areas afford a great enticement to miners and a miner usually leaves the colliery 
during the sowing and harvesting season. Further Working in agricultural areas is 
much more cleaner than working in mines~ the latter also involves Inore risk. It is 
clear~ therefore. that mining industry is not attractive to the miners as far as the 
wage earning is concerned during the sowing and harvesti.ng seasons. 

(ii) Besides the wages earned. a miner gets free accommodation (where he is not 
at all comfortable) and free coal, but all these do not add an appreciable value to his 
earning. especially in this province where every labQurer has a home and he gets his 
fuel from surrounding jungles. 

99. No payment is done in kind. except occasionally when some gangs of miners 
are given some money to have a feed and drink to induce them not to leave the 
colliery. 
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100. A large percentage of workers are being paid by the contIactors, and as such, 
the workers are doubly exploited. It is advisable. therefore. that workers should be 
paid direct by the mine owners. 

102. As miners are paid on piece work. they cannot claim any overtime payment 
nor their time lost in underground waiting for tubs is in any way compensated, 
~Y ,skilled workers sometimes get overtime allowances. No payment under this 
Item ~ made to clerks and other subordinates. although they are required. to work 
sometimes more than 12 hours at a stretch. 

104. The labour supply has not been greatly affected due to the decrease of wages 
owing to the growing number of 'Unemployed workers. The reduction of wages. 
however, bas brought a great discontent amongst the workers. 

lOS. It is essential that minimum wages are fixed by legislation. 
]06. (1) Imposition of :fines is usually done at the sweet will of the management 

and in some cases fines are so heavily imposed as to nearly cover a week or fortnight's 
wages. Cutting down of miners tubs for underloading is being done indiscriminately 
so much so, that in some cases an innocent miner is pena.lized. for the underJoading of 
tubs by another miner working in the same section and the real offender escapes 
detection. . 

(iii) Fines are generally utili%ed for the pleasure purposes of the superior sta1f~ 
no such funds are utilized for the welfare of the workers. 

As a result of the cutting down of miners tubs a good amount of surplus coal is 
.obtained. The .outcome of such surplus coal either goes directly into the pockets of 
the contractors or to the pockets of the superior staff in the shape of commission. 

(iv)-Desirabk. 

110. Miners go home whenever they like as they are on piece contract work. 
Other workers get leave without pay to the extent of one month in a year. 

Clerks and other subordinates get leave with pay for about 15 days a year in 
some collieries, 

MR. SIBA KALI BOSE, INDIAN COLLIEltV EMPLOYEES' ASSOCIATION, 
JHARIA. 

Rurum.em.-The method of recruitment. in most cases, approach very nearly 
and is similar to the method of Indentured labour. The miners are given money as 
DtJd4ns (advances) which is. as a rule. recovered from them. Unless and until this 
advance is recovered. the miners have to work for that pa.rticular Sirdar or Contractor. 
The savings of the miner. over and above his daily needs# are so meagre. that it is 
practicalJy impossible for him to repay the advances. It.is noteworthy. that very 
few miners go away without repaying their ad'\-ances. 

A CentIal Public Employment Agency shoald be established, with headquartets 
at Jharia and lnanches in diffe:ent c.oal.field centres, for the purpose of recruitment of 
labour--skilled and unskilled; thereby, the whole thing will be concentrated. 
minimising the cost and centralising the recruitment work. As a parellel to this, 
the Unions of English and American coalJields, furnish all the Iabanr to the coIIeries. 

Uwmployme1ll.-The introduction of modem labour~ving mining machines 
coupled with the depression of coal trade and consequent restrictEd OU,tput, has put 
many labourers out of jobs. This adverse effect of unemployment due to the above 
causes. is felt more keenly and is more acute amongst the skilled labour and educakd 
employees. On the contrary. high-salaried European supervising establishment has 
gone up considern.bly. The hue and cry of increased cost. which is most prominent 
amongst the excuses of the mineownezs. is tmceable more to this. than to any other 
""use. 

Hmui-ng.-The housing. as provided, is insufficient and unsuitable. The rooms 
are, as a rule, overcrowded. The claim of the mineowners that they do not find any 
difficulty in making the labour utilise what accommodation is pro,,-ided. is not untrue. 
But that does not mean that miners are satisfied. Has any owner. as yf't. offered a 
miner and his family two rooms in place of one. and have met with a refusal? I do 
not advocate the system, as it exists in France. where a miner and his family are given 
& bungalow and an attached garden~ but surely the miner and his family z would like 
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to have a room separate from that .of another family, instead of having to share the 
same room with ethers. These Dlwuwa4s have no windows,. so that when the doors 
are shut, as it will be dllI"iDg the coW. .of the night or- the heat of the daYk one wonders 
how the air will circulate. If one compares the DhouwaM~ with the bathrooms of the 
BUf'f'waJribs, one would certainly choose to live in the ba.throoms than in these 
pigsties. 

SalJilajj .... -5anitation is far from satisfactory. and leaves much room for im
pr.ovement. Surroundings are dirty and unclean; azrangement for sewage removal 
13 poor; drains where they exist. are not cleaned; water-supply is meagre. No 
arrangements for bathing or washing: latrines are practically non~xistant; as a 
result thereof, periodic epidemics are frequent. 

HuUlI.--General health of mining labo~ is very poor and does not~ in any way~ 
compare with that of the workers .of other countries. This is chiefly due to the lack 
of nourishing food and for the simple reason that the earning of a labourer does not~ 
and under the persent circumstances cannot, afiord a generous dietary. Medical 
facilities. as provided by the owners, are far below the actual needs of the mining 
colony. Maternity benefits and child welfare. if properly and wholeheartedly intro
ducted, will. be easily availed of. by the peISODS concerned. There should be a regular 
uniform system of sick allowance instead of the arbitrary method of distribution. as 
it exists to-day. Introduction of recreation facilities, proper inspection of food 
supplies. checking of adulteration. prohibition of intoxicating drinks and drugs~ 
rigourous applieation of working hours limitations. will go a long way to improve the 
general health condition of the min.iIJ.g labour. 

Education.-Facilities for general education in industrial areas, hardly exist. This 
should be encouraged by providing proper instititions. Facilities thus provided. 
will be the only source by which the standard of living of labour can be raised and 
more productive work can be had from them. 

H ....... -Though the Mining Regulations limit the hours of work of a miner to 
56 hours per week underground, in practice, there is no limitation to his hours of 
work. He.- goes down the mine in the morning and will not propbably come out till 
the following morning. having to work at a stretch 26 to 30 hours. He makes the 
mine his home. sleeping in the mine as best as he can. his .. Kamin" (ca.rrier) 
ca.rrymg his meals back and forth. Not that he likes to be deprived of the fresh 
air or the bright cheery sunshine. but because he cannot get the proper supply of 
tubs and that in time. Cases are- still plenty~ where the miner will not be out of 
the mine- for day!> together. Adeq,uate arrangement should be made to supply 
.. empties" in time. so that the mmer can load his share and come out to the 
surface more oftener. A little thought and con!ideration and better organisation 
on the part_ of the supervising sta.ft can en5Wl'- this. 

Staff organuation.-The system of organization and administration is all in favour 
of the employers. The staB is selected without any regard to qualifications. Racial 
discrimination is predominant: favouritism plays a great part; dismissals are frequent 
depending upon the whims of the superior staff. There is no appeal to these unjust 
decisions; the orders of the officials are law and are final. There is no security of a 
job. One has to work longer hours without any overtime or extra remuneration or 
fall into the bad grace of the boss, with the ultimate result of dismissal on the mos"t 
frivolous grounds. There is no system of promotion. If there be any. favouritism 
carries the selection. Regular increment of wages are unknown amongst subordinate 
stati. No leave is granted on Sundays or on festivals. System of casual. privilege or 
sick leave is very irregular and insufficient. Filthy language and dirty abuses form 
a big percentage of the limited vocabulary of the superior staB. Corporal punishment 
is resorted to without rhyme or reason. Fines are imposed on the least offence. in 
many cases, just to vindicate authority. The amount of fine is, sometimes. so heavy 
as to have no relation to his month's earning. If the officer wants to raftle his old 
car or gramophone, the subordinates must buy the tickets or court the displeasure 
and consequent repression in the hands of his officer. 

On the contrary. the European establishment gets the cream of the benefits. 
The majority of them are on agreement service; their allowances are liberal; their 
jobs secure; leave plenty. and their privileges unrestricted. All engagements of 
superior and other staff are made without advertisements thus keeping better 
qualified men and the public in the dark about these vacancies. which are generally 
:filled up. with the H pets" of appointing officers. Europeans and Anglo-Indians 
without any tickets whatsoever. are preferred to qualmed Indians holding mine 
manager's tickets. even though, a European will be paid three or four times the 
salary of an Indian. A case is onreco-rd. where an Indian with British Mine Manager'S 
Certiftcate and Board of Trade Certificate. coupled with years of experience in Scotch 
as well as Indian mines, was turned down in favour of a non-ticketed man for an 
Overman's job in a Railway Colliery~ Whenever any changes take place in the 
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management, there-is a. tendency of a similar change ta.king place in the staff and 
contractors. Old hands are got rid of on the least excuse while new hands-the 
favourites of the incoming manager--get in .. Cases are known where these favourites 
follow the manager from colliery to colliery~ 

From these. one can understand, whit the relation is likely to be between the staff 
and the rank-and-ftle. Where methods are autocratic, justice is non-existant and 
fa.irness is guided by self-interest. the relation can hardly be called pleasant. The 
superiors. living in palatial buildings~ in the style of their royal majesties, steeped in 
comforts~ that can weU be envied by the General Managers of England and America, 
drawing liberal car a.llowances and attended by seven or eight servants all paid by 
the company, can surely afford to loo~ down upon the down-trodden clerks and over
men, etc., and begrudge them little favours" lest these might be -construed as weakness 
on his part or generosity towards his subordinates. Can one imagine a single civilised 
country in the whole of Europe or America. where the distinction in salary and 
privileges is so great between the highest and the lowest, one drawing Rs. 2.500 and 
the other Rs. 15 only? Is it justice, that a subordinate should be working his guts 
out and not get his living wage. and the other, swanking about, ~owing his autbority 
and giving parties and receptions and earning (salary and extra) nearly as much as 
that of the Governor of a Province ? 

'Whenever reduction of stafi is made. due to the dull state of the trade or through 
any other causes, it is the lowest paid stafi who are got rid of and not one of these 
big men. Is it any wonder, why no Works Committee or Unions on the Englisb or 
American lines are welcome? Does it appear strange why this fraternity of superior 
staff is so strenuously opposed to organized labour? That" I .. is the tint person 
(in grammar). and all for me and none for you, :is nowhere better exemplified than 
in the colliery districts; yet these would be the very persons to shout their lungs out. 
when the labour would ask. for an increment of one anna a day over their pcesen.t 
rates. 

ConIf'acIo1s.-The contractors- are a very necessary item in the mangement of a 
colliery. They not only dord the supervising staff more leis-ure and freedom from 
worries by taking the whole intricate burden of raising the coal for which the 
management is paid for and kept, but also satisfy the superiors in more than one way. 
The ideals of Co-operative Societies are more than fulDlled here. It goes one step 
further. In Q:H)perative Societies the subscribers share the profits. but cases are 
not unknown where the management gets the lion share of the profits of a contractor 
-a share for which he is not at all entitled to,. One. might as weU ask, why does the 
contractor agree to part with his hard-earned money, got as a result of exploitation? 
He has to-tor his own existence. Ii he does not. he will be harra.ssed, his bills will 
be held UP6 impossible condition=t will be imposed, difficulties will be placed in his 
way and his rates will be reduced. On the contrary, by satisfying his supervisers he 
will have a smooth sailing and he will make his living. Cases are well·known where 
favourite uneducated Ckaprassis are put up as contractors~ because they form mute
agencies whereby to nn one's pockets. The work in an organized colliery goes on by 
itself, because the highers-up lend their support to the cause; for self-interest 
requires it. Examples are not lacking. where the contractor himself never vistis his 
working place. but has practically retired, living in comfort in England. Can one 
answer why respectable men in the coalfield are refused contracts offered at reduced 
rates and backed up by large security money_ when these very contracts will be given 
to other parties whose credentials are a little hazy? Do the managing agencies ever 
bother their heads about these facts or make any enquiries? They are kept in the 
dark; so are the share-holders. Sup~g the existing rates are kept intact and 
labour given a little increment. would It not be possible to reduce the margin of profits 
of the contractors? Can the coal industry not follow in the footsteps of Henry Ford. 
who increased the rates of his labour~ even in the face of trade depression? Satis1ied 
labour will be an. asset and not a hindrance to the trade; but. to be effective~ this 
satisfaction qr increment should come before the symptoms 01 discontent get beyond 
the curable stage and are at its'very infancy. Relation between superior- staff and 
labour must improve. Racial discrimination must be abolished. Recognition of 
~ua1ifiC&tion must replace favouritism. Justice and fairness must be more than 
Iip-deep. 

T"ad8 combinalion.-The employers are organised in two powerful but separate 
combinations. First-The Indian Mining Association for the European--owned 
Collieries generally. and S .. 0n4-The Indian Mining Federation f .... the Indian-owued 
Collieries exclusively~ Though there_ are clashing of interests between the two 
orga.nizations, they are alike in their stern opposition and non-sympathy towards the 
labour movement. The only labour organi:sation in the field. 50 far as collieries are 
concerned. is the Indian Colliery Employees' Association. This body is recogtIised 
by the Government and is affiliated to the AU-India Trade Union Congress. but as 
yet it is not recognised by the ~mployetS . 

• 
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The attitude of the employers is markedly hostile to this 'Organisation. Members 
of the Association are barassed and threatened with discipliDuy action and in one 
case~ with curta.ilment of privileges. In fact, this organisation. though establiShed 
in 1920, is still going through the same privations and persecutions that dogged the 
early career of English trade nnionism. The officials of this Employees Association are 
nct allowed to collect subscriptions, in some cases they are pre-vented from entering 
the colliery. One can sympathise with the owners for this opposition to any organised 
labour union. The owners themselves would want to be combined together into a 
powerlul association. so that they can offer an united front prepared for any concerted 
actio~ and ready to pounce upon and nip in the bud any labour activities that might 
tend to interfere with their autocratic regime or force the hands of the proprietors to 
part with a portion of their accumulating profits. 

Wages.--...:.There is no grievance so outstanding, from the point of View of labour. 
as the q~estion of wages. The avemge earnings for a miner and his wife are so low as 
to be quite insufficient to meet their daily needs. The wants of these men are very 
few indeed. They do not want a life of lu:x:ury~ but expect enough to fill their stomach 
with the p¥nest of food and clothe themselves against cold and to cover their bare 
bodies for the sake of decency. 

"'''henever the question of wages are brought in. reference is made to trade 
depression; yet in the face of this depression- of trade. the salaries of superior staff 
have gone up, the profits of intermediate agents are just the same as before. and the 
companies are still making more than their due share of profits. The rates for con~ 
tractors bave been reduced. but in no case has it been followed by an all-round 
reduction in wages. This reduction in rates has invariably cut the wages of labour. 
for they are the mute suBering creatures who cannot raise their voice in protest 
against injustice. nor can they oppose it for their capacities are lacking. 

Huge sums are spent on recruitment: the migratory cha.ra.cter of miners is 
deplored; the fact that miners are mainly agriculturists. is told to the world from 
housetops. But, has anybody ever thought that, by increasing the wages of labour 
to bring it to the lev~l of living wages. they can sufficiently induce them to be more 
or less permanent 1 • 

That the labour is mainly agriculturist and works in the mine, just to meet his 
extra needs. is solely due to the fact that the colliery wages are not sufficiently 
attractive fur him. nor is it enough to meet his daily needs, so that he is forced to fall 
back upon agriculture for his biggest of allneed:s. i.e .• fooding. Moreover. all labourers 
do not own agricultural1a.nds. They simply leave their mine to work for others-ta 
till the ground, sow the seeds or harvest the crop-in exchange for ready payments 
in cash or kind-which is higher and much more attractive than colliery rates. 

If the rates are made SUfficiently attractive. a little more than what the miner 
can get from agriculture alone> it will save the companies mueh money in more than 
one way. This increment. will. in all probability. not touch the poekets of the owners 
at all. For they will be savUig beavy sums of money from various sources, which are 
now necessary Items of mining costs. A permanent labour force. will be conducive 
to uniform high raising. which alone, will tend to decrease the cost considerably. 
Recruiting (:OSt will be a thing of the past. The mines can be worked departmentally 
thus saving the huge profits now enjoyed ~y middlemen. Labour will be more 
content, organisation will be better conducted, production will be more and steady. 
cost will automatically go down. and the prosperity of the industry. as a whole. 
will be assured. 

CHAIRMAN. JHARIA MINES BOARD OF HEALTH. DHANBAD. 

nr.-HOIIIing. 
14. (i) All collieries in the Jharia Field (as distinguished from the Mugma or 

.f Lower" Field, vide 14 (iv) below) are amply and efficiently equipped with approved 
types of houses for colliers. Their design. construction. ventilation and general 
amenities are governed by the Jharia. Mines Board of Health Bye·Laws (part I:' 
Sections 1-23) (see- ]5 (il) below). There are certain classes of worker. however. who 
~fer to live in their own villages and walk. often several miles. to and from their 
work: apart from these~ every labourer is provided with accommodation. 
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Ta.ke 15 collieries, of which 5 should be those best equipped, 5 those wOISt 
equipped,S those normally equipped, and show :-(4) Maximum number of workers 
on any date; (b) average number of· wmkers throughout the year; (e) number of 
houses of each class provided. 

I.-Five Best Efjuippe4 Collieries. 

(b) IIaximam (b) A~ No. 
(e) Nf).G/bur't ..... ucss~ 

~ I.-

Colliery. 
No. of woricen through- ~ "'" workers. out the)'eU'. -W.L aa.W.L Uceoce.. StaDdard. Ot.bss.. l.iotor:e. ToW. 

Bbowra 1,500 Not available 733 6 320 1,059 
Jamadoba 2,147 755 48 19 360 42 1,224 
Pure Jbaria 275 168 53 5 30 256 
Kustore 2,505 267 412 97 121 395 1,292 
Loyabad .• 2,699 227 .. 9 36 10 365 no 250 

II~-Fitle WOI"st EftsiJ>Pe4 Col1~$. 
New Barwaberal04 Notavailable 10 10 
Sonardib •. 28 17 17 

(No. lOS) 
Angarpathra 545 88 1 89 

(No. 137) 
Kaotapabari 136 20 20 
KeseJpur .. 25 20 20 

(No. 128) 

lir.-Five Nt¥nMJly Eq"ipped Collieries. 
Gopalicbuk 1,247 Not available 118 55 21 132 326 

(West) 
Boa 575 158 30 18 47 253 
Bhutgoria. _ 700 77 21 13 89 2 202 
Kirkend 377 143 31 49 223 

(No. 196) 
Central Kujama210 44 22 28 11 53 158 

Note.-(I) "White Licence: "Concession 'White Licence. (The various types of 
Ilcences are described below.) (2) In the case of (a). it is difficult to ascertain the 
maximum number of workers on any date. but I have given figures from the returns 
received for the week ending 9th Ma.rc.b., 1929. in which the mu:imum average 
number of labour force was shown -this year. 

(d) NuMber oj l4howers '"" IIIC&O: .. lodaletl '" 1M tIIi*S. This information is 
Dot available. 

The follow:ing are the various types of licences granted by the _ in respect 
of houses provided for eolliery labourers :-(i) White licence; (ii) concession white 
Iiceoce; (iii) special licence ; (iv) blue licence; (v) red licence. 

To take these seriatim: (i) WlbIe liu<tu is granted in respect of those houses 
which conform in every way to the minimum standards laid down by this Board 
in Part r, Bye·laws 4-8. prescribed under the Bihar and Orissa Mining Settlements 
Act, 1920. These standards briefly _ted are as follows :-Floor space. 100 sq. ft. ; 
air space, 1,000 c. ft.; width. 8 ft.; ,average height, 7 ft.; plinth, I ft .• above 
ground level. 

Each house must have a verandah with a minimum width of 5 ft .. a door with 
a doorway measuring 5 ft. by 2 ft.~ and adequate and independent ventilation. 
The block of houses must also contain not more than ten rooms in line or 20 rooms 
back to back, and the distance face to face between two blocks must be not less 
than the total beights of the two buildings. Each block must bear a -distinctive 
mark, and each room in the block a serial number, placed on a plastered surfa.ce. 

(ti) Conusno,. while liurwt is granted to houses which differ from the standard 
specifications in one or two minor deta.iJs falling within the concessions sanctioned 
by the Board from time to time, e.g., in cases :-(4) \\l1ere a block bas a tloor space 
of 100 sq. ft. but a cubic capacity of only 900 c.. ft.: or (b) where a block has the 
requisite cubic capacity but a floor space of 95 sq. ft.; or (e) where a block has a 
width of 7i ft. (as against 8 ft.) but possesses the staDdard 1l00r space and cubic 
capacity; or (d) where there are more than 10 rooms in line or 20 rooms back to, 
back; or (0) where the distance between the two blocks is little I ... than the tota1 
heights of the two buildings. etc. 

A concession white licence is not. however, granted in respect of DeW const:ruction. 
It is only in the case of remodelled houses or houses in existence pl'icw to the intro
duction of the Housing Bye-laws that this form of licence is granted; and that. too~ 
when the expenditure involved in bringing the houses quite up to standard would 
be excessive and unreasonable. 
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{iii) A specislli&8na is granted to existing houses with tiled roofs. which conform 
to standard specifications in aU respecte save that the slop;e of the roof is less than 
1 in 2. The ~ting of such licences implies that this defect will be removed when 
the roof ~ m the ordinary course~ to be renewed. 

(iv) BJw licenus are granted in respect of those houses which require considerable 
improvements in order to conform to the standards laid down by the Board~ but 
the question of ca.rrying out such improvements is deferred to a future date. The 
original idea of the blue licence was to make a certain proportion of such houses 
every year into red licence houses (see next paragraph). thus maintaining a continuous 
programme of improvement. 

(v) Red lice1tas are granted. to those houses which are required to be- demolished 
within the next 12 months or remodelled to standard specifications in accordance 
with the housing programme of this Board. in which case white licences would be 
granted. In any case, it was u.nderstood that the licences would not be renewed 
in the following year. 

General remarks.-The original date meed by the Board for the completion of the 
housing programme on collieries was May. 1923; this was subsequently extended to 
1926. Owing to the continued depression in the coal industry. however. the Board 
has been granting moratoria annually since- that year, so that DO housing progranune 
is now really imposed on collieries~ except (4) as regards new construction which is 
required to comply with the standard specifications, and (b) houses which get into 
a condition of disrepair and become unfit for human occupation which are not 
granted renewal of the licence unless they are first thorougbly repaired and brought 
into a habitable condition.. 

(il) All collieriesz oil mills, BOUT mills. etc., are owned by private 1irms. There 
are no Government concerns. 

(Ui) Nil. 
(iv) In the Mugma or .. Lower" Field. the Housing Byelaws mentioned in 

question 14 (i) abQve have not yet been applied. In the majority of these collieries 
there is DO resident labour, the workers coming in from their own villages. In the 
few large eollieries in this area, accommodation is provided by the management. or 
land is gh-en to the workeIS to build their own houses. Elsewhere (see question 14 (n) 
above) there is no question of workers providing their own accommodation. 

IS. Natuy~ of Accommodatitm pyovided in each Class.-(i) The workers, not yet 
organi~d. have never been known to make demands. Their convenience has, 
however. been closely studied in drawing up the type plans on which the houses 
are built. 

(ii.) The ByelaWS, Part 1. Sections 1-23, lay down certain shqldards which must 
be observed. Type plans are supplied to colliery managers when required. 

s .... ...,.,.,. of slanda.4s.-(a) Floor space. 100 sq. ft.; (b) cubic capacity. 100 cu. ft.: 
(e) width of room. 8 ft.; (d) average height. 7 ft.; (e) "",..,dah floor space. 40 sq. ft. ; 
(Ii verandah width, 5 ft.; (gJ doors. 5 by 2; (h) windows; (i) adequate and 
independent ventilation. 

Every house must be licensed. Licences are not given unless the standards are 
complied with. If labourers are found in occupation of unlicensed premises, the 
management is liable to prosecution.. 

The type of house most commonly found is that known as the .. arched. dhowra. U 

built of cement-concrete throughout. though many other types are favoured. including 
some two-storeyed buildings. 

Owing to the depression in the coal industry it has not been found expedient to 
insist upon too close adherence to the standards laid down in the byelaws. The 
housing provided may nevertheless be described as eminently satisfactory on the 
whole. 

J6. Except in the case of those who prefer to live in their own villages (a small 
minority). workers are glad to avail themselves of the accommodation provided by 
the authorities. 

17. No rent is ever charged. 

18. Sliblettiug is impossible and uuknown. 
Occupation of employers' houses by tenants in other employ is sometimes 

permitted by special sanction of the Board. Workers on one colliery may be housed 
in the buildings of a neighbouring colliery. or a shopkeeper may be allowed to use '. 
a .. dhowra .. for purposes of trade. 

Et>icliOfS.-Loss of employment is ipso facie loss of accommodation. The question 
of eviction never arises. 
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IV.-Heal!b. 
19. Ge_al health Conditions .f Work ... s-{i) F,lf"1'es of. mortality. 

4114 infa.ni morlality •. 

Average 
Year. daily 

Labour 
force. 

1m .. 126.231 
1925 .. 1I2.9S0 

. 1926 99.916 
1927 95.901 
1928 .• 95.553 

Birth 
Rate. 

16·95 
22·43 
21·32 
20·9 
22·27 

CAolera. Smallpox 
Infant'-:---: ___ --:::-_ -::-::-_..:...._. __ 

Death Mor- lnci- Case Incl- Case 
Rate. tality denee Death Mar· denee Death Mor

Rate. Rate. Rate. tality. Rate. Rate. tality. 
213 5·31 2·71 50·97 2·43 0·9 3·56 17·34 

15·93 
15·14 
14 
16 

194' 2·41 0·92 38·09 3·33 0·11 5·24 
199 1'31 0·37 28·24 4·61 0·27 5·88 
165 0·66 0·13 19·05 "78 0·30 3'88 
171 1'33 0·33 '27·27 7·79 0·25 3·33 

(ii) Infantile Morlalily. 

Figures for the last 3 years for
la) M',.,og A ...... 

Year. total No. Rate. 
of Deatbs. 

1926 433 199 
1927 330 165 
1928 347 171 

(b) Rwal Aye4S. 
1926. 1927. 1928. 
Total Total Total 
No. of Rate. No. of Rate. No. of Rate. 

deatbs. deaths. deaths. 
Tundi •• 231 124 150 93 209 112 
Gobindpur 287 132 251 137 288 120 
Nirsa •. 242 105 200 96 237 III 

(iii) WOYlliog Cond.Hons--Ia) AI _k p/<Kes.-Rarely are sheds found to protect 
surface workers from SUD and rain. 

Underground conditions are not very satisfactory. Most of the mines are hot 
and damp. so that continuous labour for hours on end is impossible. Many of the 
larger collieries are equipped with electric light. 

There are no latrines underground and no proper method of disposal of dejecta. 
'Where sweepers are employed below their services are unsatisfactory. (See ques
tion 22 (i).) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(iv) Dielary.-Wages are high ,enough to allow of a generous dietary for all 

workers. There is no shortage of food. The staple diet consists of rice. lentils 
(dal). vegetables, spices and oil (mustard. giDguly, mobua seed) with occasional 
meat--of the ox, goat or pig-and rarely milk and ghee. Sometimes mai.ze or other 
flour replaces the rice. 

(v) PhysiqU6.-Physique is almost invariably good, especially so in the case of 
Bilaspuris. Santals and BoWI'~. Tbv Beld¥S. who usually work on the surface, 
are not so good. . . . . ... . " . . . . . . . . . . 

20. Extnd of Medical facilities jwofIide"-1i) By emplcyers,-At every colliery 
there is a dispensary. its sUe and scope varying with the number of workers employed. 
A Schedule of Drugs and Appliances. set up under the Board'. byel .. ws. indicates 
the minimum requirements which must be maintained. In some cases well.equipped 
hospitals are provided. capable of dealing with any emergency. Every colliery 
with 30 workers or mare is compelled to employ a registered medical practitioner 
Of the 215 collieries now working 36 have whole-time medical practitionea, 111 have 
part-time, and 65 are exempt. No modical practitiOneI' may be engaged without the 
approval of the Board's chief medical officer .. 

How many collieries have hospitals with accommodation for indoor patients ? 
Eight eollierles have fully equipped and up-.to.fiatehospitals. There are, however. 

three other collieries where serious cases are detained for tree.tment; thotIgh they 
have no proper arrangements for indoor patients. 

How many_ collieries have dispensaries in separate buildings ? 
The information is not available. but the number of such dispensaries may be 

put at about 60. 
(u) By G"..,... ...... I. Nil. At Dhanbad there i. a fully equipped charitable 

hospital of 46 beds maintained by the Local Board. It is in charge of a Government 
Assistant Surgeon and under the supervision of the Inspector·General of Civil. 
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Hospitals, Bihar and Orissa. To this hospital are sent from the collieries all those 
cases which. from their serious nature, cannot be suitably dealt with on the spot. 
The Board makes an annual grant to the upkeep of this hospital and maintains a. 
motor ambu.la.nce for .£he transport of patients. 

The Local Board maintains also three charitable dlspensaries. two in the Jharia 
field and one in Mugma field. 

(iii) By oIlier agewci ... -The Rajah of }haria maintains a charitable hospital at 
]haria. with seven beds. This also is under the supervision of the Inspector
General of CivU Hospitals. Bihar and Orissa. 

21. EmnJ 10 wlIicJt Medical FaciliHes an utilise~i) G ..... ally.-It may be said 
that the facilities provided are utilised to their fullest extent. It is true that Santals 
and some others occasionally prefer to rely upon indigenous nosira. but the whole 
tendency is towards the acceptance of westeIn medicine and treatment. 

(ii) By ~.-For most ailments and accidents women are wi.lliug to avail 
themselves readily of the facilities provided> but for diseases peculiar to their sex 
they appear averse to being treated by a male doctor. Thus maternity cases rarely 
reach a hospital except occasionally in eKh'emis. The wives of babus and similar 
members of the staff are learning the benefits of skilled attendance at labour, though 
the miners' wives do not as yet aspire to anything beyond their own futile and 
dangerous u' dais. U 

(22) Latrines aM ot"er sanitary ""affCemefIts-(i) At work places.-Underground 
scavengers are employed. as ordered by the Mines Act. Their work is without 
exception inefficient. owing to the lack of arrangements for the removal of night-soil. 
There are no latrines below ground. 

(ii) At lJom6.-Attempts have been made to deal with the problem of promiscuous 
defaecation. with little success. The individual still resorts to the .. maidan." 

The "Aqua privies .. provided on mines were little used, though in Jharia. Katras 
and Kirkend bazaars. the public latrines installed by the Board are well patronised. 
A septic tank latrine on ODe colliery is proving very successful. . 

For the removal of ashes and other rubbish. gangs of sweepers are employed 
on the collieries, adequate conservancy a.rrangements being insisted upon under the 
Board's byeiaws. 

WaUf' supply.-The }haria Vhter Board provides a piped supply of filtered and 
chlorinated Vt-ater from Topchanchi reservoir. About two-thirds of the collieries in 
the Jhari& Field are connected up to this supply. The remaining one-third will 
connect up as soon as circumstances permit: the water mains do not extend to the 
Mugma Field. Meanwhile their water supply (from wells) is watched by the officials 
of the Board. 

(23) E:rt...t and N _TO of Ojfu;ial supervi.si",..-(i) The }haria Mines Board of 
Health directs and supervises every phase of disease prevention in the mines and. 
to further this end. is concerned also in supervising the villages throughout the whole 
coalfield area, with certain extensions beyond to those villages whence the colliery 
labour is derived. 

The following is a summary of the activities of the Board: fa) supervision of 
housing of labour; (b) sanitation on collieries. in bazaars an~ to some extent. in 
villages within the area; (c) supervision of medical arrangements: (4) prevention 
and control of epidemics on colleries and in villages within the Board's area ; 
(e) supervision of all water supplies; (f) vaccination. both in colliery and rural areas. 
There is probably no part of India where vaccination is more thorougbly carried out. 
(g) Registration of births and deaths in collieries and in rural areas; (h) prevention 
of food adulteration. For this purpose and for examination of vvater supplies. the 
Board maintains a well equipped laboratory, which also undertakes the examination 
of clinical material for medical practitioners free of charge. ('J) Public health lectures. 
both in colliery and rural areas, illustrated by magic lantern slides; and 01 the 
Board maintains a motor ambulance fur the use of collieries. 

(25} ltulustrial Diseases.-Hookwormdisease. In 1921-22-23. Dr.G. W.Thompson. 
at tha.t time medical officer of health. Jharia Mines Board of Health. undertook an 
investigation into the question of bookworm disease as affecting the labourers in the 
coal fields. Over 15,000 persons were examined. of whom 70 per cent. at least were 
found to be infected. The Board. then decided that u further jnvestigation could 
add nothing to the results obtained:' The question of mass treatment was 
considered. but never undertaken. 

In making the following remarks, to 8. wide personal experience 01 hookworm 
disease in many parts of the tropic:s bas been added the opinion of Dr. F. T. Simpson, 
who has worked in the Jharia Fjeld for over 20 years. .,. 

It is agreed that probably over 90 per cent. of the adult labourers are infected, 
but. owjDg to some cause whkh is not absolutely clear, though it is probably the 
avirulent nature of the local strain of hookworm. jllness (even slight illness) is 

(531) I 
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produced only in a very small proportion of cases. This is quite contrary to experi. 
ence in other parts of the tropics {notably in the Kolar Gold Field, of which Dr. 
Simpson has personal experience), but the fact remains that in the Jharia Field it is 
exceptional to find a case ofaruemia due. to hookworm serious enough to unfit a labourer 
for work. 

Treatment is. of course, given to cases requiring it, but there appears to be no 
necessity whatever for intensive preventive measures, for mass treatment, nor for 
the laborious and unpleasant methods associated with the attempt to eradicate the 
hookworm completely. It is held that, so far as the Jharia Field is concerned, there 
would be no appreciable II increase of efficiency which freedom from the disease 
brings about" . 

Coal dust appears to produce as little ill~effect here as in mines in England and 
elsewhere. 

(27) Matnnity Benefits.-(i) There is no organized scheme whatever. On the 
majority of collieries. however. the general custom appears to be for the pregnant 
woman to cease work about a week before the child is expected. During this period, 
and for two weeks or more after the event. she receives a sum of money weekly 
roughly equivalent to her earnings had she been at work. 

Sometimes a bonus is given of two rupees for a boy and one rupee for a girl. 
Should she be admitted to hospital for confinement (this is a rare occurrence) food 
and extras are usually provided free of <:ha.rge for herself and one attendant, or an 
allowance is given in lieu. 

V.-WolfaH (olher than HealIh and HonsiDg. bul including Education); 
(28) E,,_ 0/ W'lf'" Work.-{i) By ""ploy ..... -Beyond the provision of • 

reaea.tion ground here and there, there is no eviden<:e of any welfare work being 
undertaken. 

(ii) By 0'''' agenciu.-The Colliery Employees' Association, with oftices at 
Jharia. was formed to look after the interests of the labouring classes. A few lantern 
lectures were organised but the activity of the association does not appear to have 
been noticeable except in the matter of pressing for compensation in accident cases. 

(32) Pr""isims of E"uc.n ... ol F«iliJiu by Employm-{i) For ailuiJ .... k.., nil. 
(ii) PO!' holl4i .... """kef'S oil. 
(ill) F(JI" wcrkers' cAiId"m. Only four collieries are known to provide primary 

schools. 
(iv) Extent Ie whic" USM. Freely used wlfe~ they exist. 

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS ASKED IN CONNECTION WITH 
THE ROYAL COMMISSION. 

Thefigures of d~"tUe and in/ani monaliJy 'for the last five years are as follows :-
Year. Death-mte. Infant 

1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 

mortality rate. 
~'83 156 
fS·77 . 137 
17·02 137 
16·73 117 
18·26 116 

(In each case, the figures given are for the whole mining settlement.) 

M ellwds 01 R4gis/Yalion. 

1. The Jharia Mining Settlement is divided into eleven circles. Eaclt circle is 
under the charge of a ~nitary inspector, who has under him from two to four 
vaccinators, the number V1trYing with the size of the circle. 

2. Sanitary inspecJcws ate registrars of births and deaths, under the Registration 
of Births and Deaths Act (Bengal, Act IV of 1873). It is their duty to record an 
births and deaths reported to them in the births and deaths registers. The soUICeS 
from which the registrars get their information are the following ~ (a) TJuln(JS. All 
births and deaths reported by the Government Chowkidars at the thana and recorded. 
in the thana registetsk are copied. by the registrars into the births and deaths 
registers. (b) Vocci" ..... s. The births registered as per paragraph (a) above are 
then entered in a special form (Vaccinator's Daily Record), one of which is kept 
for each village in th~ circle. 
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Each vaccinator is in sub-cha.rge of a "definite area.; a. programme :is drawn up 
which ensures a visit to each village every four or five weeks. 

Before proceeding on his daily" tour of villages, the vaccinator is handed the 
current Vaccinator's Daily Record appertaining to those villages. which he is to 
visit. It is the duty of the vaccinator to verify the correctness of the particulars 
of the entries made in the vaccinator's Daily Records and to add particulars of any 
births and. deaths which have been omitted. 

3. Sanitary inspectors.-During the vaccina.tion season, when the sanitary 
inspector visits a village about a week after the vaccination operations have been 
performed by the vaccinator~ he takes with him these records and, while noting the 
results of vaCcination. verifies the entries made previously by the vaccinator. 

4. Collimes,-The following is the procedure as regards collieries: Births and 
deaths occurring on collieries are reported in the weekly returns of sickness and 
mortality which each colliery is required to submit to the Board's office, where the 
information is separated and forwarded to the sanitary inspectors concerned who, as 
registrars of births and deaths. record the particulaIS~ after verification~ in their 
respective births and deaths registers. 

5. Each regi,strar of births and deaths submits a monthly return to the office on 
the prescribed form. where the ~ are compiled, thana. by thana. for the whole 
mining settlement area. 

P,evakn~ of Certain Diseases. 

(i) ChoI<W4 and .mallpc>,.-These are the chief diseases alIecting the colliery and 
rural populations. 

Year. 

1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
1928 

Choleza. 
Cases. Deaths. 

1.411 
945 
677 
385 
663 

555 
361 
158 • 
82 

200 

Smallpox. 
Cases. Deaths. 

480 
698 

1.133 
.1.479 
1.528 

20 
52 
65 
57 
56 

(u) It[alm-ia is not a feature in the health conditions of the coalfield area. It 
causes little if any disability. Figures of prevalence are not available. 

(iii) HookwonK.-It is probable that over 90 per cent. of the colliery population 
suffer from hookwonn, but only rarely are appreciable symptoms produced in 
,labourers (see note on Hookworm Diseases in the Jharia mining area). Figures 
axe not avai1a.ble. 

(iv) Plague, Kala-A.%(JI'~and other serious diseases associated with warm climates 
:are almost entirely absent. 

'PROPOSALS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A MATERNITY HOME AND 
CHILD WELFARE CENTRE AT DHA..'1BAD FOR CONSIDERATION BY 

THE MEMBERS OF THE JHARIA MINES BOARD OF HEALTH. 

The question is not now of suggesting or evolving another scheme of which we 
~bave had so many already. but one of a practical contribution to the solution of a 
Ilarge and important problem of public health. To be at all suecessfu1 it must 
,satisfy certain essential conditions :-{l) Its scope must lie within the legitimate 
lfunctioos of a public health body. (2) It must not involve enormous capital outlay 
-,and large maintenance expenditure. (3) It should be moderate and reasona.ble 
tin view of the present depression in the coal trade, one which the Industry would 
-readily accept, and it should be possible to work it with the present finances of the 
.&ard without appreciably increasing the rate of cess. (4) Its financial aspect 
'Must be clearly worked out in detail. (5) Administratively it should not involve 
19ny duplication of Board's staff but should mean a separate department to be served. 
tsustained and furthered by the existing organiution of the Board. (6) It should 
~orm a vital public service. actual work and not mere supervision. (7) After 
rlfunctioning as a centralized, efficient service for a number of years and gaining 
:l.lufficient experience of the conditions and limitations of its work, it should be 
J£.apable of local service at important centres, (8) By demonstrating sound maternity 
'I\ygiene, hy actual work in delivery cases and after delivery. the nursing of mother 
~t'lJld child, it should simultaneously concentrate on educational propaganda in the 
:tabour population so that ultimately its utility should far exceed the extremely 
Jlimall proportion of the cases it can actually handle. 

12 
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After mature consideration I have the following proposals to submit fot your 
approval :-(1)- The Board of Health should organize a maternity hospital or a 
women's nursing home. which should be a. centre for medical relief to women workers 
in the coalfteld and a. child welfare centre. (2) Such a home for women workus 
should be located just outside the coalfield, at Dhanbad. to eliminate the noise and 
smoke and congestion of a thickly populated industrial aTea. and to secure the benetit 
of a purer and more restful atmosphere. and an agreeable change of surroundings 
during a time of extreme physical and mental strain. (3) The home should be easy 
of access to the general public and for supervision by the Board's Chief and Assistant 
Medical Officen of Health, near enough to the Board's offices. centrally situated and. 
if possible, at an easy distance from the Dbanbad hospital. (4) It should be capable 
of providing aecommodation for about thirty beds. out of which it should be possible 
to put about twenty beds immediately into commission. (5) To start with. twelve 
out of twenty beds should be reserved for maternity cases. the main object of the 
home. (6) Four beds should be allotted to accident cases, for women workers in 
the collieries. (7) Four beds at the outset be reserved for treatment -of female 
diseases or gyn.ecological cases. (8) It should be called 6, The Jharia "'·omen·s 
Nursing Home" rather than a .. Maternity Hospital," the ~. Home U having a 
psychological advantage over the word" Hospital •• with working women. It shonld. 
in fact,. combine a 1ree maternity hospital with a free nursing home for women. (9) 
It should be organized and worked under the direct supervision of the Board>s 
Medical Officer of Health. who would be its Chief Medical Officer. 

As regards the main building for the accommodation contemplated by me, it 
would cost about sixty thousand rupees to construct. But the Board of Health 
ha.... a building available which would serve admirably the purposes of the 
main building of the nursing home. 

The total cost of additional buildings ""uId amount to Rs. 50.000. or so. 

The following sta.fl would be sufficient to carry on its work :-A lady doctor of 
civil assistant suregon class. specialist in midwifery, with sufficient experience. 
possibly with European qualification.. on a pay of. Rs. 400-25/1-600; two health 
visitors on Rs. 100 each; a midwife on Rs. 50-5-75; two maternity nurses on 
Rs. 80 each; four probationer nurses on an allowance of Rs. 20. each. Rs. 80 ; A derk 
on Rs.· 40; 11 servants on total of Rs. 165; three dais, one for lady doctor and one 
foz: each of the health visitors~ in place of orderlies. Its. 14 X 3 = Rs. 42; Provident 
Fund for Nos 1. 2. 3. and 4. Rs. 106-8-0; travelling allowance, Rs. 135; Total. 
Rs. 1.350-0-0. Other ite~ of expenditure: Equiptment fOT 20 beds Rs. 4.000, 
General Equiptment, Rs. 1165. 

Lights and fans-two ptoposals.-(i) From East Indian Railway fitting and 
connection> Rs. 3.000; {ii) Our own installation, Rs. 6,000. Total, excluding 
installa:ti.on. say, Rs. 1.200. Equipment for the operation theatre, Rs. 6,000. 

Total equipment for beds. general equipment and equipment for operation 
theatre. Rs. 11.200. 

It would be necessary to furnish the lady doctor's and nurses' quarters with 
essential items of furniture, simply but comfortably. I expect this would cost 
Rs. 3.500. Total investment, say. as. 15.000. 

The ]haria Mines Board of Health already maintains an ambulance car which 
is not very frequently used, and could be utilized for the purpose&- of the nursing 
home and the Board would not bave to buy another ambulance. 

Besides Rs. 1.350 monthly expenses on staff. there would be the following 
monthly additional expenditui'e :- " 

Ma;ntenanu p.,. Bed per Memn./ .. Die""I!.-In the District Board hospital it 
is 3 As, and in special cases 4 As. a' day. The diet in the nursing home should be 
more generous and should include a little of fish and meat occasionally and more of 
milk regularly_ I reckon it at As. 8 per day per beef for 20 beds per month. Rs. 300. 

Besides: (2) Electric current charges. Rs. 60; (3) telephone charges. Rs. 30 : 
(4) medicines. including material. for dressing. etc .• Rs. lOG. Total. Rs.490. Monthly 
expenses. Rs. 1,850 + 49jl = Rs. 1.840. Recurring yearly expenditure. Rs. 22.080. 

On the other hand the Board would effect a saving of Rs. 2.000. which is paid 
as yearly subscription to the District Board hospital at Dbanbad. in eonnection 
with the maintenance of a midwife and two nurses. • • 

2. Rs. 250 a month is a very moderate estimate of rollection by public subscriptions 
and possibly a much larger amount could be easily collected. It is neces.sa:rr. 
however. to restrict expectations to the minimum figure. This would. bnng 
Rs. 3.000 per year. 
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3. The lady doctor in charge of the home would not be allowed private practice 
by the Board on policy. as otherwise there- is some risk of the interests of the home 
being partly neglected. In pursuance of the same policy the medical officer of 
health, like other health officers. has not been allowed private practice. The lady 
doctor would also be running a public health centre. But her services outside the 
home cannot be refused in exceptional cases. As there ",ill be no other lady doctor 
of her quali6.cations in the coalfield she is much more likely to be called than the 
medical officer of health. The Board will have to decide as to what is to be done 
with the fees thus credited. The Board may well utilize a part of the income from 
this source of Rs. 100 a month towards the payment of her sala.ry or T.A. I expect 
at least Rs. 1,000 from this source, which brings the total to Rs. 6,000. If we 
subtract this amount from the total estimated expenditure of Rs. 22.080, the 
Board will have to incur an annual net maintenance expenditure of approximately 
Rs. 16,000. 

Thls is the Jinancial aspect of these proposals as a. whole. I think the present 
finances of the Boa..-d are sufficiently elastic to incur an expenditure of Rs. 16,000 
per annum on running &. centre for maternity and child welfare. 

The whole of the cost 00 equipment is estimated at Rs. 15,000. and with electric 
installation may come to Rs. 2().OOO. I propose with every reasonable expectation 
of success to raise the entire- cost of equipment by public subscription. 

The chief obstacle in the way appears to me that the- Board is not in a position 
to spend Rs. SO,OOO on the additional buildings necessary. If the Board borrows 
the same.~ the Board would have to pay at least Rs. 3,000 in interest per annum 
and about Rs. 5.000 per annum in the sinking fund. That means another Rs. 8.000 
added to the Rs. 16,000 for maintenan.ee. But in my opinion it is not feasible to 
ask the Board to spend Rs. 24.000 a year on these proposals, nor could the Board's 
finances afford it without an increase in cess, which would be uowelcome to the 
industry. at least at the present moment. 

The only solution of the difficulty. and the only way out. is for the Board ~ ask 
for and to obtain a grant from the local Government of Rs. 50,000. conditional on
(1) The Board utilizing existing buildings worth Rs. 60.000 for the purpose; and 
(2) agreeing to maintain the home without any further contribution; and (3) on 
their being able to realize Rs. 15,OOO-Rs. 20,000 by public subscription. 

Unless the Government can see their way towards making such a grant, proposals 
cannot materialize. 

The working of the home and its sta.ff may be briefly indicated in a general 
outline :--{l) The home would be in the immediate charge of a lady doctor of the 
assistant surgeon class. possibly with European qualifications. one who has specialized 
in maternity and public hygiene. I believe such a qua.li.fied person could be secured. 
on the pay offered. Rs, 400-2~0. We could also apply for and obtainthe deputation 
of a member of the Women's Medical Service in the initiation of the scheme on sound 
foundations. Besides working the home. she would have to supervise by occasional 
visits. the work of two health visitors and the training of probationer nurses or dais. 
In the case of need and in special circumstances her expert services would be available 
for the families of colliery managers. (2) For the present the Board could appoint 
two health visitors on a. pay of Rs. 100 each, and a permanent travelling allowance 
of Rs. 30 a month. Each could be assisted by a dai class of woman, who would 
take the place of an orderly for carrying kit, etc.# and help the health visitor 'with 
local knowledge of the area of her work. Both health visitors could for the present 
work in the Jharia. circle of the Board of Health. 

The work of health visitors is not so easy to describe. I got into co.rrespondence 
with Dr. Ruth Young, W.M.S .• of the Lady Chelmsford All India. League for Maternity 
and Child Welfare. She writes as fonows :-

U I think it is necessary first of all to lay down the fundamental principle that 
the work is preventive in its scope, that health workers are not medical women and 
cannot carry out treatment. Though doctors are, of course, necessary, our view is 
that much more than half the sickness among women and children in this country 
is preventable, and can be prevented, by the work of health visitors. Their work is 
to secure conditions at child birth so that unnecessary deaths do not occur then, 
and that child birth is not followed by sickness.; to keep all young children under 
observation so that slight departures from normality are noticed in time, and finally 
to train the mothers by patient educational eHorts to look after the infants and 
children so that good health, not sickness. will be the normal. 

,. Naturally. work such as this which requires so much detailed effort needs good 
'WOrkers and concentration. The worker must be properly trained, or else you run. 
the risk of the health work degenerating into inferior dispensary work. It follows 
from this tkat it is relatively expensive and that results must not be looked for 

{S30j 13 
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quicldy. A health visitor can only undertake a certain amount of work. and it is 
better to try out the experiment in a small area. and watch the benefit, rather than 
try to spread it out over a large area. when good work is impossible . 

.. I am emphasizing this point as we so often find committees make the mistake 
of giving the worker an impossibly large area to work onl disappointment with the 
wo,k aclrioved is the only result. 

"I do not know what number of births you have in Dhanbad. but my advice 
would be that you start in a definite area. where there is an average of 250-300 births 
per annum and allow the worker to do concentrated home-visiting there. The 
establishment of a centre may come later. If there are indigenous midwives. as I 
suppose is the case, their training should be undertaken at-once . 

.. I should think you have a splendid chance of successful health work in a place 
like Dhanbad. as I imagine there is a fair amount of control over the workers and 
housing conditions. I should hope. are good. _ 

In the selected areas put under their charge. concentrating on home-visiting 
would mean an attempt at securing ante and post delivery hygienic conditions, 
elementary instruction by simple directions to the mothers for their own and the 
child's health. It would mean the taking of elementary precautions for securing 
safe delivery as well as persuasion to allow difficult or abnonnal -cases to be brought 
to the nursing home. It would also mean getting into touch with local dais and 
without courting hostility by attempting to supersede or eliminate them .. to instruct 
them in elementary maternity hygiene and with this view to bring them or persuade 
them to come for instruction at the home." 

The Board's organization already enables its chief medical officer to secure 
complete vital statistics so that details of births are already available. The health 
visitors will also get into touch with expectant mothers and would be enabled to 
advise in and supervise over normal deliveries. within their areas of charge, and 
to shift the more difficult and abnormal cases to the home. They will also be 
nseful iu propaganda work by giving simple lantern lectures on maternity hygiene 
and child welfare. 

In the nursing home itself they could easily and more particularly attend to the 
health of expectant mothers and to make the ante-confinement period more pleasant 
and useful. On the other hand. their time at the home on the da.ys or mornings 
that they do IIot go out, could be devoted to child welfare work. They could continue 
the link with the women that have left the hom~ after being delivered or have been 
delivered outside their supervision, by encouraging them to visit the home once a 
fortnight and then once a. month for the first year or so. when these women could 
be belped and advised. as to the proper care of themselves and the baby. and. if 
necessary. OD the treatment of their children. The lantern. lectures in the nursing 
home would also remain in their charge. 

. 'While the health visitors would try to improve the knowledge and handling of 
delivery cases by local dais outside. the IIursing home itself would devote particu.1ar 
attention to the training of a better class of midwives under the direct charge of 
the lady doctor. There are Indian Christian girls trained in their early years under 
various missions. and with social progress in the air there is also a certain Bhadralok 
class of non-orthodox Hindus who would be eager to obtain maternity training. 
Matemi.ty work provides a vocation for such as cannot or do not desire to hang on 
to the shoulders of a man or such as need to supplement a husband>s earnings. 
Behind a personal predilection there would be knowledge that there is unlimited 
scope for this class of work. My idea is that f01tr and latterly six such women could. 
be trained and turned out every year from the home. They should by preference 
be local women of the district. so ~t they could settle down and practise as midwives .. 
continuing to keep in touch with the home and bringing their more difficult cases 
there. These probationers. should get Rs.. 20 per month as subsistence allowance. 
and lodged in two out of the five sets of nurses' quarters. 

Besides this. there would be weekly classes for the training of a better ~ 
among the local dais. There would thus be a gradual improvement in the existmg 
material. and a simulataneous training of a new and better class of midwi~. The 
substitution of the former by the latter en bloc is an obvious impossibility. After a 
number of years. when sufficient progress has been made in both directions. it should 
be possible to ask Govt!rnment to authorize the Board of Health to introduce a 
system of licensing all dais or midwives, so that only those who have passed some 
nocognized test would be pennitted to practise and to attend cases. This class .~uld 
thus be _bled to become helpful and useful, instead of as at present _tiwy 
dangerous. 

Two Paid ~urses' would be 'qualified ~th j'; mat~ty' and 8enerd n~g to 
help the lady doctor at times of delivezy and to remain in charge of twenty beds. 
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It is expected that each maternity case would stay at the home a month on an 
average, and with 12 beds for maternity cases. " for accident cases and. for gynreco-
logical cases, there would be accommodation for 144 maternity cases, 48 accident 
cases and 48 gynzeological -cases. If the latter two would take longer time, say 
six weeks each. the capa.city of the home would be still for 3'6 cases under each of 
the two latter heads. And this is as much as the home could undertake. 

Supply of maternity cases for the home would he secured :-(1) Through the 
oo-operation of the managements and the subordinate staff on the collieries, who 
would give information and persuade the dhowra delivery cases to be sent to the 
nursing home. (2) Principally. through the health visitors who would be in intimate 
touch with delivered as well as expectant mothers in their area of charge. (3) Through 
the formation of a few local committees of voluntary workers of men who have realized 
the immense importance of maternity hygiene and child weUare. and who are willing 
to help in the furtherance of the home's objects in curtailing infant mortality and 
improving the health and strength of the community as a whole. (4) I have no 
doubt that most managements would readily accept and agree to the payment of 
one month·s salary, during theirstay at the home. to women workerswbo had worked 
for six months or more with them before going into the home. It would only be paid 
after discharge and on production of a certificate from the Home. On the othu 
hand, it would always remain a voluntary contribution. I have. however. no doubt, 
that most concerns would willingly accept such an obligation. (5) The nUl'Sing borne 
would provide free conveyanee to the home. free food and free clothing both for 
child and mother. and free treatment. The life inside the home for the period of 
stay coulti be rendered both pleasant and profitable with little or no expense. Useful 
recreation. like sewing children's clothes. etc., are mere matters of detail. (6) The 
Board could also sanction a bonus of Rs. ]0 on discharge after a successful delivery 
for the first year .or, say. for the first hundred cases. Rs. 1,000 for once would be well 
spent as a means of advertisement and popula.rizing the scheme. Accident cases 
would come automatically. while little or no exertion or inducement would be 
nocossaTy for securing gyu",coIogi<:al cases. (7) Local dais might get Rs. 2 or Rs. 3 
per case brought by them to the home. 

Once the thing is going. the home would find it difficult to give admission to all 
those who would be anxious to come. Simultaneously, the methods of helping in 
maternity QSeS outside the home should have considerably improved and elementary 
knowledge and habits of maternity hygiene spread through propaganda so that 
actual W:9I"k at the home would. only be a fraction .of the total utility of the scheme. 

The home would also function as a child welfare centre. I need hardly expatiate 
upon the urgency and importance of this kind of work. as the public conscience is 
more alive in this direction than ever before. The child occupies a larger place in 
the economy, of the family and the protection of young lives is becoming one of the 
fust objects .of public concern. Public health organizations and the press are giving 
more frequent publicity to the high rate of infant mortality prevalent in India.\ 

I< She loses annually more than two million babies under one year from causes 
which are mostly preventable, and, more serious still. she retains among"the survivors 
large numbers of weakly infants who struggle through a sickly childhood. unable to 
avail themselves of the opportunities of improvement and unfitted for the fun duties 
of citizenship." (Published by the Government of BengalPublic Health Department.) 

The first entails immense. needless strain and gratuitous suffering, death, or 
permanent impairment of health of its women.; and the second. a lowering of vitality 
of the entire population. A visit to any of the children's schools in Bengal, Bihar and 
Orissa would convince one tha.t the picture is not exaggerated or overdrawn. 

Here :is an immense field for work. The home would contribute, in however 
small a measure, by work and something more through propaganda. 

Mothers delivered at the home or outside, under the supervision of its staff and 
such as are otherwise aocessible to health visitors in their areas, would be encouraged 
to bring babies to the home once a fortnight and latterly once a month. 

Here their washing and ba.thing. their change of clothes, their nursing and feeding, 
the examination and medical treatment of such as are ill. and simple instructions to 
the mother. could be undertaken on one day fixed in the week, one mom.io.g or one 
afternoon. 

Simple instructions would also be given on the care of infants in maladies like 
whooping-cough. coughs and colds common, to childhood. on diarrhO!a in babies, on 
infantile ophthalmia. etc. Records of weight would also be kept. 

The home would also organize .. Bahy Week one. evelY year, thus collaborating 
with the National Baby Week Council at Simla. 

(530) 

N. P. THADANI. 
CAtlirman. 

Jharia Min .. Board of Health. ,. 
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mABIA lI!INEB BOARD OF BBALTlI, DHAJIIBAD. 

Mr. J. N. MITRA. Assistant Medical Ol!icer of Health. 

Speaking generally, the following are the classes of labour employed by a 
colliery ;- . 

I.-UNSKILLED LABDUR.-8 person. were examined in diJferent collieries. 
1. Minus and loade,s.-The miners generally work in pairs. either husband and 

wife. or two men who are relatives. The miner cuts the coal and the other-man loads 
it in the tub. The average output for a pair is 3 tubs per day; average payment 
per tub is 8, Am. and average working is 5 days a week, i.e., Rs. 7-8 for two men, 
or Rs. 3-12 each person. 

W .. AIy ",pens", for food and other necessities. A family eoDSistiDg of hnsbaod 
and wife and two or three children :-Rice, Rs. 3; dal, 8 Ans.; spices, salt and oil, 
8 Ans.; drink, meat (two days in a week). Re. 1; clothing average. 8 Ans. ; 
vegetables. 4 Ans.; total, Rs. 5-12. 

Typic41 case.-Raman Bhuia, Colokdih colliery, coal cutter. Weekly earnings, 
Rs. 5. husbaod and wife, Expenses: Rice, Rs. 3; dal. spices and oiI. Re. 1; 
vegetable. 8 Ans.; meat and drink, 8 Ans.; total, Rs. 5. He saved money for 
purchase of cloth by reducing his food, 

This class of men, as a matter of habit, spends on an average Re. 1 weekly on 
drink. Gambling is also prevalent.. On the whole. they are not able to save much ; 
in case of illness they have to take a Joan. to meet their expenses. It is only in case 
of these persons who have some agriclutural land that any saving can be effected. 
because these people do not bring their families to the colliery but send some money 
home. 

Wagon leading eooliu.~ persons were examined a.t cillferent collieries. 
Sur/au UJ(Hking. Work in pairs. either husband and wife~ or two males. The 

wages are shared between the pair. Rate paid is 2 Ans. to 3 Ans. _ ton of coal 
loaded in a wagon. 

Eamitcg$.-Rs. -4 to Rs. 6 weekly for the pair. Accot'ding to amount of work 
available. They work five days in a week. very rarely six days; so average earn.ings 
can be taken as Rs, S weekly for the pair. o.r Rs. 2-8 per petSOO. 

Exp ...... : Rice. Rs. 2-8; spices and salt. 2 An •. ; dal, 6 Ans,; vegetables. 
2 Ans.; meat once monthly, 2 Ans.; drink (weekly). 4 Ans,; clothing (average), 
8 Ans.; total, Rs. 4. These are ~ for a family eoDSistiDg of husbaod and 
wife and two children. 

These expenses represent the bare cost of living. The saving is only Re. 1 per 
week. but when the wife does not work the income is reduced to half. 

These loading coolies are generally Bhulas. most filthy in their habits. They 
are much addicted to drink and gambling, They may starve. but they must gamble 
and have drlUk at least twice a week. 

Typical <4U.-Prosadi, Musahar. Monghyr, loading cooIy. Joyrampore 
eolliery. Weekly earnings Rs. 8. Rice, dal, etc., Rs. 1--4; drink, 12 Ans,; total, 
Rs.2. , 

Re. 1 is left. but he spends it in gambling. He has no family to support, He is 
a single man and worka IIU pair with another man. 

S. T,ollymm.-4 Qse5 were examined at diHerent collieries. 
Utuiwgroulld. Wag,... Cootract basis 1 An. to 1-8 Ans. _ tub; ISO to 

200 tubs daily by a batch of 8 to 10 mt\Il, 
Average weekly earnings, Rs, 2-8 to Rs. 3 _ man: 
S",,/au,-Wages: Contract basis 9 Ps. to 1-8 Ans. per tub. Set of four to five 

men, ISO to 200 tubs daily, Average weekly earnings come to about Rs,2-8 to 
Rs. 3 a week. The women folk also help them in their work. 

EtDlIings.-Husband and wife, weeldy: Husband. Rs. S; wife. &s. 1-4; total. 
Rs. 4--4. Family consisting of husband and wife and two children, 

"' edly upetuu: Rice. Rs. 2-8; dal. spices. oil, vegetables, etc.. Re.1; meat 
and drink, 6 Ans, ; total, Rs. 3-14. Saves about 6 Ana. weekly, but spends on the 
children. The exp ...... for clothing have not been included. 

These men are generally Dusad by caste.. They are much addicted to drink. 
Some of them are addicted. to." Ganja U smoking. One of them told me that he 
smokes Rs. 1-14 worth of ganja in a week. The same amditionprevails with these 
men as the other two classes previously mentioned. 

Typical ...... -Leclu Dusad. surface trolly man, Kirkend Colliery (I, N. Chandra). 
Both husband and wife work; have got two -children. The total earnings for 

, the week: Husband, Rs. 3; wife. Rs. 1--4; total. Rs.4-4. 
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. E~: Rice, Rs. 8; dal, ADs. 9; oi1, ADs. 3; salt and spices, ADs. 2 ; 
vegetables, ADs. 3; meat and drink, ADs. 8'; total, Rs.4.9. Practically the man 
eannot save anything. The week in which he eams less~ he does not take meat or 
vegetable. The expenses for clothing have not been taken into account. 

4. Sladt ka",itlS.-Three women were examined at Kirkend Colliery. 
These are female labourers _Joyed undeIground for removing coal dust. 

The rate paid is ADs. 4 to ADs. 5 per tub. The total work they can give is only 
two tubs per day. So the weekly earning comes to about Rs. 3 to.&s. 3.12. One 
tub is worked by two labourers. Th& weekly earning is divided among the two. so 
the total earning weekly comes to about Rs. 1.8 to Rs. 1.14 weekly per female. 
The cost of food per week per female is about :-Rice~ Rs. 1; vegetables, dal. 
salt and other thiDgs, ADs. 8; total, Rs. 1.8. They can haroIy maintain themsel_ 
unless their husbands also work. Generally the husba.nd works in some other 
capacity. 

There are two other classes of labourers who work undeIground :-(1) Propfog 
mistry. wages ADs. 12 to ADs. 14 per day; (2) proping coolie, wages ADs. 8 to ADs. 10 
per day. 

One person was examined in Kirkend Colliery. 
There is practically no difference in the manner of food these people take from 

the others before quoted. 
The average expenditure on food is Rs. 1.S to Rs. 2 per man per week. So these 

men can save something and send it home. They usually come without their 
families: 

2. There are the following classes of ski1le4 iabolW :-(i) Pump khalasi, fireman, 
eogine khalasi. Paid moothly at Rs. 20 to Rs. 25 per mooth. Sometimes Rs. 16 
to Rs. 20 per month. 

Their expenses are as follows :-Rice. Rs. 5 to Rs. 6; . ~~ Rs. 3; other things, 
Re. I; total, Rs. 10 to Rs. II monthly. 

These people are in most instances Mohammedans; most of them belong to East 
Bengal (Noakhali district). They do not drink alcohol. They always save mooey 
and send it home to their families. They generally live together and feed in a mess. 

(ti) BkI<k;milh.-Qne plttSOIl ooIy was examined. Pay, Rs. 30 to Rs. 35 a 
month. 

These people come from clliIerent parts of the proviDee. They generally come 
singly. Their expenditure is about Rs.I0 to Rs. 14 per month. They send money 
home for the family and agriculture, They are in ,the habit of taking drink at 
least once a week, if 1inaace permits sometimes oftener. 

Filter mistry.-Monthly pay Rs.40 to Rs. 50; expeoses. on food and other 
necessaries Rs. 10 to Rs. 14 per person per month. 

They generally liye with family and sometimes save money. 

MR. AMRIT LAL OJHA. M.L.C .. MEMBER OF THE MINING BOARD, BENGAL. 

L-Becroitment, 
I. The labour in the coalfields are distinctly of thrOe varieties, m., (i) those who 

have come and permanently settled in the coal fields. (ii) those who are recruited 
from outside for labour in the mines, and (iii} those who are local people. An average 
estimate of their proportions in diiierent mine areas in Bengal and Bihar is given 
below:-

Jharia 
Mugma 
Raneegunge 

Settled. Recruited. Local. 
Per cent. Per cent. Per cent. 

20 75 5 
5 15 80 

25 50 25 

2. The contact of the recruited Iaboure ... with their villages is both frequent and 
continuous. The labourers genemUy return home during the monsoon for sowing 
and selling paddies whence they come to the mines in September and again retum 
in November for the harvesting operations. They practically work in the mines for 
a period of 6 months. The local labourers however go to their homes-every day while 
the settled labourers being provided with lands by their employers where to carry 
on agricultural operations, have no necessity to go back. and they_ have adopted 
the mines as their permanent abodes. 
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3. In the coal industry labour is at present recruited through sirdars and other 
recruiters in the employ of the mine~owners. There is no scarcity of labour in the 
coal industry at present and. the question of any remedial measure does not now 
seem to arise. 

4. Generally miners come with their family into the mines and work underground 
in pairs, the male cutting the coal while the woman, usually his married wile, carries 
it up. The surface .la:bourers ~ited from Monghyr come alone and go back after 
6 months to pay VISIts to theIr homes. As at present~ the recruitment of mining 
labour causes very little disturbance in family life. 

? So ~ar as mining la.bour ~ concerned there is hardly any unemployment. 
Agnculturists as they a:e tJ;te DUnes are to the~ a second source of income offering 
them ready employment in times when they are idle. As a matter of fact the mines 
open employment for all who are ready to come. In case of bumper crops generally 
miners .retum to the mines later and in less number. 

17. It is very difficult to acquire land for the purpose of building workers' houses. 
The want of facilities has attracted the attention 01 the Bihar Government and. they 
have amended the Chota. Nagpur Tenancy Act to provide for acquisition of land for 
this purpose. But even the amended Chota Nagpur Tenancy Act does not empower 
the Government to acquire la.nd for mining purposes at the instance of mine-owners. 

lV.-BeaIth. 
23. (vi) As yet the sex ratio is pmctically in parity bllt the prohibition of 

employment of women in mines is calculated to materially disturb it. 

ZS. The medical facilities are rea<lily availed of though the WomeD display 
reluctance in having their maternity cases looked after by medical men. DiHs 
and trained midwives are now being tried to help them but the women do not seem 
to agree to take their assistance too. The apathy however is likely to die out as their 
help is being availed of in some cases. 

31. Malef'nity b.neftls.-The labourers in question are given necessary rest 
immediately before and after child birth~ when they are provided with RJuwam. 

V.-Welfare. 
As a matter of fact the welfare works in the. mines are practically nil save where 

they are undertaken by individual owners. Shelters to the needy labourers are 
provided wherever necessary by the employers. The employers also provide for 
wherever necessary facilities for physical culture and recreation. The labourel"S like 
much more the games and sports they are habituated to. 

36. Whenever possible arrangements are made by individual mine owners to give 
primary education to the workers and their children which are not however much 
ava.iled of. 

37. Provision for old age and premature retirement is no doubt desirable but the 
unavoidable reduction of income for the retired labourers, uneducated as these 
people are. will make themselves offer the greatest resistance to any such scheme. 
Moreover the miners not being professional and the labour in the mines being a. 
second profession to them~ they being more agriculturists than minezs such a scheme 
dees not seem to be at an practicable. 

38, Little attempt has hitherto been made to preach among the miners the prin
ciple of co-operation. Backward as these people at present are then is hardly any 
chance of success in such an attempt. , 

JX.-B ....... 
63. Generally in the case of Indian-owned mines 12 ~ou!S shift find ,favour. the 

maximum working hours per week however not exceedmg 54 as required by the 
Indian Mines Act. Out of the 12 hours the miners a.ctually work about 7 to 8 hours 
idling a.way the rest of their time while underground. 
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The surface work again is intermittent and the loaders work 6 to 7 hours per day. 
Certain skilled labourers such as pump khalasis. engine khalasia work on a shift 
system of 8 hours per day .. 

64. The miners work 4: to 5 days per week while the surface labourers work 
6 days a "week. 

65. The 60 hours restriction has not interfered with the normal working of the 
mines. 

66. It can only be done at the cost of production. 
67. The shift system does not at all suit the smaller mines. Though these mines 

are generally worked on the basis of a 12 hours shift. miners do not go to work in 
time. and it is vel'}" difficult to persuade them to leave the mines by the closing bour 
of the shift. 

68. The daily limitation cannot suit the miners. 
69. The intervals the workers avail of according to their own habits idling away 

more time than necessary. The number of holidays in the mines i9 according to 
religious festivals and Pujahs. 

70-72. MineIs generally do not work on Sundays and Mondays. They do not 
also work full time on Tuesdays. The existing provisions are quite adequate. Skilled 
labourers particularly pump khalasis and firemen are exempted from the obligation 
of weekly day rest and use has to be made of their labour by the employers by keeping 
them on duty. 

l[.-Special qu .. liona relating to Wom .... Young Adalia and Children. 
90. There is hardly anything to be said against the Act of 1923 and eertiftcation 

provisions are quite suitable. 
91. The recent regulations of the Government providing for a gradual exclusion 

of women labourers underground cannot but be cha.ra.cterised as highly ill-advised. 
Imported practices from other lands can hardly suit the circum-tsances of this cou.ntry 
whose present conditions are not only widely different but have evolved under social 
customs and traditions almost antagonistic to those lands. Family has iUways been 
the c:entre of Indian lives and the individualist movement of the 19th century has 
not been a.ble to make any appreciable progress to shake this ground. So a miner .. 
when Qe comes to the coalfields, brings his little home. as it was, along with him and 
always preiers to work in pairs keeping his wife working always under his very eyes 
and protection. The prohibition of the employment of women under these conditions 
is calculated to disturb this happy position of the worker and to substantially raise 
the rate of wages and bring about a consequent increase in the cost of production, 
for the cutter can only be persuaded to work at a wage covering what he and his wife 
is at present earning together. In the present depressed condition of the industry 
such a course willserve to put insurmountable difficulties for the industry particularly 
for the small mines mostly owned by Indians~ as· in the case of big ones it is quite 
possible to make use of machinery to counterbalance the loss of labour supply without 
bringing in any COIlSequent and apprecia.ble relief to the workeI'8~ 

A Bengali lady. a social worker of admitted eredentials in women's cauSe. Mrs. 
Kamini Roy. who had the opportunity of making a special study of the labour 
conditions in the coalfields. made her observations in the matter in the following 
terms .. When a woman is forced by poverty to leave home and earn her living the 
best thing for her would be to work by the side of her husband or some near relation.·' 
The observations on the matter can be hardly made in better terms. 

It has only been recently decided to withdraw the entire women labour under
ground at the rate of 10 per cent. annually and as the operations have commenced 
only from July this year it is very difficult to say whether the speed is slow or fast~ 
but it can be safely said that people interested in the industry look to the future 
with alarm and anxiety. 

XII.-Wages. 
96. In coal mines tbe wages are generally paid on piece basis. The following is a 

list of wages paid to various labourers in the mines ;_ 
Cntt.." paid 11 as. to Re. 1 per _. 
earn... paid 2 as. to 4 &S. per _. 
Trimmers paid 2 as. to -4 as. per ton. 
Loaders paid 2 as. to 3 as. per ton. 
Onsetters. Banksmen paid 12 as. to Re. 1 per day. 
Pump Khalasis. Engine Khalasis-They are monthly paid servant3~ their 

wages being 20 to 30 Rupees per month. 
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In surrounding agricultural areas the rate of wages is comparatively lower. 
Besides the wages the labourers in the mines get ~ quarters and fuel. 

97. In the years 1919-1921 upward movement in wages took place but in 1926 
commenced a downward movement. The increase was to-the extent of ]00 per cent. 
and even more in some cases, the decrease however haa been of about 40 to 50 per 
cent. 

The m~vem~t has not kept any relation to the prices though it has always kept 
a proportion qUIte favourable when compared with the costs of living. There is 
however no profit sharing system in the mines. 

98. Recruited 1abourers generally effect savings and send money home to the 
~ent ?f some 50 per cent. of their earnings. The miners are genemlly thoroughly 
Improvident. 

105. In the present condition of labour organization there is neither the possibility 
nor the necessity of statutory establishment of minimum wages. 

107. Labourers are generally paid weekly and in some cases daily. 

109. There is no system of bonus or profit-sharing prevailing in the industry 
though sometimes comntissions on production are paid to the miners and also others. 

110. Leave is only granted to the monthly paid servants to the extent of one 
month in a year. 

XlIL-llldustriai eflIci....,. of wOrkers. 
113. Indian workers are comparatively less efficient than workers in other 

countries. 
llS. (i) Working hour.! can be reduced at the cost of production. 
116. Education and organisation are the two things that are primarily required 

before proceeding with any scheme to secure increased efficiency of Indian labour. 

XIV.-Trade CombillaliOllL 
117. There is practically no combinations of the employers that can dictate any 

policy. For the employees in mines there is hardly any combinqtion worth mention
ing. The Colliery Employees Association has hardly done any work for the labourers 
~nditis understood that they haveveryfew miners. ifany. on the list of theirmem.bers. 

140. Mines impution.-The sta1f under the Chief Inspector of Mines is quite 
adequate for the purpose and consists of efficient officials.. 

THE INDIAN MINiNG FEDERATION. 

Letter from Secretary;dated 6th November. 1929. 
I am directed to forward herewith a memorandum of observations of the 

Committee of the Federation in regard to the matters cognizable by the Royal 
Commission a full list of which appeared in the List of Subjects issued by you to the 
public. In this connection; I am desired to make jt clear that the Indian Mining 
Federation which was established in 1914. represents exclusively the capital in the 
Indian coal mining industry and .as such. all observations made in the enclosed 
memorandum by the Committee relate entirely to the conditions in the coal mines 
of the J haria and the Ranigunge coaIDeIds-the two principal sources of Indian coal 
supply. 

2. In placing their views before the Commission. the Committee desire to focus 
their pointed attention to the two main ideas whieh principally underlie the "ie'WS 
expressed. In the first instance. it is the profound conviction of the Committee 
that the problem. of labour wel.fare in India~ understood in its widest sense. is closely 
inter6rela-ted with the general educational problem, 01 the Indian masses. It is 
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useless to attempt to approximate labour conditions in India to the standard of 
westem countries until the Indian masses. as for the matter of that, the Indian 
industrial labour, has made further advance in elementary education. The 
fundamental fact ill the economic life of Indian masses is the prevailing low standard 
of living. So long as the demand for a better living has not made itself felt from 
within the labour themselves. all legislative or statutory proposals for uplifting 
labour conditions are bound to fail in their object. It seems to the Committee that 
the stiffening of obligation on the employers with regard to labour welfare. as 
attempted in the recent years, have been largely directed at the wrong end of the 
problem. To quicken a desire for better living among the Indian workspeople by 
a strenuous course of educa:tion, both general and trade-unionistic~ is the pri.ma.ty 
object to which efforts should have been directed. Unfortunately. this the most 
important programme of amelioration of Indian. Labour has been hitherto neglectecL 
or at any rate, its value and importance scantily realised.. In the absence of 
such real reforming darts, the Committee are oonstrained to say that all 
declarations of policies have remained a pious wish and legislations a kind of 
window-dressing. 

3. Nor there need be overlooked another important aspect of the matter. The 
socW fabric of an eastern people like Indians is yet founded on the aider order of 
status. The sense of mutual osligation which knit the different elements of old 
Indian society still inform the relation between Indian emplo~ and Indian work
men. Thissense of mutual obligation has hitherto served the purpose of ameliorative 
labour legislation in India remarkably well. And it is only natural that where 
the old spirit exists. ineffective legislation has been resented both by the employers 
and the em.ployees~ It is not the intention of the Committee to suggest that the 
legislations should not be undertaken. What they desire to emphasjse is that this 
is an aspect of the labour situation in India which does not make the need lor 
legisiation as urgent and as necessary, as it might otherwise appear. 

4. Secondly. the necessary quili 1"'0 quo in the opinion of the Committee. of an 
improved adjustment of the relation oi employers and workers is the efficient 
organization of the iormer. Much that legislation may ineffectively seek to 
accomplish might be easily achieved. if the industrial employers in India to-day 
were efficiently and effectively organized. Except in the one instance whexe the 
prosperity of an overgrown industry has been sustained for years by co-ordina.ted 
efiorts of the employers. the Committee of the Federation think: that every industry 
in India sufters irom the lack of sufficient organ.i%ation. With such suffering. the 
welfare of labour is not in a small measure connected. It is impossible to maintain 
an At labour condition with C3 state of profit and under modem conditions. it is 
only an. industry sufficiently organized which can maintain its economic rate of profit. 
The Committee must confess that the Indi,an coal industry su£feJS from the lack of 
Slleb a vital e1ement fOT its sustenance. They feel tha.t in the interest of labour, 
if for no other reason. a tendency towards efficient and effective organization of 
eUlp10yers must be fostered. In impressing on the Commission the need for' 
strengthening the position of industrial and trade organization. the Committee can 
do no better than quote no less an authority than the British Committee on trade 
and industry whose report was presented to the Parliament in March last. After 
admitting that one or two efficient organizations exist in Great Britain the Balfour 
Committee proceeds to remark :-But well-equipped AssOCiatiOllS are. we fear. 
only a minority and able trade representatives who gave evidence before us would 
be the first to admit that the financial strength of such organi>auons and the support 
they receive- from their own members are often very much below what is needed for 
the efficient carrying out of their present duties. We feel that this weakness of trade 
organization is a matter of such vital concern as to justify our laying particular stress 
upon it in our report. Many times during the course of our enquiry we have tumed 
with something like envy to the vastly more complete machinery of the Chambers of 
Commerce of Germany and France. where to all intents and purposes membership 
and contribution are compulsory. (Vide Balfour Committ.ee's Final Report: pages 
193-4). 

L-_bnant. 

I. From the point of view of origin. the labour in the coaIfu>lds <>f Jharia. Mngma 
and Ranigunge admits of a broad threefold distinction. The labourers employed 
at the coal mines do not completely represent a population resident in the mines.. 
As it is commonly described. the ooal miners are Dot & "settled" population. A 
small pereentage of labour is doubtless permanently resident in the mines; while 
an~ther small fraction is drawn "from the neigbbourhood of the mines and thoo~ 
somewhat permanently connected with coal mining industry. is never resident m 
the mines. In the three 'fields of Jharia. Mugma and Ranigunge, where conditions 
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are dissimilar, the proportion of the settled~ recruited and local labour is also varying. 
The following percentage figures may be regarded as indicative of the present-day 
position. 

Jbaria 
Mugmo. 
Ranigunge 

Settled. 
15 
5 

30 

Recruited. 
75 
15 
50 

Local. 
10 
80 
20 

It will appear that the problem of migration does not present itself in connection 
with the labour in the coalfields except in a very limited sense. The settlement of 
1abour~ chiefly in the Ranigunge coalfields, took place a few generations ago and was 
doubtless rendered possible, partially by the grant of cultivable land by theemployers. 
It is the prospect of assured wage-eaming. supplemented by facilities of agricultural 
pursuits which drew labourers from the economically distressed areas. But it is 
remarkable that the movement towards permanent settlement in the mines or to 
be precise, the mining area, has stopped for the last 15 to 20 years. 

2. As it will have been realised from the foregoing reply~ the contact of the 
miners with their native villages is both frequent and continuous. The recruited 
labourers who are drawn from the Santals, K:ols. Bouries. Karas and Bilaspuris 
(C. P. la.bourers), have agriculture as their principal occupation. After the close 
of the harvest season, they generally joill the mines in January and retire from them 
in June for the tilling and sowing of paddy fields. About September. when the 
rains are over, they return to the mines and withdraw again in November for the 
harvesting operations. A3 regards the loca.llabourers who daily attend mines from 
their home, the contact with their village is of course uninturrupted. The settled 
labour have adopted the mines as their permaDent homes. 

3. In the coal industry. there is no organized machinery for recruiting labour. 
In certain mines where raising of coal is entrusted to contra.ctoTs. the mine-owners 
absolve themselves entirely of the responsibility of recruiting labour. In these 
cases it is the •• raising <:ontra.ctors .. who employ recruiters in the usual areas of 
recruitment charging the mine with a certain recruitment expense. But in the 
mines where working is Sire,," or departmental~ the management themselves 
employ rir@f'Storecruitlabour,thelatterearninga special si"dari remuneration. In 
such cases, it is usual to make certain advances to the newly recruited labour known 
as Khtwaki, besides, of COurse. the payment of travelling expenses. 

The problems of recruitment of colliery labour are hard to solve. They arise 
mostly from the fact that a miner is primarily an agriculturist. The scarcity of 
labour which confronted the industry In an acute form a few years ago continues 
even to-day and it is advisable that some kind of demarcation of ~as between coal 
and other industries be officially adopted. For themselves. the Federation would 
suggest Santal Pa.rganas and the whole of Chhota. Nagpur as the exclusive area of 
RC['Uitment for the coal industry. 

4. Hitherto the efiects of re<:ruitme-nt of mining labour have had small eBect on 
their family life. For. the labourers when migrating periodically to the coalfields 
used to bring their womenfolk: and children along with them. The teDour of their 
family life has thus remained absolutely undisturbed by the adoption of a new home. 
But the recent statutary prohibition of underground employment of women in mines 
is ca.lculated to seriously upset the family life of miners. As a well·k:nown Indian 
lady worker interested in the labour problems· remarked. when man and women 
are by circumstaoces driven to & working life, it is better that the husband and 
the wife work together. (Vide article by Mrs.. Kamini Roy in Modem Review, 
Apru. 1923). 

This socio-economic aspect otelim.ina.ting women from employment in collieries 
has hitherto received a very scant attention from the authorities. as is evidenced from 
the recently made regulation excluding employment 01 women from mines. 

7. It is obvious from what has been already stated that unemployment in the 
western sense does not and cannot be a feature of the coal·mining labour. On the 
other hand. in years. of crop failure the collieries ofi'er th~ readiest field of employment 
fOT the agriculturally hit population. The subsidiary character of mining as an 
occupation is borne out by the fact that in years of bumper crop the .miners return 
to the coalfields later in the cold weather and also in reduced number. 

The recommendation of the International Labour Conference for the establish
ment Bureauxca.nnot clearly have any scope or application in connection with the 
colliery labour in the circumstances described above-. 

8. The employment in the coal mines is of continuous character. The collieries 
are hardly in difficulty in absorbing a fresh supply of labour. But as it is. the 
recruited labourers themselves retire wholesale for two seasons. It is estimated 
that withdrawal is responsible for the loss of S3 per cent. of what might have been 
their aggregate annual wages otherwise. 
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Besides scope for regular employment of labour in mining operations proper 
there is in the coal mines also abundant scope for employment of casual la.bour in 
connection with building programme and earth-work on the surface . 

. 1I.-&alf Orgauioalion. 

10 and 1 t. In a large number of the Indian-owned coal mines the local manage
ment is generally entrusted to an agent. who is assisted by a technical adviser ea1led 
the manager of the mine. While the agent :is an experienced business man exercising 
:financial and general control over the working of the mine. the manager is responsible 
for the technical aspect of the mining operations. In some of the mines. however. 
where there are no agents. the managers combine the double functions. The agent 
is appointed to represent the proprietor and the manager is appointed from among 
the persons who hold eertifica.tes of competency as mines manager by passing 
examina.tions held by the Department of Mines. 

12. The regular subordinate supervisi..D.g staff in a. colliery consists of sirdars and 
overmen. Until recently the colliery managements used to apPoint anyexperieneed 
miner as sirdars. But recent regulations framed under the Indian Mines Act-provide 
for a competency examination which must be passed by all persons prior to their 
appointment as sirdars. Lectures in vem.acular on mining are given in the coalfields 
for training of sirdars who are. however. still drawn from experienced miners. The 
overmen are recruited both from. the rank of miners as also from educated persons 
having some knowledge of technical mining. Under recent regulations an overman 
must have obtained at least a Sirdar>s certificate. Regular lectures on various 
subjects of mining are delivered in various points of the coalfields for mining appren
tices who seek to qualify themselves as DUnes managers on completion of required 
term of apprenticeship at the mines. 

13. The relation in the coal mines between the workpeople a.n.d the management 
is one of general cordiality. There have been few ruptures of this generally cordial 
relation on score of wages or working conditions. So long as the wages are paid 
regularly and on the weekly wages day and discipline is leniently enforced so as not 
to interfere with their prejudices and habits of life. a rupture-of relation between the 
labourers and the management is almost unthinkable under normal conditions. 

The--setting up of a Works Committee has never been attempted in coal mines ; 
. nor has their ~eed ever been felt. 

14. The wages in coal inines for all important classes of work is paid on a piece 
system. Hence the need for time-keeping from point of view of internal administra
tion is Dot as great in coal mines as in the ·other industrial establishments. But 
there exist certain statutory obligations on the coal mines in this :respect. The hoUI'3 
of entry and departure of each miner into and from the pit are required. to be recorded 
in a register which is kept by a timekeeper posted at the pit's mouth. 

]5. The most important class of contractors knOWIl in the coal industry is the 
raising contractors. They stipulate with the owners to cut and raise coal, dump it 
on the surface as also to load it into the wagon on the colliery siding. The con
tractors fix their charge on the basis of per ton loaded into wagon. There are also 
building contractors, contractors who undertake to carry out earthwork, sink a shaft:. 
and do other odd work. 

Sub-contracting is in vogue in the coal industry only to a very limited extent. 
It is noteworthy. however. that when raising of coal is contracted out, the manage
ment exercises full control in the direction of mining operations as also over other 
matters. The most important effects of the contractors> system in the coal industry 
are to ensure a continued supply of labour, as also to stabilise production cost to a 
large extent. 

lIL-lIOU1ing. 

16. The housing for labour in the coal industry :is almost exclUSively provided 
free by the employers. In the case of settled labour in certain mines. notably in the 
Ranigunge field, labourers have been allowed to construct their own houses in rural 
areas away from the mines. 

17. In the Jharia coalfield considerable difficulty is met with in the acquisition 
of surface land for housing. Under the Chhota Nagpur Tenancy Act the mineowners 
could not at their own instance move the revenue authorities to register a sale of 
tenancy land. The position has remained substantially unchanged even after an 
amendment of the Act has been passed by the B. and O. Council last session. 
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19, Generally speaking. the housing accommodation provided by the employers 
is availed of by the labourers nowadays. But fifteen to twenty years ago there was 
distinct prejudice among certain sections of labourers of sleeping inside the tihofIJrtlS 
(huts). Even to-day prejudice continues in regard to the use of double-storied 
all-brick buildings such as provided by one or two employers. The Santals have 
a superstitious horror for brick ceiliDg. 

20. No re.Dt is charged for use of the housing provided by the employers. 

lV.-Heallh. 
23. Certain statistical statements compiled by the Boards of Health are given 

in Statement I appended to this memorandum. They will i.ndicate the extent of 
mortality and birth-rate in the mining labour. The working conditions in the mines 
underground are rigidly regulated by the provisions of Indian Mines Act. and health 
and sanitation of the labour settlements are jealously guarded by the Boards of 
Health. 

The physique of the labourer is determined by the racial type they represent, and 
has not been known .to have suffered any deterioration. 

In the coalfields the sex ratio among the labourers has hitherto been in complete 
parity. For it was hitherto the practice for every male miner cutting coal under
ground to be accompanied by a female loader (frequently his wife). But the recent 
regulation prohibiting the employment of women underground is calculated to 
seriously disturb this parity. The outlook of the situation in this aspect seems to be 
~qu~ting. . 

24. The medical facilities. at least of readily available character. to the labour 
in the coalfields are exclusively provided free by the employen. The Boards of 
Health insist by their regulation on the maintenance by every colliery of a stock of 
more important m~cine and surgical accessories. as also of the service of a fully 
qualified medical man. 

25. The medical facilities offered to the labourers are readily availed of. But 
women absolutely decline to have their ma.ternity cases IQokedafter by any medical 
agency. 

26. It is manifestly impossible to provide latrines for workers underground. The 
la.bourers are allowed to commit nuisance in unused parts of the mines which are 
swept and cleaned periodically. But the Boards of Health specify the requirements 
of sanitary arrangements to be made in connection with labour dlwuwa.s. 

30. In the form in which sickness insurance has been recommended by the 
International Labour Conference it is unworkable in the coal industry unless the 
employers are prepared to shoulder the double responsibility of making their own. 
and the employee's contribution. For the Indian miner is as yet too ignorant to
understand insurance or to appreciate its value)'" Moreover. such legislation as the 
proposed Sickness Insurance will have the effect of financially embarrassing the 
employers in the presentstate of their organization. Anecessa.ry prelude to advanced 
ameliorative legislation affecting Indian labour is the need for better organization of 
employers which has hitherto made small advance on a purely voluntary basis. 

It may be added heretbat in the coal industry tbere is a practice of giving Klumski 
to labourers incapacitated by temporary illness. 

, V.-WeIfare. 
32. The Federation cannot belp confessing that the welfare work among the

mining labour is almost absent, w~ver scanty efforts have been made being. 
however, entirely undertaken by th employees themselves. Since 1923 the coal 
industry has been passing througb a pression and in the years preceding it. efforts 
on the part of individual mines went \impossible for lack of sufficient organization 
of the indnstry. 

33. So far as the Federation is aware, there has never been any constructive
worke18 in the field of welfare work. 

34. Miners' children enjoy ce:rtain amenities. Sports are encouraged. football 
being the mQst favourite game. 

35. No definite results are disceruible. 
36. In certain mines. limited attempts have been made to provide educational 

facilities to the children of the work-people. But such efforts have not been of a 
s.ustained character, specially for the lack of sufficient funds at the disposal of the
employers. 
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37. The greet bulk of the mining labour being primarily agriculturists and the 
workers themselves serving too many employezs. the question of old age pension 
does not arise at all. 

38. Among the mining labour it is impossible to preach with any success the 
principle of co-operatiou. At any rate, no attempt has hitherto been made to 
promote co-operative movement among the mining labour. 

39. The Federation does not feel the need of any. 

VL-Education. 
4042. In tbe Ranigunge field tbere are a number of high, middle and primary 

schools scattered throughout tbe coalfield. In the Jharia field similar facilitiee exist 
but in a more limited extent. The children of the labouring class do DOt join these 
schools. And those who join do not pursue mining as all occupation in after-life, 
It is difficult. therefore, to ascertain how:far education has re-acted on the industrial 
efficiency of the miners. 

VlL-8afety • 
43. The safety of the workpeople in the coal mines is ensured by Regulations 

and Rules framed by the central and local governments under Sections 29 and 30 
of tbe Indian Min .. Act. 1923. 

44. AI sta:t:istical table regarding accidents in the coal mines is given in the 
Statement II appended to this memorandum. 

45. The causes of such accidents are principally subsidence of surface and gallery 
wall, dooding and. spontaneous combustion. 

49. The Department of Mines is particularly vigilant in the inspection of coal 
mines. The headquarters of the department is situated. in the coalfields. 

SO. The provision for the use of special types of lamps underground in the 
gaseous coal mines has undoubtedly contributed to the safety of the workpeople. 
Beyond this. it is difficult to assess the effect of other factors mentioned on the 
safety of tbe labourers. 

vm.-WorkmoD'. Comp6lll&tion. 

51. In the coal industry the provisions of the Act are fully availed of on behalf 
of the labour. In minor cases of temporary disability preference is expressed both 
by the employers and the employed to continue the old practice of U Bhata >< than 
to rigorously follow the Act. It is, however. impossible ~ state the proportion of 
actual and possible claims under the Act. 

Insurance facilities are readily available. but the premium. presumably based on 
British conditions in the coal industry. is too high. The result has been that most 
of the Indian-owned coal mines have preferred to keep their risk uncovered. 

52. The Federation has no suggestion to make. 

The Federation does not think the Act should be amended so as to safeguard the 
claim of the workmen against insolvency of the employers. As a matter of fact, it 
is more often the practice in the coal industry to compound the claim by a lump 
sum payment. 

53. The existing provisions of the Act are considered adequate. 

54. The Federation does not cousider the passing of such an Act necessa:;y. 

JX.-Honn. 
63. The daily working hours in a coal mine are 20 to 24 worked by a kind of two 

shifts. The aggregate working h""", per week undergronnd are roughly 100. On 
an average the miners idle away one third of their time while underground. 

In regard to surface work. the work is intermittent. and there is no regular shift. 
The loaders work 6 to 7 hours per day. Certain skilled labour such as pump-khala.sis~ 
firemen work II hours a day. 

64. The mines work 4 to 5 days a week. the surface labourers work 6 days in 
the week. 

65. The 54 hours restriction has not affected working in coal mines as the miners> 
work do not extend beyond 4 to 5 days per week. 

66. The legislation passed in this behalf (Act XUI of 1928) is not suitable at all, 
as miners do Dot desire to subject themselves to regularity of a.ttendance which a. 
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system of shift requires. In the circumstances, generally speaking, the Indian~ 
owned collieries will probably show a preferenee for limiting working hoUl'S to 12 per 
day. But even here it will be difficult to pursuade the miners starting work late in 
the day to leave the mine at the closing hour of the shift. 

67. The problem is one which is intimately connected with a radical change of 
the hahits of mine", and an organized effort on the part of the industry is n ..... ary 
prelude of this as of many other reforms of working condition in the coal industry. 

69. Having regard to the idling habit of miners while underground in mines, no 
special provision is required in this respect. 

70. The miners. as already stated do not work for more than " to 5 days in the 
week, and the loaders who constitute the bulk of labour on the surface of a coal 
mine also do not put in more than 6 days work in the week. It is only with regard 
to such skilled labour as pump khalasis~ firemen, etc., that their work is uninterrupted 
throughout the week. But with regard to them6 as required by the Section 23 of 
the Indian Mines Act, a weekly day of rest is given. , 

71. The existing statutory provision in regard to weekly day of rest is adequate. 
72. Under the Indian Mines Act no exemption has been granted in regard to 

the obligation of a weekly day of rest~ though both in 1923 and 1924 the Mining 
Federation suggested that exemption should be granted in respect of such skilled 
labour as pump khalasis. fueman~ etc. 

x.-W_ YotUIC AdnlIB atul Children. 

90. The provision for certiJicatiGn of children made in the Indian Mines Act, 
1923. has worked well. 

91. The recent action taken by the Government in providing for gradual exclusion 
of women from underground employment in mines has been unfortunate. The 
prohibition of women in the majority of Indian Mines is wholly unwa.mmted. In 
any event, the method ot excluding women from employment has been most ill· 
conceived. What should have been prescribed by Government is a uniform rate of 
reduction of employment in place of standardising a percentageftgure of employment 
applicable all over the coal industry. 

The proportion of women labour to the total labour employed varies from mine 
to mine. In standardising this proportion to 29 per cent., for instance, for 1929. some 
of the mines have been needlessly more hit than others. It would have been enough 
for the pwpose of the regulation to provide that every mine shall reduce its employ
ment of women.1abour underground each year. say, by 10 per cent. 

The direct effect of the prohibition of employment 01 women would be a rise in 
the wages. the burden of which will not pass on to consumers in the present state 
of the coal market. Here again~ lack of efficient organization of the industry will 
affect the margin of profit. 

Economically the loss of earning of women will tend to lower the standard 01 
living of the labourers. ' 

Withdrawal of male labour has not yet assumed serious proportions, but a. most 
disqu}eting situation is foreseen ahead. 

XII. Wager. 

96. The bulk of the mining labour is paid wages on piece basis. But some skilled 
labourers are also employed for monthly wages. The following is the list of wages 
paid to various workpeople in the mines ;-Mi.ners and loaders. 7 As. to 9 As. per tub 
of 13 cwt~ Average output. S tubs per day jointly by I miner and I loader, Wagon
loading coolies, 2 As. to S As. per ton. Average earnings per day per head ]0 As.. to 

• 12 As. Onsetter, banksman, 10 As. to 12 As. per day. Pump khalasis, firemen. 
engine khalasis. Rs. 20 to Rs. 2S per month. Fitter, Rs. 40 to Rs. 50 per month. 
Head mistry, Punjab; mistry. Rs. 50 to Rs.70 per month. Blacksmith. carpenter, 
Rs. 80 to Rs. as per month. Daily labour (surface), 8 to 12 As. per day. 

There are a number of indirect benefits which the labour enjoy in the coal mines. 
He receives free coal for consumption. kerosine oil for lighting. he receives Pa,bani 
or Baksis on numerous' festive occasions. Besides. he is entitled to free housing 
"ndtravelling expenses both ways for trips to his village home. The real wages may 
thus be calculated in terms of money on the monthly basis :-Fuel. Rs. 1.8; 
_veiling. Rs.I; Ba.ksis, Rs.I.8; housing, Rs. 2; kerosine, Rs. 0·8; total Rs. 6.8 

per =~~deration is not in a position to quote wages rate in the neighbouring 
industries. In. the Jharia field there is hardly any. 

97. During 1920 and 1921 the wages on the c<>alfields rose by practically 100 
per cent. But in 1927 the wages have fallen by 2S per cent. 
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The movement in wages was determined by bade conditions. Coal prices 
rose by more than 100 per cent. in 1919 and 1920 and have dropped by 200 per 
cent since 1923. ' 

One of the factors which influenced the wage movement in 1920 was the high 
east of living. But a downward movement of wages cannot be brought about 
simultaneously with a. downward movement of general price level. 

The coal industry has known few periods of high profits. During the only good 
years of 1919 to 1922 the wages were markedly increased. But it is remarkable that 
the fall in wages has not been commensurate at all with the depressed prices in the 
recent years. 

98. The better paid skilled labourers are provident and make regular remitta.nces 
home. Even some- m.iners send remittances home. 

100. The contractors system does not affect the rate of wages. The profits of the 
raising contraetors do not lie in wage-cutting but emanate largely from the recruiting 
expenses 'which the mine--owners have to incur when working the mines 
departmentally. 

101, The wages are :fixed according to the ruling rates in the locality. This 
is precisely the reason why the movement of wages in either direction, particularly 
in downward. is slow to be eft'ective. There is no collective bargaining but a demand 
is some~ put forward for higher wages by the miners of an individual colliery. 

102. Overtime work in mines is very limited but when availed of, the basis of 
payment is the same as for regular work. 

103. The wages are very nearly standardized in each field or to be more correct, 
in each locality, even though there is no machinery of collective bargaining. 

104. The supply of la.bour does not depend ou rate of wages but on the character 
of the crop harvests each year. 

lOS. There :is neither any necessity Dor any possibility of working a minimum 
wages system in the present state of labour organization. 

106. The various deductions referred to are almost unknown in the coal industry, 
107. Wages..,.e paid once a week pIaCtlt:aIly all Over the coalfields. at present, 

on Sunday. Even the monthly wag~ are paid on account weekly. These 
is no need for legislation for more frequent payment in the coal industry. Cases 
of unclaimed wages occur very rarely. if ever at all. In the Ranigunge 1ield~ most 
labourers receive payment even daily. 

108, Indebtedness exists among min~g labour but not in any appreciable scale. 
Creditors are usually the Kalmlis and debtoxs are frequently the better-paid skilled 
labour. 

109. Profit-sharing in the technical sense does not exist in the coal industry. 
But special bQJluS is sometim~ given to tbe miners with the Object of stimulating 
larger output or carrying out any work of special nature. 

110. The better-paid skilled labour receive generally one ttlonth's leave in a year 
on full pay. The miners who work on pieee basis and leave the mines at their sweet 
will do Dot ask nor are they given any leave. 

111. Such a provision in the public contracts seems wholly uncalled for. 

XIIL-Indllllrial EffIciency_ 
112. The Federation consider there has been a slight improvement in the 

efficiency of the Indian coal-mining labour in the recent years. 
113. A comparative statement. as prepared by the Chief Inspector of Mines. is 

given to indicate comparative efficiency of Indian and foreign coal~minel'S~ 
114. The use of machinery~ education and better standard of living are the most 

important factors afteeting the efficiency of Indian coal-miners in comparison with 
the similar labourers of other countries. The spur to earn more and to produce more 
is entirely absent in Indian labour. He always works for a certain flxed level of 
income and when that is reached, he is reluctant to work more. Hence a higher 
wage leads to a fall in working hOUTS. 

115. The restriction of working hours has not affected production cost in the 
coal industry but the increasing statutory obligations on the employers with regard 
to health and sanitation. working condition, building and housing have the most 
decided eftect of adding to the cost. This addition spread over the last 7 years has 
coincided with period of depression in the coal industry. The effect of this comei· 
dence on the wage level has been unfortunate. As it must have been apparent. an 
upward movement 01 wage level tends to advexsely affect volume of productiou. 
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1 I 6. The problem of industrial efficiency is entirely one of educating the Indian 
masses and the thorough orga.niza.tiOI1 of the industry itself. if necessary~ under 
active official encouragement. 

XIV.-Trade CombiDation. 
117. As far as the Federation is aware. there is no miners' organizatiOtl in the 

coal.~du8~ •. with the e~cep~on of th.e Co~ Employees' ~tion. This 
body 15 primarily an organIZation of clerical 3.SSlStants lD the colliery offices but Is 
reported to have on the roll a sprinkling of miners. 

On the employers' side, the coal trade is represented by the Indiatl Mining 
Association and the Indian Mining Federation, the former comprising of non-Indians 
and the latter of Indian firms generally. The activity of these bodies are limited to 
communication with outside authorities and the Government and providing a kind 
of clearing house of information. 

Internally these bodies cannot force their own will on the industry. None of 
the bodies have been ever .k:Qown to have adopted concerted action in regulating 
production, prices. wages~ sanitary or working conditions. 

118. These bodies have served excellently to bringinto relief the general grievances 
of the industry in relation to Central or Local Governments. railways. port authorities 
and other outside agencies. 

119. These bodies do not pay any vital part in the carrying of day-t<Hlay 
business of the coal:firms. They voice grievance and seek relief from otherauthorities. 

XV.-Induslrial DiJpulol. 

123. No lock-out was ever threatened or resorted to in the history of the coal 
industry. In 1920. owing to the activity of certain labour leaders the labour in 
the coalfield was very much disturbed. But actual strikes were few. Since 1922, 
the labour position has. been entirely u:nruffied. 

124. A3 it would be obvious. no occasion arose in the coal iDdustry for exploitation 
of the concilia.tion or arbitration machinery. The only machinery of the kind is 
the. Bengal Industrial Conciliation Panel in which the coal industry is represented 
but there was no occasion for tb..i.s machi.uery to function in relation to a dispute in 
the coal industry. 

126. Towards the need for combination of employeI'S the attitude of the Govern
ment appears to be unsympathetic. The Railway Board last year turned down a 
simple proposal of the Federation which was put forward with a view to strengthening 
the combination of employeB in the coal industry. 

XVJL-AdmiDialration. 
133. The Central Legislature is at once sympathetic. and discriminative in the 

passing of labour legisla.tion. But that Assembly suffers in. that respect from lack 
of first-hand infonn.a.tion. A wider representation of industrial interests. as 
distinguished from spokesman of commercial politics. is required to make good this 
defect. 

The local councils. at least of the two· provinces of Bengal and Behar and Orissa. 
are a.pathetic to labour and to all economic qUestioI1S~ None of them have passed 
any labour legislation. 

134. The effect of the Labour Conference bas been the crop of the new 
legislations the reaction 01 which on the production cost of the industry has already 
been referred to. 

135. A radical overhauling is called for in this direction and must go down deep 
to the root of the present constitutional position. Local Governments have no 
constitutional l«us $landS to take co~ce of the larger problems of the coal 
industry and the Centtal Government IS insufficiently in touch with it. The loeal 
governments express opinion in matters where they.have no responsibility of their 
own. Tbe field of taxation With regard. to industries should also be more clearly 
demarcated than at present. The solution of the present anomalous position lies 
in either the Central Govemment cultivating more direct contact with the coal 
industry or the Local Governments be-ing allowed wider administrative jurisdiction 
in dealing with problems of the industry. 
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131. There are a number ofinter·provmcial discrepancies in the matter of taxation 
on coal industry. The cess of the Jharia Mines Board of Health (B. and 0.) and 
the Asansol Mines Board of Health (Bengal) are not always identical. There is 
an exclusive taxation in Behar and Orissa under the Jharia. Water Supply Act. 1914~ 
and the Government of Bengal have had WOposals on legislative anvil for a cess on 
the profits of coal mines in cODDection with the rural primary education scheme. 

xvm.-Jnlelligenee. 
148. The statistics with regard to coal industry are comprehensive enough but 

are not readily available to the public from the Department of Mines owing to a. 
curious interpretation of a certain section of the Inman Mines Act. 

] 44. The compilation of statIStics is generally satisfactory except probably the 
price statistics. But they should be more elab~tely and readily made available 
at shorter intervals to the trade and the public. 

145. No endeavour has so far been made in this direction except what an official 
of the Federation made in 1923. But financial difficulties and lack of co-operation 
compelled him to give up the efforts after they had made a small headway. 

146. What is needed is a strengthening of the position of the employers' 
organization in which event the economic studies can be easily undertaken by them 
at their own initiative or- at the instance of the Government. 

S_ ...... I 1. (See reply No. 23). Showing particulars of death generally and 
from cholera and smaU-pox specially in the m.ining settlement areas during 1927. 

JHARIA MINING SETTLEMENT. 
Death average adult population. 

Men. W To~'. Death rate 
omen~ uw. per thousand. 

3,979 3.616 7,595 16·73 

Infant mortality (of less than 1 year old). 
Birth D th Ratio of death to birth 

. ea • per thousand. 
15.315 1.789 117 

Prevalence of Cholera and Small-pox among colliery population alone. 
Cases. Death. 

Cholera 68 12 
Small-pOl< 748 29 

ASANSOLE MINING SETTLEMENT. 
Death among the population. 

Men. 

2.913 

Women. 

2.563 

Total. 

5.476 

DeathIate 
per thousand. 

16'62 

Death from various diseases. 

Cholera 
SmaU·pox 
Plague 
Fever •• 
Dysentery and Diar-rhrea 
Respiratory diseases .. 
Other causes •• 

Total 

Number of Rate per 1,000 
deaths. of population. 

120 0'36 
72 0·21 
o 

848 
103 
985 

3.348 

5.476 

2·57 
0·31 
2·98 

10·15 

16·62 
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SttJllment II. (See reply No. 113), Showing the number and results of accidents 
in mines (chiefly coal mines) in the districts of Burdwan (Bengal) a.nd Munbhum 
(B. and 0.) during the year 1927. 

Nou :-The Jharia and Ranigunge coalfields are situated within these districts. 

Dead. Seriously Wounded. 
Fields. under-I Open I Surf under-I Open , Surface. ground. colliery. ace. ground. works. 

Bengal (Burelwan) .. I 27 - 9 45 2 18 

Bihar and Orissa I (Jharia and Ranigunge) 97 - 6 182 2 44 

SIate ... HI III. (See reply No: 113). A comparative statement showing the 
output of coal raised per head of labour employed in India and other countries. 

United States 
Great Britain 

. Germany 
France •. 
Belgium •. 
Japan 
India 
India 

Above and 
below ground 

per head. 
tons. 

780 
252 
278 
160 
154 
132 
113 
122 

Below ground 
only per head 

tons. 

930 in 1926 
316 in 1927 
(a) in 1926 

225 in 1927 
219 in 1927 
(a) in 1926 

166 in 1926 
176 in 1927 

Mr. J. H. LANG. Officiating Chief Inspector of MiDes in India. 

L-Becruitment. 
1. Two-thirds of the total workers in Indian mines are employed in the coal. 

mines of Bengal and. Bihar and Orissa. The earliest miners in the Asansol and 
Jharia coalfields were the local Bauris, but these have. to a great extent, been 
supplanted by the aboriginal Santals. Kols. Karas and Gonds. In more recent 
years recruiting has been done amongst the Bhuyias. Rajwan, Gopes. Lodhs. Nunias. 
etc.~ collectively known as C.P. miners. 

2. To a great extent labour is seasonal, as the average miner is at heart an agri
culturist and during the sowing and ha.rvesting seasons departs for the fields. In 
the years following a bad harvest there is always an abundance of labour~ but when 
the harvest is good labour is scarce. 

In some parts of the coalfields eopecially in the Dishergarh area, the lahour 
comes in from: the surrounding villages. which are sometimes as far distant as 15 miles 
or more, and 'spends the whole day and night at the colliery. This is done twice 
and occasionally three times per week. The proportion of settled miners is as yet 
small. except in the salt mines at Khewn. This proportion is, however. growing 
year by year. 

3. Methods of Reeruitment-{tl) Raising Contmctor m8tAotl.-A raising contractor 
is paid a fixed rate per ton of coal raised and he recruits the necessary labour, Labour 
imported :from a distance is transported to the mine at the contractor's expense, 
and, in addition., it is usual for the contractor to give monetary advances up to 
Rs. 20 per b.ead. Railway fares are not recovered, but advances are sometimes 
recovered OV{3r a reasonable period from. the worker's pay. 

(b) Labor.~ ConIrad<w .... /Md.-At some of the 1arge coal mines • labour contraetor 
is employed. " He is paid a fixed sum of from 1 to " annu per ton of coal raised or 
despatched. ~. ~ responsible for recruiting labour. He employs a number of 
recruiters. l~_~ ease, as wages are paid to individual workers by the company~ 
advances of pay ',are made and recovered. by the colliery company. 

\ , 
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(c} Mi.,.s SiyflMs.-A miners' sirdar is a sort of gang leader or petty contractor~ 
and is generally a man having some influence in his own village. The gang usually 
cansists of 10 to 50 men from one- village. The gang is free to move from colliery to 
colliery. The sirdar is either paid by the company at the rate of t to 1 anna per 
tub of coal raised by the gang. and the gang paid separately by the company, or the 
wages of the gang are paid to the sUdar for distribution after h. bas deducted his 
own commission. 

In some cases the colliery companies have large zamindaries and a small plot of 
cultivatable land is given to each miner as an inducement to stay at th~ colliery, 
If the miner leaves the colliery his lien on the land is forfeited. This system is.' 
however. going out of vogue, 

The indigenous population of the mining fields is free labour. and a miner can 
move from mine to mine at his own volition. Such labour working at small mines 
is engaged and paid daily. but at the larger mines weekly. 

(d) Sirkari.-In this case the colliery company maintains its own sta.ft of recruiters. 
Some recruiters remain in the colliery to look after resident la.bour, and others 
are sent out into distant villages. Each recruiter supervises a number of villages. 
The headman of a village from which labour is drawn is paid a monthly salary and 
a small commission on the output obtained by his men so that he will infiuence the 
villagers to work at that particular colliery and attend. work regularly. In many 
cases when the miners work for a considerable period advances are not recovered. 

Mims i" But'ttIS.-At the stone, tin and wolfram mines in Burma. a portion 
of the labour force is imported from Orissa. The major portion of the labour is 
Chinese. On recruitment advances are paid and the recruiter, generally a C01l
tractor, bears aU travelling expenses. In some cases the employer bears repatriation 
expenses after a term of two years if the employee gives continuous service for that 
period. 

At the mines of the Burma Corporation. Limited. no recruiting is now necessary 
as the high rates of pay are sufficiently attractive to maintain an adequate supply 
of labour. 

Assam.-ln Assam the labour is chiefty recruited through the Tea. District 
Labour Association, which is undfJf Govemm~t supervision. Mekranis from 
Karachi are also recruited by sirdars sent fOf this purpose. 

There is little difference in the actual recruiting. whether it is done directly or 
through the raising or labour contractor or a miners' sirear. The mines themselves 
are the best recruiting agents for wheD good housing. easy conditions, good ventila
tion and facilities are provided there will be no dearth of labourers. 

As there is at present no unemployment amongst the labour force in the coalfield 
there is DO need to establish public employment agencies, It is doubtful also whether 
the mining companies would combine to establish a recruiting agency. • 

7. There is practica.lly no unemployment amongst the labouring classes in mines. 
although there may be a little amongst the classes from which the subordinate staffs 
are drawn. 

8. I have no figures showing the extent of absenteeism due to seasonal oiigration, 
but to some extent it may be .gauged from the accompanying chart showing the 
monthly output for coal mines for the whole of India. and for the two main coalfields 
for the year 1928. The graphs are characteristic of other years. The decline from 
March to May is due to the labour attending their villages for marriage ceremonies. 
The large drop in July is due to the miners absenting themselves for ploughing and 
sowing, while in November the harvest is reaped. If the labour foree which is 
available in February were available throughout the year the output would be 
increased by about 25 per cent. _ 

In addition to this seasonal absenteeism the miner absents himself two or three 
days per week. Those who are paid a weekly or monthly wage show a. better attend
ance than the mine:s and loaders who are paid according to the amount of coal 
loaded. 

II.~1d Organisation. 

10. Large groups of mines are usually under the charge of an H agent" who is 
designated agent. superintendent. general manager or chief mining engineer. These 
are responsible to the managing agents or in some eases to mining companies. 

Under the agent are the mechanical engineer and electrical engineer, who are 
responsible for the mechanical and electrical plants in th~ group of mines and. the 
mine managers who are in charge of the mines. In large mines there is an under-
manager with overmen in charge of districts and under them the siniazs. 

11. In the larger coal mines managed by European :6.nns the managers are 
generally Europeans. who have originally been recruited :from home. These Eu~ 

_ peans are usually appointed as assistants, and after they have had time to learn 
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the conditions and the language are promoted. to manage a mine. For the coal 
mines these peISODS hold first..class Coal Mine Managers' Certificates from home. 
A number of the European managers. however. have been trained in India and hold 
Indian Coal Managers' Certifu:ates. Very often these European managers change 
from one company to another. Collieries with an output of more than 2,500 tons 
per month must bave .. first--class certiJicated manager, while from 600 to 2,500 a 
first or second~ manager must be appointed. The Indian managers have 
usually bad their training in India and have passed the examinations in this country, 
A few. however. have obtained their certificates in Great Britain. 

12. (if In the case of better educated classes a person usually joins a colliery 
as an apprentice. After he has bad practical training for three years and attained 
the age of 21 years. he may sit at the examination for a Sirdar's certificate, and if 
successful he may be appointed as a sirdar or overman. In the case of a person 
holding an approved degree or diploma the period for practical training is reduced 
to one year, He may also sit for the second-class certificate after three years and 
for the fust-class certificate after live years. In the case of those holding approved 
degrees this period is reduced to two and three years, respectively. A pernon holding 
one of these certi1ica.tes enhances his prospects of being appointed as an assistant 
manager. and if he proves himself worthy may eventually get the post of manager. 
In cases where it is considered that there is no suitable person, recruitment may 
be made from. outside for the subordinate staff. 

In the case of the uneducated classes the person in charge of a gang of miners 
is sometimes appointed as sinlar. and as such may be required to make the statutory 
examination of the mine. Before doing so, however, he must hold a sirdar's 
certi.fi:cate. examination for which is an oral one which is conducted on practical 
lines. In some cases these persons after proving their worth are appointed as 
overmen. As. however, they are not educated they cannot study for the first and 
second-class man:a.gers' cert:i1icates and hence cannot rise vezy high. 

(iil Classes framed by the Local Governments and run by the Mining Education 
Advisory Board are held in the Jharia and Raniganj coaIIields. Two centres are 
provided in each coalfield. These classes comprise a three-years' course. and are 
held in the evenings. so as to allow assistants. overmen and apprentices to attend 
them. A stodent is thus enabled to study so as to pass the examination for a 
manager's certiJicate. More advanced training Is given at the Indian School of 
:Mi.nes~ where students attend during the whole da.y • 

. In addition to these~ vernacular classes are held at several centres for the purpose 
of training the sirdar class. Similar classes are held in the Pench Valley, Centrn.! 
Provinces, and at Giridih. 

14. Timekeeping is kept by clerks appointed for the purpose who usually note 
the ~es at which the work-persons descend and ascend. In opencast workings. 
where there are numerous ways into the quarry. and in underground mines where 
there are a large number of inclines. the checking is difficult for a miner may enter 
one way and ascend by another. It is only by maintaining strict discipline and 
making the labour ascend and descend by the same route that a proper check can 
be eJrerCised. 

The number of tubs loaded in each section is noted by the underground staff 
and by clerks called munshis, whose job it is to note the number loaded by each gang. 

15. {i) Contracts vary from petty contracts to the whole mine being run OIl 

contract. The company only .pays the supervising staff while the contractor pays 
all the other labour and recruiting expenses. In other cases the labour contractor 
is emplo)--ed who only supplies labour. He is usually paid on the despatches or 
raisings of the labour recruited by him. This amounts to from one to four ann.as 
per ton. Even with the same company one mine may be run on contract and the 
neighbouring mine run sMkari. There are no figures available as to the extent of 
those contracts. 

(ill) The contractor is generally restricted to the raising of coal, while the colliery 
supervising-staff is responsible for seeing that the mine is run safely. In some cases 
where the supervising sta1! has been paid by the contractor the Department of Mines 
has objected to the practice. as there .is then a tendency for the sta4 to pay more 
attention to raisings than to ~ety. 

(iv) Itis rather difficult to state the effects of contracts. If not: propedysupervised 
the contract system may have a bad effect in that the contractor may eodeavour 
to win coal from the easiest places so as to get a good output. When proper control 
:is exercised by the management there should. be no ill effects. Opinions vary as to 
whether contract:iDg or working is a cheaper method. 
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m.-BoasiDg. 
16. Housing for all the resident labour in a mine is generally supplied by the 

company, but in some cases the laoour travel to their work from their own village. 
In such cases they have their own houses. No houses are supplied by (iQvemment 
or by private landlords. 

18. In the Raniganj and Jharia coalfields miners' dwellings are constructed in 
accordance with certain regulations laid down by the Asansol and Jharia Mines 
Boards of Healthl respectively_ 

The type of house most commonly found in the Jharia coalfield is that known as 
the " arched dhoura. ~'. built of cement cencrete throughout. In the Asansol field a 
large number have recently been constructed with Raniganj tiled roofs. 

Owing to the depression in the coal industry it has not been found expedient to 
i Dsist upon too close adherence to the standards laid down by the Boards. These 
dU'ellings are much superior to many in other mining areas in which housing does 
not come under authoritative supervision. 

Some of the accommodation for miners in some of the metalliferous mining areas 
is deplorable, but this is no doubt due to the temporary nature of the work and to 
the migratory labour~ as the miners may work for a. very short period and then leave 
their work. in the meantime having built some :flimsy structure for habitation. 

At the Burma Corporation's Bawdwin mine the total labour fotce .is housed in 
substantially built quarters. Drinking and washing water is piped to convenient 
points and the sanitation of the camp is taken care of by an adequate staff of sweepers. 
Latrines for both sexes are provided and their use is strictly enforced. 

At other mines of the Burma Corporation. temponry dwellings are provided. 
Such temporary dwellings are destroyed or rebuilt annually as the work at the 
ironstone and limestone mines is of a seasonal nature. 

At the large stone. tin and wolfram mines houses are of a semi~permanent nature. 
Housing is generally better than that of the indigenous labouring classes in the 
villages. At small mines where seasonal work is carried 00 temporary dwell.ings 
are provided generally in the fotm of one or more large temporary structures 
constructed of bamboo and thatched with leaves. 

In a -lew cases electric light is supplied in the dhowtahs but usually the man 
supplies his own light in most cases from oil saved from his allowance for his lamp 
underground. 

19. There is little difficulty in getting the labour to utilize "the housing provided. 
20. No rent is charged for the houses of workers. 

IV.-Bealth. 
23. (iii) Working conditions underground compare favourably with home 

conditions except with regard to ventilation. In some mines ventilation is sluggish 
during the hot weather and the monsoon and if gunpowder is used the fumes do not 
clear away readily. In other mines it is much more pleasant underground during 
the hot weather than it is OD the surface~ due to the air being cooled during its passage 
through the mine. 

24. At practically all the larger mines a qualified doctor is employed who attends 
all the labour on the colliery and their families free of charge. At some collieries 
persons living -on the colliery but not employed are also given medical attendance. 

At the larger groups of mines hospitals have been provided, but the labour show 
a certain reluctance in taking advantage of them and they are therefore used mainly 
for accident cases.' 

Three midwives are employed by the Asansof Mines Board of Health. The chief 
work of the midwives lies amongst the colliery population whose houses they visit 
regularly, giving anti- and post-natal advice and assistance to womeo requiring it. 
There are no lady doctors employed regularly in the coalfields. In a few cases the 
mining companies have also employed midwives, but it is difficult to get the labour 
to take full advantage of the facilities provided. 

25. The oppositio~ to accepting medical relief is being gradually broken down 
and now some of the labour voluntarily present themselves for treatment. This has 
only been achieved as the result of year.;; of patient labour. 

Women on the whole are more prejudicial. At Bhowra colliery a ward for 
maternity cases was provided some years ago, but it was never used as no woman 
would even be persuaded to enter it. It has had to be abandoned. 
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26. At very few mines are latrines provided underground. the main exception 
being Bawdwin. Latrines are, however. provided in the congested areas in Jharia. 
on the surface and in the homes . . 

Bathing ghats are usually provided at collieries in which the workers may bathe 
after their day's labour. In many cases they use tanks and rivers for the purpose 
where these are available. 

28. The Coal Mines Regulations provide that an adequate amo,uut of ventilation 
shall be constantly produced in every mine to clear away smoke and render ha.nnless 
inflammable and noxious gases to such an exteotthat the working places and travelling 
roads shall be in a safe state for persons working and passin$" therein. There is no 
definition of what is meant by an adequate amount of ventilation. Duringits pasSage 
through a mine the air absorbs water and the upca.st air is, therefore. always humid. 

29. Indian mines are fortunately free from industrial diseases~ nystagmus and 
miners" cramp being unknown. The majority of the labour. however, are"infected 
with ankylostomia.sis or hookworm.. This~ however. is common to all classes of 
Indian labour. 

Thanks to the efforts of the Mines Boards of Health and the managements of the 
mining concerns any outbreaks of cholera in the mining areas are quickly controlled 
and the mining 1a.bour suffers less than the surrounding areas. 

In Assam and South Burma malaria is prevalent. In other districts the labour 
does not suffer much from this disease. 

V.-Welfare. 
32. Very little has been done in regard to welfare work by the employers except 

at a few mines. The Mines Boards of Health do some, but their main object is the 
prevention of disease. 

34. At some mines shelters and creches are provided near the mines by the 
employers for the Ghildren so that many of the mothers may leave them alone while 
theyworlr. 

At a number of mines the members of the staff are encouraged to play football~ 
but very few of the miners play. 

36. The only serious attempt to educate the Indian miner has been made a.t 
Giridih. where twelve classes were commenced in 1894. There are DOW thirty classes. 
with a.pproximately 2.000 children. Attendance is compulsory for boys up to 
12 years of age. The more promising boys may pass on to the industrial school and 
thence to the colliery engineering workshop. It is no wonder that many lads tra.i.ned 
at Giridih become sirdars and overmen in the other eoaJfields. 

At a few of the other collieries elementaIy schools have been established. while 
tho Central Provinces Manganese Ore Company and the Central India. Mining 
Company have opened schools at all their larger mines. 

37. I do not consider that under the present circumstances it would be possible 
to provide old age pensions for miners generally. because only a small proportion of 
the labour is settled OIl the mines. and the remainder is primarily agricultural. which 
works when it likes.' Where the labour is pormanently settled this could be done. 
I understand that at the railway collieries at Giridih some of the old employees are 
given a small pension. 

39. In the Jharia and Ranigani coallields the Min .. Boards of Health are financed 
by a. cess on the coal raised. As the coal trade has been experiencing a slump during 
the last few years the present time would be inopportune for inflicting fresh burdens 
on it by inaugurating a Welfare Fund. 

vn.-8afeIJ. 
43. A new Mines Act repla.cing the Act of 1901 was passed in 1923 and ca.me 

into operation on 1st July. 1924. Regulations under Section 29 were published for 
coal and metalliferous mines in September, 1926. Most of the Local Governments 
have taken advantage of the powet" granted. to them under Section 30 of making rules. 
The Regulations with necessary modifications are modelled on the lines of the 
regulations in force in British mines. 

Bye-laws are now being established at the coal mines. These regulations. rules 
and. bye-laws are sufficiently compniliensive at present without being too great .. 
burden on the community. 
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44. Table I shows the number of accidents which have occurred in Indian mines 
since 1919. and the death-rate per thousand persons employed. In the case of coal 
mines the death-rate per million tons is also given. Table I (A) gives the death
rates in mines in Great Britain and America since 1922. 

In comparing these figures it should be remembered that in the different countries 
statistics are collected di1!erently. In India the Dumber of persons employed is 
based on the number of shifts worked throughout the year divided by the number 
of days on which the mine is worked. In Great Britain the figure is based on the 
number of employees who are on the books on certai.n dates, while in America. the 
death..rate per thousand persons is reckoned in terms of 300 day workers. The" 
figures for India compare favourably with regard to the death-rate per thousand 
persons employed, but owing t<> the small output per head the death-late is high 
when the output is take into consideration. This to a great extent is due to the 
employment of unskilled labour and to the number of hours which the Indian miner 
spends underground in relation to the number of hours worked. During his period 
of rest he is still -exposed to risks. 

45. Ca-uses.-In British mines most of the minen;: enter the mine as boys and 
work fur some time before they are allowed to work at the coal face. VVhen per
mitted to work at the face they are made to work under a skilled miner for a number 
of years before they are considered compe-tent to take charge of a working place. 

In India a cultivator is allowed to start coal-cutting on his first day in a mine. 
Safety at a working place depends to a great extent on the skill and experience of 
the miner himself. and many accidents result from the employment of unskilled 
miners. In the mines of Margherita., in Assam, new recruits are not allowed to work 
in the chambers until after they have been employed for some time. 

Table II gives accidents since 1919 according to the nature of the accident. 
These have been classified. as shown in Table III. As in all countries~ the main 
cause of accidents is due to falls of roof and sides. Owing to the thickness of the 
seams worked the Indian miner is subjected to additional dangers from falls of side 
when compared with home workexs. Fortunately the roofs generally are good and 
require little timbering. In the United States of America the number of accidents 
from faUs of roof are eight to nine times the n"umber from falls of side, whereas in 
India they are about equal. The figures for 1923 were exceptionally high on account 
of the explosion at Parheli& colliery, when 74 persons were killed. 

Those classed as due to misadventure include those which are due to carelessness 
on the part of the deceased so long as no breach of the regula:tions has occurred ; 
the reason for this being that the findings of this department often have a great 
influence when the question of compensation is being settled. 

46. A large percentage of accidents in Indian mines is due to illiteracy. The 
miners recruited from the uneducated classes do Dot realize the risk of dangers to 
which they svmetimes expose themselves. 

A comparatively large staii of trained men is maintained. at most mines to look 
after the safety of miners. but conditions at a working place change rapidly and the 
danger cannot be entirely obviated in this manner. Negligence on the part of 
miners. subordinate staff and fellow workmen accounts for about 30 per cent. of the 
accidents. and of the 60 per cent. of accidents classified as misadventure. a large 
proportion would be avoided by the employment of skilled miners. 

Mining is slowly becoming a hereditary occupation. and accidents from this 
cause should gradually diminish. Future statistics will not. in all probability~ 
confirm this. because mining at greater depths is now necessary and the percentage 
of coal won from pillars-an operation which is essentially more dangerous tba.n 
gallery driving-will increase year by year until the coal seams are exhausted. 

The introduction of the shift system and the abolition of women should militate 
towards the reduction in the death·rate. as with the elimination of women the 
discipline should be improved. 

48. T~wards the "end ~ 1922 locai <:enb:es oi the St. J ohn ~hw..;,oe ~tion 
'were founded in the Jharia. and Raniganj coalfields. and committees were formed for 
the conduct of classes in first-aid to the injured. The Inspectors of Mines. Nos. 1 
and 2 Circles. have been the honorary secretaries in these two fields. 

According to the rules made under the Indian Mines Act there must be at least 
one person certified in ambulance work in a mine where the number of persons 
employed underground is above 50. but does not exceed 100, and for f!lVery additional 
completed 100 persons employed there shall be one more person holding a:first..aid 
certificate. Candidates for :first and second class coal mine managers' certificates 
of competency must also hold a. first-aid certificate. Since fust..a,id classes were 
commenced in these districts 2,387 certificates have been issued. Although the 
majority of these are held by the subordinate supervising staff. quite a number of 
ordinary miners have obtained them. 
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First-aid appliances have to be kept a.t all coal mines. and· also at the metal mines. 
which are deemed by Local Governments or the Chief Inspector of Mines to be of 
suJlici.ent extent and importance. 

The large coal and metal mines maintain a doctor, and ODe or more compounders 
to lC!Ok ~r the health of the labour force. administer to the injured, carry out 
vaccmatioDs. and help in the control and suppressioo of infectious diseases and 
epidemica. 

Most of the small coal mines and many metal mines which are unable to bear the 
expense of maintaining a resident doctor pay a retaining fee to a local doctor. 

It is also the practice to pay a worker a subsistence a.llowa.nce when he is injured 
until such time as any claim for compensation to which he may be due has been 
settled, In some cases the relative is also given khoraki to stay with the injured. 
person while he is in.hospitaL . 

49. In a COtultry of such vast dimensions as India the frequent inspection of all 
mines is not feasible unless there is a very large staff of inspectors. Many of the 
ama.l1 tin mines work only during the monsoooJ during which time they are practically 
cut oft from the outside world. AU important mines are inspected at least once a. 
year. and most of them several times. The officers of the Department of Mines 
generally find that the inspections by the supervising staff at the mines are ca.rried 
out in a satisfactory manner. v,,'hen violations are noted the owners or agents are 
called on for an exp1an.a.tion. and to remedy the defects. This request is generally 
complied with. Should the next inspection show that the violations have not been 
remedied a prosecution is instituted unless a satisfactory explanation is forthcoming, 

In some cases the management institute proceedings against employees to enforce 
the regulations, but more often the defaulting employees .." dealt with depart
mentally. 

50. Eftm ..po.. stl/ety of Aown. 1IeaJIJJ. lig/lt <mil flKWki"K roodi""", 1f_ly.
It is a fact that in British mines the proportion of accidents occurring during the 
last hour 01 a shift is greater than that during any previous hour of the shift, This 
is accounted for principally by the fact that the British miner is generally in a hurry 
and bustle at the end of the shift in order to iinish his work in time. To a small 
extent it is due to fatigue. In India time is of no importance to the miner. and when 
the shift system is introduced it will at first be equally as difficult to get the workers 
on the night shift out of the mine as it will be to get them in by a definite time . 

. From the point or view of fatigue the limitation of hours of work in a shift will 
not have any material efiect on safety. because most Indian miners go underground 
with a definite object in view. and that is to cut and fill a certain Dumber of tubs of 
coal. and no matter how many bOUYS he remains underground he will not load more 
than that quantity. There are exceptions to this rule, such as coal miners from the 
Central ProviDces. but the exceptions are few. Sinee the limitation of hours was 
introduced there has been no change in the number of accidents wqich could be 
attributed to this source. 

The limitation of hours worked in a. week may have had a slightly beneficial 
efiect on the Dumber of accidents~ but I do not think that any statistics have been 
maintained to prove this. 

Effect .pan AeaU4.-The limitation of hours must have beneficially affected the 
health of the mining population. Before the introduction of the Act of 1923, a miner 
usually took the whole of his family. including babies. underground with him. It 
was not uncommon for the family 10 remain underground for 24 hours. In such 
cases the wife of the miner would return to the surface to cook food. and carry it into 
the mine. As ankylostoIIliasi$. or hookwonn disease. is prevalent amongst the 
labouring classes, and particularly so amongst those working underground, the 
consumption of food in the mines tended to spread the disease. 

Since the introduction of the limitation of hoUIS very little food is consumed or 
taken into the mines, as the workers eat their principal meals before and after their 
day's work. 

Safety in a mine is, to a certain extent. dependent upon health as a weak person 
does not move out of danger as quickly as & healthy person. 

Eft .. ' wp ... safety of liglmng.-m most of the min .. in mdia open lights are used. 
and lighting is better than in mines wheEe safety lamps are essential. Good lighting 
and ven:tila.tion play an important part in preventing accidents, as more thorough 
inspections of roof and sides. are possibleJ and dangerous conditions are more easily 
detected. . 

A remarkable ·reduction in the number of accidents by fails of roof and sides in 
the chambering method of mining practised in the Assam mines has been effected 
by improved methods of lighting where four volt electric lamps capable of throwing 
a beam 01 50 feet have been introduced. 
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Lighting at the working lace in Indian mines is generally better than in British 
mines~ where safety lamps b&ve to be used in the majority of mines. This is proved. 
by the fact that that disease so dreaded by miners in western countries. known as 
miners' nysta.gm.us~ and which. is so prevalent there~ is unknown in Indian mines. 

Effecl .. pm. safely of .... frifl/l t<mdili ...... -Working conditions in the coal mines 
in India are. as a general rule. far better than those obtaining in British mines on 
account of the thickness of the seams worked and the nature of the roof stone over~ 
lying the seams.. Only :in the Punja.b and Baluchistan are thin seams worked.~ and 
in the more important coaI1ields of Bengal. Bihar and Orissa aod Assam an almost 
negligible percentage of the output is obtained from seams of less than 5 feet in 
thickness.. 

In the manganese mines very little underground work is done. and so conditions 
are generally good. At the- Bawdwin min~ Burma. elaborate methods of securing 
the roof and sides are used. while the workings are kept well ventilated, As candles 
are used for illumination there is little smoke. 

VIIL-Workmen'l COmpeDS&li. ..... 
S 1. This Act applies to the workers in all excavations which come within the 

$Cope of the -Indian Mines Act. • 
I have endeavoured to obtain statistics of the fatal and serious accidents which 

have occurred in the Jha.ria and Raniganj coalfields, and in which compensation 
has been paid or deposited or agreements registered with the Commissioners of 
Workmell's Compensation.. The results are tabulated in Table No. VI. In columns 
Nos. 6 to 9 I have. _ perusing the Inspector', report on each fatal accident. 
endeavoured to arriw. at the number of accidents in which compensa:tiOll might be 
considered to be due. In doubtful cases I have given the dependants the benefi.t 
of the doubt. It is possible that. in some of the cases incl.uded~ a court might hold 
that compensation was not due, and viu flWsa. As I have not the requisite inf0rma.
tion in all cases. no account has been taken as to whether there were any dependants 
or not. and therefore such cases have been included. in columns 7 and 9. 

A comparison of columns 7 and 9 with 10 and II gives the approximate extent 
of the use made of the Act. In Bengal the percentage of cases in which compensation 
was paid for 1927 and 1928 gives62'5and 66 per oent. respectively. In the Dhanbad 
sub-division, which comprises practically the whole of the Jharia field. and a small 
portion "I the Raniganj field. the pe:<:entages are much higher. being 91·5 aod 
82 per cent. respectively. 

Considering that the Act is comparatively new~ and that the dependants are 
illiterate and do not know its provisions. the figures for Jharia are satisfactory. 
The record of Jbaria may be due in the fact that the Additional Deputy C0mmis
sioner a.t Dhanbad is also the Commissioner for Workmen's Compensation. All 
notices of accidents are sent to him as magistrate, and he is thus in a position to 
take steps to instruct the mine managers to deposit the compensation. 

As formal inquiries are not held into all serious accidents & similar oomparison 
cannot be made. The number of claims made and agreements deposited with the 
Commissioners are, however. very low. I have reason to believe that in many cases 
compensation. is paid without the Commissioners being informed. 

The efiect on industry has been to increase the cost from i anna. to 3 or 4 annas 
per ton of coal. this being the insurance rate. 

(v) As no cases have come to my knowledge that compensation has been withheld 
on account of the employers being unable to pay compensation there does not appear 
to be any necessity to enforce compulsory insurance. 

53. I consider the present scales to be sufficient; their enhancement would 
encourage malingering. I think that the dependants should be allowed to apply 
direct to the commissioner. This would save unnecessary delay. 

There are practically no cases of industrial diseases in the mines in India.. 

IX. JlOUlI. 
63. B. Mints.-(i) Except at a few mines there are no arrangements by custom or 

agreement to work a specified number of hours underground.~~ Lodna colliery is 
the principal exception in the Jharia coalfield. At other coal mines in the Chanda 
and Lakhimpur districts and, at Ba.wdwiD lead--silver mine shifts of 8 to 9 hours 
are worked. 

At the Bawdwin mine 01 the Burma Corporation. limited. a system of shifts 
has been in operation 10r some years and there appears to be no difficulty in enforcing 
the system because the whole of the labour force is housed within a short distauce 
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of the mine. At Lodnacolliery a system of shifts, two shifts per day with an interval 
of two hours between shifts, has been in operation for over a year. The difficulties 
encountered in introducing the system were not great and# as the ma.na.gcment made . 
arrangements for full tubs to be raised from the mine and empty tubs put ready 
for the incoming shift during the two hours' interval between shifts. the miners 
quickly realized the beDelit of the system and now they prefer the shift system to their 
old haphazard methods. 

Generally the DOrmal number of hours worked per day varies from 8 to 12. while 
the normal number of working hours per week is 54 for underground and 60 for surface. 

(U) The miner works very leisurely and during the time he is underground does 
not actually work more than 4 to 5 hoUl'S. Although during the night shift a miner 
may be below ground for 12 hours the remainder of the time is spent in resting and 
sleeping. During the week he may be underground from 3{) to 54 hours during which 
time he works from 18 to 30 hours. Other labour. such as winding enginemen. 
banksmen. firemen. etc .• may be oonsidered at work during the whole period of their 
duty. Their work. however. is intermittent. 

(iii) Labour is seldom called upon to work other than on their actual shifts. In 
cases of breakdown or when wagons are not supplied at the regular time they may be 
called upon to work extra. time to repair the breakdown or to avoid the company 
having to pay demurrage. 

64. The great majority of the miners throughout India do not work more than 
five days per week. In many cases they work no more than three. In the case of 
miners who come from distant villages they visit the mines two or three times 
during the week. and wm;k double shifts before goiDg back to their villages. 

Firemen~ winding and haulage enginemen. pump minders and those who are on 
a weekly or monthly pay generally work six days per week. 

. 65. Effm 0/ Rutneti"" of Hows.-The effect of the restriction has been to reduce 
the number of hours worked per day and, as a rule, miners remain underground tor 
8 to 10 hours daily. The restriction has Dot adversely affected the output per man 
shift which has risen since the restrictions were imposed from au. output of 103 tons 
per per.oon employed in coal min., in 192310 131 tons in 1928. 

It has had a bene1icialel!ect in that the supervising stall, haulage .. ttendants. etc., 
DOW have a rest day because the mines are closed. on one day per week. Formerly 
they had to work seven days because a proportion of the miners would work on every 
day in the week. some miners resting one day and some another. 

By closing the mines on one da.y per week legislation has helped the colliery 
owner to work more economically in one direction for if the sameoutput.Q.ll be raised 
in six days as in seven, the wages for the seventh day of trammers. haulage hands 
and others are saved. 

66. Possibility., RedV<i"l: MlUi ..... -From 7th April, 1930, no person will be 
allowed to work more than 12 hours per day. When this law has been in operation 
for some time and the workers have learned to"Work to regular hours it will probably 
be found possible 10 reduce the d'!;ilY maximum. 

67. In so far as the resident labour is concerned the law relating to shiftsis suitable. 
At Bawdwin mine, as mentioned previously~ there is no difficulty because the labour 
is resident on the mine. 

In the Giridih. Assam and Bokaro coalfields practically all the labour is resident 
and the introduction of a shift system will not present much diffieulty. In the Jharia 
coalfield there is a fairly large percentage of resident labour and most of the outside 
labour does not come from any great distance. In the Raniganj coalfie1d. the percent
age nf resident labour is much smaller and most of the outside labour comes from 
villages several miles from the mines. To persuade the outside labour to work to 
defuUte hours will be a difficult problem. 

The shift sy>tem will eventually prove a great boon to the mining industry. 
Many companies would have introduced the system without legislation if they could 
have dnne so without running the risk of losing their miners. It will result in better 
organiAtion and better supervision whilst accidents due to persons travelling on 
haulage roads when coal raising is in ptogress will diminish. 

There will be difficulty in getting outside labour to conform with the shift syste':ll 
especially those who travel IS miles or more to their work. When more labour IS 
settled on the collieries there will be less tronble in enforcing the law in this respect. 

6S. PossibiJily o/IftIroducing a,. Effuliv~ Daily Limil4fio,&.-The law relating to 
shifts will limit the boars to 12. Until the law has been firmlyesta.bIished and opemted 
for a number of years, I am of the opinion that it would be a mistake to introduce 
further legislation. The introduction 01 further legislation with respect 10 hours 01 
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work would at present not only prove a great handicap to the owners, but would result 
in a reduction in output. Tbe minerin India is slow to realize the advantages accru.i.ng 
from new legislation. and further restriction of hours at present might result in the 
miner seeking other occupations.. 

Indian labour is not easily amenable to discipline and particularly when such 
labour has to be recruited far from the industrial centres. The withdrawal of women 
from the mines. will tend to improve the domestic conditions of the miners as regards 
meals and the anangements for shifts might then become easier to introduce. I am 
of the opinion that no further legi.sla:tiOll in this respect should be enac~ until the 
women have been withdrawn. 

69. Intnvals.-(i) ~'?ork in Indian mines is not bani. The miner is a leisurely 
individual. He rests after- coming down the pit. Again when he reaches the :face, 
between the filling of tubs and after he has Dlled his tubs he rests before returning 
to the surface. He does not work so intensively as his confrere in Europe or America 
but the enervating atmospheric condition and the manner in which he feeds himself 
may account for this. 

(ii) It is unusual for an Indian miner to take his meal below ground.. He usually· 
takes a light meal in the morning and his main. meal after returning to the surface. 

In open workings there is usually an interval of about two hours during the heat 
of the day when his meals may be taken. It is also the custom -of surface workers 
to take an interval of about two hours. 

70. Usually Sunday is recognized as a day of rest. but in addition the miner takes 
the bazaar day. He avails himself of holidays for all his festivals and as he is under 
no contract he leaves the colliery when he likes. On the whole he is improvident and 
cares little for the morrow and works only to live. • 

71. With the passing of the Indian Mines (Amendment) Act. 1928. I consider 
that fur the time being the existing provisions are adequate~~ After the 12 hours 
maximum shift has been in opetatiou for some years the labour will have been broken 
into working in shifts and the matter -of reducing the number of hours per shift 
might be reviewed. As- bas been pointed out before the miner does not actually 
work anything like 12 hours a day but likes to linger over his work. 

72. Although section 25 of the Indian Mines Act empower.; managel'S in certain 
emergent circumstances to employ persons in -excess of 54 hours underground or SO 
hours on surface few emergencies have arisen when advantage has been taken of this 
provision as only the number of h-ours worked per week are restricted. Vlhen the 
hours worked per day are restricted there will probably be more occasions when 
advantage will be taken of the exempting provisions. 

x. S}J8Oial QnesIioDll lIeIaling 10 Women, YODDg Adulla and Children. 
90. B. Mi_E!f_d Df Ad Df 1923.-Many persons maintained that when the 

children were taken out of the mine the women would n-ot go down and that the men 
would also be a1fected but this fear did not materialize. If any labour did leave the 
mine for this reason the number was insignificant and I have never heard of any 
complaints on this score. It did, however. prevent the suckling mothers from going 
underground. It is rarely that any child is now found in a mine as most of the 
managers are very strict in this respect. 

Suit'lbiJuJ' of cn1ificalion 1wovistons.-The provisions appear to be quite suitable 
but are rarely put into operation. Managers have always, at the request of the 
inspectors, ceased to employ any chl1d about whose age there may have been any 
doubt. 

91. Exdvsitm of Womm-(i) St4i1Gbihty 0/ reglilanons.-With a few exceptions 
little hardship has so far been noticed as most of the luger mines took steps gradually 
to reduce the numbeT of women before the regulations came into operation. Where 
this was not done some dislocation took place. In many mines the number is well 
below that permitted.. The provisions appear to be suitable but some difficulty has 
arisen owing to the difierence in the number of persons presenting themselves fot 
work daily. 

(il) Probabk -!f- ... til. ind.....,..-Little. if any. effect will be apparent for two 
or three years. The large mine owners will introduce new methods to counteract 
the exclusion of women as the reduction proceeds. Much of the work performed by 
women underground is entirely unnecessary. Practically all women are employed 
as coal carriers and in 50 per cent. of cases the coal could be loaded into the tub at 
the face. Minen; will have to be taught to load their own coal at the face with a shove! 
and itwill benecessa.ry for the owners to lay tub tracks up to the face. 

In the well-equipped mines recourse will be made to modem methods of loading 
coal by machinery and systems of working will be modified to meetthenewconditions. 
At most mines the difficulty will be overcome by recruiting male coal carriers. 
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If mechanical loaders are introduced and worked on a suitable system there should 
be little. if any. material increase in the cost of production and the workers will be 
able to eam higher wages. 

. I am convinced that the prohibition of women underground will eventually prove 
a great benefit to tbe industry in that more up-to-date methods of mining will be 
introduced; the unskilled type of WOTker~ who is a cultivator hall of the year and a 
miner when his finances force him to be so, mIl gradually disappear and a community 
of wholetime miners will be raised and housed at the mines; where mechanized 
mining is introduced the worker will earn better wages. 

In the case of owners who are unable to equip their collieries there will be an 
increased cost of production, as the miner will demand an increased nte to make up 
for the loss of his wife's ea.m.ing. The present loaders are mainly women who receive 
smaller wages than the men. 

It is probable that in order to make up the deficiency in the number of workers 
more up-country unskilled labour will be recruited. 

(ill) Ewnomie effect Off. WorkMS.-At first there is bound to be a decrease in the 
amount earned by the family unless the women can find work on the surface. As 
there will be a surplus of women for this work the rates may decrease but the opposite 
will be the case underground. The loss can, to a certain extent. be made up by more 
regular attendan-ce. If it has this effect it should be a help to the industry. Where 
the work is mechanized the miner who can adapt himself to this type of mining will 
be able to ma.ke up the deficienc.y as with aD increased output his earning willillcrease. 

(iv) Speed of witAdraultll.-The speed of withdrawal gives adequate time for the 
industry to adapt itself to new methods and conditions. In some quarters there is a 
feeling that the women should be taken out at once. This. however, would probably 
hit the smaller eollieries very hard. I think, however. that the time could have been 
shortened without much ill effect. 

XII. WO/leL 

96. The accomPanying tables show the weekly earnings for the yean 1923 to 
1925 and the daily earnings from 1926 to 1928 in the principal mining areas in India. 

W DC'" in flu ]1uJria Coalfield. 

Miners (underground) 
•• (open workings) 

Other workers (underground) 

(open workings) 

Females (underground) 
" (open workings) 

Males (surface) 
Females(surfaee) 

Weekly earnings. Daily earnings.. 
1923. 1924. 1925. 1926. 1927. 1928. 
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

4-12-0 4-12-0 ~ e-15-0 e-14-3 e-I_ 
e-14-9 e-14-0 

3-~ e-15-0 0--9-S 0--9-S 3-12-0 3-12-0 

3-15-0 3-15-0 
2-7-1) 2-1-1) 

to to 
e-1O-9 0-1()-9 
e-7-9 0--5-6 

to to 
e-9-9 e-7-9 

2-S--O e-7-1) O-S-9 !J-8-S 
0--5-6 0-8-3 

3-3-() 0-8-0 0-8-3 0--5-6 
2-4--0 e-7-1) e-1-1) !J-8-S 

W DC" i"lAe Ranig""j Coalfida. 

Miners (underground) 
" (open workings) 

Otherworkers (undezground) 

(open workings) 

Weekly earnings. 
1923. 1924. 1925. 
Rs. Rs. Rs. 

3-3-() 2-S--O 3-6--0 

Females (underground) 
" (open workings) 

Males (surface) 
Females (surface) 

2-O-ll 1-14-0 1-14-0 

2-10-0 2-10-0 2-10-0 
.. 1-12-0 I~ I~ 

Daily earnings. 
1926. 1927. 1928. 
Rs. Rs. Rs. 
0-8-0 e-12-9 e-12-9 

e-13-8 e-~ 
0-8-0 0-8-3 O-~ 

to to 
e-1l-1) e-10-8 
0-8-3 0-7-1) 

to to 
0-10-0 0-8-0 

O-~ 0-7-3 0-7-1) 
0-7-1) 0-8-0 

0-7~ 0-8-0 0--5-6 
0-+-6 0-8-0 0-S-9 
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W cr,r4S ito 1M Giri4i1o Coalfidd. 

Weekly ear:qings. Daily earnings. 
1923. 1924. 1925. 1926. 1927. 1928. 
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

MilletS (underground) ~ 4-8--0 4-8--0 I~ 0-1:h'l 0-12-9 .. (open workings) 0-15-() 0-13-6 0-12-0 
Otherworkers (underground). ~ 3-4-0 4-8--0 4-8--0 I~ 0-8-0 0-7-9 

to to 
0-11-9 0-10-9 

(open workings) 0-3-6 0-9-0 
to 

0-11-3 
Females (underground) ~ ~ ~ 0-5-9 0-5-3 .0-6-9 .. (open workings) 0-5-3 0--5-0 0-6-0 
Males (surface) 3-4-0 ~ ~ 0-3-6. 0-8-0 0-7-9 
Females (surface) ~ 1-14-0 1-14-0 0-5-9 0-5-9 0-5-3 

WGC4S i,. Ilu AUtJfII CoaljWtl. 

Weekly earnings. Daily earnings. 
1923. 1924. 1925. 1926. 1927. 1928. 
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Millen (underground) 7-3-0 9-0-0 9-0-0 1-3-0 1-7-6 1-7-0 
" (open workings) - 1-4-3 1--5-6 

Otherworlrers (underground) •• 6--0-0 6--0-0 6--0-0 1-6-0 0-15-3 0-13-9 
to to 

1-3-6 1-3-0 
(open workings) 1-1-0 1-0--9 

to to 
1-3-6 1-3-0 

Females (underground) 0-12-9 .. (open workings) 1-3--9 1-4--6 
Males (snrface) 4-8--0 4-8--0 4-8--0 0-12-6 0-15-() 0-11-9 
Females (surface) .. 2-10-0 2-10-0 2-10-0 0-6-6 0-7-9 0-7-9 

W"t!'es in 1M P_ Valley (C. P.) Coaifitld. 

Weekly earnings. Daily earnings. 
1923. 1924. 1925. 1926. 1927. 1928. 
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. 

Miners (underground) 4-1-6 ~ 4-8-0 1-5-() 1-1-9 1-0-6 
(open workings) 

Otherworkers {underground} .. ~ 2-12-0 ~ 1-6-0 0-7-3 0-8-0 
to to 

0-8-3 0-3-6. .. (open workings) 0-6-0 
Females (underground) 2-6-9 2-4-0 2-4-0 0-7-6 0-7-6 0-7-6 .. (open workings) 0-6-0 
Males (surface) .. 2-10-0 2-10-0 ~ 0-6-0 0-12-6 0-11-9 
Females (surface) .. 1-11-0 1-11-0 1-14-0 0-4-6 0--5-6 0-5-3 

(SSO) K 
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Waces in Bih", and Orissa Mica. 

Weekly earnings. 
1923. 1924. 1925. 
Ro. Ro. Ro. 

Miners (underground) 4-12-{) 4-12-{) ~ 
(open workings) 

Otherworke .. (underground) •• 2-14-0 2-14-0 3-6-0 
(open workings) 

Females (underground) .. 1-6-0 1-6-0 1-14-0 
(open workings) 

Males (surface) 2-14-0 2-14-0 3-(}-O 
Females surface} .. 1-3-0 1-3-0 1-3-0 

Wages ifJMadrasMica: 

Miners (underground) 
(open workings) 

Otherworkers (underground) . • 
.. (open workings) 

Females (underground) 
(open workings) 

Males (surface) 
Females (surface) 

Weekly earnings. 

1923. 1924. 1925. 
Ro. Ro. Ro. 

2-3-(} Z4l-6 2-6-6 

1-15-6 2-3-(} 2-3..Q 

1-S-O 1-6-0 1-6-0 

2-3-(} 2-6-6 2-6-6 
1-S-O 1-6-0 1-5-0 

Daily earnings. 
1926. 1927. 1926. 
Ro. Ro. Ro. 
~ 0-0-9 0-6-9 

0-5-9 0-7-6 
0-6-0 O-s-a 0-4-9 

0-5-j) 0-6-0 
0-4-Q 0-3-9 0-4-9 

O-lh'l 0-4-9 
0-4..Q 0--6-3 0-6-9 
0-6-0 0-3-9 0-4-0 

Daily earnings. 
1926. 1927. 1928. 
Ro. Ro. Ro. 

0-6-0 0-1-3 0--6-3 
0-5-j) 0-6..Q 0-5-6 
0-6..Q 0-4-9 0-4-9 
0-6-0 0-4-6 0-4-3 
0-3-(} 0-3-6 0-3-6 
0-3-(} 0-3-3 0-3-6 

0-10-0 0-4-9 0-5-j) 
0-3-(} 0-3-6 0-3-3 

WagM in 1A6 Centr41 Pt'OVinces Manganese. 

Weekly earnings. Daily earnings. 
1923. 1924. 1925. 1926. 1927. 1928. 
Ro. Ro. Ro. Ro. Ro. Ro. 

Miners (underground) 3-6-0 3-6-0 3-6-0 0-10-3 0-14-0 0-11-3 
(open working') 0-7-9 0-9..Q 0-9..Q 

Otherworkers (underground) •• 4-8..Q 3-12-{) 3-12-{) 0-10-3 0-3-1) 0-1-9 i.I .. (open workings) 0-7-9 0-0-9 0-7-3 
Fem ,os (underground) .. 2-4..Q 2-4..Q 2-4..Q 0-6-0 0-7-3 0-6-6 .. (open workings) 0-5-j) 0-5-3 0-4-9 
Males (surface) 2-8..() 2-8..() 2-8..() 0-6-0 0-0-9 0-7-9 
Females (suTface) 1-3-0 1-6-0 1-3-0 0-5-3 0-5-j) 0-4-9 

Wag" in Bilu'W anti Onss.a If'On. 

Weekly earnings. • Daily earnings. 

1923. 1924. 1925. 1926. 1927. 1928. 
RS. Rs. Ro. Rs. Ro. Ro. 

Miners (underground) 2-8-3 3-4..Q 3-4..Q .. (open workings) 0-3-9 0--6-3 0-10-6 
" Otherworkers (underground) . . 

. .. (open workings) , 0-8-9 0-6-9 0-7-0 
~a1es (underground) •• 2-4..Q .. (open workings) 0-5-9 0-5-9 0-5-9 
Mal .. (suTface) 4-4..() 4-S-O 4-5-0 0-6..Q 0-6-9 0-6-9 
Females (surface) 2-O..Q 2"()"() 2"()"() 0-5-j) 0-5-6 0-5-6 
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W dpS in BUI'ma Lead. 

Weekly earnings. 
1923. 
Rs. 

Miners (underground) 9-0-0 

1924. 
Rs. 

9-0-0 

1925. 
Rs. 

9-9-7 
•• (open workings) • • -

Otherworkers (underground) •• 18-0-0 18-0-0 14--12-<1 
., (open workings) 

Females (underground) 
to {open workings} 

Males (surface) ~ 
Females ("'!rface) 

Miners (underground) 
.. (open workings) 

Otber WOTkers (underground) •• 
" (open workings) 

Females (undergrouud) •. 

Wagu ilK Bflf'tnd. Tin_ 

WeekJ.y earnings. 
1923. 1924. 1925. 

Rs. Rs. Rs. 
~ I~ 12~ 

Daily earnings. 
1926. 1927. 1928. 
Rs. Rs. Rs. 

1-13-6 1-11-9 1-13-<1 
1-4-0 

1-13-6 I~ 1-8-3 
1-4-0 1-7-3 1-5-9 

1-0-9 1-1-3 1-8-3 
()...8..0 O-I~ 

Daily earnings. 
1926. 1927. 1928. 
Rs. Rs. Rs. 
2~ 1-15-3 2-8-3 

1-8-3 1-7-6 
~ "I-S-{) 1-2-0 

1-9-9 1-5-0 

u (open workings) 
Males (surface) 
Females (surf .... ) 

0-11-3 0-12~ 
~ 8-1~ 9-0-0 0-1~ 1-3--3 1-2-3 

I~ 

97. Since the war miners' wages have increased a litt1e~ but~ as the cost of living 
has also risen. they are DOW no better off than they were. Compared with those 
paid in other countries miners' wages are small, the average wage of a coal miner 
being thirteeD aDDas per day. 

After the war when there was a boom in the Indian coal trade, wages were 
increased, but owing to the slump there is a tendency to keep expenditure down to 
th-e lowest possible amount. This has aftected wages to a slight extent. As ditlerent 
collieries pay their labour differently it is difficult to trace the movements with 
any degree of accuracy .. 

99. In addition to actual payment those emplo~ in coal mines are allowed to 
take coal home with them, The amount of coal thus carried away has been reckoned 
to be from two to three per cent. of the total output. In addition all miners housed 
at the min-es are given rent~free- quartelS. In cases where they live in their own 
homes material for thatching their homes is often provided. 

100. Ex .... ' And Effea of PAymmI u.._h ConIyaaors, Sub-C_acIOf's Of' 

Hea41'M'K.-As miners' wages are based on the amount of coal or ore mined wages 
are paid direct if the person is working on his own. If a contractor is employed the 
contractor receives payment from the company .and he is responsible for paying 
the workers. As the amount of contracting varies from oolliery to colliery it is not 
possible for me to state to what extent such payments are made. 

lot. Melhod of Fixing W«g&s.-There is no recognized. fixed wages in the coal
fields. At Bawdwin there is a sliding scale depending on the time the worker has 
been employed. A miner starts at Rs. 1-4 per day and rises to Rs. 2.. 

]02. In most cases overtime is paid for at ordinary rates. 

104. Effect of Wage-cAattgu em Labour Svpply.-As there have been no violent 
fluctuations in wage-changes it is difficult to apprise the etfects of this on the labour 
supply. Some years ago during the boom period an increase was given with the 
result that the miners worked Jewer days per week. The supply of labour is more 
likely to be influenced by immediate bvkshu than by promises of increased earnings • 

. 107. In some collieries miners are paid daily on production of •• chits" for the 
number of tubs of coal cut. These are signed by the overmen and countersigned 
by the assistant manager or manager. In other cases weeldy wages are paid. The 
staft are usually paid monthly. Pumpmen. winding enginemen and others who are 
paid a daily wage are usually paid out at the end of the week or month. In the case 
of those paid monthly advances are often given against wages. .• 

(...,) "K' 
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110. As the Indian miner usually has an interest in agriculture he leaves the 
mine at the sowing and harvesting seasons, In addition he a vails himself of all 
the pujas which affect his class. Wages are not paid while he is on leave. 

XIlI.-InoIIlIIriaI EIfici....,. of Work.,... 
112, C(!ffJpa,.ative CMnges in Efficiency of Indian WQP'kef's in rean' jlNfs.

Since 1923 the average output of coal per person employed per year in the collieries 
in India has risen from 103 tons in 1923 to 131 tons in 1928 .. 

] 13. For comparison I give the following figures of output of coal per person 
employed in other countries; Great Britain, in 1928, 250 tons; America, in 1926. 
780 tons; J .pan. in 1926, 132 tons; Transvaal. io 1928. 426 tons. 

The efficiency of the Indian worker is apparently on an equal with his oonirUe 
in Japan but inferior to those in Great Britain, America, and the Transvaal. 

114. (i) As the Indian statistics are based on the number of shifts worked 
migration does not afiect the comparison. 

(ii) Few of the mines in India are mechanised to any great extent. In the case 
of Jamadoba colliery fifteen coal·cutting machines are now at work while the CoaJ 
is transported in cars of .21 tons capacity_These are led right up to the working 
faces. As a result the output per person employed is greater than that of other 
collieries not sjm.:ilarly equipped, while the wages paid are in excess of tbose paid in 
surrounding collieries. The output per person for 1928 was 0-83 tons, while miners 
earned Rs. 1-3-9 ~r day which is 4 to 6 Am. in excess of the average. 

(iii) Of late years there has been a considerable increase in the number of coal· 
cutting machines used in collieries. The following table shows the number in use in 
Indian coal mines for the years 1923-28, and the total electrical hotse power used 
in the mines :-

1923 1924 1925 1926 1927 1928 

Coal-cutting machines.. 93 114 125 128 141 146 
Total electrical h.p. in 

coal min.. .. 36,008 43,502 52.336 54,546 59.539 64.478 

Most of the mines owned by Indians are too small to aftord to pay for the most 
up-t€Miate machinery. 

(v) (vi) The physique and health of the Indian worker compare unfavourably 
with those of the worker in colder climates_ This, to some extent, is due to the 
enervating climate in which he lives and to the lack of nourishing food. 

115. (il (ii) Since the limitation· of working hours there bas been an increase in 
the amount -of machinery used. This has tended to an increased output per person 
employed. During the last few years, -owing to the slump in the coal trade. a number 
of collieries have been shut down.· The output. however, has increased owing to 
the labour being absorbed in other mines which have greatly increased their output. 
This concentration of labour has certainly led to efficiency in production. 

(iii) Before the advent of the Jharia Mines Board of Health and of the Jharia 
Water Board. the Jharia coalfield was visited with severe epidemics of cholera. which 
decimated the mining popuiation.and resulted in mines being temporarily.;stopped. 
Outbreaks of cholera are now stamped out at once, while a supply of good uncon
taminated water prevents the disease from being spread. 

(iv) With the building of hotlSes on the collieries a certain amount of labour 
becomes settled and work continues uninterruptedly throughout the year. This 
is all to the good 01 the mining companies, for this labour is not a1Iected by periodical 
migration. 

(vii) The legislation which is most likely to aftect production is that concerning 
the withdrawal of women from mines. As the commencement was only made on 
the 1st July, 1929. it is yet too early to state definitely how far this will effect 
production. The other provisions of the Indian Mines Act bave had little or no a.1fect. 

(viii) Some classes of labour are weak and degenerate. and it is usually found 
that they are not capable of exerting themselves for long periods. M-ore work can 
be had from those who take nourishi.ng food. The latter also earn higher wages. 

(ix) I ha.ve got no information regarding the eff~cts of alcohol and drugs on pro
duction. It is~ however. almost certain that this a~counts f-or a good deal of 
absenteeism. 
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116. An inctease in efficiency can be obtained by the introduction.· of more 
machinery and in laying out the workings in a better manner. Every min~er~ 
however. cannot afford the initial capital expenditure re:quired to introduce more 
modern machinery. while many of the properties are so small that even if money 
were available it would not be an economic proposition to mecba.nise. Ona of the 
difficulties in.improving the efficiency is the minexs' distrust of the haulage arrange
ments. Before starting to work he insists on seeing tubs on the loading line. Thus 
a larger Dumber of tubs tban is necessary have to be provided. and a large number 
of tubs have to be stabled in one level with the consequent long <:any to the ou~de 
tubs. With the elimination of women the miner may come to realise the advantage 
of haviogtbe tub brought right np to the worlringfaceso that the coal maybe loaded 
direct into it. 

Great efficiency will not be effected until there is a large mining population 
indepen~ent of agriculture. . 

XIV.-Trade Combinations. 
The employers' organizations are: The Indian Mining Association, representing 

the European coal owners who control practically the whole of the :first-class ~. 
The Indian Mining Federation> representing the Indian colliery owners. The Central 
Provinces and Berar Mining Association which controls the manganese ore industry. 
The Kodarma Mica Miners Association, representing the mica industry in Bihar. 
The Tavoy Chamber of Mines, which is composed of the tin and wolfram mine owners 
of Tavoy. 

The Colliery Managers are Tepresented by two bodies :-(1) The Association of 
Colliery Managers in India which is affiliated to the Colliery Managers .Association in 
Britain, and (2) The Indian Mine Managers Association. 

An a.ssoci.ation known as the Indian Co11iery Employees Association was loaned 
some years ago. but the number of its members is small compued with the number 
employed. 

119. The Colliery Employees Association was commenced about nine years ago 
and is said to have about 2,000 members of whom about 1 .. 500 are 0Td..inary miners. 
The attention of the Association is principallyconiined to taking up matteIsinrela.tion 
to non-payment of wages and to claims for compensation_ 

As the' miner belongs to the uneducated class there is little chance of his ever 
obtaining control of themganization which is run by those who are on the supervising 
staffs. 

The present attitude of the employers is one of indifference. 

XV.-Industrial Disputes. 

123. The miners in India have been comparatively free from strikes. Such strikes 
as have occurred have been of short duration and confined to single mines. They 
have seldom lasted more than two or three days. 

In 1921 when the All India Trade Union Congress met at }haria the discontent 
was fanned by political agitatlcmJ. During the holding of the Congress the collieries 
were practically shutdown fora. week. This is the most serious disturbanceduring 1:he 
last ten years. 

XVlL-Administration. 
- 140, (i) Since the introduction of the Indian Mines Act. 1923. and the Regnlations 

and Rules made thereunder. the work of the Department of Mines has increased to 
such an extent that an increase in the staff will be required in the near future. .As 
the definition of a mine was changed in the Act of 1923 a large number of stone and 
other mines have been brought within its scope. As these are scattered throughout 
India longer tours have to be made. This increase has to a certain extent been 
countered by the large number of oollieries which have been shut down. owing to the 
slump in the coal trade. When conditions improve these will again be re-opened. 

Since 1920 the number of inspections has risen as shown in Table No. V in which 
the number of Inspectors include those on leave. It will be noticed that the number 
of inspections has been doubled since 1920. Tbis increased work and responsibility 
have been thrown on the shoulders of the Chief Inspector and the Circle Inspe.ctoIS. 

(it) As previously pointed out all the important mines are inspected at least once 
a year. Enquiries are made into aU fatal accidents and into such serious aocidents 
as appear to require investigation. The regulations and rules are stringently enfo~ 
and where undue laxity in their observance is noticed more frequent inspections are 

(530) K3 
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made. Inspectors. are encouraged to use as much tact as possible in enforcing the 
regulations. By so doing owners and managers strive to act up to the spirit of the 
Act and are usually willingto comply with any reasonable suggestiousof anIuspector. 
although these may be beyond the actual letter of the law. 

(iii) Where the management have failed to remedy any violation alter being re
quested to do so recourse has to be made to prosecution. A threat of being prosecutecl 
is usually sufficient to make a recalcitrant to obey the law as most persons do not 
like to be prosecuted. there being a certain stigma attacl1ed to it in:eepective of any 
sentence which may be given. 

Prosecutions are usually instituted in the following cases :-(a) Where there are 
repeated violations; (hI Where an accident bas occurred as the direct result 01 a . 
violation of the regulations; (e)Wbere serious violations of the regulations~ rules~ 
etc .• regarding safety have been committed; and (d) When it is desired to draw 
attention to the necessity of any provision of the Act.. Regulations and Rules being 
eeforced. 

Prosecutions are never instituted where it is not practically certain that a con
viction will be secured, as an unsuccessful prosecution might have & bad effect. The 
accompanying table No. IV shows the number of prosecntions instituted since 1919 
with their results. 

A number of prosecutions have been instituted by the management against their 
subordinate officials and workmen. but these cases are usually instituted aiter some 
pressure has been brought to bear by an Inspector. Their objection to prosecute is 
tha.t such cases usually take many weeks to conclude and involve the manager in 
many visits to the court. In a recent case the manager attended a court 013. eleven 
occasions and in the end the case was dropped. The management are also afraid 
that if they prosecute their labour they will drive them away. There is a certain 
amount of truth in this assertion. 

xvm.-Jnlelligellce. 

l43.-The foUowing tables of statistics are published in the Annual Report of the 
Cbief Inspector of Mines in India. 

1. Number of workers and output of minerals. 
2. Average hours worked in each important mining field. 
3. Analysis of figures relating to coal and coke. 
4. Number of mines opened, closed and inspected during the year. 
S Fluctuations in output of minerals during the previous teD Ye&t8. 
6. Coal raised and death rates during the previous _ years. 
7. Aggregate horse power and purpose for electric moton installed at 

coal mines. 
8. Number of mines where electric power is used aod the aggregate horse 

power of electric motors installed. 
9. Number and type of coal<utting machines. 

10. Number of mechanical ventilators in use at coal mines. 
11. Number of safety lamps in use in coal mines. 
12. statement of explosives used during the year in mines. 
13. List of fatal accidents. 
14. Statement of fatal and serious accidents. 
15. Statement of fatal accidents classified according to cause of ac:cid.ents. 
16. Statement of prosecutions under the Indian Mines Act and thelD.dian 

Penal Code. 
Copies are supplied. free to all interested Government ofti.cem. to & large number 

of newspapers, to the mining associations and to the ownetS~ agents and managers 
of all coal mines and to all important metalliferous mines. 

By this large distribution the attention of those engaged in mining is called to all 
pertinent questi<ms aftecting the safety and workings of mines. 

In addition to the annual returns monthly returns of raisings and despatches are 
submitted by the coal owners. Copies of these statistics are sent to the Govemment~ 
Director of Commercial In~. Cbief Mining Engineer. Ra.ilwsy _. Indinn 
Mining AssooIation and Federation, and to the Associated Press. 

Great difficulty is experienced in getting 8 few of the smaller ownenJ to submit 
returns. The output of these mines is however small and would scarcelya1fect the 
statistics. Where returoa have not been submitted allowances based on the pnwious 
years output are made. The statistics on the whole may be looked. upon as fairly 
reliable. 
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TABLE L 

British India. 

CoalMiDes_ Metalliferous Mines. AIlMiDes_ 

.,; " "- .,; " .,; " ~~ ~o ~~ ,,~ 

" "'c " .. "a - -= ~ ~-d "l!!.,; - 'O:a .e god - ~;g .e ~ . o - ~:; ~o" o - o -
Years. ~!! f 8.~ e ..... ~ ":I ~a ~ .. " t-S ;a e 8.l .. a ... .a c • .. c . 

..c:I Po~ .0" "'g "'0 0 "' .. 'flo "'oS "'0 ~o.9 8:9 ~O~ a:9 ~o_ 

e~ 1do"a 0$:=- ,,00.. e.~ at! ,,0 '" =u z~ ~"<.e 
4.l:;::::l cd' =" =t! .. 0 a =" h .. 08 z;! -" ~a8 z~ z8- ~""';4.l Z:;j Q""';e 

1919 .. 212 260 1-37 11-95 40 52 0-88 252 312 1-25 
192() .. 147 172 0-88 10-07 30 53 0·91 177 225 0-88 
1921 .. 187 257 1-35 13-99 35 36 0-61 232 293 1-17 
1922 .. 174 209 1-13 11-50 31 34 0-77 2()5 243 1-()5 
1923 .. 194 332 1-82 17-69 43 55 1-()5 237 387 1-65 
1924 .. 169 230 1-23 !l-35 44 51 0-72 233 281 1-09 
1925 .. 157 IS6 1-07 9-31 43 47 0-58 200 233 0-92 
1926 .. 152 171 1-00 8-51 46 56 ()-63 198 227 0-87 
1927 .. 166 181 1-10 8-57 43 66 0-63 209 247 0-92 
1928 .. 163 218 1-33 10-13 36 41 ()-40 221 259 0-97 

TABLE Ia. 

Great Britain. United States of America.. 

CoalMiDes_ Metalliferous CoalMines ... Mines. 
Years. 

.Bo -ci Death rate Death rate Death rate Death rate flo III ~ permiUion per 1.000 per 1.000 per million .d c:t CI 0 .... _.0_ tons of coal peISODS 300-day tons of coal 
I~E~ raised. employed. workers. raised. 
Q Po_p., II) 

1922 -- 0-95 4-32 0-72 4-90 4-16 
1923 -- 1-06 4-57 0-70 4-39 3-74 
1924 .. 0-98 4-36 1-07 4-60 4--20 
1925 .. 1-02 4-53 1-48 4-65 3-84 
1926 .. 1-08 4-95 0-94 4-50 3-63 
1927 .. 1-09 4-36 0-82 - 3-70 

K. 



1919. 1920. 

'an 'll 'ali 'a 

~~ l!!i ~~ .8' 9~ e:< 
~~ = • ~~ z~ z" 

Explosions of fire-damp and 1 1 3 5 
coal dust. 

Falls of roof . . .. .. 70 95 40 48 

Falls of .id. .. .. .. 58 '7S 32 40 

In shafts .. .. .. 34 47 29 44 

Suffocation by saees .. .. - - 3 8 

Explosives .. .. .. 1 7 9 12 

Irruptions of water 'or falling I I I 8 
into water. 

Haulage .. .. .. 40 41 16 16 

Miscellaneous underground .. 10 12 11 II 

Surface _. '. .. .. 31 33 33 ~3 

Elec;:tricity .. .. .. - - - -
TOTAL .. .. 252 312 177 225 

192\. 

'ali 'a 
~ 5 j~ 
~1 
~ 9-!1 z 

4 15 

64 81 

72 91 

17 22 

- -
14 20 

- -
30 8~ 

11 12 

20 20 

- -
232 293 

TABLJII II. 
Brililh Inllia. 

Paw Ae&idll"/$ 

1922. 1923. -. 'a oli 'a o:l 

U l~ .. ~ lJ • 

il j] e'- 9~ ~~ z'" z 
5 21 2 75 

51 57 61 92 

58 as 72 101 

26 35 26 32 

- - 3 12 

9 9 9 11 

I 1 - -
20 20 29 29 

10 10 13 13 

22 22 19 19 

3 3 3 3 

205 243 237 367 

1924. 1925. 1926. 1927. 1928. 'a 

.8 'll 'an 'a '- . 'll 'On 'a 'ali 'ali ~ o:l 'll 'll ~ . r H j' lJ~ .8~ U f~ U .8' .. d lJ • 

e~ ~] H d ~~ ~~ 1'- 91 ~.~ ~~ ~ z~ z z'" z z# z z Z 

1 2 I I 4 5 1 I 2 S 129 4'77 

66 87 51 61 44 53 S4 63 10 84 721 26·60 

56 64 50 62 57 69 47 59 51 58' 684 25·27 

24 81 27 28 16 17 10 10 15 16 282 10·41 

- - I 3 2 2 3 9 1 I 35 1·29 

17 26 16 19 15 17 18 27 14 17 165 6,10 

- - - - - - - - 1 7 17 0·63 

20 20 15 15 26 26 24 24 29 29 252 9·31 

17 17 15 20 9 12 22 28 14 14 144 5-3 

27 29 22 22 24 25 28 29 22 28 260 9'62 

5 5 2 2 I I 2 2 2 2 18 0·6 

233 281 200 233 198 227 209 247 221 259 2.707 



1919. 1920. • . 
'ali 'a '" . 'a o.i!l 
t ~ ]~ M~ ".; 

H H .8e 
~'i s .a. z·e z· z' z 

Explosions of fire- 3 3 2 2 
damp and coal dust. 

Falls of roof .. .. 74 ,76 38 36 

Falls of .ide .. .. 38 40 38 39 

In shafts .. .. 17 18 11 12 

Su/Iocations by gases I 1 - -
Explosiv .. .. .. 21 28 16 23 

Irruptions of water or - - - -
falling into water. 

Haula.ge •• •• 46 47 36 36 

Miscellaneous under- 58 58 77 77 
ground. 

Surface .. .. 92 101 74 76 

Electricity .. .. - - - -
--------• TOTAL .. 350 372 290 301 

1921. 

'On 'a 
.8~ 

... .; 
lie 

S'H z· ~.E!. z,e 

I 2 

55 57 

37 38 

15 16 

~ -
20 32 

- '-
49 51 

66 68 

85 85 

- -- --
326 349 

TABLE IlL 

British India. 

Non-iaial Accidenls • 

1922. 1923 . 

'On 'a 'O,:i 'a 
~ ~ ~.; \:15 ~'ll 
S] De D'" D~ S.!:, a~ S,~ 

z· z,e z z,e 

• 3 4 - -
39 40 49 51 

39 40 26 29 

14 17 14 .21 

- - - -
17 18 28 33 

- - - -
28 28 31 36 

60 60 82 82 

92 93 90 92 

- - - -
--------
292 300 320 344 

1924. 1925. 1926. 1927. 1928. 

'Oti 'a'll 'Oli 'a. 'Sti !~ 'ali 'a 'Q~ 'a. ... ~ ~~ ]] ]~ t ~ ]l .8 9 Bl il ]~ S] ~1 
1I~ s] a:g ~'~ a,~ a,~ ~,~ mE!. z,e z· z,e z,e z· z,e • u z·e z z • z· 

2 $ I I 4- 6 I 2 - -
48 50 52 54 57 60 73 80 56 59 

31 34 43 43 4S 49 78 85 73 71 

17 20 12 12 24 35 16 18 22 26 

- - - - - - - - - -
29 31 35 48 26 33 36 45 36 46 

- - - - - - - - - -
47 41 61 61 45 45 86 88 149 151 

116 117 126 128 158 154 245 248 139 140 

120 120 146 146 151 156 141 142 171 176 

- - 3 3 2 2 4 S 8 8 
---------- ----~ ----

410 424 479 496 507 540 680 713 65. 683 
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S Mis&<!-

" venture. 
~ 

-_0 

-- °t 
Q,c ° - "S -k$ .eol! 

"" ",," .00 a:s ~-~ 
0" !:: $!'Cl 
z~ If 0 f;> .... 

1919 134 53-18 
1920 98 55-4 
1921 124 53-5 
1922 120 58-54 
1923 112 47-26 
1924 133 51-08 
1925 122 61-00 
1926 114 51-58 
1927 131 62-68 
1928 141 66·52 

Years_ 

1919 -- --1920 -- -. 
1921 · . --1922 · - .. 
1923 .. _ . 
1924 -- _. 
1925 · - -. 
1926 .. _ . 
1927 _. -. 
1928 -. --

Years. 

1919 .- .. 
1920 _. .. 
1921 -- .. 
1S22 .. .. 
1923 -- .. 
1924 -- --
1925 .. --1926 .. _. 
1927 .- --1928 -- --

Fault of 
de<:eased. 

-_0 

~] . '0-
kl! "Sl! 
"" ~o" .c" """ s:s e';:9 
0 0 ,,~ g zil llf.scO 

90 35-71 
54 30-5 
65 28-0 
61 29-76 
89 37-55 
60 25-75 
39 19-50 
41 20-70 
45 21·53 
39 11-65 

TABLE m. 
Brilillh India. 

Fault of Fault of 

fellow Bubordi-
nate workmen. officials. - -_0 _0 - ~.8 - ~.8 o - "'S - 0,; ""11 -k$ S::sn :;~ ~=~ "" act~ .cil .c" 0"" s:s Bc;7S s:s e'3~ 0 0 k~ " 0" z:i d! 0 v zg &:0(.) 

~ .. ~ .. 
15 5-95 4 I-59 
12 6-8 3 1-7 
14 6-0 7 3-0 
9 4-39 7 3-41 
7 2-95 14 5-91 
7 3-01 10 4-29 
8 4-00 15 7-50 

13 6-51 16 8-06 
7 3-35 14 6-70 
9 4-07 12 5-43 

TABLE lV. 
Brilillh India. 
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Fault of Faulty manage- material. ment. 

- -_0 _0 

- ~] - °t 
~.c 0,; be S - 0,; "S -

k~ -S=,zs k~ .;g::s!t 
"" aag "" =05 .co .co e:s 8-;:9 e:E 8-;;:3 
0" k ~ " C U k~ U 
ziii !fOu z~ tfo .... 

~" ~ .. 
9 3-51 - -

10 5-6 - -
17 7-3 5 2-2 
6 2-93 2 0-97 

13 5-49 2 0-84 
23 9·81 - -
15 7-50 1 0-50 
12 6-06 2 1-01 
12 5·74 - -
13 5-68 1 0-45 

Number of Number of persons Number of persons 
prosecutions. prosecuted. 

35 
53 
47 
59 
39 
68 
62 
75 
61 
88 

I 

. 

TABLE V. 
Brilillh India. . 

Number of mine$; under the 
scope of the ~ct. 

Coal Miff4s. All Mines. 
741 1.719 
793 1.716 
884 1.741 
953 1.618 
942 1.543 
846 1.804 
810 2.011 
122 1.897 
644 1.992 
SS6 1.948 

57 
62 
12 
76 
61 
97 

122 
123 
109 
122 

Number of 
Officers on 

cadre on 1st 
January. 

4 
5 
1 
S 
8 
8 - 8 

10 
10 
10 

convicted. 

42 
47 
47 
50 
46 
12 
76 
70 
81 
93 

Number of 
inspections. 

564 
1.223 
1,233 
1.769 
1.880 
1.539 
1.938 
2.321 
2.395 
2.410 



TABLE No. VI. 

FATAL ACCIDENTS. SERIOUS ACCIDENTS. 

Number of Number of 
Number of accidents in wbich accidents Number of accident. 

Number of accidents and of compensation was considered due. in which accidents. in which 
person. killed. compensation compensation 

was paid. was paid. 

1927. 1928. 1927. I 1928. 1927. I 1928. 1921. I 1928. 1927. I 1928. 

I: 2. 3. 4. 5. 8. 7. 8. 9. 10. II. 12. 13. 14. 15. 

Persons Persons 
Accidents. Killed. Accidents. Killed. Accidents. Killed. Accidents. Killed. 

Bengal .. 34 38 49 64 24 24 44 59 15 39 67 61 12 8 

Bihar and 
Orissa. :- . 

Dhanhad .. 88 96 96 109 75 83 76 $9 76 73 209 217 19 10 

Purulia. .. 7 7 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 5 8 10 13 5 

N()I~.-The figures given in Columns 10, 11 ,t4 and 15 include a few cases of acCidents tha.t occurred in the previou~ year. 
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THE INDIAN MINING ASSOCIATION. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The Indian Mining Association was formed. in the year 1892. 
The total coal raised in India in the year 1928 was 2],515.796 tons. 
The members of this Association accmmted for nearly 60 per cent. of this; 

railway collieries. about 10 per cent.; and collieries represented by the Indian Mining 
Federation and others about 30 per cent. 

The objects of the Indian Mining Association a.re to protect by every legitimate 
means the interests of those engaged in developing the mining industries in India. to 
foster those industries, to provide a ready mean, of arbitration for the settlement 
of disputes between mining proprietors, and to take part in such discussions afi"ecting 
and as may have a bearing upon mines. their development. or working. and for this 
purpose to enter into communication with the Government or other public bodies. 

Prodwction.-The statement given below shows the output of coal in the various 
provinces in British India during the years 1928 and the two preceding years ;-

Assam 
Baluchistan 
Bengat 
Bihar and Orissa 
Cen tral Provinees 
Punjab 

1928. 
297,501 

11.217 
5,639.993 

14,788.580 
732.353 
46,152 

21,515,796 

Output in tons. 
1927. 
322,517 

8,945 
5,554,990 

14,493.062 
666.758 
62,104 

21,108,976 

1926. 
300.506 

9.131 
5.137._ 

13,942.404 
635,252 
68,043 

20.093,024 

It will be seen that by far the largest proportion of coal is produced from Bengal 
(the Raneegunge field) and Bihar and Orissa (Jharia). 

The Raneegunge field is situated 120 to 140 miles north-west of Calcutta-
are a 500 square miles. 

The Jharia field is situated 16 miles further west-area about 150 square miles. 
A list showing the other coalfields in India is attached. 
Ccnsumplion.-Statement showing estimated consumption. of coal (Indian and 

foreign) during 1921. in each of the difterent classes of industries. but these figures 
should be regarded as only approximate# and but a very rough estimate under some 
of the heads. 

Estimated 
consumption. 

Percent. 
of total. 

1927. 
Railway 7,259,000 33-5 
Admiralty and Royal Indian Marine Shipping 

accounts ., 
Bunker coal 
Cotton mills 
Jute mills 
Iron, steel and brass foundries (including engi~ 

neering workshops) . ,,.. 
Port trusts .• 
Inland steameI'S ... 
Brick and tile factories (including potteries and 

cement works) . . .... . " •. 
Tea gardens 
Paper mills .. 
Consumption at collieries and wastage 
Other forms of industrial and domestic consump

tion 

Total 

27.000 
1.317.000 

630.000 
935,000 

5,260,000 
205,000 
636,000 

565,000 
223.000 
156.000 

2,208,000 

2.085.000 

21,706,000 

N_ of pnsom _ployod in 1927. 
In coal mines.. . . •. 

which is'S.41S less than in 1926. 
As eoal cuttet'S 
Male loaders 
Females-cl>iefiy loaders 

165,213 

41,786 
9.960 

33,841 

0,1 
6·1 
3·8 
4·3 

24·2 
0·9 
2·9 

2·6 
1·0 
0·7 

10·2 

9·7 

100 
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The average number of persons employed daily in the coal mining industry in 
the British provinces in India in 1927 was:-

Below Above 
ground. ground. 

Men 1lO.382 37,785 
Women 33,845 13,620 

It is estimated that in the Jharia coalfield the coal is raised in the following 
proportions :-

Per cent. 
Under the contractor system.~ the owners paying so much per ton 70 
Under the Sircari system, i.e., by the owners themselves • ~ 30 

In the Raneegunge field the proportions are 40 and 60 per cent. ~tively. 

L-Rearnitment. 
Each colliery makes its own arrangements for bringing in labour. Usually the 

matter is left to the raising contractors, who, on behalf of the owners, are able to 
ofier, among other inducements~ the promise of regular work, :regulae pay, rent~free 
quarters, free fuel. free water supply. free lighting and, in some cases, land for 
cultivation. Travelling expenses axe paid and advances are given. 

The statement attached gives an abstract of replies from raising contractors 
and shows the districts from which labour is recruited. SJQlled labour works fairly 
continuously throughout the year; the rest, which comprises a decided majority 
and includes practically all the underground miners. is in the habit of-:leaving the 
collieries for several weeks for at least two periods yearly. viz.. about the end cd 
June for the purpose. of planting crops and abOut the middle of October for harvesting 
them. Taking into account other absences on account of ceremonies~ festivals of 
all descriptions, and poojahs. it is estimated that the miner stays on the collieries 
on the average about eight months only out of the twelve. There is very little 
settled labour. 

The methods of recruitment of labour are suitable, but might possibly be improved 
on, though it would not be easy to devise others that would be better understood 
by. or more acceptable to the classes and castes of workers affected, and the Com
mittee 01 the Indian Mining Association do not consider the establishment of ~. publU: 
employment agencies .. necessary. or even desirable. 

The Indian miner is primarily an agriculturist, and only mines coal when it suits 
him to do so. In the Jharia coalfield be comes from distant villagesj settles at the 
colliery for short periods at a time. leaves from time to time to attend to his agri~ 
cultural concerns. and returns to the colliery when it suits him. In the Raneegunge 
field, many of the miners live within walking distance of the mines. They usually 
work at the mines for a feW days at a time and then return to their homes to give 
attention to their agricultural aftairs . 

.. Unemployment" as generally understood hardly exists, as regards those who 
cut the coal and bring it to the surface. There ha.ve been periods when. owing to 
the failure of the crops or to the closing down of collieries .due to poor markets. 
labour has been in excess ot requirements. Equally the-re have been periods when, 
crops being good, labour has been below requirements. Generally speaking. however 
the mines have been able to a<:commodate all those who offered to work in them. 
With skilled labour the case is a little difierent, and there are periods when the supply 
is in excess of the demand. 

Agriculture does not furnish the agriculturist with sufficient means to provide 
fOT himself and his family dependants. more than a meagre liVelihood. The well-paid 
'Work at the mines is, therefore. attractive to them. and sufficient proof of the benefits 
received is to be found in the large amounts that are regularly remitted from tho 
coalfields to the villages. 

n.-staI! Organisation. 
The higher administration of the larger collieries is usually in the hands of a. 

board of directors and of managing agents. 
The office organization is partly recruited from Great Britain and partly in India. 
The colliery staff, as far as colliery superintendents, colliery managers and 

colliery engineers-mechanica1 and electrical-are concerned consists of men of 
long technical training and experience~ and of high qualifications. and is largely 
brought out from Great Britain. 

Other positions, not of the same relative importance. are :filled by qualified men 
recruited in India. ., 
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The relations between the sta.ft and the tank and file are, on the whole. friendly 
and good. There are many instances of workers who have started with no special 
technical knowledge who have trained themselves into first-class workmen, and 
who now have a recoro.,of anything up to twenty or more years' service with one 
employer. In some collieries the second generation of a. family is working; in others 
the thiM. Every facility is _t for a reliable worker of outstanding ability to 
rise to a position of grea.w responsibility and more pay in the particular sphere of 
employment in whidl he has proved himself to be most suited. 

Is free • 
.Bearing in mind the great influx of labour at some periods of the year. and the 

'efilux at others, there are times when housing accommodation is either in defect or in 
excess. Further. owing to the long period of depression through wrueh the coal 
industry has been passing. some housing programmes are behind. The annual 
reports of the Asansol Board of Health and the Jbaria Mines Board of Health. to 
which reference should be made, show that this important aspect of the welfare of 
the population of the coalfields receives careful and unremitting attention. Particular 
attention bas been given to the best desigo for dhowrahs. having regard not only 
to what is necessary from the health point of view. and lighting. conservaney~ and 
water supply. but also to the habits. usages. and preferences of the class of people 
inhabiting them. It is not always easy -to induce them to leave old dhowraha. in 
which they have lived for season after season. for otheIS which are of a modem 
type, and considered by everybody but the persons most concerned to be superior 
in every way and more healthy. Occasionally also gangs of people. not miners. 
take possession of colliery dbowrahs. and it bas been found difficult to dispossess 
them. Though it is a slow process. the standard of housing is steadily improving .. 
and is higher even now than in the villages from which labour comes. 

IV.-JIeaUh. 
Medical facilities are provided free. 
Matters of health are the special concern of the two Boards of Health-The 

AsansOI and the Jharia Mines Boards of Health. 

The operations of both Boards have been hampered by the depression that has 
existed in the ooaJ trade for several years. 

The collieries ~ nGt only the obligation but the importance o.f ta.king care 
of their labour force. and among other things. have go.ne to considerable trouble and 
expense in providing a water supply in the Jharia CoaIlield that is plentiful and 
relia.ble. The collieries supply this. water to their workers free. 

V.-Welfare. 
\Velfare work. more or less common in other countries. is- practised at the coal 

mines only to the extent indicated in other paragraphs relating to health. There 
is no organization for physical culture. recreation .. or amusements. to none of which 
the miner is accustomed. except in his own way, at festivals and poojahs. At some 
collieries. however. football teams exist and are encouraged; at others. days are 
set apart for sports which attract large attendances: and. at others. cinematograph 
entertainments are- provided from time to time. ~erally. however. the miner is 
left to himself to look after his own welfare. in accordance with his custom from 
time immemorial He is eared for, as far as he himself permits. in cases where he 
meets with accidents. and he. has the benefit of compensation under the Workmen's 
Compensation Act. Provision for old age and premature- retirement is not general
such questions would haw: to be considered. if ever necessary. in connection with 
Indian habits and family customs. and the casual way many of the miners work 
and move from colliery to colliery. 

The question of the possibility and desirability of a Statutory Min"", Welfare 
Fund seems to be more one for the legislatures of India than for the Indian Mining 
Association. Indian miners are largely agriculturists. and it is difficult to see that 
their claim (if any) on the community possesses points entitling it to special con
sideration; or any which could not be urged. with equal force by any body of workers 
in almost any other industry. Before the merits of any such claim against the 
industry itself cou)d arise for consideration. the proof of tbe existence of a class ?f 
regular workers in the mines-settled labour in other words, "ith mining as the!!' 
definite occupation-would be a necessary preliminary. 
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VI.-Educaiioo. 
This is a bigger question than can be dealt with in the limits of such a note as this. 
The facilities for training in mining at the'Indian School of Mines at Dhanbad. 

which was opened in December. 1926. are good. It is by no means certain. however, 
that coal mining can absorb aU the candidates who qualify as colliery managers, 
and it is therefore probably true that these facilities ",ill prove to be ahead of 
:requirements. 

Eveoing classes exist for mining students. full advantage being taken of them, 
Small primaty schools exist on most collieries-certainly on the larger ones-

but these are admittedly not sufficient to meet the needs of the present day when so 
much importance is attached to the provision of educational facilities for every 
child. 

VIL-Bafety. 
The Mines Act, with Rules and Regulations. is full and comprehensive. 
A table is attached showing the fatal accidents per 1.000 workers in India and 

other countries. It will be seen that India. in spite of its backwardness. compares 
·well with Great Britain itself. 

Colliery managers have always paid much attention to questions of safety. and 
lectures on the subject are frequently given. It will, we think. be conceded that it 
is not always possible, regulations and rules notwithstanding. to prevent a person 
from doing foolish and forbidden tbings--as an instance~ there are the common 
oceurrences of miners entering fenced~ff areas. sleeping with head on rails. or 
.. robbing" loosely beld coal from the sides of pillars. 

The organization of most collieries of importance is .. however. designed to give 
full scope to all safety measures. 

A doctor is employed on all collieries of any size, and :fust aid and medical relief 
is available in cases where accidents occur. 

No children are allowed in a mine; the employment of women will cease in a 
few years. as required by Statute;· and it is hoped that the general adoption of the 
law relating to shifts. which comes into operation on the 7th April. I930~ will result 
in further improvement. 

VIn.-Wotkmen'. CoDJll"DgtiGtl. 

In view of the evidence which will be tendered by the Calcutta Claims Bureau 
it is not necessary to go into this question in great detail. 

The total accidents for all industries reported to the Calcutta Claims Burea.u 
1st July. 192.4 to 31st December. 1928 were 14.848. Distribution has been;

Compensation paid • . •• • • • • . . 
Claims in which no compensation was due i.e., less than 

10 days. disablement •• 
Cases filed as .. no claims .. owing to denial of libility. 

time-barred. etc. 
Cases pending 

Percent. 
36 

40 

20 
4 

100 

It is probable that at the start. the percentage of claims fell below 100 per cent. 
but that is no longer the case. The workers know of the Workmen's Compensation 
Act. and take full advantage of their rights in practically every case. The only 
exceptions occur where an injured miner leaves the eolliery for his village. 

The passing of the Act has bad no efieet on raisings. and it cannot be said to have 
made the labourers more contented. inasmuch as they were not discontented before 
the passing of the measure. , 

It has undoubtedly had a good effect as far as dependents are concem.ed. and 
has been of great benefit to them.. as well as to those injured in accidents. 

The passing of the Act has added to costs. as a large proportion of colli.eries have 
insured against workmens' compensation claims. 

It is considered that the scales of compensation are still suitable. except possibly 
at the lower end. The Indian Mining Association has always been particularly 
anxious that the amount of compensation in every case should be promptly 
ascertained and as promptly paid. In this respect the regulations and the 
machinery of administration have proved. to be suitable. but they suggest that in 
cases where a fatal accident occurs (necessitating the deposit of the compensation 
money with the Commissioner) 'mmediate payment of part should be made to the 
presumed dependents. widows particularly. and means be devised to that end.' 
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The time has not arrived. in the opinion of the Committee of the Indian Mining 
.Association for ~ inS14TaftCI by employers-nor does there seem to be any 
necessity for other changes. 

IX.-H01l1'I in lIIinea. 

The Law relating to .hifts (Set. XIII of 1928) comes into operation on 7th 
April. 1930. 

The Committee of the Indian Mining Association supports the statements 
contained in the following extract from" India in 1927-28 " (a statement prepared 
for presentation to Parliament) :-

.. But although the primary object of this Bill is to impose a limitation on the 
daily hours of werkl it is not to be supposed that the hours of work in mines are 
generally excessive. for it is probable that a daily average of eight hours is exceeded 
in only a few places. The main advantage which the Bill is designed to secure is 
an alteration in the system at present in force in many mines which encourages 
miners to spend longer hours underground thereby making satisfactory supervision 
difficult. This system tends to increase the number of accidents in various ways 
and it diminishes the potential efficiency of the Indian miner. The shift system 
is working successfully in many mines and it would probably be- introduced more 
generally without any compulsion but for the danger that labour may migrate to 
those mines where restrictions are absent. That danger will disappear when 
regularity in working hours is made a general rule." 

Success will partly depend on collieries being in a financial position to provide 
a full number of tubs to the miners promptly. 

As regards .the possibility 01 introducing an effective limitation of the daily 
hours of work, this is answered in the Report of the Select Committee of 1928, to 
amend the India.n Mines Act. 1923~ They agreed that the eight hours shift was the 
best for all concemed.. but, having considered the matter at length. adhered to the 
twelve hours shift proposed in the Bill and recommended that the situation be again 
examined after three years. 

The majority-of the miners consider the gettU;g of three tubs to be a day's work
and take their own time over it-working 4 or 5 hours per day and .. or 5 days per 
week. 

There is no necessity to auange anything regarding suitable hours of rest. 
The miner is a law to himself in these matters-resting. feeding. and working l 

just when it suits him. 
Skilled labour usually works-During hot weather 6.30 to 11.30 a.m. and 2.30 

to 6 p.m. During cold weather 7 to 12 noon and 2 to 5.30 p.m. 
A statement is attached showing the hours: worked in one ]haria mine for one 

typical week in the months of November. February and July-

x.-BpeeiaI QueItiona reJaliDg 10 Women. YoUDg Adullo and CIilldren. 
As regards women. they carry the coal and load it into tubs or wagons. On 

1st July, 1929, the regulations prohibiting their employment underground came 
into force. Under these. the percentage of women to the total number of persons 
(men and women) employed shall not be more than 29 per cent., steadily dimjnishjng 
by 3 per cent. annually. over a period of 10 years. to 2 per cent. in the last year. 
The question of the period was the subject of prolonged discussion. and even to-day 
there are many who think 10 ~ ~ far too long, and many who think: quite 
otherwise. Indian mineowners are largely of the latter view, likewise the minors 
themselves. . 

These regulations do not extend to coal quarries or open workings. The State 
and Railway~ed collieries BreI therefore, largely unaffected. 

As regards young adults, there are no .~ blind alley" occupations. i.e. no person 
is dismissed from the job he hold, simply because he has reached full age. Even if 
he were, there are plenty of other occupations on a colliery on good pay open to him. 

Children are not employed ill mines so this aspect of the" question does not arise. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Ii:lcreases were granted in DeCember. 1920, to miners, surface-labour, underground 

labour and kamins on the following scale :-
MinM"s.-(a) An increase of Ii Am. per tub of 13 cwt., the increase to be 

calculated on the rates per tub paid on the 1st September. 1920. 
{b) The rates for tubs in excess of or less than 13 ewt .• to be adjusted propor~ 

tionatel'y. 
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(c) Stack measurements (Guddas) to be calculated in the same proportion. 
(d) Kamins to be given an increase of 1 anna per day. 

247 

Note.-Any increases in rates given since 1st September, 1920~ to be deducted 
from the above increases. $",,_ and un4Pgr ... nd kIb ...... -Au increase of: 30 per ceut. OIl a.II wages up 
to and including 6i a.nnas per day~ or Rs. 12 per month: 25 per cent, OD. all wages 
above 61 annas up to pnd including 8 annas per day~ or above Rs, 12 and up to and 
including Rs. 15 per month; 20 per cent. on all wages above 8 annas up to and 
including 12 annas per day. or above Rs. 15 and up to and including Rs. 22-8 per 
month; 15 per cent on all wages above 12 annes up to and including He. 1 per day. 
or above Rs. 22-8 and up to and including Rs. 30 per month; 10 per cent. on all 
wages above Re, 1 up to and including Rs. 2. per day. or above Rs, 30 and up to and 
including Rs. 60 per month; 5 per cent. on. aU wages above Rs. 2 per day or above 
Rs. 60 pel: month. 

N0t8.-To deal with obvious inconsistencies no employee on a higher grade 
should receive less than the highest pay of the grade below. 

A person earning h 30 pel' month would receive Rs. 34-8; a person earning 
Rs. 31 per month would receive Rs. 34-1-6. The latter should, therefore, be given 
Rs.34-8. 

It is known that. in many cases, due to the trying times through which the 
coal industry has been passing. these have since been reduced; likewise the cost of 
living has gone down since 1920. It has been noticed that when wages were highest 
misings were lowest . 

.. India. in 1927-28 .. sa.ys: .. But the increase in industrial wages is attended by 
a strange paradox. the wants of the labourer are few. and do not expand very 
readily. and a.n increase in wages enables him to satisfy his wants at the cost of less 
work.. With higher wages, therefore. he tends to work for fewer days in the year, 
and permanent employers in India have on more than one occasion spoken bitt.erly 
of the efiect of increased wages as a direct incentive to increased idleness." 

At a typical mine in Jharia. where coal is won entirely by manual labour, the 
average earnings per miner per shift amounted to annas 9-S. 10'4 and 11 '25 respect
ively for the month of November~ February and July: the average Dumber of tubs 
loaded per shift being ~N. 2'6 and 2'7 respectively. Each miner would be accom
panied- by his woman loader and the joint eam\ngs would be two-fifths greater. 
viz.: Re. I, Rs_ 1·1-4 and Rs. 1-2-9. The rate paid for tub-filling averages about 
6·75 annas. 

In Bihar and Orissa, it is usual to pay miners wages weekly, and in Bengal. daily. 
Ninty-five per cent. of the total output of India is produced from these provinces. 

xm.-.!1IBIriaI Elliaiency of Work .... 
In the case of skilled labour there has been an advance in recent years. 
In the case of unskilled labour. the standard is very much the same as it was. 
Conditions in Indian mines, i.e., thickness of seams and depth from surface. are 

in favour of the miner when compared with most other countries. 
The comparative efficiency of Indian miners may be gauged from the fact that 

the tons of coa.l produced per annum per person. employed. is far less than in any 
other country, except Japan, even after making allowance for the more extensive 
use of coal cutting machinery in other countries. 

The following table shows the tons of coal produced per annum per person 
employed :-

Above and 
below ground. 

ndia. 1927 128 tons 
apan, 1925 122 

~reat Britain, 1925 221 u 

United States. 1925 777 
Transvaal. 1925 426 
Natal, 1925 228 u 

Canada, 1925 •• 361 u 
New Zealand, 1925 401 
Germany, 1925 234 .. 
Belgium. 1925 •• 142 .. 
France. 1925 ., 147 " 

The fact generally accepted is that. though the Indian miner could comfortably 
cut and load five tubs of coal per day. he wiD not do more than three. These three 
are sufficient to provide him with all the money he requires lor his simple .needs. 
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It is to be remembered that the colliery owner provided free housing, free fuel. 
free water and free lighting; also large areas of agricultural land are provided 
entirely free by certain owners. 

XIV.-Trade COmbinatio .... 
Practically none exist in the coal trade. The proprietors' organisations are the 

Indian l\1ining Association (European and some Indian) and the Indian Mining 
Federation (entirely Indian). These are not sale organizations. The colliery 
managers in India have an association which is affiliated to the Colliery Managers' 
Association in England. There is also an Indian Mine Managers' Association. 

In November, 1921, the Jharia Trades Union Congress held a meeting in the 
coalfields, but the number of miners enrolled was disappointing. and little has been 
heard of the Union since. Independent as he is. it is difficult to see how a miner 
could be any better off with a union. From the employers point of view, it would 
possibly be advantageous to have a reliable body with which to negotiate a settlement 
if labour troubles arose-but an unreliable body. with unrecognizable or unrecognized 
leaders, would be worse than useless, and the present system of dealing with workers. 
direct or through raising contractors, has successfully stood the test of time. and in 
present conditions. and probably for some time to come, seems the best, 

XV.-Indualrial Dilputeo, 

Organized strikes are almost unknown in the coalfields. Lockouts never occur. 
Where disputes about wages or other matters have arisen, they have been promptly 
settled on the spot. 

The Association considers that the introduction of intermediaries between 
employers and employed might quite possibly create grievances, or wants, that at 
present simply do not exist. 

XVIL-Adminisiraliou. 
Generally. it may be said that the Government of India. no less than the Provincial 

Governments most concerned. show a sympathetic regard to the importance of the 
Indian coal industry, and a desire to assist it whenever possible. The existence of 
state and railway owned collieries is regarded as inimical to the interests of company 
and privately-owned collieries. The bearing of this lies in the fact that the railways 
are consumers of about one third of the total raisings of Indian coal, and show a 
tendency. despite increased consumption, to buy less and less from the market and 
raise more and more from their own collieries. The Government of India have 
accepted it as a principle that they- shall not come into the market in competition 
with private enterprise~ nevertheless they have done so. 

The Mines Department~ under the charge of. the chief inspector of mines and an 
able sta:ff~ carries out its important duties impartially and witb businesslike efficiency 
and with due regard to all the circumstances of each colliery and each case that 
arises, Prosecutions are undertaken in some cases, as will be seen from the annual 
reports. 

The relations between the mines department and collieries have always been on 
a friendly business footing, as there exists !). desire to be of assistance OD the one 
side and a disposition to fall in with every reaB<mable requirement on the other. , . 

XVDL-Inlallig ....... 
The information regarding its workers that is available to employers is considered 

to be as full and reliable as could reasonably be expected, and no special periodical 
enquiries as to the cost of living seem to be necessary as such information is always 
available. 

General. 
It was remarked by the Indian Fiscal Commission. 1921-22. when dealing with 

the subject of coal, that an abundant and chea.p supply of (;oa1 was the fOUDciatiou 
of future industrial progress in India. Later in their report. in discussing the question 
of a protective duty. they said that cheap coal was essential to industries, and they 
were not prepared to recommend any measures which would make coal dearer. 

The attitude of colliery proprietors in general is sympathetic towards improve
ments in labour conditions. though there is·no particular demand for them from. the 
workers most concerned. At the same time. it must be recognized that the charges 
against costs per ton have been steadily increasing. and although this aspect is 
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largely ignored when proposals commendable in themselves are put fOrward. the 
eventual result must be to make coal more costly. This will be a handicap in the 
export markets, which have only recently been regained at much trouble; and in 
India itself it will make coal more -costly to other industires. 

Rts Recruihnem tm4 Conditions of Labour. 
QwsIion 1.-WAM. do you recruit .1011" labOlW; Give locality Me" g4ng COIfU$ 

from _ p. cas". 

Answer 1. 

Armh 
Locality. 

Bilaspur and Raipur 
Bereilly 
Gaya 
Hazaribagh 

Monghyr 

Caste. 
Chatri, Goala. 
Tanti, Rohidas. Raut, Chamar, Gerch. Gbore. 
Rajput. 
Rajput, Bhuia, Dusad. Goala. Noonia. Mohamedan. 
Rajput. Goala. Bown, Mohamedan. Rohidas. Ghatwat 

Chatri. Mahato. Kahar. Dusad, Chamar, Bbomij. 
Bhuia. DUsad, Toori. Rajput. Goala, Dhanuk, Kahar .. 

Noonia~ Mohamedan. Musahar. 
Madras Madrasi. 
Manbhum. (Purulia.) Manjhi. Kole. Kora. Bhomij. Dhobi, MaJek. Rajwar, 

Orang. Bowri, Dome~ Toorl. Mirdha. Chamar. 
Punjab Sikh and Mohamedan. 
&mtba! Pergh Manjbi, Kole, Toori, Dhobi. Gbatwa!, Chamar. 
Jownpur Chatri. 

Q .... /ioft 2.-H_ yo .. bad .... y tliffi<;ully of laI4 yuws by on- i.w.slrlos ro"""ili"l! 
ilf. 1M sa-tilts iocali'u.s } 

Answer2.-Competition for labour has been met with from railway constructions. 
dock constructions. iron industry. copper mines. mica, tea gardens. 

At the present time this competition for labour does not appear to be strong. 
and a number of our contractors have met with no competition. 

Quos/ioft 3.-WlIat p .... tl .... do yoK follow .,,..,. .""",ili"l! and wA.U pay....ms .... 
,nade} ~ 

Answer S.-The procedure is to send out recruiting agents who are either con
tractors' munshis or sirdars of gangs with money to the villages. Feasts are given 
and advantage is taken of the gathering to collect persons who are willing to work 
in the mines. Bukshiesof Rs. 1-8 to Rs. 2 are given tothes~ persons~ and sometimes 
·advances over and above this sum. The labour is thus collected. On the way to 
the mines all expenses are paid by the contractors and also a daily khorakie of 4 to 
6 annas per head. Sometimes labour that has been accustomed to work in the 
mines comes in without recruiting. Such labour realize all tra.velling expenses 
from the contractors before eaming to work. 

Q .... t .... 4.-WlIat khorakio do yOK pay to labour comi"l! i,.l 
Answer 4.-00 atTival labour is paid 4 annas per man ahd wife for eaoking 

utensils and " a.nnas per head for tha.t day's food. Occasionally the Jatter sum is 
increased to Re. 1. They are also given sufficient money if required to provide 
looding until wages are realised. This latter advance is realimble from wages. 

Question S.-HotIJ Wng do your 4'/f"ent gangs slay em #M eoUiery And whom d6 t1l4y 
go awayl 

Answer S.-By far the bigger proportion of colliery labour leave the coUieries for 
the villages for work on the land from the first or second week in July until late 
August or early September. This for the planting of crops. The labour return to 
the collieries for a. short while and again go back to the villages for harvesting about 
the latter part of October. If harvest is poor the labour return to the collieries- by 
mid December. if good by end of December, and sometimes so late as mid January. 
About mid-March the marriage season begins. and much of the local labour again 
leaves the collieries. This marks the end of the good labour season. which may be 
considered as from mid .. Decem.ber to mid-March. ' 

QW$Jion 6,-Do you malu tI ,.ecruiting contract 1M 1M lab"",, of whole villages. if 
so what? 

Answer 6,-No such contracts are made with villages, 

Question 7.-H 4fJ. you any pnmansnt labour. if so what amount ? 
Answer 7.-Some permanent coal-producing labour is resident on the collieries. 

these amount to about 600 penions. A large number of these, however. must be 
classified as semi-permanent. 
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Question 8.-Can you suggest any itnJwoved, meJlwtl of yecruununt} 
Answer S.-The present method of recruiting appears to be satisfactory. 
Question 9.-To whal utent does YU1'1IUment affe&l 1M jamily Ii!. of tn • . pecple 

you "",,,it j,_ 1 . 
Answer 9,-Work on the land in the villages is confined to a part of the year 

only, work for the principal crops occupying the period. July and August, and 
November and December. During the other months of the year there is very little 
work to be done at the villages. The crops often provide only meagre sustenance 
for the people, and employment at the mines, therefore. greatly relieves the villageB' 
reserves of food. to the advantage of those who have to remain behind. Employment 
in the mines further helps by providing means of obtaining money for rents, feasts, 
maniages. etc. Employment in the mines is advantageous to the family life of the 
workers. 

Question IO.-Do you know 0/ any vnemplcynunl at any parli&ular time of Ike yeat' 
an. oj any <lass .. oj laIxnw 1 

Answer to.-During the months when the miners are away eultivating the land 
there is sometimes unemployment of other classes of workers caused by the necessity 
of the contractors to economise. There is also occasional unemployment amongst 
Raj mistries and earth cutters. 

(Juution It.-Do you rUM' the same labou,. yeM' aIm year ? 
Answer 11.--COntractors generally recruit the same labour year after year. 

Indian labour is very conservative and averse to changes. Miners become attached 
to mines and oftentimes will not work elsewhere so long as work is available. 

Queshon 12.-WAat is lik~ly to be tAe effect of witluUMlHIl of WlJftUn in mines in 
resput. W family eami.ngs} 

Answer 12.-The effect on earnings by the withdrawal Of women is variously 
estimated at from 30 per cent to 60 per ce~t. reduction., 

Question. 13.-Gtve repf'esentative weekly eaf'nings taken ',.om you,. books of C.P. 
miners, ordinary minet's~ Ioad8rs. women, and all othe,. classes in you,. employ. 

Answer 13.-A verage earnings appear to be as follows :-
Rs. As. 

e.p. miners 3 8 to Rs. 4-8 
oroma~ 3 0 
Loaders 3 8 
Trolleymen 3 8 
Hookmen 4 8 
Line mistry' 4 8 
Line coolie 3 6 
Carpenrers 5 0 
Machinemen 13 8 
Drillers. 5 0 
Loading coolies 3 S 
Shale pickers 2 8 
W~en 2 4 

Quntion 14.-Whal effect tID you expect Ie ,.ss.u'1,.o15 WOYking the labour under' a 
.sAif' system J. . 
. Answer 14.-The opinion is that when the labour has settled down to the shift 
system the results will be ver/benefu..d.l. • 

QU8$non IS.-What do YOH' labom- do witA: eanti-ngs in excess to tM actual meds of 
sustena1tU. i .•.• '"' they $nul mo1U\Y IIotM~ d"inA, gamble, ek. ? 

Answer lS.-Savings. As. 8 to Rs. 1-8 per week, appear to be made by some 
classes. This money is usually sent to the villages. Money is generally speut on 
liquor to the extent of As. 4. to Re. 1 per head per week. The women rarely drink 
liquor at the collieries. 

Queslion I6.-Which castes we Ute most saving and which gamble Of' dnnll J 
Answer IS.-The C.P. labour gamble most. All classes drink. The Dusads 

being about the worst. 
The C.P. and Madrasi save most, they earning more than ordinary miners. The 

Sonthals appear to be a saving caste-. but they save probably to drink in their 
villages. 

Question 17.-WAat is the con 0/ living of Of'dinary cclliny labou,.~ ;.e., food, 
clotAing. 6t&. } 

Answer 17.-The cost of living per adult appears to he about Ro.2 per week. 
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Figures for ODe IIIIine for One Typioal Week in Febrn&ry, 1uly, If_ber. 
Figures for one week- Nov, 28. Feb. 29. July 29. 

(4) Total number of miners working .. 50 122 
(0) Total number of days worked in week by 

all miners •• 210 464 
(e) Number of days worked duriDg the week of-

(i) More than 11 hours Nil Nil 
(ii) Between 1()...11 " 

(iii) 9-10 .. ,. 
(iv) 8-9 " 210 464 
(v) Leos than 8 Nil Nil 

(d) Number of miners who worked-
6 days 7 2 
5 17 25 
4 15 61 
3 ~ 23 
2 4 3 
1 day 3 8 

Fatal AocidonlB porl.GOO Workers. 

U.S,A. .. 2·90 2·42 2-35 2-85 3·08 2-98 3-32 
Great Britain •• 0-88 0-87 0-95 1-06 0·98 1-02 1-08 
Belgium .. 1-13 0·89 0-93 1-09 1-17 0-92 0·99 
France .. -- 0-97' 0..94 0-82 0·86 0·98 1·18 1,03 
Prussia .. 2·31 2·00 2·05 1·60 2·21 2·70 2·30 
India .. 0·98 1-35 1-13 1·82 1-23 1-07 1·00 
Netherlands .. 1-06 1·18 1·01 1·2a 0-93 1·33 1·06 

Other CoaIfIeltll in Iudia. 
Smeal. Bihar' and Orissa. 

Bokaro ._ 
Ramgarh 

220 sq. miles. 
40 sq. miles. 

78 

339 

Nil 

339 
Nil 

11 
31 
20 
11 
Nil 

5 

- -
1-09 1-04 
- -
- -
- -

1·10 -- -

North and South Karanpura .• 
Chope, Itkhuri. Auranga and HuUr 
Daltonganj 

472 and 72 sq, miles respectively 
Undeveloped. 

Giridih .• 
Jainti •. 
Rajmahal Hills. 
Sambalpur. 
Talchir, 

Umaria •• 
SohagpuT 
Koear } 
Jobilla 
Singrauli 

Mohpani 
Pench Valley 

Central India. 

Ceniral Pr(}t)inus. 

.. 
Oarora. Bellarpur Sasti. and Gugus 
Korea Coalfi:eld~ 

Koreagarh 't 
KUrasla 

Singareni 

3() sq. miles. 
J 1 sq. miles. 
Small area. 

6 sq. miles. 
1.500 sq. miles. 

VndevelopOd. 

about 1 sq. mile. 
7'4 sq. miles_ 
(Gugus-about 3 sq. miles.) 

about 6 sq. miles. 
.. 48 sq. miles. 

9 sq_ miles, 
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Makum 

Nazira. 
Khasi Hills. 

!{host and Sor Range. 

Kale. 
Kamapyin~ Tendau. 
Namma. 
Loi-an. 

Dandot. 

Palan&. 

Assam. 

Baluchisfan. 

Bu"ma. 

Punjab. 
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Stretch for 40 miles to the 
north-east, and have been 
traced for 100 mUes. 

Mr. H. LANCASTER. Colliery Superintendent, E.I.R.. Giridih. 

Housing A17'tJngem&nts tJt Ginaih Collmns. 

All the labour and sta.fI6 excluding officers. are provided with rent-free 
accommodation. 

Formerly the labour built and repaired their own bouses. the materials being 
supplied by the undertaking. In 1921~ however, this practice was discontinued and 
repairs to houses were done departmentally. the idea being that the repairs were 
more efficiently carried out and less materials were wasted -or stolen. . 

Arrangements were made to improve the housing accommodation in 1924-25. 
and Rs. 2.01,513 have been spent up to date. The result has been entirely satis
factory and a very large number of inferior houses have been demolished and replaced 
by new ones. The number of rooms allotted depends on the size of the family. 

Two types of houses have been constructed--one with a. pucea. concrete roof and 
the other with a tiled roof. The labour prefers the latter type. but the annual cost 
of repairs to tiled houses is heavy. • 

Unfortunately. owing to financial stringency, the housing improvement scheme 
has had to be discontinued temporarily. 

THE INDIAN MJNE MANAGERS' ASSOCIATION. 

L-l!.ecruilment. 
1" Labour mostly belongs to the aboriginal classes living in the districts in and 

about the coalfields. -It also comes from Hazaribagh, Central Provincesand Punjab, 
besides some skilled labour from East Bengal. These generally belong to agricultural 
classes and <:ome to the coalfields t6 supplement their earnings, also because facilities 
for employment are better than elsewhere. 

2. These generally retlJm to villages in the beginning of rains for sowing and 
again in October for harvesting; also return to villages for shorter periods three to 
four times a year for marriage festivals and other occasions. Some labour from 
outlying villa.ges return to their homes 0JlC0 every week. while those from the 
neighbouring places come and go daily. A small portion of the skilled labc·ur is 
more or less permanent. Some Central Provinces labour go to their hcmes only 
once a year. 

S, Labour is now plentiful and no special effort for recruitment is generally 
necessary. When required. a recruiter is sent to one of the villages. where he engages 
labour through their Sirdar by advancing them some money and paying their 
travelling expenses. 
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Possibility oj imP'Tovemeltl.-Vo"'orkers may be given small plots of land for building 
houses and for agricultural purposes to induce them to settle permanently on the 
collieries. as is sometimes done in the Ranigunj Field. 

4. Family life is not disturbed generally. except in the case of those workers 
who do not bring their womenfolk. whose number is small. Recent legislation of 
prohibiting women nnploymetfl is. however. calculated to upset it to some extent. 

7. There is little unemployment. except among managing. supervising and 
clerical _fl. 

D.--Slalf Orgaaioation. 
11. The main consideration in selecting managers in Indian-owned mines is 

generally cheapness. though some educated owners look to efficiency as well. Agents 
are generally employed from persons related to or in the confidence of the owners 
and not generally for any special qualification. 

12. There are some promotions among workmen but little facility for training. 
Very little promotion among clerical and supervising staff. 

]5. Contract is generally given for supplying labour for coal raising and despatch. 
for sinlring shafts, earth work, masonry work. main gallery driving, etc. These 
contractors also employ sub-oontractors under them for different works. Control 
over work is exercised by supervising sta.ff in direct employ of colliery. 

Contract helps in stabilizing production cost and is also preferred# as it generally 
ensures a continuous supply of labour. 

m-llousing. 
]6. Employers provide housing accommodation for workers who like to reside 

on collieries. All local men generally live in their own villages. 
In Ranigunj Field Colliery. owners sometimes provide houses with adjoining piece 

of land for agricultural purpose to make them settle perm.anently on the collieries. 
1 ]7. Land for building worker's houses can be had from the landlords on payment 

of sometimes very heavy prite!'l. The Chota Nagpur Tenanq Aet affords some 
facilities.m the Jbaria fields. which are, however. neither sufficient Dor perfect. 

18. Aaomtnodalioll.-GeneraUy one room (]O ft. by tOft.) with a very small 
verandah. with provision for drinking water but no conservancy arrangement, 
Ventilation and lighting good in some cases, defective in others. Generally, one 
door and oue window is provided. 

]9. Workers always avail themselves of accommodation provided.. but gangs of 
one class generally prefer crowding together in the rooms of one block rather than 
occupy rooms in separate or distant blocks. 

20. No rent is charged for accommodation to labourers. 
22. There is little privacy in the type of houses generally provided on collieries, 

with notable exception. and the moral dect is consequently not favourable. 
Separate partitioned units desirable. 

Settled labourers in the Ranigunj field have generally their own separate units 
for their own residence. 

IV.-lleaIIh. 

23. (iii) Conditions at work places are- harder than those at home~ where they 
work more freely and live a cleaner life. 

Did.-Plain and simple food with occasional delicacies (more generallyenjq,yed 
at work places). 

Physique.--Good. but deteriorating e1iect of disturbance of sex ratio. Bad 
effect on health. 

24 to 29. Under the official supervision of the Mines Board of Health. all oollieries 
provide medical officers with dispensaries~ besides arrangement for dri..nking water 
aDd bathing facilities where. possible. 

Epidemics have been greatly controlled. Cases of serious inness. epidemic diseases 
are regularly reported. also vaccinators are sent round. collieries. Besides, there are 
one or two hospitals provided by Local Authorities at Asansola. and Dbanbad, where 
serious cases can be taken to for treatment. Midwives not available, except some 
in Raningunj field. Some practising midwives available at Asa.nsola and Dhanbad~ 

30. Some indigenous drugs and medicines might be provided for those workers 
and women who do not prefer western medicines. 

31. Maternity benefits desirable with. the aid of legislation. 
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. V.-Welfare Work. 

37. It is desirable to have provision for old age and re'l:iUment with tht 
of legislation. 

VL-_. 
40 to 42. No facilities for education. Short evening vernacular lectures or 

principles of mining have been provided for by the Local Governments for 
training of sirdars and overmen. which are, ~owever. not sufficient. • 

49. Inspection by Government is adequate and satisfactory. 

vm.-Workmen'. CoJllllODS&lion Act. 
S I. The Act is being utilized in the proper spirit by OWDezs and managers, th, 

instll'allCe facilities are not being availed of by Indian owners. Compulsory insur 
is, however. not necessary or desirable. The operation of the Act is so far satisfa;. 
and further extension of its scope is not necessary. 

O:.-&lllI. 
sa and 64. The following limitation of the hours of employment is now impr 

by law. • # • Miners do oot generally work for more than 5 da' 
a weelr. their hours of employment daily varying from 8 to 10 hours. Skilled "
men, such as enginemen, firemen. pumpmeo, banksmen and onsetters generally' 
in three shifts of S hours each and for 6 days a week. 

No one, not even miners. work continuously. and excepting perhaps firint! 
boilers, all work is more or less of an intermittent character and workers conseqUt 
get rest while at work.. 

65. The effect of this restriction of hours of employment has resulted in mere 
establishment costsJ while giving more leisure to the skilled workers generally. 
earnings of time workers have at the same time been slightly reduced. 

66. No further reductiou in hours of employment is desirable. 

x.-WOIllOD. YOlIllg Adu1la and Children. 
90 and 91. The provisions regarding the grant Qf ce:rt:Uicates and appointm 

held by them has been effective as far as the safety of the undertaking and 
persons working are concerned. 

As a result -of the Indian Mines ActJ 1923. there has been a total abolitio 
children (under 13) from work. either OD. surface or underground. This has 
affected the industry in any way, but women have sometimes to keep away I 
work for looking after the babies. The regulation for prohibiting the emploj!£ 
of women gradually has. however. only recently been brought under opera! 
This has been a desirable legislation from a humanitarian point of view. but it 
an adverse effect on the industry in that the output has slightly fallen and 
further be on the decrease with the consequent rise in the production oost. 

The total elimination of woo::eD' will be efiected in ten years. with equ~ pereen 
withdrawal every year. Unless machinery is introduced and greater facilities 
work provided unde ~ground It will mean a decrease of earning for the miners. 
purpose of this legislation, however. will, not be fully realized by the workexs at 
they are properly educated and trained to utilize the time thus afIorded to t 
womenfolk by their elimination from underground work. 

XII.-Wageo. 
96. The bulk of the mining labour is paid on piece basis: Miners. As. 7 

tub i trammers. As. 1 to 2 per tub; Joading coolies, As. ].6 to As. 2.6 per 1 
skilled labouren, As. 10 to 12 per day; and unskilled, As. 9 per day. Certain sk 
labourers are employed on monthly wages. Hauling enginemen.. pumpmen. firet! 
sirdars. Rs. 18 to Rs. 20; winding enginemen. overmen, assistant fitters. Rs. 25. 
the staff for higher order, Ro. 50 to Ro. 100 per month. Besides the money .,to 
earned by the workers. they receive free lodging accommodation. free mrok 
free treatment, free coaJ, free drinking water in the JMri&. field. which all IJl' 
increase the real value of his earning. 

97. Increase of wages took place during war time and is since dropping. 
they are higher at present than pre-war period, but the cost of living has gre 
increased since theIL The wages paid have no relation to the profits earned by OWl! 
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99. No paymeat is made ia kiIxL _ 
roo. A large peiceu~ of mines are worked under raising contractor and sub

contrnctors. The drect of payment is DOt bad. 

103. W~ are almost _ for particular sectiOns of the field. There are 
...:eptions for special ~ for which special rates .... __ 

104. Elrect on labour supply is felt on the ronditioa of the harwst only. Any 
change of ~ will not .-. the to?l labour supply but might aJiect individual 
collieries. 

107. Wages to mine<s. day wagers and other workpeopIe are paid ...... kIy OIl 
Stmday generally in the coalfields. but in some collieries in the Ranigunj fteld. W3geS 
are paid daily. Monthly staff are paid morrthly after about 15 days of the following 
month and later still iII certain £aSeS. lit some cases weekly advances are paid to 
monthly paid "'""""'. Til<= ba __ iDstances wbere wall"" are not being paid 
to wmken and stafi by the """""" owing to fi_nciaI difficulties and ba_ ,..,.,.i""<l 
tmpaid for ever. 

Instances of unclaimed wages aTe rare; when wages are, howeft'r". llDdaimed. 
they are utilized by collieries in other ways and sometimes credited to company's 
funds. 

108. l~.-Luge among skilI<d Iaboar and IIlOI1thly wage earners and 
oontracto~ and rare amongst miners. 

109. In Irigh market. bonus was being granted and commission to the superior 
staff. and minez5~ sirdars. on JKOdocti.oo. was also giveD; but DO bonus is DOW 
beingglvon. 

110. No leave is asJred for bytheIlIiDen;.,.daywag<ml, only asked by the moothly 
st:aff.s. There is no system for sickn~ casual and privilege leave in the collieries 
and the conseqoent klss to the warke<s is gn:at Regulation on the lines of civil 
service code With general provideIrt scheme is essential. Some leave. however. is 
given to the superior and office sta1f but there is no system. 

115. Less wurkiDg I!oun weald reduce out-put and Unptuved working conditions 
will incn:ase the outpat. ~ on health, sanitation and hDuses will keep 
a good phys;que and maintain health, which will _ on output AI<oboI and 
drugs take a ~t deal of streagt.h and ccmseq.....-tly rednce outpnt. 
. 116. The edlIcation of IDtfum massos. the thorough organization of the industry 
itself. facility of techmcal training. ngnIatioD of shift and full time output will 
secure increased: efficiency. 

122. No lockent was even threateoed except in 1920, the labour demanded higher 
wages. which were granted. Since 1922 no activities are felt and therefore no system 
of negotiation or attempt was aecessary on the part of organized body. 

XVIL Mn" 'm tb .. 

140. (i) Adequacy of staff considered sufficient for needs. 
(u) Reasonably rigorous bat satisfactory. 
(iii) Prosecutions have a. detereDt effect in the most cases with better J"esults. 

COMMISSIONER FOR WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION AT DHANBAD. 

A QJ.Se /(6 p~ of ~ Mall Il.£ridnUs itwo/fling tUMlf or senows 
pnwoa_ disab_. 

I. Section 3 of the Workmen's Compensation Act of 1923. which defines the 
employer's liability for oompensation limits that liability in the following cases :-

. Where the &<:eident is directly attribabble _(I) Drink or drug.. (2) Wilful 
dlsobedl~nre to an order expressly given to a rule expressly framed for the purpose 
0{ secunng safety 01 the workmen.. (3) The 'Vo;-ilful removal or disregard by the 
workman of any safety guard OJ" device provided for such purpose. 
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These limitations apply to alI accidents and put the workmen or his dependants 
outside the protection of the Act. whether the accident resulted in temporary or 
permanent disablement. whether the injury received is trivial or serious or fatal. 

2. The miner contributes handsomely to the excise revenue but it is curious that 
in the course -of these years not a single case has come to my notice where the employer 
bas bad to deny liability on the ground that the workman was drunk or bad drugged 
himself at the time of the accident. 

3. The most frequent ground to support denial of liability from the side of the 
employer. the most fruitful source of dispute" and litigation has always been cases 
of accidents in which the employer has alleged that the worker had violated some 
standing or verbal order. or a. by-law, rule or regulation; and occasionally that the 
worker had removed a fence to rob coal or some safety devisement for his protection. 

4. By the juxta-position of the word 4, wilful" against the word U disobedience H 

the legislature obviously meant to emphasise an explicit intention to disobey or to 
disregard. some process of deliberation and decision, of express volition. a determina~ 
tion of mind or attitude in such acts. Obviously the legislature meant to exclude 
all such immediate actions as result from impulse of the moment. where the intention 
to disobey or disregard has not been properly formed and does not sufficiently occupy 
the mind to influence action. But in practice it is often difficult to distinguish 
between disobedience and wilful disobedience and where the former is proved the 
employer cannot but insist that the latter has also been proved. 

It is to be remembered that in accidents which .f arise out of and in the course of 
employment" the worker's mind is mostly directed to work and disobedience of 
an. order or rule is not an object or motive which the worker could directly keep in 
view. 

Prompt obedience to orders and compliance with by-Jaws, rules and regulations 
should become matters. of routine. of habit, almost of instinct with proper training. 
The managements are responsible and are doing their best directly and indirectly 
in the training of labour. It still remains a fact that labour is occasionally put to 
duties for which they have not received the necessary training and rules framed for 
their safety are not properly explained or undentood. 

5. Still this limitation is fair between employer and workmen, as far as all 
temporary disablements are concerned. or permanent disablements. which are Dot 
of a serious character and do- not largely a1fect earning capacity. 

6. But my experience of the administration of the Act shows that the limitation 
is. extremely harsh and undesirable in the case of fatal accidents and accidents 
resulting in serious permanent disablements. In my opinion this limitation should 
be subject to an eXception and compensation sbonld be admissible in all fatal accidents 
and accidents involving serious permanent disablements provided alway.s that the 
accident arises out of and in the course of employment. The more and more the 
consequences of this limitation are witnessed in the actual admi.nistration of the Act 
the more and more obvious becomes the hardship of this limitation. till it becomes 
doubtful if the legislature could really have intended to put such fatal and serious 
accidents outside the protection of the Acb It is certainly against aU ideas of 
jnstiee and equity and somewhat even against common'sense to deprive- a dependent 
of compensation in fatal accidents. In my humble opinion the limitation nullifies 
the essential object of the Act which is to alleviate distress arising out of industrial 
accidents. 

We cannot pUnish the dependents for they are in no way guilty or responsible 
for breach of discipline or rule. We cannot punish the- worker as he has already 
paid the highest penalty. a penalty which is altogether out of all proportioo to what 
could have been inftic.ted for disobedience of au order. I have had to inform widows 
with two children in arms 8" four .unor ,children that they cannot be granted 
compensation because the husband and fa.ther had disobeyed some ru.le which she 
is incapable of understanding. 

In the case of permanent total disablements where a worker is rendered useless 
for earning a livelihood for the rest of his life or worse still where be may be actually 
physically dependent for his daily movements on the attendance of somebody ~ 
the same principle of justice Sho-uld apply. The punishment already received is 
sufficiently severe and probably out of proportion for disobedience and disregard 
of a rote or order. We should not further punish him by depriving him of whatever 
little solace or comfort. compensation would bring him or help him eVM so little ill 

. ng the rest of his life. 
~n fact the same principle applies or should apply to aU accidents which result 
in serious and permanent disablements and compcmsation should be allowed in such 
~. , 

7. There are other considerations to re-enforce what is essentially a matter of 
principle. 
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Managements are not unknown who are themselves responsible for breaches of rules 
and regulations or who acquiese in breaches of rules and regulations by labour and 
who do not mind denying liability in case an accident does occur. It is easy in such 
cases for the management to prove that the workman disobeyed some rule or some 
order verbally given to him. In fatal accidents it is impossible for the dependents 
to meet sueh a case and even in the case of permanent disablement it is ext:remely 
difficult for the workman himself to do so. 

Instances have come to my notice in which miners have been allowed to rob coal 
inside fenced areas with the knowledge, consent and approval of the subordinate 
sta.fi and such immense quantities of coal day after day and week after week have 
been known to have been raised that it would be safe to presume that this was done . 
with the knowledge of the manager although it was unnecessary to prove the same 
for payment of compensation. . 

Cases have also been known in which it has been alleged and evidence has been 
produced which has raised suspicion that a fence was put only after a fatal accident. 
in a prohibited area.. which should have been fenced from before but was not aetually 
fenced. 

I do not wish to be misunderstood. Industry as a whole has had the cleanest 
relations with labour but with prolonged industrial depression. such things are 
possible. in some small concerns. 

S. The principle I am advocating is already incorporated in the English law of 
Workmen's Compensation. on which the Indian Act itself is largely based. While 
the Act enumerates these limitations of drink or drugs, disobedience of rule. removal 
of safety device. the English law comprehends them under the general phrase I. serious 
afld wilful fn.1scondua.·' 

The English limitation runs thus :-" The employer shall not be liable if it is 
proved that the injury to a workman is attributable to the serious and wilful mis
conduct of that workman, and any compensation claimed in respect of that injury 
shall be disallowed unle$s the injury results in death or smous and perman.eni 
disabkmeflt." 

It further provides: .. 2. For the purposes of this Act, atl accident resulting in 
the death or serious and permanent disablement of a workman shall be deemed to 
arise out of and in the course of his employment (notwithstanding that the workman 
was at the time when the accident happened acting in contravention of any statutory 
or other regulation applicable to his employment, or of any orders given by or on 
behalf of his employer, or that he was acting without instructions from his employer), 
if such act-was done by the workman for the" purposes of and in connection with 
his employer's trade or business. H 

Clause 1 (b) shows that compensation is payable when accident in the course oI 
employment results in death or serious permanent disablement, notwithstanding 
serious and wilful misconduct on the part of the workman."· 

Clause 2 enacts a legal presumption. viz., that suCh accidents shall be deemed to 
arise out of and in the course of employment. if the act was done in connection with 
the employer's trade or business. notwithstanding that there bas been contravention 
of some rule or regulation or of order given or that the worker acted beyond or 
without instructions. 

Now that the Indian Act of 1923 is under review, the provisions Section 1~ 
Clause 1 (b) and Clause 2 should be incorporated in the amending Act. 

9. I humbly submit that the inclusion of this provision from Section 1 of the 
English Act would do away with 80 to lOOper cent. of litigation relating to workmen's 
compensation in. India. • 

1 could detail case after case within my experience which, with such a provision 
would never have been contested. No body who has cared to aequaint himself 
with the vast amount of literature relating to the workmen's compensation in 
England or even the 24 volumes of Butterworths' Workmen's Compensation Cases, 
would believe that the work of the arbitrator in England is at all easy. Why should 
the Commissioners under the Indian Act be burdened with heavier responsibilities 
and more difficult decisions and much larger litigation. when all this could be obviated 
by a simple provision that compensation shall be payable in all fatal accidents and 
serious and permanent disablements incurred for the purpose of and in connection 
with the employer's trade or business ? 

10. Take the Mudidih colliery compensation case. decided by me and now in 
appeal before the Patna High Court. Deceased Juman Khan was killed while ~e 
his dhawt»'tJ on colliery premises through a serious subsidence in the colliery in which 
several blocks of dhaun-as were wrecked. resulting in 6 persons being killed and 
40 injured. The widow of Jnman Khan. a .. "trolleyman. was the only applicant. 
Here was a fatal accident contested by the employer on the ground that the accident 
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did not occur U in the coarse of the deceased's employment." It was DOt sought to 
be denied that the accident to the deceased occurred in connection with his employer's 
trade or business. It was throughout admitted by the manager. Calcutta Cla.ims 
Bureau" on behalf of the employer that the accident" arose out of <I the deceased's 
employment. It was merely denied that it occurred U in the course of employment." 
As the circumstances 01 the case were detailed the burean manager could not help 
expressing that it was the most difficult case he had ever met with in his experience 
of Indian cases and his knowledge of English law. I submit that such a case would 
probably not have been contested under the Englisb law where the legal presumption 
in Clause 2 of Section 1 would have operated in favour of the applicant widow and 
the minor children of the deceased worker and for payment of compensation. The 
provisions of Clause 2 are wider as they apply also in cases of contravention. etc. 

II. Besides such a provision wonld only restore the balance and hold the ocales 
even between the employer and the worker: 

From the point of view of responsibility, accidents may be classified. and are 
actually classified in the investigation reports of the MiDes Department as follows :
(I) Misadventure. (2) Fault of deceased or injored workman. (3) Fault of 
m.a.nagement or subordinate staff.. 

12. (J) MisadvenluTe.-Asfar as 11mow·· misadveuture 10 has never been defiDect 
Literally it would mean adventure or undertaking that miscanies and the failure 
must lie in causes or circnmstances that supervene and ale beyond the control of 
the person making the attempt. It does not mean that the caase or causes of the 
accident cannot be assigned or ana1ysed. If such analysis is pushed to its logical 
conclusion it would be found that generally speaking the accident was due to a 
state of things or grouping of circnmsta.nces for which the employer was directly or 
ultimately =J>ODSible. And tIris is the _. justificatioo of payment 01 com_tioo 
in these cases. 

But as far as the immediate cause or occasion is ooncemed it becomes impossibte 
to distribute the blame between the employer and the workman. That is why it 
is regarded as misadventure. a casualty~ a misfortune, an accident in its na.rrower 
and proper sense. 

13. (2) Fault of _ '" jni"'ul __ ~.-This fanlt should amount to 
~~ serious and wilful misconduct ". 

This must mean not merely that the conseqneuces are serious, but that the 
misconduct itself is serious. It is BOt the breach of any or every rule that conld or 
should of necessity coostitnte serious misconduct. That is why Section 3 (I) (0) Iii) 
is so much haniher in its operatioo than Section I, Clause I (b) of the English Act. 

Again ••• wiIfnl U must mean misconduct 0[' disobedience to which the worker's 
will is a party. something opposed to accident or negligence. the uUsconduct aud not 
the conduct must be wilful. It imports deliberatioo and not merely a thoughtless 
act on the spur of the moment. Hence. ignorance will negative disobedience to rule 
or order. and negligence. inadvertence, impulse, and error of judgment will not as a 
rnIe coostitute it. Also the fact that the rnIe which is~, is not rigidly enlon:ed 
by the person in charge must be taken into eons1deration.. 

14. (3) Favltof __ ofsvlxmli_ ""ff.-This wonldincladeall bioaches 
of the Mines Act, rules or regulations or of their own by Jaws or standjng orders. 
It wonld also include the total conditioo of things, defects, DOJl-supp1y of propes
appliances and the safety of premises. wzong orders or improper insttuctioos gi""-eD.. 
tolerance of existing abuses,. etc. 

These and other ~ coflId all be included in the employer's nspoosibility. 
15. Under the existing law com_tioo is of conne payable foe accidents of 

Class 1. But with regard to accident:s' of Classes 2 and 3. it does not appear to me 
that the worker and the employer are treated on a par. 

If. in the case of a worlrer being responsible for the accident. the worker is 
deprived of all right to compensation, it is at least arguable that in case the employer 
j, responsible for the accident the amount of compensation should be doubled or 
quadrupled. Such is, however. Dot the case. So far is this from being so, that the 
Jaw makes no distinction between accidents which are .. misad~" and 
accidents due to the lawt of the employer or his staff. The law in India. hmn"Vtt. 
makes an absolute distinction between accidents classed as misad:¥mtu:re and 
accidents classed as due- to the fault of the 9Qrker. 

On grounds of merit alone if the worker is €k-prived of compensation -in cases 
where the accident is attribntable to his fault~ he should get two or four times the 
compensation in cases in which it is.proved that the accident -was due to the fault 
of the employer or his staff. 
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It is not seriously contended that merely to secure parity or equality between 
the parties such an increase of liability on the part of employer would be desirable. 
In my opinion it would be highly undesirable. 

An accident is an accident. a. mishap or a misfortune as far as the worker is 
concerned, supervening on an UDdertaking~ and involuntary. at least as far as the 
worker is concerned. But this applies equally whether the accident is adjudged a 
misadventure, or due to the fault of the_worker or the_ employer. 

16. The only rational justification fur depriving the workman of compensation. 
must be prevention of avoidable accidents. 

Now the denial of compensation would not and does not prevent the occurrence 
of fatal accidents. or acciden-t3 involving serious permanent disablement. Com
pensation awarded would in no way compensate even partially fur the loss of earning 
capacity of a life time. The instinct of self-preservation is too strongly Tooted in 
nature and could not be supposed to relax even for a moment at least not by con
siderations of such a possible compensation after death. We cannot adopt this 
argument in the case of worker.; no more than we can in the case of the civic popula
tion who draw out life insurance policies. 

17. Such a provision as is here urged comprises no more than a. necessary insurance 
for industrial workers; and the employer's liability is largely an insurance charge. 

No private person would ever think of his personal insurance being hedged in by 
such a limitation. 

Vt"by should not the insurance benefit provided for the worker extend at least 
to fatal accidents and serious permanent disablements irrespective of the workers' 
'fault in view' of the numerous risks involved and complexity of the Iules and 
regulations at least as far as the coal industry is concerned ? 

18. Finally such a provision is desirable from every point of view. From the 
point of view of justice and equity from the ethical or moral point of view as I have 
already shown above. From the point of view of the Commissioner for some mitiga
tion in the ever-increasing volume 01 his work. From the point of view of the 
worker obviously as the present limitation denies Compensation and inflicts very 
severe hardship in man)' cases in which relief is most necessary. 

Lastly it is highly desirable from the employer's point of view. When liability 
is sought to be denied on the ground of an alleged contravention and there is litigation 
it is not the employer always who is successful. While the issues are always uncerta.in~ 
litigation is oe.rtain and costly. If the money that would be increasingly spent in 
contesting such claims were paid towards compensation. it would probably cover a 
large proportion of the claims. which employer could succeed in resisting through 
such litigation. 

]9. Even if the employer is successfnl I suspect that he :is not alWgether happy 
in having asserted his legal ~ht (in England it is the worker's legal right) with the 
consciousness of having defeated a moral right, which he jIlust feel to be on the side 
01 the widow and minor children of the deceased worker. Such a feeling is inevitable 
for both parties, as consckmsness flf moral rights and obligations is not "geographical.>' 

20. Lastly. if the English industries can afiord to pay compensation in these 
cases there is no .reason why the Indian industry should not consent to the payment 
of these claims. It would make for the redTess and amelioration of the conditions 
of industrial workers~ and for permanent good relations. Nor is there any reason to 
suppose that having consented the industry should ever find cause to regret their 
decision. . . 

Besides such legislation is inevitable now, or in the hereafter. It is a part of 
social ethics. and good business also. 

MR. P. S. KEELAN, C.I.E., Member, Mining Board, Bengal. 

1. Rlfcrui.tment-(i) Origin of labout'.-50 per cent. of colliery labour is drawn 
from outside the coal fields. 

(il) Bilaspur. Monghyr, Bbagalpur and Hazaribagh. Causes of migration. The 
emigrants have not sufficient agricnltumlland to maintain themselves and families 
and they find regular employment in the coal mines more lucrative and· attractive 
than the precarious· casual employment they obtain in their own districts. . 
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(iii) Very little change. except about 10 to 15 per cent. increase in settled labour, 
this naturally makes f-or steadier output and increased efficiency among the workers. 

2, COtttaet with Villates.-(i) Twice a year, for about six weeks each time. 
Practically every body. 

(ii) No actual figures are available at the colliery. These may be obtainable from 
the Department of Mines. 

3. Mel1wds of R_L-(i) A recruiting stall' is employed at Oacll colliery 
to recruit the necessary labour. The usual method is through airdars who are well 

, informed of the location and movements of workers. 
(ii) No. The present method is very satisfactory and efficient. 
(ill) Notnecessary. There is 8ufficientworkat collieries for all classes of Iaboor. 
4. EJrIefU MId Elfe ... of Dis .... bonu of F.mily Life.-Very little. There are 

sometimes cases of the male members of a family migrating to mines and leaving the 
females in their native villages. This is a common practice with C. P.labour. 

In cases of natives of the area. families work together as far as possible. but thiS 
can only be observed so far as it does not violate the new regulation regarding the 
number of women allowed underground. . 

The same applies when immigrants bring families. 
7. There is no unemployment in the coal fields. 
S. Labow" TUf'nOUU':· ....... (i) Outside labour work about nine months per annum, 

for a period varying from six to- ten years, after which they are able to purchase 
sufficient land to support themselves and families in their native districts. 

(ii) Very little and is confined to brickmaking, building, and earthwork. F~ 
not available. 

32. El4ent of Welfa •• W orR.-The major portion is perlormed by the Mines Board of 
Health which is maintained by mine owners. The ?tiines Board of Health maintain 
a. staff of midwives and sanitary inspectors througbout this coal area.. The excellent 
work perfonned by this organization has a well-merited recognition from all those 
interested in welfare work. In the Annual Report for the year 1927-28 it will be 
observed that amongst severaltbundred deliveries attended by the Board's midwives 
not a single maternal death occurred. The Mines Board of Health also hold baby 
shows at several eentres within the mining area~ and maintain the services of a 
qualified medical man for inspection of school children at the several schools within· 
the mining area.. 

. 36. Provisilm of Edw;tll.Wft Feiliti8s by Employws.-(iv) Schools do not appear 
to be popular with mine workers and apparently the parents do not encourage the 
child"", to attend the pathsaJas. 

67. Suitability of the law relating to shifts. A system of shifts would be very 
difficult to institute and operate. The managements would welcome a shift system 
if it were reasonably possible to introduce it, but the miners would regard a strict 
shift system with great disfavour and it would cause a real hardship to workers 
who often live in villages up to eight miles distant from the colliery, it would mean 
that the miners in such cases would have to walk 16 miles daily instead of every other 
day. or else leave their village and land and live at the mine, either altemativewould 
be extremely unpopular. . 

68. P"..ibilily of InkrHlvcing ... EIf",'i", Daily Limilalio ... -An _ve daily 
limitation of hours is not desirable, but a weekly limitation of working hours can and 
is being observed. In any case the Coal Mines Act forbids working more than 12 
hours in 24. . ,. 

91. EKdusitm 01 Womm-(i) Suita/,lility of "6gulations.-The regulations appear 
to be very suitable. T 

(ii) A slight dislocation and a consequent decrease of output will result. This 
will only be temporary. 

(iii) A reduction of total weekly income where man and wife work together. 
(iv) Suggest. that spread df WIthdrawal of women as fixed by Rules and Regu

lations is r4Lther too protracted, & total elimination of WQlD,en from the mines could 
come about in three or four years. i.e.~ a sa per cent. or 25 per cent. reduction each 
year. 

96 P ... ailing Raus of Etmoing MId Waps.-Average male Ro. I-I-<l per day, 
female ()...S..<) per day. 

97. MOW'mmts in RueiJI Y4Ms.-A general increase of 30 per cent. was granted' 
to all workets in 1921. 
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107. Pmcds ofWcrc-Payment.-(i) Workemare paid daily and weekly and the 
supervising sta1f monthly. ' 

(il) 'When paid daily each days work is paid the following day. Weekly paid 
workers are paid every Saturday. Two days are generally kept in hand. Monthly 
paid staff paid on or about the 8th of the following month. 

(iii) (a) Not necessary. (b) No delay is ever made in payment. 
(iv) Instances of unclaimed wages are very Yare. would recommend that the 

amount should be deposited in court. No law exists for disposal of unclaimed wages' 
at present. 

106. lMebt.dn&ss.-This scarcelyex!sts. 
.' 

110. Annual ~.-(i) All workers avail themselves of Pujas and festivals 
which total about 30 days per annum. No provision is necessary as workers take 
leave at will. 

(ti) Some of the Pujas are assisted by the employers. Monthly paid staffs are 
granted one month~s Ie-ave per annum on full pay. 

112. Co"'Pf¥ati~ CMngts in EfficU"o/ 0/ Indian Workns in Ream YU,.s.
There has been a. general improvement in efficiency of workers. most noticeable in 
mechanics and workers connected with mining machinery. . . 

117. ExJent of O1'ganizatioll.-(ul The workers have not concerned themselves 
about an organiza:tion and they have not found it necessary. If they feel that they are 
being unjustly treated they will at once leave the mine and easily obtain en).ploy
ment elsewhere. If the news spreads that a mine is not treating its employees 
properly that mine will have the greatest difficulty in getting workers. 

138. Mine workers are acquainted with the Coal Mines Act as far as it effects 
themselves. 
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